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Crayola® 
Premier™ Tempera
High performance tempera.  Crisp, 
bright colors that match Artista II 
and Crayola Washable Paints.  
Opaque colors dry to a matte fin-
ish, will not flake or rub off.  Non-
separating and freeze-thaw stable.  
Ready to use straight from the 
squeeze bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
Pints
B-1216RD Red
B-1216OR Orange
B-1216YE Yellow
B-1216GR Green
B-1216TQ Turquoise Blue
B-1216BE Blue
B-1216MA Magenta 
B-1216VI Violet
B-1216BR Brown
B-1216WH White
B-1216BK Black 
Each .......................................................................................................................................... 9.79
Quarts
B-1232RD Red B-1232TQ Turquoise Bl. B-1232WH White
B-1232OR Orange B-1232BE Blue B-1232BK Black
B-1232YE Yellow B-1232VI Violet 
B-1232GR Green B-1232BR Brown
Each ............................................................................................... 15.49

Add Shiny Metallic Accents!
Crayola® Premier™ Metallic Tempera
The same high performance formula you love, in shimmering metallic gold 
and silver colors.  Offers great opacity on dark surfaces.  Ready to use 
straight from the bottle, paint will not flake or rub off when dry.    Non-
separating and freeze-thaw stable.  Terrific for holiday crafts and other 
projects that need a little extra pizzazz.  Squeeze bottles with flip-top lids.  
Pints.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-1216SI Silver
B-1216GD Gold
Each ...............................................................................................14.99

 Pints Quarts
Black B-3115BK B-3132BK
Blue B-3115BE B-3132BE
Brown B-3115BR B-3132BR
Green B-3115GR B-3132GR
Magenta B-3115MA ——
Orange B-3115OR B-3132OR
Peach B-3115PE ——
Red B-3115RD B-3132RD
Turquoise Blue B-3115TQ B-3132TQ
Violet B-3115VI B-3132VI
White B-3115WH B-3132WH
Yellow B-3115YE B-3132YE
Pints Each ...................................4.69;  12 or More, Each (one color) ............................3.99
Quarts Each ...................................7.99;  6 or More, Each (one color) ..............................7.39

Convenient Class Set!
Crayola® Artista II® 
Washable Tempera 12-Pint Set
12-Color Set—Save with this set of Artista 
II pint bottles of tempera paint.  Colors: black, 
blue, brown, green, magenta, orange, peach, red, 
turquoise blue, violet, white and yellow.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.   
B-8216 Each ..............................49.99

Artista II Mixes Easily For 
True Shades & Tones!

Crayola® Artista II® Washable Tempera
Web Project 5 Innovative formula combines 
color performance and washability in one product.  
Readily mixes hues and tones for clean, true colors.  
Squeezable pint and quart bottles have flip-top lids.  Wash 
from clothes and hands with soap and water.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Do not assort for quantity discount.

Sargent Art® Metallic Tempera Paint
Web Project 136  Add an elegant touch to 
special projects with this fine quality tempera 
paint in six lustrous, metallic shades!  Create your 
own gorgeous faux patina finishes.  Flip-top 
squeeze bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Metallic Tempera Paint Set - 8 oz. flip-top bottles 
in antique gold, Aztec gold, bronze, copper, gold and 
silver.
SAR-175099 Each ..............................28.79
Individual Metallic Tempera Paints - 8 oz. flip-top 
bottles.
SAR-175081 Gold SAR-175082 Silver
Each ...........................................................4.99

Add Sparkle To Artwork!

Brilliant Metallic Colors!
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Sargent Art® Art-Time®

Glitter Washable Tempera Paint
8-Color Set—Affordable and good quality, this 
set is ideal for any classroom.  Add a splash of 
glitter to paintings or any craft project!  Cleans up 
easily with soap and water.  Set includes blue, 
gold, green, orange, purple, red, silver and yellow.  
Easy to use 8 oz. flip-top squeeze bottles.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-173999 Each ..............................31.99

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Handy Art® Metallic Tempera
Glimmering metallic paints add sparkle to painting projects.  Easy-squeeze pints have flip-top 
lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  (Not shown.)
RPC-231162 Gold RPC-231166 Silver
Each ..........................................................................................................................................6.99

Gallon Sets 
Are Perfect 
For Larger 

Groups!
Handy Art® 
Tempera Paint 
Gallon Sets
Supply your classroom 
with convenient gallon 
sets of Handy Art tempera.  
Sets include four dispens-
er pumps that perfectly fit 
the bottles for easy paint 
distribution.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.   
Primary Colors Gallon 
Set - Four colors include 
blue, red, white and yellow.
RPC-882035
Each ......................92.59
Secondary Colors Gallon 
Set - Four colors include 
black, brown, green and 
orange.   
RPC-882036 Each ............................................................................................................. 92.59

Handy Art® 
Dispenser Pump 
For Gallons
Conveniently dispense tempera paint in the classroom or group settings.  This sturdy paint 
pump fits on Handy Art gallon bottles of both washable and traditional tempera paint for-
mulas.
RPC-900110 Each ..................................................................................................... 3.59

A Fantastic Value 
Tempera For Schools!

These Bright, 
Consistent Colors 

Cover & Blend Well!
Handy Art® Tempera Paint
Stretch your art budget with-
out sacrificing quality.  Student 
grade tempera with wonderful 
color strength.  Velvety-smooth con-
sistency provides more opaque cover-
age than most economy temperas.  
Bright colors won't crack or peel when 
dry.  Pint and quart squeeze bottles 
feature flip-top lids and are see-
through, so you can see how much 
paint remains.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Do 
not assort for quantity discount.
Pints 
RPC-201055 Black
RPC-201030 Blue
RPC-201050 Brown
RPC-201045 Green
RPC-201025 Magenta
RPC-201015 Orange
RPC-201000 Peach
RPC-201020 Red
RPC-201035 Turquoise
RPC-201040 Violet
RPC-201005 White
RPC-201010 Yellow
Each ................................3.49
12/Each (one color) .......3.19

Quarts
RPC-203055 Black
RPC-203030 Blue
RPC-203050 Brown
RPC-203045 Green
RPC-203025 Magenta
RPC-203015 Orange
——— ———
RPC-203020 Red
RPC-203035 Turquoise
RPC-203040 Violet
RPC-203005 White
RPC-203010 Yellow
Each ................................ 5.99
12/Each (one color) ....... 5.49

Gallons
RPC-204055 Black
RPC-204030 Blue
RPC-204050 Brown
RPC-204045 Green
RPC-204025 Magenta
RPC-204015 Orange
——— ———
RPC-204020 Red
RPC-204035 Turquoise
RPC-204040 Violet
RPC-204005 White
RPC-204010 Yellow
Each .............................. 20.59
4/Each (one color) ....... 19.39

Handy Art® Fluorescent Tempera Paint
6-Color Set—Fluorescent paints are sure 
to bring excitement to paintings!  Colors 
glow under black light.  Six pints of fluo-
rescent tempera: blue, green, hot pink, orange, 
violet and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-882060 Each ..............................37.99
Individual Fluorescent Colors - Pints.
RPC-251152 Orange RPC-251156 Blue
RPC-251150 Yellow RPC-251155 Magenta
RPC-251158 Green RPC-251153 Hot Pink
Each ...........................................................6.99

Handy Art® Tempera Paint 
Multicultural Set
Web Project 113  6-Color Set
Use as is or mix for more skin tones.  Pints 
of mahogany, mustard, nutmeg, olive, peach and 
salmon.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-882066 Each ............................22.99

Make Artwork 
Shine!

Handy Art® 
Tempera Paint 
Gloss Medium
An excellent topcoat for 
dry tempera to give it a 
glossy appearance.  You 
can also incorporate  the 
medium directly into tem-
pera paint to increase 
transparency.  Works with 
Handy Art as well as other 
tempera paint brands.  Pint 
squeeze bottle.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
RPC-201131 Each ......................... 5.59
 12 or More, Each...... 5.29

Handy Art® Tempera Paint 
Primary Set
6-Color Set—A basic set of primary 
colors including black, blue, green, red, 
white and yellow.  Pints.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-882022 Each ..................... 20.49
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Maximum Opacity & 
Exceptional Coverage!

Handy Art® Premium Tempera Paint
Terrific for elementary painting projects in the art 
room!  Handy Art Premium Tempera paints feature 
an exceptionally high load of pigment.  Bright, 
brilliant colors offer maximum opacity.  Covering 
completely, the colors dry to a matte finish that 
doesn't chip, flake or crack.  Choose from 11 different 
colors, available in quart bottles and gallons.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Do not assort for quantity discount.
Quarts 
RPC-223055 Black RPC-223030 Blue 
RPC-223020 Red RPC-223050 Brown 
RPC-223035 Turquoise RPC-223045 Green 
RPC-223040 Violet RPC-223025 Magenta 
RPC-223005 White RPC-223015 Orange 
RPC-223010 Yellow

Gallons 
RPC-224055 Black
RPC-224030 Blue
RPC-224050 Brown
RPC-224045 Green

RPC-224025 Magenta
RPC-224015 Orange
RPC-224020 Red
RPC-224035 Turquoise

RPC-224040 Violet
RPC-224005 White
RPC-224010 Yellow

Each .............9.59; 12/Ea (one color) ..............8.99

Each ........................................................ 28.95; 4 or More, Each (one color) ........................26.95 

Prang® Ready-To-Use 
Tempera Paint Set
12-Color Set—An affordable assortment 
of tempera, perfect for the classroom or large 
group projects.  A wonderful range of vivid colors 
for any age or art project!  Creamy, smooth for-
mula mixes and blends easily.  Colors include: 
black, blue, brown, green, magenta, orange, 
peach, red, turquoise, violet, white and yellow.  
Pint squeeze bottles fit comfortably in your hand 
and have flip-top lids for easy dispensing.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  
DIX-21696 Each ..............................52.99

Prang® Ready-To-Use 
Tempera Paint
You'll love the brilliant colors in this highly 
pigmented tempera that's ready to use right 

out of the bottle.  Offering good working charac-
teristics, the creamy, smooth texture makes mix-
ing and blending easy.  Quality tempera is 
designed for today's busy classroom.  The six most 
popular colors are available in gallons with screw-
top caps.  10 colors are available in quarts with 
flip-top lids.  The squeeze bottle is designed to fit 
comfortably in your hand, making it easy to dis-
pense.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Do not assort for 
quantity discount.
Gallons
DIX-22808 Black DIX-22801 Red
DIX-22805 Blue DIX-22809 White
DIX-22804 Green DIX-22803 Yellow
Each .........................................................29.99
Quarts 
DIX-23208 Black DIX-23201 Red
DIX-23205 Blue DIX-23219 Turq.
DIX-23207 Brown DIX-23206 Violet
DIX-23204 Green DIX-23209 White
DIX-23202 Orange DIX-23203 Yellow
Each ...........................................................8.59
6 or More, Each (one color) ......................7.79

Prang Ready-To-Use 
Tempera Offers Vivid, 

Highly Pigmented Colors!

Dazzling Pearlescent Tempera Paint!
Chromatemp Pearlescent 
Tempera Paint
Luminous pearlescent tempera 
paint that dries to a shiny, pearl-
like finish.  Water-based tempera 
will not settle or separate over 
time.  May be over painted with-
out lifting paint underneath. 
Intermixable, even with non-
pearlescent tempera paints.  Pint 
bottles with flip-top lids.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.

Each .......................................................................................................................................... 6.79

 Ideal For 
Classrooms!

Handy Art® 
Premium Tempera Paint 
Gallon Sets
Handy Art premium tempera 
paints feature an exceptionally 
high load of pigment.  Bright, bril-
liant colors offer maximum opac-
ity.  Excellent coverage.  Colors 
dry to a matte finish that won't 
chip, flake or crack.  Each set 
includes four gallons of paint plus 
four dispenser pumps for easy 
paint distribution.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.   
Primary Colors Gallon Set
Four colors include blue, red, white 
and yellow.
RPC-882235 Each .......114.95
Secondary Colors Gallon Set
Four colors include black, brown, 
green and orange.   
RPC-882236 Each .......114.95
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CHR-2422 Blue 
CHR-2425 Gold 
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Handy Art® 
Metallic 
Washable 
Tempera 
Paint
Washab le 
tempera paint in 
bright metallic 
shades.  Pint 
bottles.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  
RPC-211162 Gold
RPC-211166 Silver
Each .................................................. 6.79

Handy Art® Washable Tempera Paint Gallon Sets
Large, gallon bottles of Handy Art washable tempera in convenient, 4-color sets.  Easily refill pint bottles 
or individual student paint cups.  Each set also includes four dispenser pumps.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Primary Colors Gallon Set - One each of blue, red, white and yellow washable paint gallons.     
A RPC-882214 Each ..............................................................................................................96.75
Secondary Colors Gallon Set - One each of black, brown, green and orange washable gallons.   
B RPC-882215 Each ..............................................................................................................96.75

Handy Art® Dispenser Pump For Gallons
Conveniently dispense 
tempera paint in the 
classroom or group set-
tings.  This sturdy paint 
pump fits on Handy Art gallon bottles of both washable and traditional tempera paint 
formulas.
RPC-900110 Each ..................................................................................................... 3.59

Handy Art® Primary
Washable Tempera Paint Set
6-Color Set—Includes black, blue, 
green, red, white and yellow.  Pint bottles.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-882070 Each ..................... 25.49

Handy Art® Fluorescent 
Washable Tempera Paint Set
6-Color Set—High impact, bright colors.  
Includes blue, green, hot pink, orange, violet and 
yellow.  Pint bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   
RPC-882271 Each ............................. 32.95

A Classroom Favorite For 
Teachers & Kids!

Handy Art® Washable Tempera Paint
You'll be pleased with Handy Art washable tem-
pera paint.  It's one of our most popular economy 
paints.  Handy Art washable tempera paints make 
cleanup quick, since they wash out of clothes as 
easily as they wash off of little hands.  Children 
will love the bright colors and you'll love the 
value.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Pints 
RPC-211055 Black RPC-211000 Peach
RPC-211030 Blue RPC-211020 Red
RPC-211050 Brown RPC-211035 Turquoise
RPC-211045 Green RPC-211040 Violet
RPC-211025 Magenta RPC-211005 White
RPC-211015 Orange RPC-211010 Yellow
Each ...........................................................4.29
Gallons
RPC-214055 Black RPC-214020 Red
RPC-214030 Blue RPC-214040 Violet
RPC-214050 Brown RPC-214005 White
RPC-214045 Green RPC-214010 Yellow
RPC-214015 Orange
Each .........................................................22.99

Handy Art® Glitter
Washable Tempera Paint Set
9-Color Set—Add shimmering details to 
paintings!  Set includes blue, gold, green, magen-
ta, orange, red, silver, violet and yellow.  8 oz. 
flip-top bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-887286 Each ..............................25.59
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Handy Art® Multicultural 
Washable Tempera 
Paint Set
8-Color Set—Includes beige, mahogany, mus-
tard, nutmeg, olive, peach, salmon and tan.  
Pints.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   
RPC-882267 Each ............................. 32.99

NEW
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Handy Art® Tempera Marker Set 
12-Color Set—Rich tempera colors inside 
a handy, sponge-tipped applicator.  Terrific for lit-
tle artists to create colorful paintings and posters 
without the mess!  2 oz. bottles fit small hands.  
12 basic colors: black, blue, brown, green, 
magenta, orange, peach, red, turquoise, violet, 
white and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
RPC-882041 Each ..............................32.59

Do-A-Dot Art!™ Dot Marker Sets
6-Color Sets—Ideal for young artists—just 
dot the markers' sponge-tip applicators to 
apply.  2.5 oz. easy-to-grip squeeze bottles 
containing easy-to-clean washable paint.  
Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.            
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.

Brilliant Set - Includes brown, lemon yellow, 
lime, pink, teal and violet. 
DAD-103 Each ..............................19.99
Rainbow Set - Includes blue, green, orange, 
purple, red and yellow.  
DAD-101 Each ..............................19.99

Crayola® Washable Paint
Premium washable quality—easily washes from 
skin and most clothing.  Ready to use from the 
bottle.  Thick, creamy consistency and bright 
translucent colors.  Won't chip or rub off when 
dry.  Non-separating and freeze-thaw stable.  
Squeezable pints feature flip-top lids.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Do not assort for quantity discount.
 Pints Gallons
Black B-2016BK B-2128BK
Blue B-2016BE B-2128BE
Brown B-2016BR B-2128BR
Green B-2016GR B-2128GR
Magenta B-2016MA B-2128MA
Orange B-2016OR B-2128OR
Peach B-2016PE B-2128PE
Red B-2016RD B-2128RD
Turquoise Blue B-2016TQ B-2128TQ
Violet B-2016VI B-2128VI
White B-2016WH B-2128WH
Yellow B-2016YE B-2128YE
Pints Each ................................4.99
Gallons Each ..............................25.99
 4/Each (one color) ........23.69

Crayola® Gallon Dispenser Pump
Conveniently dispenses paint.  This sturdy paint 
pump is designed to fit Crayola gallon jugs of 
paint.  (Not shown.)
B-2129 Each ................................3.29

Crayola® Washable Paint Set
12-Color Set—Premium, washable paint fea-
tures a creamy consistency that washes from skin 
and most clothing.  Plastic squeeze bottles with 
air-tight, flip-top lids allow you to dispense just 
the right amount with less spilling and waste.  
Bright colors in pint bottles, perfect for any class-
room.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-549718 Each ..............................57.99
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Do-A-Dot Art!™ 
Dot Marker Classpack
25-Count Set—2.5 oz. easy-to-grip squeeze bot-
tles containing easy-to-clean washable paint. 
Includes two each of blue, green, orange, purple, 
red and yellow markers; one each of black, brown, 
coral, lime green, magenta, pink and teal mark-
ers; plus one each of six different shimmer colors: 
blue, green, pink, purple, silver and yellow.  Non-
toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
DAD-1025 Each ..............................79.99
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Economical Washable Paint!
Handy Art® Little Masters®

Washable Tempera Paint
Washable tempera that is highly economical!   
Wet paint washes from skin and most clothing 
with soap and water.  Bright, velvety smooth paint 
dries to a matte finish.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Pints 
RPC-211755 Black
RPC-211730 Blue
RPC-211750 Brown
RPC-211745 Green
RPC-211732 Light Blue
RPC-211742 Light Green
RPC-211738 Light Purple
RPC-211725 Magenta
RPC-211715 Orange
RPC-211700 Peach
RPC-211722 Pink
RPC-211720 Red
RPC-211735 Turquoise
RPC-211740 Violet
RPC-211705 White
RPC-211710 Yellow
Each ...........................................................2.99
Gallons
RPC-214755 Black RPC-214720 Red
RPC-214730 Blue RPC-214705 White
RPC-214745 Green RPC-214710 Yellow
Each .........................................................15.89

Handy Art® Little Masters®

Washable Tempera Paint Set
6-Color Set—Bright, smooth paint in a 
convenient set.  Includes black, blue, green, red, white and yellow colors.  Squeezable pint bottles.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-882770 Each ............................................................................................................. 17.49
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Richeson Round Tempera Cake Palette
Store round tempera cakes for convenient painting!  
Tray holds six 2-1/4 x 3/4" tempera cakes (sold 
separately) and features 12 mixing wells.
A J-400206 Each (palette only) ............5.49

Richeson Round Tempera Cakes Set
6-Color Set—Bright, opaque tempera cakes are 
less mess than liquid paint.  Includes black, blue, 
green, red, white and yellow.  Round cakes measure 
2-1/4 x 3/4".  Palette not included.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  
B J-101262 Each (tempera only) .........9.95

Richeson 
Tempera 
Cake Set
8-Color Set—
Perfect for classroom 
use!  2-1/4" diame-
ter, 5/8" thick round 
tempera cakes will 
not deteriorate in 
storage.  Tray is 
made of sturdy, 
white plastic and 
includes one bristle 
brush.  Paint colors 
include: black, blue, 
brown, green, pur-
ple, red, white and 
yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
J-101418 Each ..............................22.99
 6 or More, Each.............20.99

Richeson Mini Tempera Cakes
Quality, solid color tempera cakes in bril-
liant colors stored in a sturdy, black plastic tray.  
Cakes measure 1-5/8" in diameter, 5/16" thick.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
9-Color Set
A J-101630 Each ..............................12.99
 6 or More, Each.............11.99
9-Color Multicultural Set 
B J-101635 Each ..............................12.99
 6 or More, Each.............11.99
6-Color Fluorescent Set
C J-101625 Each ..............................18.49
 6 or More, Each.............16.99
6-Color Metallic Set
D J-101120 Each ..............................20.99

Creativity Street® Tempera Cakes
9-Color Set—Economical, brilliantly colored, 
opaque tempera paint.  Simply wet with water.  
Even works well on glass!  Includes black, blue, 
brown, green, orange, purple, red, white and yel-
low.  Measure 2-1/4" diameter and are 7/8" thick.  
Non-toxic. 
C-9834 Each ..............................22.99

Prang® 
Gallery™ 
Tempera 
Cake Set
9-Color Set
O p a q u e , 
matte col-
ors are 
b l endab le 
and easy to 
use. Colors 
i n c l u d e 
black, blue, 
b r o w n , 
green, orange, purple, red, white and 
yellow.  Cakes measure 1-1/2 x 1-1/2 
x 5/8".  Comes with a brush.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  
DIX-80900 Each ..................... 19.59 

A B

C

J-101702 Yellow
J-101705 Orange
J-101703 Red
J-101701 Blue

J-101704 Green
J-101707 Brown
J-101709 Black
J-101708 White

Richeson 
Semi-Moist 
Tempera Cake 
Assortments
Web Project 161  8-Color 
Sets—Highly pigmented paint 
cakes produce a bright opaque 
color with less mess and 
waste.  Reusable plastic pal-
ette.  Cakes measure 1-5/8 x 
1-7/8 x 1/2".  Basic set 
includes black, blue, brown, 
green, orange, red, white and 
yellow.  Secondary set includes 
burnt sienna, flesh, hot pink deep, light green, 
purple, sky blue, ultramarine and yellow ochre.  
AP Seal, non-toxic. 
 Style Each 6/Ea
A J-101730 Basic 23.99 22.99
B J-101735 Secondary 23.99 22.99

Richeson
Semi-Moist Tempera Cake Refills
Refill cakes measure 1-5/8 x 1-7/8 x 1/2".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. 

Each ...........................................................3.59

D
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Richeson Semi-Moist 
Tempera Small Cake Set
19-Color Set—A large variety of colors!  Highly pigmented 
paint cakes produce a bright opaque color with less mess and waste 
than liquid paints.  Small, removable cakes measure 1-1/4 x 1 x 1/2".  
Includes black, blue, brown, burnt sienna, flesh, green, hot pink deep, 
light green, orange, purple, red, sky blue, turquoise, ultramarine, 
violet, warm yellow, white, yellow and yellow ochre.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  
J-101727 Each ........................................................... 34.95

Richeson 
Tempera 
Cake 
Rack Set
1 2 - S t u d e n t 
Set—Includes 12 
filled tempera 
trays, 12 brushes 
and one sturdy 
tempera tray rack 
that measures 
20-1/2" tall, 13" 
deep and 7-1/2" 
wide.  Rack is 
made of plastic-
coated wire.  
Colors include: 
black, blue, brown, green, purple, red, white and 
yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
J-101496 Each ............................249.50

Richeson Semi-Moist 
Tempera Cake Set
12-Color Set—Cakes measure 1-5/8 x 1-7/8 x 
1/2".  Includes black, blue, brown, flesh, green, 
hot pink deep, orange, red, turquoise, yellow, 
violet and white.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
C J-101750 Each ..............................35.95

A

B C
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Crayola® Washable Fingerpaint Sets
3-Color Sets—Let kids experience the fun and freedom of finger paints, without the mess!  
Crayola Washable Fingerpaints come in EZ Squeeze bottles that allow adults to dispense just the 
right amount of paint every time.  Washable from skin and most clothing.  Sets include three 8 
oz. bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A B-1310 Bold Colors B B-1311 Bright Colors
Each .........................................................................................................................................11.99

Washable, Semi-Solid Paint
In Convenient Cups!

Crayola® Spill Proof Washable Paint
5-Color Set—A terrific choice for arts and crafts with less mess!  
These semi-solid paints won't drip or spill.  Just load a brush with 
color and paint.  Can be used with or without water; add water for more 
blendable color.  Paint dries quickly and is washable from skin and most 
fabrics.  Clean up is easy - simply rinse out the brush and replace the caps 
on the paints.  Five colors: blue, green, orange, red and yellow.  Each cup 
holds 1.41 oz. of paint.  Set also includes 20 sheets of paper and a brush.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-541092 Each ....................................................................13.49

Handy Art® 
Washable Finger Paint
Washable finger paint that is economical for 
daycare centers and elementary classrooms!  Its thick, 
creamy consistency spreads easily and holds textures.  
Available in six colors that cover paper with excellent 
opacity.  Packaged in convenient pint jars with flip-top 
lids for easy, clean dispensing.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
RPC-241055 Black
RPC-241030 Blue
RPC-241045 Green
RPC-241015 Orange
RPC-241020 Red
RPC-241010 Yellow
Each ..................................................................3.99

Handy Art® Washable Finger Paint Set
4-Color Set—An economical, basic set of smooth and creamy finger paint.  Includes blue, 
green, red and yellow colors.  Smaller, 8 oz. wide-mouth jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  (Not shown.)
RPC-882253 Each ..............................................................................................................10.99

A B

Kids' Colour Shapers
5-Piece Sets—Colour Shapers can be used with 
all kinds of painting media.  Also great for clay and 
paper mache to shape, dab, scrape and texturize.  
Rubber tips retain their shape and outlast any 
brush, plus they are easier to clean.    
 Style Each
OAC-13906 Small - Size 6 (5/16") 24.95
OAC-13910 Large - Size 10 (7/16") 32.99

Jack Richeson® Tempera Powder Paint
Web Project 47  Store and use paints from season 
to season.  Mix as much as you need, whenever you 
need it!  Blend powders together and then add water 
for terrific custom colors.  Paint lays down smoothly 
and once dry, resists cracking.  1 lb. jars create up to 
1/2 gallon of paint. For best results, mix 1 part water 
to 1 part powder.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
J-101502 Yellow J-101513 Turquoise
J-101504 Orange J-101505 Green
J-101501 Red J-101509 Brown
J-101506 Purple J-101508 Black
J-101503 Blue J-101507 White

Art Street® Fingerpaint Paper
100-Count Package—Affordable bulk paper 
package is designed for the classroom!  Coated, 
heavyweight paper is the ideal surface for finger 
paint, tempera and acrylics.  Non-absorbent sur-
face resists buckling.  16x22".
P-5316 Each ..............................12.49

Strathmore® 100 Series
Fingerpaint Pad 
30 Sheets—Smoothly coated, double-sided 
paper for both finger painting and tempera 
painting. Durable enough for working and 
reworking paint.  Large 18x12" pad encour-
ages creativity.  Tape-bound pad.
STR-27118 Each ....................... 5.99

Each .................................................................5.99

Roylco® Wee Kid Fingerpaint Paper
36-Count Package—Basic, pre-cut kid shapes 
are perfect for all-about-me painting projects.  
Glossy, coated finish accepts finger paint, mark-
ers, collage materials and more.  Each white cut-
out measures 7-1/2" wide and 12" tall.
ROY-75412 Each ................................7.49

1(800)322-3247 | Shop Online At UnitedNow.com | orders@unitednow.com  8
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Create A Safari In 
Your Classroom!

Glue-Resist 
Watercolor Safari
Project Kit
100-Project Set—Make a dynamic, 
brightly colored safari painting using 
black glue as a resist!  This set is a 
great supplement to African geogra-
phy or multicultural studies.  Kit con-
tains 10 colors of Handy Art liquid 
watercolors (8 oz. each), 12 bottles of 
Handy Art black glue (16 oz. each), 
and 100 sheets of 90 lb. watercolor 
paper measuring 11x15".  You will 
also need pencils, paint brushes, 
water basins and safari animal pic-
tures for reference.  Instructions 
included.  Glue and watercolors are 
AP Seal, non-toxic. 
USCPK91 Each ................174.59

Handy Art®

Washable Liquid Watercolors
Web Projects 91 & 236
Mix these vivid, concentrated liquid watercolors 
together to create endless color possibilities.  
Create beautiful art by applying with a brush, 
spray bottle, eye dropper or straight from the 
bottle.  Perfect for painting, dyeing or tinting 
materials such as paper mache, glue or clay.  
Terrific for use with color diffusing paper, plus 
regular watercolor paper.  Easy-squeeze, flip-top 
bottles allow you to dispense just the right 
amount with ease.  All colors are AP Seal, non-
toxic.
8-Color Set - Wonderful starter set features black, 
blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.  
Small, 4 oz. bottles.
A RPC-882274 Each ..............................19.99
10-Color Set - Larger set includes 8 oz. bottles of 
black, blue, brown, green, magenta, orange, red, 
turquoise, violet and yellow.  
B RPC-882275 Each ..............................38.49
6-Color Metallic Set - Add shimmer and shine to 
projects!  Incudes brass, copper, gold, pearl, silver 
and treasure gold colors.  8 oz. bottles.  
C RPC-882277 Each ..............................27.95
8-Color Fluorescent Set - Bright, fluorescent col-
ors will really make your artwork pop!  Includes fluo-
rescent blue, fluorescent green, fluorescent hot pink, 
fluorescent magenta, fluorescent orange, fluores-
cent red, fluorescent violet and fluorescent yellow.  8 
oz. of liquid per bottle.  
D RPC-882278 Each ..............................................................................................................28.95

Sargent Art®

Washable Watercolor Magic® 
Sampler Set
Web Projects 31, 125 & 223
10-Color Set—Create fun paintings and crafts 
with liquid watercolors.  Colors include: black, 
blue, brown, green, magenta, orange, red, tur-
quoise, violet and yellow.  8 oz. bottles with flip-
top caps for easy dispensing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-226010 Each ..............................52.39

No Need To Add Water
To These Vibrant, Liquid 

Watercolor Sets!

A

Web Project 91

Sargent Art® 
Washable 
Watercolor Magic® 
Liquid Watercolors
Web Project 129
Versatile, ready-to-use 
watercolor formula can 
be mixed for custom 
shades.  Great for paint-
ing, or for tinting paper 
mache, glue and clay.  
Colors can be diluted 
with up to four parts 
water.  8 oz. bottles with 
flip-top caps.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
A SAR-226002 Yellow
B SAR-226014 Orange
C SAR-226020 Red
D SAR-226038 Magenta
E SAR-226042 Violet
F SAR-226050 Blue
G SAR-226061 Turquoise
H SAR-226066 Green
I SAR-226085 Black
J SAR-226088 Brown
Each ...........................................................5.39
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Chroma
Liquid Watercolor For Kids Set
12-Color Set—Colors include: black, blue, blue 
green, coral, fuchsia, green, orange, purple, red, 
red violet, turquoise and yellow.  2 oz. bottles 
with flip-top caps for easy dispensing.  Non-toxic.
CHR-5395 Each ..............................23.99

NEW
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Prang® Half Pan Refills
DIX-08008 Black
DIX-08005 Blue
DIX-08015 Blue-Green
DIX-08016 Blue-Violet
DIX-08007 Brown
DIX-08004 Green
DIX-08018 Magenta
DIX-08002 Orange
DIX-08001 Red
DIX-08010 Red-Orange
DIX-08019 Turquoise
DIX-08006 Violet
DIX-08009 White
DIX-08003 Yellow
DIX-08012 Yellow-Green
Each Dozen (one color) ............. 6.99

Prang® Oval Pan Refills
DIX-00808 Black
DIX-00805 Blue
DIX-00815 Blue-Green
DIX-00816 Blue-Violet
DIX-00807 Brown
DIX-00804 Green
DIX-00818 Magenta
DIX-00802 Orange
DIX-00801 Red
DIX-00810 Red-Orange
DIX-00813 Red-Violet 
DIX-00819 Turquoise
DIX-00806 Violet
DIX-00809 White
DIX-00803 Yellow
DIX-00812 Yellow-Green
DIX-00811 Yellow-Orange
Each Dozen (one color) ............. 8.29

Prang® 
Watercolor Refill Trays
8-Color Sets—Sets come in a sturdy, 
refillable tray.  Three trays per pack.
 Style Each 
DIX-8200-0 Half Pan 9.79 
DIX-0820-0 Oval 9.79 

Supply Classes & Larger Groups With Popular  
Prang Oval Pan Watercolor Set Master Packs!

Prang® 8-Color Oval Pan 
Watercolor Master Pack
36-Piece Set—Prang watercol-
ors offer brilliant pigments, 
great transparency and consis-
tent quality—and they're 
more affordable!  A good 
value for students in ele-
mentary through high 
school.  24 each of 
8-color oval pan sets 
and 12 each of 8-color 
oval pan refills.  Includes 
black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, red, violet and yellow.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
DIX-08020 Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 144.95

Prang® Washable Watercolor Master Pack
36-Piece Package—Semi-moist Prang washable watercolors have bright colors that blend well and clean up easily.  Glitter and metallic paints add shimmer 
and shine to paintings!  12 each of washable basic colors, glitter and metallic watercolor sets.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
DIX-80519 Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 139.95

 A B

The #1 Watercolor Choice
of Teachers Since 1869!

Unequaled In 
Pigment Quality!

Prang® 
Semi-Moist Watercolors

Since 1869, Prang has set the stan-
dard for semi-moist watercol-

ors.  Famous for their bril-
liance, transparency, consis-

tent high quality and afford-
ability, they are the superior 

choice for elementary to high 
school use.  Sets feature plastic boxes 

with refillable pans, mixing areas and a  
paintbrush.  Refills are available in individual 

colors or trays of eight assorted colors in oval 
or half pan.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 

 C D

Prang® 8-Color Half Pan Set
Colors include black, blue, brown, green, orange, 
red, violet and yellow. 
A DIX-08000 Each ................................5.39
 12 or More, Each.............4.59

Prang® 16-Color Half Pan Set
Includes the same colors as above half pan set, 
plus blue-green, blue-violet, red-orange, red-vio-
let, turquoise, white, yellow-green and yellow-
orange.  
B DIX-01600 Each ..............................10.99
 12 or More, Each.............9.79

Prang® 8-Color Oval Pan Set
Web Project 14  Black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, red, violet and yellow watercolor paints.
C DIX-OVL8 Each ................................5.59
 12 or More, Each.............4.99

Prang® 16-Color Oval Pan Set
Includes the same eight colors listed above in the 
oval pan set, plus blue-green, blue-violet, red-
orange, red-violet, turquoise, white, yellow-green 
and yellow-orange.
D DIX-OVL16 Each ..............................10.59
 12 or More, Each.............9.29

1(800)322-3247 | Shop Online At UnitedNow.com | orders@unitednow.com  10
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Crayola® Education Watercolors
A classroom favorite for years, this semi-
moist formula features bright, transpar-
ent colors that go from pan to paper 
without losing their intensity.  Pigments stay 
true from the darkest darks to the palest 
washes.  Achieve strong coverage and clean, 
clear color mixing.  The opaque white lid makes 
a convenient mixing palette.  Sets also include 
a size 7 brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.

Crayola® 8-Color Oval Pan Set
Set features black, blue, brown, green, orange, 
red, violet and yellow colors, plus a size 7 Crayola 
brush.  Pans are refillable.
A B-53080 Each ............................... 5.49
 12 or More, Each............ 4.99

Crayola® 16-Color Oval Pan Set
Set features black, blue, blue-green, blue-violet, 
brown, green, orange, red, red-orange, red-violet, 
turquoise-blue, violet, white, yellow, yellow-green 
and yellow-orange.  Size 7 brush included.    Pans 
are refillable.
B B-53160 Each ..............................10.59
 6 or More, Each...............9.99

Enough For The 
Whole Classroom!

Crayola® Watercolors Classpack®

36-Piece Set—A great value!  Classpack contains 
24 each of 8-color semi-moist Crayola pan water-
color sets with size 7 Crayola gold taklon brushes 
and 12 each of 8-color Crayola semi-moist pan 
watercolor refill strips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
C B-8101 Each ............................164.75

Create Countless
Tints & Shades By Mixing 

These Vibrant Colors!
Crayola® Watercolors Mixing Set
8-Count Set—Brilliant colors that retain their 
richness without muddying or fading.  With this 
unique set you get the proper colors to learn how 
to create tints and shades.  Includes: black, blue-
violet, red-orange, red-violet, turquoise, white 
and two primary yellow pans.  Pans are refillable.  
Packaged in a durable lay-flat white plastic box 
with a convenient divided lid for color mixing.  
Includes a size 7 brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
D B-0081 Each ................................4.99 
 12 or More, Each.............4.39

A B

C

Crayola® Jumbo Washable 
Watercolors
4-Color Set—Jumbo pans filled with 
washable watercolors.  Includes a size 9 
paint brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
B-0500 Each ....................... 4.99
 12 or More, Each.... 4.59 
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Crayola®

Washable 
Watercolors
Washable watercol-
ors offer the same 
performance of tradi-
tional watercolors in 
an easy-to-clean for-
mula.  Colors wash 
easily from skin and 
most clothing.  Each 
set also includes a 
size 3 Crayola brush 
with a plastic handle.  
8- and 16-color sets 
contain more paint 
by volume than other 
sets.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
8-Color Set
A B-525 Each ................................3.29
 12 or More, Each.............2.99
16-Color Set
B B-0555 Each ................................4.99
 12 or More, Each.............4.59
24-Color Set
C B-0524 Each ................................6.99
 6 or More, Each...............6.39 

A B

C
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NEW

Economical Watercolors!

Crayola® Artista II Watercolor Sets
Vibrant, economically-priced semi-moist pan 
watercolors are ideal for the classroom.  Clear 
plastic box opens flat.  Includes a student-grade 
brush.  Pans are not refillable.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 

8-Color Set - Colors included: black, blue, brown,  
green, orange, red, violet and yellow.
A B-531508 Each ................................3.29
 12 or More, Each.............2.99

16-Color Set - Colors included: black, blue, blue-
green, blue-violet, brown, green, orange, red, 
red-orange, red-violet, turquoise, violet, white, 
yellow, yellow-green and yellow-orange.
B B-531516 Each ................................4.99
 12 or More, Each.............4.59
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Less-Mess, No Drip 
Paint Brush Pens!

Crayola®  Washable Paint 
Brush Pens Classpack®

40-Count, 8 Colors—Great for the classroom!  
Designed to provide young artists with less-
mess painting that is easier to use than tradi-
tional kids' paint sets.  Paints do not require 
water and no drip design delivers a smooth 
flow.  Each brush has a fine tip for detailed 
works of art and clear, protective cap for stor-
age.  Great for learning color blending.  Set 
includes five each of eight paint colors: black, 
blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and yel-
low.  Paint is washable from skin and most 
fabric surfaces.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-6203 Each .......................... 41.99

Prang® 
Washable Glitter Watercolors
8-Color Set—Bright, glittery washable watercol-
ors!  Includes blue, gold, green, orange, red, sil-
ver, violet and yellow.  Includes a paintbrush.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-80515 Each ................................3.59
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

Prang® 
Washable 
Metallic 
Watercolors
8-Color Set
Add some 
shimmer and 
shine to water-
color paintings!  
Soap and water 
washes paint 
from most 
clothing and 
skin.  Includes 
eight vivid 
metallic colors 
and a paint-
brush.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
DIX-80516 Each ................................3.59
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

Prang® Washable 
Watercolors
Semi-moist washable watercolors 
are ideal for young artists.  Soap and water 
washes paint from most clothing and skin.  
Sets include a brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-80525 8-Color 3.39 3.19 
DIX-16016 16-Color 5.29 4.79
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Richeson  
Fluorescent 
Watercolor Set
12-Color Set—Fine 
quality opaque 
watercolors are a 
great choice for 
schools and class-
rooms.  Bright colors 
layer well and remain 
vibrant.  Clear, hinged 
lid lays flat when 
open and can be used 
as a palette for mix-
ing.  Contains six flu-
orescent colors and 
six primary colors.  
Watercolor cakes 
measure 1-1/8" in 
diameter.  Includes a 
brush.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
J-400098 Each ................................7.99
 12 or More, Each.............7.49

Richeson Watercolors
22-Color Set—Button-type, opaque 
watercolors for the art classroom.  High 
pigment concentration offers artists strong, rich 
colors.  Watercolor pans are set in a heavy-duty 
plastic tray.  Hinged, clear lid can be used as a 
palette and features mixing wells.  Paints measure 
1-1/8" in diameter.  Includes a brush.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
J-400102 Each ..............................14.79
 12 or More, Each...........13.99

Richeson 
Watercolor 
Set
12-Color Set
Designed with the 
student in mind! Fine 
quality, opaque 
watercolors are a 
great choice for 
beginning artists.  
Bright colors layer 
well and remain 
vibrant.  Clear, hinged 
lid lays flat when 
open and can be used 
for mixing colors.  Set 
contains 12 of the 
most popular colors.  
Watercolor cakes 
measure 1-1/8" in 
diameter.  Includes a 
brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-400101 Each ................................6.99
 12 or More, Each.............6.59

Vibrant, Opaque 
Watercolors!
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Sargent Art® Watercolor Sets
Versatile watercolor cakes feature pure pigments 
and are great for younger students and beginning 
artists.  Simply add water for a range of vibrant 
hues.  Washable from skin and most fabric sur-
faces.  Hinged, clear plastic lids can be used as a 
palette to mix your own custom shades.  Easy to 
clean up and store.  Sets include a brush.  Non-
toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
 Style Each 
SAR-238416 16-Color 5.99
NEW SAR-238436 36-Color 10.99
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Richeson Watercolor Tablets Set
12-Color Set—Tablet-style pan watercolors.  
Colors: black, burnt sienna, crimson, French 
ultramarine, gamboge hue, Hooker's green, leaf 
green, Prussian blue, Vandyke brown, vermilion 
hue, white and yellow ochre.  Includes a nice, size 
3 round paint brush.  Set is packaged in a durable 
metal mixing tin.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-400099 Each ..............................10.99
 6 or More, Each...............9.99

Pelikan Opaque Paint Box K12
13-Color Set—Easily soluble opaque paints with 
good lightfastness are ideal for experienced or 
beginner painters.  Brilliant colors and high yield.  Set 
includes a tube of Chinese white and features a unique 
style of paint tablets for quicker solubility.  Includes 
black, blue-green, burnt sienna, cyan-blue, magenta-
red, orange, ultramarine, vermilion dark, violet, yellow, 
yellow-green and yellow ochre.  Color pans are inter-
changeable.  Lid doubles as a palette.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
CPK-720854 Each ......................................16.99 
Koh-I-Noor® 
Watercolour 
Wheel Stack Pack™
24-Color Set
Rich colors neat-
ly packaged in 
four interlock-
ing trays!  
Each tray has 
six bright, 
opaque watercolours.  Topped 
with a clear plastic lid that can be used as a mixing tray.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
CPK-171506 Each .......................................... 11.39

Niji® Pearlescent 
Watercolor Set
Web Projects 
147 & 163  
21-Color Set
Create stunning effects 
either alone or with 
other water-based 
media.  The pearlescent 
paint combines light and 
color to make terrific iri-
descent highlights.  
Clear plastic lid for mix-
ing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
YAS-NPWC21
Each ......................6.99
12/Each ................6.39 

Yarka™ Pan 
Watercolors
Paints are expertly mixed 
with select ingredients to 
create full-bodied, transparent colors and are 
poured into deep, full pans giving you twice the 
amount of paint as other similar watercolor sets.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
J-38008 8-Color 6.39 5.79
J-38011 12-Color 7.99 7.59

Sakura Koi
Water Colors™ 
Pocket Field Sketch Boxes
Small, sleek design fits into pockets and 
backpacks, perfect for painting on the go.   
Half pan watercolors, formulated to blend 
easily and create an endless range of colors.  
Includes refillable water brush with a trans-
parent barrel and nylon fiber hairs, sponge, 
built-in palette, watercolor cakes and plastic 
case.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
 Style Each
SAK-38382 12-Color 23.95
SAK-38895 24-Color 33.99
SAK-30684 36-Color 44.95

Niji® Aquarelle 
Watercolor 
Pan Set
36-Color Set
Unlike traditional 
watercolors, these col-
ors dry to a matte fin-
ish.  Each round tray 
boasts a generous 
amount of color formu-
lated to dissolve easily 
in water.  Sturdy plastic 
lid serves as a conve-
nient palette.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
YAS-NWC36
Each .................... 8.79

Large, Single-Color 
Metallic Watercolor Pans!

Richeson
Semi-Moist Metallic Watercolor Pans
Create bright, luminous works of art with these 
semi-moist watercolors.  Highly reflective and 
semi-opaque, they clean up easily with just 
water.  Large oval pans allow for use of a larger brush, 
so you can create broad washes of color.  Use alone, or 
add metallic accents to other paintings.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Style Each
J-400513 Silver 4.99 
J-400504 Gold 4.99 
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Richeson Collegiate Metallic 
Semi-Moist Watercolor Set

12-Color Set—Add dazzling high-
lights to your paintings!  Richly pigment-
ed, luminous colors pop on dark paper.  

Metallic colors include: blue, copper, gold, gold 
deep, green, light green, mirror, orchid, pewter, 
pink, red and yellow.  White plastic lid features 
mixing wells and serves as a convenient palette.  
Paints measure 1-1/8" in diameter.  Set includes 
a synthetic hair round brush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-400050 Each ..............................16.99

NEW
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Affordable Quality 
Watercolors! 

Sargent Art® Watercolor Set
12-Color Set—Inexpensive watercolor set is ideal for 
hobby artists, students, beginners and professionals alike!  
Concentrated, smooth, blendable watercolors dilute eas-
ily with water for excellent transparent applications and 
washes.  Water-based paints clean up easily with soap and 
water before drying.  Set contains: black, burnt sienna, 
carmine, chrome green, chrome yellow, lemon yellow, 
Prussian blue, ultramarine blue, vermillion, viridian green, 
white and yellow ochre.  0.4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for chil-
dren under 3 years.
SAR-230701 Each ............................................6.39
 12 or More, Each.........................5.99

Pentel Arts® 
Water Color Sets
Rich, dramatic colors spread and blend easily.  
Paint dries evenly, resists fading and will not crack 
or flake.  Ideal for glazing without turning muddy.  
Once colors are dry on palette, they can be reused 
when water is applied.  Great in conjunction with 
oil pastels and colored pencils.  Acid-free paint.  
0.17 oz. plastic tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
PEN-24568 12-Color 9.99
PEN-24574 24-Color 18.59

W-0605527 Primary Yellow 9.69
W-0605627 Spectrum Yellow 9.69
W-0605508 Perm. Yellow Deep 9.69
W-0605453 Orange Lake Light 9.69
W-0605623 Spectrum Red 9.69
W-0605004 Alizarin Crimson 9.69
W-0605524 Primary Red 9.69
W-0605380 Magenta 11.59
W-0605625 Spectrum Violet 9.69
W-0605660 Ultramarine 9.69
W-0605523 Primary Blue 9.69
W-0605621 Sky Blue 9.69
W-0605514 Pthalo Blue 9.69
W-0605720 Winsor Green 14.99
W-0605482 Perm. Green Deep 11.59
W-0605483 Perm. Green Light 11.59
W-0605744 Yellow Ochre 9.69
W-0605552 Raw Sienna 9.69
W-0605074 Burnt Sienna 9.69
W-0605554 Raw Umber 9.69
W-0605076 Burnt Umber 9.69
W-0605331 Ivory Black 9.69
W-0605512 Permanent White 9.69
W-0605748 Zinc White 9.69

Winsor & Newton® 
Designers Gouache™
Enjoy the exceptionally smooth flow and fine 
detail capabilities.  Light colors easily cover dark 
colors allowing dark to light shading.  Thinned 
with water, these finely ground colors can be used 
with an airbrush or pen.  Even flow produces flat 
washes without streaking.  Colors are fully com-
patible with Winsor and Newton watercolor prod-
ucts.  For fine art painting, watercolor paper is 
recommended to exploit the widest variety of 
techniques and ensure long term stability.  0.47 
oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   

 More Individual Colors of Winsor 
& Newton Designers Gouache 
Available at UnitedNow.com!

Royal® & Langnickel 
Watercolor Set
12-Color Set—Fine quality 
paints for any level artist, 
regardless of age or experi-
ence!  Formulated with a high 
pigment content and smooth 
consistency, these paints are a 
perfect choice for learning 
how to paint with watercolor.  
Feature good transparency 
and tinting strength.  Colors 
include black, burnt sienna, 
burnt umber, crimson red lake, 
deep green, lemon yellow, 
Prussian blue, sap green, vermillion, violet, white and yellow ochre.  0.4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
RBM-94856 Each ................................................................................................................5.99
144-Count Class Pack - 12 sets of 12 colors each.
RBM-RTN102 Each ..............................................................................................................64.95

Terrific
Class
Set!

Royal® & Langnickel
Essentials™ Gouache
Heavy-bodied paint, formulated with 
a high pigment content in a range of popu-
lar colors.  Opaque, vibrant colors offer 
good coverage and produce smooth wash-
es.  Great mixing characteristics.  Use colors 
at full strength for bold coverage, or mix 
together for more color tints.  When using 
wet-on-wet techniques, colors spread easily 
and will appear fuzzy.  0.71 oz. tubes.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. 
 Style Each

RBM-06555 12-Color 9.59
RBM-06557 24-Color 17.95
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Sakura® Koi Water Colors
Smooth, creamy and instantly 
responsive to water.  Specially 
selected pigments provide vibrant shades 

and subtle gradations of colors.  Exceptional qual-
ity and performance make these sets a great 
choice for art students or hobbyists.  0.17 oz. 
tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
 Style Each
SAK-37374 12-Color 12.99
SAK-37375 24-Color 23.99

Watercolors Resist Fading 
& Turning Muddy! 

High Quality Watercolors
With Rich Colors! 
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Fine Quality Watercolors, 
Economical Price!

Winsor & Newton™
Cotman Water Colours™

Experience Cotman’s superior performance at an affordable 
price!  Formulated from traditional pigments, such as vivid cadmium 

and cobalt colors, as well as from the most permanent synthetic hues.  
Transparent colors flow easily and have excellent working properties.  Colors are 

freely intermixable.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  0.27 oz. tubes.  
W-0303346 Lemon Yellow Hue
W-0303119 Cadmium Yellow Pale Hue
W-0303266 Gamboge Hue
W-0303109 Cadmium Yellow Hue
W-0303090 Cadmium Orange Hue
W-0303103 Cadmium Red Pale Hue
W-0303095 Cadmium Red Hue
W-0303098 Cadmium Red Deep Hue
W-0303003 Alizarin Crimson Hue
W-0303502 Permanent Rose
W-0303580 Rose Madder Hue
W-0303231 Dioxazine Purple
W-0303544 Purple Lake
W-0303398 Mauve
W-0303660 Ultramarine Blue
W-0303179 Cobalt Blue Hue
W-0303139 Cerulean Blue Hue
W-0303327 Intense Blue
W-0303538 Prussian Blue
W-0303322 Indigo

W-0303654 Turquoise
W-0303329 Intense Green
W-0303696 Viridian Hue
W-0303235 Emerald
W-0303312 Hooker’s Green Dark
W-0303314 Hooker’s Green Light
W-0303599 Sap Green
W-0303552 Raw Sienna
W-0303744 Yellow Ochre
W-0303554 Raw Umber
W-0303074 Burnt Sienna 
W-0303362 Light Red
W-0303317 Indian Red
W-0303076 Burnt Umber
W-0303676 Vandyke Brown
W-0303609 Sepia
W-0303465 Payne's Gray
W-0303331 Ivory Black
W-0303337 Lamp Black
W-0303150 Chinese White

Winsor & Newton™ Cotman 
Water Colour™ Tube Set
12-Color Set—0.27 oz. tubes.  Set 
includes alizarin crimson hue, burnt sienna, burnt 
umber, cadmium red pale hue, cadmium yellow 
hue, cerulean blue hue, Chinese white, dioxazine 
purple, ivory black, lemon yellow hue, sap green 
and ultramarine blue.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-0390636 Each  .............................................................................................................45.99

Each .......................................................................................................................................... 4.79

Grumbacher® 
Academy® Watercolors
Exceptional watercolors at a very sensible 
price.  Only finely ground, rich pigments are 
thoroughly mixed in a premium binder to 
provide an even dispersion of color.  A great 
choice for beginning student watercolorists.  
This watercolor palette includes 60 brilliant 
colors.  Either straight from the tube or 
when mixed with white, strokes and washes 
are vibrant and luminescent.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  0.25 oz. tubes.  

S-A118 Lemon Yellow
S-A036 Cad. Yellow Pale Hue
S-A034 Cad. Yellow Med. Hue
S-A081 Golden Yellow
S-A111 Indian Yellow Hue
S-A077 Gamboge Hue
S-A031 Cadmium Yellow Deep Hue
S-A005 Alizarin Orange
S-A025 Cadmium Orange Hue
S-A224 Vermilion Hue
S-A120 Light Red Hue
S-A027 Cadmium Red Light Hue
S-A029 Cadmium Red Medium Hue
S-A026 Cadmium Red Deep Hue
S-A189 Scarlet Lake
S-A095 Grumbacher Red
S-A078 Geranium Lake
S-A038 Carmine Hue
S-A207 Thalo Red
S-A204 Thalo Crimson
S-A001 Alizarin Crimson
S-A163 Perylene Maroon
S-A182 Rose Madder
S-A211 Thio Violet
S-A139 Mauve
S-A229 Violet (Thalo Purple)
S-A219 Ultramarine Blue
S-A203 Thalo Blue
S-A168 Prussian Blue
S-A112 Indigo Hue

Quality Grumbacher 
Watercolor Paints!

Each ...........................................................4.59

S-A049 Cobalt Blue Hue
S-A039 Cerulean Blue Hue
S-A213 Turquoise
S-A133 Magnesium Green
S-A232 Viridian
S-A205 Thalo Green (Blue Shade)
S-A162 Permanent Green Light
S-A067 Emerald Green
S-A150 Olive Green Hue
S-A210 Thalo Yellow Green
S-A048 Chromium Oxide Green
S-A106 Hooker's Green Deep Hue
S-A107 Hooker's Green Light Hue
S-A187 Sap Green
S-A085 Green Earth Hue
S-A146 Naples Yellow Hue
S-A242 Yellow Ochre Hue
S-A171 Raw Sienna
S-A172 Raw Umber Hue
S-A110 Indian Red Hue
S-A023 Burnt Sienna
S-A024 Burnt Umber
S-A222 Van Dyck Brown Hue
S-A042 Charcoal Gray
S-A192 Sepia Hue
S-A064 Davy's Gray
S-A156 Payne's Gray
S-A116 Lamp Black
S-A115 Ivory Black
S-A043 Chinese White
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Winsor & 
Newton™ Cotman 
Water Colour™ 
Pocket Sets
8-Color Sets
Watercolor cake sets designed for artists on the 
go.  Includes eight colors and room for four more 
colors, plus a travel brush.  Durable plastic lid 
doubles as a mixing palette.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-0390671 Floral Set - Includes cadmium red 
deep, cadmium yellow hue, Chinese white, dioxazine 
purple, lemon yellow hue, permanent rose, sap 
green and ultramarine.
W-0390672 Skyscape Set - Includes cadmium 
red hue, cerulean blue hue, Chinese white, indigo, 
lemon yellow hue, Payne's gray, rose madder hue 
and ultramarine.  
Each .........................................................19.99

Winsor & Newton™ Cotman 
Water Colour™ Tube Sets
Small 0.17oz. tubes are perfect for beginning art-
ists.  Designed for high transparency and light-
fastness.  Affordable without compromising qual-
ity!  Colors are freely intermixable.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Style Each
W-0390664 10-Color 19.99
W-0390665 20-Color 34.99

NEW

Yasutomo® Authentic Chinese Watercolor Set
12-Color Set—Brilliant, traditional Chinese watercolors for lettering and 
painting.  Fully water-soluble like a traditional watercolor paint but has a 
much stronger binder which makes them uniquely water resistant when 
completely dry.  Finished pieces can withstand wet mounting.  Colors can 
be mixed with Chinese and Japanese inks making them versatile to work 
with.  Set includes 12 colors: burnt sienna, carmine red, Chinese white, 
cinnebar, gamboge yellow, indigo, light blue, light green, phthalo blue, 
rouge, scarlet and vermillion.  Some colors are semi-transparent and 
some colors are opaque.  Each tube contains 0.4 oz.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
YAS-CP12 Each  ..................................................................9.79
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Grumbacher®

Miskit™
Liquid Frisket
Liquid frisket masks areas that 
you want to keep white.  It is 
simple to apply; gently rub to 
remove.  Once thoroughly dry, 
it repels watercolor and air-
brush paint.  Fluorescent 
orange colored tint is easy to 
see.  Washes out of brushes with soap and water.  
Jar contains 1.2 oz.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-559 Each ..............................11.99

Winsor & Newton®

Art Masking Fluid
Protect areas of your work 
from washes.    Wash brush 
immediately in soapy water.  
Make sure fluid is dry before 
over painting.  Gently rub to 
remove.  2.5 oz.  Latex-
based, may cause allergic 
reactions.  CL - Cautionary 
Label: Contains ammonia.  
Not recommended for use 
with children.
W-3221759 Each ..............................14.99

Liquitex®

Masking Fluid
Colorless, latex-based liq-
uid for fluid applications of 
acrylic color and washes.  The 
perfect medium to block off 
areas and let the surface show 
through.  Even when painted 
over, the masking fluid can still 
be easily removed.  4 oz. bottle.  
Latex-based, may cause aller-
gic reactions.  CL - Cautionary 
Label: Contains ammonia.  Not 
recommended for use with 
children.
W-7704 Each ................................9.99

Grafix®

Incredible White 
Mask™ 
Liquid Frisket
A unique formulation of 
the highest quality latex.  
Creates a tough film that 
is easy to remove by gen-
tly rubbing!  Tintable, 
totally non-staining and 
quick-drying.  4.5 oz. 
bottle.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.  Health 
Warning: Contains 
ammonia and natural 
latex.    
GAS-12693 Each ..............................14.59

Grafix® The Original Incredible Nib®

An incredible precision tool for lifting, blending, 
applying frisket, watercolor, acrylic, silk paint and 
fabric paint.  Create sharp, clean lines.  Dual-
ended, chisel and fine points are made from 
acrylic fiber and stay firm when wet.  Dishwasher 
safe.  Designed for use with Incredible White 
Mask liquid frisket.
GAS-12683 Each ..............................11.99

Synthetic
Hydra
Sponge
Synthetic sponges 
are an economical 
alternative to natural 
sea sponges.  They 
achieve similar, tra-
ditional texturing effects.  Great for wet-on-
wet techniques and even as blenders for 
charcoal sketching.  Each sponge is 2-3/4" 
in diameter.
RBM-2005 Each ..............................69
12-Count Set - 12 synthetic hydra sponges.
RBM-37350 Each ...........................4.99

Combo Sponge Set
4-Piece Set—Natural sponges are ideal for pot-
tery, ceramics, sponge painting, staining, stip-
pling and faux finishes.  Plus, natural sponges 
resist tearing so they last.  Set includes one each 
of small silk, small wool and small yellow spong-
es, plus a jumbo grass sponge.  
RBM-2093 Each ................................4.99

Yellow Sponge Set
4-Piece Set—Yellow sponges have a more 
pronounced texture, making them ideal for 
creating paint textures and patterns while 

sponge painting.  Also useful for pottery cleaning.  
Natural sponges resist tearing and bacteria or 
mold growth.  Additionally, they wash clean and 
will not retain odors.  Set includes three small, 
yellow, natural ocean sponges, plus a jumbo grass 
sponge.
RBM-2092 Each ................................4.99

Wool Sponge Set
Web Project 113  4-Piece Set—Wool spong-
es are smooth, making them ideal for cleanup and 
for finishing pottery.  Can also be used to create 
soft painting textures.  Natural sponges resist 
tearing and bacteria or mold growth.  They wash 
clean and will not retain odors.  Set includes three 
small wool sponges, plus a jumbo grass sponge.  
RBM-2090 Each ................................4.99

Richeson Hardboard Panels
Hardboard panels offer a rigid and smooth paint-
ing surface which allows artists to produce fine 
details.  Untempered so paints will adhere com-
pletely.  Or, prime with gesso for use with oils or 
acrylics.  They can also be used as mixing palettes 
or a drawing board.  In addition, they are great for 
stretching and taping watercolor paper.  Versatile 
boards measure 1/8" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-696503 12x18" 3.29 2.99
J-696504 14x18" 3.99 3.69
J-696505 16x20" 4.39 3.89
J-696506 18x24" 5.99 5.49
24x30" - Carton of 15.
J-696507 Each ............................114.75

Gummed Paper Tape
Ideal for watercolor, printmaking and all mixed-
media artists working with wet paper.  Great for 
securing mat board to backing board when fram-
ing.  Also ideal for stretching  watercolor paper on 
a rigid surface to keep it secure and wrinkle-free.  
Medium-weight brown kraft paper with water-
activated adhesive on one side.  Cuts easily with 
scissors.  Also great to seal boxes.  Large, 3" x 600 
ft. roll.
KOR-3600 Each ..............................15.99
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Molotow™ Grafx™
Art Masking Liquid Markers
Markers allow for precise application of masking 
fluid, creating clean, accurate lines.  Water-based, 
the colored liquid is easy to remove without resi-
due once dry.  For best results, remove within two 
days.
 Style Each
CPK-61383 Fine (2.0mm) 12.99
CPK-61384 Bold (4.0mm) 13.99
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DecoArt®

Dazzling Metallics Acrylic Paint Set
18-Color Set—Add metallic accents to most 
projects!  Acrylic paint that is made from finely 
ground metal flakes.  2 oz. flip-top bottles.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
DEC-08657 Each ..............................39.99

Chroma Washable Glitter Paint Set
12-Color Set—Add sparkle to paintings, 
posters, cards, holiday projects, crafts and 
more.  Vivid, washable paint features glit-

ter mixed throughout for dazzling results.  
Includes black, blue, gold, green, magenta, 
orange, red, silver, turquoise, violet, white and 
yellow colors.  Non-toxic formula cleans up easily 
with soap and water.  2 oz. bottles with flip-top 
caps.
CHR-13245 Each ..............................25.95

DecoArt® Dazzling Metallics 
Acrylic Paint Set
8-Color Set—Water-based and dries to a 
brilliant, shiny, metallic finish.  Soap and water 
clean-up while wet.  Metallic colors include cham-
pagne gold, rich espresso, rose gold, shimmering 
gold, silver, sparkling gold, white pearl and worn 
penny.  2 oz. flip-top bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
DEC-11084 Each ..............................14.99

Mesmerizing Paints
Reflect Different Colors!

FolkArt® Color Shift™
Acrylic Paint Set
8-Color Set—Give your next craft project 
a metallic luster that shifts in changing light!  
Water-based paints dry to a beautiful gloss finish 
and can be used for indoor or outdoor applica-
tions.  Suitable for use on most surfaces. Color 
shifting properties appear best when applied to a 
smooth, 3-dimensional surface that will reflect 
light.  Clean up with soap and water while still 
wet.  Colors include aqua, black, blue, blue violet, 
green, pink, purple and yellow.  2 oz. bottles with 
flip-top lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
PLD-52050 Each ..............................39.50

Apple Barrel® Acrylic Paint Set
8-Color Set—High quality acrylic paint is 
ideal for a variety of painting projects.  For 
use on a range of surfaces like wood, canvas, 
foam, terra cotta and more.  Great for basecoat-
ing, stenciling and more.  Dries quickly to a matte 
finish and cleans up easily with soap and water.  2 
oz. flip-top bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-17854 Each ..............................10.99

FolkArt® 

Festival Acrylic Paint Set
12-Color Set—Bright and vibrant colors 
have superior coverage and are ideal for a variety 
of painting projects.  Paint dries quickly to a 
matte finish and cleans up easily.  2 oz. flip-top 
bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-05070 Each ..............................18.79

FolkArt® Acrylic Paint Set
18-Color Set—Creamy, artist-quality 
acrylic paint offers excellent coverage and 
blending capabilities.  Ideal for crafts, stenciling, 
DIY decor and decorative painting.  Dries quickly 
to a matte finish.  Easy clean up with soap and 
water.  2 oz. bottles with convenient flip-top lids.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-31895 Each ..............................27.95

FolkArt® Multi-Surface 
Neon Blacklight™ 
Acrylic Paint Set
4-Color Set—Add a bold touch of color to 
projects. Paint glows under a blacklight, 
while appearing bright neon in normal light.   
Water-based formula.  2 oz. flip-top bottles.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-07506 Each .......................8.99

Americana®  
Glow In The Dark 
Paint
This acrylic adds an eerie, 
glow-in-the-dark brightness 
when charged with light!  Use 
alone or mix with lighter col-
ors of acrylics.  Ideal for crafts 
and decorative highlights. 
Suitable for use on most sur-
faces.  2 oz. flip-top bottle.  
Cleans up easily with soap and 
water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DEC-04970 Each ................................3.99
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Visit
UnitedNow.com 

For Fun
Project Ideas!
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Mayco® Magic Metallic
Paints & Patinas
Web Projects 80, 83, 85 & 104
Create a variety of effects on nearly 
any surface!  Magic Metallics are 
water-based acrylics that contain 
ground metal particles.  When dry, the 
surface will appear and feel like a metal 
surface.  This is not a faux finish—it is 
a versatile, real metal coating.  Spray 
or brush on green patina or rapid rust 
over a damp coat of Magic Metallic 
paint.  The metal particles in the paint will immediately start to oxidize, creating amazing, real metal 
effects.  Water-based for easy cleanup.  Non-toxic.
6-Count Set - Includes 8 oz. each of copper, dark bronze, gold and steel paints, plus green patina and rapid 
rust.  
CLR-MMKT18 Each ..............................................................................................................58.95
Individual Paints - 8 oz. bottles.
 CLR-MM102 Copper
 CLR-MM103 Dark Bronze
 CLR-MM105 Gold
 CLR-MM106 Steel
Each .........................................................11.95

Individual Patinas - 8 oz. bottles.  
 CLR-MM202 Green
 CLR-MM305 Rapid Rust 
Each .........................................................11.95

Sargent Art® Metallic Acrylic Paint
Web Projects 98, 148, 158 & 214
6-Color Set—Rich, lustrous metallic colors are 
perfect for creating faux or patina finishes.  
Includes Aztec gold, antique gold, gold, silver, 
copper and bronze.  4 oz. bottles.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
SAR-224808 Each ..............................18.59
Individual Colors - 8 oz. bottles.
SAR-252310 Aztec Gold
SAR-252375 Antique Gold
SAR-252381 Gold
SAR-252382 Silver
Each ...........................................................8.79

A B-4016830 Brilliant Yellow J B-4016570 Brilliant Blue
B B-4016730 Turner's Yellow K B-4016316 Phthalo Blue
C B-4016530 Bronze Yellow L B-4016313 Light Green
D B-4016720 Brilliant Orange M B-4016317 Phthalo Green
E B-4016113 Light Red N B-4016127 Burnt Sienna
F B-4016115 Deep Red O B-4016128 Burnt Umber
G B-4016300 Deep Magenta P B-4016244 Ivory Black
H B-4016186 Violet Q B-4016432 Titanium White
I B-4016381 Brilliant Blue Purple
Each .........................................................................................................................................11.79

Crayola™ Portfolio Series 
Acrylic Pearlescent
Mixing Medium 
Create your own shimmering colors with 
this acrylic mixing medium.  Use as a top 
coat to add extra shine, or mix directly with 
acrylic paint for a pearlescent color.  Colors 
won't lose their intensity.  Pint squeeze 
bottle with flip-top lid.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   
B-4016100 Each .....................11.79

Crayola™ Portfolio Series Acrylic Paint
Web Project 14  Thick, tube-like viscosity allows for rich impasto tech-
niques.  Rich, vivid colors are so pigment enriched, they can be diluted 8 to 1 
for watercolor techniques without losing color intensity.  Use for airbrushing, 
printmaking and marbling without chemical additives. Water resistant and 
flexible when dry, easy clean up with soap and water before paint dries.  Pint 
bottles with flip-top lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
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Sargent 
Art®

Acrylic 
Colors
Features blend-
able, opaque 
colors.  Great 
for the begin-
ning artist.  For 
a complete list 
of colors includ-
ed, visit 
U n i t e d N o w.
com.  Each tube 
contains 0.4 oz.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years. Style Each
SAR-230501 12-Color 5.99
SAR-230510 24-Color 10.99

Royal® & 
Langnickel
Acrylic 
Class Pack
144 Tubes, 12 
Colors—Bold, 
opaque cover-
age. Contains 
12 each of 12 
colors: bright 
yellow green, 
c a d m i u m 
green, cadmi-
um orange, 
cadmium red, 
cadmium yellow, Mars black, primary cyan, pri-
mary magenta II, primary yellow, violet, viridian 
and titanium white.  0.4 oz. tubes.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
RBM-RTN101 Each ..............................62.95
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Chroma Molten Metals 
Acrylic Paint Sets
Superb coverage and can be mixed with other 
acrylics to create dramatic iridescent effects.  8.4 
oz. flip-top bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Metallic Set - Includes aged bronze, copper, Dorado 
gold, Purgare silver, rojo gold and Xanadu gold.  
CHR-1969 Each ..............................22.59
Bright Set - Includes emerald green, plum purple, 
regale blue and ruby red.  
CHR-1578 Each ..............................16.59
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Handy Art® Acrylic Paint
Web Project 176  High quality and economically 
priced for classroom use.  Use these smooth, creamy 
paints straight from the bottle or thin with water to 
simulate watercolors.  Primary colors are designed for 
mixing and teaching color theory.  Cleans up with water while wet.  Dries to a flexible, permanent, 
water-resistant semi-gloss finish.  Try it for mural painting!  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Handy Art® 
Acrylic Paint Pint Set
Web Project 141  
6-Color Set—A terrific set of primary col-
ors.  Includes yellow, brite red, pthalo blue, 
pthalo green, Mars black and titanium 
white.  Pint bottles with flip-top lids.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  
RPC-881055 Each ..................... 37.99

Quality 
Acrylic!A B C D E F

G

M N O P Q R

S

Y

T U V W X

H I J K L

Z

Handy Art® Metallic 
Acrylic Paint
Colors dry to a shimmering, 
metallic finish.  Pint bottles 
with flip-top lids.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
A RPC-101160 Brass
B RPC-101162 Gold
C RPC-101164 Copper
D RPC-101166 Silver
Each ...........................................................8.99

Handy Art® Fluorescent
Acrylic Paint Pint Set
Web Project 235  
6-Color Set—Create spectacular neon fluores-
cent effects or add a pop of color with this fun set.  
Colors include yellow, hot pink, orange, blue, 
violet and green.  Pint bottles with flip-top lids.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-881060 Each ..............................48.99

Paint Lab 
For Kids
52 Creative 
Adventures In 
Painting and 
Mixed Media 
For Budding 
Artists of All 
Ages
Contains 52 
k id- f r iend ly 
project ideas, 
each with 
materials list, instructions, a finished example and 
the work of the artist that inspired the project.  
The lessons teach new techniques while exploring 
color and encouraging expression.  Plus, they can 
be completed in any order you choose.  A terrific 
resource for new and veteran art teachers.  
Paperback by Stephanie Corfee, 144 pages.
QP-0788 Each ..............................24.99

A B

C D

Handy Art® Acrylic Paint 
Primary Pint Set
12-Color Set—A terrific set of colors 
in convenient pint bottles.  Includes 
brite red, burnt sienna, chrome 
orange, chrome yellow, green oxide, 
mars black, pthalo green, raw umber, 
titanium white, ultra blue, vermilion 
and violet.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-881030 Each ................................................................................................... 78.95 
Handy Art® Acrylic 
Paint Half-Gallon Set 
With Pumps
8-Color Set—A fantastic 
assortment for the classroom 
and large group projects!  
Includes half gallon jugs of: 
brite red, burnt sienna, chrome 
orange, chrome yellow, Mars 
black, pthalo blue, pthalo 
green and titanium white.  Also 
includes eight pumps for con-
venient dispensing and paint 
distribution.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-881035 Each ....................159.95

AA BB CC

  Pints 1/2 Gallons
A Chrome Yellow RPC-101010 RPC-102010
B Deep Yellow RPC-101020 RPC-102020
C Yellow Oxide RPC-101015 RPC-102015
D Chrome Orange RPC-101025 RPC-102025
E Phthalo Red RPC-101030 RPC-102030
F Vermillion RPC-101035 RPC-102035
G Brite Red RPC-101040 RPC-102040
H Magenta RPC-101070 RPC-102070
I Maroon RPC-101115 RPC-102115
J Violet RPC-101075 RPC-102075
K Cobalt Blue RPC-101055 RPC-102055
L Phthalo Blue RPC-101060 RPC-102060
M Ultra Blue RPC-101065 RPC-102065
N Turquoise RPC-101125 RPC-102125
O Light Green RPC-101110 RPC-102110

  Pints 1/2 Gallons
P Green Oxide RPC-101045 RPC-102045
Q Phthalo Green RPC-101050 RPC-102050
R Venetian Red RPC-101080 RPC-102080
S Burnt Sienna RPC-101085 RPC-102085
T Burnt Umber RPC-101090 RPC-102090
U Raw Sienna RPC-101093 RPC-102093
V Raw Umber RPC-101095 RPC-102095
W Mars Black RPC-101100 RPC-102100
X Gray  RPC-101105 RPC-102105
Y Titanium White RPC-101000 RPC-102000
Z Blockout White RPC-101005 RPC-102005
AA Primary Yellow  RPC-101210 RPC-102210
BB Primary Blue RPC-101230 RPC-102230
CC Primary Magenta RPC-101220 RPC-102220

Gallons W RPC-104100 Mars Black Y RPC-104000 Titanium White 
Each .................................................................................................................................. 36.95

Pints Each  ........................................6.99 1/2 Gallons Each  ........................... 18.99
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Handy Art® Dispenser Pump
Quickly and easily dispense paint from Handy Art 1/2 gallon acrylic paint jugs.  Plastic 
pump is easy to clean and can be locked 
closed. 
RPC-900116 Each ....................... 3.39
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Chromacryl® 
Clear Gel Medium
Great as a paint extender and for 
transparent glazing techniques.  Ideal for 
monoprinting and overprinting.  Works as a 
release agent when applied to the surface 
prior to paint.  Pint bottle.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
CHR-1905 Each ..............................8.49

Chromacryl®
Painting Medium/Varnish
Apply this water-based finish to 
acrylic paintings after they have completely 
dried.  Provides a tough, clear, non-tacky 

surface that enhances and protects.  Can also be 
used as a glazing medium.  Pint bottle.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
CHR-1907 Each ..............................12.49

Chromacryl® Textile Medium
Turn acrylics into permanent,  machine-
washable fabric paints or screen printing 
inks.  Mix equal parts of medium to paint, apply to 
fabric, allow paint to dry, then heat-set with an 
iron.  Pint bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CHR-1904 Each ..............................14.99

Chromacryl®
Texture Paste
Web Project 41  
A thick, smooth consisten-
cy paste that is excellent 
for 3-D and impasto paint-
ing techniques.  Firm 
enough to hold peaks.  Can 
be mixed with acrylics or 
used alone and painted 
over later when dry.  Apply 
with a dry brush or palette 
knife for cool effects.  Cleans up easily with cool 
water and soap.  8 oz. jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CHR-1913 Each ................................6.99

Chromacryl® 
Acrylic Essentials
Created for classroom 
use at an affordable price!  
Formulated for teaching color 
theory.  Bright, intermixable 
paints won't separate.   Dries to 
a water-resistant, matte finish and provides strong, vibrant colors that won't flake or peel.  
Pint bottles with flip-top lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  

Each ......................................................................................................................7.49

1/2 Gallons
K CHR-56008 Black L CHR-56183 White
Each ........................................................................21.99

Chromacryl® Acrylic Essentials 12-Pint Set
12-Color Set—Rich, creamy texture with vibrant 
colors.  Paint dries to a water-resistant, matte finish 
that won't flake or peel.  Includes black, brown, cool 
blue, cool red, cool yellow, green, orange, purple, warm 
blue, warm red, warm yellow and white.  Pint bottles with 
flip-top lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic.    
CHR-50500 Each .............................................82.99

A CHR-50190 Yellow-Cool
B CHR-50206 Yellow-Warm
C CHR-50176 Orange
D CHR-50145 Red-Warm

E CHR-50138 Red-Cool
F CHR-50091 Purple
G CHR-50046 Blue-Warm
H CHR-50077 Blue-Cool

I CHR-50084 Green
J CHR-50015 Brown
K CHR-50008 Black
L CHR-50183 White

 A B C D E F

 G H I J K L

1/2 Gallon Dispenser Pump - For use with all Chromacryl 1/2 gallon bottles.  (Not shown).
CHR-1910 Each..............................................................................................4.99
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Chromacryl®
Acrylic Essentials Class Pack
96 Tubes, 8 Colors—Enough for the whole 
class!  12 tubes each of eight colors: black, cool 
blue, cool red, cool yellow, warm blue, warm red, 
warm yellow and white.  Terrific for teaching color 
theory and mixing.  20ml tubes.  AP Seal, non-
toxic. 
CHR-59016 Each ..............................99.75

Texture Relief Collage
Web Project 41

Visit UnitedNow.com
For Complete Directions!
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Chromacryl®
Acrylic Essentials Primary Sets
6-Color Sets—Bright, intermixable acrylic 
paints that won't separate.   Colors include black, 
cool blue, cool yellow, green, warm red and white.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  Available in pint bottles and 
half gallon jugs.
 Style Each
A CHR-59014 Pints 39.95
B CHR-59001 Half Gallons 122.85

Chromacryl® Acrylic Essentials 
Secondary Sets
6-Color Sets—Bright, intermixable paints 
won't separate.   Colors include brown, cool red, 
orange, purple, warm blue and warm yellow.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  Available in pint bottles and half 
gallon jugs.
 Style Each
C CHR-59015 Pints 39.95
D CHR-59006 Half Gallons 122.85

A C

B D
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Chromacryl® Fluid Acrylic Set
12-Color Set—Fluid acrylics behave 
like an acrylic ink.  High pigment con-
centration with minimal color shift, so 
they are great for teaching color mix-
ing.  Dries to a matte finish.  Includes black, 
burnt umber, cool blue, cool red, cool yellow, 
green deep, orange vermillion, violet, warm 
blue, warm red, warm yellow and white.  
250ml bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CHR-1248 Each ....................... 93.99

Chromacryl® 

Students' Acrylic Tube Sets
2-1/2 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
10-Color Set - Includes black, cool blue, cool 
red, cool yellow, red oxide, warm blue, warm 
red, warm yellow, white and yellow oxide.
CHR-1142 Each .....................27.99
5-Color Set - Includes black, cool blue, cool 
red, cool yellow and white.
CHR-1900 Each ..................... 15.99

Chromacryl® Students' Neon Acrylic
Web Projects 171 & 174  Brighten your color 
selection with these vivid neon colors.  Formulated 
for school use, the bright colors dry to a water-
resistant sheen that won't flake or peel.  Plus, 
these vibrant colors glow under a black light!  
Creamy, consistent color is great for a variety of 
painting projects.  Thick formula makes this paint 
usable for block and screen printing.  Cleans up 
easily with soap and water.  Pint squeeze bottles 
with flip-top lids.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   
CHR-1224  Neon Blue
CHR-1223  Neon Green
CHR-1221  Neon Orange
CHR-1249  Neon Pink 
CHR-1225  Neon Violet 
CHR-1220  Neon Yellow
Each .........................................................12.39
Neon Set - Includes one pint of each color.
CHR-1251 Each ..............................72.99

Chromacryl® 
Students' Acrylic
Choose primary "cool" or 
"warm" colors for accurate 
mixing.  Formulated for school use, the bright, intermixable colors 
dry to a water-resistant sheen that won't flake or peel.  Great for 
painting and block printing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.   
  Pints 1/2 Gallons
A Yellow-Cool CHR-1213 CHR-1413
B Yellow-Warm CHR-1214 CHR-1414
C Yellow Oxide CHR-1215  ————
D Or. Vermillion CHR-1211 CHR-1411
E Red-Warm CHR-1209 CHR-1409
F Red-Cool CHR-1208 CHR-1408
G Magenta CHR-1219  ————
H Violet CHR-1218  ————
I Blue-Warm CHR-1203 CHR-1403
J Blue-Cool CHR-1202 CHR-1402
K Cobalt Blue CHR-1201 CHR-1401
L Green Light CHR-1207 CHR-1407
M Green Deep  CHR-1206 CHR-1406 

  Pints 1/2 Gallons
N Turquoise CHR-1233  ————
O Peach CHR-1228  ————
P Raw Sienna CHR-1216  ————
Q Red Oxide CHR-1210  ————
R Burnt Sienna CHR-1204 CHR-1404
S Raw Umber CHR-1217  ————
T Burnt Umber CHR-1205 CHR-1405
U Black CHR-1200 CHR-1400
V White CHR-1212 CHR-1412
W Blockout White CHR-1652 CHR-1653
X Silver CHR-1227  ————
Y Gold CHR-1226  ————

Pints Each ..............................11.59 1/2 Gallons Each ..............................27.99

 A B C D E F G

 H I J K L M N

 O P Q R S T U

    V W X Y

Excellent Acrylic For Color Theory Lessons!

1/2 Gallon Dispenser Pump - For use with all Chromacryl 1/2 gallon bottles.  (Not shown).
CHR-1910 Each..............................................................................................4.99
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Chromacryl® Students' Acrylic Sets
Formulated for school use, the bright, intermix-
able colors dry to a water-resistant sheen.  Won't 
peel or flake.  Choose pint bottles or 1/2 gallon 
jugs.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
6-Color Primary Pint Set - Includes black, cool 
blue, cool red, cool yellow, green deep and white.  
(Not shown.)
CHR-1994 Each ..............................65.49
6-Color Bright Pint Set - Includes cobalt blue, 
green light, magenta, orange vermillion, violet and 
white.  (Not shown.)
CHR-1995 Each ..............................65.49
12-Color Pint Set - Includes black, cobalt blue, 
cool blue, cool red, cool yellow, green deep, orange 
vermillion, red oxide, warm red, warm yellow, white 
and yellow oxide.
CHR-1903 Each ............................123.95

6-Color Primary 1/2 Gallon Set - Includes black, 
cool blue, cool red, cool yellow, green deep and 
white.
CHR-1922 Each ............................154.95
6-Color Secondary 1/2 Gallon Set - Includes 
burnt sienna, burnt umber, cobalt blue, magenta, 
orange vermillion and violet.
CHR-1959 Each ............................154.95

NEW
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Liquitex® Basics™  
Acrylic Paint Set
8-Color Set—Colors include burnt umber, 
Hooker's green hue permanent, Mars black, pri-
mary blue, primary red, primary yellow, titanium 
white and yellow oxide.  Cleans up with soap and 
water.  2.54 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-101008 Each ..............................28.99

Artist's Library 
Series: 
Painting In 
Acrylic
An Essential 
Guide For 
Mastering How To 
Paint Beautiful 
Works Of Art In 
Acrylic
Covers brushes, 
supports, medi-
ums, color palettes 
and color theory, 
plus basic tech-
niques.  64-page paperback by Varvara Harmon.
WF-AL55 Each ................................9.95

Liquitex® Basics™  
Acrylic Starter Set
6-Color Set—Colors include Mars black, 
phthalo green, primary blue, primary red, 
primary yellow and titanium white.  Large, 4 
oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-101076 Each .........................36.99

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Acrylic Paint Set
12-Color Set—Colors include alizarin crimson 
hue permanent, burnt sienna, burnt umber, cad-
mium orange hue, dioxazine purple, light green 
permanent, mars black, phthalo green, primary 
blue, primary red, primary yellow and titanium 
white.  Large, 4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3699376 Each ..............................69.75
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Affordable Acrylic Is 
Terrific For Beginning 
Artists & Students!

Liquitex® Basics™ Acrylics
This economical acrylic is terrific for 
any art teacher on a budget!  Great for 
beginning artists, these bright colors 
can be used for watercolor, airbrush, marbling 
and printmaking, as well as for thicker applications that simulate oil painting.  
When dry, Basics acrylics are permanent, water-resistant and flexible.  Suitable for use on a 
variety of surfaces, including canvas, wood, clay, paper and fabric.  Thin with water if desired, or 
add any Liquitex acrylic medium for a variety of effects.  Cleans up easily with just soap and 
water.  4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

W-1046810 Light Portrait Pink
W-1046048 Rose Pink
W-1046500 Medium Magenta
W-1046114 Quinacridone Magenta
W-1046116 Aliz. Crimson Hue Perm.
W-1046415 Primary Red
W-1046321 Pyrrole Red
W-1046047 Transparent Red
W-1046311 Cadmium Red Deep Hue
W-1046292 Naphthol Crimson
W-1046510 Cadmium Red Light Hue
W-1046151 Cad. Red Medium Hue
W-1046620 Vivid Red Orange
W-1046720 Cadmium Orange Hue
W-1046335 Red Oxide
W-1046127 Burnt Sienna
W-1046128 Burnt Umber
W-1046330 Raw Sienna
W-1046331 Raw Umber
W-1046601 Naples Yellow Hue
W-1046416 Yellow Oxide
W-1046530 Bronze Yellow
W-1046163 Cad. Yellow Deep Hue
W-1046161 Cad. Yellow Medium Hue
W-1046160 Cad. Yellow Light Hue
W-1046045 Transparent Yellow
W-1046410 Primary Yellow
W-1046840 Brilliant Yellow Green
W-1046222 Lime Green
W-1046312 Light Green Permanent
W-1046218 Light Olive Green
W-1046205 Green Gray
W-1046224 Hooker's Grn. Hue Perm.
W-1046350 Green Deep Permanent
W-1046317 Phthalocyanine Green
W-1046660 Bright Aqua Green

W-1046770 Light Blue Permanent
W-1046570 Brilliant Blue
W-1046046 Turquoise Blue
W-1046470 Cerulean Blue Hue
W-1046170 Cobalt Blue Hue
W-1046420 Primary Blue
W-1046316  Phthalocyanine Blue
W-1046380 Ultramarine Blue
W-1046320 Prussian Blue Hue
W-1046680 Light Blue Violet
W-1046590 Brilliant Purple
W-1046391 Prism Violet
W-1046115 Deep Violet
W-1046186 Dioxazine Purple
W-1046263 Purple Gray
W-1046142 Blue Gray
W-1046599 Neutral Gray 5
W-1046436 Parchment
W-1046434 Unbleached Titanium
W-1046310 Payne's Gray
W-1046244 Ivory Black
W-1046276 Mars Black
W-1046432 Titanium White
W-1046430 Trans. Mixing White
W-1046234 Gold
W-1046236 Silver
W-1046230 Copper
W-1046229 Bronze
W-1046238 Iridescent White
W-1046049 Iridescent Graphite
W-1046981 Fluorescent Yellow
W-1046982 Fluorescent Orange
W-1046983 Fluorescent Red
W-1046984 Fluorescent Blue
W-1046985 Fluorescent Green
W-1046987 Fluorescent Pink

Each .......................................................................................................................................... 6.99

Liquitex® Basics™ Acrylic Paint Sets
High-quality pigments are lightfast and have great color strength and brightness.  Ideal for classrooms 
and the beginning artist to use for all painting techniques.  Suitable for use on a variety of surfaces, 
including canvas, wood, clay, foam, stone, metal, paper and fabric.  Thin with water if desired, or add 
any Liquitex acrylic medium for a variety of effects.  Cleans up easily with soap and water.  Sets contain 
tubes with 0.75 oz. each.  For a complete list of colors included in each set, visit UnitedNow.com.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
12-Color Set 
W-3699353 Each ......................................................................................................25.99
24-Color Set
W-3699328 Each ......................................................................................................44.99
48-Color Set 
W-101048 Each ......................................................................................................72.99
72-Color Set 
W-3699347 Each ....................................................................................................108.95
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Liquitex® Basics™ 
Coarse Texture Gel
Create a flexible, coarse-
grade granular look and feel.  
Will not chip or crack on canvas.   Lightfast and 
archival.  8.45 oz. tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041016 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Matte Gel Medium
Thickens, adds transparency 
and slows dry time, while 
adding a matte finish.  Mix 
with gloss gel to create a custom, satin finish.  
Lightfast and archival.  8.45 oz. tube.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-1041014 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Gloss Heavy Gel 
Medium
Thickens fluid or medium 
body paints, giving an oil 
paint-like texture that holds brush and knife 
marks.  Slows drying time, plus can be used as a 
collage adhesive.  Lightfast and archival.  8.45 oz. 
tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041013 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Gloss Gel Medium
Gives paint a gloss finish, 
while making it thicker and 
better for blending.  
Permanent, flexible and non-cracking.  Lightfast 
and archival.  8.45 oz. tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041010 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Modeling Paste
A thick acrylic putty, designed 
to create texture on rigid sup-
ports.  Can be mixed with 
color or used by itself and painted when dry.  
When not mixed with color, it dries to a hard, 
stone-like, opaque white finish that can be sanded 
or carved.  For sculptural texture, build up in thin 
layers, allowing each layer to dry.  Permanent, 
lightfast and archival.  8.45 oz. tube.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-1041009 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Iridescent Medium
Mix this medium with paint to 
give it a smooth, iridescent 
finish, or use on its own to 
add surface highlights.  Extends color without 
affecting stability and slows drying time so you 
can create more subtle color blends.  Increases 
paint transparency and can be used to thin 
heavier body paints.  Lightfast and archival.  8.45 
oz. tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041012 Each ................................9.49 

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Light Modeling Paste
An airy, lightweight acrylic 
putty designed to create 
heavy texture in places where 
weight is a factor.  Can be handled like a light-
weight clay.  Use to add body to paints and to 
create pastel tints.  When not mixed with color, it 
dries to a hard, matte, opaque white finish.  
Permanent formula is lightfast and archival.  8.45 
oz. tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041011 Each ................................9.49

Add A Pearlescent,
Metallic Sheen

To Acrylic Paints!

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Gloss Varnish
Protect paintings or mix with 
paint to vary sheen.  8.45 oz. 
bottle with a flip-top lid.  
Lightfast and archival.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041008 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Matte Varnish
Permanent matte varnish is 
used to protect finished paint-
ings or mix with paint to vary 
sheen.  8.45 oz. bottle with flip-top lid. Lightfast 
and archival.   AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-1041007 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Gloss Fluid Medium
Increase surface gloss, 
color depth and transpar-
ency, plus improve flow 
without affecting color intensity.  8.45 oz. bottle 
with flip-top lid.  Lightfast and archival.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-1041006 Each ................................9.49

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Matte Fluid 
Medium
Reduces surface gloss, 
while improving color 
depth and transparency.  Improves flow and 
allows your paint to go further without 
affecting stability.  8.45 oz. bottle with a 
flip-top lid.  Lightfast and archival.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-1041005 Each ....................... 9.49
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Create Thick Texture With 
Modeling Paste!
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Atelier® A2 Lightfast
Heavy Body Artist Acrylic Tubes
Quality paint at an affordable price.  Loaded with 
pigments, the thick body and acrylic binders pro-
vide excellent brush mark retention.  Dries to a low-gloss, lightfast finish that 
emphasizes color saturation and luminosity.  4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A CHR-926842 Cad. Yellow Lt. Hue
B CHR-926852 Cad. Yellow. Med. Hue
C CHR-926962 Yellow Oxide
D CHR-926812 Cadmium Orange Hue
E CHR-926822 Cadmium Scarlet Hue
F CHR-926832 Cad. Red Med. Hue
G CHR-926772 Alizarine Crimson
H CHR-928312 Brilliant Magenta
I CHR-928322 Brilliant Violet
J CHR-926932 Dioxazine Purple 
K CHR-926922 Ultramarine Blue
L CHR-926902 Pthalo Blue

M CHR-926872 Cobalt Blue Hue
N CHR-926862 Cerulean Blue Hue
O CHR-926942 Pthalo Green
P CHR-928342 Perm. Sap Green
Q CHR-926882 Green Light
R CHR-926792 Burnt Sienna
S CHR-926802 Burnt Umber
T CHR-928332 Copper
U CHR-927632 Payne's Grey Hue
V CHR-927642 Mars Black
X CHR-926912 Titanium White

Each ...........................................................................................................................................5.59
8.47 oz. Jar - White.  (Not shown.)
CHR-7314 Each ................................................................................................................8.99
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Liquitex® Professional Soft Body
Acrylic Essentials Set
12-Color Set—Highly concentrated, 
intense pigments have low viscosity and dry to a 
satin finish.  Use to paint, pour, glaze or print.  For 
a complete list of colors included, visit UnitedNow.
com.  0.74 oz. jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3699321 Each ..............................53.49

Liquitex® Professional Acrylic 
Gouache™ Primaries Set
6-Color Set—Ultra-pigmented, intense 
colors dry to a permanent, flat matte finish.  Each 
color is developed to create the optimum opacity.  
Will not crack or leave brush strokes.  Set includes 
emerald green, mars black, primary blue, primary 
red, primary yellow and titanium white.  0.74 oz. 
squeeze jars with a pre-cut nozzle.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-3699322 Each ..............................32.99
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Liquitex® Acrylic Ink™ 
Iridescents Set
6-Color Set—Intermixable with other 
acrylic mediums.  Permanent when dry.  Colors 
include carbon black, iridescent bright gold, iri-
descent bright silver, iridescent rich bronze, iri-
descent rich copper and titanium white.  1 oz. 
bottles with dropper.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3699315 Each ..............................37.99

Liquitex® Acrylic Ink™ 
Essentials Set
6-Color Set—Acrylic inks are water-resis-
tant, lightfast and extremely fluid.  Permanent 
when dry.  Colors include carbon black, napthol 
crimson, phthalo blue, titanium white, transpar-
ent raw umber and yellow medium azo.  1 oz. 
bottles with dropper.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3699314 Each ..............................36.99

Krylon® COLORmaxx™
Paint + Primer Spray Paint
Premium coverage with superior color and adhe-
sion.  Use on metal, plastic, glass, wood, paper 
and more.  Dries to a smooth finish in 10 minutes 
or less.  Indoor/outdoor formula with rust protec-
tion.  Big button spray tip with spray at any angle 
capabilities.  Net wt. 12 oz. per can.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
A KRY-5541 Sun Yellow
B KRY-5532 Pumpkin Orange
C KRY-5511 Cherry Red
D KRY-5533 Purple
E KRY-5543 True Blue
F KRY-5517 Emerald Green
G KRY-5545 Glossy White
 KRY-5548 Flat White
H KRY-5505 Glossy Black
 KRY-5546 Flat Black
Each .........................................................13.99

Krylon® Premium 
Metallic Spray Paint
High-quality, satin-smooth, 
metallic finish is fast-drying.   
Recommended for ceramic 
and plaster, craft foam, fab-
ric, glass, metal, paper, plas-
tic and wood.  Net wt. 8 oz.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
KRY-1000 Gold
KRY-1030 Silver
Each ..........................11.99

Winsor & Newton®

Galeria Acrylics™ Sets
A superb combination of 
excellent quality and economical 
price.  Strong, vibrant colors with a 

free-flowing consistency will retain brush 
marks.  Can be diluted with water or mixed 
with traditional acrylic mediums.  Ideal for 
more advanced artists looking for a good, 
affordable tube acrylic.  For a complete list 
of colors included, visit UnitedNow.com.  
0.4 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
W-2190605 10-Color 15.99
W-2190606 20-Color 28.99

Spray Paint Health Information: Not rec-
ommended for use with children; keep 
out of reach.  Not available for express 
delivery.  

WARNING:  These products contain 
chemicals known to the state of 

California to cause cancer and birth 
defects or other reproductive harm.  For 
more information go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Liquitex® Heavy Body Professional 
Acrylic Artist Color Titanium White 
This heavy body acrylic features a creamy consis-
tency that dries to a non-yellowing, satin finish.  
Wide-mouth jars for easy dispensing.  Great for 
creating your own tints.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-4412432 Pint 35.99
W-4413432 Quart 59.95

Liquitex® Heavy Body 
Professional Acrylic 
Mixing 6 
6-Color Set—The creamy consistency has 
the feel, pull and look of a heavy-bodied oil 
paint.  Essential primary colors for exploring 
color theory!  Contains five color theory 
exercises and a color wheel template.  
Includes ivory black, phthalo blue (green 
shade), quinacridone crimson, titanium 
white, transparent mixing white and yellow 
medium azo.  2 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-3699310 Each ..................... 51.95

Liquitex® Heavy Body 
Professional Acrylic Classic 12
12-Piece Set—The creamy consistency 
has the feel, pull and look of a heavy-bodied oil 
paint.  Includes brilliant blue, bronze yellow, cad-
mium red light hue, cadmium yellow medium 
hue, dioxazine purple, emerald green, ivory black, 
phthalo blue (green shade), phthalo green (blue 
shade) and quinacridone magenta.  Also contains 
two tubes of titanium white.  2 oz. tubes.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-3699312 Each ..............................92.59

Large Jars Of Titanium
White For Mixing!

W-1045810 Light Pink  8.99
W-1045500 Medium Magenta  8.99
W-1045300 Deep Magenta  13.59
W-1045114 Quin. Magenta  13.59
W-1045116 Aliz. Crim. Hue Perm.  10.99
W-1045895 Cad. Free Red Deep  16.99
W-1045109 Quin. Red Orange  13.59
W-1045326 Pyrrole Crimson  16.99
W-1045110 Quin. Crimson  13.59
W-1045112 Quinacridone Red  13.59
W-1045292 Naphthol Crimson  10.99
W-1045321 Pyrrole Red  16.99
W-1045894 Cad. Free Red Medium  18.59
W-1045154 Cadmium Red Medium* 18.59
W-1045294 Naphthol Red Light  10.99
W-1045152 Cadmium Red Light*  18.59
W-1045893 Cad. Free Red Light  18.59
W-1045323 Pyrrole Orange  16.99
W-1045620 Vivid Red Orange  13.59
W-1045150 Cadmium Orange*  16.99
W-1045892 Cadmium Free Orange  16.99
W-1045335 Red Oxide  8.99
W-1045127 Burnt Sienna  8.99
W-1045129 Transparent Burnt Sienna 13.59
W-1045392 Van Dyke Red  10.99
W-1045128 Burnt Umber  8.99
W-1045130 Transparent Burnt Umber 10.99 
W-1045331 Raw Umber  8.99
W-1045333 Transparent Raw Umber 10.99 
W-1045330 Raw Sienna  8.99
W-1045332 Transparent Raw Sienna 13.59
W-1045324 Indian Yellow  10.99
W-1045414 Yellow Orange Azo  10.99
W-1045891 Cad. Free Yellow Deep  13.59
W-1045601 Naples Yellow Hue  10.99
W-1045416 Yellow Oxide  8.99
W-1045530 Bronze Yellow   8.99
W-1045730 Turner’s Yellow  10.99
W-1045890 Cad. Free Yellow Med.  13.59
W-1045161 Cad. Yellow Medium*  13.59
W-1045412 Yellow Medium Azo  10.99
W-1045160 Cad. Yellow Light*  13.59
W-1045889 Cad. Free Yellow Light  13.59
W-1045411 Yellow Light Hansa  8.99
W-1045840 Brilliant Yellow Green  8.99
W-1045740 Vivid Lime Green  8.99
W-1045650 Light Emerald Green  13.59
W-1045312 Light Green Permanent  10.99
W-1045450 Emerald Green  10.99
W-1045325 Green Gold  16.99
W-1045166 Chrom. Oxide Green  10.99
W-1045315 Sap Green Permanent  10.99
W-1045224 Hooker's Green Hue Pm. 8.99
W-1045350 Green Deep Permanent  10.99
W-1045398 Viridian Hue Permanent 8.99
W-1045327 Transparent Viridian Hue 10.99
W-1045225 Hooker's Green Deep Hue 8.99
W-1045319 Phthalo Green (Yellow)  8.99 
W-1045317 Phthalo Green (Blue)  8.99
W-1045171 Cobalt Green*  16.99
W-1045169 Cobalt Turquoise  16.99

W-1045561 Turquoise Deep  10.99
W-1045172 Cobalt Teal*  16.99
W-1045660 Bright Aqua Green  8.99
W-1045770 Light Blue Permanent  8.99
W-1045570 Brilliant Blue  8.99
W-1045164 Cerulean Blue  13.59
W-1045470 Cerulean Blue Hue  10.99
W-1045275 Manganese Blue Hue  13.59
W-1045170 Cobalt Blue  16.99
W-1045381 Cobalt Blue Hue   8.99
W-1045320 Prussian Blue Hue  10.99
W-1045382 Ultramarine Blue (Red)  8.99
W-1045380 Ultra. Blue (Green)  8.99 
W-1045314 Phthalo Blue (Red)  10.99
W-1045316 Phthalo Blue (Green)  8.99
W-1045322 Indanthrene Blue  13.59
W-1045680 Light Blue Violet  8.99
W-1045590 Brilliant Purple  8.99
W-1045391 Prism Violet  10.99
W-1045115 Deep Violet  13.59
W-1045118 Quin. Blue Violet  13.59
W-1045186 Dioxazine Purple  10.99
W-1045244 Ivory Black  8.99
W-1045276 Mars Black  8.99
W-1045310 Payne’s Gray  8.99
W-1045599 Neutral Gray 5  8.99
W-1045430 Trans. Mixing White  8.99
W-1045434 Unbleached Titanium  8.99
W-1045436 Parchment  8.99
W-1045432 Titanium White  8.99

Professional-Quality 
Acrylic Paints!

Liquitex® Heavy Body 
Professional Acrylic Artist Colors
This thick, high viscosity, pigment-rich profes-
sional acrylic color retains brush strokes 
and knife marks, making it ideal for 
impasto and texture.  Formulated with a 
clear resin to give brighter, richer colors!  
The creamy consistency has the feel, pull 
and look of a heavy-bodied oil paint.  
Their extended drying time 
offers longer workability 
and easy blending.  
Permanent when com-
pletely dry, they remain 
flexible with a uniform, 
non-yellowing, satin finish.  
Colors are AP Seal, non-
toxic except where noted*. 
(*CL - Cautionary Label:  
Not recommended for use 
with children).
2 oz. Tubes  Each 2 oz. Tubes  Each

4.65 oz. Tubes  Each
W-1047116 Aliz. Crimson Hue Pm.  19.49
W-1047127 Burnt Sienna  15.59
W-1047128 Burnt Umber  15.59
W-1047164 Cerulean Blue  23.99
W-1047186 Dioxazine Purple  19.49
W-1047224 Hooker’s Green Hue Pm.  15.59
W-1047244 Ivory Black  15.59
W-1047276 Mars Black  15.59
W-1047292 Naphthol Crimson  19.49
W-1047316 Phthalo Blue (Green)  15.59
W-1047317 Phthalo Green (Blue)  15.59
W-1047114 Quinacridone Magenta  23.99
W-1047330 Raw Sienna  15.59
W-1047331 Raw Umber  15.59
W-1047432 Titanium White  15.59
W-1047380 Ultramarine Blue (Green)  15.59
W-1047434 Unbleached Titanium  15.59
W-1047416 Yellow Oxide  15.59

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Convenient Sets!
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Liquitex® Acrylic Gesso
Ready-mixed gesso for use 
with any brand of paint.  Use this smooth, absor-
bent ground on porous surfaces, including can-
vas, paper, fabric, wood and plaster.  Apply with a 
brush, roller or squeegee.  Cleans up with soap 
and water.  White.  Not recommended for mixing 
with oils.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-5304 4 oz. 9.99
W-5316 Pint 24.99
W-5332 Quart 34.99
W-5334 1/2 Gallon 55.99
W-5336 Gallon 77.49

Liquitex® 
Clear Gesso
Web Projects 
54 & 233  
Clear acrylic gesso seals 
and adds a fine tooth to 
any clean, porous, non-
oily surface.  Excellent 
for both acrylic and oil 
painting, plus drawing 
with pastels on paper.  
Permanent, non-yellow-
ing and flexible when 
dry.  Dries clear to trans-
lucent, depending on 
the thickness of applica-
tion.  Quart.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-7632 Each ..............................34.99

Liquitex®

Black Acrylic 
Gesso 
Great for dark back-
grounds.  Contains a 
blend of pigments to 
give a matte black, 
opaque base which 
instantly eliminates your 
surface color and allows 
you to build depth.  
Remains jet black even 
when dry.  Easy cleanup 
with soap and water.  8 
oz. flip-top bottle.   AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
W-5320251 Each ..............................14.99

Handy Art®

Acrylic Gesso
An economical way 
for students to prepare 
their canvas or masonite 
painting surfaces.  
Provides an even, 
opaque base ideal for oil 
or acrylic painting.  A 
fantastic value for the 
art classroom or a stu-
dent artist on a budget.  
Gesso is available in 
white and black.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
White Size Each
RPC-440003 Quart 14.39
RPC-440004 Gallon 36.99
Black
RPC-440104 Gallon 36.99

Liquitex® 
Super Heavy Gesso
A thick titanium white gesso that  holds its 
shape both before and after it dries.  Ideal 
for adding depth and dimension to the 
surface of paintings.  Features all the attributes of 
traditional acrylic gesso.  Excellent for heavy, 
textural, impasto applications with a knife or 
brush.  Non-yellowing, matte finish.  Quart.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. 
W-7832 Each ..............................35.50
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Liquitex®

Gloss Varnish 
Apply thin coats to 
acrylic for a permanent, high-gloss finish.  
Translucent when wet; non-yellowing and 
flexible when dry.  Resistant to dirt.  High 
gloss may be reduced by mixing with matte 
varnish.  Low odor.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-6204 4 oz. 9.95
W-6216 16 oz. 26.99

Liquitex® Matte Varnish
Permanent varnish protects paintings from dirt 
and wear.  Dries to a satin, transparent non-yel-
lowing film and adds a non-glare, matte sheen to 
your painting.  Low odor.  Quart.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-5232 Each ..............................43.95 

Krylon®

Kamar Varnish Spray
Synthetic formula protects like 
traditional damar without yel-
lowing.  For oil, acrylic or water-
color.  Net wt. 11 oz.  Health 
Warning:  Not recommended 
for use around children.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.  Not 
eligible for express delivery.  

WARNING:  This product 
contains chemicals known 

to the State of California to 
cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For 
more information go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov
KRY-1312 Each ..............................13.99

Krylon®

Triple-Thick Crystal 
Clear Glaze Spray
Bright, high-gloss finish looks 
like glass and gives illusion of 
depth.  One coat equals three 
coats of most other clear coat-
ings. Permanent, flexible for-
mula won't crack.  Covers up to 
20 square ft.  Net wt. 12 oz.  
Health Warning:  Extremely 
flammable.  May cause irrita-
tion.  Not recommended for 
use with children.  Not avail-
able for express delivery.

WARNING:  This product 
contains chemicals known 

to the State of California to 
cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information 
go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
KRY-500 Each ..............................14.99

Economical Gesso 
Offers Great Tooth For 

Color Adhesion!
Liquitex® Basics™ 
Acrylic Gesso
Dependable product at a value price!  
Produces a smooth, absorbent, finely 
textured ground that is excellent for 
use with a variety of paint media.  
Prepares a wide range of surfaces such 
as canvas, paper, wood crafts, masonite 
and dust-free plaster for painting.  
Dries in minutes to a non-yellowing opaque 
white.  Can also be mixed with acrylic colors to 
create a tinted base.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
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 Size Each
W-4016 Pint 11.75
W-1017 1/2 Gallon 29.95
W-1018 Gallon 45.99
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The Ultimate 
Fluid 
Pouring & 
Painting Project Book
Inspiration And Techniques For Using 
Alcohol Inks, Acrylics, Resin, And More
Features detailed, comprehensive tech-
niques for working with high flow inks and 
acrylic paints.  Also covers how to work with 
resin and avoid common mistakes.  
Paperback by Jane Monteith, 144 pages.
QP-7633 Each ..................... 22.99

The Art of Paint Pouring
Tips, Techniques, And Step-By-Step 
Instructions For Creating Colorful Poured Art In 
Acrylic—Learn to swipe, pour and more using the 
projects in this book.  Covers tools and materials, 
basic color theory, tips for creating the consis-
tency you want and how to keep your work area 
clean.  Paperback by Amanda VanEver, 128 pages.
WF-AO2 Each ..............................19.99
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Liquitex® 
Pouring 
Medium
When mixed with soft 
body acrylics, this 
transparent fluid 
medium flows easily 
to create thin, even 
sheets of color.  
Designed to reduce 
crazing and cracking 
and won't hold bub-
bles.  Dries to a 
smooth, clear, flexible 
film and retains a 
high gloss, wet 
appearance when dry.  
Will not add transparency when mixed with color.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-5432 Quart 38.99
W-5436 Gallon 94.75

DecoArt®

Clear Pouring
Topcoat
Easily create a lacquer-like, 
high-gloss finish on artwork, 
with spraying or painting.  Ideal 
for flat surfaces. Pour over dry 
surface, then tilt surface and 
drain off excess.  Water-based 
formula is non-yellowing.  16 
oz. jar.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
DEC-10712 Each .......17.95

Handy Art®

Pouring Medium
Create unique, 
vibrant artwork with 
acrylic pouring medi-

um.  Mix into paint, ensuring 
the consistency is thin 
enough to flow easily on your 
surface.  For student acrylics, 
the suggested ratio is 1.5 
parts pouring medium to 1 
part paint; use up to 3 parts 
pouring medium to 1 part 
paint when working with 
heavy body acrylics.  Dries to 
a water-resistant, non-yel-
lowing gloss finish.  Cleans up 
with soap and water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
RPC-101176 Pint 6.99
RPC-103176 Quart 12.49
RPC-104176 Gallon 29.99

DecoArt®

Pouring 
Medium
Fluid additive specially formu-
lated to enable paint to flow 
easily across a surface.  Thins 
paint to the ideal consistency 
for fluid painting, creates cell 
effects and reduces cracking 
and crazing. Water-based medi-
um.  16 oz. jar.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236. 
DEC-10908 Each.......10.75

NEW

NEW

Glitter Glue Pour Painting - Web Project 235

Step 1
Mix equal parts of Elmer's Washable School 
Glue and acrylic paint in a plastic cup. Add 
water until the mixture has a pourable consis-
tency, stirring well. In separate cups, repeat 
this step with all the colors you want to use.

For glitter effects, mix glitter glue and water 
in a plastic cup until it has a pourable consis-
tency.  In separate cups, repeat this step with 
all the glitter colors you want to use.

Step 2
For easy cleanup, place an old baker's cooling 
rack or oven rack on top of a marbling tray or 
drip pan. Place a piece of foam board on the 
rack and pour a single color onto the board, 
dripping or drizzling however you want.  
Repeat with a second and third color.

Step 3
Add as many paint and glitter colors as you 
like; you can repeat colors if you want.

Step 4
Let the paint and glitter colors spread; pick up 
the foam board and tilt if necessary.

Visit project 235 on our website to view 
instructions for an alternative, "dirty pour" 
method.

Watch This Project On
YouTube At UnitedArtandEd

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2

Step 4
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Liquitex® Masking Fluid
Colorless, latex-based liquid for fluid appli-
cations of acrylic color and washes.  The 
perfect medium to block off areas and let the 
surface show through.  Even when painted over, 
the masking fluid can still be easily removed.  4 
oz. bottle.  Latex-based, may cause allergic 
reactions.  CL - Cautionary Label: Contains 
ammonia.  Not recommended for use with chil-
dren.
W-7704 Each ................................9.99
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Liquitex® Iridescent Medium
Give your paint an iridescent finish or use 
on its own to add surface highlights. Gives 
a smooth, iridescent appearance and increases 
paint transparency. Extends your color without 
affecting acrylic stability. Slows drying time to 
help you create more subtle color blends.  
Permanent formula is non-yellowing and dries 
transparent, flexible and water-resistant.  8 oz.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-107008 Each ..............................14.99

Liquitex® Gloss Medium
Mix with acrylics to enhance depth in your art-
work.  Increases transparency, extends color and  
adds gloss and flow without compromising color.  
Use for glazing, as a transfer medium, or as a 
final, non-removable varnish.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-5008 8 oz. 14.99
W-5032 Quart 37.95
W-5036 Gallon 94.50

Turn Acrylic Colors
Into Glass Paint!

Liquitex® Glass Medium
Mix with color to create a smooth, flowing, 
non-drip texture that adheres to slick, non-
porous surfaces like glass.  When heat-set, 
it creates a high gloss and scratch-resistant finish.  
Also slows drying time so you can create more 
subtle blends.  8 oz. bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-8608 Each ..............................14.99

Handy Art® Gloss Medium
Web Project 163  Use this medi-
um over dry acrylic paint for a clear, 
glossy finish, or add to acrylic paint for a 
transparent effect.  Allows you to thin paint 
without reducing quality.  Great for glazing 
techniques.  Pint bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-101170 Each ...........................8.75

Handy Art® Gel Medium
Gel medium is a thick, white gel that 

is great for extending paint and adding 
transparency, while still preserving consistency.   
Dries clear and transparent.  Pint bottle with a 
flip-top lid.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-101172 Each ................................8.75

Make Image 
Transfers!

Omni-Gel™
Web Projects 141 & 192 
Transfer images from magazines or 
laser print copies!  Brush gel onto 
your image and let dry.  Complete 
the transfer by soaking it in water 
and rubbing off the paper backing.  
Dries clear, waterproof, flexible and 
acid-free.  Transfers can be applied 
to paper, glass, ceramics, fabric, 
leather and canvas.  Also works as an adhesive for 
collage or paper mache.  Non-toxic.  8 oz. bottle.
SAP-12208 Each ..............................12.59
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Liquitex® Matte Medium
This medium creates a matte, non-reflective fin-
ish on artwork.  Opaque when wet, it dries to be 
permanent, flexible and translucent.  Increases 
adhesion and extends color without affecting 
stability.  Use as a glaze, collage adhesive or 
painting ground.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
W-5116 Pint 24.99
W-5132 Quart 41.99

Liquitex® Glazing Medium
Increase transparency, lower viscosity and 
enhance gloss so you can create professional 
jewel-like glazes.  Dries quickly for rapid layering.    
Also increases flow, color depth, leveling and 
surface gloss.  Colors will temporarily lighten and 
then return to their original level when dry.  
Permanent and non-yellowing.  Pint bottle.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  
W-7516 Each ..............................25.99

Economical Mediums
For Extending Paint!

Rauschenberg-Inspired
Transfer Collage
Web Project 141

Visit UnitedNow.com
For Complete Directions!
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Liquitex® Matte Gel
Heavy bodied, translucent 
gel that dries to a flexible, matte/satin fin-
ish.  Retains brush strokes and improves 
blending.  Viscosity is similar to Liquitex 
heavy body acrylic paints.  When mixed with 
heavy body paints, it creates a color depth similar 
to oil paints.  Nice collage and decoupage adhe-
sive.  8 oz. wide-mouth jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-5321 Each ..............................15.99

Liquitex®

Modeling Paste
Produces thick, lightweight textures.  
Terrific for sculpture and crafts.  Dries to 
a very hard, "stone-like" finish that can be 
sanded or carved.  Best when used on rigid sup-
ports.  Quart.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-5532 Each ..............................35.99

Liquitex® String Gel
Self-leveling gel medium that fea-
tures a syrupy, thick, honey-like con-
sistency.  When mixed with acrylic, it 
enhances depth of color, while increasing 
transparency and flow.  Dries glossy and 
transparent on top of paint.  Remains per-
manent, flexible and water-resistant after 
drying.  Non-yellowing.  8 oz.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-9108 Each ..................... 15.99

Liquitex® Slow-Dri® Gel Additive
Heavy body gel.  Add to acrylic paints to slow dry-
ing and increase blending time without compro-
mising consistency or affecting opacity.  Thickens 
and increases viscosity, plus retains brush and 
knife marks.  8 oz. wide-mouth jar.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-125408 Each ..............................15.99

Liquitex® Ceramic Stucco 
Acrylic Medium
Mix with acrylics to create a fine textured 
effect.  Dries to a matte, flexible finish.  8 oz. jar.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-6408 Each ..............................15.99
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Liquitex® Slow-Dri® Medium
Extends the open time of your color or medium so 
it is blendable and workable longer.  Can be used 
to thin color and increase transparency.    Lowers 
viscosity of heavier body paints, giving increased 
flow.  Gives softer edges and great color blends.  
Dries clear with a high gloss finish.  Pint.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-6316 Each ..............................24.99

Liquitex® Flexible 
Modeling Paste
Dries more slowly to a hard, yet flexible, 
matte finish.  Great for 3D forms.  Can be 
used on canvas and mixed with color, or 
overpainted.  Pint jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-8916 Each ..............................24.99

Liquitex® Light 
Modeling Paste
Formulated for thick, airy, lightweight art 
applications.  Can be used to create pastel 
tints.  Dries opaque white when not mixed 
with color.  Hard, matte finish. Maintains paint 
adhesion and  durability.  Best when used on rigid 
supports.  8 oz.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-6808 Each ..............................15.99

Liquitex® Matte 
Super Heavy Gel
For thickening  acrylic paints.  Extends 
paint up to two times, without compromis-
ing pigments.  Increases transparency, 
reduces surface gloss and slows drying.  Retains 
high peaks and crisp brush strokes.  Transparent 
when dry; may dry semi-opaque when used very 
thickly.  Non-yellowing and water-resistant.  8 oz. 
jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-5808 Each ..............................15.99

Liquitex® Gloss 
Heavy Gel
Dense, extra-heavy body gel with high vis-
cosity.  Extends paint volume while increas-
ing brilliance and transparency, without 
affecting stability.  Slows drying time and retains 
brush and knife marks.  Dries glossy, transparent 
and flexible.  When used very thickly, may dry 
semi-opaque.  Non-yellowing.  8 oz. jar.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-5120 Each ..............................15.99

Liquitex® Gloss Gel
Heavy bodied medium 
that dries to a crystal 
clear gloss finish for 
impastos and textured 
glazes.  Increases the transparency of 
color and extends paint without affecting 
acrylic stability.  Slows drying time.  
Outstanding adhesive for collage work, too.  
Quart wide-mouth jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-5732 Each ..............................38.99

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

Create Unique Effects 
With String Gel!
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W-1514346 Lemon Yellow 8.29
W-1514113 Cad. Yellow Light* 14.79
W-1514119 Cad. Yellow Pale Hue 8.29
W-1514116 Cad. Yellow Medium* 14.79
W-1514109 Cad. Yellow Hue 8.29
W-1514115 Cad. Yellow Deep Hue 8.29
W-1514090 Cad. Orange Hue 8.29
W-1514100 Cad. Red Light* 14.79
W-1514099 Cad. Red Medium* 14.79
W-1514095 Cad. Red Hue 8.29
W-1514104 Cad. Red Dark* 14.79
W-1514098 Cad. Red Deep Hue 8.29
W-1514502 Permanent Rose 8.29
W-1514468 Perm. Alizarin Crimson 8.29
W-1514380 Magenta 8.29
W-1514229 Dioxazine Purple 8.29
W-1514137 Cerulean Blue 14.79
W-1514138 Cerulean Blue Hue 8.29
W-1514178 Cobalt Blue 14.79
W-1514179 Cobalt Blue Hue 8.29
W-1514263 French Ultramarine 8.29
W-1514514 Phthalo Blue (Red) 8.29
W-1514538 Prussian Blue 8.29
W-1514521 Phthalo Green (Yellow) 8.29
W-1514692 Viridian 14.79
W-1514522 Phthalo Green (Blue) 8.29
W-1514503 Permanent Sap Green 14.79
W-1514447 Olive Green 8.29
W-1514422 Naples Yellow Hue 8.29
W-1514744 Yellow Ochre 8.29
W-1514552 Raw Sienna 8.29
W-1514317 Indian Red 8.29
W-1514074 Burnt Sienna 8.29
W-1514076 Burnt Umber 8.29
W-1514554 Raw Umber 8.29
W-1514465 Payne's Gray 8.29
W-1514331 Ivory Black 8.29
W-1514337 Lamp Black 8.29
W-1514644 Titanium White 8.29
W-1514748 Zinc White (Mixing)* 8.29

Winsor & Newton® Artisan
Water Mixable Oil Colours
Made with high quality pigments and can be 

thinned with water!  Designed to work like tradi-
tional oil colors, so you can achieve all of the 
same techniques, yet clean them up with soap 
and water.  They offer similar depth of color, con-
sistency, lightfastness, opacity and performance 
as regular oils.  Colors dry within 2-12 days.  1.25 
oz. tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic except where noted: 
*CL - Cautionary Label:  Not recommended for 
use with children.

Winsor & Newton® Artisan Water Mixable Oil Colour Sets
Water mixable oils work like traditional oils, yet can be cleaned up with soap and water.  Feature 
comparable depth of color, consistency, opacity and performance as regular oils.  Paints dry 
within 2-12 days.  Sets contain burnt umber, cadmium red hue, cadmium yellow pale hue, cerulean blue 
hue, French ultramarine, lemon yellow, permanent alizarin crimson, phthalo green (blue shade), tita-
nium white and yellow ochre.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
10-Color Set - 1.25 oz., full-sized tubes.
W-1590228 Each ..............................75.99

10-Color Set - 0.71 oz. tubes.
W-1590227 Each ..............................42.99

Water Mixable
Oil Paints That Don't

Need Harsh Solvents!

Winsor & Newton® Artisan 
Water Mixable Oil Mediums
Enhance your water mixable oil paintings 
with specially formulated mediums.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
Fast Drying Medium - Improves flow of the paint, 
smoothing out brushwork.  Increases gloss and 
transparency.  Speeds drying time.  Also super for 
glazing.  2.5 oz. bottle. 
A W-3221720 Each ................................9.39
Oil Painting Medium - Thins paint, improves its 
flow and allows it to dry slowly to a flexible film.  
Enriches dull areas.  2.5 oz. bottle.
B W-3221725 Each ................................................................................................................9.39
Linseed Oil - Thin paint and improve flow, plus increase the gloss and transparency.  Combine with water or 
thinner to maintain the structure of the paint.  Or, use to maintain the fat over lean rule.  2.5 oz. bottle.
C W-3221723 Each ................................................................................................................9.39

 A B C

Royal® & Langnickel 
Oil Artist Colors
Ideal for the beginning and professional oil paint-
ing artist.  Made using the highest quality pig-
ments with a smooth consistency.  12-color set 
includes two brushes.  0.4 oz. tubes.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
 Style Each
A RBM-02819 12-Color 6.99
B RBM-06663 24-Color 11.59

Sargent Art® 
Oil Colors
12-Color Set
Great for 
hobby and profes-
sional artists 
alike! Vibrant col-
ors blend togeth-
er beautifully.  Set 
includes  0.4 oz. 
tubes in the fol-
lowing colors: 
black, burnt sien-
na, burnt umber, 
emerald green, 
lemon yellow, 
phthalo blue, 
scarlet, titanium 
white, ultrama-
rine, vermillion, 
viridian green and 
yellow ochre.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.     
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
SAR-230601 Each ................................6.59
 12 or More, Each.............6.29
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Quality Oil 
Paints 

That Thin 
With 

Water!

Affordable Oil Paints Are 
Terrific For Beginners!

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

A

B
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Winsor & Newton® Winton Oil Colour™
Winsor & Newton combines more than 150 years of experience in mak-
ing premium paint to produce the Winton line, an affordable, quality 
range of oil color with excellent permanency.  Formulated for student 
and experienced artists.  Dries to a beautiful sheen and does not sepa-
rate like other economy oils.  Intermixable with other oil paints.  Tubes 
available in both 1.25 oz. and 6.75 oz.  AP Seal, non-toxic, except if 
noted with an asterisk.  *CL - Cautionary Label:  Not recommended 
for use with children.
Standard Colors  1.25 oz. 6.75 oz.

Lemon Yellow Hue W-1414346 W-1437346
Cad. Yellow Pale Hue W-1414119 W-1437119
Cad. Yellow Hue W-1414109 W-1437109
Cad. Yellow Deep Hue W-1414115 W-1437115
Cad. Orange Hue W-1414090 W-1437090
Pale Rose Blush W-1414257 W-1437257
Cadmium Red Hue W-1414095 W-1437095
Vermilion Hue W-1414682 W-1437682
Cad. Red Deep Hue W-1414098 W-1437098
Permanent Rose W-1414502 W-1437502
Perm. Alizarin Crimson W-1414468 W-1437468
Magenta W-1414380 W-1437380
Cobalt Violet Hue W-1414194 W-1437194
Dioxazine Purple W-1414229 W-1437229
Cerulean Blue Hue W-1414138 W-1437138
Cobalt Blue Hue W-1414179 W-1437179
French Ultramarine W-1414263 W-1437263
Phthalo Blue W-1414516 W-1437516
Prussian Blue W-1414538 W-1437538
Perm. Green Light W-1414483 W-1437483
Viridian Hue W-1414696 W-1437696
Oxide of Chromium W-1414459 W-1437459
Terre Verte W-1414637 W-1437637
Sap Green W-1414599 W-1437599
Naples Yellow Hue W-1414422 W-1437422
Yellow Ochre W-1414744 W-1437744
Raw Sienna W-1414552 W-1437552
Light Red W-1414362 W-1437362
Indian Red W-1414317 W-1437317
Burnt Sienna W-1414074 W-1437074
Burnt Umber W-1414076 W-1437076
Vandyke Brown W-1414676 W-1437676
Raw Umber W-1414554 W-1437554
Payne's Gray W-1414465 W-1437465
Ivory Black W-1414331 W-1437331
Lamp Black W-1414337 W-1437337
Titanium White W-1414644 W-1437644
Zinc White* W-1414748 W-1437748
Soft Mixing White —— W-1437415

1.25 oz. Tubes Each .............................5.99

6.75 oz. Tubes Each ...........................15.75

Premium Colors - 1.25 oz. tubes. 
W-1414086 Cad. Lemon*
W-1414113 Cad. Yellow Light*
W-1414116 Cad. Yellow Med.*
W-1414089 Cad. Orange*
W-1414100 Cad. Red Light
W-1414099 Cad. Red Med.*
W-1414137 Cerulean Blue*
W-1414178 Cobalt Blue*
W-1414692 Viridian

Each ...........................................12.99

Winsor & Newton® 
Linseed Stand Oil
Improves flow and slows 
drying.  Helps paint form a tough, 
enamel finish and minimizes the 
appearance of brush strokes.  2.5 
oz. bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3221749 Each ......... 9.99 

Winsor & Newton® 
Drying Linseed Oil
Improves paint flow and 
increases gloss.  Add to oil paint 
to decrease drying time more 
than other linseed oils.  Darker in 
color than refined linseed oil.  2.5 
oz. bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-3221742 Each .........9.99

Winsor & Newton®

Refined Linseed Oil
One of the most popular mediums 
for oil painters!  Alkali-refined lin-
seed oil increases gloss, flow and 
transparency of oil colors and 
slows drying time.  8.4 oz.  AP 
seal, non-toxic.
W-3239748 Each .......13.49

Winsor & Newton®

Winton Oil Colour™ Tube Sets 
Each set features 0.71 oz. tubes.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
6-Color Set - Features burnt umber, cadmium 
yellow pale hue, French ultramarine, perma-
nent alizarin crimson, viridian hue and yellow 
ochre.  (Not shown.)
W-1490617 Each ..................... 22.95
10-Color Set - Includes burnt sienna, cad-
mium yellow pale hue, French ultramarine, 
ivory black, permanent alizarin crimson, per-
manent green light, phthalo blue, titanium 
white, viridian hue and yellow ochre.
W-1490618 Each ..................... 36.99

Winsor & Newton® Matt Varnish
Protective film for oil and alkyd paintings, 
dries to a matt finish. 2.5 oz. bottle.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Not for use around children.
W-3221733 Each ................................9.99

Winsor & Newton® Gloss Varnish
General purpose, high gloss varnish.  Dries 
to a non-yellowing glossy film. 2.5 oz. 
bottle.  CL - Cautionary Label:  Not for use 
around children.
W-3221732 Each ................................9.99

Winsor & Newton® Dammar Varnish
A traditional high-gloss varnish.    Darkens 
with aging.  2.5 oz. bottle.  CL - Cautionary 
Label:  Not for use around children.    
W-3221741 Each ................................8.99

Winsor & Newton® 
Artists' Painting 
Medium
Use this medium to thin the 
consistency of oil paints.  Dries 
to a flexible film with a minimal 
tendency to yellow, wrinkle and 
crack.  2.5 oz. bottle.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Contains 
petroleum distillates.  Not for 
use with children.
W-3221734 Each ..............................12.59

Winsor & Newton®

Blending & Glazing 
Medium
A mixture of Dammar Varnish, 
linseed oil and mineral spirits 
that thins paint consistency and 
slows drying.  2.5 oz. bottle.     
CL - Cautionary Label:  Vapors 
harmful.  Contains petroleum 
distillates.  Not for use with 
children.
W-3221739 Each ................................8.99
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Winsor & Newton® Liquin™ Original
Speeds drying time without compromising the 
color, body or final sheen of your oil colors.  
Excellent for applying glazing techniques or creat-
ing fine details.  Will not yellow, darken or crack.  
CL - Cautionary Label:  Contains petroleum 
distillates.  Not for use with children.
 Size  Each
W-3239751 8.4 oz. 17.99
W-3249751 16.9 oz. 29.95
W-3253751 33.8 oz. 49.95

Speed Drying Time
Of Oil Paint!
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Paasche Glass Bottles & Caps
When storing or using multiple colors, add 
a cap to keep airbrush paint and ink fresh.  
Paasche bottles and caps are sold sepa-
rately.  Bottles work with Paasche 1 and 3 
oz. lid assemblies (including VL and H air-
brushes).

1 oz. Bottle Cap Only
A PAA-H191 Each ........................1.99
3 oz. Bottle Cap Only
B PAA-H190 Each ........................1.99
1 oz. Bottle Only
C PAA-H99 Each ........................3.29
3 oz. Bottle Only

D PAA-H108 Each ........................3.59

Createx™
Airbrush Cleaner
A mild, water-based solvent 
cleaner for rinsing colors from the 
airbrush immediately after paint-
ing or when changing colors dur-
ing painting.  Highly concentrated 
and biodegradable.  Dilute with 
water per instructions.  Store in 
air-tight container in a cool, dry 
environment.  Compatible with 
any water-based paint.  4 oz.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
CTX-5618 Each ................................6.59

Createx™ Reducer
Water-based dilutant for thinning 
Createx or Wicked airbrush paints.  
Lowers viscosity for improved 
atomization and flow while pro-
moting faster drying times and 
preventing overspraying.  Can be 
diluted up to 10% per volume to 
paint.  4 oz. bottle with flip-top 
cap.  Conforms to ASTM D4236, 
non-toxic.  Caution: Irritant.  May 
irritate nose and throat.  Keep out 
of reach of children.
CTX-401104 Each ................................7.39

Createx™ 
UVLS Gloss Clear Coat
One bottle, three applications!  Use 
as a topcoat, a clear primer and a 
mixing medium to promote adhe-
sion.  Versatile and water-based, 
clear coat dries to a high gloss fin-
ish.  Optimized for exceptional per-
formance.  Ultra Violet Light 
Stabilizing (UVLS) properties pro-
vide your underlying paint pig-
ments and dyes the highest possi-
ble protection indoors and out-
doors.  4 oz. bottle.  Conforms to ASTM D4236, 
non-toxic.  Caution: Irritant. May cause eye and 
skin irritation.  Keep out of reach of children.
CTX-405004 Each ..............................11.99
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Paasche H 
Airbrush Set

One of the most popu-
lar airbrushes, recommended for 

all skill levels.  #3 single-action airbrush 
with external mix and bottom feed ensures easy han-
dling.  Sturdy and flexible, dependable and adapt-

able.  Features a tapered socket for securing bottle.  
Suitable for left- and right-handed users.  1/32" 

to 1-1/4" spray pattern.  Extremely versatile; 
designed for spraying ceramic glazes, lac-

quers and varnishes.  Includes airbrush, 
1 oz. bottle assembly, pressure tank 

valve, wrench and 1/8" by 6 ft. air 
hose.  Features a 1-year manu-

facturer's warranty.
PAA-HCARD

Each ......................62.25

Paasche VL Airbrush Boxed Set
Our most popular airbrush for t-shirt artists and illustrators!  Handles any consistency of paint.  Offers 
superior airbrushing versatility.  Features an internal mix, bottom-feed design to accommodate bottles 
for larger volumes of paint.  Double-action allows you to spray lines 1/32" to 1" wide.  Set includes #1 
and #5 needles, tips and air caps, 1 oz. bottle with lid and gasket, 1 oz. bottle with assembly, metal 
color cup, hanger, wrench and head protecting cap, plus a 1/8" x 6 ft. air hose with couplings.  Includes 
the booklet "22 Airbrush Lessons."  1-year manufacturer's warranty.
PAA-VLSET Each ............................................................................................................124.79

Works Great 
With Heavy-

Bodied Paint! Terrific
For

T-Shirt
Artists!
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Iwata Neo 
Gravity-Feed
Dual-Action 
Airbrush
Delivers soft, effortless 
coverage at low air 
pressures.  Fine atomi-
zation is achieved with 
the smallest air com-
pressors, making it ideal for general purpose spray-
ing.  Gravity-feed.  Features a detachable 0.24 oz. 
(7ml) fluid cup with lid that is large enough for 
color mixing, and an additional 0.10 oz. (3ml) color 
cup that is perfect when using small amounts of 
paint.  Ideal operation is between 5 and 35 psi.  5-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
MCI-N4500 Each ..............................................................................................................98.75

Iwata Model HP-C Airbrush Set
Offers total control for fine detail spraying.  Double-action, 
gravity feed, internal mix.  Quick flush cutaway preset handle 
allows for quick cleaning; the preset feature allows you to 
set the spray output, which increases control while 
reducing finger fatigue.  Sprays widths from hairline 
to 1".  Has a 0.24 oz. color cup that is ideal for color 
mixing and quick color changes.  Spring-steel needle 
resists breakage and is solvent-resistant for longevi-
ty. Also includes nozzle spanner, used to remove the nozzle for cleaning and 
Iwata lube, used to lubricate the needle and main lever mechanism.  5-year 
limited manufacturer's warranty.
MCI-H4001 Each ........................................................................254.75

Iwata's Neo
Airbrush Is Great
For Fine Details!

No-Cup 
Option For 
Touch-Ups!

Quick 
Cleaning!
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Convenient Sets In Popular Color Combinations!

G

Createx™ Airbrush Colors Sets
6-Color Sets—Designed for use on soft, porous surfaces.  Paint has thick, viscous binders that lock 
onto porous surfaces without oversaturating and bleeding.  High pigment load allows for quick 
coverage and works best with high flow airbrushes at medium to high pressure.  Great for fabric, 
shoes and leather.  Water-based colors can be mixed and sprayed continuously without the tip dry-
ing, spitting or overspraying.  Matte finish.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Primary Colors Set - Transparent pigments layer 
beautifully.  Primary colors include transparent 
blue, green, red and yellow, plus opaque black and 
white.  2 oz. bottles.
E CTX-5801 Each .......................... 29.95
Opaque Colors Set - Six brilliant, opaque colors 
including one 2 oz. bottle each of black, blue, light 
green, red, white and yellow.  
F CTX-5803 Each .......................... 29.95

Fluorescent Colors Set - Six smooth flowing, 
opaque colors.  One 2 oz. bottle each of fluores-
cent green, hot pink, orange, raspberry, violet and 
yellow.  
G CTX-5802 Each .......................... 29.95
Pearlized Colors Set - Shimmering, opaque 
pearl colors.  One 2 oz. bottle each of six colors: 
blue, copper, green, satin gold, silver and white. 
H CTX-5804 Each .......................... 29.95
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Grafix® All-Purpose Frisket Film
Keep desired areas crisp, clean and covered while 
airbrushing or painting.  Low tack, 0.002" film 
features removable adhesive that doesn't leave 
residue when removed.  Won't wrinkle, bleed or 
lift.  Also, easy to cut and reapply.  Translucent 
backing allows you to see where it is being placed 
on paper, photographs, plastic or  glass.  Measures 
12" x 4 yards.  Matte finish.
GAS-14078 Each ..............................18.99

Createx™ Wicked Colors Airbrush Paint Sets
6-Color Sets—Multi-surface, highly pigmented, water-based paints.  Paints contain mild 
amounts of solvent inter-mixed with a durable, exterior-grade resin and automotive pigments 
for an extremely durable paint that withstands direct, prolonged exposure to outdoor elements 

without washing or fading.  Spray straight from the bottle on soft, porous surfaces and reduce viscos-
ity for hard surfaces.  Colors cure to a strong film with air drying alone. Heat may be used to further 
assist curing and is recommended for t-shirts and fabrics that will be washed multiple times.  Heat is 
not required for automotive, illustration and most other applications.  2 oz. bottles with flip-top caps.  
Caution: May irritate eyes.
Primary Set - Semi-opaque, lightfast pigments.  Set 
includes black, blue, opaque white, red, yellow and 
4012 Reducer.
A CTX-10100 Each ..............................35.99
Detail Flesh Tone Set - Highly pigmented, transpar-
ent colors.  Set includes detail carmine, detail flesh 
tone, detail moss green, detail smoke black, detail 
violet and 4011 Reducer.  
B CTX-11100 Each ..............................35.99

Fluorescent Colors Set - Vibrant, transparent col-
ors.  Set contains fluorescent green, fluorescent 
orange, fluorescent pink, fluorescent purple, fluores-
cent raspberry and fluorescent yellow.  
C CTX-10300 Each ..............................38.59
Pearl Set - Shimmering, pearlized colors.  Set 
includes gold, pearl black, pearl blue, pearl lime 
green, pearl white and silver. 
D CTX-10500 Each ..............................39.79

 Find Airbrush Parts & Accessories 
Online at UnitedNow.com!
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NEW

Iwata Sprint Jet Air Compressor
A great choice for low- to medium-pressure 
applications.  Preset working pressure of 
20-25 psi.  Includes a high strength polyure-
thane air hose, replacement air intake filter, 
adaptors to fit most brands of airbrushes, 
and a detailed operation manual.  Powered 
by a 1/8 hp, 110-volt, 60 hz motor.  8 lbs.  
Measures 10x7x6".  1-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.
MCI-IS800  Each .................... 269.89

Paasche Model D500 Air Compressor
Oil-less piston compressor is suitable for air-
brushes spraying properly thinned fluids.  An 
economical, oil-less diaphragm unit that provides 
20 to 40 lbs. of pressure.  115 volt, 1 phase, 60 
cycle.  1/8 hp at 20 psi.  Grounded 3-wire cord.  8 
lbs.  1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  
PAA-D500 Each ............................143.69

Paasche 
Model 
D3000R Air 
Compressor
This oil-less dia-
phragm com-
pressor is a tank 
mounted unit.  
Air pressure is 
regulated with an 
automatic on/off 
switch to a maxi-
mum of 40 psi.  5 
foot, 3-wire 
grounded cord.  1/8 hp motor operates on 115 
volts, single phase; 60 cycle draws 0.8 amps.  14 
lbs.   Features a 1-year limited manufacturer’s 
warranty. 
PAA-D3000 Each ............................239.50
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Royal® & 
Langnickel 
Arts & Crafts 
Natural Hair 
Brush Set
12 Rounds, Short 
Handles
Economical brush-
es for all paint 
types.  Soft, natural 
hair, multipurpose 
brushes.  Four each 
of three sizes: 1, 3 
and 5.  Short plas-
tic handles; plastic 
ferrules.
RBM-00043
Each .............1.59
12/Ea ...........1.39

Richeson
Economy 
Plastic 
Handle 
Brush Set
144 Rounds, 
Short Handles
Very inexpen-

sive camel hair 
brushes with short, 
plastic handles and 
aluminum ferrules.  
Set includes 24 
rounds in six differ-
ent sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6—144 
brushes in all.   
J-999900 Each ..............................46.99

Creativity 
Street® 
Economy 
Paint Brush 
Set
144 Rounds,
Short Handles
Economical, dis-
posable paint 
brushes for 
groups! Plastic 
handles with 
blunt-tipped, syn-
thetic bristles.  24 
each of six differ-
ent colors: blue, 
green, orange, 
purple, red and 
yellow.  
C-5173 Each ..............................15.95

Creativity Street® 
Brush Stand
Durable wood and 
plexiglass brush 
stand holds up 
to years of 
use.  Store 24 
brushes or 
markers in its 
3/4" diameter 
holes.  8" 
wide, 5" tall, 
4-1/2" deep.  (Stand 
only.)
C-5148 Each ............. 29.99
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Crayola® 
Large 
Paintbrushes 
Classpack®

36-Count 
Package
Perfect for any 
daycare or early 
childhood class-
room!  Classpack 
includes twelve 
each of 1"  flat, 
large round and 
jumbo brushes.  
Round and flat 
brushes have synthetic bristles with wooden 
handles, jumbo brushes feature natural bristles 
and break-resistant plastic handles.
B-0036 Each ..............................64.99

Crayola® Jumbo Brush
Wide, 6-1/4" long, break-resistant plastic handle.  
5/8" wide, soft, natural bristles offer a thick brush 
head that's ideal for tempera and watercolor.  
Ages 3 and up.  
B-0208 Each ................................1.89
 12 or More, Each  ...........1.79

Royal® & Langnickel 
Classroom Value Pack
Early Learning Brush Collection
24 Flats & Rounds, Short Handles—White bris-
tle early learning brushes.  12 each of rounds and 
flats in assorted colors.  Metal ferrules.
RBM-22061 Each ..............................15.95

Royal® & 
Langnickel 
Big Kid’s Choice™ 
Lil' Grippers™ 
Chubbie Brush Set
Five Rounds & Flats, 
Short Handles—Thick, 
short acrylic handles 
won't split or crack and 
have been designed 
especially for small 
hands.  Plus, they have a 
soft rubber grip for 
added comfort.  
Synthetic bristles are 
firmly attached with 
seamless aluminum fer-
rules.  Set includes round 
brushes in sizes 2 and 
10; plus flat brushes in 
sizes 1, 6 and 12.
RBM-BK672 Each ................................5.95

Royal® & Langnickel 
Big Kid’s Choice™ Chubbie Brushes
Classroom Assortment
48 Flats & Rounds, Short Handles—Soft nylon 
bristles are suitable for any type of paint.  Thick, 
translucent acrylic handles feature comfortable 
rubber grips.  24 each of rounds and flats in 
assorted colors.  Comes in a slanted, plastic tray 
for storage and easy drying.
RBM-06468 Each ..............................69.50

Creativity Street® 
Colossal Brush Sets
30-Count Sets—Economical, oversized brushes 
with seamless ferrules and white bristles.  Wooden 
handles are painted in 10 bright colors: black, 
blue, brown, green, orange, purple, red, tur-
quoise, white and yellow.  7-1/4" long.
Round Colossal Brushes - 1/2" wide.
C-5168 Each ..............................25.59
Flat Colossal Brushes - 11/16" wide.
C-5167 Each ..............................25.59

Richeson
White Bristle Easel Brush Set
24 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles—24 different 
round and flat brushes.  One each of sizes 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 in both round and 
flat styles.
J-999803 Each ..............................25.99
 6 or More, Each.............24.69
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Crayola® Paintbrush Sets
4-Count Sets—Terrific for use with acrylic, 
tempera and washable paints.  Wooden 
handles with soft, white synthetic bristles.  
Four sizes of rounds or flats per set.                  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
B-3520 Flats
B-3521 Rounds
Each .................................................. 5.59

Royal® & Langnickel
Artist Golden Taklon Brush Set
Web Project 163  144 Rounds, Short 
Handles—Contains 24 each in six sizes—1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 and 6.  Brushes are student-grade taklon, 
with short plastic handles and aluminum ferrules.
RBM-06191 Each ..............................34.95

Royal® & Langnickel
Artist Golden Taklon Brush Set
Web Project 163  144 Flats, Short Handles
Contains 24 each in six sizes—1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Brushes are student-grade taklon, with short plas-
tic handles and aluminum ferrules.
RBM-06192 Each .................................34.95

Dynasty® 
Sapphire 
Synthetic 
Student 
Brush Set
72 Flats,
Short Handles
A flat brush 
assortment  for 
the classroom.  
Set includes 12 
each of sizes 2, 
4, 6, 8, 10 and 
12 flats.  
Brushes have 
seamless gold 
ferrules, syn-
thetic sapphire 
bristles and 
t r a n s p a r e n t , 
short acrylic han-
dles.
F-C300 Each ............................105.95

Dynasty® 
Sapphire
Synthetic 
Student 
Brush Set
72 Rounds,
Short Handles
A terrific round 
brush assort-
ment  for the art 
classroom.  Set 
includes 12 each 
in sizes 10/0, 2, 
4, 6, 8 and 10 
rounds.  Brushes 
feature seam-
less gold fer-
rules, synthetic 
sapphire bristles 
and transparent 
acrylic handles.  
Perfect for any type of painting project.
F-C400 Each ............................105.95

Dynasty® 
Emerald 
Synthetic 
Student 
Brush Set
72 Brushes,
Short Handles
A wonderful 
brush assort-
ment for the 
c l a s s r o o m . 
Features 12 
each of sizes  
10/0, 3/0 and 1 
rounds, 1/4" 
angle, plus 
sizes 10/0 and 
1 liners.  Brushes 
have seamless 
gold ferrules, syn-
thetic green bristles and transparent acrylic han-
dles.
F-C100 Each ............................105.95

Dynasty®

Ruby
Synthetic 
Student 
Brush Set
72 Brushes, 
Short Handles
A brush assort-
ment  for the 
classroom with 
12 each of sizes  
10/0 and 4 
rounds, 1/4" 
angle, sizes 6 
and 14 flats and 
size 2 oval.  
Brushes have 
seamless gold 
ferrules, synthet-
ic ruby bristles 
and transparent 
acrylic handles.
F-C200  Each ............................105.95
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Creativity Street®

MultiMedia Brushes
Eight Rounds & Flats, Short Handles—A great 
variety of brushes for craft projects.  Two natural 
rounds in sizes 6 and 7; two synthetic rounds in 
sizes 8 and 10; two natural flats in sizes 11 and 
12; plus two synthetic flats in sizes 14 and 16.  
Translucent, short plastic handles with metal fer-
rules.
C-5133 Each ................................4.75
 12 or More, Each.............4.50

Crayola® Brush Set
Five Brushes, Short Handles—Crayola quality 
brushes for young artists!  Great for use with 
acrylic, watercolor or tempera.  Set includes three 
rounds, a flat and an angle.  Synthetic brushes 
have short, vibrantly colored plastic handles and 
metal ferrules.
B-3506 Each ................................3.95
 12 or More, Each.............3.75
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Triangular Barrels
Ensure Brushes Won't 

Roll Off The Table!
Faber-
Castell® 
Triangular 
Paint Brush 
Set
6 Brushes, Short 
Handles—Terrific 
for preschool and 
elementary stu-
dents.  This vari-
ety pack includes 
six different brush 
sizes and styles 
that will help 
young artists achieve a range of painting 
techniques.  Triangular-shaped handles pro-
vide better control, plus the brushes won't 
roll off the work surface.  Designed for ages 
3 and up.  Short, brightly colored handles 
feature metal ferrules.
FC-14532 Each ...........................7.99

Creativity Street® 
Starter Kit Paint Brushes
25 Brushes, Short Handles—Package includes 
foam, stubby and synthetic multipurpose brushes, 
from 1" to 5/0.  Sizes and styles vary.  For ages 3 
and up.
C-5180 Each ..............................18.95

Royal® & Langnickel 
Big Kid’s Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ 
Class Pack
90 Brushes, Short Handles—Comes with 72 
color-coded Big Kid's Choice brushes: 12 each of 
blue size 10/0 liner, green size 4 round, yellow 
size 2 filbert, orange 1/4" angular, red size 6 
shader and 5/8" wash, plus 18 Aqua-Flo brushes.  
Big Kid's Choice brushes have short acrylic han-
dles with a non-slip rubber grip.  Packaged in a 
slanted, plastic tray for storage and easy drying.
RBM-05269 Each ..............................94.50
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Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid’s Choice™
Lil' Grippers™ Brush Assortments
24 Brushes, Short Handles—Each set comes with 24 color-
coded brushes that feature a no-slip rubber grip.  Thick 
acrylic handles won't split or crack.
Round Assortment - Includes eight each of sizes 2, 6 and 10 
green round brushes.
A RBM-38323 Each ..............................................................................................................20.99
Shader Assortment - Eight each of sizes 4 and 8 red shaders and 5/8" red wash brushes. 
B RBM-38322 Each ..............................................................................................................20.99
Combo Assortment - Four each of sizes 2, 6 and 10 rounds; 4 and 8 shaders; and 5/8" washes.
C RBM-38324 Each ..............................................................................................................20.99

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid’s 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Class Packs
90 Brushes, Short Handles—Popular taklon 
brushes in convenient class packs.  Each set 
comes with 72 brushes that feature a no-slip rub-
ber grip, plus 18 Aqua-Flo brushes.  Packaged in a 
slanted, plastic tray for storage and easy drying.
Round Assortment - 24 each of sizes 2, 6 and 10 
green round brushes.
A RBM-20211 Each ..............................94.50
Shader Assortment - 24 each of sizes 4 and 8 red 
shaders and 5/8" red wash brushes.
B RBM-20209 Each ..............................94.50 
Combo Assortment - 12 each of sizes 2, 6 and 10 
rounds; 4 and 8 shaders; and 5/8" washes.
C RBM-11807 Each ..............................94.50

A B

C

Enough Student Brushes For The Entire Class!

A B

C
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Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Brushes
Brushes feature comfortable, no-slip rubber 
grips and thicker handles for added control 
for small hands, making them the perfect 
choice for children.  Plus, the acrylic han-
dles won't warp.  Color-coded taklon bristles are 
organized by brush shape to ensure students 
know what type of brush they are using.  Seamless 
aluminum ferrules.
Rounds - Green bristles and handles.
RBM-01106 Size 2
RBM-01108 Size 6
RBM-01110 Size 10
Each ...........................................................1.99
Shaders - Red bristles and handles.
RBM-01112 Size 4
RBM-01114 Size 8
RBM-01116 Size 12
Each ...........................................................1.99

Royal® & Langnickel 
Big Kid’s Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ 
Super Value Pack
15 Brushes, Short Handles—A great variety for 
teaching painting techniques in the classroom.  
Color-coded by shape, brushes have matching 
synthetic hair and short handles with a soft, no-
slip  rubber grip.  Set features sizes 4, 6 and 10 
round; size 1 liner; size 1 script liner; size 4 filbert; 
3/4" oval wash; size 8 shader; 5/8" wash;  3/4" 
glaze; 1/4", 3/8", 5/8" and 3/4" angular; and size 
6 fan.
RBM-BK650 Each ..............................10.95

Restock Sets With 
Individual Brushes!

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our New Products!

NEW

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid’s Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Sets
Terrific sets for the art classroom!  Brushes are color coded by style for easy identification.  The 
synthetic hair has been carefully dyed to match the handle color.  Short acrylic handles have been 
designed to be thicker for easy use by small hands and also have a soft rubber grip for added 
comfort for the young artist.  Seamless aluminum ferrules.

Synthetic Brushes Color-Coded By Style!

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Texture Set
Six Texture Brushes, Short Handles—Features 
sizes 1, 3 and 5 bristle pouncers, 1/4" and 1/2" 
taklon combs, plus size 2/0 bristle fan.
RBM-BK602 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Detail Set
Six Detail Brushes, Short Handles—Includes 
size 10/0 round, 1/4" angular, size 10/0 liner, size 
10/0 spotter, plus sizes 10/0 and 1 scripts.
RBM-BK603 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Combo Set
Six Brushes, Short Handles—Six quality taklon 
brushes in size 10/0 liner, size 4 round, size 2 fil-
bert, 1/4" angular, size 6 shader and 5/8" wash.
RBM-BK601 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Shader Set
Six Shaders, Short Handles—Set contains six 
brushes including sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 shaders, 
plus a 5/8" wash brush.
RBM-BK604 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Angular Set
Five Angulars, Short Handles—Contains five 
brushes including sizes 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and 
5/8".
RBM-BK605 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95

Royal® & Langnickel Big Kid's 
Choice™ Lil' Grippers™ Round Set
Six Rounds, Short Handles—This wonderful set 
includes the six most popular round brush sizes: 
10/0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.
RBM-BK606 Each ................................7.25
 6 or More, Each...............6.95
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144 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles—Features 24 brushes each of sizes 1, 3 and 5 round, plus sizes 4, 6 
and 8 flat.
A RBM-00774 Each ..............................................................................................................69.95
144 Rounds, Short Handles—Set features 24 rounds each of sizes 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12.
B RBM-00772 Each ..............................................................................................................69.95
144 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles—Set features 12 brushes each of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 round, 
plus sizes 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12 flat.
C RBM-00773 Each ..............................................................................................................69.95

 A B C

Royal® & Langnickel Crafter's 
Choice™ Camel Hair Value Packs
Made with natural soft hairs that are very 
absorbent and can carry large amounts of 
color.  Suitable for decorative painting with 
oil, acrylic, tempera or watercolor.  Each 
brush features a short, orange handle with 
a no-slip rubber grip for added comfort.  
Seamless metal ferrules.
Three Flats, Short Handles—Includes 1/2", 
3/4" and 1" flats.
A RBM-30424 Each .......................4.95
 12 or More, Each....4.59
Two Rounds, One Mop & One Wash, Short 
Handles—Includes size 2 and 6 round, 1/4" 
mop and 1/2" wash.
B RBM-33212 Each .......................4.95
 12 or More, Each....4.59

A B

Royal® & Langnickel
Natural Hair Brush Sets
Economical student brushes with good quality, 
soft, natural hair.  Ideal for watercolor, tempera, 
ink and acrylic.  Brass-tone ferrules with short, 
green painted wooden handles.  144 brushes in 
each set for a large variety.  Includes a durable 
plastic storage tray.  

United Camel Hair Round Watercolor Brushes
United camel brushes have been selected for their great handling properties in the classroom.  Round 
brushes are made of fine quality camel hair and retain their point, even after repeated use, for long-
lasting performance.  Short, black lacquered handles with seamless aluminum ferrules.
 Size Each 12/Ea
F-571 1 1.99 1.79 
F-572 2  1.99 1.79
F-574 4  2.09 1.89
F-576 6 2.19 1.99

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-578 8 2.69 2.49 
F-5710 10 3.29 2.99
F-5712 12 3.79 3.49

Dynasty® Camel Brush Value Pack
72 Rounds, Short Handles—Brush tips keep a 
nice point with minimal shedding!  Six round 
sizes, one dozen each: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.  
Short, black, wooden handles with seamless 
metal ferrules.
USC-5800 Each ..............................76.50

Richeson Paint Brush Set
60 Rounds, Short Handles—Set includes one 
dozen each of five camel hair brush sizes: 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6.  Brushes feature short, black lacquered 
handles with seamless metal ferrules.
J-999992 Each ..............................42.99

Creativity Street® Art/Craft Swabs
100-Count Package—Cotton-tipped swabs on 
wooden sticks.  Add water to watercolor paintings 
and blend wet or dry media.  Or, use as a quick, 
disposable painting tool.  6" long. 
C-6409 Each ................................2.39

United Camel Hair 
Watercolor Brush Value Pack
72 Rounds, Short Handles—Fine quality 
United, short-handled brushes.  Features 
one dozen each of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 
camel rounds.  Seamless aluminum ferrules.
USC-5700 Each ................... 124.95
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Royal® & Langnickel 
Deluxe Ceramic Brush Set
Six Brushes, Short Handles, Two Tools
Quality bisque and glaze tool set is great for 
applying glaze on ceramic pieces.  Set includes 
size 5/0 round red sable, size 6 round sable, size 
3 round bristle, size 5 flat bristle, 3/4" firm glaze 
and 1/4" flat camel brushes, plus a double-end 
spoolie brush and cleanup tool.
RBM-Z Each ................................9.99

Royal® & Langnickel Ceramic Combo 
Natural Hair Glaze Brush Assortment
72 Brushes, Short Handles—An assortment of 
good quality bisque and glaze ceramic brushes for 
a variety of techniques and uses.  Set includes 12 
each of six different brushes—size 1, 5 and 10 
round red sable, size 10 red sable shader, 3/4" 
firm ox glaze and size 8 soft fan.  All brushes have 
seamless metal ferrules on wooden handles.  
Includes a durable plastic storage tray.  
RBM-25915 Each ............................127.90

Royal® & Langnickel 
Ox Hair
Glaze Brush Set
Three Flats, 
Short Handles
Ceramists will enjoy 
this set featuring good 
quality, soft ox hair 
glaze brushes.  Set fea-
tures three different 
sizes: 1/2", 3/4" and 1" 
flat wash brushes.  
Durable, resilient ox 
hair cleans easily.  
Seamless metal fer-
rules on wooden handles.
RBM-Y Each ................................4.99

Dynasty® Camel Brush Set
120 Rounds, Short Handles—This quality 
camel hair assortment includes 24 rounds 
each in sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.  Ideal for 
watercolor techniques, they hold lots of 
color and retain their pointed shape.  Nickel 
ferrules.  120 brushes in all.  Short, wooden han-
dles.
F-B900 Each ..............................97.50

Dynasty® 
Camel Flat 
Brush Set
72 Flats, 
Short Handles
Tapered, camel hair 
brushes in an eco-
nomical pack!  
Includes 24 brush-
es in each of three 
sizes including 
1/4", 3/8" and 
1/2".  Short, natu-
ral wooden han-
dles.  Shed-proof 
bristles with seam-
less nickel ferrules.  
Camel flat brushes 
are ideal for tem-
pera and watercol-
or paint activities.
F-B300 Each ..............................62.99

Dynasty® 
Camel 
Brush Set
144 Rounds, 
Short Handles
An economical 
camel brush 
set!  Features 
24 each of 
camel rounds in 
sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6.  
Brushes have 
short, natural 
wooden han-
dles and feature 
nickel ferrules.  
Great for water-
color, acrylic or tempera painting projects.  144 
brushes.
F-B100 Each ..............................52.99

Affordable Tubs 
Featuring A Variety of 

Brush Sizes!

Economical Glaze 
Brush Set For The 

Art Classroom!
Royal® & Langnickel 
Classroom Value Pack 
Ceramic Glaze Brush 
Collection
16 Brushes, Short Handles—A 
very affordable set, ideal for use 
when decorating pottery or 
bisque tiles with any ceramic 
glaze or underglaze.  Includes 
four each of four different styles 
of brushes: size 3 round, size 4 
fan, 3/4" glaze and size 6 flat.  
Comes with a tray for drying and 
storing brushes when they are not 
in use.  Short, lacquered handles 
with seamless ferrules.
RBM-22059 Each ....................................................................................................... 16.95 
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Royal® & Langnickel Clear Choice™
Ceramic Combo Brush Assortment
24 Brushes, Short Handles—An economical 
assortment of ceramic brushes.  Set includes four 
each of six different brushes—size 0, 3 and 5 
round, size 8 flat, 3/4" glaze and size 8 fan.
RBM-38332 Each ..............................19.95

Ceramic Brushes & Tools 
In One Set!

Quality Ceramic Brushes!
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Royal® & Langnickel Clear 
Choice™ Camel Mop Brushes
12-Count Package—Soft camel hair set 
into seamless metal ferrules.  Short, clear 
acrylic handles.  3/4".
RBM-114075 Each ......................16.95

Fill Brushes With Water 
Or Liquid Paints!

Derwent 
Waterbrush 
Set
Three Brushes,
Short Handles

Refillable water brush-
es!  Simply twist off the 
barrel and fill with 
water, liquid watercolor, 
ink or dye.  Brushes are 
made of high-quality 
synthetic nylon and fea-
ture short handles and 
protective caps.  Set 
includes one fine round, 
one medium round and 
one chisel tip.  Brushes 
hold 10ml of liquid.
W-2301975 Each ..............................19.50

Royal® & Langnickel
Aqua-Flo™ Brush 
Set
Three Rounds, Short 
Handles—Fill the plastic 
barrels with water, liquid 
watercolor, ink or dye. 
Squeeze to allow liquid to 
flow through the brush.   
Great for use with water-
color pencils or crayons.  
Set includes one each of 
small, medium and large 
brushes with protective 
caps.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 
years.
RBM-20680 Each ................................4.39
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Royal® & Langnickel 
"B" Camel Hair Brush Set
Three Detail Rounds, 
Short Handles—Camel hair detail rounds in sizes 
3/0, 2/0 and 0.  Brushes feature short wooden 
handles with seamless metal ferrules.  Best for 
use with watercolor, thinned acrylic, ink and tem-
pera.
A RBM-22563 Each ................................2.99
 12/Ea ..............................2.79

Royal® & Langnickel
"A" Camel Hair Brush Set
Three Rounds, Short Handles—Camel hair 
rounds in sizes 1, 3 and 5.  Short wooden handles 
with seamless metal ferrules.
B RBM-22562 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79

Royal® & Langnickel Camel Hair Super Value Pack
Five Rounds, Five Shaders, Short Handles—Camel hair rounds in sizes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, plus shaders 
in sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.  Short, translucent blue plastic handles with beveled ends, great for scraping 
paint.    
A RBM-05025 Each ............................... 6.95; 12 or More, Each ...........................................6.59

Royal® & Langnickel Camel Hair Brush Assortment
60 Rounds, 60 Shaders, Short Handles—120 brushes.  12 each of camel hair rounds in sizes 1, 3, 5, 
7 and 9, plus 12 each of shaders in sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.  Short plastic orange handles feature beveled 
ends for scraping.  Comes in a plastic tray for easy storage.
B RBM-27537    Each ..............................................................................................................79.50

B

Richeson 
Plastic Adjustable Brush Holder
Keep brushes clean and safe with this translucent, 
plastic tube.  Adjusts up to 12-7/8" long.  Terrific 
for travel and painting on the go.  (Brushes not 
included.)
J-400218 Each ................................4.99
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Royal® & Langnickel 
"M" Camel Hair Brush Set
Five Rounds, Short Handles—Camel hair rounds 
in sizes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9.  Short wooden handles 
with seamless metal ferrules.
RBM-22571    Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.79

Economical Camel Hair Sets!

Natural Hair Brushes With Plastic Handles!
A

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Crayola® #1127 Round Watercolor Brushes
The excellent combination of good quality and low price have made Crayola an elementary school 
favorite for years.  Soft watercolor brushes blend natural camel hair and synthetic fibers to provide 
excellent durability, plus, they hold more paint for fluid, flowing strokes and better control.  The strong 
hair retains its shape well.  Aluminum ferrules are epoxied to break-resistant, short, plastic handles and 
are crimped for longer life.  Larger sizes are ideal for washes; smaller sizes are perfect for details.

Crayola Brushes Combine Camel & Synthetic Bristles!

United Economy Synthetic Camel Hair Round Watercolor Brushes
Affordable brushes that are designed to last!  Made of synthetic camel hair, these round brushes are an 
economical choice for any artist or art teacher.  Long-lasting, the fibers won't break like natural hair and 
stand up to repeated use.  Terrific for watercolor applications, they feature short wooden handles with 
seamless metal ferrules.

Economical Synthetic Camel Hair Brushes!

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-121081 2 1.19 1.05 
F-121082 4  1.59 1.39
F-121083 6  1.89 1.69

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-121084 8 2.29 2.09 
F-121085 10 2.89 2.69
F-121086 12 3.49 3.29

United Academic Round Watercolor Brushes
Our academic watercolor brush line uses synthetic nylon in place of natural camel hair.  The synthetic 
camel bristles have all of the working properties of natural hair, yet are much more durable, plus they 
form into fine tips that hold their shape better.  Brushes feature short, stained wooden handles attached 
to seamless aluminum ferrules.
 Size Each 12/Ea
F-750R1 1 2.19 1.99 
F-750R2 2  2.69 2.49
F-750R4 4  2.99 2.79
F-750R6 6 3.19 2.99

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-750R8 8 3.89 3.69 
F-750R10 10 4.39 4.19
F-750R12 12 5.19 4.99

 Size Each 12/Ea
B-11271 1  .99 .89
B-11272 2 1.09 .99
B-11273 3  1.19 1.09
B-11274 4 1.29 1.19
B-11275 5 1.39 1.29

 Size Each 12/Ea
B-11276 6 1.49 1.39
B-11277 7 1.59 1.49
B-11278 8 1.69 1.59
B-112710 10 1.79 1.65
B-112712 12 1.99 1.85

United Synthetic Camel Hair Provides Lasting Durability!

A Great Value At
An Affordable Price!

Best Crayola Brush Value!

United Academic 
Watercolor Brush Value Pack
48 Rounds, Short Handles
Synthetic camel hair with all of the working 
properties of natural bristles.  Brushes fea-
ture durable tips that hold their shape and 
short, stained wooden handles attached to 
seamless aluminum ferrules.  12 brushes 
each of round sizes 2, 6, 8 and 10.
USC-750R Each ..................... 134.95

Crayola® #1127 
Watercolor Brush Value Pack
48 Rounds, Short Handles
Popular sizes of the #1127 round brush.   
One dozen each of sizes 1, 3, 7 and 12—48 
brushes total!  
USC-1127 Each ....................... 52.99

United Economy
Synthetic Camel Hair
Watercolor Brush Value Pack
72 Rounds, Short Handles—Synthetic 
camel, short-handled brushes.  Fibers won't 
break like natural hair, so they will stand up 
to repeated use in the classroom.  This value 
pack of brushes features one dozen each of 
sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 rounds.  Feature 
seamless metal ferrules with wooden han-
dles.
USC-1210 Each ................... 128.95
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United #1727 Synthetic Sable 
Watercolor Brushes
United offers fine quality watercolor brushes at 
extremely affordable prices.  Soft, supple syn-
thetic sable bristles offer excellent performance 
for any watercolor technique.  Bristles feature 
superior paint loading capabilities.  Resilient hairs 
spring to a clean, crisp point.  Short, red lac-
quered wooden handles are attached to a seam-
less metal ferrule.

A

B

C

E

D

A Rounds Size Each 12/Ea
F-130001 5/0 2.79 2.59
F-130002 3/0 2.99 2.79
F-130003 0 3.09 2.89
F-130004 1 3.19 2.99
F-130005 2 3.29 3.09
F-130006 4 3.49 3.29
F-130007 6 3.89 3.69
F-130008 8 4.59 4.39
F-130009 10 5.69 5.49
F-130010 12 6.39 6.19
B Liners
F-130027 0 3.59 3.39
F-130028 1 3.79 3.59
F-130029 2 3.89 3.69
C Flats
F-130035 1/4" 3.29 3.09
F-130037 1/2" 4.79 4.59
F-130038 3/4" 6.29 6.09
F-130039 1" 8.49 8.29
D Flat Wash
F-130030 1" 11.99 10.99
F-130031 2" 19.99 18.99

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-21570 0 2.59 2.39
F-21571 1 2.69 2.49
F-21572 2 2.95 2.75
F-21574 4 3.39 3.19

 Size Each 12/Ea
F-21576 6 6.59 6.29
F-21578 8 8.95 8.39
F-215710 10 13.99 12.50
F-215712 12 17.99 16.79

Dynasty® #2157 Fine Red Sable 
Round Watercolor Brushes
Dynasty offers premium red sable hair in a 
superbly performing, round watercolor brush.  Hand-crafted and kiln-dried for durability.  The short, 
lacquered, red handles feature a seamless nickel ferrule.  These beautiful brushes will hold up to stu-
dents' use in the classroom.

Winsor & Newton® 
Cotman® Round Watercolor Brushes
Specifically designed with high quality, yet afford-
able, synthetic sable hair for durability.  Thicker fibers give strength and spring while the thinner fibers 
improve color carrying capacity and pointing characteristics.  Short handles with seamless, nickel-
plated brass ferrules.
  Size Each
W-5301020 2/0 3.99
W-5301000 0 3.99
W-5301001 1 4.29
W-5301002 2 4.49
W-5301004 4 4.79

 Size Each
W-5301006 6 6.29
W-5301008 8 7.99
W-5301010 10 9.75
W-5301012 12 12.95

United #1727 
Synthetic 
Sable Watercolor 
Brush Sets
Silky-soft, synthetic sable 
brushes have resilient 
hairs that spring to a 
clean point.  Brushes have 
short, red lacquered han-
dles and seamless fer-
rules.
4-Brush Basic Set
Features 3/4" and 1/4" 
flats, plus sizes 6 and 2 
rounds.
F-1727B Each ............................. 18.15;  12 or More, Each ........................................16.95
5-Brush Starter Set - Includes a 1" flat, a size 1 liner, sizes 4 and 3/0 rounds, plus a size 3 fan.
F-1727S Each ............................. 25.49;  12 or More, Each ........................................22.95

E Oval Wash Size Each 12/Ea
F-130032 1" 13.99 12.99
F-130033 2" 21.99 20.99

Royal® & Langnickel 
Black Taklon Brush Value Pack
12 Brushes, Short Handles—Good quality, soft 
black taklon brushes have wooden handles and 
are great for watercolor, acrylic and tempera. 
Synthetic filaments resist abuse.  Features 12 
brushes: sizes 14 and 24 bright; 12, 20 and 22 
flat; 2, 10, 16 and 18 round; 4 and 8 angle; and 6 
fan.  Includes a reusable plastic zip pouch for 
storage.
RBM-06041 Each ..............................12.99
 12 or More, Each...........11.95

Dynasty® 
Finest Golden 
Synthetic 
Brush Set
144 Shaders 
& Rounds, 
Short Handles
24 each of six 
sizes of golden 
synthetic brushes 
for acrylics or oils.   
Includes flat 
shader brushes in 
sizes 4, 6 and 8, 
as well as detail 
rounds in sizes 1, 
3 and 5.  Gold-tone, metal ferrules.  Short, natural 
wooden handles.
F-B400 Each ............................176.39

Royal® & Langnickel 
Gold Taklon Brush Value Pack
12 Brushes, Short Handles—Good quality, 
medium stiffness gold taklon brushes have 
wooden handles and are great for water-
color, acrylic and tempera. Synthetic fila-
ments resist abuse.  Includes sizes 2, 12 
and 22 bright; 4, 14 and 24 flat; 6 and 16 
round;  8 and 18 angle; and 10 and 20 fil-
bert.  Includes a reusable plastic zip pouch 
for storage.
RBM-06045 Each ..................... 12.99
 12/Each ............... 11.95
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Dynasty® Eye of The Tiger Brush Set
150 Rounds, Short Handles—Set includes 25 
each of sizes 5/0, 3/0, 0, 2, 4 and 6 rounds—150 
brushes in all.  Synthetic bristles.
A F-PB615 Each ........................... 154.99

Dynasty® Eye of The Tiger Brush Set
120 Shaders, Short Handles—Includes 20 each 
of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 shaders—120 
brushes in all.  Synthetic bristles.
B F-PB610 Each ........................... 156.99

Dynasty® 
Eye of The 

Tiger
Brush Set
24 Flats, 

36 Fans, 
Short Handles

Synthetic, multi-
media, bristle 
brush assortment 
packed with popu-
lar sizes for the art 
room.  Includes 12 
each of 3/4" and 1" 
flats, plus 12 each 
of sizes 2, 4 and 6 
fans.  Great for 
glazing.  60 short-
handled brushes in 
all.

F-PB635 Each ............................178.50

A

Dynasty® Eye of The Tiger Set B
Six Rounds, Short Handles—Includes sizes 5/0, 
3/0, 0, 2, 4 and 6 rounds.
F-23451 Each ..............................10.99

Dynasty® Eye of 
The Tiger Set C
Three Angles,
Short Handles
Assortment contains 
sizes 1/4", 3/8" and 
1/2" angle brushes 
with synthetic bristles.  
Short handles and 
seamless metal fer-
rules. 
F-23452
Each ...................9.49

Dynasty® Eye of The Tiger Set H
Six Liners, Short Handles—Includes sizes 15/0, 
5/0 and 1 short liners, plus sizes 15/0, 5/0 and 1 
long liners.  Synthetic bristles.
F-23490 Each ..............................10.99

Dynasty® Eye of The Tiger Brushes
Synthetic, multimedia bristles can be used with anything—acrylic, oil, watercolor, ink, tempera and 
more.  Short, black plastic handles and seamless metal ferrules for long-lasting use.  Clean with 
soap and water.

Creativity Street® Synthetic 
Watercolor Brush Set
Nine Rounds, Three Flats, Short Handles
Includes sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 rounds, 
plus sizes 3/8", 1/2" and 3/4" flats.  Feature 
short, natural wooden handles and seamless alu-
minum ferrules.
C-5136 Each ................................6.95 
 12 or More, Each ..............6.75

B

Crayola®

Gold Taklon Replacement Brush
Need a brush replacement for your watercolor 
set?  This size 7, round, synthetic gold taklon 
watercolor brush is the same one that comes in 
most Crayola watercolor sets.  Features a black 
wooden handle and an aluminum ferrule.  3/4" 
bristles.
B-10007 Each ................................2.59

Dynasty® #25 Nylon Brush Set
10 Brushes, Short Handles—An all-purpose 
painting assortment.  Suitable for watercolor and 
acrylic painting.  Features 10 brushes: sizes 3/0, 
2/0, 0, 1, 3 and 5 rounds; sizes 2, 6 and 10 shad-
ers; plus a 5/8" fine glaze brush.  
F-01571 Each ..............................16.79 
 12 or More, Each...........15.39

Synthetic 
Brushes For 

Acrylic or Oil!
Dynasty® 
#21 Nylon
Brush Set
Three Rounds, Short 
Handles—Gold, fine 
nylon bristles are shed-
proof.  Short, wooden 
handles with seamless, 
gold-tone ferrules.  
Three-brush set con-
tains sizes 1, 3 and 5 
rounds.
F-01567 Each ....................... 6.79
 12 or More, Each.... 6.39

Dynasty® 
#24 Nylon
Brush Set
Three Shaders, Short 
Handles—Decorative 
artists and hobbyists 
will enjoy these gener-
al-purpose, flat shader 
brushes for a variety of 
painting techniques.  
Three-brush assort-
ment contains shader 
brushes in sizes 2, 6 
and 10.  
F-01570 Each ................................6.79
 12 or More, Each.............6.39
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Golden Taklon Value Pack
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Royal® & Langnickel Clear Choice™ Gold Taklon Brushes
12-Count Packages—Good quality gold taklon brushes at an affordable price.  Feature short, clear 
acrylic handles.  Bristles are set into seamless metal ferrules.  Suitable for use with acrylics, watercolors 
or tempera paints.  Sold in dozens.
A Rounds Size Each Dozen
RBM-25050 5/0  6.79
RBM-25030 3/0  6.79
RBM-2500 0  7.99
RBM-2501 1  8.99
RBM-2503 3  9.99
RBM-2505 5  11.99
RBM-2508 8  13.99
RBM-25010 10  13.99
RBM-25012 12  15.39
B Flats
RBM-1502 2  7.99
RBM-1504 4  8.99
RBM-1506 6  9.99
RBM-1508 8  11.99
RBM-15010 10  13.99
RBM-15012 12  15.39
C Filberts
RBM-1702 2  7.99
RBM-1704 4  8.99
RBM-1706 6  9.99
RBM-1708 8  11.99
RBM-17010 10  13.99
RBM-17012 12  15.39
D Washes 
RBM-70050 1/2"  15.39
RBM-70075 3/4"  16.49
RBM-7001 1"  17.79
E Fans 
RBM-8504 4  9.99
RBM-8506 6  11.49
RBM-8508 8  12.89

A

B

C

D

E

Royal® & Langnickel Clear Choice™
Gold Taklon Brush Sets
Good quality gold taklon brushes in class-size sets.  Bristles are 
set into seamless metal ferrules.  Short, clear acrylic handles.  
Includes a durable plastic storage tray.   
60 Flats, Short Handles - 12 each of five sizes of flats: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12.
F RBM-36395 Each ..............................................................................................................54.95
60 Rounds, Short Handles - 12 each of five sizes of rounds: 5/0, 0, 3, 8 and 12.
G RBM-36393 Each ..............................................................................................................54.95
120 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles - 12 brushes each of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 flat, plus 12 each of 5/0, 0, 3, 
8 and 12 round.
H USC-AKIT9 Each ............................................................................................................104.50

F G

H

Royal® & Langnickel Clear Choice™ Gold Taklon Brush Sets
Good quality gold taklon brushes in sets for smaller groups or individual artists.  Bristles are set into 
seamless metal ferrules.  Short, clear acrylic handles.  Terrific for use with acrylics, watercolors or tem-
pera. 
24 Flats, Short Handles - Four each of six sizes of flats: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.
I RBM-38326 Each ..............................................................................................................19.95
24 Rounds, Short Handles - Four each of six sizes of rounds: 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12.
J RBM-38327 Each ..............................................................................................................19.95
24 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles - Four brushes each of three sizes of flat: 4, 8 and 12, plus four each of 
three sizes of round: 3, 5 and 10.
K RBM-38328 Each ..............................................................................................................19.95

I J K

Royal® & Langnickel Economy 
Gold Taklon Brush Assortments
144 Brushes, Short Handles—Made with good-
quality gold taklon, these brushes are an eco-
nomical way for beginning artists to get started 
with any painting project.  Seamless aluminum 
ferrules with short wooden handles.  Packaged in 
a slanted plastic storage tray with holes for drain-
ing.
144 Rounds & Shaders - 12 brushes in 12 sizes: 2, 
4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 shader flats, plus 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 
12 rounds.
RBM-00762 Each ..............................98.75
144 Rounds - 24 round brushes in each of six sizes:  
1, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10. 
RBM-00761 Each ..............................98.75
144 Rounds & Shaders - 24 brushes each of six 
sizes: 1, 3 and 5 rounds, plus 4, 6 and 8 shader flats.
RBM-00763 Each ..............................84.95
144 Shaders - 24 shader flat brushes in six sizes: 2, 
4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.  
RBM-00760 Each ..............................98.75

Royal® & Langnickel
Classroom Value Pack
Golden Taklon Brush 
Collection
30 Rounds & Flats, Short 
Handles—A great value for 
the classroom or studio!  This 
terrific selection of high qual-
ity, synthetic golden taklon 
brushes is perfect for acrylics, 
tempera or watercolors.  
Includes five brushes each of 
six of the most popular sizes: 
3, 6 and 10 round brushes, 
plus 4, 8 and 12 flat brushes.  
Short, yellow-lacquered, 
wooden handles with seamless metal ferrules.
RBM-22055 Each ..............................14.95

Royal® & Langnickel Economy 
Gold Taklon Brush Assortment
120 Rounds & Shaders, Short Handles
Made with good-quality gold taklon, these 
brushes are very durable and terrific for use 
with any water-based media.  Assortment 
includes 12 each of pointed rounds in sizes 
1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, plus 12 each of shaders in 
sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.  Brushes feature 
seamless aluminum ferrules.  Short, trans-
lucent blue, plastic handles with beveled 
ends, great for scraping paint.  Durable 
handles won't absorb water.  Packaged in a 
blue plastic tray for storage and drying.
RBM-27536 Each .........................82.95
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Royal® & 
Langnickel
Soft Grip™
Gold Taklon 
Starter Brush 
Set
Five Brushes, 
Short Handles
Excellent set pro-
vides an assort-
ment of basic 
styles: size 8 shad-
er, size 8 filbert, 
3/4" oval wash, size 5 round and size 20/0 
script.  Short handles feature a soft grip.
RBM-SG301 Each ..................... 11.59

Royal® & 
Langnickel
Soft Grip™
Gold Taklon 
Beginner 
Brush Set
Five Brushes,
Short Handles
A nice assort-
ment of styles:  
3/8" angular, size 
8 shader, 3/4" 
wash, size 4 round and size 5/0 script.
RBM-SG302 Each ..............................11.59

Royal® & Langnickel
Soft Grip™ Texture 
Brush Set
Five Brushes, 
Short Handles
Contains a 
3/8" gold tak-
lon comb, size 
4 hog bristle 
fan, plus three 
brushes made 
from assorted, 
natural hairs: 
3/4" mop, "M" 
mini mop and 
3/8" deerfoot.
RBM-SG306 Each ..............................11.59

A Oval Wash Size
RBM-02714 3/4"
B Glaze Wash
RBM-02699 3/4"
C Fans
RBM-02706 20/0
RBM-02707 2
RBM-02708 4
D Short Liners 
RBM-02692 20/0
RBM-02690 10/0
RBM-02689 0
E Script Liners 
RBM-02688 5/0
RBM-02684 0
F Rounds
RBM-02673 3/0
RBM-02666 0
RBM-02670 2
RBM-02674 4
RBM-02678 6
RBM-02668 10
G Daggers
RBM-02664 1/4"
RBM-02665 3/8"
H Filberts
RBM-02661 4
RBM-02663 8
I Angulars
RBM-02656 1/4"
RBM-02655 1/2"
J Shaders 
RBM-02646 4
RBM-02647 6
RBM-02648 8
RBM-02644 12

Brushes With A Soft, Comfortable Grip!
Royal® & Langnickel Soft Grip™ Gold Taklon Brushes
Designed with com-
fort in mind.  Feature 
short, clear acrylic 
handles with com-
fortable no-slip, rub-
ber grips to lessen hand 
fatigue.  Durable, good 
quality golden taklon 
bristles attached with 
seamless metal ferrules.  
Recommended for use 
with acrylics, watercol-
ors or tempera paints.

Each .......................................................... 2.95; 12 or More, Each (one style & size) ..............2.79
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Classroom Assortments  
Are A Great Value!

Royal® & Langnickel Soft Grip™ 
Gold Taklon Classroom Brush Assortments
Designed for a comfortable painting experience, these 
brushes feature short, clear acrylic handles with no-slip, 
rubber grips.  Durable, good quality golden taklon bristles 
attached with seamless metal ferrules will last for years 
with proper care.  Recommended for use with acrylics, 
watercolors, tempera paints or any water-based medium.  
Classroom assortments provide lots of brushes and a good 
variety for students.  Sets include a durable, angled plastic 
tray with drainage/ventilation holes for storage and easy 
drying.
72 Flats, Short Handles - 12 each of sizes 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 
flat, plus 12 size 3/4" glaze wash brushes.  
A RBM-25951 Each .......................................................................................................................................167.95
72 Rounds, Short Handles - 12 each of sizes 1, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10 round brushes.  
B RBM-25952 Each .......................................................................................................................................167.95
36 Rounds, 24 Flats, 12 Wash, Short Handles - 12 each of sizes 3, 6 and 10 round; sizes 8 and 12 flat; and 3/4" wash 
brushes.  
C RBM-SG72 Each .......................................................................................................................................167.95

A

B

C
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Dynasty® Black Silver
Short Handle Brush Sets
Sets are perfect for beginning artists and 
students.  Black Silver brushes feature dura-
ble, blended synthetic bristles.  They offer a 
sizeable reservoir and dependable perfor-
mance, maintaining chisel and point while 
holding pigment.  Short handles with seam-
less ferrules.

Four Shaders - Includes sizes 2, 4, 6 and 8.
A F-32885 Each ................................9.95
Four Rounds - Includes sizes 0, 1, 2 and 4.
B F-32881 Each ................................9.95

Long Handle Synthetic 
Brush Assortments!

Dynasty® Gold 
Synthetic 
Bright Brush 
Assortment
60 Brushes, Long 
Handles—Brushes have 
long, black lacquered 
wooden handles with 
quality  gold synthetic 
hairs and gold-tone 
seamless ferrules.  Ideal 
for oil and acrylic paints.  
Set includes 12 each of 
sizes: 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8. 
F-B1650B Each ............................112.79

Dynasty® Gold 
Synthetic 
Round Brush 
Assortment
60 Brushes, Long 
Handles—Brushes have 
long, black lacquered 
wooden handles with 
quality gold synthetic 
hairs and gold-tone 
seamless ferrules.  Ideal 
for oil and acrylic paints.  
Set includes 12 each of 
sizes: 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8. 
F-B1650R Each ............................112.79

 A B

Silver Synthetic Bristles, Excellent For Mixed-Media!
Dynasty® Black Silver Short Handle Brushes
Black Silver is a uniquely affordable multi-diameter brush, made from a proprietary mix of synthetics 
that are both durable in performance and elegant in appearance.  The silver blended synthetic bristles 
offer artists an appealing brush that will maintain chisel and point while holding pigment of most any 
medium with its sizeable reservoir.  Brushes feature two-toned, short black and silver handles with 
seamless black ferrules.  

A Rounds Size
F-49700 0
F-49704 4
F-49708 8
F-497010 10
F-497012 12
B Short Liners
F-4940100 10/0
F-494050 5/0
F-49400 0
C Long Liners
F-495050 5/0
F-49500 0
F-49501 1
F-49502 2
F-49504 4
F-49506 6
D Oval Filberts
F-49552 2
F-49554 4
F-49556 6
F-49558 8
F-495510 10
F-495512 12

E Brights Size
F-49202 2
F-49204 4
F-49206 6
F-49208 8
F-492010 10
F-492012 12
F-492014 14
F-492016 16
F-492018 18
F-492020 20
F-492022 22
F-492024 24
F Shaders
F-49652 2
F-49654 4
F-49656 6
F-49658 8
F-496510 10
F-496512 12
G Angles
F-496025 1/4"
F-496038 3/8"
F-496050 1/2"

H Deerfoots Size
F-492518 1/8"
F-492525 1/4"
F-492538 3/8"
I Daggers
F-493525 1/4"
F-493538 3/8"
F-493550 1/2"
J Tooths
F-494525 1/4"
F-494538 3/8"
F-494550 1/2"
K Strokes
F-491050 1/2"
F-491075 3/4"
F-49101 1"
L Fans
F-49802 2
F-49806 6

Each .......................................................... 2.99; 12 or More, Each (one style & size) ..............2.79
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Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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A Rounds Size Each 12/Ea
F-65530 000 2.99 2.79
F-65520  00 3.29 2.99
F-6550 0 3.59 3.09
F-6551 1 3.89 3.59
F-6552 2 4.39 3.99
F-6554 4 4.89 4.39
F-6556 6 5.69 5.09
F-6558 8 6.59 6.09
F-65510 10 8.79 7.99
F-65512 12 10.49 9.50

B Brights Size Each 12/Ea
F-26002 2 3.59 3.09
F-26004 4 3.89 3.59
F-26006 6 5.49 4.99
F-26008 8 5.79 5.29
F-260010 10 6.99 6.49
F-260012 12 7.99 7.59
C Strokes
F-650025 1/4" 6.99 6.39
F-650050 1/2" 9.99 9.29
F-650075 3/4" 13.49 12.39
F-65001 1" 16.99 15.79

United White Taklon Short Handle Brushes
United white taklon multipurpose brushes offer a great value!  An excellent choice for professional or 
beginner use, with quality and affordability that you and your students will appreciate!  Designed with 
nicely shaped white taklon bristles, they load paint easily and are resilient enough to hold up for many 
years in the classroom.  Terrific for painting with acrylics, watercolors or ceramic glazes.  Red lacquered, 
short wooden handles with seamless metal ferrules.

Trust United Brand Brushes For Quality & Affordability!

A

B

C

A Rounds Size Each 12/Ea 
F-240R2 2 3.99 3.59
F-240R4 4 5.89 5.39
F-240R6 6 6.99 6.49
F-240R8 8 8.99 8.39
B Fans
F-22102 2 4.99 4.59
F-22104 4 5.99 5.49
F-22106 6 6.99 6.49

C Flats Size Each 12/Ea 
F-240F2 2 3.99 3.59
F-240F4 4 5.89 5.39
F-240F6 6 6.99 6.49
F-240F8 8 8.99 8.39
F-240F10 10 11.79 11.19
F-240F12 12 14.59 13.79

United White Taklon Long Handle Brushes
Quality and affordability that you and your students will appreciate!  Designed with nicely shaped white 
taklon bristles, they are resilient enough to hold up in the classroom.  Long, wooden handles with 
seamless, metal ferrules.  Terrific for use with acrylics, watercolors and ceramic glazes.  

A

B

C

United White Taklon
Long Handle Brush Set 
Two Brights & One Round, Long Handles
United white taklon brushes in sizes 2 and 8 
brights, plus size 4 round.  Brushes feature long, 
lacquered wooden handles with seamless metal 
ferrules.  
F-240 Each ..............................20.95

Dynasty®

White Taklon 
Brush Set
120 Rounds,
Long Handles
Ideal for the class-
room!  A set of fine 
white synthetic 
brushes featuring 
24 each of five dif-
ferent sizes:  0, 2, 
4, 6 and 8 rounds.  
Great multipurpose 
brushes for fine 
artists.  Long, 
wooden handles 
with a red finish 
and seamless nick-
el ferrules.  
Packaged in a con-
venient plastic 
storage tub.
F-B800
Each .......................................................259.95

United White Taklon 
Short Handle Brush Set
Two Rounds & Two Brights, Short Handles
This very handy set contains United white 
taklon brushes in sizes 2 and 6 rounds, plus 
sizes 4 and 8 brights.  Short handles with 
seamless metal ferrules.
F-2665 Each ..................... 18.29
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For The Classroom! 

United White Taklon 
Short Handle Brush Value Pack
36 Rounds, Short Handles—An economical set 
of 36 short, red lacquered handled, white taklon 
brushes with seamless metal ferrules.  Perfect for 
workshop or classroom use.  They load paint eas-
ily and are resilient enough to hold up for many 
years.  Ideal for painting with acrylics, watercol-
ors or ceramic glazes.  12 each of sizes 2, 4 and 6 
round brushes.  
USC-655R Each ............................116.95
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Royal® & Langnickel Classroom Value 
Pack Bristle Hair Brush Collection
30 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles
A very economical, 30-brush assortment of round 
and flat bristle hair brushes suitable for oil and 
acrylic paint.  The complete set features five white 
bristle brushes each of six different sizes: 3, 5 and 
8 rounds and 3, 5 and 8 flats.
RBM-22057 Each ..............................15.75

Royal® & Langnickel
Economy White Bristle Brush Set
144 Rounds & Flats, Short Handles—Made with 
good quality, natural white bristles.  An economi-
cal choice for the student artist.  Brushes feature 
seamless, aluminum ferrules attached to short, 
lacquered wooden handles.  Set includes 144 
brushes in all—12 each of sizes 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 and 
10 flat brushes, plus 12 each of sizes 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 
and 10 round brushes.  Packaged in a slanted 
plastic tray for easy drying and storage. 
RBM-00777 Each ..............................69.95

Royal® & Langnickel Economy Black Bristle Brush Set
144 Flats, Short Handles—36 each of four sizes of flat, black bristle brush-
es.  Sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and 5/8".  Gold-tone ferrules.  Short handles.  
RBM-00770 Each ......................................................................69.95

Ideal For Tempera
& Poster Paints!

Dynasty® White
Bristle Brush 
Design 
Assortment
144 Flats, 
Short Handles
Affordable, econo-
my bristle brushes 
are suitable for use 
with tempera and 
poster paints.  
Includes 36 each of 
four different sizes 
of flat, white bristle 
brushes—144 in all.  
Sizes 2, 6, 10 and 12 
flats.  Seamless 
metal ferrules 
attached to short, 
natural wooden 
handles.    
F-CP20 Each ......................................................................52.49

Dynasty® #5 Camel & Bristle 
Brush Set
Seven Brushes,
Short Handles
All-purpose camel 
and bristle brushes 
have short, wooden 
handles with seam-
less, gold-tone fer-
rules and a shed-
proof design.  
Includes sizes 3/0, 1 
and 5 camel rounds, 
size 6 camel shader, 
sizes 2 and 6 bristle 
flats, as well as a size 
5 bristle round.
F-10005 
Each ................9.79
12/Each ..........8.95

Multipurpose Bristle Brush Set!
Dynasty® 
Economy 
White 
Bristle 
Brush 
Assortment
72 Rounds & 
Flats, 
Short Handles
Complete multi-
purpose brush 
assortment con-
tains 12 white 
bristle brushes in 
each of six sizes:  
1, 3 and 5 
rounds, plus 2, 4 
and 6 flats.  72 in 
all.  Ideal for oil,  
acrylic, tempera 
and poster paint.  
Short wooden handles.  Seamless, nickel ferrules.  
F-B200 Each .............................................................60.95

Affordable Bristle Brush
Classroom Set!

Dynasty® White Bristle Brush Sets
60 Brushes, Short Handles—Ideal for students 
and beginning artists!  Interlocked white bristle 
brushes are styled to hold loads of paint while 
giving exceptional resilience and working charac-
teristics.  Short, natural wooden handles have 
been lacquered in bright yellow and feature seam-
less metal ferrules.
Rounds - Includes 12 each of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 
rounds.
F-B135AR Each ............................152.75
Brights - Includes 12 each of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 
brights.
F-B135AB Each ............................152.75
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Dynasty® #2158 Fine Red Sable Oil Brushes
Artists will be delighted with the quality of these fine brushes.  Made from soft, pure red sable hair, they 
are shaped beautifully and provide outstanding control and resilience.  They spread color thinly and 
evenly to achieve excellent glazing results.  They offer performance comparable to much more expen-
sive brushes.  Long, black handles with seamless metal ferrules.

A

B

A Rounds Size Each 12/Ea
F-120895 0 2.69 2.49
F-120896 2 2.95 2.75
F-120897 4 3.59 3.29
F-120898 6 3.99 3.79
F-120899 8 5.39 4.99
F-120900 10 6.79 6.39
F-120901 12 8.79 8.39

B Flats Size Each 12/Ea
F-120902 2 3.69 3.39
F-120903 4 4.89 4.49
F-120904 6 5.39 4.99
F-120905 8 6.79 6.39
F-120906 10 7.89 7.29
F-120907 12 8.99 8.39

Royal® 
& Langnickel 
Classroom 
Value Pack 
Bristle Brush 
Collection
24 Rounds & Flats, 
Long Handles
A great value for the 
classroom or studio!  
This high quality, 
bristle hair brush 
set is perfect for 
painting with acryl-
ics and oils.  
24-brush set 
includes four brush-
es each of six of the 
most popular sizes: 
2, 6 and 10 round 
brushes, plus 2, 6 and 10 flat brushes.  They fea-
ture long, off-white lacquered wooden handles 
with seamless metal ferrules.
RBM-22060 Each ..............................14.95
 12 or More, Each...........13.95

United Gold Nylon Easel Brush Value Pack
48 Flats, Long Handles—A convenient, affordable package of gold nylon brushes featuring one dozen 
each of four different sizes:  1/4", 1/2", 3/4" and 1".  48 brushes in all.  Long wooden handles.
USC-037GN Each ............................................................................................................149.75

United Gold Nylon Easel Brushes
United's gold nylon easel brushes are the perfect 
brush for durable, all-purpose school use.  Plus, 
they are economical enough to fit into your bud-
get.  The flexible bristles hold a lot of color and 
will perform well with tempera, acrylic or any 
other water-based media.  Long wooden handles 
with seamless, aluminum ferrules.
 Size Each 12/Ea
F-03725 1/4" 2.99 2.59 
F-03750 1/2" 3.69 3.29 
F-03775 3/4" 4.89 4.39 
F-0371 1" 5.99 5.29

Gold Nylon Bristles Work Well With Acrylic or Tempera!

Royal® & Langnickel Acrylic & Oil 
Firm White Bristle Brush Value Pack
12 Brushes, Long Handles—The firm bristles 
have excellent stiffness, snap and color retention.  
They're ideal for applying large amounts of color 
when using thicker paints.  12-brush set includes 
size 1, 8 and 11 rounds, size 2, 7, 10 and 12 flats, 
size 3 and 6 filberts, size 5 and 9 angle brushes, 
plus a size 4 fan.  Long, red lacquered handles 
with seamless metal ferrules.
RBM-06071 Each ..............................12.59
 12 or More, Each...........11.99

Affordable, Genuine Sable Brushes!

Fantastic, Multipurpose Brush Sets!

Dynasty® #270 Economy
Black Easel Brush Value Pack
48 Flats, Long Handles—One dozen each of four 
different sizes of flat easel brushes: 1/4", 1/2", 
3/4" and 1".  Long, natural finish, wooden handles 
with metal ferrules.
USC-270 Each ..............................64.79

Terrific For
Hand-Lettered Projects!

Dynasty® #270
Economy Black Easel Brushes
Affordable brushes that perform well with 
tempera, acrylic and other water-based 
media.  Long wooden handles.  Seamless, 
aluminum ferrules with flexible, black bris-
tles.
 Size Each 12/Ea
F-27025 1/4" 1.19 .99 
F-27050 1/2" 1.35 1.10
F-27075 3/4" 2.09 1.89
F-2701 1" 2.49 2.29

Plaid® FolkArt® Lettering Brush Set
Three Brushes, Short Handles—Terrific for cre-
ating hand-lettered signs and craft projects.  
Long, flexible, flat-tipped synthetic bristles are 
great for creating smooth, clean edges and glid-
ing around letters.  One each of 1/8", 5/32", and 
1/4".
PLD-61114 Each ................................2.99

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Economical Easel 
Brushes!
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Richeson Economy 
White Bristle Brushes
Student grade brushes made 
with good quality, pure white 
hog bristle hair.  Naturally 
tapered with a flagged tip 
that spreads paint evenly on 
a board or canvas.  Brush 
heads are hand-cupped in 
seamless aluminum ferrules 
and attached to long, wood-
en handles.  This inexpensive 
series offers rugged performance for students learning to paint with oils or acrylics.

A Rounds Size Each 12/Ea
J-958201 1 1.69 1.49
J-958202 2 1.79 1.59
J-958204 4 1.89 1.69
J-958206 6 1.99 1.79
J-958208 8 2.09 1.89
J-958212 12 2.59 2.29

B Brights Size Each 12/Ea
J-957902 2 1.39 1.29
J-957904 4 1.49 1.39
J-957906 6 1.69 1.49
J-957908 8 1.89 1.69
J-957910 10 2.09 1.89
J-957912 12 2.29 1.99

A

B

C Filberts Size Each
W-5976701 1 4.29
W-5976702 2 4.39
W-5976704 4 5.39
W-5976706 6 6.99
W-5976708 8 8.29

Winsor & Newton® Winton® Bristle Brushes
Winton bristle brushes are made with fine quality Chinese hog hair that provides premium performance 
when used with acrylic or oil paints.  Brushes are hand-set into seamless, corrosion-resistant, silver-
tone ferrules.  The natural curve of the bristles produces a resilient brush which retains its shape even 
after heavy use.  Stylish, long, dark green, varnished wooden handles.

A

B

C

A Flats Size Each 12/Ea
F-120915 0 2.09 1.89
F-120916 2 2.99 2.69
F-120917 4 3.69 3.39
F-120918 6 4.99 4.49
F-120919 8 5.89 5.39
F-120920 10 6.79 6.39
F-120921 12 8.59 7.99

B Rounds
F-120922 0 2.09 1.89
F-120923 2 2.99 2.69
F-120924 4 3.69 3.39
F-120925 6 4.99 4.49
F-120926 8 5.89 5.39
F-120927 10 6.79 6.39
F-120928 12 8.59 7.99

C Filberts   
F-120929 4 3.69 3.39
F-120930 6 4.99 4.49
F-120931 8 5.89 5.39

A

B

C

D

Dynasty® #1350 White Bristle 
Brushes
Terrific for students and beginning artists.  Thick 
hog bristles are styled to hold loads of paint while 
giving exceptional working characteristics and 
resilience.  Long, yellow lacquered, wooden han-
dles with seamless aluminum ferrules.

D Fans Size Each 12/Ea
F-120932 2 3.69 3.39
F-120933 4 4.99 4.49
F-120934 6 5.89 5.39

A Flats Size Each 
W-5974702 2 4.39
W-5974704 4 5.39
W-5974706 6 6.99
W-5974708 8 8.29
W-5974710 10 11.39
W-5974712 12 16.49
B Rounds
W-5975702 2 4.39
W-5975704 4 5.39
W-5975706 6 6.99
W-5975708 8 8.29
W-5975710 10 11.39

See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!

Dynasty® Oil & Acrylic Brush Set 
60 Brushes, Long Handles—A fantastic set of 
popular, long-handled brushes made especially 
for students.  12 brushes each in five different 
styles: size 4 round and size 6 flat pure red sable 
brushes, size 4 round and sizes 4 and 8 flat inter-
locked white bristle brushes.
A F-B1300 Each ............................159.75

Dynasty® White Bristle Brush Set
72 Brushes, Long Handles—Multipurpose, 
white, interlocking bristle brush set is excellent 
for oil.  Includes 12 brushes each of six popular 
styles: sizes 2, 4 and 6 rounds, plus sizes 2, 4 and 
6 flats.  Long, natural wooden handles with seam-
less nickel ferrules.  Canister provides storage.
B F-B1400 Each ............................159.75

Dynasty® 
#DB-2 
Sable & 
Bristle
Brush 
Set
Five
Brushes, 
Long
Handles
An all-pur-
pose brush 
set for oil or 
acrylic painting with a select variety of 
popular sizes.  Size 4 round and size 6 flat 
pure red sable brushes, plus size 4 round, 
size 4 bright and size 8 bright white bristle 
brushes.  Long handles with seamless metal 
ferrules.
F-01702 Each ..............................19.50
 12 or More, Each...........18.39

Dynasty® 
#DB-3 
Bristle
Brush 
Set

Four Brushes, 
Long Handles
A white bristle 
brush assortment 
providing quality 
and performance 
at an affordable 
price.  Size 2 
round and size 6 
filbert, plus sizes 4 and 8 brights.  Long yellow 
handles with seamless metal ferrules.
F-01703 Each ..............................14.99
 12 or More, Each...........13.59
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Royal® & Langnickel
Classroom Value Pack Golden Taklon 
Large Area Brush Collection
12 Brushes, Short Handles—A great value for 
the classroom or studio!  Excellent brushes for 
tempera, watercolor and acrylic paints.  Large 
area golden taklon brush assortment includes 
four of each:  1", 2" and 3" widths and a bonus 
brush drying and storage rack.
RBM-22067 Each ..............................15.99

Royal® & Langnickel Jumbo Brush Set
Four Brushes, Long Handles—This unique set 
contains four very large brushes!  One each of 
gold taklon, brown taklon, bristle and white tak-
lon.  Brushes measure approximately 1-3/4" wide 
and feature long lacquered handles with seamless 
metal ferrules.
RBM-22603 Each ..............................13.59
 12 or More, Each...........12.79

Royal® & Langnickel 
Crafter's Choice™
Grip Stencil Brushes
White bristle brushes with stiff, blunt tips 
are perfect for stencil painting, stippling and 
texturing. Short plastic handles have seam-
less metal ferrules.  Barrels feature a soft 
grip pad for comfort.  Ideal for use with oils, 
acrylics or tempera.   
3/8"
RBM-9113 Each ....................... 1.99
 12 or More, Each.... 1.79
4-Brush Set - Sizes 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and 5/8".  
Short grip handles, metal ferrules.
RBM-CC209 Each ....................... 4.39
 12 or More, Each.... 3.99

Royal® & Langnickel
Classroom Value Pack Bristle Hair 
Large Area Brush Collection
12 Brushes, Short Handles—Excellent brushes 
for both oil and acrylic painting.  Large area bris-
tle brush assortment includes four each of widths 
1", 2" and 3".  
RBM-22068 Each ..............................15.99

Royal® & 
Langnickel 
White 
Bristle 
Brush Set
Three Brushes, 
Short Handles
Wide brushes are 
ideal for applying 
gesso or basecoats 
to large areas, 
manipulating large 
amounts of thick 
paint and applying 
lacquer, varnish or 
enamel.  Durable, 
stiff white bristles mounted on wooden handles 
withstand heavy use.  Short handles with alumi-
num ferrules.  Includes widths 1", 2" and 3".
RBM-00866 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79

Royal® & 
Langnickel 
Gesso 
Brushes
A versatile 
series of paint 
brushes that 
are a terrific 
choice for 
washes and 
background paint-
ing.  Plus, they are 
especially good for 
applying gesso 
when priming 
your painting sur-
face.  An excellent 
choice when work-
ing in the studio.  Feature soft, gold nylon bristles 
and metal ferrules, secured with tacks.  White 
plastic handles.
 Width Each 12/Ea
RBM-8761 1" 1.79 1.59
RBM-8762 2" 2.59 2.39 
RBM-8763 3" 3.29 2.99 

Richeson 
Series 5150 Brushes
Natural white bristle brushes are great for work-
ing with large areas of gesso.  Short wooden 
handles with metal ferrules.
 Width Each 12/Ea
J-515005 1/2" .99 .89
J-515010 1" 1.19 1.05
J-515020 2" 1.89 1.69
J-515030 3" 2.89 2.59

Create Blended Watercolor 
Washes With Soft Brushes!

Yasutomo® Flat Hake Wash Brushes
Versatile, flat, wide wash brushes for a range of media, 
including watercolors, oils, Sumi-e painting and blending 
colors.  Can also be used for ceramic projects.  Extremely 
soft, fine sheep hair.  Metal ferrules protect the brush 
roots.  Wooden handles.
A Width Each 12/Ea
YAS-BFC2 1-3/8" 2.99 2.79
YAS-BFC4 2-1/2" 4.59 4.29

Royal® & Langnickel Soft Wash Brush Set
Three Brushes, Short Handles—Super for wet-on-wet tech-
niques.  Soft, natural goat hair with short, wooden handles and 
aluminum ferrules.  Set has 1", 2" and 3" widths.
B RBM-08956 Each ........................................................ 2.99
 12 or More, Each..................................... 2.79

Royal® & Langnickel Classroom Value Pack 
Natural Hair Large Area Brush Collection
12 Brushes, Short Handles—Natural hair brushes are ideal for 
painting large areas with watercolor or tempera paint.  Includes 
four each of 1", 2" and 3" widths.   
RBM-22069 Each ...................................................... 15.99

A

B
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Yasutomo® 
Liquid 
Sumi Ink
Permanent, ready-to-
use Sumi ink,  made 
from high quality 
vegetable oil soot.  
Try this ink as an eco-
nomical and conve-
nient alternative to 
the traditional ink 
stick.  Formula flows 
easily and applies 
smoothly for great 
results.  12 oz. bottle 
of black ink.  CL - 
Cautionary Label: Not 
recommended for use with children.
YAS-KF12 Each ..............................14.99

Royal® & Langnickel Bamboo Brushes
A combination of light-brown weasel, horse and 
deer hair gives these traditional-style, bamboo-
handled brushes a firm, even feel.  They provide 
swift, fluid strokes for a variety of oriental draw-
ing and calligraphy techniques.
 Size Each
RBM-LB2 2 1.99
RBM-LB4 4 2.99
RBM-LB6 6 3.39

Richeson Bamboo Reed Pen
The traditional tool used for oriental calligraphy 
with Sumi ink.  Medium size, genuine bamboo 
reed dip pen.  Features two cut ends.  Measures 
7-1/8" long.
J-210521 Each ................................4.39
 12 or More, Each.............3.99

Royal® & Langnickel
Natural Bamboo Brush Value Pack
Four Brushes, Bamboo Handles—Great for cal-
ligraphy and other drawing styles.  Made from 
horse, weasel and deer hair.  Set includes natural 
bamboo brushes in sizes 1, 3, 4 and 5.
RBM-22415 Each ................................6.49
 12 or More, Each.............6.19

Yasutomo®

Authentic 
Chinese 
Watercolor 
Set
12-Color Set
Brilliant, tradi-
tional Chinese 
watercolors for 
lettering and 
painting.  Colors 
include burnt 
sienna, carmine 
red, Chinese 
white, cinnebar, 
gamboge yellow, indigo, light blue, light green, 
phthalo blue, rouge, scarlet and vermillion.  Each 
tube contains 0.4 oz.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
YAS-CP12 Each ................................9.79

Oriental Fan Project Kit
60-Project Set—Make unique and functional 
oriental fans!  Kit contains one 60-sheet pack-
age of 9x12" mixed media art paper, 350 ft. of 
1/4" wide flat reed, 400 ft. of black hemp, one 
1/8" circle punch, 30 fine point black Sharpie 
markers and an instruction sheet.  You will also 
need scissors, cardboard, white glue, paint-
brushes, colored pencils, beads and your choice 
of paints to complete the project.  Once the 
fans are completed, they can be put on display, 
given as gifts or used as a beautiful, unique way 
to keep cool!  Sharpie markers are AP Seal, non-
toxic. 
USCPK148 Each ...........................74.95

Web Project 148

Royal® & Langnickel 
Bamboo Brush Value Pack
72 Brushes, Bamboo Handles—A terrific oriental 
brush value pack!  Brushes provide swift, fluid 
strokes for oriental drawing and lettering tech-
niques.  Includes 12 plastic 6-well palettes, 12 
size 2, 4 and 6 brown bristle brushes, plus 12 each 
of small, medium and large white bristle brushes.
RBM-20013 Each ............................124.50

Aitoh Shoji Gami 
Sumi-E & Calligraphy Art Paper
High quality mulberry kozo paper roll, ideal 
for Sumi-e painting and wood block print-
ing.  Very smooth on one side and slightly 
cold pressed on the other.  11" by 60 ft.
AIT-SGA Each ..............................13.99

Aitoh 
Hanshi Paper
100 Sheets
A general-purpose, 
lightweight practice 
paper for Sumi-e 
painting and callig-
raphy.  Features a 
high degree of 
absorption.  Sheets 
measure 9-1/2 x 
13-1/4".  
AIT-HP1
Each .............. 6.49

Aitoh Sumi-E 
Painting & Calligraphy Paper
Web Project 162  48 Sheets—Japanese 
hosho rice paper (washi), a traditional high-
quality kozo paper.  Side-bound pads.
 Size Each
AIT-SPS 12x9" 10.99
AIT-SPM 18x12" 12.59

Mindful Artist: Sumi-E Painting
Master The Meditative Art of Japanese Brush 
Painting—Learn to create beautiful ink wash 
paintings while cultivating a mindful approach to 
making art.  This guide encourages you to make 
art from a reflective point of view for a relaxing 
experience that emphasizes the creative process, 
rather than the end result.  Discover the four 
treasures, or the tools needed for sumi-e paint-
ing.  Then move on to the "Four Gentlemen", or 
the most common subjects in sumi-e: bamboo, 
orchid, plum and chrysanthemum.  Also includes 
other flowers, animals and landscape formations. 
Features step-by-step projects, inspirational ideas 
and creative prompts.  Paperback by Virginia 
Lloyd-Davies.  128 pages.
WF-MA1 Each ..............................19.99

Traditional Bamboo Brushes!
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Superior-Quality,
Richeson

Painting Knives!
Richeson Che Son
Palette & Painting Knives
Each knife responds in a different way when 
painting in the impasto technique, or for mix-
ing and scraping paint on a palette or can-
vas.  Steel blades are mounted on polished 
rosewood handles. Available with flat or 
offset blades in a variety of different sizes.
1-1/8" Offset Painting Knife - 1-1/8" long, 
3/8" wide.
A J-500812 Each ..................... 7.49
2-1/8" Offset Painting Knife - 2-1/8" long, 
3/4" wide.
B J-500828 Each ..................... 7.49
Straight Palette Knife - 3-3/8" long, 5/8" 
wide.
C J-500870 Each ..................... 6.39
Trowel Palette Knife - 3-1/8" long, 3/4" 
wide.
D J-500872 Each ..................... 6.39
Multi-Angled Knife - 3-7/8" long, 1-1/2" 
wide.
E J-500881 Each ................... 11.99

A
B C D E

An Economical Set For The Art Classroom!
Royal® & 
Langnickel 
Classroom 
Value Pack 
Palette Knife 
Collection
36-Piece Set
Economical collec-
tion offers a great 
value for the art 
room.  Contains six 
each of six different plastic palette knives, each color-
coded for easy identification: 3-3/4" straight blade, 
1-3/4" offset trowel, 2-3/4" offset blade, 3-1/4" angle, 
2-1/2" offset trowel and 2-3/4" straight blade.  Ideal for 
both oil and acrylic paints.  Includes a convenient stor-
age tray.  
RBM-22063 Each ..............................................................................................................14.99

Richeson Plastic Painting Knives
60-Count Packages—Each set contains dispos-
able, white plastic palette knives for mixing and 
applying acrylic and oil paints.  Durable and easy 
to clean.  Packaged in a reusable plastic bucket.
 Style Each
E J-500829 3-1/2" Trowel 73.99
F J-500800 3-1/4" Scottie 73.99

Richeson Plastic Palette Knives
Introduce new students and beginning art-
ists to a variety of economical versions of 
the tools used by professional oil painters!  
Comprised of durable, flexible plastic.  
Knives clean up easily before paint dries. 
They are affordable enough to be dispos-
able.  
A  J-500821 2-3/8" Blade
B  J-500825 1-3/4" Blade
C  J-500868 3-1/2" Trowel
D  J-500889 3-1/4" Scottie
Each .................................................. 2.39
12 or More, Each (one style) ............ 2.09
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Richeson Plastic Knife Set
5-Piece Set—Lightweight, durable, white plastic 
knives are easy to clean and offer an economical 
alternative to metal knives.  Set includes:  2-3/8" 
offset trowel, 2" diamond knife, 3-3/4" straight 
knife, 3" offset trowel and Scottie painting knife.
J-500819 Each ................................7.99

Liquitex® Basics™ 
Metal Painting Knives
6-Piece Set—Contains a 1-1/8" short pointed, 
2-1/8" long pointed, 2-1/2" rectangular flat, 
2-7/8" slanted, 2-7/8" oblong rounded and 
4-3/8" straight blade metal palette knives with 
wooden handles.
W-3699372 Each ..............................17.95

Paint Lab
52 Exercises Inspired By Artists, Materials, 
Time, Place and Method—This hands-on book is 
organized into 52 units which can be explored in 
any order and offers a visual approach to learning 
painting techniques. Illustrated with full-color 
images and multiple examples of each exercise.  
Paperback written by Deborah Forman.  136 
pages.
QP-7822 Each ..............................24.99
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Creativity Street® 
Sponge Letters & Numbers
36-Piece Set—It's fun to dip sponges into paint 
and then print to make exciting impressions. Try 
them with liquid watercolors and color diffusing 
paper for a unique craft project. Easy-to-clean 
synthetic sponges are approximately 1" thick and 
3" tall. 36 sponges: 26 letters and numbers from 
0 to 9.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-9079 Each ..............................14.99

Color Wheel™
Miracle Sponges® 
Web Project 160  Miracle Sponges are com-
pressed and expand after they are wet for the first 
time!  They hold a large amount of water.  
Compressed sponges can be cut into custom 
shapes. Tough and durable for craft use or clean-
ing purposes.
 Style Quantity Each
CW-3460 3x4" 4 9.59
CW-3465 4x6" 3 12.89
CW-3467 8x11" 2 20.99

Synthetic Hydra Sponge
A synthetic sponge is an economical alternative to 
natural sea sponges.  It works great for wet-on-
wet painting techniques and even as a blender for 
charcoal sketching.  Each sponge is 2-3/4" in 
diameter.
RBM-2005 Each ...............................69
12-Pack - Twelve synthetic hydra sponges.  
RBM-37350 Each ............................4.99

Combo Sponge Set
4-Piece Set—Natural sponges are ideal for pot-
tery, ceramics, sponge painting, staining, stip-
pling and faux finishes.  Plus, natural sponges 
resist tearing so they last.  Set includes one each 
of small silk, small wool and small yellow spong-
es, plus a jumbo grass sponge.  
RBM-2093 Each ................................4.99

Very Soft
& Highly 

Absorbent 
Sponge!

Yellow Sponge Set
4-Piece Set—Yellow sponges have a more pro-
nounced texture, making them ideal for creating 
paint textures and patterns while sponge paint-
ing.  Also useful for pottery cleaning.  Natural 
sponges resist tearing and bacteria or mold 
growth.  Additionally, they wash clean and will not 
retain odors.  Set includes three small, yellow, 
natural ocean sponges, plus a jumbo grass 
sponge.
RBM-2092 Each ................................4.99

Wool Sponge Set
4-Piece Set—Wool sponges are smooth, making 
them ideal for cleanup and for finishing pottery.  
Can also be used to create soft painting textures.  
Natural sponges resist tearing and bacteria or 
mold growth.  Additionally, they wash clean and 
will not retain odors.  Set includes three small 
wool sponges, plus a jumbo grass sponge.  
RBM-2090 Each ................................4.99

Silk Sponge
Silky soft natural sponge is 
very absorbent.  Very 
dense, fine pores have a 
subtle texture.  Ideal for 
smoothing out ceramic 
clay or adding subtle 
effects to pottery.  Sponge 
resists tearing and mold growth.  Additionally, it 
washes clean and will not retain odors.  Measures  
1-1/2" to 2".
RBM-2001 Each ................................1.39
 12 or More, Each.............1.29

Elephant Ear 
Sponge
Finely grained, highly 
absorbent natural 
sponge.  Ideal for 
pottery, staining and 
adding texture to 
paintings and sculp-
tures. Sponge resists 
tearing and mold growth.  Washes clean and will 
not retain odors.  2-1/2" to 3" diameter.
RBM-2009 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Large Wool Sponge
Durable, natural wool 
sponge holds up to 
six times its own 
weight in water. 
Sponge resists 
tearing and  
mold growth.  
Additionally, it 
washes clean 
and will not 
retain odors.  4" 
to 5" diameter.
RBM-2008 Each ................................2.95 
 12 or More, Each.............2.79
Small 
Wool Sponge
Durable, natural 
wool sponge holds 
up to six times its 
own weight in 
water. Ideal for 
watercolor washes 
and faux finishing. 
2-1/2" to 3" diam-
eter.
RBM-2006 Each ................................2.49
 12 or More, Each.............2.29

Economical, High Quality Sponges For Painting, 
Pottery, Ceramics & Cleaning!

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Creativity Street® 
Sponge Shapes
10-Piece Set—Easy-to-clean synthetic 
sponges are approximately 1" thick and 3" 
tall. 10 basic shapes including apple, bear, 
butterfly, circle, duck, smiley face, square, 
star, tree and triangle.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-9075 Each ................................6.99
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Kids' Colour Shapers™
5-Piece Sets—Colour Shapers can be used with 
all kinds of painting media.  Also great for clay and 
paper mache to shape, dab, scrape and texturize.  
Rubber-tipped painting tools are easy to clean 
with soap and water.  Five tools per set including 
an angle chisel, cup chisel, cup round, flat chisel 
and taper point.  6" long.
 Style Width Each
OAC-13906 Small  Size 6 (5/16") 24.95
OAC-13910 Large  Size 10 (7/16") 32.99

Creativity Street® Paint Scrapers
4-Count Package—Exciting paint scrapers make 
four different textures in paint!  Easy-to-hold 
handles.  Each scraper measures approximately 
3x5".  Ages 3 and up.
C-5185 Each ................................4.59
 12 or More, Each.............4.29
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Excellent quality, fine-textured sponge tips 
securely fastened to durable plastic handles.  
Quickly cover large areas with smooth broad 
strokes.  Economical enough to be disposable.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-710150 1" .69 .59
J-710151 2" .79 .69
J-710153 3" .89 .79
J-710154 4" .99 .89

Royal® & Langnickel 
Smooth Finish Foam Brushes
Economical foam brush packages.  Sponge tips 
are securely glued to wooden handles.  Clean with 
soap and water after use, then let air dry.
 Size Qty Each
RBM-15909 1" 20 2.99
RBM-33553 2" 12 3.99
RBM-33552 3" 10 3.99
RBM-33551 Assorted 15 3.99

Armada™ Dot Painters
40-Piece Set—Spongy, foam top is firmly 
attached to the wooden dowel handle.  Handles 
are easy for small hands to hold.  Contains ten 
each of four sizes: 1-3/4", 1-1/4", 3/4" and 1/2" 
dot brushes.
AAM-098 Each ..............................14.59

Armada™ Large Decorative
Foam Rollers & Tray Set
5-Piece Set—Create fun patterns!  Each foam 
roller has a unique pattern:  smooth, two-stripes, 
three-stripes and checkered pattern.  Plastic tray 
measures 7-1/2" wide by 17-1/2" long with four 
paint wells for easy application.
AAM-002 Each ..............................11.99

Richeson Foam 
Roller
3" foam roller covers large areas quick-
ly—great for wetting watercolor paper, applying 
gesso to canvas, or creating blended back-
grounds!  Plastic, contoured, easy-to-hold handle 
accepts traditional painting extension tools.  
Free-rolling foam on a plastic core.
J-710175 Each ................................3.99

Royal® & Langnickel 
Wipe Away Tools
2-Piece Set—Use these unique-
ly shaped tools to wipe out 
unwanted color, mistakes and 
paint for added detail.  The sol-
vent-resistant, rubber tips easily 
wipe clean.  Tools feature short, 
wooden handles and seamless 
ferrules.  Great for clay projects, 
too!  Clean easily with soap and 
water.  Small-tip tool measures 
7-1/4" long, with a fine-point 
end.  Double-ended tool is 6-1/4" 
long and features an angled chis-
el and a medium point.
RBM-25019 Each..........3.99
 12/Each....3.79

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Xiem Studio Tools™
Ultimate 
Decorating Ribs
4-Count Packages—Add 
details to clay, paint, gel plates 
and more with these unique sili-
cone ribs.  Sets include four ribs, 
each with a different pattern.  
The pattern is repeated three 
times on each rib, in small, 
medium and large sizes.  Ribs 
measure 3-3/8 x 2-5/16".
A CLR-10224 Firm B CLR-10227 Soft
Each .........................................................................................................................................14.95

 A B

Ready2Learn™ 
Triangle Grip Stamper Set
4-Piece Set—Stamp patterns using ink or paint, 
or press into clay!  The flexible rubber triangular 
handles rest comfortably in small hands.  Includes 
four stampers with a different raised pattern on 
one end: flower, splash, spiral and star.
CEI-6678 Each ................................9.99
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Plastic Table Cover
Heavy-duty, white plastic cover for standard size 
rectangular tables or to protect floors.  Affordable 
enough to be disposable, but durable enough to 
reuse.  54x108". 
HAW-DP4590 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Durable Mat Covers Large 
Areas & Cleans Easily!

Affordable, 
Yet Durable!

KinderMat Mess Mat
Keep floors clean from spills with this heavy-duty 
mat.  Use anywhere to provide quick and easy 
cleanup after art projects or snack time.  
Constructed of thick, 7 mil vinyl.  Blue with white, 
reinforced trim.  Mat measures 42x54".    
PPL-825 Each ..............................14.75

Richeson Neatness Mats
5-Count Package—Easily protect surfaces.  Mats 
feature a grid marked in 20mm increments.  Five 
assorted translucent colors.  14 x 19-3/4".  
Plastic.  Not designed for use as cutting mats.
J-401080 Each ..............................21.99

Protect Tables From 
Messes & Stains!

Royal® & Langnickel 
Square Brush Basin
Durable, plastic basin with an anti-stick 
surface and removable lid.  One side has 
two compartments with a brush rest for 
soaking and rinsing.  The other side has  
ridges in the bottom for gently removing 
stubborn paint from bristles.  Basin also has 
22 brush holders of assorted sizes along all 
four sides.  
RBM-00245 Each ....................... 4.49

Royal® & Langnickel 
Collapsible Water Bucket
Convenient plastic water basin specifically 
designed for travel and plein air painting!  Bucket 
opens and collapses for ease of use and compact 
storage.  Measures 5-5/8" wide, 4-7/8" tall when 
expanded and 1-1/2" tall when collapsed.  
Includes a 2-1/2" square sponge.
RBM-00251 Each ................................2.99

Richeson 
Aluminum 
Brush 
Washer
Fill this 
handy brush 
washer with 
water, brush 
cleaner or 
solvent and 
rub brush 
b r i s t l e s 
against the 
r e m ova b l e 
s e d i m e n t 
tray to 
remove paint 
r e s i d u e .  
Coiled wire 
holds several 
brushes at one 
time for soaking.   Brush washer measures 4" 
diameter, 1-3/4" deep, 8-1/2" tall. 
J-101001 Each ..............................15.49

Paint Puck
Clean your brushes quickly, effectively, and 
lengthen the life of your brushes all at once!  This 
small silicone disc has soft agitators that easily 
clean paint from deep within brushes with less 
effort.  Fits into most brush cleaning jars and 
cups, and the suction cup on the bottom holds it 
firmly in place for extended use.  Dishwasher-
safe.  Color varies.  Measures 2-1/4" diameter.
PU-700 Each ................................5.70

See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!

Collapses For 
Storage When 

Not In Use!
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Yasutomo® Bamboo Brush Holder
Deep vase made of natural, hollowed out bamboo 
with a satin finish.  Carved from bamboo, slight 
variations may occur.  Outside is varnished.  6" 
tall, 3" diameter opening.
YAS-99500 Each ................................6.59

ArtBin® Brush Drying Rack
Provides easy storage for up to 40 brushes of  
various sizes.  Comes with two pieces, one part is 
a 2-sided storage grid and the other part has 
agitators for cleaning with the back side having a 
horizontal drying option.  Measures 5-3/4 x 4-3/4 
x 1" and is made with flexible TPE material.
FPC-6957AG Each ..............................14.75
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Creativity Street® 
Full Length Cotton Apron
Perfect for protecting clothing in the art room!   
Heavyweight natural cotton material can hold up 
to repeated washing.  34x24" with one pocket on 
the chest and one at the waist.  Features a wide 
neck strap and side ties.  Machine washable.  
C-5237 Each ..............................18.99

Baumgartens® Full-Length 
Heavy-Duty Vinyl Apron
Full-length apron provides complete protection.  
Apron is made of heavy-duty, transparent blue 
vinyl and can be wiped clean.  Measures 35" wide 
and 45" long.  Ties in the back.  
BAU-CP4500 Each ...................................7.49

Baumgartens® Disposable Aprons
100-Count Packages—Disposable, single-use 
aprons are an economical choice for protecting 
clothing.  Child aprons measure 16" wide by 36" 
long and fit most children ages 7-12.  Adult 
aprons measure 28" wide by 48" long. Ties in the 
back for convenience. 
 Style Each
BAU-64620 Child 18.99
BAU-64600 Adult 38.99

Crayola® 
Art Smock
Terrific for 
p r o t e c t i n g 
toddlers' and 
preschoolers' 
c l o t h i n g .  
Reusable art apron is made of soft, 100% polyes-
ter fiber that is easy to clean after use and fea-
tures sleeves with elastic cuffs.  Adjustable back 
closure fits children ages 12 months and older.  
Measures 15" wide by 16" long.    
B-1379 Each ................................7.69

Vinyl Gloves
Protect your hands from ink, dye, pastels, paint, 
cleaning supplies, solvents and more.  Disposable 
and durable vinyl gloves are powder-coated to 
help prevent sticking.  Five pairs (10 gloves) per 
package.
 Style Each
GAS-14416 White 5.99
GAS-14426 Black 7.99

Sargent
Art® 
Children's 
Large 
Art Smock
Waterproof polyester smock protects clothing.  
Covers fully on the front and back.  Features elas-
tic Velcro closures on the sides and gathered 
sleeves.  18-1/2" wide, 21-1/2" long.  Fits most 
children ages 9-13.  
SAR-225108 Each ................................4.99

Sargent Art® 
Child Smart 
Smock
Lightweight 
paint smock 
made from 
breathable mate-
rial.  Long, 17-1/2" 
sleeves are gath-
ered at the end.  
Can be worn with 
the Velcro-like fas-
teners in the front 
or back.  27" long.  
Easy to clean.  Fits 
most children in grades PreK to 3.  Color varies.
SAR-225103 Each ................................2.99
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Sleeveless KinderSmock
Sturdy, vinyl smock, with adjustable Velcro-
like straps.  Easily slips over the head and 
fits most children ages 3-8.   The heavy, 7 
mil thick vinyl features trimmed edges to 
resist wear and tear.  Easy clean up.  
Measures 23" long.  Color may vary.
PPL-812 Each ..................... 14.59
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NEW

Hygloss® Craft Gloves
100-Count Packages—Colorful, disposable, 
nitrile gloves are latex-free.  Five assorted colors. 
HY-98100 Kids
HY-98200 Adults
Each .........................................................25.99

Sargent Art® Adult Artist Apron
Multi-purpose apron is ideal for pottery, painting, 
sculpting, crafting and more.  Lightweight and 
comfortable.  Made of white, stain-resistant, 
breathable, synthetic fabric.  Adjustable neckline 
ties with a simple knot.  Waist ties in front or 
back.  Measures 37-1/2 x 27-1/2". 
SAR-225105 Each ................................2.99
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Mona Lisa Brush 
Shaper™
Prolong the life of your 
brushes without harming the 
environment.  Use fingers to 
re-shape the bristles to their 
original form, and once dry 
it's just like new!  2 oz.
SAP-13304 Each.....6.99 

“The 
Masters”® 
Hand Soap
A fresh-smelling, 
non-gritty soap 
with no harsh 
a b r a s i v e s .  
Removes paint from hands and fab-
rics.  Bar weighs 4.5 oz.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
GEN-102 Each ....................... 4.99
 12 or More, Each.... 4.59

“The Masters”® 
Brush Cleaner & Preserver
One-step, total-care product for all fine brushes.  
Unique cake form won’t break or spill.  Use with 
water to clean up oils, acrylics, watercolors, 
stains and varnishes.  Restores hardened brushes 
to supple, like-new condition.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
GEN-100 1 oz. 5.99
GEN-101 2-1/2 oz. 8.59
GEN-103 24 oz. 31.99

Kiss-Off™ The Original 
Stain Remover
Water-soluble stick easily 
removes all kinds of stains, including 
grease, wet or dry oil paint, ink and 
more!  Includes instructions for 
use with different types of mate-
rials. 0.7 oz. stick.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
GEN-136 Each ................................4.99

“The Masters”® 
Classroom Clean-Up Pack
30-Piece Set—Enough for the whole classroom!  
Ideal for art rooms and classrooms teaching art.  
Set includes 24 The Masters Hand Soap bars, 4.5 
oz. each, plus six Kiss-Off Stain Remover sticks, 
0.7 oz. each.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
GEN-13602 Each ..............................88.95

Clean Brushes Without 
Damaging Brush Hairs!

Winsor & Newton® 
Brush Cleaner & 
Restorer
For dried acrylic, oil and 
alkyd color.  Completely 
cleans and restores  natu-
ral or synthetic hair paint 
brushes without damaging 
the bristles or losing fibers.  
Just soak brushes and then 
wash with soap and water.  
Works within minutes.  
Leaves no oily residue.  
Low odor, water-soluble 
cleaner is non-flammable 
and biodegradable.  Not for 
use on painted or var-
nished surfaces.  Avoid 
contact with brush han-
dles.  Quart bottle.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
W-3254895 Each ..............................33.99

Environmentally Safe Brush 
Cleaner & Restorer!

Brush Flush® 
Paint Brush 
Cleaner
Dried paint on 
brushes?  No prob-
lem!  An environ-
mentally safe cleaner 
that revitalizes paint-
hardened natural 
hair brushes and 
cleans bristles with-
out curling hair.  
Removes wet or 
hardened oil and 
latex-based paints, 
stains, varnishes, 
urethanes, shellacs 
and other surface coat-
ings.  Cleans synthetic brush-
es, rollers, sprayers and stained fabrics, even 
carpet.  To use, pour a small amount into a con-
tainer, work into paint-laden brush, roller or 
sponge and rinse with warm water.  Repeat as 
necessary.  Non-toxic, non-flammable, water-sol-
uble, biodegradable and odor-free.  Quart.    
WCI-80002 Each ..............................17.95

Weber Odorless
Turpenoid® Turpentine Substitute
Popular Weber Turpenoid is a thin, hypo-allergen-
ic, turpentine substitute with the same painting 
properties and drying characteristics as natural 
turpentine but is free of the strong odor that is 
characteristic of turpentine.  It also works to 
clean brushes and remove most paint stains and 
spots from clothing.  CL - Cautionary Label: Not 
recommended for use with children.
 Size Each
MW-1681 4 oz. 7.39
MW-1683 Pint 13.29
MW-1684 Quart  19.49

Turpenoid® Natural
A safer alternative to the 
traditional, harmful sol-
vents associated with oil 
painting.  Nonflammable and 
with no harmful odors, 
Turpenoid Natural is safe for 
artists of all ages and will not 
irritate skin.  Effectively cleans 
and gently reconditions 
brushes, and rinses out with 
plain water.  Can also be used 
as a medium; paint to 
Turpenoid ratio should not 
exceed 4 to 1.  8 oz. bottle.  
AP Seal, non-toxic. 
MW-1812 Each ..............................13.59

Mona Lisa
Odorless Paint Thinner 
100% odorless mineral spirits.  For use with oil-
based paints and varnishes as a thinner.  Health 
Warning: Not recommended for use with chil-
dren.  Not available for express delivery.  Gallon 
cannot be shipped to CA, CO, CT, DE, MD, NH, RI 
or UT.
 Size Each
SAP-190032 Quart 12.99
SAP-19001 Gallon  33.99

Richeson Tube Squeezer
This tool dispenses paint evenly to prevent 
waste and keeps contents concentrated to 
maintain softness.  It keeps tubes neater and 
reduces breakage.  Use the squeezer on any 
size tube up to 2-7⁄8" wide and on any type 
of tube, including plastic-laminated tubes.   
J-400304 Each .......................10.99
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Empty
Squeeze Bottles
Web
Project 123  
Empty, translucent 
plastic squeeze bot-
tles are terrific for 
storing and dispens-
ing liquids.   Plus, the 
applicator tips make 
tie-dyeing a lot less 
messy and more pre-
cise.  Great for mixing 
colors and controlling 
application on fabrics 
and more.  Also ideal 
for glue and tempera 
paints.  
16 oz. Squeeze Bottle
A JP-ACC2004 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79

F

E

Squeeze Bottles For 
Easy Dispensing!

8 oz. Squeeze Bottle
B JP-ACC1004 Each ................................2.59
 12 or More, Each.............2.39

A
B

C D G

Empty Plastic Dauber Bottle
The 2 oz. opaque dauber bottle has a soft sponge 
tip—just squeeze and use for a non-messy, 
direct-to-paper application of washable paint, 
liquid watercolor or tempera paints.       
Dauber Bottle - Opaque plastic bottle with a dauber 
top and lid.
F RPC-900003 Each ................................1.69
 12 or More, Each.............1.59
Dauber Bottle Tops Only - 12 replacement dauber 
tops.
G RPC-900004 Each ................................8.59

Richeson Flo Dispenser
Large, 12 oz. plastic bottle.  Secure snap-on lid.  
Marked in 1 oz. measurements.
C J-400216 Each ................................2.59
 12 or More, Each.............2.39

Empty Plastic Storage Bottles
Web Project 37  Opaque bottles with "squeeze 
and pour" flip-top lids.  Great for glue, liquid 
watercolors and more.
 Size Each 12/Ea
D RPC-900009 4 oz. 1.49 1.29
E RPC-900011 Pint 1.99 1.79

Sargent Art® 6-Jar Paint Storage Tray
Plastic paint storage tray features six jars on a 
no-tip, one-piece tray.  White plastic lids screw on 
tightly to prevent leaks.  Cleans easily.  Each jar 
holds 0.75 oz.
SAR-988916 Each ................................2.59
 12 or More, Each.............2.39

Economical, Clear 
Plastic Jars! A B

C
DPaasche 

Glass Bottles and Caps
When storing or using multiple colors, add a cap 
to keep paint and ink fresh.  Paasche bottles and 
caps are sold separately.  Caps are metal and 
resist corrosion.
Bottle Caps Style Each
A PAA-H191 1 oz. Bottle Cap Only 1.99
B PAA-H190 3 oz. Bottle Cap Only 1.99
Storage Bottles
C PAA-H99 1 oz. Glass Bottle Only 3.29
D PAA-H108 3 oz. Glass Bottle Only 3.59

Roylco® 
Paint 
Bellows
3-Count Package—Empty, plastic paint applica-
tors with an easy-to-squeeze accordion design.  
Add a few drops or squeeze out a fine mist. To 
clean, rinse with water.  Three bellows with caps.
ROY-5419 Each ..............................10.59

Fine Mist Spray 
Bottle!

Spray Bottle
A non-aerosol way to apply fixa-
tives and mediums.  Spray a super 
fine mist of watercolor, thinned 
acrylic, dye or water while you're 
working with wet-on-wet tech-
niques.  Also great for applying 
tie-dye colors to fabric.  4 oz. 
opaque plastic bottle with cap.  
SAR-221002 Each ..........2.39

Droppers
5-Count Package—Plastic droppers are ideal for 
measuring and mixing dye or paints.  The 2-part 
construction allows them to be easily cleaned.  
Approximately 3" long.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
JP-ACC1005 Each ................................5.39

Richeson Paint Pipettes
25-Count Package—Squeeze and drop paint 
with precision using these 1-piece pipettes.  Great 
for marbling or for tie-dyeing.  Also excellent for 
liquid watercolors or wetting watercolor paints.  
6" long, plastic pipettes.
J-101080 Each ................................9.59

Roylco® Junior Paint Spritzers
5-Count Package—Fill the sprayer bottle 
with liquid watercolor paint, point the ele-
phant’s head down and squeeze the ele-
phant ear-pump to spritz out a fine mist of 
color.  Nozzles are specially designed to only 
work while pointed down.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
ROY-54466 Each ....................... 8.99
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Empty Plastic Jars
Made of lightweight, durable clear plastic, these 
containers are ideal for water or paint storage and 
distribution.  Jars are also impact-resistant for 
extra durability.  Easily cleaned with soap and 
water. Feature a white plastic screw-top lid.
 Size Each 
CPS-8 8 oz. 1.99
CPS-16 16 oz.  2.79

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW
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Creativity 
Street® 
No-Spill 
Paint Cups
10-Count 
Package
Includes 10 
t r a n s p a r e n t 
plastic cups 
with two-part lids.  
Round cups measure 
3-1/4" tall, hold 8 oz. 
of paint and are stack-
able when not in use.
C-5100 Each ..............................18.99

Solo Plastic Soufflé 
Cups & Lids
When used together, the cups 
and lids form an airtight seal, keeping paint or 
glue moist.  125 cups or lids per package.  
Disposable cups and lids are sold separately.  
Each cup holds 4 oz. of liquid.
 Style Each
TMP-41553 125 Cups 16.99
TMP-22345 125 Lids 9.99

Richeson 
Egg Carton Mixing Tray Palette
A convenient, economical, tiny palette for 
the art classroom.  Durable, easy-to-clean 
white plastic with six shallow wells.  Great 
for dispensing and mixing small amounts of 
paint, ink, dye, stain or glue.  Can also be 
used for distributing and portioning small 
items such as seed beads, glitter, wiggle 
eyes, buttons, small pins, etc., to students.  
Stackable palette measures 3-5/8 x 5-1/4".
J-400202 Each ......................... .79
 12 or More, Each...... .69

 Small Plastic Bowls For Distributing Supplies!

Large Tempera Tray
Heavy-duty plastic tray is designed to hold 2-1/4" 
diameter tempera cakes.  Provides a great space 
for mixing tempera.  Also a great tray for sorting 
and sharing materials between groups.  Each of 
the six wells measures 7/8" deep.  Measures 
8-1/4 x 5-3/4".  Opaque white color.
J-101256 Each ................................3.29 

Disposable Water 
Cups
100-Count Package
Waterproof, coat-
ed paper cups 
are great for 
c l a s s r o o m 
use.  Cups 
easily handle 
water as well 
as paint or 
glue and are 
also great for distributing supplies.  Inexpensive, 
they can be disposed of at the end of class!  White 
cups measure 2-1/2" diameter by 1" deep.  Cups 
hold up to 2 oz.
J-694023 Each ..............................12.99

Paper 
Dispenser 
Cups
250-Count 
Package
Disposable, inex-
pensive white 
paper cups are 
ideal for dispensing 
paint, glue and craft sup-
plies.  Cups measure 2" diameter by 1-1/2" deep 
and hold up to 2 oz.
KOR-200 Each ..............................17.99
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Richeson Palette With Cups
Sturdy, plastic palette features four areas for mix-
ing colors.  Also includes 12 small cups with lids, 
to keep acrylics or watercolors moist.  Cups are 
not removable.  Transparent cups allow you to see 
the color inside.  Palette measures 8 x 6 x 1-1/2".
J-101087 Each ................................6.79

Richeson Heavy Duty Water Cup
Smooth, white, heavy-duty plastic water cup.  
Raised notches on the rim hold brushes in place.  
Also a great container for distributing paint, glue, 
glitter, beads and much more!  3-3/4" wide, 
1-1/8" deep.
J-400203 Each ...................................59
 12 or More, Each................49

Richeson Economy Water Cups
144-Count Package—Perfect for classroom use!  
Smooth, lightweight, white plastic water cups are 
easy to clean with soap and water after use.  Also 
great containers for distributing or mixing paint, 
glue, glitter, beads and much more!  Each mea-
sures 3-3/4" wide, 1-1/8" deep.
J-101015 Each ..............................31.95

Richeson 
6-Well "Muffin Tin" Palette
Lightweight, heavy-duty, smooth, white plastic 
palette.  Solvent-resistant and easy to clean.  
Each palette features six 3" wide wells that are 
7/8" deep and hold up to 2 oz. each.  Overall size 
measures 7-1/8 x 10-7/8".  Palettes are stackable 
for easy storage.  
J-101012 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.79

Art Alternatives 
Sealed Cup Palette 
& Refill Cups
Interchangeable sealed 
cups help keep your paint 
fresh.  Features four slant-
ed wells, five brush rests and 12 clear, airtight, 
removable cups with lids.  The concave bottom of 
the cups provide easy cleanup.  Each cup holds 
approximately 0.35 fl. oz.  Additional cups with 
lids sold separately.  Measures 8 x 6-1/8 x 1-1/4".
 Style Each
MAC-15500 Palette With 12 Cups 13.99
MAC-15501 12 Cups With Lids 5.99

NEW

NEW
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Richeson Plastic Painting Bowls
Web Projects 31 & 35  6-Count Package
Durable, lightweight plastic bowls.  Six bowls, one 
each of blue, green, orange, purple, red and yel-
low.   6-1/4" wide, 1-3/4" deep.
J-400266 Each ................................8.99

Creativity Street® Stable Water Pots
6-Count Package—Large, plastic water pots.  
Each resists tipping and features built-in brush 
holders.  Pots are 3-3/4" wide at the top, 3-1/2" 
tall.  Six colors: blue, green, light blue, orange, 
red and yellow.
C-5122 Each ..............................18.59 

Richeson Folding Watercolor Palette
A full-size watercolor palette that folds for easy 
portability and storage.  Made of heavy plastic, it 
features 24 paint wells and five large mixing 
areas.  Its convenient thumb hole has a textured 
grip for easy control of the palette.  Multi-sized 
holes hold brushes while you work. Full palette 
measures 10-1/2 x 12" when open and 5-1/2 x 
12" when snapped closed.
J-400230  Each ..............................11.39

Richeson Multi-Well Paint Palette
Heavy-duty plastic palette features four large and 
eight small paint wells.  Plus, it offers eight ample 
areas for mixing.  Measures 9x12".
J-400205 Each ................................7.59
 12 or More, Each.............7.29

Fredi Weber™ Peel-Off™ Palette
No more scrubbing dried paint!  When paint dries, 
simply peel it off.  Palette edges restrain paint 
overflow.  Sturdy, strong and break-resistant.  
Smooth, bright white surface is excellent for color 
mixing.   Designed for use by right- or left-handed 
artists.  Rubber bumpers on the bottom help the 
palette stay in place.   Excellent for oil or acrylic 
paints.  Measures 13-1/2 x 9".
MUD-05341 Each ..............................14.99

Richeson 
Circular Mixing Tray
Made of white plastic, the 6-2/3" circle palette 
features a mixing center and 10 small wells.  Ideal 
for watercolors, tempera and acrylic paint.  
Includes raised brush holders on the rim.  When 
using the lid, your paints will stay moist for a 
longer period of time.  Stackable.  
  Style Each 12/Ea
J-400201 Palette Only 1.29 .99
J-400219 Lid Only 1.39 1.29
J-400220 Palette With Lid 2.29 1.99

Richeson Slant Palette
Easy-to-clean, stain-proof palette.  Made 
from hard plastic with eight deep wells and 
eight slants for mixing colors.  Palettes can 
nest on top of each other without disturbing 
colors.  Measures 4x12".
J-101000 Each ....................... 5.99
 12 or More, Each.... 5.49

Royal® & Langnickel
Rectangle Paint Palette
White, plastic palette has seven paint wells 
and two large mixing areas for creating 
custom colors.  Measures 7-1/8 x 3-3/8".
RBM-00015 Each ................................1.19
 12 or More, Each................99

Royal® & Langnickel 
10-Well Oval Paint Palette
Features a comfortable grip and thumb hole.  
Lightweight, white plastic palette has 10 wells 
and a center area for mixing.  Cleans easily with 
soap and water.  Measures 6-3/4" wide and 9" 
long.
RBM-00047 Each ................................1.49
 12 or More, Each.............1.39

Richeson Rectangular Palette
Heavy-duty, white rectangular palette has five 
round paint wells and four square paint wells.  The 
tray also offers a large area for mixing.  Ideal for 
use with watercolor, acrylic, oil and ink.  Measures 
6-1/2 x 9-1/2" and has a convenient thumb hole.
J-101075 Each ................................4.75 
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Tom Lynch Palette
Designed with the help of nationally acclaimed 
watercolor artist Tom Lynch, this lightweight, 
reusable palette has 16 individual wells, including 
three larger wells, and one large mixing area.  
Wells are slanted to make mixing easy.   Airtight 
cover keeps watercolors clean and moist.  
Measures 12x16" and has a 9 x 11-1/2" center 
mixing area.
SAP-5781  Each ..............................23.95
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Richeson 
Oval Wood Palettes
The traditional favorite of oil and acrylic artists for 
years.  These fine quality, hardwood palettes are 
treated to provide years of lasting use.  Traditional 
oval shape features a thumb hole and curved edge 
for comfortable positioning when in use. 
 Size Each
J-696025 9x12" 6.99
J-696037 12x16" 8.99

Marbling Tray
Heavy duty tray is constructed of white plastic 
and features a 1" deep well.  The shallow design 
works wonderfully for holding solution for mar-
bling techniques.  Can also be used for soaking 
papers, working with clay, finger paint and keep-
ing supplies contained.  Tray measures 12x18". 
J-101037 Each ..............................21.99

Richeson All-Purpose
Porcelain Butcher's Tray
Extra-deep, steel, butcher tray has a white, baked 
porcelain finish that is stain- and solvent-resis-
tant.  Features a convex center so water will run 
to the edge, making it the perfect palette for dry 
brush techniques in watercolor or gouache.   
Excellent for color mixing and for using as a mar-
bling tray.  Measures 11x15x1".
J-400240 Each ..............................22.99

CREATIVITRAY™ Trays
Web Project 241  Keep the mess inside the 
tray!  Durable, multipurpose craft trays with easy-
to-clean, high-gloss surfaces.  Made of recyclable 
plastic; colors may vary.  Each is 1-1/2" deep.
 Size Each
ROM-36803 11-1/2 x 8-1/2" 5.99
ROM-36903 17-1/2 x 12-1/2" 7.99

Richeson White Plastic Art Trays
These durable, white plastic trays are a terrific 
resource in the art room.  Use as a work surface 
to keep the mess off the table, as a base for clay 
conditioning and more.
Small - 10 x 12 x 1/2".
J-101020 Each ..............................11.19
 12 or More, Each...........10.59
Large - 13 x 18 x 1".
J-101021 Each ..............................18.79

Lock In The Freshness
of Your Paint!

Richeson Lockbox Palette 
Mix and store your paints for a longer period 
of time with this lidded palette that seals 
airtight.  Use a damp sponge (sold sepa-
rately) inside the palette to keep paint 
moist.  The 24-well Lockbox comes with an 
insert that is excellent for any kind of water-
based media.  11-5/8" diameter.
J-400208 Each ..................... 16.99

Lockbox Inserts For
Different Types of Paint!

 

Richeson Lockbox Palette Inserts
For use with the Richeson Lockbox Palette.  Add 
inserts specific to your style of painting to keep 
paint fresh for longer amounts of time.
Tempera Multi-Well Insert - 6 wells. Made of 
durable, white plastic.
A J-400206 Each ................................5.49
Oil Painting Lockbox Sheets - 10 sheets.
B J-400209 Each ................................5.99

Richeson 
Paper Palette
An economical, dis-
posable alternative to 
a traditional painting 
palette.  Made with a 
specially coated, 
heavy 41 lb., low den-
sity, white paper.  
Resistant to all types 
of paint and won’t 
bleed through.  Tear 
off one sheet at a time 
and throw away the mess!  Great for classroom 
use.  Pad measures 9x12".  50 sheets.
J-101040 Each ................................6.99

Richeson
Grey Matters™
Paper Palette
Acid-free, 43 lb. pal-
ette paper offers a 
smooth surface for 
coloring mixing.  
Toned in a neutral 
gray for accurate color 
representation.  50 
sheets, 9x12" pad.
J-100280
Each ...........................................................9.49

Richeson 
Plexi 
Palettes
Clear palette 
f e a t u r e s 
1/8" thick 
acrylic plas-
tic with 
s m o o t h l y 
f i n i s h e d 
edges for a 
comfortable 
grip. The 
g l a s s - l i ke 
surface is 
great for mixing oils, alkyds or acrylics.  Perfect 
for checking your color over your painting without 
committing too quickly and having to repaint! 
Traditional oval shape features a thumb hole and 
curved edge for comfortable positioning when in 
use. 
 Size Each
J-696065 8-1/2 x 11" 15.79
J-696066 11x14" 18.99
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Trays Are Ideal As A Work Surface 
Or To Distribute Supplies!

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our
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Arts & Crafts
Clothesline
Hang art, photos, posters 
and more!  Ideal for hanging 
artwork out of the way to dry.  This 
18-foot, black and white striped bun-
gee-type cord stretches to 30 ft. or 
more.  Tension can be adjusted.  
Includes 25 pre-attached vinyl-coat-
ed spring clips.
BAU-22018 
Each  ..................................... 17.50

Creativity Street®

Spring Clothespins
Great for hanging artwork so it can dry.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
Mini - Measure 1" long.  50 per 
package.
C-365701 Each ............ 2.99
Large - Measure 2-3/4" long.  24 
per package.
C-368301 Each ............ 3.99

Charles Leonard™
Binder Clips
12-Count Package—Hang 
art with durable, pinch-
style fasteners.  Simply 
squeeze the metal handles, 
insert paper and release to attach 
art to clothesline or string.  Handles 
can be turned under to ensure the clip will stay 
closed.  Each black clip measures 1-1/4".  
CLI-BC05 Each ................................1.79
 12 or More, Each.............1.69

Rack-It™
Double-
Sided 
Portable 
Floor 
Model 
Drying 
Rack
Ve r s at i l e , 
double-sid-
ed drying 
rack fea-
tures 100 
s h e l v e s , 
each is 
10x18" and 
1" apart.  
Same as the 
R a c k - I t 
Table Top 
R a c k 
( b e l o w ) 
with the 
addition of 
50 shelves 
and  four 
c a s t e r s .  
Easy to 
assemble .  
Solvent-resistant 
finish.  1-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.  Measures 19" wide, 22-1/4" 
deep and 63-1/2" high.  Two cartons, ship weight 
is 68 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, 
ships truck freight.  
AWT-DR18100 Each ............................739.50
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $73.95)

Rack-It™ 
Double-Sided Table Top Drying Rack
Welded, all-steel construction, plus a solvent-
resistant, powder-coated finish.  Comes fully 
assembled with 25 shelves on each side of the 32" 
center column.  Holds up to 50 sheets measuring 
up to 10x18".  Entire unit is 19" wide, 22-1/4" 
deep, 32" high.  1" between each shelf.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.  
AWT-DR1850     Each ........................424.75

Versa-Rack™ 
Drying & Storage Racks
Features shelves made of durable, powder 
coated wire, designed for drying or storing 
rigid or semi-rigid objects.  Rack is perfect 
for items such as screen print frames, 
stretched canvases, canvas boards, card-
board and more measuring up to 12x18x3".  
Can be used horizontally or vertically for 
additional versatility.  8-shelf rack measures 
21x9x26".  13-shelf rack measures 21-1/2 x 
10 x 43" and includes 2 casters for easy 
mobility (not shown).  Do not qualify for 
free shipping. 
 Style Each
AWT-DR168 8-Shelf 149.95
AWT-DR1613 13-Shelf 239.75

Versatile Units Can Attach 
Vertically Or Horizontally!

Saturn Stack Rack™
A versatile modular drying rack and storage sys-
tem specifically designed to grow with your 
needs.  Lightweight and portable, sturdy all-metal 
construction.  Use for drying or storing rigid or 
semi-rigid objects up to 12x18".  Ideal for use at 
the shop or office, classroom or home studio.  
Features 25 wire shelves.  Rack can stand alone 
on a flat surface or be mounted on a door or wall 
with built-in brackets to save space.  Multiple 
units can be attached both vertically and horizon-
tally for additional space and storage.  Entire unit 
measures 12" deep, 19-1/4" wide and 27-1/2" 
tall.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
AWT-DR1825 Each ............................409.50
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Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

Rack-It™ Wall/Door Hanging Rack
30-shelf, single-sided rack with heavy-duty, metal 
hooks that allow you to easily mount this unit on 
almost any wall or door to save space and provide 
easy access to artwork.  Remove the hooks to use 
this versatile rack on a table-top.  Entire unit 
measures 19-1/2" wide, 19-1/4" deep and 
37-1/2" high.  Shelves measure 12x18".  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.  
AWT-1830WD Each ............................397.50
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Inovart™ 
Table-Top 
Art Drying 
Rack
Multipurpose 
rack can be 
used on a 
t a b l e t o p , 
counter or 
rolling cart.  
1/8" diame-
ter wire shelves 
are made of sturdy, 
non-rust wire with supports.  Frame is con-
structed of strong, 1" tubular steel with a 
black enamel rust-resistant finish.  Rack 
measures 22x18x13".  Holds up to 12 sheets 
of paper measuring 12x18".  Assembly is 
required.  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping.
INO-8451 Each .......................124.95

Inovart™ Fixed 
Shelves 
Mobile 
Art 
Drying 
Rack

Enough shelves 
for an entire class-
room!  Shelves are 
mounted to a back 
frame made of 1" 
tubular steel with  
a rust-resistant 
baked enamel fin-
ish.  Fixed shelves 
with wire supports 
are made of rust-
resistant, 1/8" 
diameter wire. Rack 
is mounted on three 
sturdy ball-bearing casters and measures 
37x18x13".  Holds up to 25 sheets measuring as 
large as 12x18".  Assembly is required.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
INO-8452 Each ............................259.95

Inovart™
Flip Shelves 
Mobile Art 
Drying Rack
Enough drying 
space for your 
entire class!  
Shelves are 
mounted to a 
strong back frame 
made of 1" tubular 
steel with a  rust-
resistant baked 
enamel finish.  
Shelves can easily 
be positioned up or 
down using a 
spring suspension 
system.   Shelves 
have sturdy wire 
crosspieces that form a 
4x6" grid for additional 
stability.  Rack measures 39x18x14" and is 
mounted on three sturdy ball-bearing casters.  
Holds up to 25 sheets measuring as large as 
12x18".  Assembly is required.  Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
INO-8453 Each ............................349.95

Copernicus Wall Mount Drying Rack
Perfect for drying the masterpieces of young art-
ists.  Handy storage without taking up valuable 
floor space.  Features a resilient, powder-coated 
finish and rounded corners for safety.  Rack has 20 
shelves that easily raise and lower so even stu-
dents can operate this unit.  20" wide, 33-1/4" 
high, 16" deep.  Contains two hooks to hang 
shelves upright.  Lifetime manufacturer's warran-
ty on frame.  Wall mounting hardware not includ-
ed.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
CEP-PDR21 Each ............................209.95

Copernicus 
Spring-Loaded Drying Rack
Features 20 spring-loaded shelves for easy inser-
tion and removal of paintings.  Sturdy metal 
frame with four locking casters for easy mobility.  
Removable drip tray protects floors.  Rack spacers 
can be personalized.  Measures 26-1/2" wide, 
33-1/2" high, 25" deep.  Comes with a lifetime 
manufacturer's warranty.  Does not qualify for 
free shipping.
CEP-PDR20KD Each ............................394.95

Copernicus 
Double-Sided Drying Rack
A convenient addition to any classroom 
or art room.  Economical, double-sided 
drying rack is easily accessible to stu-
dents.  Its lower height makes it perfect 
for either floor or table use.  Durable 
metal shelves have safe, rounded corners 
and can be easily lifted by students.  
Holds up to 40 paintings or other art-
work.  Unit measures 20" wide, 26-1/4" 
high and 32" long.  Lifetime manufactur-
er's warranty on frame.  Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
CEP-PDR40 Each ..............329.75

Can Be Used On Either The Floor Or A Table!

Double-Sided Art
Easel Features 

A Handy Drying Rack!
Copernicus Double-Sided Art Easel
Double-sided easel with two dry erase surfaces on 
top and a drying rack below provides mobility and 
function!  Perfect height to accommodate young 
children.  Dry erase boards feature integrated 
paper clips and measure 27x24".  Each side has a 
durable tray that has seven sealable paint cups 
with attached lids.  The 19x24" drying rack includes 
10 built-in shelves.  There's additional supply stor-
age between the marker boards, in the Really Big 
Tub that slides in and out (and can be removed for 
cleaning).  Frame measures 51" high, 27-1/2" 
wide, 29-1/2" deep (not including detachable 
painting trays).  Four locking casters for easy 
transportation.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty 
on tubs and frame; 5-year manufacturer's war-
ranty on white boards. Paper, paint and paint 
brushes not included.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping.
CEP-PDR11 Each ............................ 449.75
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Durable Racks Offer Easy 
Transportation!

Heavy Duty Drying Racks
Built on a welded steel frame, these racks provide 
a safe and sturdy resting place for your master-
pieces as they dry.  Steel bumpers come standard 
and are welded to the outside of the shelf for 
maximum drying room.  For smooth up/down 
operation, the individually adjustable shelf springs 
give you tension control over each shelf, and all 
shelves feature a rust- and solvent-resistant, 
powder-coated finish to extend the life of your 
rack.  To promote quick evaporation, racks come 
with non-warping shelves spaced at 1" or 2" inter-
vals.  Units include four swivel casters.  Racks 
require some assembly.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping, ship truck freight.
40-Tray Rack - 40 trays measure 26x36".  Unit is 
32" deep, 38-1/2" wide, 64-1/2" high.  Ship weight 
333 lbs.  (Not shown.)
AWT-DR3640 Each ....................2,957.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $591.40)
50-Tray Rack - 50 trays measure 26x36".  Unit is 
32" deep, 38-1/2" wide, 79" high.  Ship weight 393 
lbs.
A AWT-DR3650 Each ....................3,470.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $694.00)
Extra-Large 50-Tray Rack - 50 trays measure 
31x48".  Unit is 36-1/2" deep, 51-3/4" wide, 81" 
high.  Ship weight 493 lbs.
B AWT-DR4850 Each ....................3,875.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $775.00)

Tensor 18 Drying 
Racks
Tensor rack combines 
economy and mobility!  
Sturdy, maintenance-free, 
all-steel racks with heavy-
duty bases and an exclu-
sive tray-lock system for 
supporting trays in the 
upright position are per-
fect for commercial shops, 
educational and institu-
tional use.  Each tray fea-
tures two rubber spacers 
for greater stability and  
shelf support.  Racks hold 
papers measuring up to 
18x24" (but there are no 
constrictions that prevent 
paper overhang).  Thick 
gauge steel wire shelves 
are durable for bulky or 
heavy projects and easy to 
clean.  Both units include 
four  locking casters  that 
swivel with ease.  Their 
mobility makes them 
invaluable in organizing 
production under the 
most restrictive shop or 
classroom configurations.  
Racks require assembly.  
Do not qualify for free 
shipping.
Double-Sided Rack - The Tensor 18 Double-Sided Rack provides 80 trays with 
1" spacing and two rubber bumpers each.  54" deep, 25" wide, 45" high.  Ship 
weight 150 lbs.
A AWT-MR1824D Each ........................................................... 2,459.00
Automatically qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $491.80)

Single-Sided Rack - Single-sided rack features 40 trays with 1" spacing and two 
rubber bumpers each.  Measures 24" deep, 25" wide, 45" high.  Ship weight 72 
lbs.  
B AWT-MR1824 Each ............................................................1,485.00
Automatically qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $148.50)

Sturdy, Maintenance-Free, All-Metal Drying Racks!
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Weston 
Full French Easel

Combining an easel and a sketch 
box, this all-wood French easel is great for the traveling artist.  Fully adjustable, it 

comes with a palette and storage.  Folds down to the size of an attaché carrying case (16x22") for easy 
transport.  Supports a canvas up to 34" high.  Telescoping legs adjust to any terrain.
A J-696303 Each ............................................................................................................149.95 

Richeson Seneca Table Top Easel
This durable hardwood easel has an expandable mast that adjusts to accommodate canvases up to 22" 
tall.  Angle adjustments can be made using slide guides.  The Seneca table top easel folds flat for easy 
storage.  The base measures 11 x 12-1/2".  Height is 30", 39" when fully extended.  Assembly required.
B J-696008 Each ..............................................................................................................58.99

Stanrite® #180 Aluminum Table Easel
A stable and sturdy easel.  Great for the home or classroom.  Lightweight, it securely holds canvases up 
to 26" high.  Wire handle allows you to easily carry wet paintings.   12" wide canvas support.  Rubber 
tips hold easel in place without skidding or marring surfaces.  Easy assembly.  31" high.
C TIC-180 Each ..............................................................................................................57.95

Lightweight
Adjustable Aluminum Easel
Lightweight, adjustable easel functions both for 
creating art and display use.  Fully extends to use 
as a floor easel or can retract down to 21" tall for 
use as a table-top easel.  The maximum canvas 
height is 32" tall.  Features a supply tray with 
plastic hooks that can hold lightweight materials.  
Folds flat for convenient storage.  Includes a car-
rying case with shoulder strap.  Bronze-tone fin-
ish.
SL-00501 Each ..............................21.49

Easel Works 
On The Floor 

or On A
Table Top!

Richeson "JJ" Easel
Ideal for lightweight project displays.  Basic, por-
table easel, made of natural unfinished wood.    
Extended easel height is 64".  Folds for storage 
and ideal for artists with limited space.  Rubber 
tipped legs and chain increase stability.  Minimal 
assembly with included hardware.
J-696111 Each ..............................32.70

Folds Down 
Into A
Handy 

Traveling 
Case!

A
B C

Richeson "JJ"
Table Top Easel
Great for plein air painting, this easel is 
lightweight and easily packed up for travel.  
Perfect for students, in-store use and con-
ference displays.  Versatile easel is also ter-
rific for artists who have limited floor space.  
21" tall when extended.  Some minimal 

assembly is required.
J-696085 Each ..............................18.99

Stanrite®

#150B Lollipop
Table Easel 
This sturdy, matte black 
easel is perfect for display-
ing smaller signs and 
paintings!  Stable, tripod 
construction securely 
holds canvas and other 
materials up to 1" thick 
on the 11" wide metal 
tray.  Each of the 
three legs has 
n o n - m a r r i n g 
rubber tips to 
protect your 
work table or dis-
play surface.   
Features lightweight, 
all-aluminum construction.  
Measures 16" tall.
TIC-150B Each ..............................19.95
 12 or More, Each...........18.95

Stanrite®

#151
Aluminum
Table Easel
Select quality, lightweight 
yet sturdy tripod easel is 
made with strong alu-
minum alloy.  Opens 
quickly with handy, 
snap-open action.  
Measures 19" 
high.  Legs 
f e a t u r e 
non-marring 
rubber tips.    
Holds artwork 
up to 24" on the 
hinged shelf.  Ships fully 
assembled.
TIC-151 Each ..............................23.59
 12 or More, Each...........21.25
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Table Top Display
Easels Are Perfect For
Award Certificates & 
Student Art Shows!
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Professional Easels, 
Perfect For Use At

Home Or In The
Art Studio!

Studio Designs
Museum Easel
A simple and classic hardwood 
display easel that is terrific for use 
in the art studio or a gallery.  
Features an adjustable tray that 
holds artwork measuring up to 
60" in height.  Wood is smoothly 
sanded for a rich, natural finish.  
Easel folds flat for easy storage 
when not in use. Measures 
23x60" when fully extended. 
Comes with a 10-year manu-
facturer's warranty.
A STU-13216
Each ........................ 104.95 

Stanrite® #500 
Classic Easel
Testrite's #500 classic easel 
is highly functional and 
very stable.  Enjoy the por-
tability of this durable, 
lightweight aluminum 
easel.  Easel sets up easily 
in seconds and folds 
down compactly, making it easy to transport and store.  An extremely sturdy easel with 
non-slip, rubber-tipped legs.  Accepts canvases up to 48" tall.  Includes a palette 
holder.  Overall dimensions measure 68" high, with a 21" wide tray.   Ships fully assem-
bled.
B TIC-500  Each ............................................................................................................117.95

Stanrite®

#1400 Aluminum Easel
A traditional A-frame design that 
delivers an extremely sturdy work 
surface.  Aluminum construction 
combines strength and durability in 
a lightweight easel.  The bottom 
holder has double sliding locks for 
easy set-up.  The shelf is 24" wide 
and accommodates canvases 
measuring up to 64" high, plus 
includes a palette holder that 
adds rigidity and stability.  The 
rear leg collapses for easy porta-
bility.  A terrific choice for either 
the home studio or the art 
classroom.  60" closed, 73" 
fully open.  Minimal assembly 
without tools.
C TIC-1400
Each ......................... 144.69

Studio Designs
Deluxe Easel
Work with over-sized can-
vases easily! Display art-
work on this modern-
styled, black easel that 
securely holds canvases 
up to 72" high.  Entire 
easel is 87-3/4" tall.  
Heavy-duty, steel easel 
features a "Shure Clamp" for secure canvas 
height adjustment. Telescoping tilt adjust-
ment and floor levelers provide stability and 
great viewing of finished work.  The handy storage tray keeps 
tools readily accessible.  Black, powder-coat finish will stand up 
to years of use.  10-year manufacturer's warranty.
D STU-13188 Each ............................................................................................................134.19

Richeson Canvas Print Racks
A terrific way to organize, display and store prints 
and paintings!  Stable and lightweight print racks 
feature a support bed of canvas that is sewn to a 
sturdy, 1" black aluminum tube frame.  Fold flat 
for convenient storage when not in use, plus they 
feature hand holes for easy transporting.  Black 
canvas and black frames.  Frames feature rubber 
feet.  Great for indoor or outdoor use.
Small - 18" wide, 20" tall, 5" gusset.
J-692042 Each ..............................75.49
Medium - 24" wide, 37-3/4" tall, 7-3/4" gusset.
J-692043 Each ............................109.75
Large - 36" wide, 28-1/2" tall, 6" gusset.
J-692044 Each ............................129.95
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Crestline
Child's Deluxe Double Easel
Terrific for any playroom or children's art 
room, this wooden easel features a dry 
erase surface on one side and a chalkboard 
surface on the reverse.  Also has a 15" wide 
by 100 ft. paper roll on top, plus a supply tray at 
the bottom of the dry erase surface for holding 
markers, crayons, pencils, paint and more.  
Measures 44" high by 19" wide, and folds flat for 
easy storage or transportation.  Designed for 
children ages 6 and younger.
FPI-17237 Each ..............................67.99
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Double-Sided Easel 
Features Two

Different Surfaces!
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Canson® XL® Oil & Acrylic Paper Pads
Web Project 171  136 lb., 24 Sheets
Affordable, medium texture paper.  Ideal for stu-
dents or practice work before the final project.  
Paper features a canvas-like feel on both sides.  
Ready for acrylic or oil without priming.  Each pad 
is tape-bound at the top.  Acid-free and bleed-
proof.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-52629 9x12" 13.25 12.39
M-51004 11x14" 18.99 17.99 

Genuine, Acrylic-Primed
Canvas Sheets!

Fredrix® Canvas Pads
10 Sheets—An excellent quality practice painting pad that features 
genuine, titanium acrylic-primed, 9 oz. Fredrix artist’s canvas.  There 
is no similarity between this canvas and imitation "paper" canvas - this 
is the real thing!  Ready to use when you are ready to paint.  
Disposable sheets are affordable enough to use for practice, yet reli-
able enough for permanent work or to mount on stretchers.  Perfect 
for working on canvas before painting on a mounted canvas.  Top, 
tape-bound pad.
 Size Each 12/Ea
TAR-3500 9x12" 8.99 8.39
TAR-3501 12x16" 14.99 13.99

Richeson Hardboard Panels
Hardboard panels offer a rigid, smooth paint sur-
face.  Untempered so paints will adhere com-
pletely.  Prime with gesso for oils or acrylics or 
add gel mediums for a unique surface.  Can also 
be used as a mixing palette, or a drawing board.  
Panels measure 1/8" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-696512 5x7" 1.39 1.19
J-696513 8x10" 1.79 1.59
J-696501 9x12" 1.89 1.69
J-696510 11x14" 2.69 2.39
J-696514 12x16" 3.19 2.89
J-696503 12x18" 3.29 2.99
J-696504 14x18" 3.99 3.69
J-696505 16x20" 4.39 3.89
J-696506 18x24" 5.99 5.49
24x30" - Carton of 15 panels.
J-696507 Each ............................114.75

Bienfang® Canvasette Paper Pads
182 lb., 10 Sheets—Pre-primed practice paper 
with a toothy, canvas-like feel.  An excellent, eco-
nomical alternative to canvas.  The woven texture 
offers similar working characteristics, making it 
wonderful for practicing with acrylic, oil or 
gouache paint.  Sheets can easily be mounted. 
 Size Each
E-270121 9x12" 8.99 
E-270134 12x16" 13.89 
E-270151 16x20" 23.99 
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 Size Each 12/Ea
RBM-00921 5x7" 1.19 1.05
RBM-36884 6x6" 1.19 1.05
RBM-00922 8x10" 1.79 1.59
RBM-00923 9x12" 1.89 1.69
RBM-36901 10x14" 2.49 2.29
RBM-00924 11x14" 2.59 2.29

 Size Each 12/Ea
RBM-00925 12x16" 3.29 2.99
RBM-36879 12x24" 4.79 4.49
RBM-00926 14x18" 4.19 3.89
RBM-00927 16x20" 5.69 5.29
RBM-07740 18x24" 6.99 6.49

Economical Painting Surfaces For Students!

Fredrix® Pro Series
Archival Canvas Boards
Unlike any other canvas board.  Professional 
grade, high quality performance.  Rigid, 
non-warping hardboard core, wrapped in a 
medium-texture, 12 oz. Dixie cotton duck 
canvas.  Primed with titanium acrylic gesso.  
For oils or acrylics.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
TAR-3408 8x10" 6.59
TAR-3410 9x12" 7.99
TAR-3413 11x14" 9.29

Rigid Panels Offer A 
Smooth Painting Surface!

High Quality Boards!
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Royal® & Langnickel Essentials™
Canvas Board
Web Projects 69 & 141  Quality, 7 oz. cotton canvas 
is triple-primed and securely attached to 1/8" thick 
paperboard.  Excellent for use with tempera, acrylics, 
oils, gouache and a variety of other media.  Also great as 
a base for collage artwork.  An inexpensive alternative for beginning artists, technique practice and 
student projects in the art classroom.

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Ampersand™ 
Claybord™
Art Tiles
The ultimate multimedia surface!  Ultra-smooth, 
highly absorbent clay surface is great for alcohol 
inks, acrylics, markers, graphite, collage and 
much more.  Small boards are the perfect size to 
make a series of artwork on a specific theme.  Also 
terrific for etching projects and making jewelry 
pendants.  Features a strong, hardboard backing.  
Boards are 1/8" thick.
 Size Qty Each
AMP-512222 2x2" 8 8.99
AMP-511256 2-1/2 x 3-1/2" 5 8.99
AMP-511355 3-1/2 x 3-1/2" 4 8.99

Acrylic Alcohol Inks

Watercolor & Ink
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ProArt Studio Canvas Packs
5-Count Packages—Ideal for beginning 
artists. Thinner than standard canvas, these 
economy stretched canvases are made of 
100% cotton.  Primed with acrylic gesso 
and stretched on 3/4 x 1/2" stretcher 
strips.  Suitable for acrylic and oil paints.
 Size Each
SL-97712 11x14" 19.99
SL-97711 16x20" 24.95

Simply Mini 
Canvas & Easel
Web Project 128  Tiny stretched canvases for 
mini works of art!  Lightweight, cotton canvas is 
glued to wood frame for stability.  Easel is made 
of real wood and features a fold-out back leg for 
displaying.  Canvas and easel sold separately.
Mini Canvas - Measures 2-1/2 x 2-1/2".
DAL-095318 Each ................................2.19
 16 or More, Each.............1.99
Mini Easel - Measures approximately 5" tall.
DAL-095196 Each ................................1.99
 10 or More, Each.............1.89

Fredrix® Red Label Canvas
Fine quality, 7 oz. canvas is made of 100% cotton 
duck.  Pre-primed surface is acid-free.  Moderate 
texture makes it excellent for painting with oils 
and acrylics.  Canvas wraps around the stretchers 
and is stapled on the back for a clean edge.  
Standard profile 3/4" stretcher strips for long-
lasting durability.  
 Size Each 6/Ea
TAR-5012 8x10" 7.69 7.29
TAR-5014 9x12" 8.59 8.29
TAR-5017 11x14"  9.99 9.49
TAR-5018 12x16"     10.79 10.39
TAR-5019 12x24" 16.29 15.49
TAR-5020 14x18" 12.79 12.29
TAR-5021 15x30" 23.59 22.79
TAR-5022 16x20" 15.79 14.99
TAR-5023 18x24" 19.49 18.49
TAR-5025 20x24" 20.99 19.99
TAR-5026 20x30" 28.59 27.29
TAR-5027 22x28" 28.59 27.29

Triple-Primed,
Stretched Canvas!

Royal® & Langnickel Essentials™ 
Stretched Canvas

High quality, hand-made canvas that has 
been triple-primed with acrylic gesso.  
Built to last, each stretched canvas is sta-

pled on the back to wooden stretcher strips, 
allowing your artwork to wrap around the sides.  
1/2" deep profile.  Ideal for use with oils, acrylics 
and other water-based media.  
 Size Each 6/Ea
RBM-36872 4x6" 2.29 2.09
RBM-00929 8x10" 3.99 3.79
RBM-00931 9x12" 4.99 4.59
RBM-00930 11x14" 6.59 6.29
RBM-00937 16x20" 10.99 10.29

Canvas Packs Are An Affordable Option!
Art Alternatives Economy Cotton 
Stretched Canvas Packs

2-Count Packages—A terrific economical 
option for lighter paint applications, quick 
studies, practice and classroom or high 

volume use.  Unbleached, 4 oz. cotton is primed 
with acid-free acrylic titanium gesso to a finished 
weight of 8 oz.  Stretched around and back-sta-
pled to 5/8" deep, kiln-dried, solid pine stretcher 
bars.  Suitable for use with all acrylic paints, oil 
paints and other wet or dry media.
 Size Each 6/Ea
MAC-05108 8x10" 9.99 9.59
MAC-05109 9x12" 12.99 12.39
MAC-05119 11x14" 15.99 15.39
MAC-05128 16x20" 24.99 23.99
MAC-05130 18x24" 31.99 29.99

Gallery Style Canvas With
A Deeper Profile!

Royal® & Langnickel Essentials™ 
Deep Edge Stretched Canvas

Deep, 1-1/2" profile features a staple-free 
edge for wrap-around painting.  High qual-
ity, hand-made canvas has been primed 

with three coats of acrylic gesso and securely 
attached to wooden stretcher strips.  Perfect for 
painting with oils, acrylics and other water-based 
media.
 Size Each
RBM-94293 6x6" 3.75
RBM-25131 8x8" 5.79
RBM-07743 8x10" 6.79
RBM-25134 12x12" 9.79
RBM-25138 16x20" 18.39
RBM-25139 18x24" 23.95
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Richeson
Light Duty Stretcher Bars
Stretcher bars are also known as stretcher 
strips.  Museum-quality bars are made from 
pine wood and are free from knots.  The 
rounded, back edges reduce surface friction 
for a smoother, tighter draw of the canvas.  
Each bar measures 1-1/2" wide.  The round-
ed edge is 13/16" thick, while the straight 
edge is 1/2" thick.
 Length Each 24/Ea

J-894001  8" 1.99 1.79
J-894002  9" 2.19 1.99
J-894003 10" 2.35 2.15
J-894004 11" 2.39 2.19
J-894005 12" 2.49 2.29
J-894007 14" 2.99 2.79
J-894009 16" 3.35 3.15
J-894011 18" 3.59 3.25
J-894013 20" 3.79 3.49
J-894015 22" 3.99 3.69
J-894017 24" 4.39 4.09
J-894019 26" 4.99 4.49
J-894021 28" 5.79 5.39
J-894023 30" 6.79 6.25
J-894025 32" 7.29 6.79
J-894027 34" 7.89 7.29
J-894029 36" 8.49 7.89

Fredrix® #1069 Unprimed 
Raw Cotton 7 oz. Canvas Rolls
Stretch and prime your own canvas with this  
medium-weight, raw cotton, 7 oz., enameling 
duck.  Mist the canvas with warm water after 
you've stretched it tightly to remove any wrinkles.  
Unprimed.  52" wide.
A Length Each
TAR-10691 3 Yards 52.99
TAR-1069 6 Yards 78.59

Fredrix® Scholastic 
Primed 5 oz. Canvas Roll
Ideal for large art paintings.  A lightweight sheet-
ing with a uniform texture.  Fantastic for detail.  
Universal, double acrylic primed.  57" x 6 yards.  5 
oz. 
B TAR-1075 Each ..............................89.95

Fredrix® Alabama 
Primed 8 oz. Canvas Roll
Economical, popular, cotton duck canvas with a 
pronounced weave.  Great for large, custom 
designed classroom paintings.  Ideal for acrylic, 
alkyd or oil paints.  Double acrylic primed.  56" x 3 
yards.  8 oz.  
C TAR-10801 Each ..............................65.99 
Tara® #70 Primed 
9 oz. Canvas Roll
Ready-to-use pure cotton duck canvas has a 
medium texture surface with good strength and is 
conveniently pre-primed.  Excellent for acrylic, 
alkyd and oil paints as well as other water-based 
media.  9 oz.  Roll measures 53" wide and 6 yards 
long.
D TAR-2044 Each ............................104.50

Fredrix® Medium Weight 
7 oz. Unprimed Canvas
Economical, 7 oz., unprimed cotton duck.  This  
medium-weight canvas is easy for students to 
stretch.  Measures 53" wide.  
TAR-2310 Each Yard .......................15.49
 10 Yds. or More, Each ...14.49

Tara® Extra-Heavyweight 
12 oz. Unprimed Canvas
Fine quality, 12 oz., tightly woven, unprimed cot-
ton duck.  Medium texture, free of imperfections.  
Canvas measures 54" wide.
TAR-2340 Each Yard .......................19.99
 10 Yds. or More, Each ...18.79

C D
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The Traditional Canvas 
Stretching Tool!

Richeson Canvas Pliers
An essential tool when hand-stretching your 
own canvas!  Heavy-duty canvas pliers feature 
serrated jaws for a sure grip.  Superior quality 
construction allows you to achieve even stretching 
on all four sides.
J-400301 Each ....................................................................................................... 27.99

Purchase Unprimed
Canvas By The Yard & Save!

Primed & Raw Canvas In 
Convenient Rolls!

Walnut
Hollow®

Basswood
Surfaces
Wooden plaques made from basswood are excel-
lent as a painting surface.  Plus, they have no 
pitch or grain to interfere with woodburning or 
engraving techniques.  No sanding needed.  Solid 
wood plaques are approximately 3/4" thick.
 Style Each
WH-42266 6x8" 6.99 
WH-42267 8x8" 7.99
WH-41161 8x10" 9.99
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1-1/2"

1/2" 13/16"

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

NEW
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Creative Gouache
A Step-By-Step Guide To Exploring Opaque 
Watercolor—Artist Ruth Wilshaw shares her 
step-by-step techniques for creating brilliantly 
vibrant effects with gouache.  Starts with an over-
view of essential materials and surfaces, then 
moves on to handling and coloring-mixing tech-
niques, including layering, creating blends and 
adjusting opacity.  Covers fun techniques such as 
adding texture, plus how to incorporate other 
mediums into your work.  Paperback, 144 pages.
QP-9378 Each ..............................22.99

Getting Started 
With Bob Ross 
DVD
Learn how to paint 
with the beloved art-
ist Bob Ross!  This ter-
rific beginner video 
starts with an over-
view of the Bob Ross 
wet-on-wet tech-
nique.  Next, you'll 
learn how to paint 
"Mountain Summit", 
step by step.    Perfect for use in the classroom or 
at home.  Features subtitles in English, Spanish, 
French, Mandarin Chinese, German and Dutch.  
Running time is 60 minutes.
CAR-RD001 Each ................................9.99
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Walter Foster® Portfolio Series
Features basic information on tools needed, 
including brushes, surfaces, sketching pads and 
more.  Covers the fundamentals, plus special 
techniques and tips.  Step-by-step exercises to 
help readers practice and fine-tune the skills they 
learn.  The techniques are clearly explained and 
beautifully illustrated on each page.  Paperbacks, 
128 pages each.
 Style Each
WF-PORT8 Beginning Color Mixing 21.95
WF-PORT1 Beginning Acrylic 21.95
WF-PORT2 Beginning Watercolor 21.95

Water Paper 
Paint
Exploring 
Creativity With 
Watercolor And 
Mixed Media
Designed for all 
types of creative 
individuals who 
want to experi-
ment and play 
with watercolor, 
whether their background is mixed-media, textile 
art, journaling, or paper craft.  Unique, beautiful 
volume is a field book of inspiration, creative 
ideas, how to's and projects, all from an artist's 
perspective.  Each creative exercise features a 
technique, shows step-by-step photographs, and 
includes a clever idea for a gift or project that can 
be made from the painted samples.  Paperback by 
Heather Smith Jones.  156 pages.
QP-6559 Each ..............................22.99

The Best 
Of The
Joy Of 
Painting 
With Bob 
Ross
Contains 60 
of his favorite 
p a i n t i n g s . 
Each painting 
comes complete with a full-color photo and a 
series of black-and-white instructional photos, 
accompanied by step-by-step instructions.  
Paperback written by Annette Kowalski.  256 
pages.
HC-143541 Each ..............................23.00

Creative Watercolor & Mixed Media
A Step-By-Step Guide To Achieving Stunning 
Effects—Artist, instructor and author Ana Victoria 
Calderon shares her simple step-by-step tech-
niques for painting exciting and colorful pieces by 
combining watercolor with a variety of other 
user-friendly materials.  Starts with the essentials 
of paint, paper and brushes, then progresses to 
mediums for mixing, including masking fluid, gold 
leaf, bleach, salt and alcohol.  Features a variety 
of striking organic motifs and surface effects, 
including stirring skies and clouds, sparkling gal-
axies, flowing oceans, and dazzling crystals.  
Perfect for all skill levels.  Paperback, 144 pages.
QP-8807 Each ..............................22.99

Color Theory
An Essential Guide To Color - From Basic 
Principles To Practical Applications
Features everything you might need to 
know about color, including color psycholo-
gy, pigment characteristics and terms, color 
schemes, color mixing, shadows, highlights 
and much more.  Regardless of your medi-
um, a solid understanding of color and its 
applications is essential.  With a contempo-
rary take, this guide features step-by-step 
projects, plus practical tips and techniques, 
to put color knowledge to effective use.  Paperback 
by Patti Mollica.  64 pages.
WF-AL53 Each ................................9.95

Color Mixing 
Recipes For 
Oil • Acrylic
Mixing Recipes 
For More Than 
450 Color 
Combinations
The perfect guide 
for accurately ren-
dering oil and 
acrylic colors, plus 
instruction in a 
variety of painting 
techniques.  Learn 
about color theory, 
color value mixing, 
complementary colors, graying color naturally, 
and mixing portrait colors.  Also includes a reus-
able color mixing grid.  Paperback.  48 pages, by 
William F. Powell.
WF-CRC2A Each ..............................14.99

Color Mixing 
Recipes For 
Portraits
Oil • Acrylic •
Watercolor
More Than
500 Color 
Combinations For 
Skin, Eyes, Lips, 
And Hair
Each page features 
a master mix for a 
particular skin 
color, plus recipes 
for all of its varia-
tions, such as 
highlights or shad-
ows.  Covers a wide variety of skin tones, from 
Caucasian to Latino and East Indian hues.  Also 
has recipes for a variety of hair, eye and lip colors.  
Paperback by William F. Powell.  48 pages.
WF-CRC3A Each ..............................14.99
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Arches® Cold Press Watercolor Blocks
140 lb., Cold Press, White, 20 Sheets—Four 
glued edges, so paper won't wrinkle or buckle.  No 
need to stretch paper.  Easy to transport and store 
without damage.  High-quality, 100% pure cot-
ton, acid-free.  Style Each
W-1795060 9x12" 51.99
W-1795062 12x16" 74.95

Arches® Watercolor Sheets
White—One of our most popular papers.  22x30" 
white sheets, with a deckle edge on four sides.  
Excellent for all wet-media techniques or drawing.  
Do not assort sheets for quantity discount.  Five 
sheet minimum order.
90 lb. Style 5-9/Ea 10/Ea 
W-1794999 Cold Press 7.59 7.29
W-1795015 Hot Press 7.59 7.29
140 lb.  5-9/Ea 10/Ea 
W-1795005 Cold Press 10.59 9.99
W-1795017 Hot Press 10.59 9.99
W-1795026 Rough 10.59 9.99

Watercolor Blocks 
Resist Wrinkles!

Arches® Cold Press Watercolor Pads
140 lb., Cold Press, White, 12 Sheets—Top 
tape-bound pads contain 12 sheets.  Convenient 
for outdoor and on-site uses, plus beginning tech-
nique practice.  High-quality, 100% pure cotton, 
acid-free.
 Style Each
W-1795092 9x12" 19.59
W-1795093 10x14" 23.99

Watercolor Paper 
Mounted On

Crescent Board!

Professional Quality Watercolor Paper!
Arches® Watercolor Paper
Considered the world leader in 100% pure cot-
ton watercolor papers, it has the look and feel 
of handmade paper and can absorb a lot of 
water without warping.  Artists depend on its 
harmonious, natural, consistent grain.  Choose 
rough for expressive, textural work, cold press 
for traditional techniques and hot press for 
smooth, hard-edged detail work.  Watercolorists 
will appreciate Arches' stability and its resis-
tance to tearing and fluffing.  Ideal for water-
color as well as all wet-media techniques.  Can 
also be used for drawing. 

Canson® Montval
Watercolor Art Boards
5-Count Package—Your favorite Montval water-
color paper is mounted right to rigid, archival, 
acid-free, lignin-free, white conservation board.  
Cold pressed surface is acid-free. The ultimate 
choice for watercolor, gouache or ink washes.  
Boards resist yellowing.  16x20".
M-7115 Each ..............................24.99

Crescent® 
Watercolor Board
Pure 100% rag, acid-free, cold-pressed 
watercolor paper is mounted on thick, supe-
rior quality board. Uniform surface sizing 
provides maximum durability for wet-on-
wet techniques, reworking and erasing.  
Eliminates need for soaking and stretching.  
5x7" and 8x10" sizes include three boards 
per package.
 Size Each
CRE-11457 5x7" 6.99
CRE-114810 8x10" 10.59
15x20" - Five sheet minimum order.
CRE-114XS 5-14, Each ..................6.79

 15 or More, Each ........6.39
Classroom Packs - Terrific for the art room!  24 
boards per package.
 Size Each
CRE-1140912 9x12" 49.99
CRE-1141114 11x14" 69.99
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Strathmore® Watercolor Sheets
140 lb., Cold Press, White— A fine student paint-
ing surface for watercolor, gouache, tempera or 
even acrylic.  Strong paper supports repeated 
washes, lifting and scraping applications.  Sheets 
measure 22x30".  Do not assort for quantity 
discount.  10 sheet minimum.   
400 Series
STR-4731 10-24, Each  ....................3.29 
 25/Each (one style) ........2.99
300 Series
STR-37310 10-24, Each  ....................2.99 
 25/Each (one style) ........2.79

Bienfang® Watercolor Paper Packs
Cold Press, White—Student-grade paper at an 
economical price.  Superior performance.  Its 
uniform whiteness, thickness and texture make 
this paper a terrific surface for watercolor, tem-
pera and gouache as well as other wet media.  
Paper has good formation.  Acid-free.

22x30" - 25 Sheets, 140 lb.
SAP-285475 Each ..............................37.99
18x24" - 100 Sheets. 
 Style Each 2/Ea
E-285157 90 lb. 81.99 73.95
E-285257 140 lb. 98.75 87.50
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Strathmore®

Blank Watercolor Postcards
140 lb.  (300gsm), 15 Cards—Made to hold up 
to any wet media, including watercolor, acrylic, 
markers, ink or gouache.  Back is pre-printed with 
lines for address and a spot for postage.  Top tape-
bound.  Terrific for sending personalized notes.  
Cards measure 4x6".  Acid-free.
STR-7044 Each ................................5.79 

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our
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High Quality 
Watercolor Paper!

Canson® Montval® 
Watercolor Paper Pads
140 lb., Cold Press, White, 12 Sheets
Superior quality, acid-free paper with a 
strong, heavily sized surface to allow 
lifting of dried colors.  It works beauti-
fully with all wet media.  Also great for 
pencil or charcoal drawing.  Durable paper withstands scraping, 
erasing and repeated washes.  Machine-made with a rough, 
distinctly mottled surface for artists that prefer a rougher paint-
ing surface. Top, tape-bound, except 5-1/2 x 8-1/2", which is top 
spiral-bound.
 Size Each  12/Ea
M-729281 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 6.49 6.29
M-702670 9x12" 8.99 8.39
M-702672 15x20" 18.99 17.99

Economical 
Student-Grade 

Watercolor Paper!
Canson® XL® Series 
Watercolor Paper Pads
Web Project 14  140 lb., Cold 
Press, White, 30 Sheets—Economical 
watercolor pads are perfect for begin-
ners.  Ideal for a variety of watercolor, 
wet media, ink, washes and mixed media art.  Designed for 
student use and ideal for technique practice with watercolor, 
acrylic, pen & ink, marker, colored pencil, pencil, charcoal and 
pastel.  Acid-free, cold pressed pages are ideal for use with 
traditional painting methods and withstand repeated washes.  
Pads are tape-bound at the top with a fold-over cover.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-7022445 9x12" 11.79 11.49
M-7022446 11x15" 15.49 14.99
M-72634 18x24" 34.99 32.99

Bulk Packages For The
Art Classroom!

Canson®

Watercolor Paper Bulk Packs
Web Project 91 
90 lb., Cold Press, White, 100 Sheets—Bulk 
packs of natural white watercolor paper are 
ideal for classrooms, art events and demon-
strations.  Lightweight, student-grade water-
color and multimedia paper.  Suitable for wet and 
dry media such as watercolor, gouache, ink, pencil, 
pastel, charcoal, marker and pen.  Also ideal for light 
washes and durable for re-work.  Acid-free. 
 Size Each  6/Ea
M-706184 11x15" 40.99 37.49
M-706183 12x18" 48.75 45.75
M-7061900 18-1/4 x 24-1/4" 94.50 87.29
M-706177 22x30" 127.95 123.95

A Great Value For The 
Teacher On A Budget!

UCreate® Watercolor Paper Packs
90 lb., White, 250 Sheets—Economical, stu-
dent grade watercolor paper is designed espe-
cially for use in elementary classrooms.  
Features a smooth, uniform finish on both the 
front and back.  Ideal for wet media, including 
tempera, watercolor, gouache, markers and 
more.  Also suitable for mixed media tech-
niques.  Acid-free and recyclable.
 Style Each  6/Ea
P-4930 9x12" 39.95 37.95
P-4931 12x18" 78.95 72.59

Richeson
Watercolor Paper Pads
75 lb., White, 25 Sheets—A less expensive, 
student-grade, smooth, lightweight, water-
color paper that is ideal for any classroom 
setting.  Great for students or the beginning 
artist on a budget!  It is also an excellent 
paper for a variety of drawing techniques 
including pencil, pastel and charcoal.  Top, 
tape-bound pads.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-100256 9x12" 4.99 4.79
J-100257 12x18" 7.49 7.29

UCreate® Super Heavyweight 
Watercolor Paper
140 lb., White, 50 Sheets—Economical packages 
of watercolor paper are ideal for the classroom, 
beginners and technique practice.  White, heavy-
weight paper resists wrinkles.  These sturdy 
sheets work well for wet and mixed media such as 
watercolor, gouache, tempera, markers, ink and 
more.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
P-4943 9x12" 14.59
P-4944 12x18" 26.59
Art1st®

Gold Frame 
Watercolor 
Paper
30 Sheets
Student grade, 
smooth water-
color paper is 
adorned with a 
beautiful, gild-
ed gold frame 
that will turn 
any work of art 
into a finished 
masterpiece!  
Ideal for water-
color paint and 
other wet media.  It's the perfect paper for all 
ages and skill levels.  9x12" sheets are acid-free 
and recyclable. 
P-4926 Each ..............................10.39
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Wet Media Paper
Ideal For Young Artists!
Strathmore®

100 Series Paint Pad
90 lb., White, 20 Sheets—Designed with 
the younger artist in mind, this moisture-
resistant, lightly textured, durable paper 
is ideal for wet media such as poster 
paint, watercolors, tempera paint, finger paint and markers.  
Also good for pencils, oil and chalk pastel, crayons, drawing 
chalks and charcoal.  Two creative, inspirational art projects are 
listed on the inside cover.  Top, tape-bound pad.  Sheets mea-
sure 9x12".  Acid-free.
STR-27209 Each........................................5.49

Economical, Quality
Paper For Beginners!

Strathmore® 200 Series 
Watercolor Paper Pads
90 lb., Cold Press, White, 15 Sheets
An economical choice for beginning art 
students and watercolorists!  Ideal for 
brush stroke practice and experimenting 
with different techniques.  This lightweight, student-grade 
watercolor paper has a cold press surface and is ideal for all 
water-based media including watercolor, tempera, light-body 

acrylic, gouache and poster paint.  Also excellent for both chalk and 
oil pastels, charcoal, watercolor pencil and colored pencil techniques.  
Top, tape-bound pads.  Acid-free. 
 Size Each   12/Ea
STR-25109 9x12" 5.29 4.99
STR-25111 11x15" 7.59  7.19

Better Quality, 
Heavyweight Paper!

Strathmore® 300 Series 
Watercolor Paper Pads
140 lb., Cold Press, White, 12 Sheets
Affordable, heavyweight paper is suited for 
beginners and technique practice. Two distinct 
surfaces: the felt side is cold press. The other side is smoother and is 
ideal for detailed work.  Heavyweight paper.  Acid-free, tape-bound 
pads.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-360109 9x12" 7.49 6.99
STR-360111 11x15" 11.29 10.79
STR-360118 18x24" 22.69 21.39
Class Pack - 140 lb., cold press, 9x12".  24 sheets.  Acid-free.
STR-3619 Each ..............................................................................................................10.69
 16 or More, Each.............................................................................................9.99

Best Quality Paper For 
Advanced Students!

Strathmore® 400 Series
Watercolor Paper Pads
140 lb., Cold Press, White, 12 Sheets
Intermediate grade watercolor paper is popular 
with watercolorists of all levels because of the 
fine and even washes that can be achieved.  Also has a strong surface 
that will allow lifting and scraping applications.  The natural white color 
and traditional cold press surface make it ideal for mastering water-
color techniques or for finished artwork.  Will not stretch or exces-
sively warp.  Acid-free.  Top spiral-bound.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-4401 9x12" 9.29 8.99
STR-4403 12x18" 14.99 14.39
Watercolor Paper Block - 140 lb., cold press, white, 11x15".  15 sheets tape-bound on all four sides.  Acid-
free.  (Not shown.)
STR-47211 Each ..............................................................................................................23.59
Watercolor Paper Roll - 140 lb., cold press, white, 42" x 10 yards.  Acid-free.  (Not shown.)
STR-47342 Each ..............................................................................................................65.95
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Yasutomo® Multi Media Mineral Paper
20 Sheets—Ultra smooth paper is made from 
minerals, not paper pulp.  Ideal for use with alco-
hol inks. Bright white, vellum surface.  Sheets 
measure 9x12".  Acid-free.
YAS-JMP200 Each ................................9.99
Yupo® 
Medium 
Paper
74 lb., 
10 Sheets
Yupo is an 
i n c r e d i b l y 
durable, stain-
resistant, non-
absorbent syn-
thetic paper, 
machine-made 
of 100% poly-
p r o p y l e n e .  
Ultra white, 
super smooth 
finish.  Ideal for alcohol inks, offset printing, 
drawing, painting and more!  Neutral pH.  Sheets 
measure 9x12".  
LP-43470 Each ..............................16.59
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Grafix® Dura-Bright®

12 Sheets—Dura-Bright is a strong, smooth, 
waterproof surface.  Made from polypropylene, 
the heavyweight, 0.010" film is heat-resistant, 
non-absorbent and non-staining, so it can be 
wiped clean and used again.  Terrific for a variety 
of mediums and techniques, including acrylics, 
inks, colored pencil, markers, mixed media, die-
cutting and much more.  Opaque white is great 
for watercolor and alcohol inks, black is perfect 
for showcasing metallic and iridescent colors.  
Sheets measure 9x12".
 Style Each
GAS-14905 White 12.99
GAS-14918 Black 13.99
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Economical Mixed 
Media Paper!

Ucreate®

Mixed Media Art Paper
Web Projects 81, 98, 147, 
148, 160, 184, 196, 214 & 
226  White—Medium tooth sul-
phite paper with extra sizing added.  
Works equally well for both dry and 
wet media, including graphite, col-
ored pencil, chalk, pen & ink, mark-
er, oil pastels, tempera, watercolor 
and  acrylic.  Also suitable for block 
printing.  Acid-free.
50-Sheet Pad - Top-bound, 9x12".
P-4827 Each ............................... 6.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................6.49

60-Sheet Packages Size Each Quantities
P-4841 9x12" 5.29 24 or More, Each ................................................4.99
P-4843 12x18" 9.59 12 or More, Each ................................................9.19
500-Sheet Reams   
P-4831 9x12" 29.59 4 or More, Each ................................................27.99
P-4833 12x18" 57.95 2 or More, Each ................................................54.65
P-4835 18x24" 109.75

Canson® Plein Air 
Mix Media Artboards
10 Boards—Plein air artboard mix media pads 
are rigid art boards laminated to quality, lightly 
textured mix media paper.  Accepts media with 
excellent erasability.  Acid-free pads are glue-
bound and measure 8x10". 
M-105158 Each ..............................17.75

Canson® XL® Series
Mixed Media Pads
98 lb. (160gsm), 60 Sheets, White—Heavyweight 
paper with heavy sizing, making it excellent for 
wet and dry media.  Fine-tooth paper erases and 
blends easily.  Micro-perforated, true-size sheets.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-070999 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 7.99 7.59
M-7022420 9x12" 12.99 11.99

Strathmore® 
Mixed Media Visual Journals
90 lb. (190gsm), 68 Pages, White—Visual 
Journals feature heavy-duty covers with spiral 
wire binding that is thicker and stronger than 
traditional bindings.   Medium-weight paper is 
great for wet and dry media.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
STR-46015 5-1/2 x 8" 8.59
STR-46019 9x12" 14.99

Strathmore® 
300 Series
Mixed 
Media 
Sketch Pads
90 lb. 
(190gsm), 
40 Sheets, 
White
Designed for 
sketches, tech-
nique practice 
and quick stud-
ies.  Terrific for 
use with both wet and dry media.  Wire-bound.
 Size Each
STR-3625 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 8.29
STR-3629 9x12" 13.99
STR-36211 11x14" 19.59

Strathmore® 
Mixed Media 
Postcards
184 lb., 15 Cards
H e av y - we i g h t 
paper has the 
attributes of 
watercolor paper, 
with a vellum drawing finish.  Ideal for wet and 
dry media.  Blank on the front with postal infor-
mation on the reverse.  4x6".  Acid-free.
STR-7048 Each ................................5.49

Strathmore® 
Mixed Media 
Blank Cards
Web Project 
13 
140 lb., 10 Cards 
& 10 Envelopes
H e av y - we i g h t 
paper has the 
attributes of a 
watercolor paper, but with a vellum surface.  
Great for both wet and dry media.  Natural white 
color.  Acid-free.  
 Size Each
STR-10518 3-1/2 x 4-7/8" 6.99
STR-105462 5 x 6-7/8" 8.59

Strathmore® 
400 Series 
Toned Gray
Mixed Media 
Pads
184 lb. 
(300gsm),
15 Sheets
Heavywe ight , 
mixed media 
paper combines 
the characteris-
tics of a water-
color paper and 
the finish of a 
drawing sheet, 
creating a paper that performs well for all wet and 
dry media.  Allows for unique sketching by provid-
ing the middle value that would otherwise need to 
be rendered by the artist.  Top, glue-bound pads.  
Flip over cover.  Acid-free.  Made with 30% post-
consumer fiber.
 Size Each
STR-462306 6x8" 4.29
STR-462309 9x12" 9.49

Ucreate® Mixed Media Journal
50 Sheets, White—Extra sizing on this 
heavyweight white sulphite art paper makes 
it perfect for all types of media. Spiral 
bound with a heavy chipboard back and 
sturdy binding.  Paper is acid-free.  Measures 
8-1/2 x 11".
P-4847 Each ....................... 7.29
 12 or More, Each.... 6.99 M
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Web Project 226
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Crescent® #20 Hot Press Illustration 
Board Convenience 2-Pack
Smooth surfaced, white boards.  Perfect for pen-
cil, pen & ink, calligraphy, airbrush, light collage 
work and more.  Measure 15x20" and 0.05" 
(1.3mm) thick.
CRE-20PP Each ................................6.49 
 25 or More, Each.............6.19

Crescent® #99 Cold Press
Illustration Board School Packs
Mixed Media, Medium Weight, 40 Sheets
Perfect for large groups and classroom proj-
ects!  Medium-weight, cold press boards are 
perfectly textured to hold art media without 
pigments flaking off.  Ideal for most dry 
media as well as markers and acrylic.  White 
on one side.
 Size Each
CRE-990507 5x7" 25.49
CRE-990912 9x12" 47.25
CRE-991114 11x14" 79.75

Crescent® #201 Hot Press Board
Ink, Marker & Airbrush, Medium Weight
Excellent quality, medium-weight, professional 
board.  Smooth, white surface offers unparalleled 
sharpness for pen or marker artwork.  Ideal for ink 
techniques, mounting, transfer lettering and 
graphic design.  0.055" (1.4mm) thick.  20x30".  5 
sheet minimum order.
CRE-201S 5-14, Each .......................7.29
 15 or More, Each.............6.99

Crescent® #99 Cold Press Boards
Mixed Media, Medium Weight—All-purpose, 
student grade, economical illustration board.  
White, medium textured surface.  Terrific for use 
with dry media, as well as gouache, marker, 
acrylic and most other wet media.  0.05" (1.3mm) 
thick.  Mounted on a rigid cream core.  5 sheet 
minimum order.
20x30"
CRE-99S 5-14, Each .......................5.39 
 15 or More, Each.............4.99
30x40"
CRE-99 5-24, Each .......................9.29 
 25 or More, Each.............8.79

Crescent® #100 Cold Press Boards
All-Purpose, Heavyweight—Heavyweight, all-
purpose, off-white multimedia board with medi-
um texture.  0.09" (2.3mm) thick.  Cream core.  
Acid-free.  Do not assort for quantity discount.  
5 sheet minimum order.
 Size 5-14/Ea 15/Ea
CRE-100XS 15x20" 4.29 3.99
CRE-100S 20x30" 8.29 7.69

Crescent® #300 Cold Press Boards
All-Purpose, Medium Weight—Textured, off-
white surface.  Great for most illustration media, 
including colored pencil, pastel, charcoal and 
more.  0.055" (1.4mm) thick.  Mounted on a rigid 
cream core.  Acid-free.  15x20".  5 sheet mini-
mum order.
CRE-300XS 5-14, Each .......................3.59 
 15 or More, Each.............3.29
2-Count Package - 15x20" boards.
CRE-300PP Each ................................8.29
 25 or More, Each.............7.99

Crescent® #310 Cold Press Board
Airbrush & Wash, Medium Weight—Bright 
white, professional quality board for airbrush, 
wash illustrations and oil pastels.  Premium, 
lightly textured, medium-weight board with a 
100% rag surface.  0.055" (1.4mm).  15x20".  
Cream core.  Acid-free.  5 sheet minimum order.
CRE-310XS 5-14, Each .......................3.99
 15 or More, Each.............3.59

Student Illustration Boards

Professional Illustration Boards

Cold Press Hot Press
Crescent® #20
Hot Press University Grade Boards
Mixed Media, Medium Weight—Quality, multi-
media white illustration board makes a fantastic 
drawing surface for students or beginning artists  
for technique practice.  Smooth-finish, medium-
weight, 0.05" (1.3mm) thick, rigid cream core.  
Smooth surface is ideal for pencil, marker, air-
brush, pen and ink, calligraphy and light collage.  
Warp resistant.  Do not assort for quantity dis-
count.  5 sheet minimum order.
 Size 5-14/Ea 15/Ea
CRE-20XS 15x20" 2.79 2.49
CRE-20S 20x30" 4.99 4.59

Cold Press

Hot Press

Cold Press

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Cold Press

Hot Press

Cold press boards have a "toothy," tex-
tured surface.  Ideal for charcoal, graph-
ite, crayon and pastel as well as collage.  
Calligraphy, pencils and colored pencils 
are used on hot or cold press surfaces 
depending on artist preference.  Cold 
press boards are perfectly textured to 
hold media without pigments flaking off.

Hot press boards have a smooth surface which 
produces sharper, finer lines when working 
with airbrush, markers, pen and ink.  Also pre-
ferred for graphic design applications and 
paste-up.  Calligraphy, pencils and colored 
pencils are used on hot or cold press surfaces 
depending on artist preference.
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Crescent® #99 Cold Press Illustration 
Board Convenience 2-Pack
White, lightly textured boards.  Great for dry 
media, as well as markers, acrylic and most other 
wet media.  Measure 15x20" and 0.05" (1.3mm) 
thick.
CRE-19PP Each ................................6.49 
 25 or More, Each.............6.19
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Pacon® Standard Weight 
Pure Sulphite Paper
500 Sheets—A combination of quality and economy in a bright white paper.  
Its medium tooth is great for all kinds of dry media in the classroom.  Acid-
free and recyclable.  
 Size Each Quantities
P-4739 9x12" 16.49 8 or More, Each .................15.39
P-4742 12x18" 33.79 4 or More, Each .................31.49
P-4748 18x24" 79.95 3 or More, Each .................74.85

Pacon® Heavyweight Pure Sulphite Paper
500 Sheets—Superior quality, bright white sulphite paper has a medium 
tooth and a durable surface.  Terrific for any type of dry media.  Acid-free and 
recyclable.  
 Size Each Quantities
NEW P-4729 6x9" 16.49 12 or More, Each ...............15.79
P-4709 9x12" 19.99 8 or More, Each .................18.99
P-4712 12x18" 39.99 4 or More, Each .................37.99
P-4718 18x24" 86.95 4 or More, Each .................78.95

Pacon® Premium Heavyweight Pure Sulphite Paper
500 Sheets—Medium tooth surface accepts a variety of media, including   
pencil, markers, crayons, charcoal and colored pencil.  Pure sulphite paper is 
durable enough to withstand erasing and has premium retention.  Excellent 
whiteness.  Acid-free and recyclable.  
 Size Each Quantities
P-4809 9x12" 23.95 6 or More, Each .................22.79
P-4812 12x18" 47.79 3 or More, Each .................44.95
P-4818 18x24" 89.50 3 or More, Each .................83.59

Pacon® Supreme Weight Pure Sulphite Paper
500 Sheets—Our finest sheet for the classroom!  Durable and erasable with 
a medium tooth surface, it works great with both wet or dry media.  Acid-
free.  
 Size Each Quantities
P-104082 9x12" 28.79 6 or More, Each .................26.39
P-104083 12x18" 54.95 3 or More, Each .................51.95
P-104084 18x24" 112.75 3 or More, Each ...............104.85

12x18" - 250 sheets.
P-104090 Each ............... 25.99
 6/Each ........... 24.50 

18x24" - 500 sheets.
P-104091 
Each .....................................94.89

Pacon® Gray Bogus Paper
Gray Bogus paper is a multipurpose, heavyweight sheet 
that is a terrific choice for dry media drawings in the 
classroom.  It features an excellent toothy surface that is 
ready to accept student pastels, charcoal, artist chalk and 
pencil drawings.  Made from pearl gray colored recycled 
paper and is recyclable.  Acid-free.

80 lb.
STR-4011 Each.................46.95

100 lb.
STR-40110 Each ...................61.75

Terrific Paper For Finished Artwork!
Strathmore® 300 Series
Sketch Paper Classroom Value Pack 
50 lb. (74gsm), 200 Sheets—Economical, medi-
um-weight sketch paper.  Great for pencil, crayon, 
colored pencils, pastels, pen & ink, charcoal, chalk 
or light washes.  White, acid-free paper has a sur-
face that is slightly textured.  9x12".
STR-3519 Each ...............10.99; 12 or More, Each ...........10.39

Strathmore® 300 Series
Drawing Paper Classroom Value Pack
70 lb. (104gsm), 100 Sheets—Nice white paper 
with a slightly rough surface combines perfor-
mance with economy for the student artist.  Use 
with dry media like graphite, crayon, colored pen-
cil and charcoal for best results.  Offers good eras-
ability.  Can also be used with some wet media techniques like pen & 
ink and light washes.  Acid-free.  9x12".
STR-3419 Each .................9.75; 12 or More, Each .............9.39

Strathmore® 400 Series
Drawing Paper Sheets
80 lb. (130gsm) or 100 lb. (163gsm), 50 Sheets
Cream colored, moderate tooth paper. Ideal for 
high school or college students who are ready to 
work on a quality paper.  Acid-free.  19x24".
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Pacon® Medium Weight Cream Manila Paper
500 Sheets—This cream colored manila drawing paper is 
great for beginning drawing and sketching.  Suitable for 
almost any dry media including pastel, pencil, chalk, char-
coal, oil pastels, colored pencils and crayon.  Medium 
tooth.  Recyclable.
 Size Each Quantities
P-004109 9x12" 11.89 8 or More, Each .................10.95
P-4112 12x18" 23.99 4 or More, Each .................22.79
P-4118 18x24" 53.49 4 or More, Each .................51.79

Pacon® Heavyweight Cream Manila Paper
500 Sheets—Reams of versatile, heavyweight, warm-toned paper.  Features 
a medium tooth surface suitable for drawing in dry media, including chalk 
pastel, graphite pencil, colored pencil, charcoal, oil pastel, pencil and crayon.  
Recyclable. 
 Size Each Quantities
P-4209 9x12" 14.59 8 or More, Each .................13.29
P-4212 12x18" 27.39 4 or More, Each .................24.99
P-4218 18x24" 65.99 4 or More, Each .................59.95

Affordable Paper For Practicing
A Variety Of Different Techniques!

Pacon® Newsprint Reams
Web Projects 55 & 146  
500 Sheets—Economically provide drawing paper for the 
entire class with newsprint paper!  This lightweight paper 
features a smooth finish that is ideal for drawing, sketch-
ing, coloring and other projects.  Acid-free.  Buy in larger 
quantities and save on each ream!
 Size Each Quantities
P-3407 9x12" 7.99 10 or More, Each .................7.29
P-3409 12x18" 12.99 5 or More, Each .................11.99
P-3411 18x24" 28.99 3 or More, Each .................25.19
P-3414 24x36" 59.99 3 or More, Each .................53.99

Economical Newsprint Paper Pads!
Richeson Newsprint Pads
Web Projects 101, 151 & 242
35 lb., 100 Sheets—A school favorite!  A 
nice quality, rough-surfaced newsprint 
paper.  This affordable drawing surface is 
suitable for dry media such as pencil, pastel, 
graphite, charcoal, crayon or colored pencil 
and is ideal for the beginning artist.  
Chipboard-backed pads are tape-bound at 
the top.  Larger sizes can also be used as flip 
charts in the classroom or office.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-100210 9x12" 4.69 4.29
J-100211 12x18" 7.89 7.39
J-100213 18x24" 13.99 12.99 
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Strathmore®

300 Series Smooth Bristol Sheets
Economical, 100 lb. (260gsm) bristol board is 
perfect for pencil, pen and ink or airbrush 
practice.  2-ply.  22-1/2 x 28-1/2".  Acid-free.  
10 sheet minimum order.
STR-3452 10-24 Sheets, Ea ........ 2.49
 25 or More, Each ........ 2.09

Canson® Universal™ Sketch Pads
65 lb. (96gsm), 100 Sheets, White—Features 
fine quality paper that has been tested by profes-
sionals to ensure performance consistency.  
Rough surface sheets are micro-perforated for a 
clean edge when torn out of the pad.  Designed 
for a variety of dry media techniques, it is eras-
able and smudge-resistant.  Wire bound on the 
side with an extra-heavy chipboard back for sta-
bility.  Acid-free.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-702191 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 6.99 6.59
M-702192 9x12" 11.99 11.29

Strathmore® 
400 Series 
Hardbound 
Sketch 
Books
60 lb. (89gsm), 
192 Pages, 
W h i t e — T h i s 
high quality, 
h e av y w e i g h t 
sketch paper is 
intended for 
practice of 
techniques or 
quick studies 
with any dry media.  Lightly-textured, matte cover 
in dark chocolate brown.  Fine-tooth, acid-free, 
archival quality drawing paper.  Durable Smyth-
sewn binding allows pages to lay flatter.  
 Size Each
STR-2979 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 12.99
STR-29712 8-1/2 x 11" 16.29

Canson® Cream Drawing Artist Books
90 lb. (147gsm), 60 Sheets, Cream
Heavyweight paper is ideal for charcoal, pencil, 
pastel and pen and ink.  Smudge-resistant paper 
erases cleanly.  Double spiral-bound pads have 
acid-free, micro-perforated true-size sheets.
 Size Each
M-103239 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 7.29
M-103277 9x12" 11.99Strathmore® 

300 Series Smooth Bristol Pads
A 100 lb. (260gsm), 20 Sheets—Excellent for 
high school and college students.  For mechanical 
drawing, pencil, pen and ink or airbrush.  Top, 
tape-bound pads.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
STR-3429 9x12" 7.99
STR-34211 11x14" 10.99
STR-34214 14x17" 15.89
STR-34219 19x24" 30.99

Strathmore® 300 Series
Vellum Bristol Pads
Web Projects 43, 145 & 155  
B 100 lb. (260gsm), 20 Sheets—Great for any 
dry media.  Also suitable for airbrush.  Top, tape-
bound.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
STR-342109 9x12" 8.29
STR-342111 11x14" 10.99
STR-342114 14x17" 15.99
STR-342119 19x24" 30.99

Canson® XL® Series 
Recycled Bristol Pads
Web Project 193  96 lb. (260gsm), 25 
Sheets, White—Two distinct, bright surfac-
es: one side vellum, one side smooth.  
Sheets are glued at the top with a fold-over 
cover.  Pads contain 30% post-consumer 
materials.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
M-7022425 9x12" 8.59
M-7022426 11x14" 10.99
M-7022427 14x17" 16.79
M-7022428 19x24" 28.59
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Strathmore® 400 Series
Heavyweight Drawing Paper
100 lb. (163 gsm), 50-Sheet Package, Cream
Softly colored paper features a medium toothed 
surface that has slightly more texture.  Readily 
accepts pen & ink, pencil, charcoal, crayon and 
markers.  Non-reflective finish and uniform sheet 
works especially well for line drawing and techni-
cal work.  Great for high school and college draw-
ing classes.  Durable surface can withstand 
repeated erasing and reworking.  Acid-free sheets 
measure 19x24".
STR-40110 Each ..............................61.75

Strathmore® 400 Series 
Colored Pencil Pads
100 lb. (163 gsm), 30 Sheets—High-quality, 
natural white paper with a toothy, vellum surface 
that allows for smooth, even coverage and several 
layers of color.  Durable surface stands up to 
repeated erasing.  Ideal for colored pencils, pas-
tels, graphite and sketching sticks.  Wire-bound 
pads feature micro-perforations for easy page 
removal.  Small, 6x8" pad is top wire-bound, other 
sizes are side wire-bound.  Acid-free.
 Size Each
STR-4776 6x8" 4.59
STR-4779 9x12" 9.49
STR-47711 11x14" 12.59

UCreate® 
Poly Cover 
Sketch 
Books
White, heavy-
weight, acid-
free drawing 
paper is ideal 
for sketching 
and drawing 
with any dry 
media.  Spiral 
binding allows 
the book to lie 
flat while you 
work.  Durable, black poly covers won't rip or 
warp.
 Size Sheets Each
P-38004 3-1/2 x 5-1/2" 50 1.89
P-37089 6x9" 75 7.95
P-37088 9x12" 75 8.95
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Strathmore® 
300 Series 
Drawing Pads
70 lb. (104gsm), 
50 Sheets, 
White—Nice white 
paper, with a slight-
ly rough surface.  
Use with dry media 
such as charcoal, 
pastel, colored 
pencil, graphite or 
crayon.  Offers 
good erasability 
and resists smudg-
ing.  Can also be used with some wet media 
techniques like pen & ink and light washes or 
crayons.  Acid-free.  Spiral-bound.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-3409 9x12" 6.99 6.39
STR-34011 11x14" 9.39 8.49
STR-34014 14x17" 13.99 12.99 
Classroom Value Pack - 100 sheets, 9x12".
STR-3419 Each ................................9.75
 12 or More, Each.............9.39

Strathmore® 
300 Series 
Sketch Pads
50 lb. (74gsm), 
White
Economical, medi-
um-weight sketch 
paper is a fantastic 
choice for students 
or beginners.  Can 
be used with pen-
cils, crayons, pas-
tels, pen & ink, 
charcoal, chalk or 
light washes from 
watercolor crayons.  Acid-free paper has a surface 
that is slightly textured.  Spiral-bound pads.
100 Sheets Size Each 12/Ea
STR-3509 9x12" 8.79 7.99
STR-35011 11x14" 12.39 11.59
30 Sheets
STR-35018 18x24" 12.99 11.99
Classroom Value Pack - 200 sheets, 9x12".
STR-3519 Each ..............................10.99
 12 or More, Each...........10.39

Strathmore®

400 Series
Sketch
Pads
60 lb. (89gsm), 
White
This sketch 
paper is intend-
ed for practic-
ing techniques 
with various 
types of dry 
media.  Great 
for high school 
and college stu-
dents.  An excellent, heavyweight paper for pen & 
ink, graphite, colored pencil, charcoal, pastel and 
other media.  Side spiral-bound.  Acid-free.
50 Sheets Size Each 12/Ea
STR-4559 9x12" 6.79 6.29
STR-45511 11x14" 9.59 8.99
100 Sheets
STR-4553 9x12" 10.99 10.39
STR-4554 11x14" 14.99 13.99

Strathmore® 
200 Series 
Drawing Pad
64 lb. (104gsm), 
40 Sheets,
White—Made with 
Strathmore quality, 
this inexpensive 
pad features light-
weight white draw-
ing paper.  Surface 
features a slight 
tooth.  Fantastic for 
both beginning and 
experienced artists practicing techniques.  Terrific 
for artwork using a variety of media including 
graphite, colored pencils, pen & ink, pastels, 
paper chalks, charcoal and markers.  Heavy chip-
board back cover.  9x12".  Acid-free.  Pad is tape-
bound at the top.
STR-25009 Each ................................4.29
 12 or More, Each.............3.75

Strathmore® 
200 Series 
Sketch Pad
50 lb. (74gsm), 
100 Sheets, 
White—An eco-
nomical, light-
weight drawing 
paper, ideal for 
practicing  sketch-
ing techniques.  A 
suitable paper for 
beginners and even 
budget-conscious 
experienced artists.  Use with graphite, colored 
pencil, pen & ink, sketching sticks, charcoal, pas-
tels, paper chalks, crayons and markers.  The 
white, acid-free surface features a slight tooth.  
Heavy chipboard back cover.  9x12".  Top, tape-
bound pad.
STR-25509 Each ................................4.99
 12 or More, Each.............4.69

Strathmore® 
400 Series 
Drawing Pads
80 lb. (130gsm), 
24 Sheets, 
Cream
Strathmore 400 
Series drawing 
paper is ideal for 
sketching prac-
tice and most fin-
ished dry media 
artwork.  Surface 
readily accepts 
pen & ink, graph-
ite, colored pen-
cil, charcoal, pastels and markers.  Non-reflective 
finish and uniform sheet is especially suited for 
line drawing and technical work.  Smooth, moder-
ate tooth surface.  Top spiral-bound and micro-
perfed for clean removal of sheets.  Acid-free.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-4004 9x12" 6.39 5.79
STR-4005 11x14" 8.59 7.75
STR-4008 18x24" 16.99 15.39

Animate Your Own 
Stories!

General's® 
Create Your 
Own Flip 
Books
6-Count 
Package—Create 
your own flip books 
by drawing a series 
of pictures that 
vary gradually from 
one page to the 
next.  When the 
pages are turned 
rapidly, the pic-
tures appear to be 
animated, just like 
in a cartoon or 
movie.  Books measure 2x4" and have 32 
pages each.
GEN-690106 Each ....................... 5.79
 12 or More, Each.... 5.39 S
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UCreate® Premium Sketch Book
30 Sheets, White—Artists will find it a pleasure 
to work with this economical, heavyweight, pure 
white sulphite paper.  The toothy finish provides 
fabulous sketching results.  Great for use with 
graphite, colored pencils, charcoal and more.  The 
sturdy chipboard backing makes this sketchbook 
durable enough to draw comfortably while on the 
go.  Terrific for students.  Sketch book is spiral-
bound at the top, so pages lay flat while you work.  
9x12".  Archival quality, acid-free.
P-103207 Each ................................5.89
 12 or More, Each.............5.59

Strathmore® 
400 Series 
Recycled 
Sketch Pads 
60 lb. (89gsm), 
100 Sheets,
White
Fine quality 
sketch paper is 
made in an acid-
free environ-
ment with only 
acid-free recy-
cled papers and 
virgin wood pulp.  Features a durable, medium-
toothed surface that is terrific for all kinds of dry 
media.  Contains 30% post-consumer fiber.  The 
side spiral-bound pads easily lay flat while you 
work.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-4575 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 6.99 6.29
STR-4579 9x12" 10.99 9.99
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Sketch Book Features 
Simple How-To Guides!

Prang® 
Sketch 
Smart 
Sketch Book
Developed with 
art teacher Cassie 
Stephens, this 
softcover sketch-
book features 
eight pages that 
teach kids about 
the elements of 
art, patterns and 
landscapes, plus 
how to draw peo-
ple and faces.  Also features an all-about-me page 
in the front plus a blank cover that kids can cus-
tomize.  32 pages of heavyweight, mixed media 
paper that is terrific for both wet and dry media.  
Great for documenting a semester or school year 
in art class.  Acid-free and recyclable.  Measures 
8-1/2 x 11".
P-94819 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.49

Ecology® 
Sketch 
Paper
Web Projects 
121 & 150
Medium-weight, 
white  paper that 
features 100% 
total recycled 
content and 40% 
post-consumer 
waste.  Suitable 
for all dry 
media—such as 
graphite, colored pencil, charcoal, pastels, chalks 
and crayon.  Acid-free and chlorine-free.  Available 
in reams and individual diaries.  Sketch diary is 
side spiral-bound.
8-1/2 x 11" Sketch Diary - 70 sheets.
P-4798 Each ................................5.59
 12 or More, Each.............5.29
9x12" - Ream of 500 sheets.
P-4719 Each ..............................17.99
 8 or More, Each.............16.99
12x18" - Ream of 500 sheets.
P-4722 Each ..............................32.99
 4 or More, Each.............30.75

Art1st® 
Sketch 
Diaries
70 Sheets, 
White
Economica l , 
student-grade 
sketchbooks.  
S t a n d a r d -
weight, all-
purpose, pure 
sulphite draw-
ing paper.  
Ideal for dry 
media such as 
colored pencils, pencil, pastel, graphite or char-
coal.  Durable enough for pen and ink as well.  
Chipboard back makes it sturdy enough for using 
in the classroom, studio or field.  Lay-flat, side 
spiral binding.  Acid-free.
 Size Each 12/Ea
P-4790 6x9" 5.99 5.59
P-4794 8-1/2 x 11" 6.39 5.79
P-4791 9x12" 8.39 7.99

UCreate® 
Create Your 
Own Cover 
Sketch 
Diaries
50 Sheets, White
Natural light 
brown chipboard 
covers and backs 
are fun to person-
alize.  Economical, 
s t u d e n t - g r a d e 
sketchbooks with 
standard-weight, 
white acid-free 
paper.  Ideal for 
use with any dry media such as pencils, pastels, 
graphite and more.
 Size Each 12/Ea
P-4776 6x9" 5.59 5.29
P-4777 8-1/2 x 11" 6.99 6.59

Bienfang® NoteSketch® Book
19 lb. (75gsm), 64 Sheets, White—Organize 
visual concepts and write down notes in one 
place.  High quality paper with lines on one half 
and blank space on the other.  Horizontal ruled; 
side spiral-bound.  Measures 5-1/2 x 8-1/2".  
E-239100 Each ................................7.39 
 12 or More, Each.............6.99

Canson® 
XL® 
Series 
Recycled 
Sketch 
Pads
50 lb. 
(74gsm), 
100 Sheets, 
White
Terrific for 
both stu-
dents and 
professional 
artists alike!  
Pads feature natural white, acid-free paper 
with a fine, slight tooth that is great for a 
variety of dry media.  Heavy, chipboard 
backs offer stable support for sketching on 
the go.  Made of 30% post consumer con-
tent.  Top, tape-bound pads.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-7022411 9x12" 7.29 6.59
M-7022413 11x14" 10.99 9.99
M-7022415 18x24" 26.99 24.99
Wire-Bound Pad - 9x12".
M-7022412 Each ...........................8.79
 12 or More, Each .......8.49

Canson® 
XL® Series 
Recycled 
Drawing Pads 
70 lb. 
(114gsm), 
60 Sheets, White
Pads combine 
quality and per-
f o r m a n c e .  
M a n u f a c t u r e d 
using earth-
friendly, sustain-
able methods and 
contain 30% 
post-consumer 
recycled materials.  Top, wire-bound pads contain 
smooth, slightly toothy white paper.  Special sur-
face formulation ensures clean erasing.  Micro-
perforated, true-size sheets tear out easily and 
cleanly.  Ideal for all dry media.  Acid-free.
 Size Each 6/Ea
M-7022402 9x12" 7.59 7.19
M-7022403 11x14" 9.99 9.39

Canson® XL® 
Series 
Drawing Pads 
70 lb. (114gsm), 
White—Natural 
white sheets are 
smooth with just 
a slight tooth, 
providing a nice 
surface for col-
ored pencil, 
graphite, char-
coal, pastel, plus 
pen & ink.  Paper 
erases cleanly.  
Micro-perforated 
sheets are true to size.  Top wire-bound, except 
18x24", which is side wire-bound.  Both styles lay 
flat while you work.  Acid-free.
 Size Sheets Each 12/Ea
M-7022430 9x12" 60 7.69 6.99
M-7022431 11x14" 60 9.99 9.49
M-7022404 18x24" 30 17.59 16.39
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Pacon® Multi-Program Picture Story 
Paper Reams
500 Sheets—Standard red and blue ruling on 
newsprint paper.  Can be used with either Zaner-
Blosser or D'Nealian handwriting styles.  Sheets 
feature space for children to write and illustrate.  
Each horizontal, 12x9" sheet offers 4-1/4" of pic-
ture space at the top.
P-2423 Zaner-Blosser Gr. K-1/D'Nealian Gr. K
P-2424 Zaner-Blosser Gr. 2-3/D'Nealian Gr. 1-3
Each .........................................................11.29 
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Koala Tools® Mini 
Dot Grid Notebook
Mini dot grid paper allows 
for small drawings to be 
sketched easily.  Light 
teal ink dots are printed 
every 1/8", making it 
great for design, journal-
ing and lettering.  
Paperback 5x7" sketch-
book has 60 pages.
K-KT15 Each ................................4.39

Koala
Tools®

Dot Grid 
Sketchbook
Easily sketch 
3D objects with 
this dot grid 
paper.  Light 
teal ink dots 
are printed 
every 1/4".  
Saddle-stitched 
with a soft 
brown cover.  
Features geo-
metric shapes, formulas, the golden ratio and 
more on the back for reference.  Measures 7-3/4 
x 9-3/4".  Paperback, 60 pages.
K-KT08 Each ................................5.49

Geometric String Art 
Project Kit
Web Project 107  50-Project 
Set—Create beautiful string art 
projects in the classroom with 
this easy, affordable project kit!  
Enough supplies for 30 students 
at a time to make up to 50 Geometric 
String Art Projects.  Includes one 100-
sheet package of 8-1/2 x 11" black card 
stock, one 50-sheet pad of 8-1/2 x 11" Bienfang 
gridded paper, two 400-yard spools of white 
thread, 30 Elmer's school glue sticks, 30 each of 
#18 needles and instructions.  You will need 
your own pencils, rulers, scissors and a needle 
tool to complete the project.  Elmer's school 
glue sticks are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK107 Each  ..........................59.95

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Pacon®

Cross-Section Graph Paper
500 Sheets—Non-bleached white, toothy 
groundwood paper features light blue lines print-
ed on one side.  Sheets measure 9x12".  Made 
from recycled paper.
 Style Each
P-2863 1/2" Grid 14.99
P-2864 1" Grid 15.49

Bienfang® 
Gridded 
Paper Pads
Web 
Projects 
107 & 245 
50 Sheets
The non-
reproducible, 
blue-line grids 
are printed on 
both sides of 
quality, white 
bond paper.  
Ink will not 
feather or bleed through the page.  Gridded pads 
feature fold-over covers.
4x4 Squares/Inch Size Each
E-910590 8-1/2 x 11" 6.59
E-910593 11x17" 10.99
8x8 Squares/Inch
E-910591 8-1/2 x 11" 6.59
E-910594 11x17" 10.99

Mead®

Quad Ruled
Spiral 
Notebook
100 Sheets
This white qua-
drille paper fea-
tures 5x5 squares 
per inch.  Spiral-
bound at the left 
side and is 3-hole 
punched so it can 
easily be inserted 
into a binder.  
Printed on both sides.  Color of cover varies.  
Sheets measure 7-1/2 x 10-1/2".
MEAD-05676 Each ................................3.19
 24 or More, Each.............2.99

Pacon® 
Quadrille Ruled 
Paper Ream
500 Sheets
Web Project 211  
E c o n o m i c a l , 
smooth, white sul-
phite paper, 1/4" 
ruled on both sides with light blue lines for 
easy reproduction.  Great for geometric  and 
symmetrical sketches.  8-1/2 x 11".  
Compatible with laser and inkjet printers.
P-2411 Each ..................... 12.99
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Roylco® Make-A-Mandala Paper
36 Sheets—Promote mindfulness while creating 
beautiful art.  Color-coded guidelines and refer-
ence dots make composing patterns easier for 
young children, while still challenging older stu-
dents.  Draw outlines with a dark marker or cray-
on, then fill in with colors of your choice.  Sheets 
measure 11x11"; mandala circles measure 
approximately 10" in diameter.
ROY-15402 Each ..............................13.99

NEW

Overhead 
Transparencies With 
Geometric Patterns!

Koala Tools®

Geometric Transparency Grids
4-Piece Set—Features four gridded 
transparencies to aid in drawing projects: 
quadrille, 1/4" isometric, circular (polar 
coordinates) and golden ratio.  Quadrille is 
marked in 1/2" increments with a solid 
line and 1/4" increments with a dotted 
line.  Designed for use with lightboxes, 
light tables or overhead projectors.  Use 
each transparency repeatedly with dry 
erase markers.  Can also be copied with a 
copy machine to make paper printouts.  
Made of 0.3mm PVC film, each transpar-
ency measures 8-1/2 x 11".
K-KT21 Each ............................................16.99
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Strathmore®

400 Series Gray Scale Pad
80 lb. (216gsm), 15 Sheets—Textured, heavy-
weight charcoal paper in gray scale colors ranging 
from white to black. Features three sheets each of 
white and black, plus three sheets each of light, 
medium and dark grays.  Perfect for graphic art 
projects.  It is also great for value studies using 
charcoal, pastel and chalk.  12x18".  Acid-free.  Top 
tape-bound pad.
STR-440012 Each ..............................12.59 
 12 or More, Each...........11.99

Strathmore®

100 Series 
Black Chalk 
Paper
70 lb. (114gsm), 
15 Sheets—The 
rough surface is 
ideal for all types 
of chalk and pas-
tels, plus opaque 
pens. Most dry 
media can be 
removed from 
surface with a 
damp cloth for 
multiple uses of 
the same sheet.  
Top, tape-bound pad.  9x12".    
STR-27150 Each ................................6.49
 12 or More, Each.............5.99

Strathmore® 500 Series Deluxe Charcoal/Pastel Paper Sheets
64 lb. (95gsm)—Finest quality, 100% cotton fiber paper with a traditional laid pattern.  Provides the 
proper tooth for precise shading when using charcoal or pastel.  Raised texture accepts most dry media.  
19x25" sheets.  Acid-free.  10 sheet minimum order per color.
10-24, Each (one color) ............................ 2.19; 25 or More, Each (one color) ........................1.99

 STR-60142 STR-60141 STR-60143
 Olive Desert Sand Smoke Gray

 STR-60131 STR-60132 STR-6030
 Black Brite White White

Superior Drawing Papers From Strathmore
For Professional Pastel & Charcoal Artwork!

Strathmore® 400 Series Artagain™
Recycled Drawing Pads 
60 lb. (160gsm), 24 Sheets—Recycled drawing 
paper with a soft, flannel-like pattern.  Perfect for 
graphite or colored pencils, charcoal and pastels.  
Made from 30% post consumer fiber. Top, glue-
bound pads with fold-over covers.  Acid-free.  
Available in black and assorted tints: beach, des-
ert rose, ivory, moonstone, steel gray and storm 
blue.
Black Size Each
STR-445109 9x12" 8.59
STR-445112 12x18" 12.99
Assorted Tints Size Each
STR-4459 9x12" 8.59
STR-44512 12x18" 12.99

Toned Paper Provides The Middle 
Value, Saving You Time!

Strathmore® 400 Series Toned Sketch Books
80 lb. (118gsm)—Available in warm tan and cool gray shades, 
Strathmore's toned paper is ideal for light and dark media.  The 
medium surface is terrific for use with graphite, chalk, charcoal, 
sketching sticks, colored pencils, china markers 
and white gel pens.  Sketch books are wire-bound 
on the side and have a sturdy back.  Feature 
micro-perforations for easy removal; sheets are 
actual size when removed at the perforation.  
Made from 30% post-consumer fiber.  Acid-free.
9x12" - 50 sheets.
STR-412109 Toned Gray
STR-4129 Toned Tan
Each ...........................................................9.39
12 or More, Each (one style) .....................8.99
18x24" - 24 sheets.
STR-412118 Toned Gray
STR-41218 Toned Tan
Each .........................................................17.99

Strathmore® 
300 Series Charcoal Pads
64 lb. (95gsm)—A natural white paper, 
ideal for charcoal and pastel drawings.  The 
laid texture provides a durable, toothy sur-
face for building layers of color.  Strong 
enough to hold up to oil pastels and cray-
ons.  Acid-free.  Spiral-bound pads.
 Size Sheets Each 12/Ea
STR-33011 11x17" 32 9.99 9.49
STR-33018 18x24" 24 19.59 18.29
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Canson® XL® Sand Grain 
Dry Mixed Media Pads
98 lb. (160gsm), 40 Sheets—Innovative paper 
contains organic, renewable materials and fea-
tures a sand finish.  Surface retains pigments, 
creating subtle color effects.  Specially designed 
for dry media, such as pencil, colored pencil, 
pastel, charcoal and graphite.  Easy to erase, the 
sand finish is on both sides of each sheet.  Natural 
cream color with a coarse texture.  Top, glue-
bound pads with fold-over covers.
 Style Each
M-5004823 9x12" 7.49
M-5004824 11x14" 9.49

Double-Sided Sand Grain 
Paper For Dry Media!

NEW
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 M-7072315 M-7072307 M-7072326  M-7072308  
 White Eggshell Cream Pearl Gray  
 

 M-7072309 M-7072330 M-7072329 M-7072316 
 Flannel Gray Steel Gray Felt Gray Sand  

 M-7072322 M-7072336 M-7072313 M-7072327
 Sky Blue Light Blue Indigo Stygian Black

High Cotton Content Makes Mi-Teintes The Artist’s Choice!

Canson® Colorline® Paper
92 lb. (150gsm), 10-Sheet Packages—Lightly 
grained drawing paper with a surface that is both 
versatile and heavyweight.  The perfect "step-up" 
from construction paper, it is ideal for collage, 
drawing and papercraft projects.  Accepts all 
drawing media with ease.  Try colored pencils, 
charcoal, graphite, pastels or tempera on this economically priced paper.  Acid-free and chlorine-free, 
so it's also good for journaling.  19x25".
Each .........................................................................................................................................15.95

 M-41411 M-41414 M-41377
 Light Grey Black White

Canson® Mi-Teintes® Paper
98 lb. (160gsm), 10-Sheet Packages—This classic French paper, with a "vellum" texture on one side 
and a flat surface on the reverse, is equally suitable for both dry and most wet media: pastel, oil pastel, 
chalk, pencil, watercolor and acrylic.  If you're looking for a sheet for a papercraft project, Mi-Teintes' 
heavy sheets are also ideal for decoration and folding thanks to its wonderful flexibility.  Manufactured 
to be highly light-resistant and acid-free, with 66% cotton rag content.  Archival quality ensures long 
life without deterioration.  19x25" paper.
Each ........................................................................................................................................ 24.99

A

B

C

D

E

F

Strathmore® 400 Series Pastel Pads
80 lb. (118gsm), 24 Sheets—Textured finish is 
ideal for chalks and oil pastels.  Pastel colors: 
beige, blue, buff, cream, green and yellow.  Top, 
tape-bound.  Acid-free.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STR-40311 11x14" 9.95 9.29
STR-40318 18x24" 19.99 18.39

Canson® Mi-Teintes® 
Pastel Paper Assortments
98 lb. (160gsm), 24 Sheets—Each pad 
contains four sheets each of six assorted 
shades.  Acid- and lignin-free.
Gray Tones - Dark gray, felt gray, steel gray, 
flannel gray, pearl and pearl gray.
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-7022257 9x12" 9.99 9.29
M-7022258 12x16" 15.99 14.89
Assorted Colors - White, champagne, buff, 
moonstone, steel gray and light blue.  
 Size Each 12/Ea
M-7022050 9x12" 9.99 9.29
M-7022051 12x16" 15.99 14.89

Canson® Mi-Teintes®

Pastel Black Paper Pad
98 lb. (160gsm), 24 Sheets—Dual-surface paper.  
Heavy texture is ideal for soft pastel, white char-
coal and opaque markers.  Lighter texture on the 
reverse.  Acid-free.  9x12" pad.  
M-7022057 Each ................................9.99 
 12 or More, Each.............9.29Canson® Mi-Teintes®

Assorted Color Paper Packs
98 lb. (160gsm), 10-Sheet Packages—Colors 
are combined in convenient packages.  Sheets 
measure 19x25".
A M-7073078 Bright Colors -  Cadmium yellow, 
canary, light blue, orange, poppy red, red, royal blue, 
turquoise, violet and viridian.
B M-7073080 Fine Art Colors -  Cobalt blue, 
dark blue, dark gray, green, orchid, oyster, red earth, 
sepia, steel gray and twilight.

C M-7073077 Muted Colors -  Bisque, black, 
cream, felt gray, hemp, moonstone, sand, sky blue, 
tobacco and white.
D M-7073081 Portrait Colors -  Amber, blue, 
buff, burgundy, champagne, honeysuckle, indigo 
blue, ivory, light green and oyster.
E M-7073039 Pastel Colors - Dawn pink, egg-
shell, flannel gray, ivory, light green, lilac, lily, pale 
yellow, pearl and sky blue.
F M-7073082 Gray Colors - Two each of black, 
dark gray, flannel gray, pearl gray and white.

Each ........................................................................................................................................ 24.99
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Canson® 
Fanboy™ 
Concept 
Sketch Pages
10 Sheets—100 
lb. (260gsm) bris-
tol, perfect for 
sketching in pencil 
or pen.  Non-
reproducible blue, 
pre-printed layout 
templates for 
working out page ideas and story details.  
Tape-bound pad.  8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.
M-7022190 Each ......................... 7.59

Canson® 
Comic Book 
Layout Pages
35 Sheets—50 lb. 
(74gsm) surface 
for pencil, pen, 
charcoal and pas-
tel.  Non-photo 
blue grid lines for 
laying out comic 
panels.  Tape-
bound pad.  8-1/2 
x 11".  Acid-free.
M-7022191 Each ......................... 8.99

Rives BFK Paper
10-Sheet Packages—250gsm, felt-finished 
sheets.  Acid-free, 100% rag paper for lithography, 
embossing or silkscreening.  Mouldmade in 
France.  22x30" with four deckled edges.  
White
W-1795116 Each Package ................84.95
 10 or More, Each...........71.75
Cream
W-1795123 Each Package ................98.75
 10 or More, Each...........89.95

Rives Lightweight Paper
10-Sheet Package—115gsm paper made from 
100% cotton rag.  Watermarked sheets feature a 
smooth, absorbent surface and two natural deck-
led edges.  Mouldmade in France.  Suited for 
silkscreen, block printing, offset lithography, lino-
cut, etching, embossing, drawing or calligraphy.  
Acid-free sheets are soft-sized and buffered.  
White, measure 20x26".  
W-1795134 Each Package ................41.95
 10 or More, Each...........37.95

Rives Heavyweight Paper
175gsm, 100% cotton rag paper.  Use for 
printmaking, drawing, etching or emboss-
ing.  Mouldmade in France, watermarked 
with two deckled edges.  White, acid-free.
19x26" - 10 sheets per package.
W-1795138 Each Package ...........39.75
 10 or More, Each .....34.70
26x40" Sheets - 10 sheet minimum order.
W-1795140 10-24, Each Sheet .....9.99
 25 or More, Each .......8.99

Stonehenge Paper
250gsm, machine-made, 100% cotton rag paper.  
Excellent for watercolor, colored pencil, charcoal, 
pen & ink, lithography, screenprinting and print-
making.    Heavily sized with a smooth surface; 
two deckled edges.  White.  Acid- and chlorine-
free with a neutral pH.  22x30".  10 sheet mini-
mum order.
LP-SW2230 10-99, Each Sheet ...........4.99
 100 or More, Each...........4.50
Roll - 50" by 10 yards.
LP-33014 Each Roll .....................219.50

Masa Paper
77gsm, white, 100% sulphite paper with a true 
"Japanese" feel.  Smooth on one side, slightly 
textured on the other.  Machine-made in Japan 
with a neutral pH.  Strong enough for most any 
printmaking technique.  Can also be used for 
silkscreening, watercolor, sumi painting and inta-
glio applications.  21x31".  Acid-free, archival 
quality.  10 sheet minimum order.
LP-MA2131 10-99, Each Sheet ...........2.79
 100 or More, Each...........2.49

Arches® 88 Silkscreen Paper
10-Sheet Package—100% rag, 300gsm, mould-
made paper imported from France.  Each white 
sheet has a smooth surface and measures 22x30" 
with two deckled edges and a watermark.  Neutral 
pH, unsized for maximum absorption and acid-
free.  While designed for silkscreening, it can also 
be used for lithography and intaglio, plus accepts 
pencil.  
W-1795153 Each Package ................82.50 
 10 or More, Each...........74.95
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Stonehenge Paper Pad
12 Sheets—250gsm, machine-made, 100% cot-
ton rag paper.  Produces excellent results for 
watercolors, pen & ink, pencil, charcoal or pas-
tels, as well as lithography, etching and other 
printmaking techniques.  Heavily sized with a 
smooth, flawless surface.  Acid-free.  18x24".
LP-43457 Each ..............................58.75

Canson® Comic Book Art Boards
24 Sheets—Heavyweight, 150 lb. (250gsm) 
sheets accept ink, marker and pencil.  Non-
reproducible blue grid lines for easy layout 
and artwork submission.  11x17".  Tape-
bound pad.  Acid-free.
M-7022189 Each ....................... 26.99
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Speedball® Block Printing Paper
50 Sheets—Acid-free and pH neutral, this paper 
won't yellow over time.  Ideal for block printing, 
rubber stamping and other printmaking applica-
tions.  Machine-made paper features a bright 
white, smooth surface with characteristics true to 
traditional oriental block printing papers.
 Size Each
SAP-4320 9x12" 13.50
SAP-4322 12x18" 25.49

Strathmore® 
300 Series 
Lightweight 
Printmaking 
Paper Pads
Soft, durable 
surface features 
medium texture 
and can absorb 
large amounts 
of ink.  White 
paper is great 
for relief print-
ing with blocks 
or linocuts, plus practicing.  Acid-free.  Fold-over 
covers.
 Size Sheets Each
STR-3335 5x7" 40 5.39
STR-3338 8x10" 40 8.49
STR-33311 11x14" 30 12.99

Art1st®

Printmaking 
Paper
100 Sheets
E c o n o m i c a l 
p r i n t m a k i n g 
paper that is 
designed for 
beginning art-
ists. Quality 
acid-free, heavy-
weight paper is 
an ideal surface 
for block print-
ing, relief print-
ing and other 
types of printmaking done in the classroom.  
White.  9x12".
P-9001 Each .................................... 8.79

Inovart™ 
Masterpiece 
Printing 
Paper
100 Sheets
High quality, 
white, neutral pH 
paper that is 
excellent for use 
with a wide 
range of water- 
or oil-based inks.  
Also ideal for 
marbling.  Can be 
used in laser or 
inkjet printers to 
create multime-
dia effects with fine artwork.  12x18".
INO-7100 Each ............................. 15.99

Aitoh 
Sumi-E 
Painting & Calligraphy Paper
Web Project 162  48 Sheets—Japanese 
hosho rice paper (washi), a traditional high-
quality kozo paper.  Ideal for block printing 
and screen printing, plus sumi-e painting 
and calligraphy work.  Smooth paper pro-
duces clean prints.  Side-bound pads.
 Size Each
AIT-SPS 12x9" 10.99
AIT-SPM 18x12" 12.59

Arnhem 1618® Printmaking Paper
100 Sheets—Made in Holland, Arnhem 1618 
Printmaking Paper features strong, absorbent 
fibers that allow a variety of media to be used, 
while still allowing intricate detail.    Great for dry 
or damp printing.  245gsm.  100% rag, acid-free.  
White sheets, 8-1/2 x 11". 
SAP-7030 Each ..............................55.55
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Black Ink™ Thai Mulberry 
Block Print Paper Assortment
45 Sheets—A handmade, archival block printing 
paper, made up of kozo (mulberry) fibers with a 
neutral pH.  Inkjet and laser printer compatible.    
Excellent for block printing.  Five each of nine dif-
ferent colors.  9x12". 
BI-AP203 Each ..............................36.49

Speedball® Fine Printmaking Paper 
Web Project 100  25 Sheets—Printing paper 
made in Thailand from a mix of mulberry and 
bamboo fibers.  Sheets are thin and strong, with 
one smooth side and a lightly textured reverse 
side.  Ideal for lino block, wood block, screen 
printing, sumi painting, light water media and 
more.  Acid-free and pH neutral.  Sheets measure 
9x12".
SAP-4324 Each ..............................15.79
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Prismacolor Pencil Paisley Resist 
Web Project 162

Step 1 - On the smooth side of Sumi paper, 
draw a paisley design with Prismacolor Pencils.  
Light and brighter colors will work best on this 
project.
Step 2 - Turn paper over and place it on news-
paper or scrap of poster board.  Use a wide 
brush to saturate the entire rough side of the 
paper with India ink.  Once ink is dry, another 
coat can be applied to make the paper very dark, 
if desired.  Note: The ink must be applied to the 
back, rough side of the paper or it will cover up 
the pencil drawing.
Step 3 - Allow ink to dry completely.  Sumi-E 
paper is delicate, handle with care when wet.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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Richeson Transfer Paper
A convenient roll of high-quality graphite paper 
for tracing and transferring artwork.  This waxless, 
greaseless, erasable paper is bleed- and smudge-
proof.  Roll measures 24" by 24 ft.
J-101050 Each ..............................15.99

Royal® & Langnickel 
Graphite Paper
4 Sheets—Easily transfer 
images to artwork and other 
craft projects with graphite 
paper.  High quality paper 
won't leave behind a messy 
residue.  Ideal for nearly any 
surface: fabric, leather, plas-
tic, wood, glass, china or 
metal.  Gray graphite paper 
is designed for use on lighter 
colored surfaces.  Each sheet 
measures approximately 
9x13" when unfolded.  
RBM-06065
Each ............................3.79

Saral® Wax-Free Transfer Paper
Graphite-based transfer paper that can be 
used again and again.  Produces waxless, 
greaseless tracings.  Lightweight and erasable.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
Rolls - Measure 12" x 12 ft. long.
SRL-001 Graphite SRL-002 White
Each .........................................................15.49
Graphite Sheets - 18x24" sheets.  12 per package.
SRL-020 Each ..............................21.99

Saral® 
Wax-Free 
Transfer 
Paper 
Sampler
5-Sheet Package
Specialized trans-
fer paper that 
works like carbon 
paper.  It produces 
clean, waxless, 
greaseless trac-
ings that lay lightly 
on the surface and 
are easy to erase.  Package includes one sheet 
each of blue, graphite, red, white and yellow col-
ors.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 12".  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
SRL-010 Each ................................6.99

100% Rag
Drafting Vellum with Title Block
16 lb. (60gsm), 10-Sheet Package
Superior quality, 100% rag drafting vellum, 
pre-printed with title block and border for 
professional presentations.  Treated to allow 
ghost-free erasure.  Vellum remains translu-
cent and will not yellow.  18x24".
CPK-02860 Each ....................... 28.50
 

100% Rag Drafting Vellum
16 lb. (60gsm)—Superior quality drafting 
vellum with remarkable, ghost-free erasabil-
ity.  100% new rag stock treated with high-
impact resins.  Versatile, trouble-free surface 
works equally well for pencil, ink, watercolor 
and other media.  Bright white in color to 
produce better line contrast.   Will not yellow 
or lose its transparency over time.  (Not 
shown.)
100-Sheet Package - 8-1/2 x 11".
CPK-00101 Each ....................... 32.99
10-Sheet Package - 18x24".
CPK-00125 Each ....................... 24.99

Canson® 
Vidalon® 
Translucent 
Vellum Pad
55 lb. (90gsm), 50 
Sheets
Extremely transpar-
ent with a smooth, 
satin finish.   Resists 
scraping and tear-
ing.  Neutral pH, 
will not yellow or 
crack.  11x14" pad 
is top tape-bound.
M-702443 Each ..............................28.75

Clearprint® Design Vellum Pad
16 lb. (60gsm), 50 Sheets
Made of 100% new cotton fiber media, vellum is 
made transparent without the use of solvents.  
Features a smooth, uniform surface.  Pencil and 
pen lines come out sharp and clean with no feath-
ering edges.  Erases without ghosting.  Retains 
strength, stability, transparency and printing 
qualities under exposure to heat, light and atmo-
sphere.  Will not become yellow, brittle or opaque 
with age.  Compatible with a wide range of fine 
art media.  Top, tape-bound.  11x17".
CPK-02969 Each ..............................35.99

Strathmore® 
200 Series 
Tracing 
Paper Pad
Web Projects 
150, 176, 
182 & 209
25 lb. (41gsm), 
40 Sheets
Smooth, white 
parchment-type 
paper is highly 
t r a n s p a r e n t , 
making it an ideal paper for sketches, pre-
liminary drawings and overlays. Accepts 
pencil, marker and ink.  Top-bound pad.  
9x12" sheets.
STR-25209 Each...........................4.49
 12 or More, Each .......3.99

Canson® 
Artist 
Series 
Tracing
Paper 
Pads
25 lb. 

(40gsm), 
50 Sheets
Highly transpar-
ent, Canson quali-
ty paper works 
well for prelimi-
nary sketches. 
Surface will readily accept pencil, pen and ink.  
Affordable top tape-bound pads come in four dif-
ferent sizes.
 Size Each
M-702321 9x12" 6.99 
M-702322 11x14" 8.99 
M-702323 14x17" 12.99 
M-702324 19x24" 23.99

Pacon®

Tracing Paper
500 Sheets
Semi-transparent 
paper for tracing or 
sketching.  Ideal for 
pencil or pen.  
Convenient pack-
age size for group 
activities.   Each 
sheet measures 
9x12".
P-96510 Each ..............................23.99
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Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Bienfang® White Sketching & Tracing 
Paper Rolls
8 lb., 50 Yd. Rolls—Lightweight white sketch 
paper rolls that are perfect for quick roughs and 
preliminary detail drawings, yet satisfactory for 
reproducing copies when necessary.  Popular with 
architects and engineers.
 Size Each
E-340134 12" 12.59 
E-340136 18" 17.99
E-340138 24" 24.59
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Creativity
Street®

Metallic Craft Paper
24-Count Package—Formerly Fadeless Art 
Paper.  Four sheets each of six shimmering, 
metallic colors.  Ink-coated on one side.  Accepts 
most art media.  Will not crack when folded.  
Sheets are fade-resistant and acid-free.  12x18".  
P-57900 Each ..............................11.59

Creativity
Street®

Specialty Craft Paper
100-Count Package—Formerly Fadeless Art 
Paper.  Deluxe set includes metallic shades.  
Heavy, acid-free sheets are colored on one side.  
Four sheets each of 25 assorted colors.  Each 
sheet measures 12x18".  
P-57650 Each ..............................23.99

Creativity
Street®

Craft Paper Assortments
60-Count Packages—Formerly Fadeless Art 
Paper.  Bright, fade-resistant colors in a handy 
assortment.  Excellent for block printing, paper 
sculpture and more.  Paper is colored on one side.  
Heavy paper will not crack when creased.  Acid-
free.  Three sheets each of 20 colors per package.
 Style Each 12/Ea
P-5750 12x18" 14.79 13.59
P-5751 18x24" 24.95 ——

Pacon® White 
Butcher Paper 
Rolls
An excellent choice 
for painting studies, 
murals or back-
drops.  Accepts 
almost all media.  
Approximately 1000 
ft. per roll; measure 
about 7-1/2" in 
diameter.
 Width Each
P-5624 24" 57.95
P-5636 36" 78.50

Pacon® Brown 
Kraft Paper 
Rolls
Web Project 32
Versatile, natural 
kraft paper is excel-
lent for drawing, gift 
wrapping and other 
craft projects.  
Affordable surface to 
protect craft tables 
from paint, markers 
and more.
 Size Diameter Each
P-5812 48" x 25' 1-3/4" 9.99
P-5824 24" x 1000' 9-1/4" 59.19
P-5836 36" x 1000' 9-1/4" 82.50

Ecology® 
Natural 
Kraft 
Sheets
500 Sheets
Use this light-
weight, natural 
kraft paper for 
drawing and 
craft projects 
with an environ-
mental theme.    
Sheets are 
100% recycled 
with a minimum 
of 80% post-industrial, 20% post-consumer fiber.  
Acid-free and process chlorine-free.  Each sheet 
measures 9x12".
P-5713 Each ..............................16.59
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Hygloss Metallic Foil Paper
24 Sheets, Eight Colors—Brilliant metallic color 
on one side, white paper backing on the other.  
Each sheet measures 8-1/2 x 10".  Three sheets 
each of: dark blue, gold, green, magenta, orange, 
red, silver and teal.  Acid- and lignin-free.
HY-824 Each ................................7.99

Hygloss Embossed Metallic Paper
30 Sheets—Embossed foil sheets in a variety of 
textures, from geometric to floral.  Each sheet has 
an embossed metallic color on one side, matte 
white on the reverse.  Assorted colors and back-
grounds.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 10".    
HY-26430 Each ..............................12.25 UCreate® Self Portrait Paper

100 Sheets—Light almond paper has an eggshell 
finish and is the perfect base for a variety of dif-
ferent skin tones.  Accepts a range of media such 
as pencil, crayon, marker and pastel.  Each sheet 
measures 9x12".  Acid-free and recyclable.    
P-9519 Each ................................4.99

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!
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Creativity
Street®

Double-Sided 
Craft Paper
30-Count Package—Formerly Fadeless Art 
Paper.  Each side is coated with a different, coor-
dinating  color.  Five each of six color combina-
tions:  rich blue/azure, violet/orange, flame/dark 
yellow, magenta/canary, emerald/flame and Nile 
green/apple green.  30 acid-free sheets, each 
measures 12x18".
P-56554 Each ..............................12.79
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Tru-Ray® Super Heavyweight Fade-Resistant Sulphite Construction Paper
Web Projects 16, 113, 124, 136, 138, 175, 191, 202, 205, 231, 238 & 239
50-Count Packages—Tru-Ray's heavy, 100% sulphite construction paper has been a favorite for years!  Tough enough to fold without cracking or tearing.  
Vat-dyed sheets have color throughout and superior fade-resistance for vivid projects.  Made with 50% recycled paper.  Acid-free.  Do not assort colors for 
quantity discount.

 Lively Lemon Yellow Gold Electric Orange Orange
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-103402 P-103004 P-102997 P-103404 P-103002
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-103403 P-103036 P-102998 P-103405 P-103034
  18x24"   18x24" 
  P-103068   P-103066

 Holiday Red Festive Red Pink Dark Pink Shocking Pink
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-102993 P-103431 P-103012 P-103434 P-103013
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-102994 P-103432 P-103044 P-103435 P-103045
  18x24" 18x24"
  P-103433 P-103076

 Magenta Violet Purple Royal Blue Blue
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 
 P-103000 P-103009 P-103019 P-103017 P-103022
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-103032 P-103041 P-103051 P-103049 P-103054
  18x24"   18x24"
  P-103073   P-103086

 Atomic Blue Turquoise Sky Blue Brilliant Lime Festive Green
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-103400 P-103007 P-103016 P-103423 P-103006
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-103401 P-103039 P-103048 P-103425 P-103038
   18x24" 18x24" 18x24"
   P-103080 P-103427 P-103070

 Holiday Green Salmon NEW Almond NEW Ivory Warm Brown 
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 
 P-102960 P-103010 P-103067  P-103043 P-103025 
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 
 P-102961 P-103042 P-103074 P-103065 P-103057 

 Dark Brown Gray Slate Gray Black White
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-103024 P-103027 P-103028 P-103029 P-103026
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-103056 P-103059 P-103060 P-103061 P-103058
    18x24" 18x24"
    P-103093 P-103090

Tru-Ray® Swatch Book - A sample swatch of each Tru-Ray color. P-SCB Each........................................................................................Free

9x12" Packages
Each ...........................................................3.79
5-49, Each (one color) ...............................3.15
50 or More, Each (one color) ....................2.99

12x18" Packages
Each ...........................................................6.79
5-24, Each (one color) ...............................5.89
25 or More, Each (one color) ....................5.49

18x24" Packages
Each .........................................................13.49
15 or More, Each (one color) ..................11.79
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Tru-Ray®

Construction Paper Smart-Stack™
The most popular colors divided to give you more 
of the colors you use most!  100% sulphite paper 
made of 50% recycled paper, with fade-resistant 
color throughout.  
9x12" - 40 sheets of white; 30 sheets each of festive 
red, festive green and black; 25 sheets each of yellow 
and royal blue; 20 sheets of orange; and 10 sheets 
each of warm brown, pink, sky blue and violet.  240 
sheets in all.
P-6586 Each ..............................18.29
 6 or More, Each.............17.29
12x18" -  20 sheets of white; 15 sheets each of fes-
tive red, festive green, black, yellow and royal blue; 
and 5 sheets each of orange, warm brown, pink, sky 
blue and violet.  120 sheets in all.
P-6587 Each ..............................18.29
 6 or More, Each.............17.29

Assorted Skin Tone Papers!

Tru-Ray® Color Wheel Construction 
Paper Assortments
Heavyweight construction paper with bright, 
fade-resistant colors.  Packages include 12 colors: 
yellow, gold, orange, festive red, holiday red, 
magenta, violet, purple, blue, turquoise, holiday 
green and brilliant lime.  Use to help teach about 
color wheels, color theory and more.  9x12" size 
includes 144 sheets; 12x18" size includes 72 
sheets.
 Size Sheets Each
P-6576 9x12" 144 10.99
P-6577 12x18" 72 10.99

Tru-Ray® 
Shades Of Me Construction Paper

50-Count Packages—Heavyweight con-
struction paper in a variety of shades.  
Colors include ivory, salmon, almond, 

warm brown and dark brown.
 Size Each 5-49 50/Ea
P-102949 9x12" 3.79 3.29 2.99
 Size Each 5-24 25/Ea
P-102950 12x18" 6.49 5.99 5.79

Tru-Ray® Construction Paper 
Classic Colors Assortments
Web Projects 40, 56 & 111
50-Count Packages—Heavyweight con-
struction paper is vat-dyed and fade-resis-
tant.  100% sulphite paper is made with 50% 
recycled paper.  10-color assortments include 
yellow, orange, festive red, pink, purple, blue, fes-
tive green, dark brown, white and black. 
 Size Each 5-49 50/Ea
P-103031 9x12" 3.79 3.15 2.99
 Size Each 5-24 25/Ea
P-103063 12x18" 6.79 5.89 5.49
 Size Each 15/Ea
P-103095 18x24" 13.49 11.79
24x36" Value Pack - Large, 24x36" sheets in 10 
basic colors.  250 sheets in all.
P-1031275 Each ...............................134.95
 5 or More, Each.............98.50
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Color-Coordinated Sets of Construction Paper! 
Tru-Ray® Construction Paper Color Assortments
Web Projects 54, 208 & 230  50-Count Packages—Heavyweight Tru-Ray construction paper in 
convenient color assortments.  100% sulphite paper is made with 50% recycled paper.  Vat-dyed, fade-
resistant sheets are terrific for all sorts of paper craft projects.  Paper folds without cracking or tearing.  
All sheets are acid-free.  

Warm - Includes lively lemon, yellow, gold, orange, electric orange, holiday red, festive red, dark pink, shock-
ing pink and pink.
Cool - Features purple, violet, turquoise, sky blue, blue, royal blue, atomic blue, festive green, holiday green 
and brilliant lime.

9x12"
P-102947 Warm
P-102942 Cool
Each ...........................................................4.29
5-49, Each (one style) ...............................3.99
50 or More, Each (one style) .....................3.69

12x18"
P-102948 Warm
P-102943 Cool
Each ...........................................................7.29
5-24, Each (one style) ...............................6.99
25 or More, Each (one style) .....................6.69

Vibrant - Contains gold, electric orange, festive red, shocking pink, violet, magenta, atomic blue, turquoise, 
festive green and brilliant lime.
Hot - Includes lively lemon, atomic blue, electric orange, brilliant lime and shocking pink.

9x12"
P-102940 Vibrant
P-6596 Hot
Each ...........................................................4.29
5-49, Each (one style) ...............................3.99
50 or More, Each (one style) .....................3.69

12x18"
P-102941 Vibrant
P-6597 Hot
Each ...........................................................7.29
5-24, Each (one style) ...............................6.99
25 or More, Each (one style) .....................6.69

Vibrant
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Tru-Ray®

Construction Paper Combo Case
2000-Count Package—A huge selection of con-
struction paper in different colors and sizes!  Each sheet is 
made from 100% sulphite paper and features vat-dyed, fade-resistant 
color.  Includes 32 packages of a 9x12" basic assortment and eight packages of a 
12x18" basic assortment.  Each package contains 50 sheets in 10 colors: yellow, orange, festive red, 
pink, purple, blue, festive green, dark brown, white and black.
P-104120 Each ............................................................................................................146.75

Art Street® Construction Paper
500-Count Package—This giant assort-
ment includes 50 sheets each of ten colors: 
black, blue, brown, green, orange, pink, 
scarlet, sky blue, white and yellow.  9x12".
P-6555 Each ..............................16.99
 4 or More, Each.............15.99

Tru-Ray Combo Case Offers A Terrific Assortment
Of Basic Colors, In Two Different Sizes!
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Prang® 
Shades Of Me Construction Paper
Web Projects 165, 208 & 231  50-Count 
Packages—All-purpose, smooth construction 
paper featuring five shades reflecting skin tones 
found around the world.  Cuts cleanly and folds 
evenly without cracking.  Recyclable.
 Size Each 5-49 50/Ea
P-9509 9x12" 2.29 2.09 1.99
 Size Each 5-24 25/Ea
P-9512 12x18" 3.99 3.69 3.49

Haring-Inspired Chalk Drawing - Project 246
1. With a pencil, draw a stick figure in an action pose on a sheet of 9x12" black 
construction paper.

2. Knead approximately 1 oz. of Model Magic until soft.  Make a flattened ball 
for the head, a rectangle for the body and snake-like shapes for the arms and 
legs.  Attach to the paper.  Add small accents for the hands and feet.

3. Study the elements (semiotics) commonly used in artwork by Keith Haring.  
With white chalk, add elements that are similar in style to Haring’s work.   Add 
action lines for your figure and elements.

Note: Semiotics is the study of signs and symbols, individually or grouped, that 
can give us more insight about the source and meaning of the artist.  Haring 
used semiotics to portray words and themes in his artwork.

Visit UnitedNow.com For More Project Ideas!
Haring-Inspired Chalk Drawing Project Kit
50-Project Set—Includes one package of 9x12" Tru-Ray black construction 
paper (50 sheets); Crayola Model Magic Primary Colors Tub (8 oz. each of blue, 
red, white and yellow) and 4 oz. each of green and orange Crayola Model Magic; 
four packages of Crayola anti-dust chalk; and an instruction sheet.  You will also 
need a pencil to complete the project.  Model Magic and chalk are AP Seal, non-
toxic.
USCPK246 Each ..........................................................................41.75

Construction Paper Storage That
Provides Convenient Access For Students!

12x18" Paper Storage - Holds up to 10 different 
colors of paper.  Entire box measures 19" deep, 27" 
wide and 17" high.  Each slot measures 18-5/8" 
deep, 13" wide and 3" high. 
A P-001316 Each ..............................40.99

9x12" Paper Storage - Holds up to 15 different 
colors.  Entire box measures 12-7/8" deep, 29-1/4" 
wide, 9-3/8" high; slots are 12-1/2" deep, 9-1/4" 
wide and  1-1/2" high.
B P-001310 Each ..............................34.95

Classroom Keepers® Construction Paper Storage
Classroom Keepers line of sturdy corrugated boxes is ideal for neatly storing, organizing and protecting 
sheets of construction paper or drawing paper.  Boxes are easy to assemble.  Made of recycled content 
and recyclable.  (Paper not included.)

A B
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Prang®

Construction Paper Bulk Pack
500-Count Package—A huge selection of 
construction paper, terrific for any elemen-
tary classroom.  Bright colors are consistent 
throughout.  Features 50 sheets each of 10 
assorted colors.  9x12".
P-1500 Each ..................... 18.29
 6 or More, Each.... 17.29
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Prang® 
Construction Paper Assortments
50-Count Packages—A great choice for a variety 
of art projects, in school or at home.  All-purpose, 
heavyweight construction paper that cuts cleanly 
and folds without cracking. Packages include 10 
assorted colors: yellow, yellow-orange, scarlet, 
pink, violet, blue, holiday green, brown, black and 
white.
9x12"
P-6503 Each ................................1.99
 5-49, Each .......................1.79
 50 or More, Each.............1.65
12x18"
P-6507 Each ................................3.89
 5-24, Each .......................3.39
 25 or More, Each.............3.09
18x24"
P-6517 Each ............................. 11.59; 15 or More, Each .........................................10.49

 Yellow Orange Holiday Red Red Hot Pink
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-8403 P-6603 P-9903 P-6103 P-9103
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 
 P-8407 P-6607 P-9907 P-6107 P-9107

 Pink Violet Sky Blue Turquoise Blue
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-7003 P-7203 P-7603 P-7703 P-7403
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-7007 P-7207 P-7607 P-7707 P-7407

 Bright Blue Bright Green Holiday Green Light Bown Brown
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"
 P-7503 P-9603 P-8003 P-6903 P-6703
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-7507 P-9607 P-8007 P-6907 P-6707

 Dark Brown Gray Black White Bright White
 9x12" 9x12" 9x12" 9x12"" 9x12"
 P-6803 P-8803 P-6303 P-9203 P-8703
 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18" 12x18"
 P-6807 P-8807 P-6307 P-9207 P-8707
   18x24" 18x24"
   P-6317 P-9217

9x12" Each ................................1.99
 5-49, Each (one color) ....1.79
 50/Each (one color) ........1.65
12x18" Each ................................3.89
 5-24, Each (one color) ....3.39
 25/Each (one color) ........3.09
18x24" Each ..............................11.59 
 15/Each (one color) ......10.49

Prang® 
Construction Paper
50-Count Packages—All-purpose construction 
paper with a smooth surface and brilliant, consis-
tent color side to side.  An economical choice for 
a variety of paper crafts!  The long, strong fibers 
allow this paper to be cut cleanly and folded 
evenly without cracking.  Quality paper for color-
ing and drawing, folding projects or cutting out 
letters and shapes with stencils.  Recyclable.  Do 
not assort colors for quantity discount.

Prang® Swatch Book
Don't know what color to buy?  Here's a small 
sample of each one!
P-SW Each ................................. Free

Prang®

Construction Paper Combo Case
2000-Count Package—A terrific assortment of 
construction paper!  All-purpose paper features a 
smooth surface and brilliant color throughout.  
Includes 32 packages (1600 sheets) of the 9x12" 
basic assortment and eight packages (400 sheets) 
of the 12x18" basic assortment.  Each package 
includes 10 colors: black, blue, brown, holiday 
green, pink, scarlet, violet, white, yellow and yel-
low-orange.
P-1000003 Each ..............................82.95

Prang®

Construction Paper Smart-Stacks™
Web Projects 139 & 166 
Smart-Stacks are divided so that you get more of 
the most popular colors.  11 colors: black, blue, 
brown, holiday green, pink, scarlet, sky blue, vio-
let, white, yellow and yellow-orange.
 Size Sheets Each 6/Ea   
P-6525 9x12" 300 13.49 12.99
P-6526 12x18" 150 13.49 12.99
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Spectra Colored Tissue Bleeds When Wet!
Spectra® Bleeding Art Tissue™
Web Projects 191 & 241  24 Sheets—Fine quality, acid-free craft tissue, great for 
a variety of projects, including flowers, faux stained glass and collages.  Withstands 
crinkling, cutting and folding without tearing.  Accepts crayon, marker and watercolors.  
Colors bleed easily for 
unique effects.  
20x30" Individual Colors
A P-59022 Canary
B P-59162 Orange
C P-59182 National Red
D P-59052 Dark Pink 
E P-59042 Baby Pink 
F P-59072 Purple
G P-59342 Medium Blue 
H P-59392 Sky Blue
I P-59102 Azure Blue
J P-59112 Spring Green
K P-59122 Apple Green 
L P-59132 Emerald Green 
M P-59232 Seal Brown
N P-59142 Black
O P-59002 White 
Each .......................................................................................................................................... 3.79

 A B C D E
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Spectra® Bleeding Art Tissue™ Basic Assortments
Web Projects 105 & 180 Terrific assortments of bleeding art tissue.  Acid-free sheets are great for 
all sorts of crafts, plus they can be used in gift bags.
A 20x30" Sheets - 20 colors including apple green, azure blue, baby pink, black, blush pink, canary yellow, 
cerise, emerald green, French blue, goldenrod, medium blue, national blue, national red, orange, purple, 
scarlet, seal brown, sky blue, spring green and white.  
 Style Each
P-58506 20 Sheets 4.79
P-58516 100 Sheets 14.59
B 12x18" Sheets - 100 sheets in 25 assorted colors including apple green, azure blue, baby pink, black, blush 
pink, canary yellow, cerise, Chinese red, dark pink, emerald green, French blue, goldenrod, leaf green, 
magenta, medium blue, national blue, national red, orange, orchid, purple, scarlet, seal brown, sky blue, 
spring green and white.
P-59530 Each ................................................................................................................7.99

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our
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Roylco® Tissue Circles
480 Sheets—Pre-cut tissue in perfect circles in a 
spectrum of colors. Tissue circles are versatile and 
a must-have art supply. Use with your collage, 
decoupage, stage props, posters and more! 4" 
circles in assorted colors.
ROY-2172 Each ................................9.99

Spectra® 
Bleeding Art Tissue™ Circles
2250 Sheets—Pre-cut tissue paper circles 
allow for more crafting time with no scis-
sors needed!  Features 750 each of three 
different size circles: 1-1/2", 2-1/2" and 4".  
Assorted colors.
P-58530 Each .....................21.79

Spectra® Bleeding Art Tissue™ 
Paper Squares
2500-Count Package—Small, 1-1/2" pre-cut 
squares are perfect for projects that only need a 
little bit of tissue.  Try "painting" by wetting a 
brush and washing over the squares onto a piece 
of paper.  25 assorted colors.
P-58525 Each ..............................17.79

Spectra® 
Bleeding Art Tissue™ 
Shapes Assortment
Pre-cut tissue shapes in 25 assorted colors!  
Features 2-1/8" circles, 2" squares and 2-1/4" 
triangles.  1.1 lbs. of assorted shapes.  
P-58535 Each ..............................34.89 Spectra® Bleeding Art Tissue™ 

Coordinated Assortments
Web Project 60 20 Sheets—Coordinating 
colors!  Rich, vibrant colors blend when moist-
ened to create exciting artistic effects.  The 
cool assortment includes shades of blues and 
greens, while the warm tissue assortment fea-
tures vibrant yellows, reds and oranges.  The 
bright assortment contains vivid rainbow col-
ors.  All assortments contain two 20x30" sheets 
each of 10 colors.  Acid-free.
P-58536 Cool 
P-58546 Warm
P-58576 Bright
Each ...........................................................................................................................................4.99

 Cool Warm Bright

A B
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Wire Basket Sculpture Project Kit
Web Project 180  100-Project Set—Enough supplies to make up to 100 baskets!  Complete kit 
includes two 100-count packages of 20x30" assorted color art tissue, six long nose pliers, one 5 lb. 
spool (1,750 ft.) of 20-gauge annealed wire, one gallon of white washable school glue and an 
instruction sheet.  Pliers will need to be shared among students.  You will also need paint brushes 
and bowls to complete the project.  White washable school glue is AP Seal, non-toxic.

WARNING: Long nose pliers contain chemicals known to the state of California to cause 
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.  For more information, go to: www.

P65Warnings.ca.gov
USCPK180 Each ..................................................................................................... 129.50

O'Keeffe-Inspired Floral Tissue Collage Project Kit
Web Project 69  12-Project Set—This kit contains enough supplies to make up to 12 beautiful 
O'Keeffe-Inspired Floral Tissue Collages based on our exclusive project!  By dipping strips of non-
bleeding tissue paper into clear glue, then arranging them onto a canvas, students can create a 3D 
painting with brilliant colors.  Complete kit includes: 12 each of 9x12" canvas panels, one bottle of 
washable clear school glue (32 oz.), 100 sheets of 20x30" non-bleed tissue paper and instruction 
sheet.  You will also need paint brushes and bowls.  Glue is AP Seal, non-toxic.  
USCPK69 Each ....................................................................................................... 54.95

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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KolorFast® Glitter Tissue Paper
14 Sheets—Sparkly, non-bleeding tissue assort-
ment features glitter that is added directly to the 
paper pulp, resulting in embedded shimmers!   
Contains two sheets of seven assorted colors.  
Tissue paper sheets measure 20x24". 
P-58570 Each ................................4.99

KolorFast® 
Tissue 
Flower 
Class 
Pack Kit
Make your 
own decorations 
with this kit! 
Includes scalloped, 
assorted color Kolorfast 
tissue and instructions.  Makes 84 flowers mea-
suring 10", or 336 small flowers.
P-59660 Each ..............................64.95

KolorFast® 
Non-Bleed Tissue Paper
Web Projects 41, 69 & 221  
100 Sheets—Brightly colored, non-bleed-
ing tissue—colors will not run when applied 
with glue!  Stronger than traditional tissue.  
10 colors per package.  20x30" sheets.
P-58970 Each ..................... 25.99

KolorFast® Tissue Paper Ream
480 Sheets—Value pack of non-bleed tissue 
paper.  Sheets measure 20x30".  Includes 48 each 
of ten bright colors.
P-58940 Each ..................................... 76.95
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Creativity Street® Crepe Paper Assortment
10 Sheets—Make beautiful flowers, classroom decora-
tions and much more with vibrantly colored crepe paper.  
This paper is bleed-resistant, extra fine, lightweight 
crepe and has around 50% stretch.  Package includes 
one fold each of 10 different colors: black, brown, but-
tercup, cerise, cherry red, green, orange, parade blue, 
plum and white.  Each sheet measures 20" by 7-1/2 ft. 
when unfolded.  
C-10250 Each ........................................ 15.59
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Black Ink™ Decorative 
Mulberry Paper Scrap Pack
A beautiful addition to a craft project!  Every pack 
has different contents and includes a unique mix-
ture of vivid colors, tactile textures and exotic 
patterns in a variety of sizes.  Perfect for collage, 
paper crafts, journaling, card making and more.  
Package measures approximately 7x7".  Contains 
2-3 oz. of paper.
BI-SP100 Each ................................5.99

Marvy® Corru-Gator Paper Crimpers
Quickly crimp an embossed design into craft 
paper, cardstock and even metal foil.  Easy-turn 
knobs make it simple to feed paper up to 8-1/2" 
wide through the rollers.  Plastic body.
A UCH-29501 Wave
B UCH-29500 Straight
Each .........................................................15.99

UCreate®

Neon Art Paper
20 Sheets
Extra-bright, neon 
colors for vibrant 
paper crafts or 
signs!  Fluorescent 
shades glow 
intensely under 
black light.  Sheets 
feature bright fluo-
rescent pink, green, 
red or orange on the 
front, yellow on the 
back.  Heavyweight, 
9x12" sheets.
P-104300 Each ................................6.59

Hygloss
Bright Sheets
Fade-resistant 
paper in 12 
vivid, eye-
catching col-
ors: apple 
red, butter-
scotch, blue, 
daisy yellow, 
electric lime, 
e l e c t r i c 
orange, elec-
tric pink, 
light blue, 
orange, rasp-
berry, sham-
rock and violet.  8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.
 Style Each
HY-86896 96-Count  11.95
HY-86840 240-Count  23.75

Roylco® Frosted Glass Paper
24 Sheets—Make beautiful art with light!  
Translucent sheets are printed with bright, vivid 
colors and fun patterns.  Use for creating sun 
catchers, window art, lanterns, mobiles and more.  
An activity guide is included.  Three sheets each 
of eight different styles.  Each sheet measures 
8-1/2 x 5-1/2".  
ROY-15272 Each ................................9.39

Roylco® Stained Glass Paper
24 Sheets—Students can create luminous win-
dow art with this thin, multicolored, translucent 
paper.  Spectacular for stained glass effects on 
crafts, greeting cards, decorations and much 
more.  Three sheets each of eight beautiful pat-
terns.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 5-1/2". 
ROY-15257 Each ................................9.39

Hygloss Velour Paper
Web Project 17  10 Sheets—Lightweight 
paper with a flocked finish on one side.  Fuzzy 
surface is wonderful for all kinds of craft projects.  
10 sheets in assorted colors.  Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".  
HY-1185 Each ................................9.99
Black Velour Paper - 14 sheets, measure 20x27".  
(Not shown.)
HY-2720S Each ..............................52.59

Affordable Assortment 
Of Mulberry Papers!
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Roylco® Antique Paper
Web Project 48
Enrich history lessons, writing projects and crafts 
with paper that looks antique.  Eight designs.  
Double-sided sheets with die-cut edges feature a 
different design on each side and measure 8-1/2 
x 11".
 Style Each
ROY-15286 32-Count 10.59
ROY-92003 96-Count 20.99

Roylco®

Better Than Papyrus Paper
32 Sheets—Delve into ancient history with eco-
nomical papyrus-like paper!  Papyrus printed 
paper can be used for historical art projects, print-
ing, cut and paste activities or folding designs.  
Paper features realistic-looking papyrus designs 
printed on both sides.  Two patterns, one horizon-
tal and one vertical.  Compatible with most copi-
ers and printers.   Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
ROY-15407 Each ................................8.75

Corobuff® Sheets
12 Sheets—Unusual corrugated surface 
adds both texture and dimension to a vari-
ety of art activities.  12 brightly colored 
sheets per package.  Acid-free.  12x16".
P-71500 Each ...........................8.99
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Roylco®

Patterned
Papers Classpack
Web Project 4  248 Sheets—40 sheets each of 
animal, fabric and sealife paper, plus 16 sheets 
each of skin tone, African textile, Native American 
and Hispanic design paper.  Also includes 16 
sheets each of four different seasonal papers.  
8-1/2 x 11".  Printed on one side.
ROY-15200 Each ..............................42.50

Roylco® Decorative Hues Papers
Web Projects 6 & 26  192 Sheets—64 
unique patterns in eight different color schemes.  
Each sheet measures 5-1/2 x 8-1/2".  Printed on 
one side.
ROY-15203 Each ..............................15.39

Roylco® 
Paper Remnants Kit
Contents will always vary, and may include sten-
cils, cardboard frames, cut-outs, printed papers, 
and mosaic paper squares.  Contains more than 
five pounds of assorted paper products.
ROY-15003 Each ..............................24.95

Roylco® 

All Kinds Of Fabric Papers
Web Project 6  200 Sheets—40 colorful tex-
tile patterns printed on one side.  Each sheet 
measures 5-1/2 x 8-1/2".  
ROY-15289 Each ..............................15.39

Roylco® Planet Earth Craft Paper
144 Sheets—24 colorful designs inspired by 
nature printed on one side.  Each sheet measures 
5-1/2 x 8-1/2".  
ROY-15291 Each ..............................11.99
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Hygloss Paper 
Remnant Treasure Box

A minimum of 10 pounds of assorted paper 
scraps!  Beautiful, assorted colors of papers in 
many textures, thicknesses and sizes.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-9909 Each ..............................29.75

Roylco® Building Design Papers
32 Sheets—Eight realistic exterior building 
textures printed on one side of this glossy 
paper.  Easy to fold, cut and glue.  Sheets 
measure 8-1/2 x 11".   Includes an idea 
guide.  
ROY-15313 Each ....................... 8.99

Roylco® Terrific Tree Craft Paper
32 Sheets—Craft paper features a bark-like pat-
tern on one side and a matching wood grain pat-
tern on the reverse.  Package includes eight dou-
ble-sided designs.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
ROY-15294 Each ..............................10.99

Roylco® Indigenous Craft Paper
40 Sheets—Includes various designs that reflect 
natural materials, including feathers, claws, hides, 
fur, bark and porcupine quills.  Patterns are 
printed on one side.  Five each of eight different 
designs.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
ROY-15415 Each ................................9.99

Roylco® Double-Sided Rainbow Paper
96 Sheets—Beautiful, colored paper in both 
bright and pastel rainbow patterns.  Four different 
designs are the same front and back.  8-1/2 x 11" 
sheets.
ROY-15421 Each ..............................17.69

Roylco® Amazing Animal Paper
40 Sheets—Each design looks like it has been 
hand painted.  Features eight different designs: 
zebra, snake, tiger, giraffe and cheetah, plus 
feathers and two different furs in assorted colors.  
Printed on one side of the sheet.  8-1/2 x 11".
ROY-15256 Each ................................8.79

Roylco® 
Around The World Paper Collection
Web Project 6 96 Sheets—Package features 
designs from African and Asian textiles, plus 
Native American, Hispanic, Middle Eastern and 
Australian designs printed on one side.  8-1/2 x 
11".
ROY-15199 Each ..............................17.99
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Yasutomo® Fold'Ems® 
Origami Paper
100 Sheets—Origami paper assortments 
feature color on one side, white on the 
back.  Bulk package ensures you have plenty 
for any project.  20 colors.
 Size Each
YAS-4252 6-3/4" Squares 8.59
YAS-4253 9-3/4" Squares 15.59

Aitoh 
Origami 
Paper 
Packs

500 Sheets
Solid bright 
color on one 
side, white on 
the back.  Ideal 
for classroom 
use.  Also great for kirigami, 
the art of paper folding and cutting.  16 assorted 
colors.
 Size Each
AIT-OG4500 5-7/8" Squares 23.95
AIT-OG5500 7" Squares 31.95

Aitoh 
100 
Colors 
Origami 
Paper
100 Sheets
Solid color 
on one 
side, white 
on the 
other side. 
100 differ-
ent colors per package, including silver and gold.  
5-7/8" square.  
AIT-M100C Each ................................6.79

Double-Sided Color!
Aitoh 
Double-
Sided 
Origami 
Paper
200 
Sheets
Make fun 
o r i g a m i 
f i g u r e s 
with this large double-sided paper pack!  Features 
a different vibrant color on each side - no white 
edges!  10 different color combinations for a vari-
ety of options.  Can also be used for collage, 
paper craft projects and kirigami.  Sheets mea-
sure 5-7/8" square.  
AIT-01460 Each ..............................19.99

Yasutomo® Fold'Ems® 
Metallic Colors Origami Paper
36 Sheets—10 metallic colors.  Foil on one side, 
white on the back.  Includes dark blue, gold, 
green, light blue, lime green, orange, pink, pur-
ple, red and silver.  Sheets are 5-7/8" squares.
YAS-4403 Each ................................4.99 

Create Your Own Designs 
With White Origami Paper!

Folia® Origami Paper
500 Sheets—Large paper assortments at an 
exceptional value.  Sheets feature solid color on 
both sides, so they are perfect for making animals 
without white edges!  Also great for kirigami, the 
art of paper folding and cutting.  50 sheets each 
of 10 colors.
 Size Each
GAM-8960 4x4" 9.89
GAM-8965 6x6" 15.49
GAM-8970 8x8" 28.99 

No White 
Edges!

Folia® White Origami Paper
500 Sheets—Bright white paper for origami fold-
ing.  Great for beginning practice, plus finished 
pieces.  The 6x6" squares can be decorated with 
pencil, pen, colored pencils, markers and more, so 
you can create your own patterns before folding, 
or color creations after they've been made.
GAM-8950 Each ..............................14.99 
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Aitoh 100 Color 
Origami Paper Assortment
Web Project 194  200 Sheets—A broad spec-
trum of colors, excellent for any classroom cut-
and-paste, origami, collage or paper decor proj-
ect.  100 different colors, including metallic gold 
and silver that you can mix and match for dra-
matic results.  Single-sided sheets feature solid 
color on one side, with white on the back and 
measure 5-7/8" square.
AIT-01458 Each ..............................15.39

Popular Origami Value Pack
1000 Sheets—Enough origami sheets for tons of projects and figures!  Set includes one package (100 
sheets) of singled-sided 100 color squares, one package (200 sheets) of double-sided color squares, 
one package (500 sheets) of single-sided, solid color squares and one package (200 sheets) of fashion-
able chiyogami patterned papers.  All sheets measure 5-7/8".
USCAKIT7 Each ..............................................................................................................59.95

Metallic Origami Paper!
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Amazing 
Origami 
Boxes
20 Origami 
Models With 
Instructions 
And Diagrams
Create a bird 
box, tulip cup, 
tortoiseshell 
bowl, party 
dish, basket 
with handles 
and many more boxes.  Includes full-color 
photographs.  Paperback by Tomoko Fuse.  
120 pages.
D-82246X Each ..................... 18.95

Easy 
Origami
Over 30 
Simple 
Projects
A collection of 
32 projects for 
novice origami 
hobbyists with 
easy illustra-
tions and 
d i r e c t i o n s .  
Subjects range 
from an ultra-simple hat, cup and pinwheel to the 
more challenging penguin, piano and pelican.  
Paperback by John Montroll.  48 pages.
D-272982 Each ................................5.95

Super Simple 
Origami
32 New Designs
From a cruise ship 
and a canoe to 
chess pieces, a 
swan, a frog and 
more, these mod-
els range from very 
easy to more 
sophisticated proj-
ects.  Includes 
complete instruc-
tions and easy-to-
follow diagrams.  48 pages, by John Montroll.  
Paperback.
D-483614 Each ................................6.95

Mythological 
Creatures 
and The 
Chinese 
Zodiac 
Origami
Features an 
array of legend-
ary beasts, 
including a 
dozen animals 
from the Chinese 
zodiac, each cre-
ated from a sin-
gle sheet of 
paper.  Written by an expert who is the author of 
many popular books on the art of paperfolding, it 
features crisp instructions and easy-to-follow, 
two-color diagrams that make these unicorns, 
centaurs, dragons and other creatures a pleasure 
to fold.  120 pages, by John Montroll.  Paperback.
D-47951X Each ..............................14.95

Patterned Origami Value Pack
800 Sheets—Includes one package (200 sheets) each of four different patterned assortments: dyed 
fabric, geometric, floral and fashionable chiyogami.  5-7/8" squares have patterns on one side; white 
or brown craft paper on the reverse.
USCAKIT8 Each ..............................................................................................................49.95
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Lineco® Bone Folder
Essential, smooth-edged tool for scoring or mak-
ing crisp creases in paper.  Terrific for making 
precise edges when folding origami paper.  Made 
from real bone for long-lasting durability.  6" in 
length, 3/4" wide.
LIN-900B Each ................................8.49

Roylco® Really Big Origami Paper
30 Sheets—Super-sized sheets make folding ori-
gami figures easier for beginners.  Package 
includes six different traditional origami patterns, 
printed on both sides.  Terrific for other paper 
crafts, too.  Each sheet measures 12x12".
ROY-15208 Each ..............................12.99

Aitoh Bamboo Paper Folding Tool
Ideal for origami, paper crafts and bookmaking, 
this lightweight, solid bamboo tool is extremely 
durable.  Provides crisp, sharp folds and creases.  
5-7/8" in length, 3/4" wide.
AIT-20020 Each ................................4.79
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Aitoh Black & White Origami Paper
24 Sheets—Create something special with these 
unique black & white sheets!  Features  eight 
geometric and tessellation patterns.  Double-
sided sheets, with a different design on each side.  
Each paper sheet measures 5-7/8" square.  
AIT-01465 Each ................................5.79

Aitoh Patterned Origami Paper
200 Sheets—Origami paper with dyed fabric, geometric, floral and 
other patterns in bulk packages for group projects.  Terrific for mak-
ing unique origami figures, boxes and flowers—each creation will 
be one of a kind!  Patterns are printed on one side with plain white 
or brown on the back.  Sheets measure 5-7/8" square.
 Style Each
A AIT-11023 Dyed Fabric 12.99
B AIT-11025 Floral 10.99
C AIT-11024 Geometric 13.99
Fashionable Chiyogami - Features 16 color schemes and four differ-
ent patterns: dots, stripes, stars and raindrops.  Patterned on one side, 
white on the back.  200 sheets total.
D AIT-01463 Each ..............................................................................................................16.99

A B C

D
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Now You See It™ Color Splash Art 
Paper
30-Count Package—Multi-color paper, similar to 
cardstock, coated with a black ink layer.  Each 
sheet measures 8-1/2 x 11".  Includes one etch-
ing stick plus design suggestions.  Durable 
enough for metal scratch knives, but also works 
well with wooden scratch stick.    
C-4627 Each ..............................22.59

Now You See It™
Fluorescent Flash Art Paper
50-Count Package, 5 Colors—Bright, fluores-
cent colors lie just beneath the black coating; 
simply scratch with the included stick to create 
unique, vibrant works of art.  Single-color sheets 
in five fluorescent colors: green, orange, pink, red 
and yellow.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
C-4622 Each ..............................43.79

Now You See It™ 
Radiant Rainbow Art Paper
50-Count Package—Bright rainbow colors 
beneath an opaque white coating.  Draw on top, 
then scratch through for unique designs.  Durable 
enough for metal scratch knives, but also works 
well with wooden scratch stick.  Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".  Package includes one wooden 
scratch stick.
C-4629 Each ..............................35.99

Now You See It™ 
Color Craze Art Paper
12-Count Package, 6 Colors—Solid colored 
sheets coated with black ink.  Use a scratch stick 
or metal scratch knife to scrape off the coating to 
reveal the color.  Includes two each of six bright 
colors:  blue, green, pink, red, white and yellow 
plus one wooden scratch stick.  Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".  
C-4620 Each ................................8.59

Royal® & Langnickel
White Engraving Art Boards
6-Count Packages—Draw or trace your 
artwork on the white, black-coated boards, 
then remove the background with a scratch 
knife or sharp-edged tool (sold separately). 
White areas can then be colored with mark-
ers or inks.  Not recommended for children 
under the age of four.
 Size Each
RBM-WHT810 8x10" 3.95
NEW RBM-00551 11x14" 13.99
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Royal® & Langnickel
Holographic Engraving Art Boards

6-Count Packages—Simply scratch away 
the black coating to reveal the holographic 
layer below.  Not recommended for chil-

dren under the age of four.
 Size Each
RBM-00546 5x7" 4.99
RBM-00547 8x10" 7.59

Royal® & Langnickel
Glow In The Dark 
Engraving Art Boards
6-Count Packages—Simply scratch away the 
black coating to reveal the glow in the dark layer 
below.  Turn off the lights to see your design glow!    
Not recommended for children under the age 
of four.
 Size Each
RBM-00540 5x7" 4.99
RBM-00541 8x10" 7.59

NEW

NEW

Hygloss® Scratch Fun™ 
Rainbow Boards
50-Count Packages—Use the wooden stylus to 
scratch away the black matte surface of the paper 
revealing the vibrant rainbow background!  
Includes 10 wooden scratch sticks.  Stencil 
included in 8-1/2 x 11" package.   
 Size Each
HY-55583 4x6" 9.99
HY-55483 8-1/2 x 11" 24.99

Hygloss® Scratch Fun™ 
Holographic Boards
50-Count Packages—Use the wooden stylus to 
scratch away the black matte surface of the paper 
revealing the silver holographic background!  
Includes 10 wooden scratch sticks.  Stencil 
included in 8-1/2 x 11" package.
 Size Each
HY-55783 4x6" 9.99
HY-55683 8-1/2 x 11" 24.99

NEWNEW
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Inovart™ Skratch N' Sketch 
Gold Foil Art Paper
50-Count Package—Shimmering gold foil is 
revealed when this black-coated paper is 
scratched with a wooden stylus or scratch knife 
(sold separately).  Papers are not affected by the 
natural oil residue from hands.  Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".
INO-1109 Each ..............................36.95

Inovart™ Skratch N' Sketch 
Silver Foil Art Paper
50-Count Package—Shimmering silver foil 
is revealed when this black-coated paper is 
scratched with a wooden stick (sold sepa-
rately).  Papers are not affected by the natu-
ral oil residue from hands.  Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".
INO-1110 Each ..................... 36.95

Royal® & Langnickel 
Engraving Art Tool Set
4-Piece Set—Metal cutters, permanently 
attached to plastic handles.  Includes #1 detail 
cutter, #2 medium cutter, #3 broad cutter and 
#4 feather cutter.  For ages 8 and up.
RBM-00045 Each ................................3.95
Individual Tool - Red plastic handle, #2 cutter.
RBM-00046 Each ................................1.69
 12 or More, Each ............1.49

High-Quality Tools For 
Specialty Textures!!

Speedball® Knife Holders
Securely holds scratch knives and lino cutting 
blades.  Black plastic knife holder measures 
6-1/2" long.
SAP-94151 Each ........................2.49
Package of One Dozen Knife Holders
SAP-9451 Each ......................19.99

ESSDEE Scraper Cutter Set 
10-Piece Set—Make circles, patterns, cuts, 
lines, shapes, dots, textures, cross-hatching 
and more with ease!  Includes five metal cut-
ters for creating lines and textures on scratch-
board and paper.  Also contains five durable 
plastic handles.
OAC-S4 Each ...........................10.99

Ampersand™ 
Scratchbord™
Scratchbord is an 
acid-free, kaolin 
clay and India ink 
coated hardboard 
panel.  It is more 
durable and easier 
to scratch into 
than regular 
scratch paper and 
offers cleaner, 
crisper details and 
lines.  Will not 
crack or tear.  Seal 
with spray fixative, 
eliminating fingerprints for perfect, glass-free 
preservation.  For vibrant color, add ink to the 
scratched white lines, then scratch again if 
desired for additional highlights.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
 Size Quantity Each
AMP-020512 5x7" 3 17.99
AMP-021618 8x10" 1 14.59
AMP-021113 11x14" 1 19.99

Inovart™ Scratch Knives
12-Count Packages—Ideal for scratching and 
designing artwork on scratchboard.  Knives fit 
securely in scratch knife holders.  Choose round 
for broad for pronounced lines or pointed for 
fine intricate work.
INO-1901 Round
INO-1902 Pointed
Each ........................................................9.59
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Now You See It™ Metallic Art Paper
10-Count Packages—Create unique pieces of art 
by scratching away the black coating, revealing 
the metallic color underneath.  A fun, easy project 
for artists of any age.  Each sheet measures 8-1/2 
x 11".  Includes an etching stick plus design sug-
gestions.  Durable enough for metal scratch 
knives, but also works well with wooden scratch 
stick.
C-4623  Gold Glimmer
C-4625 Silver Shine
Each .........................................................10.69

Creativity Street® Wood Sticks
100-Count Package—These natural, unfin-
ished wood sticks have one pointed end and 
one flat end.  Great for sculpting details in 
modeling clay and for using with scratch art.  
4-1/2" long.  Thin, 5/32" diameter.
C-374501 Each .............................3.99
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ESSDEE Scraperboard
10-Count Package—This is the standard of 
excellence in a scratchboard.  Each board is hand-
made to ensure that the smooth china clay coat-
ing is perfectly over-printed in black ink to permit 
clean and precise engravings.  Scratch the black 
layer with a cutting tool to reveal the bright white 
surface below.  Super smooth finish lets you work 
in extremely fine detail.  The thickness of each 
board is 12 pt. and it measures 9x12".
OAC-CSBB3 Each ..............................49.95

Metal & Wooden Scratch Tools!
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Jacquard® Cyanotype
Pretreated Fabric Sheets
10-Count Package—Place objects, transparen-
cies and more on the pre-treated fabric sheets, 
expose to sunlight for 1-30 minutes, then sub-
merge the fabric in water.  The areas exposed to 
light will turn blue, leaving the rest white.  Cotton 
sateen sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
JP-JCY1110 Each ..............................24.79

Make Prints With Just
The Sun & Water!

NaturePrint® Paper
Web Project 13  Create permanent prints 
using found objects.  Unique paper makes sun-
sensitive prints of leaves, dried flowers, plants, 
household items—anything!  You can even try 
using images printed on a transparency.  Safe for 
children; requires no harmful chemicals, photo 
equipment or a darkroom!  Simply process imag-
es as directed using the sun and water.

5x7" Sheets Style Each
NPP-15 15 Sheets 7.99
NPP-30 30 Sheets 11.99
11x17" Sheets - 20 sheets per package.
NPP-20 Each ..............................19.99

Jacquard® Cyanotype Sensitizer Set
Web Project 243  Create up to 65 cyanotype 
prints, measuring 8x10".  Fill both bottles with 
water and shake until powder is dissolved.  Mix 
equal parts to create a sensitizer solution.  Coat 
fabric or paper with solution, place objects or 
transparencies on top, then expose to UV sun-
light.  Includes complete instructions.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
JP-JCY1100 Each ..............................12.79

Jacquard® Cyanotype 
Fabric Sheet Class Pack
30-Project Set—Introduce students to the 
magic of sun-printing with this complete class-
room set!  The cyanotype process ties in well to 
art, science, photography, chemistry and nature 
lessons/curriculums.  Includes 30 pre-treated 
Cyanotype Fabric Sheets measuring 8-1/2 x 11", 
30 film sheets measuring 8-1/2 x 11", six film 
markers, 50 t-pins, six sheets of cardboard mea-
suring 8-1/2 x 11" and printed instructions.
JP-JCY1KIT Each ..............................74.95

Jacquard® SolarFast™ Starter Kit
Easily create photographic prints using the sun!  
Simply apply SolarFast to natural fabric or paper, 
place items or transparency film on top, expose to 
direct sunlight and watch the color magically 
appear!  Kit includes three 2 oz. bottles of 
SolarFast dye, one each of blue, orange and vio-
let, 2 oz. SolarFast wash, six small sponges, eight 
t-pins, three sheets SolarFast film, film marker, 
backerboard, cotton test fabric, quick start guide 
and printed instructions.
JP-JSD9000 Each ..............................24.59

The Cyanotype Process

Colorful Sun-Powered 
Printmaking Starter Kit!

Jacquard® SolarFast™ Class Pack
30-Project Set—Easily create photographic 
prints using the sun!  Simply apply SolarFast to 
natural fabric or paper, place items or transpar-
ency film on top, expose to direct sunlight and 
watch the color magically appear!  Kit includes 
four 8 oz. bottles of SolarFast dye, one each of 
blue, orange, red and violet, 8 oz. SolarFast wash, 
90 small sponges, 150 t-pins, 40 sheets SolarFast 
film, five film markers for drawing on film, 30 
backerboards, 30 cotton sateen test fabric pieces, 
30 pairs of gloves and printed instructions.  Film 
sheets and backerboards measure 8-1/2 x 5-1/2" 
each.  You will need to supply your own fabric or 
artist paper.  
JP-JSD1KIT Each ..............................84.95
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Roylco® Bug Bodies
75-Count Package—A fun and simple proj-
ect!  Use with tissue paper and chenille 
stems (sold separately) to create dragon-
flies, butterflies and more.  75 bug bodies in 
assorted colors, measure 2 x 3/4".                      
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-2450 Each ..................... 11.99

Fold Up, Jumbo Paper 
Ornaments For Winter

& Holiday Crafts!

Roylco® Snowflake 
Silver Stained Glass Frames
24-Piece Set—Create beautiful stained glass 
snowflakes!  Intricate snowflake designs are cut 
from shiny silver tagboard.  Attach small pieces of 
colored tissue or cellophane (sold separately) to 
the back of the frame.  Then tie on a piece of your 
own yarn or string to finish.  Snowflakes can hang 
from the ceiling or in a window.  Frames measure 
approximately 8-1/2" in diameter.
ROY-52085 Each ..............................16.99

Roylco® Stained
Glass Lanterns
32-Project Set—Create luminous lanterns to 
string up in your classroom or send home as great 
gifts!  Color in the 3D lanterns with crayons or 
markers, then cut out sections of colored tissue 
paper, cellophane or colored acetate (sold sepa-
rately) to glue behind the designs.  Secure tabs 
and thread your own string through the hanging 
holes.  Celebrate Chinese New Year, the start of 
spring or any special event with beautiful lan-
terns.  Four different designs on each lantern: 
moon, butterfly, bee and sun.  Includes teacher 
guide.  Ages 4 and up.  
ROY-52093 Each ..............................13.99

Create Beautiful "Stained 
Glass" Snowflakes!

Roylco® 3D Ornaments
30-Piece Set—Color these ornaments with cray-
ons, colored pencils or markers, then fold on the 
scored lines for easy 3D decorations!  Sturdy, 
coated cardstock features a pre-punched hole for 
hanging.  Six different designs measuring 8x8".
ROY-51081 Each ..............................10.79

Roylco® Bird Kite
32-Project Set—Decorate and fly beautiful, 
unique birds!   This fun art project makes mini 
kites that are perfect indoors or out.  Kites mea-
sure approximately 6x7" and are made from color 
diffusing paper.  Decorate with paint, marker or 
crayon.  Add the self-adhesive support bars to the 
bird and tie on the string.  Includes plastic straw 
handles and guide with craft ideas.  Ages 4 and 
up.
ROY-2439 Each ..............................16.99

Amate Birds
Web Project 32

Watch This Project On
YouTube at UnitedArtandEd

Roylco® Japanese Carp Windsocks
24-Project Set—Inspire your students to learn 
about kite flying, art media and Japanese culture 
as you create beautiful wind socks.  Fish bodies 
measure 12x10" unfolded and are made out of 
color diffusing paper.  Decorate your fish with  
batik dyes, liquid watercolors, water-based mark-
ers or paint.  Finished craft measures 6x10".  Kit 
includes paper bands for creating finished wind 
sock.  Designed for ages 4 and up.
ROY-4222 Each ..............................12.89

Yasutomo® Fold'Ems 
Sea Life Nature Origami Paper
27 Sheets—This kit contains specially printed 
paper to bring to life seven realistic looking oce-
anic animals, along with an instruction booklet.  
Papers measure 6" square and smaller.
YAS-4762 Each ................................6.49

Yasutomo® Fold'Ems Dinosaurs 
Nature Origami Paper
27 Sheets—Packed with colorful papers that fold 
into five different dinosaurs, the set also includes 
fold-by-line practice papers and an instruction 
book.  Papers measure 6" square and smaller.
YAS-4760 Each ................................6.49
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Roylco® Color Diffusing Circles
Web Projects 10, 109 & 223  100-Count 
Package—Color diffusing circles are ready to be 
painted with liquid watercolors or water-based 
markers!   Spritz with water and watch the colors 
mix and bleed.  Circles make beautiful flowers and 
snowflakes.  9" diameter.
ROY-24908 Each ................................9.99

Roylco® Color Diffusing Hearts
50-Count Package—Decorate these paper 
hearts with liquid watercolors or water-based 
markers.  Add water and watch the colors mix and 
bleed.  Hearts are a lovely decoration for 
Valentine's Day, Mother's Day or any special occa-
sion.  Each measures 8-3/4 x 7".
ROY-24906 Each ................................7.59

Roylco®

Color Diffusing Paper Sealife
48-Count Package—Terrific for making your 
own class "aquarium."  Color with liquid watercol-
ors or water-based markers and watch the colors 
blend.  Designs include two different fish shapes, 
a turtle and a seahorse.  Shapes measure approx-
imately 7x10".  Includes basic instructions.
ROY-2446 Each ................................9.59

Use Color Diffusing Paper For Fun Effects!
Roylco® Color Diffusing Paper
50-Count Packages—Try this unusual, fabric-like paper 
for an exciting lesson in color mixing!  Use with any liquid 
watercolor or water-based markers and watch colors blend 
and mingle together.  Paper has a very absorbent, toothy 
texture.  Can be cut into different shapes for a variety of deco-
rations and crafts.  Once the paint or marker is dry, the artwork 
can be embellished with different media.
 Size Each
ROY-15213 9x12" 9.99
ROY-15212 12x18" 10.99 

Roylco®

Color Diffusing Paper Flowers
80-Count Package—Decorate these special 
paper cutouts using ink, watercolor paint or mark-
ers.  Then mist with water and watch the colors 
mix and diffuse into fantastic patterns.  After the 
paper dries, details can be added with permanent 
markers.  Each flower measures approximately 9" 
in diameter. 80 flowers in all, in four different 
shapes.  Includes an idea guide.
ROY-2440 Each ................................9.59

Roylco®

Color Diffusing Paper Leaves
80-Count Package—Terrific for spring or 
fall decorations!  Add liquid watercolors or 
watercolor markers for blended effects.  
Measure approximately 7x9".
ROY-2442 Each ...........................9.59

Roylco® Color Diffusing Paper Hands
100-Count Package—Personalized handprint 
images are easy with this chunky cut-out.  Paint 
your hand and press against the paper for a 
unique print.  Use with watercolor paints, inks and 
other water-based media.  6-7/8 x 8-3/4".
ROY-24915 Each ..............................10.99

Roylco® Color Diffusing Sugar Skulls
100-Count Package—Cut from color diffusing 
paper, these adorable skull shapes are perfect for 
Halloween and Dia de los Muertos (Day of the 
Dead).  Create a colorful, blended design using 
watercolor paint or markers.  Measure 6x8".
ROY-24911 Each ..............................10.99
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Roylco®

Color Diffusing Paper Feathers
Web Project 12  80-Count Package—Explore 
the beauty and variety of bird feathers with color 
diffusing paper.  Package features four different 
designs, with pointed and rounded tips.  Color 
with water-based markers, or paint with watercol-
ors for cool effects.  Great for decorations, lessons 
about nature and more.  Measure approximately 
3x9".
ROY-24916 Each ..............................10.99
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Roylco® Color Diffusing Eggs
50-Count Package—Create your own brightly 
colored egg patterns for one-of-a-kind Spring 
crafts!  Splash with liquid watercolor paints and 
decorate with patterns using brushes or markers.  
Measure 6-1/8 x 8".  Includes an idea guide.
ROY-24909 Each ................................7.59

NEW
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Color Diffusing Rose Window
Project 109
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Color Diffusing Rose Window Project Kit
100-Project Set—Enough supplies for 36 students at a time to make up to 100 rose window 
projects.  Includes one 100-sheet package of Roylco 9" color diffusing circles, one 48-count 
tub of Prang classic markers, one 36-count tub of Sharpie silver permanent markers, 36 Sharpie 
black permanent markers and instructions.  You will also need your own paint brushes and water 
bowls to complete this project.  Prang and Sharpie markers are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK109 Each .....................................................................................................126.75

Watch This Project Being 
Created Step By Step On 

YouTube.com/UnitedArtandEd
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Embroidered Feathers 
Project 12

Step 1
Using water-based markers, 
watercolor paint or liquid water-
colors to decorate the color dif-
fusing feather.  Allow to dry com-
pletely.

Step 2
Cut a length of embroidery thread 
and with a tapestry needle, stitch 
a design onto the paper feathers.  
Tape loose ends to the back to 
secure.  Be careful not to stitch 
too close to the edges or the 
feather may tear.

Step 3
Optional: Add additional 
embellishments such as 
beads, buttons or felt if desired.

Materials Used
• Roylco Color Diffusing Feathers
• Watercolors or Water-Based Markers 
• Paintbrushes, Bowl, Water
• Embroidery Thread
• Tapestry Needle
• Tape
• Scissors
• Additional Embellishments (optional)

Watch This Project Being 
Created Step By Step On 

YouTube.com/UnitedArtandEd
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Roylco® Face Pad
50-Count Package—Skin-tone colored paper 
faces are ideal for creating self-portraits, masks, 
puppet faces or other multicultural characters.    
Decorate with markers, crayons and more.  Add 
wiggle eyes for a fun touch!  Each measures 5x8".  
Eight rich colors per pad.
ROY-51449 Each ................................7.99

Roylco®

Stand Up Self Portrait Kit
40-Count Package—Create fun self portraits and 
study facial feature placement and proportions!  
Simply draw, paint or collage on the cardboard, 
then flip and fold to make it three-dimensional!  
Nose, mouth and eye positions are marked with 
tiny dots to help with placement.  6-1/4 x 9".
ROY-52095 Each ..............................15.95

Roylco® Stand Up People
50-Count Package—Terrific for personalized 
portraits and getting to know students at the 
beginning of the school year.  People shapes are 
scored in the center and feature flaps on the out-
side of each leg so they can "stand" on their own.  
Decorate the lightweight cardstock with crayons, 
markers, colored pencils or paint.  Then add but-
tons, yarn and other collage materials for tex-
tured effects.  Turn the people shapes into ani-
mals, robots, aliens and other creatures, too!  
Measure 7-1/4 x 11-1/2".
ROY-53001 Each ..............................16.79

Primary Line Blank Book
Motivate children to write and illustrate their own 
books.  Blue/red lines with 3/4" spacing on the 
bottom half of right-hand pages; blank on left-
hand pages.  Hardcover, 28 pages. 6x8".
ASH-10701 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.69

Hardcover Blank Books
Quality white paper is ideal for writing or illustrat-
ing in colored pencils or markers.  Plain white 
hard cover can be customized with paint, markers 
and other media.  28 pages (14 sheets) per book.
 Size Each 12/Ea
ASH-10700 6x8" 3.99 3.69
ASH-10705 8-1/2 x 11" 5.99 5.39

Pre-Cut Faces In
Assorted Skin Tones!

Write & Illustrate Your Own Stories & Poems!

Hygloss Bright Blank Books
Blank books with white, acid-free pages inside of 
vibrantly colored, fade-resistant paper covers.  
Excellent for a variety of projects.  Covers come in 
assorted colors. 
5-1/2 x 8-1/2" Books - 32 pages per book.  10 
books per package.  
HY-77705 Each ..............................18.99 
8-1/2 x 11" Books - 24 pages per book.  Six books 
per package.
HY-77735 Each ..............................12.99

Hardcover Landscape Blank Books
Ideal for students to write and illustrate their own 
stories.  Heavyweight, 80 lb. white paper is great 
for use with markers, crayons, pencils, ink and 
more.  Uniquely designed in landscape style.  
Blank cover can be customized.  Hardcover, 28 
pages (14 sheets) per book.  
 Size Each 12/Ea
H-BK400 8x6" 2.99 2.79
H-BK300 11 x 8-1/2" 4.39 3.99

Hygloss 
Blank Books
10-Count 
Packages
P e r s o n a l i z e 
these white 
books by deco-
rating the out-
side first!  Then 
they can be 
used as jour-
nals, signature 
books for pro-
ductions and 
graduations, or 
as sticker 
albums.    These 
blank books are also just right to record stories or 
poems, or any thoughts you want to save on 
paper!  
NEW 4-1/4 x 5-1/2" Books - 24 pages per book.  
HY-77644 Each ................................9.59 
5-1/2 x 8-1/2" Books - 32 pages per book.  
HY-77710 Each ..............................18.99

Hard Covers Accept A Variety of Media!

Hygloss 
Corrugated 
Person
Web Project 
121 
12-Count 
Package
12" tall, 
w h i t e 
c a r d -
b o a r d 
person cut-out 
shapes for 
classroom 
art and 
craft proj-
ects.  Great 
for use as collage bases or when working on 
"all about me" activities.  Decorate with 
markers, colored pencils or crayons, then 
add embellishments such as buttons, yarn, 
glitter glue and more.
HY-67632 Each .........................13.99
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Heart Style Each
HY-91064 6" Red 9.75
HY-91061 6" White 8.95
HY-91044 4" Red 8.95
HY-91041 4" White 7.95

White Round Diameter Each
HY-10081 8" 11.99
HY-10061 6" 7.99
HY-10041 4"   7.49

Flipside Dynamic Diorama Box
Web Project 43  Create interesting displays 
with a diorama box.  Decorate with markers, 
paint, glue, modeling clay, figurines and more to 
tell your story in 3D without the need for special 
glasses!  Shadow boxes add depth for an exciting 
appearance.  Constructed of sturdy, white, corru-
gated cardboard, the box is quick and simple to 
assemble.  Measures 15-1/2 x 6-1/2".
FPI-30800 Each ................................4.95
 24 or More, Each.............4.49

Hygloss Decorative Doilies
Web Projects 34, 45 & 230  100-Count Packages—Terrific as accents on Valentine's Day cards 
or to add elegance to paper crafts.  Can also be used with paint as a stencil.

Roylco®

Set the Scene! Diorama Boxes
12-Count Package—Perfect for science, history 
or social studies projects!  Frame assembles eas-
ily, featuring scored lines and a locking tab.    
Decorate the background and sides with crayons, 
markers or paint.  Then add people, creatures and 
objects made from clay or paper for cool 3D 
effects.  Boxes measure 8-1/2 x 11".   
ROY-52094 Each ..............................16.75

Roylco® Flag Designer Paper 
32-Count Package—Make realistic flags that 
represent countries and states, or use your imag-
ination to create your very own design!  Great for 
sports teams and clubs, too!  Pre-cut, 11 x 8-3/4" 
white flag shapes for use with markers, crayons, 
paint or even collage materials.  Activity guide 
included.
ROY-52035 Each ................................9.59

White Cardboard Craft Rolls
24-Count Package—Terrific for creating all 
sorts of craft projects, from figurines and 
animals to mini kaleidoscopes, spy glasses 
and more.  Bright white on the outside, they 
can be decorated with paint, stickers and 
markers, or wrapped with colorful paper.  
Sturdy cardboard is more substantial than 
flimsy toilet paper tubes.  4-1/2" long by 
1-3/4" in diameter.
FE-93478 Each ....................... 8.59

Roylco® Design-A-Postcard Paper 
32-Count Package—Keep in touch with family, 
pen pals or students who have moved away.  Pre-
cut, 4x6" white postcard shapes for use with 
markers, crayons or collage materials.  Deckled 
edge.  Guide included.
ROY-52059 Each ................................7.59

Roylco® Big Collage Letters
Web Project 57  26-Piece Set—These sturdy, 
multipurpose cardboard letters are fun to deco-
rate with collage materials, markers, crayons, 
glitter glue, colored pencils and more.  They can 
also be used as stencils to create a written mes-
sage on large banner paper.  White front with a 
natural cardboard-colored back. Includes one 
complete set of 26 uppercase letters. 
Approximately 9" tall.  
ROY-52020 Each ..............................16.99
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Hygloss Blank White Bookmarks
35-Count Package—Create your own unique 
bookmarks.  Draw a design with colored pencils 
or markers, then add embellishments such as glit-
ter glue, stickers, wiggle eyes, buttons and more.  
White bookmarks are made from quality card 
stock.  Feature rounded corners and a pre-
punched hole for adding ribbon or yarn.  Measure 
2x6".
HY-42615 Each ................................3.99

Design & Mail Your Own 
Postcards!

Durable Cardboard Tubes 
For Craft Projects!
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Hygloss Weaving Strips
Web Project 164  1000-Count Package
Enhance fine motor skills with weaving!   Try mak-
ing a fun place mat for a quick and easy project.  
Paper strips can also be used as labels, name tags 
or craft highlights.  Strips measure 3/4 x 16".  
1000 brightly colored strips per package in 10 
different colors.  Acid-free.
HY-15781 Each ..............................27.95

Roylco® Mosaic Squares
10,000-Count Package—Colorful, 3/8" 
squares, cut from stiff card stock with a dif-
ferent primary color on each side.  Perfect 
for making interesting mosaics, collages 
and more.
ROY-15630 Each .........................13.50

Roylco® Petite Pattern Mosaics
2000-Count Package—Add designs to any craft 
or collage project!  A multitude of different pat-
terns on one side with a solid color on the other.  
Package contains 3/4" card stock squares.
ROY-15649 Each ..............................10.39

Roylco® Explore 
Colors & Patterns 
Weaving Mats
36-Project Set—Add beau-
tiful colors and interesting 
patterns to your paper weav-
ing projects.  Set includes 72 pre-slit sheets in 12 
basic colors.  To create weaving strips, simply cut 
off both ends of any sheet.  On the reverse of 
each sheet is one of six patterns that can be used 
to weave designs.  Plus, children can create their 
own designs as well.  Perfect for learning about 
colors, developing fine motor skills and practicing 
patterning.  Each sheet measures 8-5/8 x 8-5/8".  
Designed for ages 4 and up.
ROY-15621 Each ..............................20.99

Hygloss
Bright Paper Strips Weaving Kit
25-Project Set—Terrific for building and enhanc-
ing fine motor skills.  Package contains 250 
brightly colored, 3/4 x 16" weaving strips in 10 
different colors and 25 black tag paper sheets 
measuring 8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.  Tag paper is 
not pre-sliced.
HY-15785 Each ..............................16.95

Roylco® Weaving Baskets
12-Count Set—Introduce students to weaving!  
Package includes 12 baskets, two each of six 
bright colors, and 150 weaving strips.  Plastic 
baskets measure 6-3/4 x 4-1/2 x 2-1/2".
ROY-16003 Each ..............................17.59

Bright, Colorful Strips 
Contrast With Black Tag
For Beautiful Results!C
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Paper Strip
Kente Weaving Project Kit
Web Project 164  35-Project 
Set—Kit contains enough supplies for 
24 students to make up to 35 Paper 
Strip Kente Weavings!  Complete kit 
includes a 1000-count package of 3/4 
x 16" weaving strips, 24 Crayola broad 
line, black markers, 32 plastic needles, 
24 each of 0.21 oz. Elmer's washable 
school glue sticks, three packages of 
jumbo roving yarn (150 yards each of 
light green, orange and yellow) and an 
instruction sheet.  Markers and glue 
sticks are AP Seal, non-toxic.  Watch 
this project being created on our 
YouTube channel!
USCPK164 Each ..............84.95

Paper Strip Kente Weaving 
Project Refill Kit
Web Project 164  35-Project Set
Refill kit includes a 1000-count pack-
age of 3/4 x 16" weaving strips, 32 
plastic needles, 150 yards of orange jumbo roving yarn and an instruction sheet.
USCPK164R  Each ....................................................................................................... 42.79

Roylco® Double Color Paper Chains
600-Count Package—Quickly and easily create 
classic paper chains. Extra-long, durable paper 
strips feature one color on the front and a coordi-
nating color on the reverse; eight colors in all.  
Decorate the strips, then loop together and attach 
with tape, glue or staples.  Package features two 
pads of 300 strips, so they stay organized until 
you are ready to use them.  Each strip is 1x9."
ROY-52112 Each ..............................16.99

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Roylco® Spectrum Mosaics
4000-Count Package—Create simple patterns 
or complex pictures with paper mosaic pieces!  
Includes double-sided card stock squares in 14 
bright colors, four reproducible grids and idea 
guide.  Mosaic pieces measure 3/4".
ROY-15639 Each ..............................12.95
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Blank Compoz-A-Puzzles®

Blank puzzles are die-cut from sturdy cardboard.  White front surface easily accepts crayons or collage 
materials.  Create your own learning puzzles, or have students personalize them for use in class or as 
gifts.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
6x8" Puzzle Shape - Inside frame measures 5-1/2 
x 5-1/2". 
A COM-8MH1 8-Piece Heart
Each ...........................................................1.39
24 or More, Each .......................................1.19
4 x 5-1/2" Puzzles
B COM-9MA1 9-Piece
C COM-16MA1 16-Piece
Each ..............................................................79
24 or More, Each (one style) ........................69

5-1/2 x 8" Puzzles
D COM-12MB1 12-Piece
E COM-28MB1 28-Piece
Each ...........................................................1.19
24 or More, Each (one style) ........................99
8-1/2 x 11" Puzzles  
F COM-12TC1 12-Piece
G COM-63TC1 63-Piece
Each ...........................................................2.59
24 or More, Each (one style) .....................2.39

D
Economically Priced 

Blank Puzzles! 

Extra Large Puzzle Pieces Fit 
Together In Any Combination! 

 

Compoz-A-Puzzle® 
Community Puzzle
48-Piece Set—Universal puzzle piec-
es that fit together in any combina-
tion.  Students can decorate one puz-
zle piece to form the whole puzzle.  
White cardboard front, natural back.  
Center pieces measure 4x4".  Border 
pieces are 2x4". Completed puzzle 
measures 20x28".  Each set has 48 
pieces; 24 center pieces, 20 border 
pieces and four 2x2" corner pieces.      
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
COM-92401 Each .............17.99

Roylco®

We All Fit Together Giant Puzzle Pieces
30-Count Package—These enormous puzzle pieces 
have tons of uses!  Have students create "all about me" 
art, then fit them together to make a classroom wall 
decoration.  Assign each student a number or letter, 
decorate the pieces accordingly, then attach them all to 
form an alphabet or number line.  Practice putting the 
alphabet in order or spell simple words.  Use with num-
bers and math signs to practice basic addition and sub-
traction.  Made of double-sided, white sturdy paper.  
Each piece measures 9 x 9-1/2" and all have the same 
shape, so any piece can be attached to any other piece.  
For ages 3 and up.  Comes with a guide.
ROY-52062 Each ......................................... 9.59

 Heart Shape 
Is Great For 

Holidays! 

Roylco® Puzzle Quilt Pieces
32-Count Package—All pieces conveniently 
interlock to quickly and easily create extra-large 
puzzles that can be connected to form a large wall 
mural.  Sturdy, corrugated cardboard has a white 
finish that accepts markers, paint and collage 
materials.  Natural back.  32 identical 4" puzzle 
pieces.  Multiple packages can be used together.
ROY-52022   Each ...........................10.99

Roylco®

Kid Puzzle Pieces
24-Count Package—Teach tessellations 
with these interlocking kids.  Color, paint or 
collage these 6" tall puzzle pieces.  Multiple 
packages can be attached for an entire class 
project.  Two designs per package.  White 
corrugated cardboard fronts, natural backs.
ROY-52024 Each ..................... 10.99
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Find A Variety Of Sizes, 
Styles, Designs And 
Difficulties Of Jigsaw 

Puzzles Online At 
UnitedNow.com! 
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Pacon® Premium Tagboard
Web Project 232 50-Count Package
Exceptionally strong tagboard sheets are great for 
all sorts of art projects, including collage, card 
making and much more.  Smooth surface is ideal 
for media such as colored pencils, markers, cray-
ons, graphite and pen & ink.  Inkjet and laser 
printer compatible.  Acid-free and recyclable.  Five 
sheets each of ten brilliant, bold colors.  
Heavyweight tagboard is the same color on both 
sides.  Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
P-101164 Each ................................5.79

All-Purpose Tagboard!

Pacon® Tagboard
100-Count Packages—Economical, multipur-
pose white or manila tagboard works well for a 
variety of projects in the classroom.  The smooth 
surface easily accepts pen and ink, markers, cray-
ons and poster paint.  Works well for drawings, 
signs, posters, paper sculpture and much more.  
It's a terrific choice for projects that require a 
surface that is more durable than construction 
paper.  Available in medium, heavy or super heavy 
weight thicknesses.  (Tagboard is also known as 
oak tag.)

Medium Weight White Manila Each Quantity/Each
9x12" P-5281 P-5181 8.99 12 or More, Each (one color) ........ 8.49
12x18" P-5284 P-5184 16.99 6 or More, Each (one color) ........15.99
18x24" P-5290 P-5190 38.59 6 or More, Each (one color ..........36.29
24x36" P-5296 P-5196 78.95 6 or More, Each (one color) ........72.49
Heavy Weight
9x12" P-5212 —— 9.99 12 or More, Each ........................... 9.49
12x18" P-5214 P-5114 17.99 6 or More, Each (one color) ........16.99
18x24" P-5220 —— 39.75 6 or More, Each ...........................36.99
Super Heavy Weight
9x12" P-5221 —— 11.95 12 or More, Each .........................10.85
12x18" P-5222 —— 22.79 6 or More, Each ...........................20.95
18x24" P-5223 —— 47.95 6 or More, Each ...........................44.85

Great Projects Start With Traditional Tagboard!

Pacon® Tagboard
100-Count Packages—Colored, lightweight tag-
board adds a burst of color to any project.  
Features a smooth surface that is terrific for pen 
& ink, pencils, markers, crayons and more!  Each 
package contains 20 sheets of five assorted col-
ors. 
A Super Bright Style Each
P-1709 9x12" 13.95
P-1712 12x18" 27.50
Pastel - 9x12" sheets.
B P-5171 Each ..............................11.79

A

B
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Pacon® Parchment Card Stock
100-Count Package—Heavy, 65 lb. cover weight 
card stock in five colors.  8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.
P-101235 Each ..............................19.49

Pacon®

Colorful 
Card Stock 
Assortment
100-Count 
Package
Heavy, 65 lb. 
cover stock for 
art projects, 
small signs or 
as cover sheets 
for reports.  
Brightly col-
ored, acid-free 
sheets mea-
sure 8-1/2 x 11".  Ten colors.
P-101169 Each ..............................16.79

Bold, Vivid Colors!
Pacon® 
Hyper 
Card 
Stock
100-Count 
Package
E x c e l l e n t 
for calling 

attention to your 
project or sign.  
Heavyweight, 65 
lb. cover weight 
card stock.  
Measures 8-1/2 x 
11".  Five colors 
per package.  Acid-free.
P-101181 Each ..............................16.79

Pacon® 
Pastel Card 
Stock
100-Count 
Package—Great 
for art projects, 
cards, special 
announcements, 
award certificates 
and much more!  
Heavy, 65 lb. 
cover weight card 
stock.  Five pastel 
colors per pack-
age: blue, pink, 
green, canary and 
lilac.  8-1/2 x 11" sheets.  Acid-free.
P-101315 Each  .............................16.79 Pacon® Classic Card Stock

Web Projects 15, 107, 198, 226, 
232 & 237  100-Count Packages
Heavyweight, 65 lb. cover weight card 
stock.  Great for elegant greeting cards, 
cover sheets for reports, flyers, post-
cards, stamping, school projects, crafts 
and more.  Can be used in photocopiers, 
inkjet and laser printers.  Card stock 
measures 8-1/2 x 11".  Smooth, matte 
surface is acid-free and suitable for 
archival projects.
P-101188 White 
P-101187 Black
Each .........................................................................................................................................16.79
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Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our
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Pacon® Railroad Board
Web Projects 41, 83 & 168  Quality uncoat-
ed poster board with uniform color on both sides.  
Available in two thicknesses.  Terrific for signs and 
school projects.  Sheets measure 22x28".  
Recyclable.  
4-Ply Color Qty Each
P-104159 White 25-Sheet 19.95
P-5460 White 100-Sheet 67.75
6-Ply 
P-54611 White 25-Sheet 21.95
P-5461 White 100-Sheet 78.50
P-54821 Black 25-Sheet 21.75

Pacon®

Assorted Color Railroad Board
100-Count Package—22x28" poster boards are 
brightly colored on both sides with a smooth, 
uniform finish.  Perfect for signs and more.  4-ply.  
Colors: black, brown, dark blue, holiday green, 
lemon yellow, light blue, magenta, orange, purple 
and red.
P-5487 Each ..............................69.50

Crescent® 14-Ply Poster Board
Our finest poster board!  Professional quality, with 
a laminated core for extra strength.  Non-
bleeding, non-fading, clay-coated surface is 
excellent for illustrating, airbrush and painting.  
Black is ideal for tempera and airbrushing lighter 
colors.  Colored on one side.  Sheets measure 
22x28".  10 sheet minimum order.  Do not assort 
colors for quantity discount.
CRE-600S   Smooth White
CRE-648S   Black
10-49, Each ................................................4.89
50 or More, Each (one color) ....................4.49

UCreate® Premium Coated 
Black Poster Board
25-Count Package—True 18 point, coated post-
er board.  Black on both sides, with a durable, 
smooth finish that does not bleed when moist-
ened.  Acid-free and fade-resistant.  22x28".
P-53231 Each ..............................36.95

UCreate® White Poster Board Pack
5-Count Package—Small-sized sheets of 14 
point white poster board are ideal for small signs, 
exhibits and presentations!  Decorate with mark-
ers, colored pencils or paints.  White on both 
sides.  11x14" sheets.
P-5417 Each ................................2.29
 24 or More, Each.............1.99

Great For Monoprinting
& Durable Signs! 

 

Pacon® Economy 
White Railroad Board
100-Count Package—Large 
package of railroad board for 
big projects!  White poster 
board is super for signs, pre-
sentations and more.  White on both sides.  
22x28".  Lightweight, 10-13 point.
P-104225 Each ..................... 62.50

Pacon® 
Super Value White Poster Board
50-Count Package—Very lightweight 
economy board!  Ideal for classroom proj-
ects and indoor signs.  22x28".  Recycled.
P-76510 Each ..................... 28.95

Pacon® Super Value
Assorted Color Poster Board
50-Count Package—Very lightweight 
economy board!  Black, blue, green, red and 
yellow.  22x28" sheets feature double-sided 
color.  Recycled.
P-76520 Each ..................... 37.49

Creativity Street® Plastic Art Sheets
8-Count Packages—Made of lead-free, acid-
free, 12 point polyethylene.  Waterproof, flexible 
and tear-resistant sheets are ideal for custom 
stencils, painting, monoprints and more!  Assorted 
includes seven colors plus frosted clear.  Each 
sheet measures 11x17".  Do not assort for quan-
tity discount.
P-72710 Frosted Clear
P-72700 Assorted
Each ...........................................................7.59
12 or More, Each (one style) .....................7.29
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UCreate® Premium White Poster Board
25-Count Package—Premium white poster 
board is coated on one side and features a 
smooth, hard finish. 18 point boards measure 
22x28".
P-12277 Each ..............................36.95
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UCreate® Metallic Poster Board
25-Count Packages—Produce elegant signs and 
posters, shiny collages and dazzling art projects. 
Sturdy, 12 pt. poster board cuts easily with scis-
sors or craft knife.  Shimmering ink-coated color 
on one side, reverse side is white.  Boards mea-
sure 22x28".  Recyclable.
P-54981 Gold P-54991 Silver
Each .........................................................39.95

Hygloss Holographic Board
Sturdy, 10 pt., 20x26" poster board for dazzling, 
attention-grabbing signs, displays,  posters, crafts 
and accents.  Features a reflective holographic 
pattern on one side, white on the other.  Five 
sheet minimum order.
HY-35262 5-9 Sheets, Each .............4.39
 10 or More, Each.............4.19
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Helix® Paper Cutter
Trim papers from racks with no exposed blade!  Curved 
handle fits comfortably in your hand.  Color may vary.
HEL-66510 Each ....................................... 3.29

 48" x 200 ft. Each 36" x 1000 ft. Each
A Canary P-67084 ........... 52.49 P-67081 ......... 136.75
B  Autumn Gold P-67094 ........... 54.95 P-67091 ......... 154.75
C Orange P-67104 ........... 54.95 P-67101 ......... 137.50
D Flame P-67034 ........... 52.99 P-67031 ......... 142.30
E Pink P-67264 ........... 49.99 P-67261 ......... 137.75
F Purple P-67334 ........... 49.99 P-67331 ......... 134.75
G Royal Blue P-67204 ........... 59.75 P-67201 ......... 144.95
H Brite Blue P-67174 ........... 52.99 P-67171 ......... 139.75
I Aqua P-67164 ........... 53.99 P-67161 ......... 137.50
J Lite Green P-67124 ........... 49.95 P-67121 ......... 136.40
K Brite Green P-67134 ........... 53.95 P-67131 ......... 147.50
L Emerald P-67144 ........... 41.99 P-67141 ......... 102.75
M Brown P-67024 ........... 42.35 P-67021 ......... 108.75
N Gray P-67894 ........... 54.99 P-67891 ......... 139.75
O Black P-67304 ........... 44.59 P-67301 ......... 111.75
P White P-67004 ........... 40.75 P-67001 ......... 108.50

ArtKraft® Duo-Finish® Paper Rolls
Versatile paper for banners, backdrops, bulletin boards and more!  One 
side has a non-bleed, smooth finish that is ideal for water-based markers; 
the other side is toothy for chalk, tempera or acrylics.  Paper is dyed so  
the color is consistent throughout.  Acid-free and recyclable.  200 ft. rolls 
are 3-1/2" in diameter; 1000 ft. rolls are 8" in diameter.  

Rainbow® Colored Kraft 
Lightweight Duo-Finish® Paper Rolls
Dual-surface paper has a toothy surface which handles chalk, tempera, 
watercolor or acrylic paints.  The other side has a smooth finish ideal for felt 
pen, finger painting and fine line drawing.  Acid-free and recyclable.  Large, 
36" x 1000 ft. rolls.  Measure 7" in diameter.
  Color Each
A P-63080 Canary 92.80
B P-63100 Orange 98.50
C P-63060 Flame 104.75
D P-63030 Scarlet 94.50
E P-63260 Pink 94.95
F P-63330 Purple 97.69

  Color Each
G P-63170 Bright Blue 126.75
H P-63200 Royal Blue 134.75
I P-63140 Emerald 79.95
J P-63020 Brown 84.75
K P-63300 Black 87.75
L P-63000 White 79.95
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Fadeless® Art Paper Rolls
Multipurpose paper rolls in rich, brilliant colors.  Plus, the color is fade-resistant, so it stays bright and cheery.  Heavy-duty, fine quality sulphite paper.  Ink-
coated color on one side, white on the other side.  Accepts any dry media or markers.  Create fun and inviting classrooms with this premier, ultra fade-
resistant paper.  Use on bulletin boards, doors, file cabinets, or for paper crafts, backdrops, party decorations and more.  Also works well for 3D paper 
sculptures.  Great for folding crafts as paper will not crack when it is creased.  Acid-free.  48" x 50 ft. rolls are approximately 2" in diameter.  Do not assort 
colors for quantity discount.
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Fadeless® Art Paper Roll Assortments
4-Roll Sets—Quality art paper rolls in convenient sets!  Terrific for bulletin board displays or theater productions.  Nature and rustic sets feature fun designs.  
Rolls measure 48" by 12 ft.; 1-1/2" diameter.  
A P-57532 Primary B P-57533 Bright  C P-57531 Neutral D P-57535 Nature E P-57536 Rustic
Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................32.95

Each  ...................................................................................................21.75; 9 or More, Each (one color) ............................................................ 20.39

 A B C D E
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A P-56085 Canary Yellow
B P-56886 Sunset Gold
C P-56105 Orange
D P-56035 Flame Red
E P-56345 Magenta
F P-56265 Pink
G P-56335 Violet

H P-56876 Deep Purple
I P-56185 Rich Dark Blue
J P-56205 Royal Blue
K P-56215 Light Blue 
L P-56175 Brite Blue 
M P-56165 Azure Blue

N P-56145 Emerald
O P-56135 Apple Green
P P-56895 Lime
Q P-56025 Brown
R P-56305 Black
S P-56015 White
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Bulman
Tower 
Paper Rack
Constructed of 
high grade, tubu-
lar steel, this rack 
takes  minimum 
floor space and 
provides maxi-
mum results—
convenient roll 
loading, dis-
pensing and cut-
ting.  Features spring-tension cutting bars.  
Holds four 36" wide, 9" diameter rolls.  50" high 
rack.  Unassembled.  (Paper not included.)    
Does not qualify for free shipping.
BUL-369R36 Each ........................389.50

Bulman
Standard
8-Roll
Rola-Rack™
Heavy-duty paper 
rack holds as 
many as eight 36" 
wide rolls, mea-
suring up to 9" in 
diameter.  Spring-
tension cutting 
bars and heavy-
duty casters.  
(Paper is not included.)
Assembled 8-Roll Rack - Ship weight 70 lbs.  
Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck 
freight.
BUL-R370A Each .....................1,095.50
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $109.55)
Unassembled 8-Roll Rack - Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
BUL-R370U Each ........................849.75
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $84.98)

Fadeless® 
Art Paper 
20-Roll 
Rotary 
Dispenser 
Racks
Sturdy paper 
racks dispense 
up to 20 rolls of 
Fadeless paper 
measuring 48" x 
50 ft.  Each rack 
includes a cut-
ter bar with no 
sharp edges 
and four rubber 
casters.  Racks 
come unassem-
bled.  Do not 
qualify for free 
shipping, rack 
with paper ships truck 
freight.

Dispenser Rack Only 
P-57542 Each ............................969.50
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $96.95)
Dispenser Rack - With 20 Paper Rolls, 105 lbs.
P-57552 Each .........................1,446.95
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $144.70)

Bulman
Vertical
Paper
Racks
Heavy-duty, 
metal, verti-
cal rack for 
cutting and 
storing rolls 
of paper.  
Holds 36" 
wide rolls, 
up to 9" in 
diameter.  (Paper not included.)
Unassembled 4-Roll Rack - Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
BUL-998RKD Each ........................659.75
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $65.98)
Assembled 8-Roll Rack - Ship weight 67 lbs.  
(Not shown.)  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping, ships truck freight.
BUL-R999 Each .....................1,189.00
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $118.90)

Bulman 
Square 
Vertical 
Paper Rack
Designed for efficient 
dispensing of paper 
in a small space.  
Heavy-duty steel con-
struction with locking 
casters.  Blades lock 
open for quick paper 
changes.  Holds eight 
36" wide rolls, 9" in diam-
eter.  46-1/4" tall, 25-1/4" wide.  
Unassembled.  (Paper not included.)  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
BUL-R995 Each .....................1,149.00
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $114.90)

Pacon® 
16-Roll Horizontal Rack
Easily dispense and cut 48" wide paper rolls on 
this horizontal rack.  Holds up to 16 rolls, measur-
ing up to 4" in diameter.  Spring-loaded cutting 
stations.  Four heavy-duty casters allow for easy 
mobility of this 52-1/2" long, 62-1/2" high, 24" 
deep rack.  Unassembled.  (Paper not included.)  
Ship weight is 82 lbs.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping, ships truck freight.
P-67690 Each ............................995.50
Qualifies For 10% Vol. Discount (Save $99.55)

Pacon® White 
Butcher Paper 
Rolls
An excellent choice 
for painting studies, 
murals or backdrops.  
Accepts almost all 
media.  Approximately 1000 ft. per roll; 
measure about 7-1/2" in diameter.
 Width Each
P-5624 24" 57.95
P-5636 36" 78.50

Pacon® Brown 
Kraft Paper Rolls
Web Project 32
Versatile, natural kraft 
paper is excellent for 
drawing, gift wrapping 
and other craft proj-
ects.  Affordable surface to protect craft 
tables from paint and more.
 Size Diameter Each
P-5812 48" x 25' 1-3/4" 9.99
P-5824 24" x 1000' 9-1/4" 59.19
P-5836 36" x 1000' 9-1/4" 82.50

Speedball® 
Brushmaster White 
Poster Paper Rolls
18 lb.—Quality, multipurpose 
sulphite paper is excellent for 
bulletin boards and murals, or 
to protect tables from messy 
mediums.  25-yard rolls are 
approximately 2-1/2" in diameter.
 Width Each
E-321128 24" 12.99
E-321130 36" 21.59
E-321132 48" 24.99

Bulman 
Standard All-
In-One 
Dispenser/
Cutters
A l l -
s t e e l 
paper 
c u t -
t e r s  
f e a t u r e 
double-edged cut-
ting blades that are tem-
pered for long-lasting use.  Cutter can 
be fastened to a wall or table.  Holds rolls up to 
9" in diameter, on 3" core.  (Paper not included.)
 Style Each
BUL-50024 For 24" Rolls 63.95
BUL-50036 For 36" Rolls 77.50

Bulman Wall
Paper Rack
Spring-loaded 
blades and lock-
ing devices allow 
you to change 
rolls easily.  
Accommodates 
four rolls mea-
suring up to 36" 
wide, 9" in diam-
eter.  Assembly is  
required.  Entire 
unit  requires 51 
x 38-1/4" of wall space.  (Paper 
not included.)  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping.
BUL-T29336 Each ............................399.00
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Grafix® “Mirror” Film
Web Project 46  This mirror-like finish is ter-
rific for unique effects in a variety of craft projects 
such as theater props, kaleidoscopes, faux mirrors 
and reflective windows!  0.002 gauge silver poly-
ester is pliable, yet durable.  Roll is 27" wide, 25 
ft. long.  
GAS-12505 Each  .............................32.99 

Grafix® Shrink Film
50-Sheet Packages—Create artwork and 
then shrink it in a household oven!  Plastic 
film cuts easily with scissors.  Bake at 300°F 
for two minutes or less.  Colors intensify as 
the artwork shrinks.  Finished pieces are 
ideal for jewelry, ornaments and more.  
8-1/2 x 11" sheets.
Clear - Great for stained glass projects.  
Permanent markers create transparent effects.  
GAS-13688 Each ........................26.75
Sanded - Textured surface makes drawing 
with colored pencils easier.  

GAS-14434 Each ........................26.75

Highly Reflective Mirror 
Film & Board!

Hygloss Cello Sheets
Web Projects 82, 145 & 198
48 Sheets, Eight Colors—Transparent cello-
phane is great for suncatchers, window decora-
tions, paper lanterns, paper crafts and stained 
glass effects.    Transparent sheets can be layered 
to teach color blending.  Flexible, durable cello-
phane sheets cut easily with scissors, but resist 
tearing.  Each package contains six 8-1/2 x 11" 
sheets each of eight colors: blue, clear, green, 
orange, orchid, pink, red and yellow.  Acid-free 
and lignin-free.  
HY-78548 Each ................................8.99

Frank Lloyd Wright-Inspired Faux Stained Glass Project Kit
Web Project 198 100-Project Set—Enough supplies to make up to 100 stained glass 
projects!  Complete kit includes two packages (96 sheets) of 8-1/2 x 11" cello sheets in eight 
assorted colors; 100 sheets of 8-1/2 x 11" Dura-Lar clear overlay film; 100 sheets of 8-1/2 x 11" 
black classic card stock, 25 each of black Sharpie fine point permanent markers and an instruction 
sheet.  You will also need scissors or a craft knife, extra-strength glue sticks and a ruler to complete 
this project.  Graph paper is optional, but may be helpful.  Sharpie markers are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK198 Each ....................................................................................................... 82.50

Watch This Project on 
YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Hygloss Mirror Boards
5-Sheet Package—Sturdy silver boards with a 
mirror-like finish are a safe, ideal alternative to 
using glass mirrors in your projects.  Great for 
dollhouses, unique paper crafts and much more. 
Easy to cut with scissors.  12 pt. boards are acid-
free and measure 8-1/2 x 11".  
HY-28315 Each ................................7.99
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Hygloss Basic Color Cello Sheets
48 Sheets, Four Colors—Vibrant, flexible, 
durable cellophane sheets cut easily with 
scissors, but resist tearing.  Primary colors 

are perfect for layering to teach color mixing.  
Each package contains 12 sheets of four colors: 
blue, green, red and yellow.  Sheets measure 
12x12".  Acid-free and lignin-free.  
HY-78248 Each ................................9.95

NEW

Vivid, Colorful Transparent Cello Sheets!
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Grafix® Dura-Lar™
Clear Overlay Film
Web Projects 15, 192, 198 & 244
The Acetate Alternative—A superb alterna-
tive, Dura-Lar clear overlay film combines the 
best features of mylar and acetate.  
Consistent in color and clarity, it won't dis-
color, crack, curl or become brittle.  Acid-free 
and archival, safe for overlaying artwork.  
Also designed for layouts, color separations, 
or overhead transparencies.  Top coated for 
better ink adhesion.

3 Mil (0.003) Rolls Size Each
GAS-12384 20" x 12 ft. 9.95
GAS-12386 20" x 50 ft. 27.79
GAS-12390 40" x 50 ft. 49.50
5 Mil (0.005) Rolls Size Each
GAS-D52012 20" x 12 ft. 14.99
GAS-12448 20" x 25 ft. 25.69
GAS-12452 40" x 25 ft. 43.50
8-1/2 x 11 Sheets - 100 per package.
 Style Each
NEW GAS-12376 3 Mil (0.003) 23.99
GAS-12440 5 Mil (0.005) 37.99

5 Mil (0.005) Pads - 25 sheets per pad.
 Style Each
GAS-12443 9x12" 12.99
GAS-12444 11x14" 18.55
GAS-12313 19x24" 49.95
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Pacon®

Protecto Film™
Protect posters, bulletin board decorations, 
students' artwork, certificates, awards and 
much more.  This transparent, adhesive-
backed film keeps important papers in good 
condition, free from tears and smudges.  
Non-glare plastic matte finish film adheres 
in 24 hours.  Quick-release backing is 
printed in both inch and centimeter rulings 
for easy measuring and cutting.

Roll - 18" x 10 ft.
P-72360 Each ....................... 9.95
Roll with Dispenser Box - 18" x 65 ft.
P-72350 Each ..................... 44.99

Scotch™
Thermal
Laminator Value Pack
Preserve and protect important documents or for 
creating reusable worksheets to use with dry 
erase or wet erase markers.  Features a 2-roller 
system with two temperature settings and a lever 
that quickly releases items if they get caught.  
Lightweight and portable, the laminator measures 
16-1/4 x 5-1/2 x 5-3/4".  Photo-safe.  Laminates 
items up to 9" wide and pouches up to 5 mil thick-
ness.  Comes with 20 letter-sized pouches that 
will laminate documents measuring 8-1/2 x 11".  
Find a variety of 3M laminating pouches online at 
Unitednow.com.
3M-TL902VP Each ..............................69.95

Con-Tact® Brand Film
The original Con-Tact paper protects without 
using a hot laminator!  Self-adhesive film is clear.  
Great for protecting visual aids, decorations, 
books and shelves.  
 Size Each
DNA-9993 18" x 9 ft. 4.39
DNA-9995 18" x 60 ft. 32.99

Traditional 
Laminator Film 
Refill
Fully adheres with a 
crystal clear, glossy 
appearance.  1.5 
mil thick film with a 
1" core.  25" wide, 
500 ft. long.  
HI-25500 Each ..............................48.50

Grafix® Matte 
Dura-Lar™ Film
The Acetate 
Alternative
Consistent in color 
and clarity, plus it 
won't discolor as it 
ages.  Both sides have 
an erasable, matte 
surface that accepts 
ink, as well as pencil 
and other drawing 
media, without feath-
ering.  Archival rolls.  
5 mil (0.005) thick.
A Size Each
GAS-12579 20" x 12 ft.  20.75
GAS-12587 40" x 12 ft. 39.95

Grafix® Clear Acetate
A cast cellulose, polymer acetate that is glossy on 
both sides.  Has a glass-like, crystal clarity and is 
uniform in color and thickness throughout.  Cuts 
easily.  Ideal for protecting artwork, making over-
head transparencies, color separations, layouts 
and overlays.  5 mil (0.005) thick.  Archival rolls.
B Size Each
GAS-13129 25" x 25 ft. 31.59
GAS-13134 50" x 25 ft. 63.99

Grafix® 
Wrap™
An ultra-
light film 
specifically 
d e s i g n e d 
for protect-
ing artwork 
from dust 
and damp-
ness while 
a l l o w i n g 
unobstruct-
ed viewing.  Consistent in color and overall clarity, 
it remains dimensionally stable, plus it won't dis-
color with age.  Archival quality, safe for overlay-
ing artwork and it lays flat while you work.  A 
hassle-free alternative to shrink wrapping.  1 mil 
(0.001) thick.
 Size Each
GAS-12335 27" x 50 ft. 22.69
GAS-12339 54" x 50 ft. 44.99

 A B

Grafix® 
Heavyweight 
Dura-Lar™ 
Clear Film
Web
Project 126 
The
Acetate 
Alternative
Unsurpassed for 
clarity, strength, 
stability and 
flatness.  Non-
yellowing.  Will not tear or absorb moisture.  Cuts 
easily with scissors.  Clear, 9x12", archival sheet is 
20 mil (0.020) thick.  Each sheet features an 
opaque, protective liner on both sides; remove 
both liners before use.
GAS-12371 Each ................................3.39
 25 or More, Each.............3.09

Grafix® Dura-Lar™ Wet Media Film
Web Project 160  The Acetate Alternative
Specially treated, double-sided, non-yellowing, 
archival surface accepts ink, paint, markers and 
other wet media without beading or feathering.  
Won't peel or flake once dry.  4 mil (0.004) thick.
25" x 12 ft. Roll
GAS-12315 Each ..............................32.95
11x14" Pad - 12 sheets.
GAS-12308 Each ..............................19.95
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Logan® 301-1 Compact Classic 32" Mat Cutter
Sturdily constructed, the 301-1 offers trouble-free cutting.  Features parallel mat guide 
with quick-release knobs for accurate measuring and marking of mat boards.  Safety-
lock keeps mat guide secured during cuts.  Spring-loaded aluminum guide rail is ser-
rated for enhanced grip.  1/2" particle board base has a groove for straight cutting.  
Cut mats up to 32".  Includes a mat knife, push style bevel cutting head and five blades.  
Uses Logan 270 blades.  2-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
LOG-301 Each ...................................................................................147.50

Logan® 750-1 Simplex Elite 40" Mat Cutter
Great for sizing mat board, foam board, cutting glass and acrylic plexi, plus trimming 
paper and photographs.  Features hinged guide rail with production stops, 27" squaring 
arm with stop and parallel mat guide in aluminum channels to ensure straight, square 
cuts.  Durable, 3/4" thick vinyl board surface.  Includes bevel and straight cutting 
heads, 8-ply bevel cutter, glass cutter, acrylic plexi cutter, paper trimmer and a copy of 
Logan's Complete Guide To Home Picture Framing.  Uses Logan 270 blades.  2-year 
limited manufacturer's warranty.
LOG-750 Each ...................................................................................495.50

Logan® 450-1 Artist Elite 40" Mat Cutter
An economical, all-purpose mat cutter with a base that accommodates 40" of suitable 
materials.  Includes parallel mat guide in aluminum channels.  90° squaring bar holds 
material square and a hinging guide rail guides the cutting heads straight and smoothly.  
Also features a 20" removable measuring bar, and the hinged guide rail features produc-
tion stops to speed up repeat size cutting.  Comes with the 701-1 Straight Cutter Elite, 
which can easily be adjusted to three different depths: safety storage, standard thickness 
mat board and 3/16" (5mm) foam board.  Also includes the 702 Pull Style Bevel Cutter 
featuring start and stop line and an anti-crawl pin, plus five extra Logan 270 blades that 
work with both cutting heads. 2-year limited manufacturer’s warranty.
LOG-450 Each .......................................................................................289.75

Logan® 
Rigid 
Inserts
A more perma-
nent solution 
when assem-
bling a frame.  
Removal of rigid 
points from 
frames requires tools.  Use with Logan Dual-Drive 
Elite Point Driver only. Style Each
LOG-91116 600-Count 8.75
LOG-91118 2500-Count 26.89

Logan® Dual-Drive Elite 
Point Driver
A heavy-duty, 
high production 
gun that uses 
cartridge stacks 
of inserts to 
quickly secure 
glass and art-
work to your 
wooden frame.  
Fires rigid and flexible points, includes 50 of each.
LOG-91112 Each ..............................94.75

Logan® 5000 8-Ply Mat Cutter
Cuts 8-ply or 4-ply mat board.  Compatible with 
any Logan mat cutting system (excluding the 
Framer's Edge).  Features ergonomic and mag-
netic blade holder with an adjustable blade depth 
knob plus start and stop indicator for zero over-
cuts.  Includes five Logan 271 blades.
LOG-C5000 Each ..............................79.59

Logan® 701-1
Straight Cutter 
Elite
90° straight, pull-
type cutter with a 3" 
contoured handle 
and three depth set-
tings.  For use with 
any of the Logan 
mat cutting 
s y s t e m s .  
Cutter comes 
with five 
Logan 270 
blades.
LOG-701 Each .................................33.99

Logan® 270 Mat Cutter Blades
Replacement Logan 270 mat cutter blades 
work with most Logan mat cutters, includ-
ing the 301, 450, 500, 701, 750 and 2000 
models.   Style Each
LOG-270 10-Blade 6.89
LOG-270100 100-Blade 30.95

Logan® Mat Knife
For straight cutting and trimming mat boards 
down to any size.  May be used with any 
straight edge.  Features three different depth 
settings: safety, single sheet and double 
thick.  Includes three Logan 270 blades.

WARNING: Cancer - For more informa-
tion go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LOG-500 Each ....................... 13.99

Logan® 2000 
Push Style Hand-Held Cutter
A hand-held, compact cutter that makes 
beautiful, 45° beveled cuts a breeze.  
Retractable blade.  Durable, all-metal con-
struction.  Includes five Logan 270 blades.
LOG-2000 Each ..................... 36.95
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Crescent® Black Core Mat Board
Add a dramatic black bevel to your mats!  The 
surface is made of the same high-quality, bleed 
and fade resistant paper as regular boards, back-
ing paper and core are acid-free.  Raven black.  
0.052-0.060 thickness.  Measures 32x40".  
*Minimum order applies.
CRE-6989 10-24, Each ...................14.99
 25 or More, Each...........13.89

Crescent® White Mat Board
Versatile mat board features a smooth surface.  Boards come with a natural cream core and decorative 
backing paper.  Acid-free surfaces.  0.052 - 0.060 thickness.  32x40".  *Minimum order applies.
CRE-918 Very White
CRE-960 White 
10-24, Each ..............................................................................................................................10.49
25 or More, Each (one color) ....................................................................................................9.89

Crescent® Pebble Mat Board
Quality Crescent mat board with a unique, pebble 
texture adds an elegant touch to artwork.  Double-
sided, dual-color sheets offer versatility.  Buffered 
and acid-free, with a light cream core. Black and 
white.  0.052-0.060 thickness.  Measures 32x40".    
*Minimum order applies.
CRE-3921A 10-24, Each ...................10.95
 25 or More, Each...........10.29

*Minimum Order
When ordering, please purchase at least 10 sheets of the same size of mat or mounting board.

Crescent® Black & Gray Mat Board
Acid-free.  0.052 - 0.060 thickness.  Boards mea-
sure 32x40".  *Minimum order applies.
CRE-921A Smooth Black CRE-1019 Photo Gray
CRE-989 Raven Black
10-24, Each ..............................................10.49
25 or More, Each (one color) ....................9.89

Crescent®

Double-Sided Mat Board
White on one side, cream on other.  0.052 - 0.060 
thickness. Acid-free sheets measure 32x40".  
*Minimum order applies.
CRE-33 10-24, Each .....................9.59 
 25 or More, Each.............8.79

Very White White

  White/CreamSmooth Black Raven Black Photo Gray

  White/Black

Crescent®

Chipboard Mounting Board
Premium grade, smooth, buffered board for 
mounting posters and artwork. 100% recycled 
post-consumer waste.  0.040 thickness.  Medium 
weight, tan board measures 32x40". *Minimum 
order applies.
CRE-40C 10-24, Each .....................3.29
 25 or More, Each.............2.99 

Crescent® White Mounting Board
Acid-free, premium grade surface and is the pre-
ferred choice of professional framers.  Medium 
weight, white board is 0.048" thick and measures 
32x40".  *Minimum order applies.
CRE-X 10-24, Each .....................6.39
 25 or More, Each.............5.79

Crescent® #196 Mounting Board 
Double-sided board: smooth white surface on one 
side, gray on the other.  Medium weight. 0.048 
thickness.  30x40".  *Minimum order applies.
CRE-196 10-24, Each .....................7.59
 25 or More, Each.............6.95

Crescent® Ultra-Black Mounting Board
Deep black with solid black core.  Smooth on one 
side, textured on the reverse.  Acid-free.  Medium 
weight.  0.055 thickness.  *Minimum order 
applies.
 Size 10-14/Ea 15/Ea
CRE-8XS 15x20" 2.99 2.69
CRE-8S 20x30"  5.89 5.39
  10-24/Ea 25/Ea
CRE-8 32x40" 11.89 11.09

Mounting Board
Thickness Chart

196 White/Gray Mount. Board: 0.048

X White Mounting Board: 0.048

40C Tan Chipboard: 0.040

Chipboard White

   White/Gray Ultra-Black

Crescent® Mat Boards
Crescent’s mat boards provide an unrivaled 
range for traditional non-conservation framing 
and are the perfect product to always have on 
hand due to their versatility. Look to these 
boards to help create dramatic and exciting 
matted artwork, collage displays, decorations, 
general presentations and photo backgrounds.  

8 Ultra-Black Mounting Board: 0.055
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Please Note: Thickness chart shows approxi-
mations, not exact measurements.

Crescent® Mat Board Classroom Packs
25-Count Cases—An affordable option when buying in bulk!  White/cream mat boards are reversible 
and acid-free on both sides.  Black and white mat boards are single-sided.  0.052 - 0.060 thickness.
White mat board measures 32x40".

White/Cream Size Case
CRE-D33 32x40" 198.75
Single-Sided Black Size Case
CRE-D921S 20x30" 121.50
CRE-D921 30x40" 228.75
 

Single-Sided White Style Case
CRE-918D Very White 234.75
CRE-960D White 234.75
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Tagboard Frames Are An 
Easy Way To Exhibit Art!
Hygloss Creative Frames
24-Count Package—Pre-cut tagboard 
frames are an affordable way to exhibit 
student artwork.  For reusable frames, 
attach magnets to the back of the tag-
board and display on a white board or 
other metal surface.  Great for highlighting 
important information in the classroom.  
Features four each of six colors: aqua, black, lime, red, speckled natural and yellow.  Embellish with 
paint, markers, stickers, buttons, beads, glitter glue and more.  Designed for 8-1/2 x 11" or larger 
artwork, the outer dimensions are 11x14" with an 8 x 10-1/2" opening.  Frames feature unbeveled 
edges.
HY-34411 Each ..............................................................................................................14.59

Logan® Palettes Pre-Cut Mats
Convenient, precision cut mat boards with a white 
bevel.  Pre-cut to fit standard frame sizes.  Surface 
papers are fade- and bleed-resistant.  These mats 
have acid-free cores and backing papers with a 
buffered pH neutral surface.  Bold sizes reflect the 
outside dimensions of the mat.
5x7" - Opening size is 3-1/2 x 5-1/2".
LOG-90396 Seashell White
LOG-90397 Smooth Black
Each ...........................................................1.95
8x10" - Opening size is 4-1/2 x 6-1/2".
LOG-90444 Seashell White
LOG-90445 Smooth Black
Each ...........................................................2.09
11x14" - Opening size is 7-1/2 x 9-1/2".
LOG-90492 Seashell White
LOG-90493 Smooth Black
Each ...........................................................3.29
12x16" - Opening size is 8-1/2 x 11-1/2".
LOG-90612 Seashell White
LOG-90613 Smooth Black
Each ...........................................................3.99
16x20" - Opening size is 10-1/2 x 13-1/2".
LOG-90636 Seashell White
LOG-90637 Smooth Black
Each ...........................................................4.39

Pre-Cut Frames Are Sized To Fit
Standard Art Papers!

Pacon® Black Pre-Cut Mat Frames
12-Count Packages—Add a finishing touch to artwork with black 
paper frames.  Terrific for displaying student work in the style of an 
art gallery.  Sized to fit standard drawing papers.  For 9x12" artwork, 
mats have a 8x11" opening and measure 11-1/2 x 16-3/4" overall.  
For 12x18" artwork, mats have an 11-1/2 x 16-5/8" opening and 
measure 17x23" overall.
 Style Each
P-72560 9x12" Artwork 16.99
P-72570 12x18" Artwork 19.49

Black & White
Mats Add A Classic

Look To Artwork!

Logan®

Palettes Pre-Cut Mat Class Packs
10-Count Packages—Classic mats in convenient 
packages.  Pre-cut to fit standard frame sizes, 
mats feature a white bevel.  Surface papers are 
fade- and bleed-resistant, backing paper and 
cores are acid-free.  Size represents outer dimen-
sions, see opening sizes at left.  Opening size for 
18x24" mats is 10-1/2" x 16-1/2".  
 Color Size Each
LOG-M1011B Seashell White 8x10" 14.29
LOG-M1012B Smooth Black 8x10" 14.29
LOG-M1031B Seashell White 11x14" 25.49
LOG-M1032B Smooth Black 11x14" 25.49
LOG-M1041B Seashell White 12x16" 27.25
LOG-M1042B Smooth Black 12x16" 27.25
LOG-M1061B Seashell White 16x20" 35.75
LOG-M1062B Smooth Black 16x20" 35.75
LOG-M1071B Seashell White 18x24" 59.95
LOG-M1072B Smooth Black 18x24" 59.95

Scotch®

Positionable
Mounting Adhesive Roll
Professionally mount artwork without using 
heat.  Adhesive has a strong bond.  Dry, 
synthetic, pressure-activated adhesive is 
repositionable.  Apply final pressure with 
the included squeegee for a permanent 
bond.  Photo-safe.  Roll measures 24" wide 
by 50 feet long.
3M-16568 Each .......................144.50
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Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Scotch® Adhesive Transfer Tape
Fast and strong, this thin adhesive offers an 
instant bond.  Won’t deteriorate over time.  
Great for arts and crafts projects, mounting 
signs and photos, framing pictures and more.  
For use with the Scotch ATG #700 Adhesive 
Applicator Gun, sold above.
 Size Each
3M-05865 1/2" x 36 yards 16.59
3M-05866 3/4" x 36 yards 19.95

Professional Mounting 
Without Heat!

Scotch® ATG
#700 Adhesive
Applicator Gun
Professional applicator accurately rolls out 
continuous strips of strong, instant-bonding, 
non-archival adhesive.  Lightweight and com-
pact dispenser is perfect for one-handed 
application.  Professional-quality for mount-
ing art when framing.  Transparent cover 
shows remaining tape.  Use with Scotch 
adhesive transfer tape.
3M-700 Each ............................. 98.50
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Hygloss 
Corrugated 
Frames
12-Count Packages—These fancy white corru-
gated frames let children put the finishing touch-
es on their masterpieces!  Have fun decorating 
these wavy edged frames made from sturdy cor-
rugated cardboard.  Easy to enhance with glitter, 
glue, paint, feathers, beads, markers, decoupage, 
sequins and more.  Plus, they resist warping and 
can stand up to wet media and the weight of 
embellishments.  White on both sides.
5x7" Opening - Entire frame measures 8-1/2 x 
10-1/2".
HY-34322 Each ..............................12.99
7-1/2 x 9-1/2" Opening - Entire frame measures 
11-1/2 x 13-1/2".
HY-34332 Each ..............................16.99

Lineco® Self-Stick Easels
25-Count Packages—Use self-stick easel backs 
to instantly create free-standing poster board or 
railroad board signs and displays.  Also great for 
photos and collage frames.  White easel backs are 
made of cardboard.
 Height Supports Up To Each
LIN-1234 5" 7" 7.95
LIN-1230 7" 9" 10.39
LIN-1231 9" 12" 13.29
LIN-1232 12" 15" 15.79
LIN-1235 15" 18" 21.39

Roylco® Fun Frames
24-Piece Set—Thick, white, corrugated card-
board frames in a variety of sizes.  Shapes include 
rectangles, ovals, squares, hearts, circles and 
starbursts.  Decorate with paint or markers, and 
add fun accents to personalize.  Plus, the outside 
and inner openings can be used as stencils.  
Frames measure up to 5x7".
ROY-22041 Each ................................9.69

Corrugated Sheets
Web Projects 49, 55, 188, 199 & 
210
25-Count Packages—Corrugated boards 
are perfect for signs, displays and a variety 
of craft projects.  White is double-sided; 
black features brown kraft on the back.  
20x30" sheets.  3/16" (5mm) thick.  Sold in 
cases of 25 sheets only.  Do not assort for 
quantity discount.
A FPI-32330 Black 
B FPI-32300 White
Each .........................................................52.95
3 or More, Each (one color) ....................49.69

Kraft Corrugated Sheets
Web Projects 153, 165 & 184
25-Count Package—Brown kraft through and 
through.  C-flute.  Large, 32x40" sheets.  3/16" 
(5mm) thick.  Sold in cases of 25 sheets only.    
C FPI-32405 Each ..............................73.89
 6 or More, Each.............68.95

Project Boards Are Perfect 
For Presentations!

A B C

Project Boards
24-Count Packages—Corrugated project boards 
feature sturdy construction and clean lines.  Outer 
panels overlap when folded so students can han-
dle them easily.  1-ply.  Ideal for presentation and 
science fair displays.  Sold in full cases of 24 only.
 Size Style Each
FPI-30022 24x48" White 85.69
FPI-30042 36x48" White 98.50
FPI-30067 36x48" Black 118.95
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Personalize These Corrugated
Frames With Your

Favorite Craft Materials!

Versatile Corrugated 
Board For Displays

& More!

Grafix® Chipboard
Web Projects 46, 47, 161, 167, 176,  
178, 181 & 191  25-Count Packages
Versatile, acid-free, medium weight craft board 
with many different uses.  White front, natural 
cardboard color on reverse side.  
 Size Each
GAS-14103 6x6" 7.39
GAS-14099 12x12" 15.95

Project 161

Nevelson-
Inspired 

Wood Strip 
Relief

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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Flipside White Foam Board
5-Count Packages—Pre-cut, bright white foam 
board sheets make a fantastic base for collages.  
Made of polystyrene with a paper surface.  Can be 
cut with a craft knife.  3/16" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
FPI-11145 11x14" 8.99 8.39
FPI-16205 16x20" 10.95 10.29

Flipside
Foam 
Board 
Squares
Web
Projects 
147 & 235  
48-Count 
Packages
Foam board 
s q u a r e s 
make an ideal sur-
face for collage, mosaic projects, sculpture bases 
and more.  Sturdy, 5x5" squares measure 3/16" 
thick.
 Style Each
FPI-20485 White 13.95
FPI-20486 Black 14.59

Crescent® notFOAM™ 
Corrugated Board
25-Count Package—notFOAM boards fea-
ture a thick white acid-free surface with a 
corrugated kraft core and backing.  not-
FOAM is "not foam" because it is as durable 

as a traditional foam board, but is also recyclable, 
renewable, repulpable, compostable and sustain-
able.  Boards measure 32x40" and are 3/16" thick.  
100% recyclable.  Available in cases of 25 sheets 
only.  
CRE-3240 Each Case ....................108.75

Eco-Friendly Alternative 
To Foam Board!
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Colored Foam Board
10-Count Packages—Vividly colored foam board 
adds impact to a variety of art projects.  Creates 
brilliant dimensional signs, displays, models and 
posters.  CFC-free.  Consistent color is never 
streaky or mottled.  Colored on one side only; 
white on the back.  3/16" thick.  20x30" sheets.  
Sold in cases of 10 sheets only.
Black Only
FPI-20335 Each Case ........................51.89
 3 or More Cases, Each ....48.60
Colored Foam Board Assortment - 10 sheets of 
20x30" foam board. Five colors, two each of black, 
blue, green, red and yellow.
FPI-20320 Each Case ........................49.59
 3 or More Cases, Each ....45.95

White Foam Board
Great for signs, mounting pictures and more.  
Brilliant white paper surface has a double-clay 
coating that offers an ultra-smooth finish.  Surface 
is bonded front and back to a resilient polystyrene 
core that "bounces back" after handling, cutting or 
mounting.  Strong, yet lightweight and versatile.  
Rigid and warp resistant.  CFC-free.  Available in 
full cases only.  *25-count case of 30x40" 
boards that measure 1/2" thick does not quali-
fy for free shipping.
3/16" Thick Size Sht/Case Case 3/Case
E-900127 16x20" 12 42.95 38.50
E-950109 20x30" 25 86.95 74.80
E-900105 24x36" 25 117.75 102.50
E-900510 30x40" 25 164.99 149.45
E-900111 32x40" 25 158.75 132.50
1/8" Thick
E-900130 32x40" 25 138.95 121.35
1/2" Thick
E-950398 20x30" 10 68.95 63.50
E-900400* 30x40" 25 289.59 269.89

Permanent  
Self-Adhesive Foam Board
25-Count Package—Peel off the backing sheet 
of this self-adhesive, white foam board to mount 
posters, artwork and more!  Measures 20x30" and 
3/16" thick.  Available in cases of 25 sheets only.  
E-900895 Each Case ....................179.50
 3/Cases, Each .............166.75

Black-On-Black Foam Board
Lightweight, but strong and rigid to resist denting 
and crushing.  Resilient, polystyrene core bounces 
back after cutting to keep the board uniform edge 
to edge.  Solid black core and surface.  3/16" 
thick.  Available in full cases only.
 Size Sht/Case Case 3/Case
E-951120 20x30" 10 52.75 49.25
E-901121 32x40" 25 245.19 220.67

Durable Boards Are Great For Eye-Catching
Signs, Outstanding Projects & More!

Coroplast Corrugated Sheets
10-Count Packages—Coroplast corrugated 
sheets are tougher than corrugated fiberboard, 
yet lighter than an extruded plastic sheet.  Great 
for graphic applications; they can be used indoors 
or outdoors.  Add adhesive letters to easily create 
a sign, or paint your message directly on the sur-
face.  Sheets are waterproof, weather- and stain-
resistant.  Sold in cases of 10 sheets of one color 
only.  Each sheet measures 18x24" and is 5mm 
thick.
SL-82402 White
SL-82404 Black
Each Case ................................................52.95

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Foam Board Offers An
Ultra-Smooth Surface!
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Artograph® EZ Tracer Projector
Quickly and easily enlarge and trace your 
projects with this projector.  Features a 4x4" 
field of view and can enlarge up to 10X.  
Larger images can be projected in sections 
by using the handle to place unit in different 
spots.  Bottom-loading design allows a clear 
projection right to the edges of the image.  
Uses a 23-watt CFL or 15-watt LED bulb (not 
included).  120V, 60Hz, UL listed.
ART-225550 Each ..................... 49.99

Artograph® Tracer Projector
Simple, low-maintenance design has no moving 
parts.  Features a 5x5" field of view and can 
enlarge up to 14X onto any vertical surface.  
Larger images can be projected in sections.  
Projects any opaque, black and white or color 
image.  Includes an energy efficient 23-watt CFL 
light bulb.  Offers cool, quiet operation for maxi-
mum comfort.  1-year manufacturer's warranty.
ART-225360 Each ..............................94.99

Artograph® Prism Projector
Professional-quality projector!  Generous 7x7" 
glass covered copy area. Magnetic latches and 
arching spring clips keep copy securely in place. 
Dual cooling system and safety thermal overload 
circuit protects copy area and projector from 
overheating.  Reversible to achieve a wide projec-
tion range from 80% reduction to 20X enlarge-
ment in full color.  Includes two 250-watt, color-
corrected bulbs that provide 500 watts of photo-
quality lighting for a whiter, brighter image. 
5-year manufacturer's warranty.
ART-225090 Each ............................275.50
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Diversified Spaces Light Table
Shatter-resistant, 26-1/2 x 17" glass inset offers 
minimum glare and no hot areas.  High pressure 
laminate top adjusts from 0° to 30° and includes 
a pencil stop and soft-close feature.  Maple hard-
wood frame has a pre-installed 120 volt electrical 
cord.  Includes four energy-efficient fluorescent 
light tubes.  Table measures 39-3/4" tall, 44" wide 
and 24" deep.  Ship weight 180 lbs.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
SSB-LT4424 Each .........................2,425.00
Qualifies For 20% Vol. Discount (Save $485.00)

Use With A Lightbox!
DAHLE Vantage® Translucent 
Self-Healing Cutting Mats
Five-layer PVC construction provides maximum 
healing capabilities and extends the life of the 
mats.  1/8" thick mats protect your work sur-
face from becoming marred and your knife 
blades from getting dull.  Pre-printed 1/2" grid 
allows for easy sizing and straight cuts. 
 Size  Each
DAH-10680 9x12" 12.29
DAH-10681 12x18" 18.79
DAH-10682 18x24" 31.99
DAH-10683 24x36" 52.99

Tabletop Light Box
Get creative while saving valuable classroom 
space.  Explore color mixing or trace objects on 
this portable lightbox.  The LED lights are energy-
friendly and built to last (rated for up to 50,000 
hours).  Features a durable, acrylic top that 
evenly distributes light with reflective panels.  
Protective rubber feet help keep the box in place.  
5 ft. power cord plugs into a standard 110 volt 
outlet.  Entire unit measures 20-1/2" wide, 21" 
long, 5" high.  Rounded corners for safety.  Meets 
16 CFR 1505.  Ship weight 16 lbs.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
JC-5844 Each ............................394.00

Gagne Porta-Trace Light Boxes
A useful tool for crafts, art, tracing, photography, 
engineering, wood craft and painting.  These rug-
ged, durable and long-lasting light boxes are 
affordable and versatile.  Uniform bright white 
LED shines through a shatter-resistant, 1/4" thick 
Plexiglas work surface with minimal glare and no 
hot spots!  The stainless steel body is lightweight 
and rust-resistant, ensuring the light box lasts for 
many years.  Rear support leg and rubber feet for 
tilting.
 Size  Each
GNE-10121 10x12" 78.75
GNE-11181 11x18" 178.50

Durable, Wood Frame 
Light Box!

Gagne
Porta-Trace
LED Lumen Frameless Light Panels
Lightweight panels with super bright, uniform 
lighting.  Embedded LEDs allow for an ultra-thin 
design at less than 3/8" thickness, with no hot 
spots.  Energy-efficient LEDs are low heat and 
offer 50,000 hours of life.  Removable acrylic face 
allows for media to be inserted into unit for trac-
ing or display purposes.  Plus, light emanates 
from the edges, causing an attractive halo effect 
when used as a display.  Units feature a 1/2" black 
border; size reflects viewing area.
 Size  Each
GNE-69 6x9" 82.95
GNE-811 8-1/2 x 11" 108.75
GNE-1118 11x18" 159.99
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Richeson 
Plastic 
Human Skull
A great visual 
r e f e r e n c e 
model!  Heavy-
duty, lifelike, 
plastic human 
skull with a 
moveable jaw 
that is connect-
ed with metal 
pins and opens 
with a spring.  
Features three 
r e m o v a b l e 
teeth: incisor, cuspid and molar.  Top of head is 
removable.  20" circumference.
J-710104 Each ..............................98.75

Richeson Wooden Artist Manikins
A useful tool for learning the basic proportions of 
the human figure for drawing.  These accurately 
proportioned male and female manikins are fully 
adjustable to assume most human positions.  
Each has its own stand.  Both figure and stand are 
precision-made of natural, unfinished hardwood.

Male Manikins Size Each
J-710114 16"  19.99
J-710112 12"  9.99
J-710109 5-1/2" 9.59
Female Manikins
J-710113 12"  9.99
J-710115 16"  19.99

Fully Articulated 
Manikins!

A B
Creativity Street® Acrylic Mirrors
Freestanding mirror is 8-1/2 x 11" with a 3" sup-
porting base.  2-sided, tent-style mirror measures 
7-7/8 x 11" on each side.  Mirror material on both 
styles is 2mm thick.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
A C-2803 1-Sided 14.69 13.69
B C-2804 2-Sided 20.79 19.89

Richeson Moving Figurine Templates
Understand human anatomy through art, using 
figurine templates that mimic realistic body 
movement.  A great tool for showing slow motion 
or stop-action poses.  Articulated stencils pivot at 
riveted joints including shoulders, elbows, hips, 
knees and ankles.  Large template also has a 
jointed waist.  Fold compact for easy storage.  
Measure 0.03" thick and are made of transparent, 
durable green plastic.
 Height Each
J-710226 6-3/4" 24.99
J-710227 13-1/4" 26.59

Richeson Wooden Hand Mannequin
Capturing and rendering the gesture and articulation of the human hand is one of the most challenging 
problems an artist can master.  Adjustable 12" life-size male right-hand model is fully articulated.  It will 
hold a natural pose, mimicking a bent wrist, fingers or thumb.  Can also "grasp" lightweight objects.  
Smoothly sanded wood with a natural, Ph neutral finish.   
J-710222 Each ..............................................................................................................39.95

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!
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Didax® Foam Geometric Solids
12-Piece Set—The study of solids is quieter with 
these chunky, dense foam geometric models. 
Includes a sphere, cone, pyramid, square, cylin-
der and more. 12 pieces, measure 2" to 3" high.
DDX-2501 Each ..............................19.95

Figure It Out! 
Human 
Proportions
Draw the Head 
and Figure Right 
Every Time
Using the author's 
foolproof meth-
od, even begin-
ners can quick-
check the propor-
tions of their 
head and figure 
drawings, identify 
errors, and swiftly fix mistakes.  Contains no 
nudity.  Paperback by Christopher Hart, 144 
pages.  
SPU-6732 Each ..............................21.99

How To Draw 
People
Step-By-Step 
Lessons For 
Figures And 
Poses
Teaches beginning 
artists how to 
draw the realistic 
human figure, 
from stick figure 
to anatomically 
accurate person, 
in clear, easy-to-
follow lessons with step-by-step instructions.  
Paperback by Jeff Mellem.  128 pages.  
N-R6650 Each ..............................24.99

Learning Resources® 
Basic Wooden Geometric Solids
12-Piece Set—Ideal for teaching perspec-
tive, line and form.  A full range of geomet-
ric hardwood shapes to help students devel-
op their own style of drawing.  Sizes vary 
from 2" to 3".  
LER0120 Each .........................24.50
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Perspective Made Easy
A Step-By-Step Guide—A blend of the 
diagrams and step-by-steps of traditional 
instruction with a colorful comic book style.  
All skill levels can learn how to draw the 
world around them with dynamic and con-
vincing depth.  Paperback by Robbie Lee.  
65 pages.
N-T4033 Each ..................... 22.99

Koala Tools® 
Perspective
Transparency Grids
4-Count  Package—Four transparencies: 1-point 
room grid, 2-point perspective, 3-point perspec-
tive and 5-point sphere grid.  Use with light 
tables, light boxes or overhead projectors.  When 
using with a tablet, touch and stylus functions 
work through the transparencies.  Can also be 
used with dry erase markers.  Printed on 0.3mm 
clear PVC film.  8-1/2 x 11".  
K-KT22 Each ..............................16.99
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Koala Tools® 2-Point Perspective 
Grid Sketchpad
Whether drafting complex prototypes or sketch-
ing basic landscapes, this paper is a fantastic tool 
for students learning perspective!  Large, 2-point 
perspective design allows for drawing clean, 
3D-looking landscapes.  Sketchpad is side tape-
bound for easy tearing of sheets and features a 
soft kraft cover.  40 sheets printed on both sides 
with light teal ink.  11x17".
K-KT11 Each ..............................12.99

Koala Tools® 

Geometric
Transparency Grids
4-Count  Package—Four gridded transparen-
cies: quadrille, 1/4" isometric, golden ratio and 
circular (polar coordinates).  Quadrille is marked 
in 1/2" increments with a solid line and 1/4" 
increments with a dotted line.  Use with dry erase 
markers, light boxes or overhead projectors.  
When using with a tablet, touch and stylus func-
tions work through the transparencies.  Made of 
0.3mm PVC film.  8-1/2 x 11".
K-KT21 Each ..............................16.99

Koala Tools® 1-Point Perspective 
Grid Sketchpad
Room grid (1-point perspective) design allows for 
drawing realistic room interiors and layouts, as 
well as 1-point perspective landscapes!  A fantas-
tic tool for architects, interior design and students 
learning perspective.  Sketchpad is top tape-
bound for easy tearing of sheets and features a 
soft kraft cover.  40 sheets printed on both sides 
with light teal ink.   9x12".
K-KT16 Each ..............................11.99
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Color Wheel™ ViewCatcher™
Make stronger compositions, plus choose better 
cropping and focal-point options when creating 
landscape and still-life artwork.  Adjustable open-
ing blocks out surrounding elements and helps 
artists make accurate color value decisions.  #5 
middle gray color.  Instructions included.  
Measures 3-1/2 x 3-1/2".
CW-7002 Each ................................9.95

Roylco® Perfect Perspective Rooms
36 Sheets—Pre-cut, blank, scored cards feature 
tiny circles that shows students exactly where to 
line up their rulers.  Once the design is finished, 
tape the pleats together for a completed room!  
Flat sheets measure 13x11".
ROY-72151 Each ..............................23.75

NEW

Artist's Library Series: Perspective
An Essential Guide Featuring Basic Principles, 
Advanced Techniques, and Practical 
Applications—Learn the basics and more, cover-
ing concepts like 1-, 2- and 3-point perspective.  
Once you know the basics, it’s easy to do more 
complex forms.  Paperback by William F. Powell.  
65 pages.
WF-AL13 Each ................................9.95

Mastering Perspective
Techniques For Mastering One-, Two-, and 
Three-Point Perspective—Explains perspective 
in a fresh, approachable way.  With clear, step-by-
step instructions and illustrations outlining hori-
zon lines, field of vision, point of view, and more, 
artists can master this basic, and often challeng-
ing, technique.  Paperback by Andy Fish.  112 
pages.
WF-SU2 Each ..............................16.99
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Roylco® 
Super Snowflake 
Stencils
Web Project 29 
24-Piece Set, 12 
Designs—Twelve large 
snowflake designs are 
based on real, scientific classifications!  Heavy 
duty, plastic stencils with both positive and nega-
tive shapes, 24 pieces in all.  Stencils measure 
8x8".  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-58622 Each ..............................13.39

Roylco®

Animal 
Tessellation 
Templates
12-Piece Set
Explore tessel-
lations, sym-
metry and pat-
terns!  Each 
plastic animal 
stencil is clev-
erly designed so that it can be traced and repeat-
ed again and again.  Some stencils require rota-
tion of the image or the stencil to be reversed.  
Includes 12 stencils and an activity guide featur-
ing individual and group project ideas.  Measure 
up to 5x7".  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-5863 Each ..............................17.99

Leaf Stencils Are Great For 
Cross-Curriculum Projects!

Roylco® Perfect Leaf Stencils
Web Projects 189 & 193  12-Piece Set
Create perfect leaf shapes every time by tracing 
around these stencils.  Terrific for making sea-
sonal decorations.  Package includes 12 different 
varieties of leaf stencils, each measures approxi-
mately 8x8".  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-58623 Each ..............................13.39

Roylco® 
Fraction Mandala Stencils
11-Piece Set—Create your own mandala 
designs while learning the basic concept of 
mathematical fractions.  Each pie-shaped 
stencil  will create a complete mandala pat-
tern.  Features 11 stencils in one of seven 
sizes: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8 and 
1/10.  After you have traced your mandala, 
fill in the pattern with colored pencils or 
markers.  Finished mandalas measure 
approximately 10" in diameter.  Comes with 
a resource guide.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
ROY-58626 Each .........................11.39S
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Roylco® Rangoli Mega Stencils
4-Piece Set—Design your own authentic Rangoli 
art masterpieces!  Originating from India, Rangoli 
is an intricate, ancient art form traditionally used 
to decorate and beautify floors in homes and 
palaces.  Originally done in 2x2 square foot 
designs, Rangoli can cover entire rooms.  Trace 
designs, then fill in with crayons, markers or col-
ored pencil.  Includes four 11 x 11-1/4" plastic 
stencils.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-5621 Each ..............................13.79

Roylco® Gears Stencils
15-Piece Set—Gears bring science and art 
together, plus they add motion to any project!  Set 
features 15 interlocking gear stencils, including 
circles, ovals and squares.  Other shapes are 
inside the gears for more creative fun.  Interior 
teeth on several of the stencils add options for 
budding artists.  Size ranges from 3" to 9".              
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
ROY-58624 Each ..............................11.39

The Original 
Spirograph® 
Design Set
Create beautiful spi-
rals!  Simply place one 
of the spiro wheels 
inside the spiro ring 
and trace.  As the wheel 
moves around the ring, 
cool patterns emerge!  
Comes with reusable putty to hold the ring in place.  Includes 
seven spiro wheels, spiro ring, rack, 6g of reusable putty, two 
pens, a 10-page book and a 24-sheet paper pad.  Ages 8 and up.
KT-01002 Each ..............................................................................................................19.75

The Original Spirograph® Cyclex™ Spiral Drawing Tool
Draw fun and intricate spiral patterns!  Features rotating stencils that automatically advance as you 
trace the outlines.  Stencils have more than 80 different design options and are completely encased, so 
the gears will never accidentally slip while you are working.  Works with crayons, pens, pencils and 
markers.  Includes 20 sheets of paper, six markers, storage tray and design guide.  Ages 5 and up.
KT-01018 Each ..............................................................................................................19.75

Roylco® My First Stencils Set
Web Project 238  32-Piece Set, 16 Designs
Heavy duty, plastic stencils with both the positive 
and negative shapes.  16 designs: barn, tree, boy, 
girl, rabbit, house with clouds, cow, airplane, car, 
boat with clouds, train, horse, dog with bone, cat 
with mouse toy, bird and fish.  Sizes vary; approx-
imately 6x7".  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-58633 Each ..............................17.99

Roylco® Nature Stencils
20-Piece Set, 10 Designs—Detailed shapes are 
ideal for tracing and painting.  You can even use 
the edges to create coordinating frames and bor-
ders.  Durable plastic pieces measure up to 7-1/2 
x 7-1/2".  Shapes include frog, sun, squirrel, 
flower, gecko, dragonfly, fish, butterfly and two 
leaves.  Heavy duty stencils with both the positive 
and negative shapes.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-5615 Each ..............................13.39
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Stencil Mill
Arts And Crafts Stencils
24-Piece Set—Durable plastic stencils are 
great for greeting cards, signs, posters and 
much more.  24 stencil cards feature a vari-
ety of shapes.  Color coded by category.  
Each card measures 4-1/4 x 6".
ELP-001953 Each ..................... 19.99

Charles Demuth-
Inspired Number 
Drawing Project Kit
Web Project 170 
60-Project Set—Create 
a fractal pop art style 
Demuth-Inspired draw-
ing.  Kit includes enough sup-
plies to make up to 60 Charles 
Demuth-Inspired Number 
Drawings.  Includes two 
10-count packages of Roylco 
big number stencils, one 240-
count Crayola colored pencil 
classpack, one 60-sheet pack-
age of 9x12" mixed media art paper, 24 each of 6" compasses, plus an instruction sheet.  Colored 
pencils are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK170 Each ....................................................................................................... 98.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

24 Stencil
Cards!

Roylco® Big Number Stencils
Web Project 170  10-Piece Set—Durable stencils are cut from 
heavy-duty plastic.  Great for teaching basic number recognition as well 
as practicing number shapes.  Also ideal for cutting or tracing numbers for 
use on displays, signs, bulletin boards and more.  Set includes numerals 
0-9.  Stencils measure 5x9"; numbers are 7-1/2" tall.
ROY-58621 Each ....................................................................11.99

Animal Skins - 6 plates, 7x7".
ROY-5817 Each ..............................12.69

Optical Illusion - 6 plates, 7x7".
ROY-5841 Each ..............................11.39

Texture - 4 plates, 8-1/2 x 11".
ROY-5839 Each ..............................12.69

Snowflakes - 6 plates, 7x7".
ROY-48234 Each ..............................10.99

Insects - 16 plates, 4-1/2 x 6-1/2".
ROY-5803 Each ..............................11.99

Leaves - 16 plates, 4x5" (6 shown).
ROY-5815 Each ..............................11.99

Roylco® Texture Rubbing Plate Sets
Web Projects 5 & 80  Heavy plastic rubbing plates.  Create rubbings with crayons or colored pen-
cils, press images into modeling clay or use for a papermaking mold.  Images can even be printed using 
a brayer.  The number of plates varies per set.  Some plates feature multiple images.

Helix®

Italic Lettering Guide Set
4-Piece Set—Easily create italic letters!  
Stencils have guidelines for spacing, plus risers to 
prevent ink smudging.  Includes letters A through 
Z in capital and lowercase letters, plus numerals 
0-9, in three sizes: 1/2", 3/4" and 1-1/4".
HEL-08391 Each ................................9.95

Helix®

Standard 
Font 
Lettering 
Guide Set
4-Piece 
Set—Easily 

create 
d i s -
p lays 

with perfect-
ly sized and spaced letters.  Sizes 1/4" and 1/2" 
feature both uppercase and lowercase alphabet 
letters.  Sizes 3/4" and 1-1/4" have uppercase 
letters only.  All sizes have numbers and common 
symbols.  Risers prevent smudges when using ink 
pens.
HEL-08401 Each ................................9.95

Westcott®

Ruler Combo 
Lettering Guide
3/8" lettering guide 
with capital and low-
ercase letters, plus numbers, punctuation and 
common symbols.  Raised to prevent smudging.  
Inch and centimeter calibrations.  12-1/2 x 2".  
CTR-KT35 Each ................................3.99

Headline
Sign®

Letter
Stenciling
Guides
Clear plastic die-cut 
letters and numbers.  
Features the alphabet 
in 2" Helvetica capital 
letters, plus numerals 
and simple shapes.
USS-91
Each ...................8.99
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Helix® General Purpose Template
Template contains a variety of shapes, including 
circles, squares, hexagons, triangles, arrows and 
more. Also features a protractor and a French 
curve. Sizes range from 1/8" to 1". Green, trans-
lucent plastic is 0.03" thick and shatter-resistant. 
Designed with 0.5mm pencil allowance; ink risers 
on reverse side prevent smudging. Entire tem-
plate measures 5-1/2 x 9-1/2".
HEL-37170 Each ................................6.99

Westcott®

45/90 Triangular Scales
Standard drafting triangles with 45/45/90° 
angles.  Transparent acrylic allows for easy 
viewing of items beneath the triangles.  
Beveled inking edges for smudge-free draw-
ing.
 Size Each
AC-00703 6" 4.39
AC-00707 10" 6.29
AC-00709 12" 8.99

Helix® Geometry Shapes Template
Help students understand and draw different 
shapes with this template.  Features 17 shapes: 
two circles, two ellipses, hexagon, square, rect-
angle, parallelogram, trapezium, pentagon, two 
diamonds, isosceles triangle, equilateral triangle, 
acute angled triangle, obtuse angled triangle and 
protractor.  Ink risers on the reverse side prevent 
smudging.  Contains an 18cm ruler along one 
edge, plus holes so it can be inserted into a 
binder.  Made from shatter-resistant, 0.06" trans-
parent plastic.  Measures 4-7/8 x 7-13/16".
HEL-08791 Each ................................3.99

Westcott®  Adjustable Triangle Scale
Adjustable, 8" triangle allows you to trace angles 
from 0 to 90 degrees.  Inner graduations on arc 
give degrees of one angle while the outer row of 
figures gives the degrees of the complementary 
angle.  Also features circle openings measuring 1", 
2", 3" and 4".  Transparent design, so you can eas-
ily see items underneath.
AC-00201 Each ..............................17.59

Westcott® General Purpose Template
Template has openings for 18 circles; eight each 
of squares, triangles and rectangles; seven hexa-
gons; and two arrows; all in various sizes.  Circles, 
squares and hexagons include centering lines.  
Features a 6" ruler, marked in 16ths of an inch, 
along one side.  Green, transparent plastic is easy 
to see through.
CTR-T816 Each ................................6.49

Westcott®

Landscape Template
Terrific for planning trees and other outdoor 
materials.  Template features evergreen, palm and 
deciduous tree and shrub shapes; hedges and 
slate or field stone markers, plus wire and rail 
fence guides.  Also contains circles and squares in 
various sizes.  Scale: 1/4" equals 1 foot.  Green, 
transparent plastic is flexible, yet durable, for 
long lasting use.
CTR-T843 Each ................................9.49

Westcott®

Architectural Template
A must-have template for any house architect.    
Features sinks, refrigerators, a range, washer and 
dryer; plus bathtub, shower, toilet and other bath-
room fixtures.  Contains ASA symbols, roof pitch, 
and protractor feature with slope, rise and run. 
Also includes door openings, squares, circles and 
rectangles in various sizes.  Scale: 1/4" equals 1 
foot.  Green transparent plastic.
CTR-T806 Each ................................8.69

Westcott®

Home Furnishing Template
A wonderful tool for an interior designer.  Template 
includes basic bedroom furnishings, such as king, 
queen, double and twin beds, plus dresser, vanity, 
night table and chest.  Also includes various 
kitchen table sizes, plus living room items such as 
an upright and grand piano, sectional sofa, vari-
ous chairs, coffee table, book case and entertain-
ment center.  Scale: 1/4" equals 1 foot.  Made 
from transparent, flexible green plastic.
CTR-T830 Each ................................8.69

Basic Shape Templates Are 
Great For Math Class & 

Other Drawing Applications!

Westcott® 30/60 Triangular Scales
Drafting triangles with 30/60/90° angles.  Made 
from transparent acrylic.  Feature beveled inking 
edges for smudge-free drawing and easy pick up.
 Size Each
NEW AC-00693 6" 3.99
AC-00695 8" 4.39
AC-00697 10" 4.99
AC-00699 12" 6.59
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Westcott® Circle Templates
Circle templates are a terrific tool for math and 
art classes, as well as for technical drafters.  Each 
template offers decimal and fractional measure-
ments, plus centering guides.  Green, transparent 
color for easy viewing.  Flexible, yet durable, 
heavy-duty plastic for long use.
Small Circles - 41 circles, ranging from 1/16" to 1", 
plus corner radii of 1/16", 1/8", 1/4" and 3/8".
A CTR-T800 Each ................................5.99
Circles - 17 circles from 1" to 2", plus corner radii of 
3/16", 5/16", 1/2" and 5/8".
B CTR-T801 Each ................................7.39
Large & Small Circles - 45 circles, ranging from 
1/16" to 2-1/4".
C CTR-T831 Each ................................6.99
Jumbo Circles - 13 extra-large circles from sizes 1-1/4" to 3-1/2", plus corner radii of 3/4", 7/8", 1" and 
1-1/8" for drawing fillets and rounds.
D CTR-T826 Each ................................................................................................................7.99

Art Alternatives
Professional Circle Template

Made of flexible, durable, 0.03" trans-
parent green plastic, this template fea-
tures 39 circles ranging from 1/16" to 

1-3/8" in diameter.  Includes centering lines for 
precision placement, plus fractional and deci-
mal inch markings.  Allowance on all openings 
is designed for use with 0.5mm pencil lead or 
pen point.  Matte finish on one side to reduce 
glare.
MAC-27192 Each ................................................................................................................9.79
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Westcott® Ellipses Templates
Professional quality ellipse templates offer a vari-
ety of sizes.  Transparent, green templates allow 
you to see items beneath.  Made of flexible, yet 
durable plastic.

Small Ellipses 1 - 160 ellipses from 3/32" to 
11/16".  Projections from 15° to 60° in 5° incre-
ments.
A CTR-T807 Each ................................8.49
Small Ellipses 2 - 50 openings from 3/4" to 1".  
Projections from 15° to 60° in 5° increments. 
B CTR-T808 Each ................................7.39
Large Ellipses - 30 ellipses from 1-3/4" to 3" in 
1/4" increments.  Projections of 15°, 30°, 35°, 45° 
and 60°.
C CTR-T810 Each ................................7.99

Art Alternatives 
Professional 
Isometric 
Ellipse 
Template
Features 27 ellipses 
from 1/8" to 2" in 
projections of 35° 
with the isometric 
diameters measured 
through the 30° 
diagonal.  Includes 
fractional and deci-
mal inch markings 
plus metric equiva-
lents, centering 
lines and built-in ink 
risers.  Flexible, durable 0.03" transparent plastic 
with a matte finish on one side.  Designed for use 
with 0.5mm lead or pen point.
MAC-27196 Each ..............................14.79

Terrific For Use At Home, 
School Or In The Studio!

Westcott® Squares Template
The perfect tool for creating accurate squares.  
Template has 39 squares, ranging in size from 
1/16" to 1-3/8".  Features centering lines for 
precise placement.  Has calibrations in 16ths of 
an inch along two edges; one is 3-1/2" long 
while the other measures 7" long.  Made of flex-
ible, durable, transparent plastic that allows 
you to see objects underneath. 
CTR-T828 Each ................................................................................................................7.99

A
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NEW

A B C

D

Circle Templates Provide Precise Measurements & 
Accurate Centering Every Time!

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

NEW
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Westcott® 12" Combo Set
4-Piece Set—A terrific set of tools for cross-
curricular activities involving art and math!  
Durable, transparent plastic pieces allow you to 
see exactly where you are measuring and mark-
ing, plus they can easily be wiped clean with a 
damp cloth.  Set includes one 12" ruler, one 
4-3/4" 180° protractor, one 5" 45/90° triangle and 
one 7" 30/60° triangle.  Ruler includes both 
English and metric units; triangles feature inch 
markings on one edge and metric markings on 
the other.
CTR-KT3 Each ................................7.59

Helix®

Super School Kit
6-Piece Set—Basic math set includes 6" ruler; 
shatter-resistant, 6" 180° protractor; safety point 
compass with pencil; pencil sharpener and latex-
free eraser.  Ruler and protractor are made from 
translucent plastic, so you can see where you are 
measuring and marking.  Ruler and compass fea-
ture both inch and centimeter units.  Tools come 
in a sliding, zip lock pouch for convenient storage.  
Color will vary.
HEL-36008 Each ................................6.59

Charles Leonard™ 6" Protractor
A necessity for geometry students!  6" transparent plastic, 180° protractor with both inch and millime-
ter scale rulers.  Perfect for the classroom.
A CLI-77106 Each ................................. .69; 12 or More, Each ..............................................59

Helix® 360° Angle Measure
Unique, 360° design allows you to highlight angle changes all the way around the circle.  Features an 
integrated swing arm for easy angle measuring, plus crystal clear construction so you can see through 
it.  Can measure angles right to left or left to right.  Beveled edges offer clean, accurate lines.  Measures 
4" in diameter.
B HEL-12101 Each ................................................................................................................2.99

Measure Angles With
A Sturdy, Plastic Protractor!

SAFE-T Compass®

Web Project 139  This compass is easy to use, 
safe and accurate.  Performs all standard func-
tions without sharp points.  Draws circles from 
1/4" to 10" in diameter in 1/8" increments.  
Swing it in a circle, holding pencil point in radius 
hole, for desired diameter.  Can be used with 
mechanical, wooden or colored pencils as well as 
most ballpoint and felt tipped pens and markers.  
Calibrated with 4" ruler on one side, 10cm ruler 
on the other.
STP-45761 Each ................................2.19 
 24 or More, Each.............1.99

Keep Students Safe With 
The Original SAFE-T 

Compass!

Dusting Brush
Dusting brush features sterilized mixed hair bris-
tles for smudge-free removal of dust, fibers and 
eraser bits from work area.  10" handle.
MAC-27253 Each ................................6.99

French Curve Set
3-Piece Set—Includes isometric ellipse 
templates ranging from 13/32" to 1-5/16".  
Ideal for drawing ellipses and irregular 
curves.  Raised edge on one side prevents 
ink smears.
HEL-21561 Each ...........................5.59

Graduated Flexible Curves
Conveniently graduated in inches on one side and 
the metric scale on the other.  Easy-to-read mea-
surement markings. Metal core construction 
durably holds its shape for precise lines time after 
time.  One edge has a raised inking lip for 
smudge-free drawing.  Color may vary.
 Size Each
AC-00937 12" 14.59
AC-00941 20" 20.99

Dry Cleaning 
Pad
Dry cleaning pad 
contains grit-
free powder that 
absorbs dirt, 
powdered graph-
ite and more.  
Great for gently 
erasing smudges and mistakes on tracing paper, 
drawing paper, cloth, bristol board and more.  
Helps to keep work area clean.
AC-00293 Each ................................7.49

Westcott® French Curve Set
3-Piece Set—French curves made of gray trans-
parent plastic with double inking edges.  One 
each of sizes 5-1/2", 6-1/2" and 12-1/2".
CTR-KT8 Each ................................9.99

Helix® Angle 
& Circle Maker
Web Project 203  Two-in-one protractor and 
compass has holes for drawing circles like a com-
pass and slots for drawing angles like a protractor.  
Interior disc rotates 360 degrees, making this 
tool super easy to use.  Diameter is 5-3/4".  
Makes circles from 1/8" to 5-3/4" in 1/16" incre-
ments.  Exterior circle color varies.
HEL-36002 Each ................................5.59
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Excel™ Yardstick Compass
Draw large circles accurately and easily with 
any standard yardstick!  Can also be used 
with standard rulers.  Includes a drawing 
lead.  Posts measure 3/8" and have a slot 
for each attachment.  (Yardstick not included.)
EX-70036 Each ..............................11.99

Ticonderoga® Golf Pencils
144-Count Package—Half-sized, 
3-1/2" pencils fit school compasses.  
Wood casings and #2 lead.  Pre-
sharpened.  PMA approved.
DIX-14998 Each ..................... 19.49
With Erasers - 72 per package.
DIX-13472 Each ..................... 16.75

Helix® 
Circle Ruler
Web Project 203  
An easy way to make per-
fect circles!  Combines the 
function of a ruler with the ability to 
draw circles like a compass.  Innovative 
ruler has holes in the center to draw precise cir-
cles up to 12" in diameter in increments of 1/16".  
Ruler middle has circle templates measuring 
1/16" to 9/16".  Center has a handle, so you can 
easily stabilize the ruler while drawing circles.   
Features inches and metric graduations. 
HEL-36001 Each ................................4.49

Accurately Reduce Or Enlarge Images! 
Derwent® Scale Divider
A traditional tool that dates back to the great artists of the 16th 
century, the scale divider can be used to increase or decrease 
the size of an object so that it will fit correctly onto the 
size of paper being used.  It is also ideal for helping to 
achieve the correct perspectives in drawings.  This scale 
divider is a practical drawing tool that allows the artist to 
scale pictures in ratios from 4:1 to 1:4.  When not in use 
it folds neatly away and will slip easily into a backpack for 
increased portability.  Pine wood construction with a 
brass screw.  Measures 13-1/2" long. 
MAC-2300580 Each .........................................12.79
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Charles Leonard™ 6" Compasses
12-Count Package—Economical, nickel-plated, 
6" compasses are great for math and art classes.  
Feature ball-bearing movement for easy adjust-
ments.  Clear inch and metric markings for pre-
cise measurements.  Each includes a compass 
pencil.  
CLI-77360 Each ..............................15.99

Westcott® 12" Rolling Parallel Ruler
Rolls easily across surfaces.  Draw horizontal and 
vertical parallel lines or roll in an arc to create 
circles or curves up to 24" in diameter.  Use the 
built-in protractor to draw angles.  Made from 
clear plastic, so you can see the surface beneath.  
Graduated in both English and metric units.  
Includes many useful formulas and conversion 
factors.
AC-08567 Each ..............................12.59
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Fiskars® 
Plastic 
Tip Compass
Plastic safety tip holds compass in place without 
damaging paper.  Shatter-resistant design.  
Marked with both English and metric scales for 
exact measurements.  Draws circles up to 12" in 
diameter.  Includes a compass pencil.  Color may 
vary.  Features a 1-year limited manufacturer's 
warranty.
FMC-95300 Each ................................1.99 
 12 or More, Each.............1.89

Classic, Economical
Metal Compasses! Plastic Tip 

Won't 
Damage 
Paper!

Perfect For 
Compasses!

See page 358 for details on our

Free Shipping Policy!

Westcott® 6" Speed Bow Compass
A terrific tool for math class or craft proj-
ects.  Easy to adjust, it features a center 
wheel for precise measurements.  6" com-

pass is made of metal and features a smooth, 
satin finish.  Comes with a tube of spare leads.
A AC-04899 Each ................................9.59

Compass Lead Refills
Standard, 2mm leads fit most compasses.  10 
leads per package.
B HEL-134210 Each ................................2.29

Helix® Universal Locking Compass
Compass features a twist-lock mechanism that 
holds the legs in place for accurate circles, up to 
12".  Measurement arm is graduated in both inch 
and metric units.  Pointed tip automatically 
retracts when the legs are shut.  Comes with a 
compass pencil, and will fit most standard pens 
and pencils, plus thin markers.  Colors vary.
C HEL-37279 Each ................................2.69

Maped® Study Compass
Draw circles up to 10" in diameter.  Features a 
universal holder that accepts all standard pencils 
and most pens, ergonomic head and metal legs.  
Includes a 3-1/2" pencil and case.
D HEL-119410 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79
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Ludwig Precision™ 
Scholastic Aluminum 
T-Squares
Made from durable, extrud-
ed aluminum and calibrated 
in both inches and centime-
ters to 32nds throughout the 
first 6" on the top edge; 
centimeter and millimeter 
measurements along the bottom edge.  Wide, stable 
plastic heads are calibrated to 4" on both sides of 
each blade.
A Length Each
ALC-82018 18" 12.59
ALC-82024 24" 14.59
ALC-82036 36" 19.99

C-Thru® Ruler Junior T-Squares
Web Project 177  Economical, clear acrylic plastic 
T-squares allow you to see exactly where you are 
measuring and are ideal for artists, designers, engi-
neers and students.  Great for making accurate mea-
surements and alignments on any project.  Easy to 
read English markings on one edge and metric cali-
brations on the other.  
B  Length Each 12/Ea
CTR-JR12 12" 3.59 3.29
CTR-JR18 18" 6.99 6.49

A B

Westcott® Transparent Graph Ruler
Handy, transparent, 12" graph ruler with edges 
calibrated every 1/16".  Features a zero centering 
scale, durable, laminated design and beveled ink-
ing edge.
CT-B60 Each ................................2.79 
 12 or More, Each.............2.49

Westcott® Transparent Pica Ruler
Transparent design for measuring font types.  
Calibrated in picas with a zero centering pica 
scale, plus graduations every 1/16".  Features 
standard column spacing and includes English 
scale ruler, too!  18x2" plastic ruler.
CT-GA91 Each ................................4.99

Westcott® Scholastic Architect Scale
White, durable, high-impact plastic triangular 
scale with easy-to-read graduations.  Printed in 
three colors for easy scale identification. 
Numbered in 3⁄32, 1⁄8, 3⁄16, 1⁄4, 3⁄8, 1⁄2, 
3⁄4, 1, 1-1⁄2 and 3 to the foot and 16ths to the 
inch.  Fully divided below zero.  12" long.
AC-00965 Each ................................7.99

Westcott® Scholastic Engineer Scale
Terrific for drafting and architecture. Fully 
divided, the scale is numbered in 10, 20, 
30, 40, 50 and 60 parts to the inch.  Printed 

in 3 colors for easy scale identification, with 
clearly defined graduations.  Measures 12" long.
AC-00967 Each ................................7.99

A 3-In-1 Tool!
Architect 
AlumiDrafter™
An excellent tool for any 
architect!  A revolutionary 
double-sided tool designed 
by an architect that com-
bines features of many 
drafting tools into one with 
more calibrations than a 
triangle scale.  Convenient to store because of its flat, ruler-like shape.  Allows you to measure and scale 
drawings.  Compass point holes allow users to draw circles, arcs, angles and triangles.  Plus, solid metal 
ruler is ideal for use as a cutting edge.  Photo anodized markings, so they will never rub off.  The silver 
finish is smooth and resistant to solvents and cleaners.  Standard architect graduations.  12 x 1-1/2".
ALC-31451 Each ................................................................................................................9.99
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Westcott® Yardstick
Made of natural wood with multiple coats of 
a clear lacquer finish.  Scaled on both sides 
in eighths of an inch and fractions of a yard.  
Plain ends with a hole for hanging.
AC-10420 Each ...........................3.49
 12 or More, Each .......2.99

Sturdy Metal Yardstick!

Westcott® Metal End Meter Stick
Select hardwood with multiple coats of 
clear lacquer.  Front is scaled in centimeters 
and divided into millimeters on both edges.  
Back is scaled in inches and divided into 
eighths.  Metal ends and a hanging hole.
AC-10432 Each ...........................7.59
 12 or More, Each .......6.99
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Alumicolor® 36" Yardstick
Lightweight, sturdy aluminum yardstick.  Includes 
English and metric, as well as marks for partial-
yard measurements that break the 36" ruler into 
even eighths.   Accurately calibrated on both 
edges for efficiency.
ALC-80081 Each ................................5.79

Ludwig Precision™
Center-Finding Straight Edge
Easily and accurately find the center of your work.  
Align ruler until the measurement to the right is 
equal to that of the measurement to the left of 
zero and mark your center point.  English mea-
surements featuring a 12" center point on the top, 
calibrated to 32nds along the entire centering 
edge, as well as through the first 6" on the bottom 
edge.  24" long, 1-3/4" wide and 1.0mm thick.  
Aluminum. 
ALC-81224 Each ................................6.99

Ames Lettering Guide
Create evenly and accurately spaced lines for let-
tering, based on the measurements found on the 
rotating disk.  Transparent plastic is easy to see 
through.  Inch and metric increments.  For cal-
ligraphy, drafting and architectural drawings.
AC-00181 Each ................................5.99
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Alumicolor® 
AlumiCutter™ 
Rulers
Measure your project, 
then use a craft knife 
to cut along the 
raised edge without 
changing tools.  
Finger groove protects fingers while cutting.  The opposite side features a beveled inking edge.  Made 
from extruded aluminum, rulers have inch markings on both edges.  Neoprene recessed non-slip back-
ing keeps rulers positioned with just a light touch.

Ludwig 
Precision™ 
Aluminum Rulers
High quality, hard 
tempered aluminum 
with accurate, easy-
to-read calibrations in 
English and metric.  
Lightweight.    

Easily Measure Up To 25 Feet! 
STANDART Powerlock Measuring Tape
Locks securely to any desired length, up to 25 ft.  
Marked in both English and metric units.  Durable 
metal measuring tape is flexible and resists bend-
ing.  Includes nail pivot, belt clip and vinyl strap for 
convenience.
HAW-17250 Each.................................7.99

 Length Each 6/Ea
ALC-81012 12" 4.29 3.99
ALC-81018 18" 5.99 5.49

 Length Each 6/Ea
ALC-81024 24" 7.29 6.79

Flexible 
Stainless 
Steel Rulers
Quality, flexible stain-
less steel with dark, 
clear, etched gradua-
tions.  Scaled in six-
teenths and millime-
ters.  Non-skid, cork 
backing.  Raised 
edges eliminate ink 
blots and smearing.
 Length Each
HEL-13006 6" 2.99
HEL-13012 12" 5.49

 Length Each
HEL-13018 18" 7.99

 Length Each
ALC-13121 12" 10.69 

 Length Each
ALC-13139 18" 11.99 

Westcott® 12" Recycled Ruler
A handy ruler constructed from 70% post-con-
sumer waste.  12" beveled ruler, both English and 
metric scales.  Holes for 3-ring binder.
AC-41015  Each ................................1.59
 12 or More, Each.............1.39

Westcott® 6" Plastic Ruler
6" plastic ruler ruled in inches and millime-
ters.  Color varies.
AC-00412 Each ......................... .99
 12 or More, Each...... .89

Westcott® 12" Non-Shatter Ruler
Transparent, shatter-resistant ruler features 
rounded corners for safety.  Scaled in both English 
(1/16") and metric units.  Features a hole for easy 
hanging on a wall or pegboard.  12" long.
AC-13862  Each ................................2.39 
 12 or More, Each.............2.19

SAFE-T® UltraFlex™ 12" Ruler
Shatter-proof, extra-flexible, transparent plastic 
that, even after being folded in half, will return to 
laying completely flat.  English and metric calibra-
tions.  12" long.  Rounded safety corners and a 
hole for hanging.  Color varies.
STP-43011 Each ................................2.39
 12 or More, Each.............2.19

Westcott® 12" Grooved Ruler
12" ruler with center groove will securely 
hold a pen or pencil so it won't roll.  Features 
both English and metric scales, plus round-
ed safety corners.  Holes for securing in a 
binder.  Color varies.  
AC-10526  Each ......................... .99
 12 or More, Each...... .89 

Westcott® 12" Finger Grip Ruler
12" transparent plastic ruler with a raised, quick-
grip center for easy lifting and moving.  Scaled in 
English and metric units.  Color varies.
AC-00403 Each ................................1.69
 12 or More, Each.............1.59
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Office Desk 
Rulers
Constructed of 
select hardwood 
with clear lac-
quer finish and 
single, metal 
edge for inking.  
1-5/16" wide, single bevel.  Scaled in sixteenths.
A Length Each 12/Ea
AC-05011 12" 2.29 1.99
AC-05018 18" 2.99 2.79
AC-10384 24" 4.99 4.59

12" School Metric/Inch Ruler
Hardwood with a clear lacquer finish and single 
metal edge.  1-1/8" wide, 5/32" thick.  Features 
double bevel with pencil groove.  Scaled in six-
teenths on one bevel, metric on the other.  
B AC-10377 Each ................................1.19
 12 or More, Each................99

Westcott® 12" Magnifying Ruler
Ruler features a clear, raised center that magnifies 
content to double its original size.  Terrific for 
spreadsheets, books and proofreading.  Scaled in 
both inches (1/16") and centimeters.  12" long.
AC-15571 Each ................................6.39
 12 or More, Each.............5.99
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C-Line® Presentation Book
Features 12 bound-in, clear, top-loading 
polypropylene sheet protectors that lie flat 
while the book is open.  A storage pocket on 
the inside front cover holds extra materials. 
Clear-view spine insert is reversible for 
instant customization.  Holds items measur-
ing 8-1/2 x 11", up to 24 pages.  Acid-free, 
archival quality.
CLP-33120 Each ...........................4.99

ITOYA® Art 
Profolio

Presentation 
& 
Display 
Books
P r o t e c t 
your art in 
this durable 
book.  Slide 
artwork into 
the 24 trans-
parent, poly-
p r o p y l e n e 
sleeves for a 
professional pre-
sentation.  Each page is permanently attached 
and lies flat while open.  Durable black polypro-
pylene cover with a customizable spine label.  
Acid-free, archival quality, black mounting pages.
 Size Each
IT-90617 8-1/2 x 11" 13.49
IT-90615 11x14" 24.99
IT-90647 18x24" 56.99
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Richeson Hardboard Panels
Hardboard panels offer a rigid, smooth paint sur-
face.  Prime with gesso for oils or acrylics or add 
gel mediums for a unique surface.  Untempered.  
Can also be used as a mixing palette, drawing 
board or inserted into a portfolio to protect paint-
ings and add stability.  1/8" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-696512 5x7" 1.39 1.19
J-696513 8x10" 1.79 1.59
J-696501 9x12" 1.89 1.69
J-696510 11x14" 2.69 2.39
J-696514 12x16" 3.19 2.89
J-696503 12x18" 3.29 2.99
J-696504 14x18" 3.99 3.69
J-696505 16x20" 4.39 3.89
J-696506 18x24" 5.99 5.49
24x30" - Carton of 15 panels.
J-696507 Each ............................................................................................................114.75

Richeson Clipboard Rubber Band
Great for holding and securing papers or drawing 
pads on drawing boards.  Get an extra-strong hold 
with this giant rubber band.     
J-400415 Each ................................2.99

Martin® Pro•Draft 
Parallel Straightedge Board
This lightweight and portable 18x24" board 
features a smooth, nonporous white 
melamine drawing surface.  An anti-warp 
aluminum body straight edge easily secures 
into position with two locking knobs, and 
can be used to firmly hold artwork in place 
or as a straight edge for line drawing.  Two 
deeply ribbed strips on the back side allow 
the unit to be positioned over the table 
edge to bring the surface into the users lap, 
and two easy-fold legs provide an angle 
when needed.  Rubber feet add stability 
while preventing movement.  Features a 
comfortable handle for easy transport to 
class, workshops and even job sites.  
MUD-03797 Each ............................................................................................................129.50

Richeson Drawing Boards
Designed for sketching in the classroom, studio or 
outdoors!  Secure pads or pieces of paper to the 
durable surface with the sturdy, spring-loaded clip 
fasteners and heavy-duty rubber band.  Made of 
heavyweight board that measures 3/16" thick.  
Boards can be easily carried by the convenient 
cut-out handle.
 Size Each 6/Ea
J-400411 18x18" 15.99 14.59
J-400413 26x23" 21.99 19.99

ArtBin® Tote Folio
An easily transportable portfolio!  The main com-
partment holds items up to 18x24".  Features two 
5x10" zippered pockets and one 12x12" zippered 
pocket.  Two easy-grip handles and an adjustable 
shoulder strap with padding.  Measures 27-1/2 x 
23 x 1-1/2".  (Art supplies pictured are not 
included.)
FPC-6829AG Each ..............................48.95

Charles Leonard™
Bull Dog Clips
Spring steel construction.  Attach one or more of 
these clips to a hardboard panel to make your 
own drawing board.
 Size Each 12/Ea
CLI-68200 2" .69 .59
CLI-68300 3" 1.19 1.09
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Easily Draw Straight Lines!
Art Alternatives
Wooden Acrylic Edged T-Square
Wooden T-Square features elevated, transparent 
acrylic edges on both sides for smear-free inking. 
Perfect for drawing accurate lines and right 
angles.  End has a pre-drilled hole for hanging on 
a wall.  Measures 36" long.  Does not include 
measurement markings.
MAC-27115 Each ..............................37.99
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Art Alternatives
Academy Portfolios
Light-weight and water-resistant, these portfolios 
are constructed of durable polypropylene with 
handles for carrying.  They feature a dual-action 
zipper, an inner pocket for storing accessories and 
an elastic cross strap that keeps artwork secure 
during transport.  2" gusset for expansion.  Plastic 
feet provide stability when sitting on the floor.  
Classic black color.
 Size Each
MAC-18002 17x22" 39.50
MAC-18004 20x26" 47.99
MAC-18006 23x31" 62.50
MAC-18008 24x36" 73.59

Rigid Polypropylene Offers Extra Protection!

Sturdy Corrugated Portfolios Can Store
& Transport A Drawing Board!

Art Alternatives Mesh Bags
Constructed of durable transparent plastic 
mesh, these bags allow you to easily see all 
of your supplies at once while keeping them 
secure.  Bags feature heavy-duty zippers 
with nylon pulls that glide easily and keep 
supplies safely inside.  The zippers are 
stitched, not glued in, for strength and stur-
diness over time.   Sizes 10x14" and smaller 
have a 3/4" gusseted bottom while the 
12x16" and larger bags have a 1" gusseted 
bottom for added storage capacity.  To keep 
items secure, thread a zip tie through the 
zipper and the built-in nylon loop on the 
side.  

WARNING: This product can expose 
you to chemicals which are known to 

the State of California to cause cancer and 
birth defects or other reproductive harm.  For 
more information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.
gov   
 Size Each
MAC-84010 5x9" 4.39
MAC-84029 10x14" 5.99
MAC-84012 12x16" 7.99
MAC-84013 16x21" 12.99

Art Alternatives Handled Mesh Bags
Constructed of durable transparent plastic mesh, 
these bags allow you to easily see all of your sup-
plies at once while keeping them secure.  Bags 
feature heavy-duty zippers with nylon pulls that 
glide easily and keep supplies safely inside.  The 
zippers are stitched, not glued in, for strength and 
sturdiness over time.  Bags have a 1" gusseted 
bottom for added storage capacity.  To keep items 
secure, thread a zip tie through the zipper and the 
built-in nylon loop on the side.   

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known to the State of 

California to cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm.  For more information 
go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov   
 Size Each
MAC-84015 20x26" 17.99
MAC-84016 24x32" 22.99
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Economical Portfolios For Artists On A Budget!
Star Products™ Classic Red Rope Portfolios
Classic, affordable and dependable, Red Rope Portfolios store and hold drawings or other artwork with 
ease.  Terrific for students who need to present a portfolio or store and organize papers, pads, rulers, 
pencils or drawing supplies.  Rugged, 1-piece envelopes are made of heavy, moisture-resistant, acid-
free fiberstock and constructed with "ecosmart" post consumer recycled material.  Feature 2" gussets.  
Hold up to 40 lbs.  Available with and without reinforced woven handles.

Without Handles - Hook & loop closure.
 Size Each 25/Ea
NF-V212 12x18" 3.79 3.39
NF-V216 14x20" 7.29 6.79
NF-V219 17x22" 7.99 6.99
NF-V220 20x26" 11.79 9.99
NF-V223 23x31" 12.59 10.39

With Handles
 Size Each 25/Ea
NF-216H 14x20" 8.79 7.99
NF-219H 17x22" 10.99 9.49
NF-220H 20x26" 11.99 10.39
NF-223H 23x31" 12.99 10.99
NF-246H 24x36" 19.95 16.95

Flipside Corrugated Portfolios
Corrugated portfolios have a variety of uses—safely store and protect student artwork, keep teaching 
materials tidy and organized or carry a drawing board and paper across campus.  Each measures 1-1/4" 
deep and features a reinforced plastic handle and velcro-like closure.  20x26". 
Black Water-Resistant
FPI-20083 Each ..............................14.69
 10 or More, Each...........13.59

White  
FPI-20080 Each ..............................11.79
 10 or More, Each...........10.69
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See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!
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Paper Mate® Pink Pearl® Erasers
Erasers made of soft, pliable, premium rub-
ber.  Get smudge-free results without tear-
ing paper.  Self-cleaning.
Large - 2-1/2 x 1 x 1/4".  12 per package.
S-70521 Each ................................8.99
 6 or More, Each...............8.59
Medium - 2-3/8 x 3/4 x 1/4".  24 per pack-
age.
S-70520 Each ..............................14.39
 6 or More, Each.............13.79

Enough For The
Whole Classroom!

General's®

All-Art® Pink Erasers 
120-Count Package—A great value!  Pink eras-
ers in a plastic tub.  An all-purpose choice, they're 
suitable for erasing graphite or writing pencils.  
Measure 1-1/8 x 1/2 x 1/4".
GEN-60120 Each ..............................48.99  

Basic
Pencil 

Erasers!
Ticonderoga® 
Pink Erasers
5-Count Package
Exceptional quality, 
pink erasers for 
smudge-free correc-
tions.  Great for fixing 
mistakes made with 
graphite or lead pen-
cils.  Latex-free, non-
toxic erasers mea-
sure 2 x 13/16".
DIX-38945
Each .................2.79

Paper Mate® 
Arrowhead™
Eraser Cap 
Erasers
144-Count Package
Classic wedge-shaped, 
pink pencil cap erasers fit 
snugly on standard-sized pen-
cils.  Premium rubber erasers do 
not smudge.  Soft, pliable and will not tear paper!  
Perfect for when your pencil's eraser wears out.
S-73015 Each ................................8.69

Pentel® Clic Eraser™ Pencil
Thick eraser cleans small or large areas with ease!  
Advances with click button.  Includes one 3-1/2 x 
1/4" eraser.  Latex-free.
PEN-ZE22C Each ................................1.99
Refill Erasers - Package of two latex-free erasers 
measuring 3-1/2 x 1/4" each.  (Not shown.) 
PEN-ZER2 Each ................................1.99

General's® 
Factis® 
Mechanical 
Eraser
Artist quality 
plastic eraser.  
Non-abrasive, 
ultrafine, 1/8" 
diameter eras-
er  will not 
damage your 
paper surface.  
Precision tip is 
ideal for 
removing pen-
cil, graphite or 
even pastel 
marks from 
the tiniest of 
areas. Simply 
click the top of 
the barrel to 
advance the eraser.  Latex-free.  Barrel features a 
convenient clip for on-the-go corrections.  
GEN-21321 Each ................................5.59
3-Count Eraser Refill 
GEN-21323 Each ................................3.69

Prismacolor®

Kneaded Rubber Erasers
Remove marks quickly and cleanly, leaving sur-
faces smooth and bright.  Erasers can be shaped, 
so you can remove smudges from even the small-
est areas.  Dirty parts can be kneaded away, so it 
will last a long time.  Excellent for erasing pencils, 
chalks, charcoal and pastels.
12-Count Packages Size Each 6/Ea
S-70532 2x2" 16.99 15.99
S-70531 1-3/4 x 1-1/4" 10.59 9.99
1-1/4 x 3/4" - Box of 24.  
S-70530 Each ..............................16.99
 6 or More, Each.............15.99

Faber-Castell® Kneaded Erasers
120-Count Package—Soft erasers are absorbent 
and easy to knead.  Ideal for erasing charcoal, 
pastel, pencil and chalks without leaving any resi-
due behind.  PVC- and latex-free.  Erasers mea-
sure 1-1/8 x 13/16 x 3/8". Includes plastic 
bucket with a twist-off lid for storage.
FC-800133 Each ..............................69.95

Helix® Auto Eraser
This compact, battery-operated eraser easily han-
dles any erasing need without damaging paper.  
Precise eraser tip makes detailed erasing and 
feathering easy.  Includes ten 1", white vinyl, 
replacement erasers.  Requires two AA batteries 
(not included).
HEL-19060 Each ..............................13.59
Refill Erasers - 1" white vinyl pencil eraser refills.  
30 per box.  (Not shown.)
HEL-19071 Each ................................2.49

Faber-Castell®
Perfection Eraser Pencil
Designed for detail erasing.  White, hard eraser 
"lead" is suitable for ink, India ink, graphite and 
ballpoint pen.  Easy to sharpen.  Pre-sharpened 
pencil measures 6-7/8" long, with a 4mm core.  
Wooden barrel is sealed with a water-based var-
nish.  Latex-free.
FC-185812 Each ................................2.69
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Westcott® Eraser Shield
Flexible, stainless steel guide allows you to pre-
cisely erase only what you want without smudg-
ing.  Contains 26 shapes to limit the area to be 
erased!  Measures 2-1/4 x 3-1/2".
AC-00431 Each ................................2.19
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Tombow MONO Zero Eraser
Protect your work and erase only what you 
need with a high-quality, precision eraser 
that will not damage paper.  With an ultra-

fine precision tip for correcting work, the pen-
style body is easy to use and store.  Pair with an 
eraser shield to remove even the tiniest graphite 
marks.  Rectangular eraser measures 2.5mm by 
5mm.  Refillable.  Latex- and phthalate-free.
TMB-57306 Each ................................3.99
Refill Erasers - Rectangular, 2.5mm by 5mm eras-
ers.  Two erasers per package.  (Not shown.)
TMB-57308 Each ................................2.29
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Prismacolor®

Magic Rub®  Vinyl Erasers
12-Count Package—Made of soft, white vinyl, 
this non-abrasive eraser is excellent for cleaning 
pencil from tracing paper, acetate or drafting film.  
Measures 2-1/4 x 1 x 7/16".  Latex-free.
S-73201 Each ..............................10.49 
 6 or More, Each...............9.99

Paper Mate® White Pearl™ Erasers
3-Count Package—From the makers of the 
favorite Pearl eraser—a 100% latex-free eraser 
designed to leave no residue on white paper.  
Completely smudge-resistant.  Rounded corners 
and flat face help you erase both details and large 
areas.  Erasers measure 2-1/2 x 1 x 3/8".  
S-70624 Each ................................2.69

General's® Factis® Plastic Erasers
Plastic erasers specially designed to remove 
graphite from tracing papers and films.  Non-
abrasive and self-cleaning, they remove graphite 
lines without ghosting.  Material does not crum-
ble and is smudge-resistant, yet cleans easily.
Large - Measures 2-5/8 x 15/16 x 1/2".
GEN-P12 Each ................................1.39
 12 or More, Each.............1.29
Small 24-Count Package - Each eraser measures 
2 x 1 x 1/3".
GEN-P24 Each ..............................14.99

General's® Factis® 
White Magic Vinyl Erasers
Designed with the artist in mind!  This extra-soft 
vinyl eraser is terrific for erasing charcoal, graph-
ite and pastel drawings.  It won't harm fine paper, 
and is ideal for shading.  Cleans deeply; it is 
absorbent enough to remove oil paint from can-
vas.  Eraser measures 2-3/8 x 15/16 x 1/2".
GEN-ES20BP Each ................................1.19
20-Count Package
GEN-ES20 Each ..............................17.75

General's® Tri-Tip™ Erasers
24-Count Package—This unique, white, 
triangular-shaped eraser has three conve-
nient work edges and erases small areas 
effectively.    Excellent for erasing pencil and 
pastel drawings.  Measures 2" wide, 1/2" 
thick.
GEN-T24 Each ..................... 26.95

General's® Factis®

Oval White Soft Erasers
12-Count Package—A soft, smooth eraser that 
erases cleanly and easily without smudging.  Also 
referred to as a soap, stone or egg eraser.  2-1/2 
x 1-1/8".
GEN-OV12 Each ..............................12.99

Erase Cleanly Without
Smearing Or Tearing!

Helix® Hi-Polymer Eraser Caps
10-Count Package—White, latex-free eraser 
caps leave a clean surface after erasing.  Non-
abrasive, they won't tear paper.  Oversized caps fit 
on standard wooden pencils.
HEL-37360 Each ................................2.19
 12 or More, Each.............1.99

Prismacolor® 
Artgum® Erasers
12-Count Package—Clean and brighten draw-
ings, tracings and artwork.  They remove most 
pencil marks and dirt without any smearing.  
Latex-free.  Measure 2 x 1 x 1/2".
S-73030 Each ..............................10.49
 6 or More, Each...............9.99

Staedtler® Mars® Plastic Eraser
Soft, white vinyl eraser with a protective card-
board sleeve.  Removes graphite lines from paper, 
vellum and drafting film without ghosting or tear-
ing.  Non-abrasive.  Phthalate- and latex-free.  
Measures 2-1/2 x 7/16 x 7/8".
SM-52650 Each ................................1.89
 20 or More, Each.............1.69
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Terrific For Vellum
& Drafting Film!

General's® Factis® 

Black Magic Erasers
18-Count Package—An extremely soft, absor-
bent, vinyl eraser designed specifically for erasing 
charcoal and pastels with ease.  Use with most 
papers without the fear of damage or smearing.  
Eraser measures 1-5/8 x 7/8 x 7/16".
GEN-GBS18 Each ..............................15.79

Faber-Castell® Small Vinyl Erasers
100-Count Package—Large container of small 
vinyl erasers is ideal for the classroom. Each 
eraser measures 1-5/8 x 3/4 x 1/2".  Latex-free.
FC-8000070 Each ..............................52.49

Tombow MONO 
Sand Erasers
2-Count Package
Professional quality, 
natural rubber latex 
erasers with silica grit.  
Erases colored pencil 
and ink marks, includ-
ing ballpoint, rollerball 
and some markers.  
Use to easily create art-
work highlights.  Gentle 
on paper.  Erasers mea-
sure 2-9/16 x 3/8 x 
11/16".
TMB-67304  Each ................................5.99
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DAHLE 155 
Professional Pencil Sharpener
Convenient, self-feed feature provides just the 
right constant pressure—sharpens even delicate, 
expensive charcoal and pastel pencils without 
oversharpening.  Also great for colored pencils.  
Extra large pencil opening accommodates stan-
dard and oversized pencils. Spring-loaded chuck 
keeps pencil centered.  Removable forged steel 
cutting head.  Adjustable point selector allows for 
perfectly pointed or blunt sharpened pencils. 
Features a large-capacity, slide-out, clear shav-
ings cup.  Includes a table mounting clamp.  
DAH-155 Each ..............................27.99

7-Year
Warranty

Bostich® Glow Classroom
Electric Pencil Sharpeners
Sharpeners glow when pencils are sharp, plus 
feature SharpStop technology to prevent over-
sharpening.  6-size selector dials are easy to 
change with just one hand, and even have a trian-
gular setting.  QuietSharp motors offer high per-
formance with quiet operation, plus thermal 
overload protection for increased motor life.  
Feature high capacity shavings trays, plus a safety 
switch that won't allow the motor to run if the tray 
is removed.  7-year manufacturer's warranty.
QuietSharp - Offers XHC cutter technology for 10 
times longer life, plus sharpens pencils in 3 seconds.
A BOS-05267 Each ..............................94.50
Super Pro Commercial - Offers XHC2 cutter tech-
nology for 12 times longer life, plus sharpens pencils 
in under 3 seconds.
B BOS-05745 Each ............................119.50

Perfect For Fine Art Pencils!

7-Year
Warranty

Compatible With 
Triangular Pencils!

A

B

Designed By Teachers!
X-ACTO® School Pro® 
Electric Pencil Sharpener
Designed by teachers searching for a product that 
would place an added emphasis on safety!  Perfect 
for classrooms.  Special cutting system provides 
for a sharp but rounded point.  "Pencil-Saver" 
prevents students from over sharpening, leading 
to less breakage.  Six holes allow you to sharpen 
all types and sizes of pencils.  Can even be used 
on colored pencils.  Includes a transparent, easy-
to-remove shavings receptacle.  SafeStart motor 
automatically stops when the shavings bin is 
removed.  No disruptions with this sharpener—it 
has a very quiet motor.  Features a 10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
E-1670X Each ..............................................................................................................59.99

X-ACTO® Teacher Pro® 
Electric Pencil Sharpener
A great addition to any classroom because of its 
quiet, powerful motor!  "SafeStart" feature will not 
allow sharpener to start unless the shavings 
receptacle is in place.  "SmartStop" light illumi-
nates when pencil is sharp, preventing over sharp-
ening and students spending extra time at the 
sharpener.  Plus, since the sharpener gives each 
pencil an ideal point, there is less lead breakage.  
Auto-adjustable to fit six different pencil sizes.  
Can even be used with colored pencils.  Clear 
shavings receptacle is easy to empty.  Features a 
10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
E-1675X Each ..............................................................................................................78.50

High-Volume Sharpener 
For Frequent Use!

Westcott® iPoint®  évolution Axis 
Electric Pencil Sharpener
Perfect for high-volume use in the office or class-
room.  Features  helical, 10-blade, carbon steel 
cutting head for longer lasting cutting perfor-
mance.  With auto-stop technology, sharpener 
shuts off when your pencil has the perfect point.  
Multi-hole dial accommodates a variety of pencil 
sizes.  Super quiet operation.  Safety shut-off if 
the shavings receptacle is removed.  Black with 
silver accents, plus a clear shavings bin so you can 
see when it needs to be emptied.  10-year limited 
manufacturer's warranty.  
AC-15509 Each ..............................................................................................................73.95

Durable Sharpener 
For Constant 

or Commercial Use!

X-ACTO® Mighty Pro™
Electric Pencil Sharpener
Formerly Model 41 Commercial Electric Pencil 
Sharpener.  Spend less time sharpening and more 
time writing with the ultrafast Mighty Pro electric 
pencil sharpener.  As the fastest pencil sharpener 
from X-ACTO, it’ll sharpen your pencil leads to 
break-resistant points in no time.  With its 
SmartStop feature, pencils are sharpened to their 
ideal lengths, while a bold LED light lets you know 
when it’s finished.  The auto-adjust dial works 
with nearly every size of wood case pencil, even 
colored pencils.  A slip-resistant bottom keeps the 
pencil sharpener steady.  Features a SafeStart 
motor that automatically stops when the shavings 
bin is removed.  Plus, the large shavings bin means there is less mess.  Sleek, professional appearance.  
Perfect for use in the classroom or any office setting.  Comes with a 10-year limited manufacturer's 
warranty.
E-1606X Each ............................................................................................................274.50
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10-Year
Warranty

10-Year
Warranty

10-Year
Warranty

10-Year
Warranty
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1-Hole Sharpeners Are Terrific For Office Use!
Bostitch® QuietSharp Executive™ 
Electric Pencil Sharpener
QuietSharp motor for quiet, stall-free operation is 
ideal for classroom, office and personal use.  Has a 
unique, angled cutter that provides extra control 
and an easy-to-clean shavings receptacle with 
safety feature that prohibits operation when blades 
are exposed.  "Tip Saver Technology" auto stop 
prevents over sharpening.  Thermal overload pro-
tection extends motor life.  7-year limited manu-
facturer's warranty.
BOS-03773 Each ..............................33.99

Space-Saving Design
For Personal Use! 

Bostitch® 
Personal Electric Pencil Sharpener
Powerful motor offers stall-free operation.  
Compact, space-saving design fits easily on small 
desks.  The safety switch prevents operation when 
the high-capacity shavings tray is removed.  "HHC" 
cutter technology offers four times longer life.    
High capacity, easy-to-clean shavings receptacle.    
Ideal for home office or personal desk use.  7-year 
limited manufacturer's warranty.
BOS-04547 Each ..............................24.99

Perfect Sharpener For
High-Usage Areas! 

X-ACTO® PowerHouse® 
Electric Pencil Sharpener
Heavy-duty sharpener with a sleek design is ideal 
for the office or classroom.  Features precision 
steel spiral cutting blades for long-lasting use.  
Flyaway cutter prevents oversharpening by stop-
ping when the pencil reaches ideal sharpness.  
Anti-clog gear is optimized for colored pencils.  
Powerful, quiet motor with auto-reset.  SafeStart 
motor stops operating when the shavings bin is 
removed.  Black color with a non-skid bottom for 
added stability.  2-year limited manufacturer's 
warranty.  
E-1799X Each ..............................51.95

Bostitch® 
QuietSharp 
Executive™ 
Vertical 
Electric 
Pencil 
Sharpener
Vertical design 
refines any desk-
top and conve-
niently saves 
desk space.  The 
Q u i e t S h a r p 
motor is built for 
maximum power, 
reduced noise, 
and is thermally 
protected for 
durability.  The 
pencil shavings 
are captured by the translucent shavings tray, 
which allows you to see when it is full.  A safety 
switch prevents operation when the tray is 
removed, so it's always safe to empty the tray.
BOS-05268 Each ..............................44.95

7-Year
Warranty

7-Year
Warranty

2-Year 
Warranty

Quiet, 
Battery-
Operated 

Pencil 
Sharpener!

Bostitch® 
Battery Pencil 
Sharpener
B at t e r y - p owe r e d 
pencil sharpener fea-
tures a durable steel 
cutter for long-last-
ing performance. 
Powerful, stall-free 
motor under normal 
use, designed for stan-
dard and colored pencils. 
Hinged, oversized shavings bin for easy disposal. 
Built-in safety switch prevents operation when 
shavings tray is open. Space-saving, compact 
design for convenient on-the-go use. Requires 2 
AA batteries (not included).
BOS-03041 Each ................................9.99

X-ACTO® Ranger 55® Pencil Sharpener
Durable all-steel construction results in consis-
tent use for years.  Adjustable dial allows you to 
sharpen eight different pencil sizes.  Even works 
with colored pencils.  Solid steel gears with 30 
cutting edges deliver a smooth, even point.  
Removable shavings collector protects fingers 
from injury.  Includes wall-mounting screws.  
10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
E-1001 Each ..............................39.50

10-Year 
Warranty

X-ACTO® KS™ Pencil Sharpener
Positive locking guides allow the KS to 
sharpen eight different pencil widths, 
including colored pencils.  Solid steel gears 
and 30 cutting edges ensure precision 
sharpening.  Pencil stop prevents over 
sharpening.  Nickel-plated steel receptacle.  
Using the included screws, it can be mount-
ed to a wall or table.  Features a 10-year 
limited manufacturer's warranty.
E-1031 Each ..................... 16.99

7-Year
Warranty

Bostitch® Manual Pencil Sharpener
This manual sharpener boasts all-metal construc-
tion with a die-cast base.  Features replaceable 
dual blade that offers six times longer life.  "Tip 
Saver Technology" prevents over sharpening.  
Includes an 8-size selector dial and high-capacity 
shavings tray.  Ergonomic grip is antimicrobial 
protected.  Easy-mount base includes both screws 
and a table clamp.  7-year limited manufacturer’s 
warranty.  
BOS-04003 Each ..............................21.99

10-Year 
Warranty
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Prismacolor® Premier®

Pencil Sharpener
Designed to give a perfectly sharpened 
point  to Prismacolor  colored pencils, but 
also works great with other art pencils.  
Creates wide and narrow points.  Features a 
high quality steel blade, translucent shav-
ings casing and protective cap.  Measures 
1-1/2 x 3".

S-2006685 Each ................................6.59
 6 or More, Each...............5.99
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Prismacolor® Scholar™
Pencil Sharpener
Specifically designed to perfectly sharpen colored 
pencils (and other art pencils, too).  The steel 
blade gently sharpens pencils to a sharp point.  
Portable size fits easily in school bags.  Canister 
holds shavings to keep work area neat.  Easy to 
clean.  Measures 1-3/4 x 1-1/8 x 2".
S-1774266 Each ................................1.99
 8 or More, Each...............1.89

Maped® Color'Peps
Manual Colored Pencil Sharpener
Designed specifically for colored pencils!  Creates 
a rounded point.  Shavings canister features a 
window so you know when it needs to be emp-
tied.  Two hole sizes with a protective flip-top lid.  
Color varies.  Measures 1-1/2 x 1-1/8 x 2-1/4". 
HEL-43111 Each ................................1.99
 24 or More, Each.............1.79

DAHLE
Double Hole Canister Sharpener
Plastic, see-through body catches shavings.  Metal 
blades are ultrasonically welded into the remov-
able cap.  Double-hole sharpener sharpens stan-
dard and oversized pencils.  Measures 2-1/4" 
high.
DAH-53465 Each ...................................5.69
 12 or More, Each ................5.39

Westcott® iPoint™
Manual Pencil Sharpener
The iPoint manual sharpener has a unique, easy-
to-use vertical design!     Features titanium cutter 
blades in both the standard and oversized pencil 
holes.  Provides larger capacity for shavings, so 
you can use it longer without emptying the recep-
tacle. The "EZ View" shavings reservoir lets you 
see exactly when it needs to be emptied.  Base 
measures 2-3/8" in diameter.  Entire unit is 
2-7/8" tall.
AC-14391 Each ................................4.79
 12 or More, Each.............4.59

Maped® Canister Pencil Sharpeners
Ergonomically shaped pencil sharpeners. 
Sharpeners are metal and encased in a durable 
plastic shavings receptacle, which is easy to 
empty once it is full.  Single-hole sharpener mea-
sures 1-3/4 x 3/4 x 2".  Double-hole sharpener 
measures 1-3/4 x 7/8 x 2-5/8".
 Style Each 18/Ea
HEL-506800 Single-Hole 1.99 1.79
HEL-506900 Double-Hole 2.99 2.79

Helix® Crayon & Pencil Sharpener
Innovative sharpener features two types of holes: 
one for pencils and one for wax crayons.  
Sharpener measures 2-1/8 x 1-1/8 x 3/4".  Color 
of sharpener will vary.
HEL-37112 Each ................................1.99
 10 or More, Each.............1.79

Two 
Point
Sizes!

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Maped® 
Shaker Manual Pencil Sharpener
Double-hole sharpener sharpens both large and 
small pencils.  Translucent shavings receptacle 
easily snaps on and off for emptying.  2-3/4" tall, 
2-1/2" wide.  Color varies.
HEL-4734755 Each ................................1.39
 20 or More, Each.............1.19

Sharpens Both Pencils
& Crayons!

DAHLE Chubby Canister Sharpener
Translucent, polyethylene body catches shavings.  
Sharpener is ultrasonically welded into the remov-
able top cap. 2" high, 2-1/4" in diameter.  Cap 
color varies.
DAH-53460 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.59

Designed For 
Prismacolor 
Colored
Pencils!
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Richeson Sandpaper Sharpening Pad
Pad of 4x1" medium-tooth sandpaper on an easy-
to-hold wooden paddle.  Perfect for pointing 
pencils, charcoal, pastels and more.  10 sheets.  
J-694006 Each ................................1.69
 12 or More, Each.............1.39

Eisen Pencil Sharpener
This sharpener features German-made stainless 
steel blades and two different hole sizes.  
Translucent plastic casing catches all your pencil 
shavings and allows you to see when it is full.  
1-1/2" in diameter, 1-3/4" tall.  Color may vary.  
TPG-00513 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Maped® 
Metal Wedge 
Sharpeners
Wedge-shaped pencil sharpeners with grooved 
finger holds.  Single-hole is designed for standard 
pencils and is 1 x 5/8 x 1/2"; double-hole accepts 
standard and large diameter pencils and is 1-1/8 
x 1 x 5/8". Style Each 20/Ea
HEL-506600 Single-Hole .99 .88
HEL-506700 Double-Hole 2.29 1.99

Maped® 
Vivo 1-Hole Pencil Sharpeners
75-Count Package—Economical, 1-hole, plastic 
sharpeners.  Ideal for pencil cases and classroom 
use.  Fit standard size pencils.  High quality, long-
lasting blades.  Measure 1 x 3/4 x 1/2".  Package 
features assorted bright colors.
HEL-506300 Each ..............................19.95

Maped® 
Vivo 2-Hole Pencil Sharpeners
30-Count Package—Ergonomic, 2-hole pencil 
sharpeners accommodate standard and jumbo 
pencils.  Compact size is ideal for pencil boxes, 
desks and backpacks.  High-quality steel blades.  
1-1/4 x 1 x 3/4".  Assorted bright colors.
HEL-062511 Each ..............................14.59

General's® 
Little Red
All-Art® Pencil 
Sharpener
Stainless steel 
blades are specially 
developed to work 
with softer leads 
like pastel, charcoal 
and colored pencils.  1 x 3/4 x 1/2".
GEN-S650 Each ....................... 1.15
 12 or More, Each...... .99

General's® Little Red All-Art®

Canister Pencil Sharpeners Tub
40-Count Package—Enough for the whole class!  
40 Little Red All-Art Sharpeners with shavings 
canister, packaged in a storage tub.  1-3/4 x 3/4".
GEN-S41540 Each ..............................76.59

General's® Little Red All-Art®

Canister Pencil Sharpener
The same All-Art sharpener as above, with 
the addition of a handy, twist-top lid to 
store shavings.  1-3/4" in diameter, 3/4" tall.
GEN-415BP Each ................................2.29
 12 or More, Each.............1.99
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General's® 
Three-In-One™
Artist's Pencil Sharpener
Opens to reveal three pencil sharpeners in one!  
8mm hole provides a sharp point on standard 
pencils, 9mm hole is for colored pencils and the 
11mm hole is for larger charcoal or beginner 
pencils.  Canister holds shavings.  Snaps tightly 
together.  Measures 1-3/4" by 2-1/2" high.
GEN-06491 Each ................................5.59

Manual 
1-Hole 
Pencil 
Sharpeners
24-Count Package
Classic plastic sharpeners with a single hole.    
Perfect for slipping into a pocket, pencil case, 
purse or backpack.  Sharpeners feature ribbed 
finger grooves for easy gripping.  Fit standard size 
pencils.  1 x 5/8 x 3/8".  Colors may vary.
AC-15993 Each ................................5.99

Ticonderoga® Duo
2-In-1 Sharpener & Eraser
Twice as practical!  2-in-1 tool features a tradi-
tional pencil sharpener that sharpens pencils and 
crayons of any shape, up to 8mm in diameter.  
See-through shavings receptacle is easily 
removed.  The opposite end of the shavings bin 
features a handy, latex-free eraser.  Simply remove 
the cap to erase stray marks and mistakes.  
Measures 2-1/8 x 1-1/8 x 1".
DIX-39001 Each ................................2.59

Convenient 
Tool Has A 

Sharpener & 
Eraser!
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Ticonderoga® Beginners® Pencils
Large, round barrels allow students to learn the correct grip.  3mm diameter, non-smudging #2 lead 
that is sealed in a 13/32" diameter, real wood case.  PMA approved.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-13080 Without Eraser .89 .79
DIX-13308 With Latex-Free Eraser .99 .89

My First® Ticonderoga® Pencils
12-Count Package—The perfect over-sized beginner pencil, designed to aid in writing skills.  3mm 
diameter, #2 break-resistant lead in real wood case with latex-free eraser.  13/32" round barrel.  Pre-
sharpened.  PMA approved.
DIX-33312 Each ................................................................................................................8.59

Ticonderoga® Laddie® Pencils
Large, 3mm diameter, #2 leads write smoothly, plus resist breaking and smudging.  Real wood case.  
11/32" round barrel.  PMA approved.
 Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-13040 Without Eraser .69 .59
DIX-13304 With Latex-Free Eraser .79 .69

Dixon® Oriole® Pencils
12-Count Packages—Hexagonal shaped pencils with #2/HB leads.  Break-resistant cores, standard 
size barrels.  Latex-free erasers.  Made from sustained wood forests.  PMA approved.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-12872 Unsharpened 2.79 2.59
DIX-12886 Sharpened 3.29 2.99

Ticonderoga® ENVIROStiks™ Pencils
12-Count Package—Unpainted pencils with latex-free erasers and #2/HB leads.  Made from sustained 
wood forests.  Standard size.  Recyclable.  PMA approved.  
DIX-96212 Each ............................... 5.49; 12 or More, Each ...........................................5.29

General's® Cedar Pointe Pencils
12-Count Package—Unpainted, pre-sharpened, standard pencils with #2/HB leads and black, latex-
free erasers.  Made with genuine, renewable cedar.  PMA approved.  
GEN-3332 Each ............................... 7.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................7.49
144-Count Package
GEN-33212 Each ..............................................................................................................78.79

Ticonderoga® Pencils
12-Count Packages—America's #1 pencil.  Yellow hexagonal shape with pink, latex-free erasers and 
#2 leads.  Real wood, standard size barrels.  PMA approved.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-13882 Unsharpened 4.19 3.99
DIX-13806 Sharpened 4.39 3.99
72-Count Package - Sharpened pencils with pink, latex-free erasers.
DIX-13972 Each ..............................................................................................................22.95

Maped® Black'Peps Pencils
Triangular shape helps students learn proper grip techniques and prevents rolling.  White, vinyl eraser 
is latex-, PVC- and phthalate-free.  7-3/8" long, pre-sharpened.  Break-resistant, #2 lead.

Standard Size Pencils - 2mm wide leads. 72 pen-
cils per package.
HEL-851759 Each ..............................18.99

Jumbo Pencils - Large diameter pencils measure 
13/32" and are great for younger students.  12 pen-
cils per package. 
HEL-854721 Each ................................7.99

J.R. Moon Co. Try-Rex Pencils
12-Count Packages—Three-sided hex 
design teaches the correct way to hold a 
pencil and prevents rolling.  Jumbo pencil is 
11/32" and is available with and without a latex-
free eraser.  Intermediate pencil is 9/32".  4mm 
wide core.  #2  lead.   PMA approved.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
JRM-B21 Jumbo No Eraser  .65 .59
JRM-B21T Jumbo With Eraser .75 .69
JRM-B23 Intermediate No Eraser .55 .49

Ticonderoga® Golf Pencils
72-Count Package—Real wood #2 
pencils are 3-1/2" in length with standard-
sized barrels and pink, latex-free erasers.  
Pre-sharpened.  PMA approved.
DIX-13472 Each ..................... 16.75
Without Erasers - 144 per package.
DIX-14998 Each ..................... 19.49

Triangular Pencils 
Promote Correct Grip!

Ticonderoga® My First®

Tri-Write™ Pencils
36-Count Packages—Oversized, 3/8" tri-
angular barrels are terrific for children who are 
just learning how to write.  Premium wood 
encases smooth, #2/HB lead.  PMA approved.
 Style Each
DIX-13084 Without Eraser 23.59
DIX-13082 With Latex-Free Eraser 26.99

Ticonderoga® Tri-Write™ Pencils
12-Count Package—Standard sized pen-
cils feature triangular barrels, which help 
promote the proper grip.  Premium wood encases 
#2/HB lead.  Smooth, black graphite is terrific for 
standardized tests and other writing assignments.  
Latex-free eraser firmly attached to the end.  PMA 
approved.
DIX-13856 Each ................................4.19
 12 or More, Each.............3.99
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Essential Writing Tools
For Drafters!

Rotary Lead Pointer
Create a "like-new" point on all 2mm drawing 
leads.  Lightweight, high impact plastic lead 
pointer features removable top for easy cleaning 
and two different holes for lead point options.  
Hardened-steel cutting blades.  Includes two 
replacement cleaning pads.  Lead pointer stands 
2-1/2" high.
A MAC-27220 Each ..............................13.59

Graphite Leads
6-Count Packages—Quality, 2mm thick leads with uniform texture and 
good strength.  Can be used with any standard lead holder.  
 Style Each
B MAC-27233 HB 4.79
MAC-27235 2B 4.79

Lead Holder
Lead holder has a durable, heavy-weight barrel and a vise-grip jaw that 
securely holds all standard, 2mm lead.  Barrel features a textured finger 
grip and pocket clip.  Push button control releases lead.  Includes one lead.  Color of 
barrel may vary.
C MAC-27226 Each ....................................................................................... 8.99

Pentel® Twist-Erase® Mechanical Pencils
Automatic, mechanical pencils with thick leads—great for draft-
ing.  Each features a soft, rubber grip for writing comfort.  Push down to advance the lead.  The large, 
latex-free eraser is 1/4" diameter by 1-1/8" long and advances by twisting the barrel.
PEN-12747 0.5mm PEN-12753 0.9mm
PEN-12750 0.7mm
Each ...........................................................5.39

Twist-Erase Eraser Refills - Three erasers in each 
package.
PEN-E10 Each ................................1.89

Pentel® AM13 Mechanical Pencil
Strong, 1.3mm lead offers smooth, dark lines for sketching or writing.  Features a durable metal tip that 
helps prevent breakage.  Great for use with templates and rulers.  Includes a capped eraser.
PEN-AM13C Each ................................................................................................................4.39

Prismacolor Premier® Non-Photo Blue Pencil
Light blue color will not reproduce.  Terrific for making notes on pages that need to be 
copied.  Smooth laydown.  Unsharpened, water-resistant pencil.  5/16" thick lead.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  PMA approved.
S-919 Each ............................... 1.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................1.59
 

Universal
Pencil Lengthener
When a favorite pencil gets too 
short, simply insert it into the 
pencil lengthener and continue 
writing or drawing.  Nickel-plated ferrule has a sliding ring to hold the pencil securely.  Comfortable, 
smooth wood barrel.  Fits most standard wood pencils.  (Pencil not included.)
KOH-27538 Each ................................................................................................................5.49

Protect Sharpened Points!
General's® Sav-a-Point™
Maintain and protect sharp points with unique pencil caps.  
Perfect for protecting sharpened pencil leads stored inside 
pencil cases and wraps.  Set includes one Little Red All-Art 
Sharpener and six plastic point protectors.
GEN-800BP Each .................................................... 3.29

A

B

C

Pentel® Super Hi-Polymer®

Mechanical Pencil Leads
Refill your mechanical pencils with 
quality, super hi-polymer leads.
 

0.5mm Leads - 12 per package.
PEN-C5052B 2B
PEN-C505HB HB 
Each ..................................... 1.39
0.7mm Leads - 12 per package.
PEN-502B 2B 
PEN-50HB HB
Each ..................................... 1.39
0.9mm Leads - 15 per package.
PEN-502B9 2B
PEN-50HB9 HB 
Each .................................................. 1.39
1.3mm Leads - 8 per package.
PEN-CH13B B
PEN-CH13HB HB
Each .................................................. 1.99

Pentel® 
Colored Pencil Leads
12-Count Packages
Add color to your drafting or 
drawing!  0.5mm leads in 
blue or red.  Red is a great 
choice for a refillable grading 
pencil, or try blue for proof-
ing.
PEN-PPB5 Blue
PEN-PPR5 Red
Each ...........................................................1.79

Paper Mate® 
Handwriting 
Mechanical 
Pencil Set
Mechanical pen-
cils that help 
teach a proper 
grip.  Triangular 
shape guides fin-
ger placement, 
and thick, 1.3mm 
lead resists break-
ing.  Five pencils 
in assorted col-
ors, two eraser 
refills and 12 lead 
refills.  #2, HB 
leads.
S-2017483 Each ................................4.59

BiC® Mechanical 
Pencils
Mechanical pencils that 
are always sharp—the 
smart choice at stan-
dardized testing time.  
Each pencil is equal to 
2-1/2 wood case pen-
cils because every pen-
cil contains three full-
length leads.  #2 leads.  
Latex-free erasers.  
Color of pencil barrels 
varies.
10-Count Packages
BIC-40675 0.7mm 
BIC-41713 0.9mm
Each ...........................................................4.95
24-Count Packages
BIC-41755 0.5mm 
BIC-40696 0.7mm 
BIC-41714 0.9mm
Each ...........................................................9.39
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General’s® Semi-Hex® Drawing Pencils
These pre-sharpened pencils are a wonderful, 
economical choice for student artists!  Hexagonal 
barrel keeps pencils on the work surface, not the 
floor.  7" long, 3mm leads.  PMA approved.

GEN-4976B 6B GEN-497HB HB
GEN-4975B 5B GEN-497F F
GEN-4974B 4B GEN-4972H 2H
GEN-4973B 3B GEN-4974H 4H
GEN-4972B 2B GEN-4976H 6H
GEN-497B B 

An Assortment of Pencils
At A Great Price!

General’s® Semi-Hex® 
Classic Drawing Pencil Class Pack
144-Count Set—General's Semi-Hex, pre-sharp-
ened pencils are a wonderful, economical choice 
for student artists!  Hexagonal barrel keeps pen-
cils on the work surface, not the floor. Includes 
one dozen each of 6B, 5B, 4B, B, F and H, plus two 
dozen each of 2B, HB and 2H.  7" long, 3mm leads.  
PMA approved.
GEN-49700 Each ..............................84.99

 6H 4H 2H F HB B 2B 3B 4B 5B 6B

General's® 
Semi-Hex® 
Classic Graphite 
Drawing Pencil Set
6-Piece Set—An excellent, 
affordable set for beginners or 
drawing on the go.  Strong, 3mm 
lead is "Carbo-welded" to cedar 
to ensure smooth sharpening.  
Hexagonal barrel keeps pencils 
on the work surface, not the 
floor.  Set includes one each of 
6B, 4B, 2B and HB pre-sharpened 
pencils, plus an All-Art sharpener 
and All-Art eraser.  Pencils mea-
sure 7" long.  PMA approved.
GEN-497BP Each ....... 3.99

General's® 
SketchMate® 
Charcoal
& Graphite 
Drawing Kit
10-Piece Set—All 
the tools you need 
for drawing with 
graphite and char-
coal!  Contains three 
Semi-Hex graphite 
drawing pencils, two 
charcoal pencils, 
one Layout pencil, a 
blending tortillion,  
sandpaper block 
pointer, Factis white 
vinyl eraser and pen-
cil sharpener.  PMA approved.
GEN-49749 Each ...........................6.79

Economical 
Pencil Set!

Pro Art®

Sketching
Pencil Set

4-Count Set—An affordable 
set for any artist or student art-
ist!  Pencils feature smooth, 
blendable graphite in the most 
popular hardnesses.  A terrific 
choice for any drawing or 
sketching project.  Includes 
one pencil each of 6B, 4B, 2B 
and HB.  6-7/8" long.  Pre-
sharpened, 3mm leads.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
SL-3061 Each ................................2.79

General's® SketchMate™ 
Charcoal & Graphite 
Classroom Art Pack
237-Piece Set—An economical sketching assortment for the 
entire class!  168 pencils in all, 24 each of: charcoal pencils (6B, 
2B), white charcoal pencils, Semi-Hex classic drawing pencils (4B, 
HB, 2H) and Layout pencils.  Plus, 24 tortillions, 12 All-Art sharpen-
ers, 20 white vinyl Factis erasers, 12 sand paper paddles and a "Learn 
to Draw Now!" booklet.  PMA approved.
GEN-49CAP Each ........................................................................................................... 198.50

General's® 
Semi-Hex® 
Classic 
Graphite 
Drawing Pencils
12-Count Set
3mm lead, "Carbo-
welded" to cedar to 
ensure smooth 
sharpening.  A terrif-
ic choice for stu-
dents.  Set includes 
one each of 6B, 5B, 
4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, F, 
H, 2H, 3H and 4H.  Pre-sharpened pencils mea-
sure 7" long.  PMA approved.
GEN-49712A Each ................................7.99
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Pro Art® Drawing Set
18-Piece Set—A wonderful assortment of draw-
ing tools.  Includes eight graphite pencils (8B, 6B, 
4B, 2B, HB, F, H and 2H), three charcoal pencils 
(6B, 4B and 2B), one 6B sketch stick, medium 
charcoal stick, soft charcoal stick, pencil sharp-
ener, charcoal sharpener, kneaded eraser and 
white plastic eraser.    Pencils and sketch stick are 
6-7/8" long.  Graphite pencils have 3mm lead.  
Charcoal pencils have 4mm lead.  Sketch stick is 
7mm in diameter.  Charcoal sticks measure 3-1/8 
x 3/8 x 3/8".  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  

WARNING:  Cancer.  For more information 
go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SL-3078 Each ................................7.59

See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!

Each ............................................................ .79; 12 or More, Each (one style)............................69
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General's® Kimberly® 
9XXB Graphite Drawing Pencils
Extra-smooth, artist-quality, hex-shaped drawing 
pencils.  Extremely soft lead creates the darkest, 
boldest graphite lines and shading.  Non-porous, 
high quality graphite core is dense and durable.  
Core is "Carbo-Welded" to withstand four times 
the normal point pressure.  Specially treated, 
sustainable cedar wood casing sharpens easily.  
7-1/8" long.  Pre-sharpened, 5mm lead.  PMA 
approved. 
GEN-91525 Each ................................2.29
12-Count Package
GEN-52519 Each ..............................21.49
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General’s® Kimberly® Graphite Pencils
12-Count Packages—Kimberly graphite is 
known for its smoothness.  Cores are bonded 
using "Carbo-Weld" technology for added strength 
and reliability.  Pencils are pre-sharpened.  PMA 
approved.
Each .........................................................................................................................................10.99 
12 More, Each (one style) .........................................................................................................9.99

Enough Supplies For The Entire Class!
General's® 
Graphite 
Classroom 
Art Pack
205-Piece Set
Smooth writing in a 
variety of hard-
nesses for the 
whole classroom!  
24 each of 4B, 
2B and HB 
K i m b e r l y 
graphite pen-
cils, Layout 
pencils, Sketch 
& Wash pencils, 
8B woodless 
graphite pencils and Factis plastic erasers, plus 12 each of 6B wide compressed graphite sticks, 4B 
compressed graphite sticks and All-Art Sharpeners.  Plus, a bonus "Learn To Draw Now" book.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  PMA approved.
GEN-525CAP Each ............................................................................................................196.50

General's® Kimberly®

Graphite Drawing Pencil Kit
12-Piece Set—Extra smooth, premium drawing 
graphite pencils!  10 pencils of the most popular  
hardness degrees.  Includes 8B, 6B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, 
HB, F, 2H and 4H pre-sharpened Kimberly graphite pen-
cils, plus one Factis white plastic eraser and a single-
hole metal pencil sharpener.  Pencils are pre-sharpened.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  PMA approved.
GEN-25 Each ......................................... 9.49

General's® Kimberly®

Graphite Art Pencil Kit
5-Piece Set—Get started drawing with 
this convenient kit!  Includes four pencils, one 
each of Kimberly graphite 2B, HB and 2H as well 

as one Extra Black Layout pencil, plus one pink All Art 
eraser.  Layout pencil has a soft, intense black graphite 
core equivalent to a 6B pencil.  Pencils are pre-sharp-
ened.  PMA approved.
GEN-525BP Each ......................................... 3.59

GEN-5256B 6B
GEN-5255B 5B
GEN-5254B 4B
GEN-5253B 3B
GEN-5252B 2B
GEN-525HB HB
GEN-5254H 4H

Prismacolor® 
Premier Turquoise® Art Pencils
12-Count Set—These pencils are ideal for 
detailed line work, shading, or large area cover-
age.  One each of 9B, 8B, 7B, 6B, 5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, 
B, HB, F and H pencils.  Leads measure 2mm.  
Packaged in a padded metal storage tin.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  PMA approved.
S-24191 Each ..............................15.99

General's® 
Drawing Class™ 
Essential Tools™ Kit
13-Piece Set—Includes 
three Kimberly graphite 
pencils (4B, 2B, HB), one 
Extra Black Layout pencil, 
two charcoal pencils (6B, 
2B), one 6B graphite art 
stick, one 6B compressed 
charcoal stick and one 
each of sanguine and 
white pastel sticks.  Plus, a 
4-1/2" medium hardness 
willow vine charcoal stick, 
a red plastic All-Art pencil 
sharpener and a kneaded 
rubber eraser.  Pencils are 
7" long and pre-sharp-
ened.  PMA approved.
GEN-10000 Each ............................. 12.39
 12 or More, Each.......... 11.39

NEW

General's® 
Draughting™ Pencils

2-Count Package—Smooth, 
hard graphite pencil that keeps 
its original tip shape longer 

than any other pencil.  Great for con-
sistent line width in repetitive design 
work. Ideal for drawing, drafting, 
sketching, detailing, shading, design,  
architecture and more!  Barrel is made 
from sustainable, premium incense 
cedar wood.  Pre-sharpened, 3mm 
lead.  Conforms to ASTM D4236 
GEN-G314BP Each ...............1.99

NEW

Faber-Castell® Pitt 
Graphite Matt Pencil Sets

Extremely matt graphite pen-
cils have a smooth application and 
reduce reflection on paper.  

Hardnesses range from ultra-dark 14B to 
HB.  3.3mm leads.  Sets are packaged in a 
metal tin.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
 

6-Count Set - Includes six pencil hardnesses: 
12B, 10B, 8B, 6B, 4B and 2B.
FC-115207 Each ..................... 12.99
11-Count Set - Includes 8 pencil hardnesses: 
14B, 12B, 10B, 8B, 6B, 4B, 2B and HB as well as a 
white vinyl eraser, blending stump and 1-hole, metal 
pencil sharpener.
FC-115220 Each ..............................22.99
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Exceptional Drawing Sets For Artists!

Faber-Castell® GoldFaber®

Graphite Sketch Pencil School Pack
192-Piece Set—Enjoy the fine, smooth quality of 
Faber-Castell GoldFaber pencils.  A terrific value 
for the art classroom, set includes 24 each of six 
hardnesses of graphite pencils: 6B, 4B, 2B, B, HB 
and 2H, plus 24 metal sharpeners and 24 dust-
free art erasers.  All pieces are packaged in a 
sturdy cardboard box for convenient storage.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
FC-90000 Each ............................136.95

Faber-Castell® GoldFaber® 
Graphite Sketch Set
8-Piece Set—Made of finely ground graphite and 
clay for smooth laydown.  2mm leads are break-
resistant.  Six graphite pencils: 6B, 4B, 2B, B, HB 
and 2H, plus sharpener and eraser.  6-3/4" long.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
FC-4000 Each ................................7.99
 6 or More, Each...............7.59

Economically Priced, Yet Very Versatile Graphite Pencils!

Staedtler® Mars® 
Lumograph®  Drawing Pencils
Premium quality pencils!  Unbelievably 
break-resistant through special lead formu-
lation.  Super-bonded lead lays down 
smoothly and erases easily.  Wood from 
certified, sustainably managed forests.  Pre-
sharpened.
6-Count Set - Includes six pencil hardnesses: 
8B, 7B, 6B, 4B, 2B and HB in a metal tin.
SM-100G6 Each.........................10.99

12-Count Set - Includes 12 pencil hardnesses: 8B, 
7B, 6B, 5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, F, H and 2H in a metal 
tin.
SM-100G12 Each ........................21.79

Derwent 
Sketching 
Pencil Set
7-Piece Set
Sketching pencils fea-
ture soft, extra-wide 
leads that blend beauti-
fully for subtle varia-
tions.  Can be used for 
quick renderings or 
more detailed work.  Set 
features two each of 4B, 
2B and HB hardnesses.  
4mm cores.  Packaged 
in a metal storage tin 
with a manual pencil sharpener.  Pre-sharpened.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-0700836 Each ..............................11.59
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Derwent 
Graphic
Pencil Set
7-Piece Set
This graphic set is ideal 
for crisp, detailed illus-
trations, design work or 
tone drawings.  Perfect 
for beginners or experi-
enced artists.  Includes 
six hardnesses: 8B, 6B, 
4B, 2B, HB and 2H.  Pre-
sharpened pencils with 
3mm leads.  Includes a 
manual sharpener.  
Packaged in a reusable metal storage tin.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
W-0700835 Each ..............................11.59

Derwent Quality At An Affordable Price!

Koh-I-Noor® Hardtmuth® 
Progresso Woodless Pencils
12-Count Set—Lacquer-coated, high-quality, 
woodless graphite pencils.  Includes two pencils 
each of 9B, 8B, 6B, 4B, 2B and HB.  Pencils mea-
sure 6" long, 5/16" wide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CPK-30273 Each ..............................16.95

Winsor & Newton® 
Studio Collection™ 
Sketching Pencils

6-Piece Set—The clas-
sic sketching colors and 
graphite pencils includ-

ed blend easily to create evoc-
ative shading, making them 
ideal for striking life drawings 
and still life pieces.  Set 
includes one each 4B and 8B 
graphite pencils, white char-
coal and hard charcoal pencils, 
plus sepia and pierre noire 
drawing pencils.  All pencils are 
pre-sharpened and packaged 
in a reusable metal tin.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
W-0490011 Each .........7.99
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LYRA 
Rembrandt 
Art Design 
Pencils
12-Count Set
Superior quality 
graphite pencils 
with break-resis-
tant leads.  Set 
contains one of 
each degree: 6B, 
5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, 
HB, F, H, 2H, 3H 
and 4H.  Pencils 
are pre-sharp-
ened and mea-
sure 6-7/8" long.  
Packaged in a 
reusable metal 
tin.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
DIX-02022 Each ..............................17.99

Faber-Castell®
9000 Graphite 
Pencil Set
12-Count Set
Top quality pencils 
have superior 
black leads with  
excellent laydown.    
Made of finely 
ground pure 
graphite and clay, 
they're never 
scratchy or crum-
bly.  Includes 12 
hardnesses: 8B, 
7B, 6B, 5B, 4B, 3B, 
2B, B, HB, F, H and 
2H.  Pre-sharpened 
pencils measure 6-3/4" long.  Packaged in 
a reusable metal tin.  3mm diameter leads 
resist breakage.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
FC-9065 Each ..............................19.99

NEW
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General’s® Carbon Sketch™ Pencils
12-Count Package—Bold, black lines, like an ebony pencil, with the richness of charcoal.   4B 
lead, in an ultra-smooth, carbon formula.  4mm lead.  You will love the velvety quality of this combina-
tion charcoal/graphite pencil!  Pre-sharpened pencils are 6-7/8" long.  PMA approved.
GEN-595 Each ..............................................................................................................16.99

Prismacolor® Ebony Pencil
A favorite of artists for its richness and superb shading qualities.  Large 4mm core contains the 
finest quality graphite and delivers satin smooth, bold, jet-black lines for sketching.  Pencil is 
unsharpened and measures 7" long.  PMA approved.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
S-14420 Each ................................. .75; 12 More, Each ..................................................65

General’s® Layout® Extra Black Pencils
12-Count Package—Extra-smooth, pure black graphite encased in cedar wood.  Soft lead is 
equivalent to a 6B pencil.  An excellent choice for light sketching, outlining and layout work.  7" long, 
2mm lead.  Pre-sharpened.  PMA approved.
GEN-555 Each ................................................................................................................8.99

Extra-Black Laydown For Dynamic Shading!

Ideal For Outlining & Sketching!

Ebony Pencil Classroom Drawing Kit
36-Student Kit—Everything you need to get your class started drawing in one convenient, economical 
kit!  Ebony pencils are a favorite of artists for their richness and superb shading qualities. Kit includes 
36 each: Prismacolor Ebony pencils (unsharpened), large Paper Mate Pink Pearl erasers, 1-hole metal 
pencil sharpeners and medium tortillions.  Also includes a ream of 9x12", premium, heavyweight  pure 
sulphite drawing paper.  Ebony pencils are AP Seal, non-toxic and PMA approved.
USCAKIT1 Each ............................................................................................................104.95

Ebony Pencil Classroom Drawing Kit Contains Everything 
Needed To Get Started Drawing!

General’s® 
Specialty Pencil Class Set
108-Piece Set—An assortment ideal for a 
large variety of sketching and drawing tech-
niques from washes to outlining and sketch-
ing.  Class set contains 36 of each pencil: 
Layout Extra Black, Sketch & Wash Water-
Soluble Drawing, and Carbon Sketch.  Pre-
sharpened pencils, packaged in a cardboard 
stand-up display box that can also be used 
for storage.  PMA approved.
GEN-3595A Each ............................109.75

Prismacolor® 
Scholar™
Graphite Pencil Set
5-Piece Set—Scholar 
pencils are designed for 
sketching, line drawing, 
portrait and figure draw-
ing, plus illustration.  The 
thin leads provide a sharp, 
long-wearing point.  This 
set is perfect for either a 
beginner learning tech-
niques or an advanced 
artist.  Includes one each 
of 2B, HB and 2H pre-
sharpened graphite pen-
cils, one Ebony sketching 
pencil and one self-clean-
ing Prismacolor kneaded 
eraser.  Pencils are PMA 
approved.
S-02502 Each ................................3.79
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

Wolff's Carbon Pencils
4-Piece Set—Carbon pencils 
combine the silky smooth 
advantages of graphite for 
sharp, clean lines and the vel-
vety richness of charcoal for 
bold, deep black lines into a 
pencil that is excellent for 
sketching, drawing and tonal 
work.  Carbon pencils enable 
the artist to create dramatic, 
textured marks and are perfect 
for rapid and expressive sketch-
es and drawings.  High-quality 
pencils provide an extra-
smooth, pure velvety texture 
and rich, black tones with a 
matte finish.  One each of 6B, 
4B, 2B and B grades. 6-3/4" 
long, 1/4" wide.
OAC-00471 
Each .............................. 11.99

General’s® Sketch & Wash® Pencils
Give your drawings beautiful shading and depth!  Dip the tip in water to create smooth, deep black 
strokes, or blend to a beautiful wash.  Writes on wood, paper or canvas.  Drawings will take on a richer 
quality when finishing the details with this 6-7/8" long pencil.  5mm lead.  Pre-sharpened.  PMA 
approved, non-toxic.
12-Count Package
GEN-588 Each ............................. 16.59; 12 or More, Each .........................................15.99
3-Piece Set - Two Sketch & Wash pencils, plus a metal sharpener designed for use with graphite. 
GEN-588BP Each ................................................................................................................3.29

Use With Water To Create Subtle Washes!

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our
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LYRA Water Soluble 
Graphite Crayons
Use these water-soluble 
graphite crayons with a 
brush and water for monochromatic water-
color effects.  Crayons can also be dipped 
in water before drawing.  Non-staining and 
erasable, when dry.  Hexagonal shape means 
crayons won't roll off of surfaces.  Pre-sharpened, 
paper-wrapped sticks are 4-1/4" long, 1/2" in 
diameter.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-55145 9B DIX-55143 2B
DIX-55144 6B
Each ...........................................................1.69
12 or More, Each (one style) .....................1.49
Water Soluble Graphite Crayon Assortment
24-count tub contains eight each of 9B, 6B and 2B 
crayons packaged in a cardboard tube.
DIX-563324 Each ..............................35.59

LYRA Graphite
Crayon Sharpener
Sharpener features a large 
opening designed for LYRA 
graphite or water soluble 
crayons.
DIX-9496 Each ..........4.39

Solid Graphite Sticks For 
Rubbings & Backgrounds! 

General's® Kimberly® 
Compressed Square Graphite Sticks
12-Count Packages—Solid, extra smooth graphite sticks are ideal for 
drawing, sketching, backgrounds, shading and duplicating textures with 
rubbings.  Use the long side to create smooth, broad strokes and cover 
large areas.  Good quality graphite is excellent for students and interme-
diate artists.  Square sticks measure 2-7/8 x 1/4 x 1/4" and are pack-
aged in a cardboard box.  Choose from three degrees of hardness.  PMA 
approved, conforms to ASTM D4236.
GEN-976 6B GEN-972 2B
GEN-974 4B
Each ............................................................................................9.59

General's® 
Kimberly® 
Compressed 
Square Graphite 
Sticks
4-Count Set
Solid, extra smooth 
graphite sticks are ideal 
for drawing, sketching, 
backgrounds, shading 
and duplicating textures 
with rubbings.  Three 
hardnesses together in a 
convenient pack: one 6B, 
two 4B and one 2B.  
Square sticks measure 
2-7/8 x 1/4 x 1/4".  PMA approved, conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
GEN-970ABP Each ............................... 3.79 
 12 or More, Each............ 3.59

General's® Kimberly® 
Compressed Graphite Sticks 
Classroom Art Pack
144-Count Set—Provide your classroom or 
group project with a variety of graphite sticks.  
Solid, extra smooth graphite sticks are ideal for 
drawing, sketching and shading, plus filling in 
backgrounds and duplicating textures with rub-
bings.  Set contains 24 each of square and rectan-
gular sticks in 2B, 4B and 6B.  Square sticks 
measure 2-7/8 x 1/4 x 1/4".  Rectangular sticks 
measure 3 x 1/2 x 1/4".  PMA approved, conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
GEN-97013 Each ............................. 83.50

General's® 
Kimberly® 
Compressed 
Rectangular 
Graphite 
Sticks
6-Count Packages
Solid, extra 
smooth graphite 
sticks are ideal for 
drawing, sketch-
ing, backgrounds 
and shading, plus 
duplicating tex-
tures with rub-
bings.  Rectangular sticks measure 3 x 1/2 x 1/4".  
PMA approved, conforms to ASTM D4236.
GEN-986 6B GEN-982 2B
GEN-984 4B
Each ...........................................................5.59

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW
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Water-Soluble Graphite 
Produces Ink-Like 

Washes!
Faber-
Castell® 
Watersoluble 
Graphite 
Pencil Set
6-Piece Set
High quality 
w a t e r s o l u b l e 
graphite pencils 
can be used wet 
or dry!  Ideal for 
classical water-
color painting, 
p r e l i m i n a r y 
sketches and 
mixed media 
a p p l i c a t i o n s .   
Includes five fine 
quality watersol-
uble graphite 
pencils in a vari-
ety of hardness-
es: 8B, 6B, 4B, 2B and HB. 3.3mm leads are 

SV-bonded to prevent breakage. 6-7/8" long.  Also 
contains a size 6 round brush.  
FC-117897 Each ..............................12.99

General’s® 
Getting Started 
With Graphite
10-Piece Set
This complete beginner 
set contains 10 essential 
drawing tools to get start-
ed sketching, drawing, 
designing, illustrating and 
more.  Includes two 
Kimberly graphite pencils 
(HB, 2H), three woodless 
graphite pencils (6B, 4B, 
2B) and three compressed 
graphite sticks (6B, 4B, 
2B).  You also receive one 
All-Art Sharpener and one 
kneaded rubber eraser. 
PMA approved.
GEN-97139
Each .........................................................10.99

LYRA 
Graphite Crayons
Web Project 150  
Pre-sharpened graphite 
crayons  in three degrees of 
hardness.  The paper cover-
ing keeps hands clean dur-
ing the drawing process.  
Hexagonal shape sticks 
measure approximately 
4-1/4" long, 1/2" in diam-
eter.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Single Crayons
DIX-55111 9B
DIX-11509 6B
DIX-55029 2B
Each ...........................................................1.69
12 or More, Each (one style) .....................1.49
Graphite Crayon Assortment
24-count tub contains eight each of 9B, 6B and 2B 
crayons packaged in a cardboard tube.
DIX-55108 Each .........................35.59
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General's®

Black & White Pencil Class Pack
84-Piece Set—A fantastic value for the class-
room!  Features 24 each of Kimberly 9XXB graphite 
pencils and Primo Elite Grande pencils, plus 36 each of 
General's Charcoal White pencils.  Kimberly 9XXB pen-
cils feature extra soft leads that offer an extra dark, bold 
laydown.  Ideal for sketching and shading.  Thick, 5mm 
cores withstand four times the normal point pressure.  
Hexagonal shaped, measure 7-1/8" long.  Primo Elite 
Grande pencils are crafted with rich, organic blacks to 
achieve intense linear markings and tonal values.  Wide, 
4mm cores inside a hex-shaped wooden barrel, mea-
sure 7" long.  Use Charcoal White pencils to create white 
areas or adjust values.  Excellent for final highlights and 
for drawing on dark or colored papers.  Erase with a soft, 
white eraser.  3mm cores encased in a round wooden 
barrel.  6-7/8" long.  PMA approved.

GEN-50859 Each ............................................................................................................119.75

General's®

Charcoal Pencil Kit
5-Piece Set—A fantastic assort-
ment of charcoal drawing materi-
als.  Features 4B, 2B and HB char-
coal pencils, a white charcoal pen-
cil and a kneaded eraser.  2mm 
leads, 6-7/8" long.  PMA approved.
GEN-557BP
Each ......................................4.75
12 or More, Each ..................4.50

General's® Charcoal 
Pencil Class Pack
72-Count Set—Charcoal pencils 
made from highly refined, 100% 
pure willow charcoal blended with 
the finest organic blacks.  Two 
dozen each of 6B, 4B and 2B char-
coal pencils.  6-7/8" long with 
2mm wide charcoal.  PMA approved.
GEN-557A Each ..............................................................................................................86.50

General's® Charcoal Pencils
Highest quality, 100% pure charcoal lead encased in wood.  Produces a smooth, black line free of 
hard spots.  6-7/8" long with 2mm wide charcoal.  PMA approved.
12-Count Packages
GEN-5576B 6B GEN-5572B 2B 
GEN-5574B 4B GEN-557HB HB 
Each .........................................................14.99

Prang® Gallery™ Charcoal Pencils
No need to use a sharpener and waste charcoal.  Pull-string peels paper wrap to eliminate 
mechanical sharpening.  6-3/4" long with 3mm wide charcoal.  PMA approved.  
DIX-60100 Medium DIX-60200 Soft
Each .......................................................... 1.69; 12 or More, Each (one style) .........................1.49

General's® Charcoal White™ Pencils
High quality white charcoal pencils are ideal for blending and highlighting.  Offers excellent cover-
age and layering.  6-7/8" long with 3mm wide charcoal.  PMA approved.
12-Count Package
GEN-558 Each ..............................14.99

2-Count Packages
GEN-05572 2B
GEN-05570 HB
Each ...........................................................2.79

3-Piece Set - Two pencils and a pencil sharpener.
GEN-55802 Each ................................3.39

General's® 
Peel & 
Sketch® 
Charcoal 
Pencil Set
4-Piece Set
Paper wrapped 
charcoal pencils  
in 2B, 4B and 6B 
hardnesses.  Just 
slowly pull the 
string to peel 
away paper and 
reveal more char-
coal.  Excellent 
starter drawing 
set for beginning 
artists.  3mm 
leads, 6-3/4" long.  
Includes one 
kneaded rubber 
eraser.  Eraser is 
PVC- and latex-
free.  PMA 
approved. 
GEN-5630 Each ....................... 4.49

PRIMO® 
Euro Blend™ 
Charcoal Pencil Kit

6-Piece Set—Handmade in small batches with 
rich, organic blacks to achieve intense drawing 
tones and values, Euro Blend charcoal is a creamy,  
premium charcoal drawing formula that can be 
used alone, or in combination with other char-
coal, graphite, pastels, or mixed media. Euro 
Blend charcoal pencils can also be used for quick 
layouts in oil painting.  Three premium charcoal 
pencils (3B, B, HB), one white charcoal pencil, a 
black Factis eraser and a plastic, red All-Art pencil 
sharpener.  PMA approved.
GEN-59030 Each ................................7.79

General’s® #15 Charcoal Kit
13-Piece Set—Includes one each of 4B, 2B 
and HB black charcoal pencils, two 6B black 
charcoal pencils, one each of 6B, 4B and 2B black 
compressed charcoal, a 4B Kimberly Carbon 
Sketch pencil, a white charcoal pencil, a white 
compressed stick, a hand-held sharpener and a 
kneaded eraser.  PMA approved.
GEN-15 Each ..............................13.69
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Richeson Natural Vine Charcoal Tub
144-Count Packages—The finest selection of 
textures are chosen, providing artists with a soft, 
velvety laydown and deep black hues.  Canister 
contains 48 bags of three sticks of one hardness, 
144 in all.  3/16" diameter, 6" long.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
J-870049 Soft
J-870050 Medium
Each .........................................................82.59

Create Flowing Designs With 
Natural Willow Charcoal!

Richeson 
Natural 
Willow 
Charcoal 
Assortment
30-Count Set
A s s o r t m e n t 
contains sticks 
of pure soft 
willow char-
coal, perfect 
for drafting, 
sketching and 
drawing tech-
niques.  Each 
natural stick is 
delicate and 
measures an 
average of 3" 
long and vary in width.  A variety of medium soft, 
thin, round sticks in various thicknesses.  Ideal for 
shading, they apply smoothly and provide tones 
from deep, intense black to pale grey.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  
J-870047 Each ................................7.59

Compressed Charcoal Applies Smoothly!
Richeson 
Compressed Charcoal
10-Count Package
Formulated from a mixture of 
scorched, black, wood charcoal 
and Chasov Yar clay to provide an 
even line with no blank spaces 
and produces easy shading from 
black to pale grey.  Each stick 
measures approximately 4" long 
and 5/16" wide.  Medium-soft 
grade, compressed charcoal 
sticks are harder than vine charcoal, making them more durable.  Packaged in a wooden storage 
box with a slide-off lid.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-19102 Each .......................................................................................................... 15.29

Richeson 
Natural Willow Charcoal
50-Count Set—Ideal for drawing on the 
go!  Scorched willow branches provide smooth, 
rich black coverage for easy shading and tones.  A 
variety of delicate, thin, round sticks in various 
thicknesses.  Produces soft coverage of a soft-
medium grade, which provides easy shading from 
intense black to pale grey.  4-3/8" long.  Packaged 
in an easy-to-close plastic storage box.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
J-19101 Each ..............................15.29

Richeson Natural Charcoal
25-Count Packages—Natural, pure, non-
compressed, dense charcoal offers a smooth, 
superior texture, especially developed for profes-
sional artists and illustrators.  Delicate, rich black 
charcoal sticks measure around 6" long and the 
listed diameters are approximate.  Vine style is 
soft, willow is medium soft.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Diameter Each
J-870045 Willow 3/16" 8.59
J-870002 Vine 3/16" 13.39
J-870009 Vine 7/16" 19.59

Alphacolor® 
Char-Kole™ Soft Pastels
12-Count Package—Blacker and 
much smoother than traditional charcoal.  
Soft sticks blend easily for an infinite range 
of tones.  Sticks have no gritty spots, offer-
ing an even laydown.  Rich, dense, consis-
tent, black pigmentation.  Ideal for paper, 
cloth or even ceramics.  Square sticks are 
3/8" wide, 2-5/8" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Q-167007 Each ................................9.99

101 Textures 
In Graphite 
& Charcoal
Practical Step-
B y - S t e p 
D r a w i n g 
Techniques For 
Rendering A 
Variety of 
Surfaces & 
Textures—Learn 
how to draw a 
wide variety of 
the most com-
mon textures 
and surfaces, 
including sand, 
water, metals, foliage, wood, fabrics, stone, grass, 
hair and more.  Opens with a general introduction 
to basic drawing tools, materials and drawing 
techniques.  After the introduction, each page has 
two to three easy-to-follow steps demonstrating 
how to create each specific texture.  Hardcover by 
Steven Pearce.  131 pages.
WF-TXT2 Each .................................17.95
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General's® 
Factis® 

Black Magic Erasers
18-Count Package—An extremely soft, absor-
bent, vinyl eraser designed specifically for erasing 
charcoal and pastels with ease.  Use with most 
papers without the fear of damage or smearing.  
Eraser measures 1-5/8 x 7/8 x 7/16".
GEN-GBS18 Each ..............................15.79
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High-Quality, Durable Compressed Charcoal! 
General's® 
Compressed 
Charcoal 
Sticks
An extra-smooth, 
compressed formula 
for sketching.  Sticks 
are handcrafted from 
high quality carbon 
and fine organic 
blacks.   Create 
broad strokes or 
sand to a fine point 
for details.  Ideal for 
rubbings and back-
grounds.  1/4" wide, 2-7/8" long.  PMA approved, conforms to ASTM 
D4236.  
12-Count White Square Sticks - 12 white sketching sticks.
A GEN-958 Each .................................................................10.39
12-Count Black Square Stick Packages - 12 black charcoal sticks.
B GEN-9572B 2B
   GEN-9574B 4B
   GEN-9576B 6B
Each ...........................................................................................................................................9.95
12-Count Black Set - Four each of 2B, 4B and 6B.  
C GEN-95712 Each ..............................................................................................................12.69

C

A B

General's®

Charcoal Classroom Art Pack
211-Piece Set—Contains all you need to get 
your students started in charcoal.  Includes 24 of 
each item:  6B and 2B charcoal drawing pencils, 
4B compressed charcoal sticks,  white charcoal 
pencils, Carbon Sketch pencils and medium wil-
low (vine) charcoal sticks.  Also includes 24 tortil-
lions, 18 Black Magic erasers, 12 sandpaper pad-
dles and 12 All-Art sharpeners.  Plus, features a 
bonus drawing booklet, "Learn To Draw Now!"  
PMA approved.
GEN-557CAP Each ............................203.75

Primo® Euro Blend™ 
Compressed Charcoal Sticks
4-Piece Set—Handmade in small batches, 
Primo is a rich formula that can be used 
alone, or in combination with other charcoal, 
graphite or pastel.  Created especially for art-
ists seeking an intense, creamy-smooth char-
coal.  Includes three sticks of black charcoal 
(3B, B, HB) and one stick of white charcoal.
GEN-959ABP Each ......................... 3.99
 12 or More, Each...... 3.79
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Class Pack Provides Big Value & Variety!
General's® Compressed 
Charcoal Sticks Classroom Art Pack
114-Piece Set—Extra-smooth square and rect-
angular compressed charcoal sticks.  Enough 
supplies for an entire classroom with lots of vari-
ety for endless inspiration and technique practice!  
Contains 12 each 2B square sticks, 24 each 4B 
square sticks, 24 each 6B square sticks, six each 
2B rectangular sticks, 12 each 4B rectangular 
sticks, 12 each 6B rectangular sticks and 24 each 
white square sticks.  PMA approved, conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
GEN-12957 Each ..............................91.50

General's® Jumbo Black Compressed 
Charcoal Assortment
3-Piece Set—High quality sticks with the same 
extra-smooth formula as General's regular size 
Compressed Charcoal sticks.  Larger, 3 x 1/2 x 
1/4" size is ideal for shading.  The flat edge may 
be used for broad strokes, or sand to a fine point 
for detailed work.  Three sticks per package, one 
each of 2B, 4B and 6B.  PMA approved, conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
GEN-960ABP Each ................................3.89

General's® Compressed 
Charcoal Sticks
4-Piece Sets—High quality material is finely 
ground into an extra-smooth compressed formula 
for drawing and sketching.  Sand sticks to a fine 
point for detailed work.  Four sticks per package, 
measure 1/4 x 2-7/8".  Black package contains 
2B, 4B and two 6B sticks.  PMA approved, con-
forms to ASTM D4236. 
 Style Each
GEN-958BP White 3.89
GEN-957ABP Black 3.89
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General's® MultiPastel Compressed Chalk
Extra-smooth, blendable compressed pastel sticks for drawing and 
sketching.  Pigment-rich, oil-free formula has properties similar to the 
traditional chalks used by renaissance artists.  Great for use on colored, 
toothy paper.  Sticks measure 3 x 1/4".  Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
4-Count Gray Tones - One black, one white and two different grays.
A GEN-94084 Each ............................... 3.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.79
4-Count Traditional Sketching Colors - One each of black, sanguine, sepia and white.
B GEN-944BP Each ............................... 3.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.79
4-Count Portrait Colors - One each of brown, light flesh, sanguine and sepia.
C GEN-940ABP Each ............................... 3.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.79
12-Count Assorted Set - 12 sticks, featuring earth, portrait and skin tones.
D GEN-94012 Each ............................. 12.79; 6 or More, Each ...........................................11.99

 A B C

D

Blendable, Pigment-Rich Compressed Chalk Sticks!

Highly Pigmented, Classic 
Hard Pastels!

Richeson
Sanguine & Sepia Crayons
20-Count Set—Hard pastel sticks made of high-
grade pigments and clay.  Can be crushed into 
powder for added versatility and mixed media 
applications.  Five sticks each of light and dark 
sanguine, plus light and dark sepia.  2-1/2 x 3/8" 
round sticks.  Packaged in a slide-top wooden 
box.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-19411 Each ..............................16.99

Mixed Media Classroom Art Kit
Fantastic selection and value for the entire classroom!  A great assortment for introducing mixed-
media to your students.  Art kit contains 500 sheets of 9x12" white mixed media art paper, 12 each 
of: black, sanguine, sepia and white General's MultiPastel compressed chalk, 36 each of: General's 
Kimberly graphite 6B pencils, General's Layout extra black pencils, General's Charcoal White pencils and 
General's Sketch & Wash pencils, plus 36 medium tortillions.  All pencils are PMA approved.  Compressed 
chalk conforms to ASTM D4236.
USCAKIT6 Each ............................................................................................................198.50

Conté Crayons
2-Count Packages—Waxier and firmer 
than soft pastels, high-quality conté crayons 
produce a line and tonal quality unmatched 

by traditional charcoal or crayons.  Conté crayons 
produce little dust and are easy to control.  Sticks 
are 2-1/2 x 1/4".  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
E-2359 Black 2B
E-2355 White 2B
Each ...........................................................4.49

Conté Sketching Crayons
12-Count Set—An ideal starter assort-
ment for the beginner or artist on the go!  
Artists will enjoy Conté's fine quality created with 
natural pigments.  Assorted black, white and san-
guine colors packaged in a hard plastic case.  
Sticks measure 2-1/2 x 1/4".  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
E-50150 Each ..............................23.59

Conté Sketching 
Pencils
6-Count Set—An 
exceptional set of pencils, 
including both traditional 
and unique leads for maxi-
mum versatility to create 
rough sketches, portraits 
and landscapes.  Same high 
quality as the Conté sketch-
ing crayons with a durable 
wood barrel casing to keep 
hands clean, minimize 
breaking, and allow for pre-
cision lines, shading and 
drawing.  Includes one each 
of charcoal 2B, graphite 2B, 
pierre noire 2B, sanguine, 
sepia and white pre-sharp-
ened pencils.  7" long.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
W-50106 Each .....15.99
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Richeson Stomps
12-Count Packages—Paper felt stomps for 
blending charcoal and graphite drawings.
 Size Style Each
J-710206 6-3/4" #8 18.99
J-710205 5-3/4" #6 15.99
J-710204 5" #4 13.39
J-710202 4-1/2" #2 8.99

Brushes Designed Specifically For Blending Dry Media!
Dynasty® I.P.C. Brush Sets
3-Piece Sets—Perfect for decorative painters 
and mixed media artists who want to create tex-
tures or special effects with a variety of mediums.  
The shorter length, balanced handles allow for 
easy manipulation of both paint and chalk.  
Fullbodied flats hold a reservoir of liquid that can 
be used for cleaning up edges.  Each set includes 
one foam blender and two brush blenders.
 Style Each
A F-23595 Pointed Blender Set 15.99
B F-23596 Flat Blender Set 16.75

Krylon® 
UV-Resistant Clear Acrylic Coating
Clear, permanent finish protects surfaces from UV 
light and guards against fading.  Moisture-
resistant and non-yellowing.  Dries in 10-15 min-

utes.  Covers up to 20 square feet.  Net wt. 
11 oz.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.

A KRY-1305 Each ..............................14.99

Krylon® Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating
Gives work a permanent, durable, protective fin-
ish.  Non-yellowing and moisture-resistant.  Dries 

in 12 minutes.  Covers up to 20 square feet.  
Net wt. 11 oz.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.

B KRY-1303 Each ..............................13.99
 6 or More, Each.............13.39

Prevent Smudging 
& Wrinkles!

Krylon® 
Workable Fixatif
Web Project 95 
Dries to a clear and rework-
able, matte finish.  Ideal for 
fixing pastels, graphite, 
chalk, India ink, pencils and 
charcoal.  Can also be used 
on wood, plastic, plaster,  
paper and more.  Provides a 
receptive surface for acrylic, 
watercolor or ink.  Non-
wrinkling and non-yellowing.   
Dries in approximately 10-15 
minutes.  Acid-free.  Covers 
up to 20 square feet.  Net wt. 
11 oz.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
KRY-1306 Each ..............................14.39
 6 or More, Each.............13.99

A

Richeson Stomp Set
3-Count Set—Traditional, double-ended, soft 
paper stomps for blending charcoal, pastels and 
graphite drawings.  Use sandpaper or sandpaper 
paddle to clean and re-point.  One each of three 
sizes: size 1 measures 3/16 x 4-1/2"; size 3 mea-
sures 5/16 x 5"; size 8 measures 5/8 x 6-3/4".  
Ideal for classroom use and technique practice.
J-710310 Each ................................4.59

Krylon®

Triple-Thick Crystal 
Clear Glaze Spray
Bright, high-gloss finish looks 
like glass and gives the illu-
sion of depth.  For use on 
wood, metal, plastic, paper 
mache, glass, wicker, paper 
and more.  Can be used as a 
non-firing glaze for polymer 
clay, bisque, plaster and 
more.  One coat equals three 
coats of most other clear 
coatings.  Permanent, flexible 
formula won't crack.  Dry to 
touch in 15 minutes, dry to 
handle in 4 hours.  Covers up 
to 20 square ft.  Net wt. 12 oz.
KRY-500 Each .......14.99

Royal® & Langnickel Artist Chamois
Chamois are made of real animal hide.  All-
natural, lightweight, soft, pliable and easy to use.  
A fantastic tool for blending and smoothing 
graphite, charcoal and pastels.  Use wet or dry.  
Sizes and shapes may vary; approximate sizes are 
listed.  Hand-washing suggested.
 Size Each
RBM-02051 5x7" 2.99
RBM-02050 2-1/2 sq. ft. 11.59

Richeson Tortillions
12-Count Packages—Grey, rolled, soft 
paper blenders, pointed at one end.
 Style Size Each
J-710303 Large  3-1/2" 3.69
J-710302 Medium  3-1/4" 3.59
J-710301 Small  2-3/4" 3.19

Richeson Tortillion Class Pack
144-Count Set—Four dozen each of small, 
medium and large tortillions.  (Not shown.)
J-710300 Each ..................... 40.59

Paper Stomp Set Is
Perfect For Blending!
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Fixative Sprays Health Information: Extremely flammable liquid and vapor.  May cause flash 
fire.  Contents under pressure.  Vapor harmful.  Not recommended for use with children; keep 
out of reach.  Use in a well ventilated area.  Not available for express delivery.  

WARNING:  These products contain chemicals known to the state of California to cause 
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.  For more information go to: www.

P65Warnings.ca.gov

Krylon® Finish
Provides a permanent, clear finish which seals 
and protects.  Eliminates light reflection.  Dry to 
touch in 10 minutes, dry to handle in 2 hours.  For 
use on wood, metal, paper mache, plastic, paper, 
glass, ceramic and more.  Non-yellowing, 
smudge-proof and moisture resistant.  Covers up 

to 20 square feet.  Net wt. 11 oz.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.

 Style Each 6/Ea
KRY-1311 Matte 13.99 12.59
KRY-1323 Satin 13.99 12.59
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Prang® Gallery™ Ambrite®

Colored Chalk For Paper
144-Count, 19 Colors—Brilliantly colored, 
blendable chalk is the perfect choice for drawing 
on toothed paper and cardboard.  Can be used 
wet or dry, or chalk can be flaked into water for 
brilliant, unique paper marbling effects.  Round, 
tapered sticks each measure 3-3/16 x 7/16".  Not 
for use on chalkboards.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-51000 Each ..............................35.99

Great For Blending 
On Paper Drawings!

Prang® Gallery™ 
Freart® Colored Paper Chalk
12-Color Set—Giant, tapered sticks with out-
standing color!  Great for paper and preferred for 
outdoor sidewalk art for its color and strength. 
Freart withstands wind and rain and does not 
wash away unless power washed.  Blends easily 
for brilliant paper drawings.  Round sticks mea-
sure 4x1".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-15360 Each ..............................19.99

Crayola® Colored Drawing Chalk
Colored drawing chalk produces strong, 
brilliant colors for artwork on paper.  Chalk 
can be blended directly, one color into 
another.  Not for use on chalkboards.  Sticks 
measure 3 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
12-Color Set
B-403 Each ................................3.59
 12 or More, Each.............3.29
144-Count, 24 Colors - Six of each color.
B-400 Each ..............................24.59

Prismacolor Premier®

Nupastel® Color Sticks
Hard pastels feature a firm formula that eas-
ily draws fine, clear details.  Intensely rich 
colors mix thoroughly.  Cleaner, stronger, 
less chalky and less crumbly than most pas-
tels.  The flat sides are great for broad 
strokes of color, plus they can be sharpened 
to a point for details.  Can be used wet or dry 
for a variety of techniques.  Perfect for 
tightly rendered drawings.  Pastel sticks 
measure 3-5/8 x 1/4".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
S-27049 24-Color 29.99 27.50
 Style Each 6/Ea
S-27050 36-Color 45.75 42.99
 Style Each 3/Ea
S-27051 48-Color 62.99 57.49
S-27055 96-Color 115.75 104.75

Alphacolor® Soft Pastels
Web Project 17  Alphacolor soft pastels are ideal for drawing on paper.  The richly pigmented 
formula provides both quality and versatility.  Square-shaped, soft pastels are velvety smooth 
and easy to blend for an infinite range of colors.  They are suitable for beginning artists.  Sets 
are offered in a wide range of different color assortments to meet your project needs.  Not for use on 
chalkboards; colors may stain.  Sticks measure 2-3/4 x 7/16".  Plastic trays with lift-off lids.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.

Colored Chalk For 
Drawing On Paper!

Creativity Street® 
Square Artist Pastels
Web Project 95  Vibrant, blendable, 
soft chalk pastels are velvety smooth.  Made from 
high concentrations of the finest pigments and 
pure calcium carbonate.  Try on paper, cardboard, 
canvas and more.  Not for use on chalkboards.  
Square sticks measure 2-3/8" long by 3/8" wide.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
C-9724 24-Color 12.49
C-9748 48-Color 20.79

Creativity Street®

Square Artist Pastels
Class Pack
144-Count, 24 Colors—High concentrations of 
the finest pigments and pure calcium carbonate 
provide a rich velvety texture.  Set includes six 
each of 24 strong, brilliant colors.  Use on paper, 
cardboard and more.  Terrific for children and art-
ists of all ages.  Not for use on chalkboards.  
Square sticks measure 2-3/8" long by 3/8" wide.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
C-9750 Each ..............................54.50

 Style Each
Q-105007 12-Color Assorted 9.99
Q-105204 12-Count White 9.99

 Style Each
Q-102004 24-Color Assorted 16.99
Q-148007 48-Color Assorted 35.50
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Smooth Pastels With 
Concentrated Pigments!
Sargent Art®

Colored Artist Pastels
Offering high quality color and tone, these 
soft chalk pastels offer a velvety-smooth,  
dry texture, with brilliant concentrated 
pigmentation.  Super for drawing and 
sketching in the studio, home or class-
room.  Packaged in a lift-lid box.  Square 
sticks measure 2-1/2 x 3/8".  Acid-free.  Not for use 
on chalkboards.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
Titanium Dioxide (airbourne, unbound parti-

cles of respirable size), which is known to the State 
of California to cause cancer. For more information 
go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
 Style Each 12/Ea
SAR-224112 12-Color 7.99 6.99
SAR-224124 24-Color 12.99 11.99
SAR-224148 48-Color 21.99 19.99

General’s® MultiPastel® 
Pastel Chalk Pencil Class Pack
158-Piece Set—A large assortment for the 
whole class!  Cedar-encased, oil-free chalk helps 
avoid the mess and smearing that accompanies 
traditional chalks.  Smooth application and pig-
ment-rich pencils are great for lettering, shading 
and more.  3.3mm leads.  6-3/4" long, pre-sharp-
ened pencils with erasers for blending.  144 chalk 
pencils: 12 each of 12 colors, 12 Little Red All-Art 
sharpeners, a project & technique booklet and a 
portrait lesson booklet.  Acid-free.  PMA approved.
GEN-44000 Each ............................187.99

Derwent
Pastel Pencils
24-Color Set—Derwent pastel pencils offer 
all the expressive qualities and control of 
hard pastels in the convenience of pencil 
form.  Soft, powdery texture with a smooth, 
velvet finish.  7" long pencils have thick, 
5mm leads.  Lightfast colors are easy to mix 
and blend.  Packaged in a metal storage tin.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-32992 Each ..................... 63.99
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General’s®

MultiPastel® Pastel Chalk Pencils
Cedar-encased, oil-free chalk helps avoid the 
mess and smearing that accompanies traditional 
chalks.  High quality, blendable formula is ideal 
for borders, lettering, shading, lines and more.    
3.3mm leads.  6-3/4" long, pre-sharpened pencils 
with erasers for blending.  Sets also include a 
pencil sharpener.  Acid-free.  PMA approved.
 Style Each
GEN-44112 12-Color 18.99
GEN-44024 24-Color 34.59

Jackson Artist White Soft Pastels
12-Count Set—The perfect pastel for creating 
white highlights and details.  Excellent for blend-
ing with other colors to create infinite tints.  
Pastels provide a rich pigment that applies 
smoothly.  Square sticks measure 3/8" wide, 
2-9/16" long.  Not designed for use on chalk-
boards.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-400135 Each ................................8.39

Sargent Art®

Charcoal Color Artist Pastels
12-Count Set—Rich, black charcoal color 
combined with smooth, velvet texture.  Soft chalk 
pastels spread and blend easily.  Terrific for use in 
the classroom, but also suitable for fine artists.  
Each square stick measures 2-1/2" long by 3/8" 
wide.  Acid-free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-224115 Each ................................7.99

Sargent Art®

Greytone Artist Pastels
12-Count Set—Excellent for value and tonal 
drawings.  Includes two black, two white and two 
each of four different grays.  Sticks measure 
2-1/2 x 3/8 x 3/8".  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
Titanium Dioxide (airbourne, unbound par-

ticles of respirable size), which is known to the 
State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
SAR-224116 Each ................................7.99

Jackson Artist Chalk Pastels
Web Project 54  48-Count Set—Soft, 
square, fine quality pastels are a great 
tool for drawing and sketching on paper.  Colors 
blend and layer easily.  Richly pigmented with a 
smooth texture.    Use the edge for thin lines and 
the side for broad swatches of color.  Sticks mea-
sure 2-11/16 x 3/8".  Packaged in a plastic tray 
for protection and storage.  Not for use on chalk-
boards.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
J-400107 Each ..............................12.39

Rich, Dark Pastels For Value & Tonal Lessons!
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Cray-Pas Junior Artist Pastels Are Ideal For Students!
  
  

Cray-Pas® Junior Artist™
Oil Pastels Color Pack
432-Count, 12 Colors—36 each of 12 Cray-
Pas Junior Artist colors.  Enough for the entire 
class to use their choice of colors.  Round sticks 
measure 2-3/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-C432 Each ...........................55.95

Cray-Pas®

Junior Artist™ Oil Pastels
Web Project 32  Cray-Pas quality in a stu-
dent oil pastel.  Bright and vivid colors.  Pastels 
blend and layer easily.  Round sticks measure 
2-3/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
 Style Each 12/Ea
SAK-XEP12 12-Color 2.19 1.99
SAK-XEP16 16-Color 2.79 2.59
SAK-XEP25 25-Color 3.99 3.59
SAK-XEP50 50-Color 9.95 8.95
Individual Colors - Sold in dozens.  (Not shown.)
SAK-XEP049 Black 
SAK-XEP050 White
Each ....................................................... 2.99

Oversized, Chubbie
 Pastels Are Perfect For 

Little Hands!
  
 

Cray-Pas® Junior Artist™ 
Chubbie Oil Pastels
12-Color Set—Larger, chubbie, student-quali-
ty, round oil pastels are easy for little hands to 
handle and great fun to use on paper, canvas, 
cardboard and more!  Bright, vivid colors are 
easy to blend and layer.  Measure 2-3/8 x 
11/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-XCJP12 Each .............................9.49
 12 or More, Each..........8.99

Cray-Pas® Expressionist™ Oil Pastel Sets
Original Cray-Pas oil pastels have extra-fine pig-
ments, waxes and oils for bright, vivid colors on 
paper, canvas, wood and more.  Extremely 
smooth, with a creamy consistency that makes them 
easy to apply and layer.  50-count set has 48 colors and 
two extenders.  Round sticks measure 2-7/8 x 3/8".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. Style Each 12/Ea
SAK-XLP12 12-Color 5.79 5.29
SAK-39047 12-Color Multicultural 7.39 6.69
SAK-XLP16 16-Color 7.59 6.39
SAK-XLP25 25-Color 11.19 10.29
SAK-XLP50 50-Count 29.65 26.99

Cray-Pas® 

Expressionist™ Oil Pastels
Individual colors sold in dozens.

SAK-003 Yellow
SAK-005 Orange
SAK-019 Red
SAK-024 Purple
SAK-036 Cobalt Blue
SAK-038 Ultramarine
SAK-025 Cerulean
SAK-125 Pale Blue
SAK-026 Emerald
SAK-129 Turquoise
SAK-030 Deep Green
SAK-029 Green
SAK-027 Yellow Green
SAK-012 Brown
SAK-117 Sepia
SAK-144 Dark Grey
SAK-044 Gray
SAK-049 Black
SAK-050 White
SAK-051 Gold 
SAK-053 Silver

Each ................................................ 7.99

Expressionist Pastels Feature Premium Quality Pigments!

Cray-Pas® Expressionist™ 
Transparent Extender
Web Project 129  Colorless oil pastel extends 
and blends colors.  Dozens.  AP Seal, non-toxic. SAK-00 Each ...................................... 7.99 

Crayola® Oil Pastels Classpack®

336-Count, 12 Colors—A classroom-sized 
assortment of smooth, creamy oil pastels!  
Hexagonal shape prevents rolling.  Tapered point 
is ideal for drawing and shading.  24 each of 10 
basic colors, plus 48 each of both black and white.  
Sturdy cardboard storage box.  Sticks measure 3 
x 7/16" and are ideal for younger students.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-4629 Each ..............................52.95

Crayola® Oil Pastels
Smooth, creamy oil pastels with a 
unique, anti-roll, hexagonal shape.  
Bright, opaque colors apply smoothly and 
blend well.  Pointed tips are ideal for draw-

ing and shading.  Sticks measure 3 x 7/16".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-4616 16-Color 3.29 2.99
B-4628 28-Color 5.29 4.89

Crayola®

Neon 
Oil Pastels
12-Color Set
Vibrant, neon 
colors include: aqua 
brite, blue bolt, electric 
lime, graphic green, hot 
magenta, laser lemon, 
neon carrot, outrageous 
orange, radical red,  
screamin' green, shock-
ing pink and vivid violet.  
Sticks measure 3 x 
7/16".  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-4613
Each ................... 6.39
12/Each ............. 5.99

Bright Colors Blend To 
True Secondary Colors!
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Sargent Art® Artists' Oil Pastels
Web Project 111 
Soft, smoothly textured oil pastels feature 
rich pigments for bold color.  The colors are very 
easy to layer and blend.  Pastels provide excellent 
color coverage on both paper and canvas.  Great 
for illustrating and sketching.  Available in up to 25 
colors.  Each 2-1/4 x 5/16" round stick is indi-
vidually wrapped to keep kids' fingers clean.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
SAR-222017 12-Color 2.79 2.39
SAR-222019 16-Color 3.69 3.29
SAR-222018 25-Color 4.99 4.29

Enough Oil Pastels
For The Entire Class!

Sargent Art® 
Artists' Oil Pastels 432-Count Set
36 each of 12 different colors.  Oil pastel sticks 
offer bold, vibrant strokes.  Colors are easy to 
layer and blend.  Includes black, blue, brown, 
dark yellow, green, grey, orange, pink, red, sky 
blue, white and yellow colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-222011 Each ..............................69.75

Pentel® Arts™ Oil Pastels
Academic quality oil pastels have clear, bril-
liant colors.  They apply smoothly and blend 
easily for subtle shades, tints and depth.  
Combines pastel smoothness with oil color per-
manence.  Ideal for use on paper, board or canvas.  
More vivid than chalk pastels and more resistant 
to the effects of humidity for longer-lasting draw-
ings.  Sticks measure 2-3/8 x 5/16".  50-count set 
has 48 colors plus two whites.  Fade-resistant and 
acid-free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
PEN-PHN12 12-Color 2.29 1.99
PEN-PHN16 16-Color 2.99 2.79
PEN-PHN25 25-Color 4.49 3.99
PEN-PHN36 36-Color 5.99 5.59
PEN-PHN50  50-Count 7.59 7.29

Pentel® Arts™ 
Oil Pastels Class Packs
432-Count, 12 Colors—36 oil pastels of each 
color!  Sticks measure 2-3/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
Basic Set  - Includes black, brown, cobalt blue, gray, 
green, lemon yellow, orange, pale blue, pale orange, 
red, white and yellow green.
PEN-234778 Each ............................. 58.95
Secondary Set - Includes chrome yellow, deep 
green, green grey, old rose, pale brown, pink, prus-
sian blue, purple, ultramarine, vandyke brown, yel-
low ochre and yellow orange.
PEN-28100 Each ............................. 58.95
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Oilstik™ 
Student Oil Paint Set
12-Color Set—Real oil paint in a conve-
nient, solid stick that dries in 24 hours and 
has no unpleasant smell.  Paints are com-
patible with traditional oil paints.  Made 
with pigments that are permanent and fade-
proof.  Cleans up with turpentine.  Measure 
4-1/2" long, 5/8" diameter.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
J-121501 Each ..................... 49.95

Portfolio® Series
Water Soluble Oil Pastels
Known for vivid colors, creamy consistency 
and smooth blendability.  Dry mixing colors will 
create true secondary colors.  Pastels layer easily 
without a waxy, crumbly buildup.  Water-soluble 
formula allows students to add water for interest-
ing depth, blending effects and for Sgraffito 
designs.  Sleeve box storage.  Round sticks mea-
sure 3" long and 1/2" wide.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-3612 12-Color 5.39 4.99
B-3624 24-Color 10.29 9.29

Portfolio® Series Water Soluble
Oil Pastels Classpack®

300-Count, 12 Colors—Enough for the 
entire classroom!  Use dry and create true sec-
ondary colors.  Add water for interesting effects 
and depth.  Set includes 25 sticks each of 12 
colors.  3" long, 1/2" wide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-3630 Each ............................115.95
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Pentel® Arts™ 
Fluorescent Oil Pastels
6-Color Set—Bright, fluorescent colors!  Sticks 
measure 2-3/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PEN-PHNF6 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79

NEW

Pentel® Arts™ 
Metallic Oil Pastels
6-Color Set—Shiny, metallic colors!  Sticks mea-
sure 2-3/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PEN-PHNM6 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79
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Crayola® 
Crayon Refills
Web Project 32
12-Count Packages
Economically replace pop-
ular colors in individual 
student boxes and class-
packs of Crayola crayons.  
One dozen of an individual 
color per tuck box.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-836YE Yellow
B-836OR Orange
B-836RD Red
B-836PK Pink
B-836VI Violet
B-836BE Blue
B-836GR Green
B-836BR Brown
B-836WH White
B-836GY Gray
B-836BK Black
Each ..........................2.49

Crayola® Metallic
Crayon Refills
12-Count Packages
Fun, metallic colors add a 
sparkling touch to artwork.  
One dozen of gold or silver per package.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-836SV Silver 
B-836GD Gold 
Each ...........................................................2.79

Crayola®

Ultimate Crayon Collection
152-Color Set—The biggest crayon variety available!  Easily view 
and store crayons with this multi-tiered, four-sided desktop dis-
play.  Clear plastic lid protects crayons during storage.    Convenient 
handle makes carrying and transporting easy.  152 different colors 
including regular, metallic and glitter colors.  Includes a built-in 
sharpener and holds crayons measuring 3-5/8" long by 5/16" in 
diameter.  Each quality crayon is double-wrapped for extra 
strength and resists breaking and crumbling.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  Ages 4 and up.
B-0030 Each .............................................. 24.59

Crayola® Crayons 8-Color Classpack®

Easy to distribute, easy to store!  Classpack fea-
tures brilliantly colored, traditional Crayola cray-
ons in a sturdy cardboard storage box with a 
flip-top lid.  Includes 100 each of black, blue, 
brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow, plus 
two crayon sharpeners.  800 crayons in all!  
Crayons are standard 3-5/8 x 5/16" size.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-8008 Each ..............................73.69

Crayola® Crayons
16-Color Classpack®

Includes 50 each of black, blue, blue-green, blue-
violet, brown, carnation pink, green, orange, red, 
red-orange, red-violet, violet, white, yellow, yel-
low-green and yellow-orange, plus two crayon 
sharpeners.  Crayons are standard 3-5/8 x 5/16" 
size.  800 crayons in all.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8016 Each ..............................73.69

Crayola® Crayons 
64-Color Classpack®

Includes all the colors available in the 64-color 
hinge-top box, in durable plastic bins.  13 of each 
color - 832 in all! Also comes with two crayon 
sharpeners.  Crayons are standard 3-5/8 x 5/16" 
size.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8019 Each ..............................75.95

Easily Replace Colors That 
Are Used The Most!

Crayola® Crayons
Traditional wax crayons feature the bright, rich colors that are popular among teachers, parents 
and students!  The vivid colors go on smoothly and evenly.  Plus, Crayola offers the largest selec-
tion of colors available.  Each quality crayon is double-wrapped for extra strength and resists 
breaking and crumbling.  Each crayon measures 3-5/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Tuck Boxes Style Each 12/Ea
 B-008 8-Color 1.19 1.09
 B-016 16-Color 2.29 2.09

 B-024 24-Color 2.49 2.29
Hinge-Top Boxes - Both the 64-color and 96-color boxes feature a built-in sharpener.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-048 48-Color 4.99 4.79
B-064 64-Color 5.79 5.49
B-096 96-Color 9.49 8.99
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Crayola® 
Triangular Crayons Classpack®

256-Count, 16 Colors—16 each of 16 
colors in a sturdy cardboard box.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-8039 Each ..............................58.75

Crayola® Large Crayons 
400-Count Classpack®

400-Count, Eight Colors—An excellent value for 
the classroom!  Includes 50 each of the following 
colors: black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, 
violet and yellow.  Crayons measure 4 x 7/16".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-8038 Each ..............................72.50

Crayola®

Large Crayons
Large-size crayon is 
comfortable and easy 
for young children, as 
well as special needs 
students, to hold and 
control while draw-
ing, writing or color-
ing.  An excellent 
crayon choice for col-
oring in preschools, 
daycares, kindergar-
tens and more.  Large 
crayons measure 4 x 
7/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-20080 8-Color Tuck Box 2.79 2.59
B-336 16-Color Lift Lid Box 5.59 4.99

Crayola® Triangular Crayons
Triangular crayons combine anti-roll bene-
fit with the grip needed for proper writing 
development.  Inside the tuck box, crayons are 
packaged in a removable tray with a clear plastic, 
lift-lid cover.  Measure 4 x 1/2".  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-524008 8-Color 2.79 2.59
B-524016 16-Color 4.49 4.29

Crayola® Combo Classpack®

256-Count: 128 Markers, 128 Large Crayons, 
Eight Colors—This classpack contains a total of 
256 pieces, with 128 large crayons (4 x 7/16") 
and 128 Ultra-Clean washable broad-line mark-
ers, all in eight different colors.  Comes in a 
sturdy cardboard box.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-3348 Each ..............................92.75

Crayola® Jumbo Crayons
Bigger than the large crayons, these are perfect for little hands!  Each crayon is double-wrapped for 
extra strength and resists breaking and crumbling.  Jumbo size, 5 x 9/16" crayons.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

 Jumbo Crayons Are Designed With Toddlers In Mind!
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8-Color Set - Includes black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, red, violet and yellow.
B-0389 Each ................................4.49
 12 or More, Each.............4.29

16-Color Set - Includes primary and secondary 
colors. (Not shown.)
B-0390 Each ................................8.79 
 12 or More, Each.............7.99

Jumbo Crayons Classpack - 25 each of eight colors: black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and yel-
low.  Packaged in a sturdy cardboard box.  200 crayons total.
B-8389 Each ..............................................................................................................75.95

Crayola® Large Crayon Refills
12-Count Packages—An economical way 
to restock crayons for the classroom.  
Large crayons measure 4 x 7/16".  Packaged in 
dozens of an individual color in a convenient tuck 
box.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-33YE Yellow
B-33OR Orange
B-33RD Red
B-33VI Violet
B-33BE Blue
B-33GR Green
B-33BR Brown
B-33WH White
B-33BK Black
Each ...........................................................4.99

Large-Size Crayons For Younger Students!

Crayola® Large
Ultra-Clean Washable Crayons
8-Color Set—Colors you love combined 
with washability you can trust!  Large, 4 x 
7/16" crayons are great for younger chil-
dren.  Ultra-Clean formula washes easily 
from skin, clothing, walls and more with 
soap and warm water.  Eight colors: black, 
blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and 
yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-523280 Each ....................... 3.39
 12 or More, Each.... 2.99

Triangular Crayons
Teach Proper Grip!
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Crayola® 
Glitter
Crayons
24-Color Set
Wax crayons are 
infused with glitter 
that is made from 
plastic, not metal.  
Try on light and dark 
papers.  Regular size 
crayons measure 
3-5/8 x 5/16".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-3715 Each ................................4.79
 12 or More, Each.............4.49

Crayola®

Neon 
Crayons
24-Count Set—Set 
contains eight col-
ors, one each of 
three different 
types: glitter, pearl 
and neon.  Great for 
use on darker 
papers.  Regular size 
crayons measure 

3-5/8 x 5/16" and are 
double-wrapped to resist breaking.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-3410 Each ................................4.79
 12 or More, Each.............4.49

Crayola® 
Metallic Crayons
24-Color Set—Add a 
metallic sheen to coloring 
pages and other artwork 
with these metallic cray-
ons.  Vivid, shiny colors 
work great on light or dark 
papers.  Regular size cray-
ons measure 3-5/8 x 
5/16" and are double-
wrapped to resist break-
ing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8815 Each ................................4.79
 12 or More, Each.............4.49

Crayola® 
Confetti 
Crayons
24-Color Set—Crayons 
combine bits of color 
inside a solid crayon for a 
unique streaky laydown.  
Regular size crayons mea-
sure 3-5/8 x 5/16".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-523407 
Each ........................4.79
12 or More, Each ....4.49

Crayola® 
Cosmic Crayons

24-Color Set
Shimmery, shiny, 
sparkling colors!  

Includes 12 pearl and 12 
glitter metallic crayons.  
Regular size crayons mea-
sure 3-5/8 x 5/16".  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-523447 
Each ........................4.79
12 or More, Each ....4.49

Crayola® Construction Paper™ 
Crayons Classpack®

Web Project 175  400-Count, 16 Colors  
Bold, rich color on craft paper, paper bags, card-
board and construction paper!  Bright, opaque 
crayons have a smooth laydown.  On light or dark 
surfaces, your artwork will truly shine.  Round, 
regular size crayons measure 3-5/8 x 5/16" and 
are double-wrapped for extra strength to resist 
breaking and crumbling.  Bold jewel tones and 
soft pastels give young artists a rainbow of hues 
to choose from.  Classpack includes 25 crayons of 
each color in a handy storage box.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-1617 Each ..............................58.39
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Helix® Crayon
& Pencil Sharpener
Innovative sharpener fea-
tures two types of holes: 
one at the bottom for stan-
dard size pencils and one on 
the top for standard size 
wax crayons.  Sharpener 
measures 2-1/8 x 1-1/8 x 
3/4".  Large, translucent 
reservoir is easy to empty 
and clean.  Color of sharp-
ener will vary.
HEL-37112 Each ................................1.99
 10 or More, Each.............1.79

Elmer's®

CrayonPro™ 
Electric Sharpener
Restore standard size crayons back to the original 
shape.  Features a slide-out, see-through shavings 
receptacle and "automatic crayon stop."  Includes 
one refill blade cartridge.  Measures 8-3/4 x 
5-1/2" and is 7" high.  2-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.
E-1680 Each ..............................76.50

2-Year
Warranty

Crayola® Colors of the World™ Crayons & Classpack®

Skin tone crayons make coloring and drawings more detailed and realistic.  The subtle shades were 
created to better represent worldwide diversity.  Colors fall into three main shades: almond, golden and 
rose - and all the darker or lighter shades in between.  Regular size; 3-5/8 x 5/16".  AP Seal, non-toxic.
24-Color Set     
B-520108 Each ................................................................................................................2.99 
Colors of the World Crayon Classpack - Includes 20 each of 24 colors, 480 total crayons.
B-523456 Each ..............................................................................................................47.50

See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!

 Crayons In A Variety Of Diverse Skin Tones!
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Crayola® 
Colors of 
Kindness 
Crayons
24-Color Set
Celebrate kind-
ness and posi-
tivity through 
c r e a t i v i t y !  
These bright 
and pastel col-
ored crayons 
e n c o u r a g e 
everyone to 
create with 
kindness and 
love!     Includes 
24 crayons, 
with 4 new colors and special-edition words of 
kindness printed on each crayon, such as "Always 
Brave", "Be Sweet To Each Other", "A Warm Hug", 
"Hello Sunshine", "Peace of Mind" and more.  
Regular size crayons measure 3-5/8 x 5/16" and 
are double-wrapped to resist breakage.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-520130 Each ................................4.79
 12 or More, Each.............4.49
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Sargent Art® Twist-Up Crayons
16-Color Set—Turn the upper end of the 
barrel to advance the crayon and then retract 
when you are finished.  Plastic barrel keeps cray-
ons from breaking.  Crayons are 6-3/4" long.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-550981 Each ................................5.99
 12 or More, Each.............5.59

Crayola®

Mini 
Twistables® 
Crayons
No sharpening 
n e e d e d !  
Simply twist 
the barrel when 
you need more 
crayon. Terrific 
for filling in col-
oring pages, or 
drawing scenes 
free-hand.  The 
case helps pro-
tect the crayon 
from breaking, 
and you can 
easily see how 
much is left.  
Mini size is ter-
rific for travel.  Each crayon barrel measures 
4-1/2" tall.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
NEW B-529715 10-Color 3.29 2.99
B-9724 24-Color 6.99 6.59

Faber-Castell® 

Watercolor Crayons
15-Color Set—Colors apply and blend just like oil 
pastels.  Just add water using the included paint-
brush to instantly mix colors.  They have a smooth 
texture and no waxy build-up.  Triangular-shape 
crayons measure 3-1/2 x 3/8".  Paper-wrapped to 
keep hands clean.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
FC-9140315 Each .........................13.99

Sargent Art® Watercolor Crayons
Dip the tips of these crayons into water for 
brilliant bursts of color.  Color with a dry 
crayon, then apply a wet brush to achieve various 
effects.  Dab with a damp sponge for a blended 
look.  Crayons measure 3-5/8 x 5/16".  12-color 
set includes a size 7 camel brush.  Comes in a 
convenient sleeve package.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
12-Color Set
SAR-221112 Each ................................9.59
 12 or More, Each.............8.99
24-Color Set
SAR-221124 Each ..............................19.99
36-Color Set
SAR-221136 Each ..............................27.99

Crayola®

Signature™ 
Watercolor 
Crayons
12-Color Set
Fully water-solu-
ble, colors blend 
and shade for pro-
fessional-looking 
results on light or 
dark paper!  
Includes 12 
watercolor cray-
ons, brush and a 
5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 
mixing sheet.  
Ideal for ages 14 
and up.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-533500 Each ..............................11.95

Watercolor Crayons Offer Bright Colors & Smooth Texture!

Crayola® 
Easy-Peel Crayon Pencils
12-Color Set—Perfect for coloring on the 
go!  Easy-Peel Crayon Pencils are designed 
with easy-peel barrels so that sharpening is 
never needed!  Just peel away layers to 
expose the color core.  Smooth, vibrant 
color coverage.  Colors are easily washed 
from skin and most clothing.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  
B-684604 Each ................................5.99

Roylco®

Crayon 
Paper
96 Sheets
C r a y o n 
paper is an 
easy, fun 
way to 
d u p l i c a t e 
images or 
drawings . 
F i n i s h e d 
reproduc-
tions will 
be smudge-
free.  Works 
on a variety 
of surfaces, 
i n c l u d i n g 
paper, can-
vas and wood. Package includes 12 each of eight 
colors: black, blue, green, orange, purple, red, 
white and yellow.  Large sheets measure 9x13".  
ROY-15419 Each ..............................16.99
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Maped® 

Color'Peps Gel Watercolor Crayons
10-Color Set—Bright, vivid colors are super 
smooth.  Plastic body with base twist-up keeps 
hands clean.  Watercolor pigments can be blend-
ed like an oil pastel, or worked and painted like a 
watercolor crayon.    Colors include black, brown, 
green, light blue, light green, orange, pink, pur-
ple, red and yellow.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
HEL-836310 Each ................................9.59

Crayola®

Washable Palm-Grasp Crayons
6-Color Set—These egg-shaped, washable cray-
ons are easier for young students and those with 
special needs to hold.  For ages 12 months and 
up.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-811451 Each ..............................13.79
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Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint
Paint without the mess!  Simply uncap, twist and apply the smooth, creamy colors.  Twist-up 
barrels keep hands clean, and the quick-dry formula won't wrinkle paper or crack when dry.  Use 
on paper, cardboard, canvas panels, poster board, wood and more!  No water or brushes needed, plus 
paint dries in 90 seconds!  Regular Kwik Stix contain 0.35 oz. of solid tempera.  Thin Kwik Stix have a 
smaller tip for more control and contain 0.21 oz. each.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
6-Color Regular Sets
A TPG-601 Classic - Black, blue, brown, green, red and yellow.
B TPG-610 Neon - Blue, green, orange, pink, purple and yellow.
C TPG-613 Metalix - Blue, gold, green, pink, purple and silver.
Each ...........................................................................................................................................7.29
12-Color Sets - Includes black, blue, brown, green, light blue, light green, orange, pink, purple, red, white 
and yellow.
D TPG-602 Regular    TPG-608 Thin
Each .........................................................................................................................................13.59
24-Color Thin Stix Set - Includes all the colors in the 12-color set, plus the 6-color neon and metalix sets.
E TPG-620 Each ..............................................................................................................29.50
96-Count Regular Stix Classroom Set - Eight each of the colors in the 12-color set.  
F TPG-696 Each ..............................................................................................................89.79

A B C

D

E F

Maximum Color With 
Minimum Effort! 

Crayola® Twistables® Slick Stix™
12-Color Set—Super-smooth, soft crayons glide 
across paper.  Feature plastic, twist-up barrels and 
a child-safe cap to prevent dry-out.  Crayon por-
tion measures 1/2" in diameter, 1-7/8" long and 
never needs sharpening or peeling.  Brilliant 
opaque colors include black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, red, sky blue, violet, white and yellow, 
plus metallic gold and silver.  Ideal for use on 
construction paper, wood, cardboard and even 
wax paper!  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-9512 Each ..............................12.59 
 12 or More, Each...........11.99
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Fast Drying Tempera Paint Sticks For Mess-Free Fun!

Walter 
Foster® 
The Art of 
Drawing Series
Beautiful reference books contain funda-
mental information about drawing tools and 

techniques.  Each title offers a number of step-by-
step lessons for rendering realistic, lifelike art-
work.  Feature black and white illustrations.  
Choose from Dragons, People or Animals.  
Paperback, 144 pages each.
WF-CS08 Dragons
WF-CS09 People
WF-CS10 Animals
Each .........................................................19.95

The Usborne 
Step-By-Step Drawing Book Series
Young children will feel a real sense of achieve-
ment mastering the simple drawing activities in 
these books.  Write-in book includes instructions, 
hints and tips, as well as space to practice, plus 
plenty of space for doing your own drawings.  
Paperbacks by Fiona Watt, 96 pages each.
EDC-534615 Animals
EDC-524562 People
EDC-529536 Drawing
Each ...........................................................9.99
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Dover How To Draw Series
Even young children will be able to follow the step-by-step instructions to draw their favorite animals, 
vehicles, sports, insects and more.  Beginners can learn the basics of sketching by combining circles, 
ovals, rectangles, crescents and other shapes to produce remarkable likenesses of a number of sub-
jects.  Includes blank pages for practice.  64 pages in each paperback.  By Barbara Soloff Levy and John 
Green.  Designed for ages 3 and up.

Walter Foster® Learn To Draw Series
These books give clear, step-by-step instructions on how to draw favorite subjects, helping kids develop 
drawing skills and confidence.  Each drawing lesson begins with a basic shape, such as a square, a 
circle, or an oval, and progresses to a finished colored piece of artwork, making it easy for children to 
follow along.  Features more than 25 animals or vehicles in each book, plus fun facts and an overview 
of art tools and materials.  Paperbacks.  Designed for ages 6 and up.  64 pages in each book. 
WF-LD2 Dogs & Puppies
WF-LD3 Pets 
WF-LD4 Sea Creatures
WF-LD5 Horses & Ponies

WF-LD6 Cats & Kittens
WF-LD7 Safari Animals
WF-LD8 Forest Animals
WF-LD10 Dinosaurs

WF-LD11 Birds & Butterflies
WF-LD13 Military Machines

Each ...........................................................................................................................................9.95

Learn The Basics Of Drawing Favorite Subjects 
With These How To Draw Books!

D-296210 Cats
D-420604 People
D-467597 Horses
D-468933 Animals
D-469654 Cars & Trucks and Other Vehicles
D-469778 Funny Faces
D-471020 Planes, Trains & Boats
D-472000 Farm Animals

D-472019 Dogs
D-472027 Wild Animals
D-47240X Birds
D-473058 Sports
D-478300 Insects
D-479080 Dinosaurs
D-499286 Wizards, Dragons & Magical Creatures

Easy Step-By-Step Drawing Instructions With 
Interesting Facts About Your Subject!

Each .......................................................................................................................................... 4.99

20 Ways To Draw Everything
With Over 100 Different Themes—20 interpreta-
tions on more than 100 subjects ranging from sea 
creatures and doodle shapes to transportation 
and more.  Not a step-by-step book, rather oppor-
tunity for you to draw your own versions of these 
amazing doodles side-by-side the inspiration 
pieces.  Features the illustrations of Trina Dalziel, 
James Gulliver Hancock and Rachel Taylor.  
Paperback, 224 pages.
QP-839491 Each .................................16.99
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Fashion Design Workshop: Remix
A Modern, Inclusive, and Diverse Approach 
To Fashion Illustration For Up-And-
Coming Designers
Experiment with a variety of mediums to 
create fashions that range from classic and 
conventional to wild and whimsical. 
Paperback by Stephanie Corfee.  128 pages.  
WF-WFS06 Each ..................... 18.99

20 Ways To Draw Everything
With 135 Nature Themes—20 interpretations 
provide different, creative approaches to drawing 
more than 135 subjects ranging from cats, trees 
and tulips to sea creatures—more than 3600 
drawings in all.  Not a step-by-step book, rather a 
collection of stylized images for inspiration.  
Paperback featuring illustrations by Lisa Congdon, 
Julia Kuo and Eloise Renouf.  96 pages.
QP-2676 Each .................................24.99
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Crayola® Colored Pencils
Web Project 43  The smooth colors are perfect for color mixing and blending, as well as 
practicing more detailed techniques. Perfect for all types of coloring, color-coding, writing and 
drawing.  Each set offers a fantastic variety of brilliant colors that have a rich laydown, making it easy 
to shade colors.  Pencils are pre-sharpened and ready to use.  7" long pencils.  Thick, soft leads won't 
break easily under pressure.  50- and 100-color sets include metallic colors.  3.3mm leads.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-4008 8-Color 2.39 1.99
B-4012E 12-Color  2.99 2.69
B-4024E 24-Color 5.59 5.19
B-4036 36-Color 8.79 8.39
B-4050 50-Color 11.99 10.99
B-8100 100-Color 26.59 24.99

Crayola®

240 Colored Pencils Classpack®

Web Project 170  252-Piece Set—Buy in bulk 
and save!  Pencils feature brilliant colors and offer 
smooth laydown.  7" long, pre-sharpened pencils 
with 3.3mm leads.  Contains 20 each of 12 bright 
colors: black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, 
red-orange, sky blue, violet, white, yellow and 
yellow-green.  Plus, 12 sharpeners are included.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8024   Each ............................51.75

Crayola® Colors of the World™ 
Colored Pencils Classpack®

264-Piece Set—Classpack features 10 
each of 24 specially formulated colors 
representing people of the world, 240 

pencils in all, plus 24 sharpeners.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-682023 Each ..............................52.95

Half-Sized Colored Pencils!
Crayola®

Half-Stick 
Colored 
Pencils
12-Color Set  
The same 
Crayola quality 
colored leads in 
a shorter pencil.  
At just 3-1/2" 
long, these pre-
sharpened pen-
cils are just the 
right size to take 
along on a trip 
out of town, or to beat boredom in a waiting 
room.  Great for color-coding maps, lists and 
much more.  3.3mm leads.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-4112 Each ................................2.49
 12 or More, Each.............2.29

Crayola Colored Pencils Are A Classic Favorite!

Save When You Buy A Classpack!

Crayola® 
462 Colored Pencils Classpack®

474-Piece Set—A complete set of colored pen-
cils and sharpeners!  Features 462 pencils in 14 
colors, plus 12 sharpeners.  The 7" long, pre-
sharpened pencils have 3.3mm leads.  Features 
35 each of black, blue, green, orange, red, white 
and yellow, plus 31 each of brown, green-blue, 
navy blue, raspberry, red-orange, violet and yel-
low-green.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8462 Each ..............................92.75
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Crayola® 
Colors of 
the 
World™ 
Colored 
Pencils
24-Color Set
Features 24 sub-
tle shades spe-
cially formulated 
to better repre-
sent worldwide 
diversity.  These 
skin tone col-
ored pencils are 
an exciting addi-
tion to your col-
lection, making 
colorings and 
drawings even 
more detailed and realistic.  7" long, pre-
sharpened pencils.  Pencils fall into three 
main shades: almond, golden and rose - and 
all the darker or lighter shades in between.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-684607 Each ...........................5.99
 12 or More, Each .......5.59 
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Shiny, Metallic 
Colored Pencils!
Crayola® Metallic 
Colored Pencils
8-Color Set—Unique, 
metallic colors not found in 
original Crayola sets add 
shimmering effects to art 
projects.  7" pre-sharpened 
pencils have 3.3mm thick, 
soft leads that won't break 
easily under pressure and 
sharpen easily.  Perfect for 
coloring and drawing, even 
on dark paper.  Includes blue, 
bronze, copper, gold, green, 
mauve, purple and silver.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-3708 Each ............4.79
 12/Each ......4.49

Crayola® 

Write 
Start® 
Colored 
Pencils
8-Color Set
E x t r a - l a r g e , 
d u r a b l e 
5.3mm leads 
last longer 
than other 
pencils and 
resist break-
age.  They 
offer the 
same smooth, 
rich laydown as other 
Crayola colored pencils.  
Over-sized, hexagonal barrels are easy to hold 
and promote proper grip.  Eight colors: black, 
blue, brown, green, orange, purple, red and yel-
low.  5-1/8" long.  Pre-sharpened.  Made with 
reforested wood.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
B-4108 Each ................................4.59
 12 or More, Each.............4.29

Crayola® 
Color Sticks
Web
Project 43 
12-Color Set
Create both thin 
lines and broad 
strokes with 
these big, wood-
less colored pen-
cil leads.  Color 
sticks last four 
times longer 
than standard-
length Crayola 
colored pencils.  
Colors are bright 
even on con-
struction paper.  
Pentagon-shaped 
sticks prevent 
rolling and provide several flat surfaces for 
coloring and shading.  Sticks measure 3" 
long, 3/8" wide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-682312 Each ................................9.49

Crayola® Twistables® Colored Pencils
Great for coloring, drawing, art projects and trav-
el, these pencils do not require sharpening or 
peeling.  No messy shavings to clean up, plus the 
lead is protected inside the clear plastic barrel.  
When the tips wear down, simply twist the base 
of these pencils to advance the lead.  2mm thick 
leads, 6-1/2" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-57408 12-Color 5.49 5.19
B-7418 18-Color 7.69 7.39
B-7409 30-Color 13.29 12.79

Crayola® Color 
Sticks Classpack®

120-Count, 12 Colors
Save with a classpack!  
The sides of these sticks 
are great for broad 
swatches of color, while the ends can be  
used for writing or adding finer details.  
Classpack contains 10 sticks of each color: 
black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, red, sky 
blue, tan, violet, white and yellow.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-8120 Each ..............................91.75

All Color, No Wood Casings!

LYRA Skin Tones Colored Pencils
12-Count Set—These colored pencils were 
developed to mimic the world's most com-
mon skin tones, for rendering subjects in 
their true skin color.  What a great addition 
to your portrait palette!  Hexagonal, wood-
en pencils are pre-sharpened.  The 6.25mm 
thick, break-resistant leads are dipped in 
wax to give them a soft touch.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
DIX-42199 Each ..................... 21.99
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Koh-I-Noor® Hardtmuth® Woodless 
Colour Pencils
Five times as much lead as a regular pencil!  
Woodless colored pencils feature a smooth 
feel and excellent laydown properties.  Pre-
sharpened pencils have a lacquer coating. 
Can be sharpened in any pencil sharpener.  
Measure 6-1/16" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
CPK-13605 12-Color 10.99 10.49
CPK-13606 24-Color 20.99 19.99
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Twistable Colored Pencils 
Never Need Sharpening!

General's® Factis® Plastipastel® 
Woodless Coloring Pencils
Comfortable and easy to hold, these 
smooth, blendable, erasable pencils 
are ideal for coloring, journaling, doodling 
and more.  12-color set includes sharpener 
and Factis plastic eraser.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
GEN-11142 12-Color 5.59
GEN-11249 24-Color 7.99
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Prang® Colored Pencils
Student quality colored pencils.  Leads are richly pig-
mented for amazingly vivid color.  Smooth, thick, 3.3mm 
leads provide super laydown and blendability.  7" long, 
pre-sharpened.  PMA approved.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
  Style Each 12/Ea
DIX-22120 12-Color 3.49 3.19
DIX-22240 24-Color 5.99 5.69
DIX-22360 36-Color 10.99 10.59
DIX-22480 50-Color 14.99 13.99
DIX-22725 72-Color 19.99 —— 

Prang® Colored Pencil Master Pack
288-Count, 12 Colors—This economical value pack 
includes 24 each of the 11 most popular colored pen-
cils, plus white for blending.  Colors are richly pig-
mented and they blend and layer well.  7" long with 
pre-sharpened, 3.3mm leads.  Sturdy cardboard box 
is divided for easy storage.  PMA approved.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
DIX-82408 Each ..............................................................................................................79.95

Sargent Art® Construction Paper Pencils
Have fun coloring on construction paper!  Sets feature brilliant colors that are great for drawing on both 
light and dark construction paper.  High quality pigments for consistent coverage.  7" long with pre-
sharpened, 3.3mm leads encased in premium wood for easy sharpening and long lasting use.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
12-Color Set
SAR-227209 Each ................................................................................................................3.49
 12 or More, Each.............................................................................................3.29
144-Count, 12 Colors - 12 of each color.
SAR-227292 Each ..............................................................................................................41.99

Keep Your Drawings Bright 
With Construction Paper 

Pencils!

Royal® & Langnickel 
Essentials Colored Pencils
The ideal choice for beginning artists.  Pre-
sharpened pencils measure 7" long with 
3.8mm cores.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.      
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
 Style Each
RBM-35875 12-Color 2.19 
RBM-35876 24-Color 3.99

Royal® & Langnickel Essentials 
Colored Pencil Class Packs
The economical choice for classrooms!   Brightly 
colored pencils!  Conforms to ASTM D4236.            
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.  
 Quantity Style Each
A RBM-37401 144 12 Colors 22.59
B RBM-37402 288 24 Colors 44.95

Koh-I-Noor® Magic 
FX™ Pencils
5-Count Set—Large size 
colored pencils with 
crazy, chromatic color 
combinations!  The multi-
mix, mosaic leads pro-
duce a different, wild pat-
tern of many colors with 
every stroke.  No two 
pieces of art will ever be 
the same, ensuring a truly 
unique look each time.  
Pre-sharpened pencils 
are 7" long and feature 
large, 5.6mm wide leads.
CPK-33320 
Each ..................... 14.99
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Mindware Colored Pencil Set
36-Color Set—Coordinates with Mindware Color 
by Number and Mindware Mystery Mosaics series, 
where each number corresponds to the same 
color.  Carefully selected assortment of classic 
colors and contemporary hues offers a relaxing 
and rewarding coloring experience.  Perfect for 
any design, the artist-quality pencils add both 
bold, precise details and soft blends to the col-
ored page, while triangular barrels provide for a 
comfortable grip.  Color names and numbers are 
printed right on each pencil.   
MIN-68539 Each ..............................................................................................................21.95

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our
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Faber-Castell® Triangular
Colored EcoPencils
24-Color Set
Faber-Castell EcoPencils offer more pig-
ment for smooth, bright colors.  Triangular 
shape makes pencils easy to hold and pre-
vents them from rolling away.  Break-
resistant leads will not fall out.  7" pencils 
are made from reforested wood, preserving 
natural forests.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
FC-9120524 Each ....................... 6.59
 12 or More, Each.... 6.29

Faber-Castell® 
Triangular 
Colored 
EcoPencils 
Class Pack
265-Piece 
Set
S m o o t h , 
bright col-
ors are 
encased in 
triangular 
barrels.  20 
each of 12 col-
ors, plus 25 pencil sharp-
eners.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for chil-
dren under 3 years.
FC-900006 Each ..............................58.70
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Prismacolor Premier® Watercolor Pencils
Superior quality, water-soluble colored pencils.  Experience the 
smooth, rich lay-down and the fine pigments that provide brilliant 
colors and exceptional lightfastness.  When wet, pigments can be blended 
like watercolor paint without becoming muddy or dull.  All colors match 
Prismacolor Premier colored pencils, so they can be used in combination 
to create dramatic effects.  Non-sharpened pencils measure 6-5/8" long 
and have 4mm diameter leads.  Available in sets of 12, 24 or 36 colors.  
Each set comes in a decorative metal tin for easy storage and transporta-
tion.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
 Style Each 12/Ea
S-04064 12-Color 21.99 20.99
S-04065 24-Color 41.50 39.99
S-04066 36-Color 56.99 53.75

Experience The Quality of Derwent Watercolor Pencils!
 
 

Derwent 
Watercolour 
Pencils
S u p e r b l y 
formulated, 
D e r w e n t 
watercolor pen-
cils are lightfast 
and heavily pig-
mented.  Easily 
switch from 
drawing to paint-
ing.  Use dry, 
then wash over 
with a wet brush.  
Or, dip into water 
for a rich flow of 
color.  Pre-
sharpened, 7" long.  4mm leads.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Style Each
W-32881 12-Color 22.49
W-32883 24-Color 42.59
W-32885 36-Color 64.50
W-32889 72-Color 117.50

Derwent 
Inktense 
Ink Pencils
12-Color Set
Versatile water-
soluble pencils 
can be used wet 
or dry.  Highly 
pigmented dry 
color trans-
forms into a 
translucent ink-
like wash that is 
permanent once 
dry.  Due to its 
p e r m a n e n c e , 
Inktense can be 
worked over 
again without 
affecting the previous layer.  Suitable for 
use on silk and cotton, as well as paper, 
ceramic and wood.  7" long, pre-sharpened 
pencils with 4mm leads.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
MAC-18703 Each ..............................28.99

Watercolor Pencils Offer Versatility!

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Crayola® 
Watercolor 
Colored 
Pencils
You’ll love the quality of 
these affordable water-
color colored pencils.  
Rich colors when dry; 
bold, bright and blendable 
when washed with water!  
True hues for accurate 
color mixing allow for 
subtle gradations desired 
for watercolor washes and 
overlays.  7" long, pre-
sharpened pencils with 
4mm leads.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-4302 12-Color 4.49 3.99
B-4304 24-Color 7.99 7.49

Crayola®

Watercolor
Colored Pencils Classpack®

240-Count, 12 Colors—Enough for the entire 
class!  Contains 20 each of 12 colors: black, blue, 
brown, green, magenta, orange, red, sky blue, 
violet, white, yellow and yellow-green.  Pre-
sharpened pencils.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-4240 Each ..............................75.49
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Faber-Castell®
World Colors Colored EcoPencils
27-Count Set—Developed to celebrate diversity 
and self-expression, this set features 24 full-
length colored pencils, plus three double-ended 
colored pencils that feature six different skin 
tones.  Wooden casings come from certified sus-
tainable forests.  Pre-sharpened pencils measure 
6-7/8" long and have break-resistant, 3mm cores.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
FC-313305 Each ................................7.59
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Prismacolor Premier® Colored Pencils
Famous for their superior layering ability!  The thick, 5/16" diameter leads give intense color and uniform consistency.  Made with premium 
pigments, colors are both water- and light-resistant.  Colors precisely match Verithin Pencils and Prismacolor Watercolor Pencils.  7" long, pre-
sharpened.  For best results, sharpen with a manual, hand-held pencil sharpener.  PMA approved.  AP Seal, non-toxic, except metallic gold, which 
has a *CL - Cautionary Label: Not recommended for use with young children.  Do not assort for quantity discount.
Each .............................................................................................. 1.99; 12 or More, Each (one color) ........................................................ 1.59

Made With The 
Finest Pigments! 

Complete Sets of Popular 
Prismacolor Shades! 

Prismacolor Premier® 
Colored Pencil Sets
Web Projects 94, 162 & 237  
Made with premium pigments, Prismacolor 
colored pencils are water-resistant and light-
resistant.  Durable, 7" long, pre-sharpened 
pencils feature 5/16" diameter leads.  Sets 
are packaged with plastic trays to hold and organize the pen-
cils.  All colors match other Prismacolor products, so they can 
be used in combination to create dynamic effects.  Find colors 
in each set listed online at UnitedNow.com.  PMA approved.  AP Seal, non-toxic, 
except metallic gold, which has a CL - Cautionary Label: Not recommended for use 
with young children.  Sets with metallic gold have an asterisk.*
 Style Each 6/Ea
S-03596 12-Color 18.59 16.99
S-03597 24-Color 35.99 33.99
S-92885* 36-Color 49.99 46.99
S-03598* 48-Color 67.50 62.99
S-03599* 72-Color 97.29 92.95
S-04484* 132-Color 179.50 169.50
S-1799879* 150-Color 196.50 ———

S-914 Cream
S-140 Eggshell
S-1011 Deco Yellow
S-915 Lemon Yellow
S-916 Canary Yellow
S-1012 Jasmine
S-1002 Yellowed Orange
S-942 Yellow Ochre
S-1003 Spanish Orange
S-1034 Goldenrod
S-940 Sand
S-917 Sunburst Yellow
S-1033 Mineral Orange
S-918 Orange
S-921 Pale Vermilion
S-118 Cad. Orange Hue
S-1032 Pumpkin Orange
S-922 Poppy Red
S-926 Carmine Red
S-122 Permanent Red
S-923 Scarlet Lake
S-924 Crimson Red
S-925 Crimson Lake
S-195 Pomegranate
S-930 Magenta
S-994 Process Red
S-995 Mulberry
S-993 Hot Pink
S-929 Pink
S-928 Blush Pink
S-1018 Pink Rose
S-1013 Deco Peach
S-1014 Deco Pink
S-927 Light Peach
S-1085 Peach Beige
S-1001 Salmon Pink
S-1093 Seashell Pink

S-1092 Nectar
S-997 Beige
S-939 Peach
S-1019 Rosy Beige
S-1017 Clay Rose
S-1080 Beige Sienna
S-1030 Raspberry
S-1029 Mahogany Red
S-931 Dark Purple
S-1095 Black Raspberry
S-1078 Black Cherry
S-1026 Greyed Lavender
S-934 Lavender
S-956 Lilac
S-1008 Parma Violet
S-1009 Dahlia Purple
S-996 Black Grape
S-932 Violet
S-1007 Imperial Violet
S-1079 Blue Violet Lake
S-132 Diox. Purple Hue
S-933 Violet Blue
S-902 Ultramarine
S-133 Cobalt Blue Hue
S-208 Indanthrone Blue
S-901 Indigo Blue
S-1101 Denim Blue
S-1100 China Blue
S-906 Copenhagen Blue
S-103 Cerulean Blue
S-1102 Blue Lake
S-904 Light Cerulean Blue
S-1040 Electric Blue
S-919 Non-Photo Blue
S-903 True Blue
S-1022 Mediterranean Blue
S-1025 Periwinkle

S-1103 Caribbean Sea
S-1086 Sky Blue Light
S-1023 Cloud Blue
S-1087 Powder Blue
S-1024 Blue Slate
S-1027 Peacock Blue
S-992 Light Aqua
S-905 Aquamarine
S-105 Cobalt Turquoise
S-920 Light Green
S-1006 Parrot Green
S-289 Grey Green Light
S-1089 Pale Sage
S-1004 Yellow Chartreuse
S-989 Chartreuse
S-1005 Limepeel
S-1091 Green Ochre
S-1090 Kelp Green
S-1097 Moss Green
S-913 Spring Green
S-912 Apple Green
S-120 Sap Green Light
S-1096 Kelly Green
S-909 Grass Green
S-910 True Green
S-911 Olive Green
S-908 Dark Green
S-109 Prussian Green
S-988 Marine Green
S-1020 Celadon Green
S-1021 Jade Green
S-1088 Muted Turquoise
S-907 Peacock Green
S-1098 Artichoke
S-1083 Putty Beige
S-1084 Ginger Root
S-1094 Sandbar Brown
S-941 Light Umber

S-943 Burnt Ochre
S-945 Sienna Brown
S-944 Terra Cotta
S-1081 Chestnut
S-1082 Chocolate
S-1031 Henna
S-937 Tuscan Red
S-1099 Espresso
S-946 Dark Brown
S-947 Dark Umber
S-948 Sepia
S-1068 French Grey 10%
S-1069 French Grey 20%
S-1070 French Grey 30%
S-1072 French Grey 50%
S-1074 French Grey 70%
S-1076 French Grey 90%
S-1050 Warm Grey 10%
S-1051 Warm Grey 20%
S-1052 Warm Grey 30%
S-1054 Warm Grey 50%
S-1056 Warm Grey 70%
S-1058 Warm Grey 90%
S-1059 Cool Grey 10%
S-1060 Cool Grey 20%
S-1061 Cool Grey 30%
S-1063 Cool Grey 50%
S-1065 Cool Grey 70%
S-1067 Cool Grey 90%
S-936 Slate Grey
S-935 Black
S-938 White
S-949 Metallic Silver
S-950* Metallic Gold
S-1028 Bronze
S-1035 Neon Yellow
S-1036 Neon Orange
S-1038 Neon Pink

Individual Colors Individual Colors Individual Colors Individual Colors
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LYRA Rembrandt Splender 
Colorless Blender Pencil
6-3/4" blender pencil moves pigments 
around without affecting the color palette, 
mixes colors and polishes drawings.  Works 
well with almost any colored pencils.  Ideal 
for blending, layering and softening edges.  
Pre-sharpened.  3mm lead.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
DIX-48058 Each ....................... 1.99
 12 or More, Each.... 1.79

Prismacolor 
Premier® 
Col-Erase®

Erasable 
Colored 
Pencils
12-Color Set
Vivid, erasable 
pencils help you 
e f f o r t l e s s l y 
make changes 
to a color or 
entire color 
s c h e m e .  
Premium pig-
ment for rich, 
smooth color.  
Strong leads 
resist cracking 
and breaking.  
Perfect for illus-
trating, color 
layouts, animating, note taking, coloring, 
drawing and designing.  Set includes black, 
blue, brown, carmine red, green, light blue, 
light green, purple, terra cotta, Tuscan red, ver-
milion and yellow colored pencils with eraser 
tops.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-20516 Each ..............................10.99

Prismacolor Premier® 
Colorless Blender Pencil
Clear, pigment-free, wax-based blender 
helps to soften and smooth out hard edges 
when layering colors, without affecting your 
color palette.  Also works with pastel pen-
cils.  7" long with 3.3mm lead.  Unsharpened.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  
S-1077 Each ....................... 1.99
 12 or More, Each.... 1.59

Prismacolor Premier® 
Verithin® Colored Pencils
Harder leads and sharper points featuring dense, 
light-resistant pigments!  2mm pencil points 
won't snap under normal use, making them ideal 
for technical illustration and other detailed draw-
ing techniques.  Unsharpened pencils  measure 
7-1/8" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  PMA approved.  
Do not assort for quantity discount.
S-747 Black
S-734 White
Each .......................................................... 1.29 
12 or More, Each (one color) ..................... .99

Prismacolor Quality, Student Value!
Prismacolor® Scholar™ Colored Pencils
Recommended by art educators and ideal for classroom use.  Smooth 
texture and strong, break-resistant, 3.3mm leads.  Feature harder 
leads than original Prismacolor pencils, yet they are still soft enough 
to be blended and layered.  Richly pigmented for excellent color inten-
sity.  Not as hard as Prismacolor Verithin pencils.  Pre-sharpened and 
measure 7" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  PMA approved.
 Style Each 12/Ea
S-92804 12-Color 10.99 10.49
S-92805 24-Color 19.99 18.99
S-92807 48-Color 38.59 36.59
S-92808 60-Color 48.99 45.75
294-Piece Set - Includes 24 each of 12 colors and six pencil sharpeners.
S-1774262 Each ................................................................... 224.50
588-Piece Set - Includes 24 each of 24 colors and 12 pencil sharpeners.
S-1774263 Each ................................................................... 424.50

Prismacolor 
Premier® 
Portrait 
Colored  
Pencil Set
24-Color Set
Includes a range 
of colors specifi-
cally selected to 
help bring your 
portraits to life.    
Ideal for blend-
ing, shading, 
layering and 
color laydown.  
7" long with 
3.3mm lead.  
Pre-sharpened.  
AP Seal, non-
toxic.  PMA 
approved.
S-25085 Each ..............................35.99
 6 or More, Each.............33.99

Prismacolor 
Premier® 
Landscape 
Colored  
Pencil Set
12-Color Set
Includes a 
variety of 
colors spe-
c i a l l y 
selected to 
help bring 
your landscapes 
to life.    Ideal for 
blending, shading 
and color lay-
down.  7" long, 
with 3.3mm lead 
that is pre-sharp-
ened.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  PMA 
approved.
S-2023753 Each ..............................18.99 

Specialty Prismacolor Pencil Sets!
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Harder Leads, Sharper Points, Prismacolor Quality!

Prismacolor Premier® 
Verithin® Colored Pencil Sets
Prismacolor Verithin pencils in convenient 
sets.  Verithin pencils are designed for stu-
dents who prefer a harder lead and a 
sharper point.  Featuring dense, light-resistant 
pigments, they are ideal for technical illustration, 
precise drawing and adding fine details to your 
artwork.  Unsharpened, 7-1/8" long pencils have 
2mm leads that won't snap under normal use.  
Colors match Prismacolor Premier pencils.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  PMA approved.
 Style Each 6/Ea
S-02427 24-Color 20.95 19.95
S-02428 36-Color 32.95 30.95
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Classic Crayola Markers Offer
Bright Colors & Long-Lasting Ink Supply!

Crayola® 
Markers
One of America's 
most popular 
brands in the 
e l e m e n t a r y 
c l a s s r o o m .  
Crayola markers 
have durable 
nibs and a gen-
erous ink supply, 
plus they come 
in a nice variety 
of brilliant col-
ors for intense 
coloring and drawing.  Water-based, with almost 
no odor, they last far longer than most chil-
dren's markers.  Crayola Broad Line markers 
have a conical tip that allows for bold, wide marks, as well as thin, skinny strokes.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.

Crayola® Classic Colors Broad Line Markers
Web Project 121  8-Color Set—Black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.    
B-7708 Each ............................... 3.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.69

Crayola® Assorted Colors Broad Line Markers
Web Project 239  12-Color Set—Includes black, blue, blue lagoon, brown, dolphin gray, flamingo 
pink, green, orange, red, sandy tan, violet and yellow.    
B-7712 Each ............................... 5.49; 12 or More, Each ...........................................4.99

Stretch Your Budget
With A Convenient

Crayola Marker Classpack!
Crayola® Broad Line 
Markers Classpack®

256-Count, 16 Colors—An economical way to 
purchase Crayola markers for the entire class-
room.  Features 16 colors: black, blue, brown, 
dolphin gray, flamingo pink, green, iguana green, 
orange, purple, raspberry, red, sandy tan, tiger 
orange, turquoise, violet and yellow.  Includes 
extra caps for replacing those that are misplaced 
or lost.  Sturdy cardboard box is terrific for sorting 
and storing markers when not in use.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-8201 Each ..............................97.59

Crayola®

Broad Line
Marker Refills
12-Count Packages—Replace worn-out markers 
in a classpack or several individual sets of Crayola 
markers with convenient refills.  Each includes a 
dozen of one color.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-7734 Yellow B-7736 Orange
B-7738 Red B-7740 Violet
B-7742 Blue B-7744 Green
B-7707 Brown B-7751 Black
Each ...........................................................5.69

Crayola®

Fine Line Markers Classpack®

200-Count, 10 Colors—Stretch your budget 
with a fine line classpack!  Colors include 
black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, pink, 
red, violet and yellow.  Includes extra caps for 
replacing those that are lost or misplaced.  
Packaged in a sturdy cardboard box with 
dividers, so storing and organizing markers is 
a breeze.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8210 Each ....................... 88.50

Crayola®

Classic 
Colors Fine 
Line Markers
8-Color Set
Quality Crayola mark-
ers with fine line tips.  
Bright colors are ter-
rific for writing, color-
coding, adding details 
and more.  Colors 
include black, blue, 
brown, green, orange, 
red, violet and yellow.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-7709
Each .................................................... 3.99 
12 or More, Each ................................ 3.69

M
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Crayola® Metallic Markers
8-Color Set—Add shiny accents to draw-
ings and projects with these metallic mark-
ers.  Great for greeting cards and holiday decora-
tions, too. Includes eight metallic colors: black 
iron, cobalt blue, copper mine, gold ingot, green 
machine, pink bling, purple steel and slick silver. 
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-588628 Each ................................8.69

Crayola®

CLICKS 
Retractable 
Markers
10-Color 
Set
No more caps 
to lose, and no 
dried out mark-
ers!  Washable, 
r e t r a c t a b l e 
markers fea-
ture a special 
ink formulation 
that resists 
drying out.  Terrific for school or home, and 
the easy-click design is perfect for coloring 
on the go.  Conical tips can create both 
thick and thin lines, so they are great for writing 
and drawing.  Set includes 10 colors: black, blue, 
brown, green, magenta, marigold, orange, red, 
turquoise surf and violet.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-588370 Each ..............................13.75
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Crayola®

Broad Line
Ultra-Clean
Washable 
Marker Refills
12-Count 
P a c k a g e s — A 
dozen of one color.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-7834 Yellow 
B-7836 Orange
B-7838 Red 
B-7840 Violet
B-7842 Blue 
B-7844 Green
B-7807 Brown 
B-7851 Black
Each .................................................. 8.49

Crayola® 
Colors Of 
The World™ 
Broad Line 
Washable 
Markers
24-Color Set
Specially formu-
lated colors are 
designed to bet-
ter represent 
diversity world-
wide, making colorings and drawings even 
more detailed and realistic.  Colors fall into 
three main groups: almond, golden and 
rose - and all the darker or lighter shades in 
between.  Washable, broad line markers have 
conical tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-587802 Each ................................9.99

M
ar

ke
rsCrayola® Broad Line Ultra-Clean Washable Markers

Now with ColorMax, the brightest, truest colors yet.  Formula washes easily from skin, clothing 
and walls.  Broad line markers feature conical tips for wide and thin lines.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
B-7808 8-Color 4.99 4.59
B-7812 12-Color 7.69 7.39

Crayola® Fine Line
Ultra-Clean Washable Markers
Same bright, washable ink as in broad line markers, but 
with a fine tip for color coding, writing and more.  AP Seal, 

non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea

 B-7809 8-Color 4.99 4.59
 B-7813 12-Color 7.69 7.39

 B-7861 40-Color 21.99 ——
Fine Line Classpack - Features 20 each of 10 differ-
ent colors: black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, 
pink, red, violet and yellow.  200 markers in all, pack-
aged in a durable cardboard box that doubles as an 

organizer.  Includes extra caps to replace those that 
are lost or broken.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

B-8211 Each .....................................................107.50

40-Color - A variety of unique colors!
B-7858 Each ..............................21.99

200-Count Broad 
Line Classpack - 25 
each of eight colors.  Includes 
extra caps.  Packaged in a sturdy cardboard storage 
case.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8200 Each ..............................98.50

192-Count Broad Line Classpack - 24 each of 
eight colors.  Packaged in groups of four each of 
eight colors for easy distribution.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-588208 Each ............................104.50
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Crayola® Colors Of The World™
Broad Line Washable Markers 
Classpack®

240-Count, 24 Colors—Features 10 each 
of the 24 colors found in the Colors of the 
World set.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-588228 Each ..............................89.50

Crayola® Colors Of 
The World™ Fine Line 
Washable Markers

24-Color Set
Specially for-
mulated col-

ors, designed to represent 
worldwide diversity.  Colors 
fall into three main groups: 
almond, golden and rose - 
and all the darker or lighter 
shades in between.  Fine line 
markers are terrific for add-
ing details and filling in 
small areas.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-587810 Each ................................9.99

NEW

NEW
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Crayola® Washable Broad 
Line Marker Variety Pack
64-Count Set—Create colorful 
designs on many surfaces!  Set includes 
three types of broad line washable markers: 
48 Ultra-Clean, eight Gel FX and eight 
Window markers.  Flip top box with tiered 
sleeves for easy access to markers.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-8180 Each ..............................29.99

Crayola®

Super 
Tips 
Washable 
Markers
F i n e - l i n e 

markers with 
e x t r a - d u r a b l e , 
versatile nibs for 
drawing thin or 
thick lines without 
using separate 
markers.  Terrific 
for color coding as 
well as writing, 
journaling and coloring.  Each set includes 
an assortment of different colors.  
Washable formula cleans easily from hands 
and most clothing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
20-Color Set
B-8106 Each ................................5.49
 12 or More, Each.............5.29
50-Color Set - (Not shown.)
B-5050 Each ..............................11.99

100-Color Set - (Not shown.)
B-5100 Each ..............................21.99

Crayola® 
Pip-
Squeaks® 
Washable 
Markers
Small size, 
but big on 
color!  Pip-
Squeaks are 
shorter than 
t rad i t iona l 
m a r k e r s , 
m a k i n g 
them easier for young children to hold and 
use.  Perfect for coloring on the go, they 
feature the same brightness and quality 
teachers and parents expect from Crayola.  Broad, 
conical tips draw both thick and thin lines.  
Washable formula easily cleans from hands and 
most clothing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
16-Color Set - (Not shown.)
B-8703 Each ................................6.99
 12 or More, Each.............6.69

50-Color Set
B-8750 Each ..............................22.99
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Prang® 
Classic 
Markers
Web Project 109 
48-Count, 12 Colors
Durable broad tips 
with long-lasting, 
vibrant color.  
Includes black, blue, 
brown, gray, green, 
light blue, light green, 
orange, pink, purple, 
red and yellow.  Safety 
caps can be left off for 
24 hours without drying out the tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-80848 Each .......................................................................22.99

Prang® Washable Art Markers Master Packs
Web Project 160  8-Color Sets—Washable markers in bulk packages.  Ventilated safety caps can 
be left off for up to 24 hours without drying out the markers.  Bullet tipped markers in eight colors: 
black, blue, brown, green, orange, purple, red and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
96-Count - (Not shown.)
DIX-80614 Each ..............................48.50

200-Count
DIX-80613 Each ..............................94.50

Prang® Fine Line Markers
Brilliant  colors with a fine point.  Long-lasting ink allows markers to stay moist for up to 24 hours with 
the cap left off.  Markers feature durable tips and ventilated safety caps.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
A DIX-80714 12-Color 4.99 4.69
DIX-80715 24-Color 8.79 8.49

Prang® Fine Line Markers Master Packs 
Web Project 160  12-Color Sets—Fine line markers feature vibrant tones and durable tips for bet-
ter pressure resistance.    Great for color coding and writing.  Black, blue, brown, gray, green, light blue, 
light green, orange, pink, purple, red and yellow colors.  Safety caps can be left off for 24 hours without 
drying out the tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
B DIX-80796 96-Count 19.49
C DIX-80744 144-Count 33.50

A B C
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Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!

Crayons & Markers In One 
Convenient Classpack!
Crayola® Combo Classpack®

256-Count: 128 Markers, 128 Large Crayons, 
Eight Colors—Perfect for any elementary 
school classroom or art room, this classpack 
features eight different colors of broad line 
Ultra-Clean washable markers and large size 

crayons, all in one set!  Includes 16 of each color of 
marker and crayon.  Eight classic colors include black, blue, 

brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.  Packaged in a sturdy 
cardboard storage box with built-in dividers, so keeping colors organized is 

easy.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-3348 Each ..............................................................................................................92.75
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Step 1
Cut an 11x14" sheet of Dura-Lar wet media film in half so that each 
piece measures 11x7".  Use Prang markers to draw a still life design, 
in the style of artist Paul Cézanne, on the Dura-Lar wet media film. 
(Wet media film allows you to draw on it.)  Note: The final print of the 
design drawn will be backwards.

Project Kits Are A Great 
Way To Introduce An 
Artist Or Art Style!

Cézanne-Inspired Still Life 
Monoprint Project Kit
60-Project Set—Enough supplies 
for 24 students at a time to make up to 60 
total projects.  Includes 12-sheet pad of 
11x14" Grafix Dura-Lar wet media film, 
60-sheet package of 9x12" mixed media 
paper, 4-count package of 3x4" Miracle 
sponges, 96-count package of Prang 
washable art markers, 96-count package 
of Prang fine line markers and an instruc-
tion sheet.  You will also need water and scissors or a paper trimmer.  Prang markers are AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
USCPK160 Each ................................................................................................... 94.50

Cézanne-Inspired Still Life Monoprint
Web Project 160

Watch This Project Being 
Created Step By Step On 

YouTube.com/UnitedArtandEd

Step 2
Wet a sponge with water and evenly dampen the smooth side of a 
9x12" piece of mixed media paper.  Dampen the paper thoroughly but 
make sure there are no puddles.  (Mixed media paper has sizing that 
keeps the marker from soaking in and the colors stay vibrant.)

Step 3
Holding the Dura-Lar film by the sides, center the design over the 
mixed media paper, with the marker side facing down.  Place the film 
on the paper making sure there are no air pockets.  Gently rub the 
film.  Make sure the entire image is printed on the paper.

Step 4
Remove the film and allow the paper to dry.  
Edges of paper can be trimmed, if desired.  The 
film can be rinsed off, and used again to make 
another print.

P
ro
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Vibrant, Classic Markers 
For Drawing & Coloring!

Sargent 
Art® 
Classic 
Broad Tip 
Markers
Web Project 
105  
8-Color Set
Made with bril-
liant formula-
tions, these 
markers feature 
l o n g - l a s t i n g , 
vibrant colors!  Broad, conical tips allow 
for both wide strokes and thin lines.  
Eight colors include black, blue, brown, 
green, orange, purple, red and yellow.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.   1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
SAR-221530 Each ............................... 2.99
 12 or More, Each .......... 2.69

Sargent Art® Metallic Markers
6-Color Sets—Rich, long-lasting metallic 
colors dry quickly.  Great for light or dark 
surfaces.  Odor- and acid-free markers fea-
ture ventilated caps.  AP Seal, non-toxic.       
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
A SAR-221507 Fine 
B SAR-221506 Medium
Each ................................................................... 3.99
12 or More, Each (one style) ............................ 3.69 

 A B

Sargent Art® Classic Broad Tip 
Marker Assortment
200-Count, Eight Colors—Broad tip mark-
ers allow for wide strokes and thin lines.  25 each of  
eight colors: black, blue, brown, green, orange, purple, 
red and yellow—200 markers in all.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
SAR-221527 Each ................................... 73.29

Rich, Metallic Markers Show 
Up On Light & Dark Paper!

Sargent Art® Washable Fine Tip Markers
An affordable option for the art classroom!  Longer-lasting mark-
ers with durable, fine conical tips.  Terrific for drawing, coloring and writing.  Water-based ink easily 
washes from skin and most clothing.  Markers have ventilated caps.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
50-Color Set - 50 vibrant colors packaged in a durable travel box that features a snap closure. 
SAR-221581 Each .....................................9.99; 12 or More, Each .................................................. 9.69
200-Count, Eight Colors - 25 each of black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.  
SAR-221526 Each ............................................................................................................................. 74.50

Sargent Art® 
Washable
Fine Tip 
Markers
Fine bullet tips are great for writing or for 
illustration!  Perfect for making color-coded 
maps and schedules, filling in small areas, 
plus creating beautiful posters and signs.  Water-
based, bright inks are washable from skin and cloth-
ing.  Markers feature long-lasting, durable nibs and 
ventilated caps for safety.  Available in sets of 10 
and 36 colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years. Style Each  12/Ea
SAR-221570 10-Color 1.99 1.79
SAR-221590 36-Color 4.99 4.69

Sargent Art® Washable 
Broad Tip Markers
An economical choice for young artists!  
Sargent Art washable markers are made with 
an exclusive formula that offers brilliant colors 
and is designed to wash 
from both skin and 
clothing easily.  Long-
lasting, durable nibs are 
great for illustrating, 
coloring, writing and 
journaling.     Can also 
be used with color dif-
fusing projects.  Broad 
tip markers with match-
ing colored, ventilated 
caps.  AP Seal, non-tox-
ic.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.

8-Color Set - Classic colors include black, blue, 
brown, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.
SAR-221550 Each .....................................2.99;  12 or More, Each .................................................. 2.69
200-Count, Eight Colors - Includes 25 each of eight brilliant colors: black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, violet 
and yellow.  
SAR-221525 Each ............................................................................................................................. 74.50

Washable Formula!
M
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Staedtler®

Double-Ended Fibre-Tip Pens
36-Color Set—Quality tips for sketching, illustra-
tion, writing and more.  Intense, dye-based ink 
washes easily from most textiles.  One end has a 
3.0mm tip while the other has a fine, brush-like 
tip that can create lines from 0.5mm to 0.8mm.
SM-18857 Each ..............................14.95

Faber-Castell® DuoTip 
Washable Markers
24-Count Set—DuoTip washable markers 
offer twice the colors for double the color-
ing fun!  Markers have vibrant, long lasting, 
water-based ink which allows them to be 
re-hydrated by placing the nib in water.  
Colored, ventilated safety caps prevent 
choking.  Package includes 48 colors in all.  
Non-toxic.
FC-153024 Each ....................... 9.99 M
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Pop Art Tennis Shoe
Web Project 237

Watch This Project On
YouTube at UnitedArtandEd

Explore over 200 free project ideas at

UnitedNow.com!
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Mr. Sketch®

Scented Markers School Pack
192-Count, 12 Colors—Fun smelling, long-last-
ing, chisel-tip markers in a convenient cardboard 
storage box.  Economical school pack contains 16 
each of apple, banana, blueberry, cherry, cinna-
mon, fruit punch, grape, licorice, mint, orange, 
raspberry and watermelon.  AP Seal, non-toxic.     
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
S-1905311 Each ............................156.50

Mr. Sketch® Washable
Scented Markers School Pack
Web Project 237 192-Count, 12 Colors
Long-lasting, fun smelling markers are washable 
from skin and most clothing. Contains 16 each of 
apple, banana, blueberry, cherry, cinnamon, fruit 
punch, grape, licorice, mint, orange, raspberry 
and watermelon.  Chisel tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
S-1924063 Each ............................214.50

Mr. Sketch® Scented Stix
Long-lasting, thin line, scented watercolor mark-
ers.  Slender barrel with a durable bullet tip that 
is ideal for details and creating fine lines.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
10-Color Set - Includes banana, blueberry, cherry, 
cinnamon, fruit punch, grape, licorice, mint, orange 
and watermelon.
S-1905313 Each ............................... 6.99
 12 or More, Each............ 6.39
School Pack, 216-Count, 12 Colors—Includes 
18 each of apple, banana, blueberry, cherry, cinna-
mon, fruit punch, grape, licorice, mint, orange, 
raspberry and watermelon.   
S-1905315 Each ..............................91.50

Mr. Sketch® Scented Markers
Web Project 10  Fun smelling, chisel-tip, watercolor markers are ideal for drawing and color-
ing.  Markers have twice the ink and last longer than most children's markers.  The broad, wedge 
tips keep their shape even after months of use.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
8-Color Set - Includes banana, blueberry, cherry, cinnamon, grape, licorice, mint and orange.
S-1905070 Each ............................... 7.59; 12 or More, Each ...........................................6.99
12-Color Set - Includes apple, banana, blueberry, cherry, cinnamon, fruit punch, grape, licorice, mint, 
orange, raspberry and watermelon.
S-1905069 Each ............................. 10.99; 12 or More, Each .........................................10.39
22-Color Set - Includes apple, banana, black raspberry moon rocks, blue slushy, blueberry, buttery popcorn, 
cherry, cinnamon, cosmic pink lemonade, fruit punch, galactic fruit punch, grape, licorice, mint, nacho cheese, 
orange, pineapple shooting star, raspberry, root beer, rotten melon alien ooze, smokey cinnamon rocket fuel 
and watermelon. 
S-2054594 Each ............................. 17.49; 12 or More, Each .........................................16.59
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Winsor & Newton®

ProMarker™ 6-Color Sets
6-Color Sets—Great for artists and illus-
trators.  Alcohol-based ink offers smooth 
laydown and terrific color.  Twin-tipped, the 
fine bullet nib is narrower, making it ideal for 
more precise detailing and line work.  The broad 
nib is great for quick visuals and filling in larger 
areas.  Choose from three popular color assort-
ments: rich tones (cardinal red, maroon, plum, 
Prussian, marine and moss); neutral tones (cool 
grey 1, cool grey 2, cool grey 3, cool grey 4, cool 
grey 5 and black); and skin tones (ivory, almond, 
satin, putty, soft peach and coral).  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
W-0290111 Rich Tones
W-0290154 Neutral Tones
W-0290114 Skin Tones
Each .........................................................................................................................................27.50

Winsor & Newton® ProMarker™ 
Essential Collection
48-Count Set—Twin-tipped, with 
broad chisel and fine bullet high-
quality nibs.  The vibrant alcohol-
based ink is blend-friendly, malleable and 
translucent so different colors can be lay-
ered to achieve subtle color changes and 
tones.  Uniform appearance and streak-
free coverage.  Set contains 47 colors for a 
range of vibrant, neutral and mid-tones as 
well as one blender pen.  Packaged in an 
attractive, integrated storage box with a 
magnetic closure.  For a complete list of 
colors, visit unitednow.com.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-0290067 Each ............................................................................................................168.50

Alcohol-Based Inks Offer
Smooth Color Laydown!

Winsor & Newton®

ProMarker™ 12+1 Sets
13-Count Sets—Carefully designed 
sets offer a  variety of popular colors 
for a range of creative applications and 
illustration work.  Twin-tipped markers offer 
both a fine, bullet nib for detail work and a 
broad, chisel point for filling in larger areas.  
The transparent alcohol-based inks provide 
smooth, streak-free laydown every time.  Sets 
include 12 colors plus one colorless blender, 
allowing you to blend and "paint" with the 
different colors.  For a complete list of colors 
in each set, visit unitednow.com.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
A W-0290137 Set 1
B W-0290138 Set 2
C W-0290172 Skin Tones
Each ................................................... 48.95

Yupo® 
Medium 
Paper
74 lb. (197gsm), 10 Sheets—Yupo is an 
incredibly durable, stain-resistant, non-
absorbent synthetic paper, machine-made 
of 100% polypropylene.  Ultra white, super 
smooth finish.  Ideal for alcohol inks, offset 
printing, drawing and painting.  Neutral pH.  
9x12".  
LP-43470 Each.........................16.59
Yasutomo® 
Multi Media Mineral Paper

20 Sheets—Ultra smooth paper is made from 
minerals, not paper pulp.  Ideal for use with alco-
hol inks.  Bright white, vellum surface.  Sheets 
measure 9x12".  Acid-free.
YAS-JMP200 Each ...........................9.99

UCreate® 
Marker Pad
40 Sheets
Smooth, medium-
weight paper is 
bleed-resistant, so 
it's perfect for use 
with markers and 
pens.  Can even be 
used with dry 
media such as pen-
cils or crayons.  
White, acid-free 
sheets measure 
9x12".  Top-bound pad.
P-4622 Each  ...............................4.99

ArtBin® Super 
Semi Satchel™
Perfect for storing 
markers, pencils 
and more.  Includes 
three removable 
dividers so you can 
customize it to fit 
your needs.  Made 
from acid-free 
p o l y p r o p y l e n e .  
Stackable case measures 15-1/4 x 8 x 6-1/4".
FPC-6925AB Each ..............................15.99

ArtBin® Marker 
Storage Tray

Up to two trays 
will easily fit 
inside the Semi 

Satchel to conveniently 
hold up to 64 individual 
markers.  Comes with pieces to lock 
the tray in place in tote.  Single tray measures 
6-1/2 x 6-1/2 x 3".
FPC-6939AB Each ................................9.99
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Royal® & Langnickel azure™ Marker Sets
Professional artist markers for design, illustration and more.  Alcohol-based ink applies smoothly and 
blends easily for streak-free coloring.  Markers feature a triangular barrel and two tips: chisel and round.  
7-count sets include six colors and one colorless blender; 13-count sets include 12 colors and one 
colorless blender.  For a list of colors in each set, visit unitednow.com.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
7-Count Sets Style Each
RBM-36905 Primary 10.59
RBM-36906 Pastel 10.59
RBM-36908 Grayscale 10.59

Economical, Permanent Markers
With Two Different Tips! 

ProArt® Graphic Art Marker Set
18-Color Set—An incredible value for beginning artists!   Double-
ended markers feature both a fine point for detailed work and a 
chisel tip for larger swatches of color.  Fast-drying, permanent and 
acid-free.  Packaged in a reusable plastic case for convenient stor-
age.  Non-toxic.
SL-00018 Each ....................................................... 19.99

Prismacolor Premier®

Grey Marker Sets
12-Count Sets—Includes three black and 
one each of 10% through 90% cool or 
warm greys.  Dual-ended markers allow for 
wide, medium and thin lines.  Perfect for detail 
and layout work.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A S-03622 Cool
B S-03623 Warm
Each .........................................................52.49

Prismacolor Premier® Marker Sets
Double-ended design is incredibly versatile.  The 
broad-tip end allows you to draw wide, medium 
and thin lines.  The fine-tip end is ideal for adding 
details.  Provides consistent color laydown.  Rich 
colors offer juicy, smooth flow.  Low-odor, dye-
based, alcohol ink is permanent, non-bleeding 
and non-feathering on most surfaces.  Feature 
studio stacker storage cases that will interlock 
with other Prismacolor Marker sets.  For a com-
plete list of colors included in each set, visit 
unitednow.com.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
S-03721 24-Color 102.95
S-03722 72-Count 277.50
S-03746 156-Count 577.50

COPIC® Sketch
Basic Marker Sets
Professional art markers offer outstanding 
brilliance, performance and versatility.  The 
favorite choice of manga and comic book 
artists all over the world.  The "Super Brush" 
nib acts like a paintbrush in both feel and 
color application while the "Medium Broad" 
nib, on the opposite end, allows for more 
control with your strokes.  The permanent, 
fast-drying ink is non-toxic and acid-free, 
making it perfect for illustration, design and 
plenty of other craft projects.  For a com-
plete list of colors included in each set, visit 
unitednow.com.  
  Style Each
COP-3725 12-Color 76.95
COP-6321 36-Color 224.50
COP-3749 72-Color 459.50

Prismacolor Premier® 

Brush-Fine Art Markers
12-Color Set—Double-ended with a brush tip 
and a fine tip.  Includes black, canary yellow, 
carmine red, crimson red, dark green, dark umber, 
mulberry, parrot green, pink, ultramarine, violet 
and yellow orange.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-1773297 Each ..............................52.49
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Prismacolor Premier®

Colorless Blender
Ideal for blending Prismacolor pencils and 
markers.  Nylon tips will easily pick up marker 
colors and the clear, alcohol-based ink formula 
allows artists to blend colors like a painting.  
Broad, chisel tip on one end and a fine tip on the 
other.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-PM121 Each ................................4.89

COPIC® Sketch 6-Count Marker Sets
The "Super Brush" nib acts like a paintbrush in 
both feel and color application while the "Medium 
Broad" nib, on the opposite end, allows for more 
control with your strokes.  Permanent, fast-drying 
ink is non-toxic and acid-free.  Sets include six 
colors, except sketching greys, which includes 
five colors and a multiliner.  For a complete list of 
colors included in each set, visit unitednow.com.  
A COP-2679 Perfect Primaries
B COP-2655 Secondary Tones
C COP-9128 Portrait Tones
D COP-2624 Sketching Greys
Each .........................................................38.95

COPIC® 
Sketch Manga 
Illustrations 
Set
24-Color Set
An ideal starter set 
for comic illustra-
tions.  Features 
vibrant colors with 
matching blending 
shades and various 
skin color tones.  Double-ended markers, with a 
"Super Brush" nib for blending and shading, plus a 
"Medium Broad" nib for details.  Alcohol-based 
ink.  Visit unitednow.com for colors included.
COP-6315 Each ............................149.75

 A B

 C D

13-Count Sets Style Each
RBM-36918 Basic 17.95
RBM-36920 Complexion 17.95
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Sharpie® Metallic 
Permanent 
Markers 
Web Project 109 
Bright, metallic ink for 
maximum impact, espe-
cially on dark surfaces!  
No shaking required.  
Opaque and permanent, fade- and water-
resistant.  Available in fine point or chisel 
tip.  Store tip down for best results.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. 
Individual Fine Point Markers
S-1823887 Gold
S-39100 Silver 
Each ...........................................................2.39
12 or More, Each (one color) ....................2.19
3-Color Fine Point Set - One each of bronze, gold 
and silver.
S-1823815 Each ................................6.59
 12 or More, Each.............6.29
3-Color Fine Point Set - One each of emerald, 
ruby and sapphire.
S-2029669 Each ................................6.69
 12 or More, Each.............6.39
3-Color Chisel Tip Set - One each of bronze, gold 
and silver.
S-2089609 Each ................................7.69
 12 or More, Each.............7.39
36-Count Package - Silver, fine point markers. 
(Not shown.)
S-09597 Each ..............................62.59

Sharpie® 
Neon
Fine Point 
Permanent 
Markers 
Web Project 
44  5-Color 
S e t — U l t r a 
vivid color in 
natural light, 
fluorescent in 
black light!  
Durable, fine 
tips produce 
bright, bold, 
detailed lines.  
Great for use on paper, plastic, wood 
and leather.  Five colors: blue, green, 
orange, pink and yellow.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
S-1860443 Each .........................10.69
 12 or More, Each .....10.29
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Sharpie Is America’s Favorite 
Multipurpose Permanent Marker!

Sharpie® Permanent Markers
When it’s a Sharpie, you know it’s permanent!  The 
durable tips withstand heavy use and the 
quick-drying ink writes on almost any 
surface.  Choose from a wide variety of 
colors and tip styles to meet your needs.

Sharpie® Fine Point Permanent Markers
Web Projects 15, 23, 109, 144, 148 & 198  Fine tip provides bold strokes.  Permanent ink.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic. 
S-30051 Black S-30037 Brown S-30036 Orange S-30052 Red
S-30063 Blue S-30034 Green S-30038 Purple S-30035 Yellow
Each .......................................................... 1.49; 12 or More, Each (one color) ........................1.29
36-Count Canister Set—A fantastic value!  Set includes 36 fine point black permanent markers.  
S-35010 Each ..............................................................................................................43.95

Sharpie® Retractable Fine 
Point Permanent Marker
You're ready to write with just one 
click!  No more lost caps.  Allows for easy, one-handed operation.  Safety Seal valve prevents dry 
out when not in use.  Made with the same permanent and water-resistant, quick-drying Sharpie 
ink you have come to expect.  Single black marker.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-32701 Each ............................... 3.29; 12 or More, Each ...........................................2.99

Sharpie® Twin Tip Permanent Marker
The convenience of two tip styles in one Sharpie 
marker!  Increased functionality with both fine 
and ultra fine tips.  Quick-drying permanent ink 
writes on most surfaces and is both fade- and water-resistant.  Ultra fine tip end features a 
safety cap.  Black ink.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
S-32201 Each ............................... 2.69; 12 or More, Each ...........................................2.55

Super Sharpie® Permanent Marker
Web Project 2  Super-large ink supply extends 
the use of this marker.  Permanent, quick-drying 
ink that is smudge-, fade- and water-resistant.  
Bold, fine tip covers areas quickly, yet produces a 
thin line, similar to a fine point Sharpie.  Black ink.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
S-33001 Each ............................... 2.19; 12 or More, Each ...........................................1.99

Sharpie® 
Extreme Permanent Markers
2-Count Package—Fine tip markers have a 
unique ink formula that resists fading when exposed 
to harsh UV rays, rain, snow and mud.  Works on 
glossy surfaces!  Black ink.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-08433 Each ............................... 4.39; 12 or More, Each ...........................................4.19

Three Different Tips In
One Convenient Set!

Sharpie® Black 
Permanent Marker Variety Pack
6-Count Set—A terrific assortment of 
permanent, black Sharpie markers.  Fast-drying 
ink is great for labeling, writing and more.  Two 
each of ultra fine, fine and chisel tips.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic. 
S-2135318 Each ................................7.99

Mini Sharpie Markers 
Go Anywhere!

Sharpie® MINI Permanent Markers
Fine point, permanent markers with detachable 
"cap clips" that allow you to attach markers to 
keychains, lanyards or backpacks.  Shorter mark-
ers measure 3-3/4" long.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
72-Count Set - Includes 12 different colors; quanti-
ties of each color may vary.
S-35111 Each ............................107.50
Black Marker Only - Single black mini marker.
S-35124 Each ................................1.79
 12 or More, Each.............1.59
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Sharpie®

Ultra Fine 
Point 
Permanent 
Markers
Web Projects 
147, 214 & 244  
Ultra fine point tips 
provide a crisp, fine 
line.  Durable tips 
last.  Great for journ-
aling and adding 
details to drawings.  
AP Seal, non-toxic. 
S-37121 Black S-37114 Green
S-37113 Blue S-37122 Red
Each .......................................................... 1.49; 12 or More, Each (one color) ........................1.29

Sharpie® Ultra Fine Point 
Permanent Marker Set
24-Color Set—Ultra fine point permanent 
Sharpie markers in a convenient set.  Ideal for outlining, 
coloring or fine detail work.  Markers produce precise, 
thin lines with long-lasting permanence.  Bright, color-
ful ink leaves a permanent mark on most surfaces. 
Colors include aqua, berry, black, blue, brown, burgun-
dy, green, lilac, lime, magenta, marigold, mint, navy, 
olive, orange, peach, pink, plum, purple, red, sky blue, 
tangerine, turquoise and yellow.  Packaged in a reseal-
able plastic storage pouch.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-75847 Each ....................................... 28.49
 6 or More, Each...................... 25.99

Sharpie® 
The Ultimate Collection
115-Count Set—The Ultimate 
Collection contains 40 fine, 42 ultra fine and 
eight chisel tips in assorted colors.  Also 
includes five fine tip neon markers, eight 
fine tip metallic markers in three colors, and 
12 twin-tip markers which have both fine 
and ultra fine tips.  Great for everyday writ-
ing, coloring, drawing, color coding and 
more!  Permanent markers are AP Seal, non-
toxic.
S-1983255 Each ............................156.50
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Sharpie® Fine Point Permanent Marker Sets
Web Projects 34 & 129  Color or decorate almost anything with vibrant, lasting color!  
Quick-drying, permanent ink is fade- and water-resistant.  Resilient, fine point tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
8-Color Set - Includes black, blue, brown, green, orange, purple, red and yellow.  
S-30078 Each ............................... 9.79; 12 or More, Each ...........................................9.29
12-Color Set - Includes aqua, berry, black, blue, brown, green, lime, orange, purple, red, turquoise and yel-
low.
S-30072 Each ............................. 15.49; 12 or More, Each .........................................14.99
24-Color Set - Includes aqua, berry, black, blue, brown, burgundy, green, lilac, lime, magenta, marigold, 
mint, navy, olive, orange, peach, pink, plum, purple, red, sky blue, tangerine, turquoise and yellow.
S-75846 Each ............................. 28.49; 6 or More, Each ...........................................25.99

Sharpie Markers In 
Diverse Skin Tones!

Sharpie® Portrait Colors 
Fine Point Permanent Marker Set

12-Color Set—12 unique colors that represent a 
diverse range of skin tones.  Quick-drying, per-
manent ink is fade- and water-resistant.  Features 

resilient, fine point tips that write on almost any surface 
such as paper, plastic, wood, leather, acetate and more.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-2154107 Each ....................................... 15.49
 12 or More, Each.................... 14.99

Sharpie® 
The Ultimate Fine Point Collection
65-Color Set—Features all 65 colors of 
Sharpie fine point markers!  Terrific for 
color coding maps, folders and more.  
Clear top allows you to see all colors at once.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
S-2136724 Each ..............................87.50

Sharpie® 
Mystic 
Gems 
Permanent 
Marker Sets
12-Color Sets
The mystic 
gems palette 
features pastel 
colors that are 
paired with 
bright, active 
colors to help create a 3-dimensional 
effect.  Permanent ink is fade- and water-
resistant.  Quick drying.  AP Seal, non-tox-
ic.
 Style Each 12/Ea
S-2136777 Ultra Fine 15.49 14.99
S-2136729 Fine 15.49 14.99

Fine Point Sharpies In Convenient Color Sets!
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Mark On Wet Or
Oily Surfaces!

Sharpie® PRO 
Permanent Marker
This rugged marker can stand up to 
extreme conditions.  Specially for-
mulated to mark on wet, oily, dusty 
and abrasive surfaces such as metal, 
wood, plastic and concrete.  
Features a durable chisel tip and 
break-resistant clip with built-in 
lanyard loop.  Flat barrel prevents 
marker from rolling.  Black ink.
S-2018329 Each ................................3.99

BiC® Intensity 
Permanent 
Markers
Smooth flowing, per-
manent ink.  Marks on 
just about everything, 
including glass, metal, plastics, foils and coat-
ed paper, even on damp and oily surfaces.  
Features a textured rubber grip for comfort 
and better control.  Unique snap cap with vapor seal 
locking feature prevents markers from drying out.  
Long lasting, vivid black markers with durable tips 
that prevent wear down and produce crisp, precise 
lines.  Ultra-fine tip is great for detail work, writing, 
journaling and more!  Low-odor, ideal for home and 
office use, perfect for labeling.  Acid-free.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
Black Markers Style Each 12/Ea
A BIC-31531 Fine 1.09 .99
B BIC-31931 Ultra Fine 1.09 .99
24-Count Black Set - Fine tip.
C BIC-34962 Each ..............................18.99
 12 or More, Each...........18.29
200-Count Black Set - Fine tip. 
D BIC-36201 Each ............................114.50

A

B

Permanent Markers In 
A Variety Of Bright 

Color Options!
BiC® Intensity Fine Point
Permanent Marker Sets
Web Project 96   
Beautiful, rich colors in permanent ink.  
Marks on almost any surface, such as 
glass, metal and even most plastics.  
Unique snap cap with vapor seal locking 
feature prevents markers from drying 
out.  Markers feature a textured rubber 
grip for comfortable writing, coloring 
and drawing.  Acid-free.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
12-Color Set - Includes blue skies blue, deep sea blue, fandango 
pink, forest green, hot aqua, key lime, playful purple, rambunctious 
red, sunset orange, tuxedo black, woodsy brown and yellow blaze.
A BIC-33465 Each ..................................................... 10.39
24-Color Set - Includes the 12 colors listed above, plus cloud nine 
grey, desert rose, honey brown, margarita green, misty blue, ocean-
view blue, peach parfait, petal pink, pink flamingo, plumtastic purple, 
Polynesian purple and tiki hut tan.
B BIC-33226 Each ..................................................... 19.99
 12 or More, Each.................................. 19.29
36-Color Set - Includes the 24 colors listed above, plus adobe 
orange, for-ever green, harvest orange, lemon bliss, lime sorbet, 
meadow green, midnight navy, moonstone yellow, prairie berry, stone 
grey, summer melon and tranquil teal.
C BIC-33112 Each .....................................................27.99 C

 B

C

D

Sharpie®

Brush Tip Permanent Markers
Web Projects 29 & 34
12-Color Set—Create fine lines, bold strokes and 
shading with Sharpie brush tip markers.  Bright, 
permanent ink is fade- and water-resistant.    
Marks on most surfaces.  Try for unique, hand-
lettered signs, name tags and more.  Includes 
berry, black, blue, brown, green, lime green, 
magenta, orange, purple, red, turquoise and yel-
low colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-1810704 Each ..............................24.69

Sharpie® 
Chisel Tip Permanent Markers
Durable, chisel tips for creating broad 
or thin strokes.  Water-resistant, per-
manent ink adheres to most surfaces 
and dries quickly.  Ideal for writing, labeling, 
drawing, color coding and more.  Oval bar-
rel will not roll and is comfortable to hold.  

AP Seal, non-toxic.
Single Black Marker
S-38281 Each ................................1.59
 12 or More, Each.............1.45
8-Color Set - Includes black, blue, green, lime, 
orange, purple, red and turquoise.
S-38250 Each ..............................10.99

Brush Tips Are Great
For Shading!

Sharpie® Magnum® 
Black Permanent Marker
Large format marker makes quick work of sign-
making!  Extra-large, 5/8" felt chisel tip creates 
extra-wide strokes.  Water-resistant formula dries 
quickly to prevent smudging.  Fabulous for out-
door banners.  Use this marker on almost any-
thing, including slick, oily or wet surfaces.  Health 
Warning: Not recommend for use by children.
S-44101 Each ................................4.99

Chisel Tips For Thick 
Lines & Thin Strokes!
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ZIG® POSTERMAN® Paint Marker Sets
Web Project 167   8-Color Sets—Use these 
paint markers to write on glass, metal, wood, 
plastic and more.  Colors are waterproof after 
drying and require cleaner to remove. Eight 
opaque colors: black, blue, green, light blue, pink, 
red, white and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
6mm - (Not shown.)
DSC-508V Each ..............................23.95
 6 or More, Each.............21.95
15mm
DSC-1208V Each ..............................48.95

ZIG® POSTERMAN® 6mm Paint Markers
Web Projects 144 & 167  Write on glass, metal, wood, plastic, 
chalkboards and paper!  Opaque paint markers feature water-based pig-
ments that are lightfast, odorless and xylene-free.  Waterproof after drying; 
use cleaner to remove after paint has dried.  6mm chisel tips for creating 
lines with consistent widths.  Available in 15 individual colors.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
A DSC-50000 White
B DSC-50010 Black
C DSC-50020 Red
D DSC-50025 Pink
E DSC-50030 Blue

F DSC-50031 Light Blue
G DSC-50040 Green
H DSC-50050 Yellow
I DSC-50060 Brown
J DSC-50070 Orange

K DSC-50080 Violet
L DSC-50110 Fl. Yellow
M DSC-50111 Fl. Orange
N DSC-50112 Fl. Pink
O DSC-50113 Fl. Green

Each .......................................................... 2.99; 6 or More, Each (one color) ..........................2.79

Day of the Dead
Paper Mask Project Kit
40-Project Set
Enhance multicultural lessons about 
the Mexican tradition of Day of the 
Dead with this kit.  Enough supplies 
for 24 students at a time to make a 
Day of the Dead paper mask.  Set 
contains a 40-count package of 
Creativity Street dimensional paper 
masks, 24 Sharpie black fine tip per-
manent markers, two each of Zig 
POSTERMAN paint markers in blue, 
green, light blue, orange, pink, red, 
violet, white and yellow, plus fluores-
cent green, pink, orange and yellow 
colors, plus an instruction sheet.  
Project also requires tape and string 
(both sold separately).  Sharpie 
markers and Zig paint markers are AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK144 Each ..................................................................................................... 104.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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Posca Paint Marker Sets
Water-based, opaque paint markers can be used 
on almost any surface.  Alcohol- and solvent-free 
paint is blendable, dries quickly and can be over-
laid when dry.  Durable bullet tips.  Non-toxic.
8-Color Basic Sets - Black, blue, green, light blue, 
pink, red, white and yellow.
MAC-24611 Fine MAC-24609 Medium
Each .........................................................26.99
8-Color Soft Set - Apricot, aqua green, coral pink, 
lavender, light blue, light pink, sunshine yellow and 
white.  Medium point.
MAC-49215 Each ..............................26.99
16-Color Set - Beige, black, blue, brown, gold, gray, 
green, light blue, light green, light orange, pink, red, 
silver, violet, white and yellow.  Medium point.
MAC-90077 Each ..............................52.99
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Elmer's® painters®

Opaque Paint Markers
Web Project 96  5-Color Set—Water-based 
and permanent, these markers work on virtually 
any surface.  Colors dry quickly to a permanent, 
lightfast and opaque finish that is free of streaks.  
Medium bullet tips measure 2.05mm.  Colors 
include black, blue, green, red and white.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
E-7518 Each ..............................14.59

Marvy® DecoColor®

Acrylic Paint Markers
Opaque, water-based, acrylic markers fea-
ture a broad chisel tip.  Permanent, bril-
liantly pigmented marker colors are archival 
quality and lightfast.  Odorless formula.  
Great for painting on paper, foam, wood, 
plaster and terra cotta artwork, or for creat-
ing wall murals.  Xylene-, lead- and acid-free.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.  Non-toxic.
Individual Markers
UCH-31501 Black UCH-31500 White
Each ...........................................................3.79
6 or More, Each (one color) ......................3.59
Primary Set - Black, blue, green and red colors.
A UCH-3154A Each ..............................13.59
Bright Set - Aubergine, pink, violet and yellow col-
ors.
B UCH-3154E Each ..............................13.59
Metallic Set - Gold, metallic blue, metallic green 
and silver colors.
C UCH-3154M Each ..............................13.59
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Sakura® 
Gelly Roll® 
Classic™ 
White Gel Pen Set
Web Project 14  
3-Count Set—Smooth, 
opaque white gel ink 
stands out on dark papers, 
and makes highlights pop 
in comics or illustrations.  
Terrific for hand-lettered 
greeting cards or decora-
tions, as well as mixed 
media projects.  Set includes one each of fine, 
medium and bold points, allowing for a variety of 
effects.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-57454 Each ................................4.39

uni-ball® 
Gel Pen Set
3-Color Set—Terrific for 
decorating and writing 
on card stock, vellum, 
photos, dark paper, post-
er board and more.  
1.0mm point offers con-
sistently smooth writing 
and won't skip.  Opaque, 
pigmented gel ink flows 
nicely, makes striking, 
vibrant lines and doesn't 
fade when dry.  Features 
uni Super Ink that helps 
prevent against check 
and document fraud.  
Barrels have a smooth 
grip for superior comfort 
while writing.  Set 
includes one each of 
gold, silver and white.  
Acid-free.
S-00653 Each ................................9.99

Sharpie® Oil-Based Paint Markers
Permanent, opaque, oil-based paint in convenient, no-mess 
marker form.  Quick-drying formula has low odor and is xylene-
free.  Opaque coverage on nearly any surface, including glass-
ware, ceramics, metal, fabric and wood.  Markers provide 
a steady flow of paint for precise, detailed strokes.  
Pigment is fade- and water-resistant.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A Individual Extra Fine Markers
S-35526 Black S-35531 White
Each ..................................................................... 3.79
B Individual Fine Markers
S-35534 Black S-35543 White
Each ..................................................................... 3.79
C Individual Medium Markers
S-35549 Black S-35558 White
Each ..................................................................... 3.79
D Individual Bold Markers
S-35564 Black S-35568 White
Each ..................................................................... 5.59
5-Color Primary Sets - Opaque colors include black, blue, 
red, white and yellow.
 Style Each
E S-37371 Fine Point 15.29
S-34971 Medium Point 15.99

 A B C  D

Metallic Fine Point Set - Gold and silver.
S-37368 Each ................................6.59

Metallic Medium Point Set - Gold and silver.
F S-34968 Each ................................6.59

 E F

Sakura®

Pen-Touch™ 
Paint Markers Sets
Terrific for signs and a variety of craft proj-
ects.  Quick-drying, opaque paint is archi-
val, waterproof and fade-resistant.  
Permanent, they mark on most surfaces, includ-
ing glass, wood, porcelain, plastic, paper and 
metal.  Gold, silver and copper metallic colors are 
brilliantly shiny.  Low-odor and xylene-free.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  
7-Color Set - Includes black, blue, green, purple, 
red, white and yellow.  1.0mm tips.
SAK-42392 Each ..............................20.99
5-Color Set - Includes black, copper, gold, silver 
and white.  2.0mm tips.
SAK-42591 Each ..............................14.79
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uni-ball® Signo® White Gel Pen
Terrific for decorating, adding highlights or writ-
ing on card stock, vellum, photos, dark paper and 
more.  1.0mm point offers consistently smooth 
writing and won't skip.  Opaque, pigmented white 
gel ink flows nicely and doesn't fade when dry.  
Acid-free.
S-64538 Each ................................3.29
 12 or More, Each.............2.99

Sakura® Gelly Roll®
White Gel Pens
Web Project 227  2-Count Package
Medium, 0.4mm line in a smooth, rollerball pen.  
Archival quality white ink is chemically stable, 
waterproof and fade-resistant.  No smears, feath-
ering or bleed-through on most papers.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
SAK-37493 Each ................................2.99

Make Words & Artwork Pop Off Dark Papers
With Opaque Gel Ink Pens!

Sakura® Pen-Touch™
Paint Markers
Opaque paint in easy-to-use markers!    
Perfect for hand-lettered name plates and 
invitations to formal occasions.  Permanent 
on most surfaces.  Quick-drying, archival-
quality paint is waterproof and fade-resis-
tant.  Low-odor markers are xylene-free.  
Adheres to most surfaces such as glass, 
wood, porcelain, plastic, paper and metal.  
Gold and silver metallic colors are brilliantly 
shiny.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

A Extra-Fine Point, 0.7mm
SAK-41101 Gold
SAK-41102 Silver
SAK-42100 White
B Fine Point, 1.0mm
SAK-41301 Gold
SAK-41302 Silver
SAK-42300 White
C Medium Point, 2.0mm
SAK-41501 Gold
SAK-41502 Silver
SAK-42500 White
Each ...........................................................3.39
12 or More, Each (one style & color) ........3.19
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Sakura® Gelly Roll® Classic Gel Pens
10-Color Set—Archival-quality, gel ink is "ice cream smooth" and 
terrific for writing or drawing.  Waterproof and fade-resistant.  
Medium, 0.8mm ball draws 0.4mm lines.  Includes black, blue, brown, bur-
gundy, green, orange, pink, purple, red and royal blue.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-37460 Each ......................................................................14.59

Fiskars® Gel Pen Value Set
48-Count Set—Includes neon, glitter, metallic and swirl style gel pens in 
assorted colors.  Free-flowing, acid-free ink is ideal for both light and dark 
papers and offers smooth application.  Tips are 0.8mm to 1.0mm.  48 pens, 
including two black gel pens.
FMC-2745 Each ......................................................................21.99

Sakura® Gelly Roll® Gel Pen Class Pack
74-Count Set—All of your favorite colors and special effect Gelly Roll pens 
in one terrific set!  Contains 14 each Metallic, 17 each Classic, 20 each 
Moonlight, 13 each Stardust and 5 each Silver and Gold Dual-Color Shadow 
styles.  Some Moonlight colors are fluorescent and glow under a black light.  
Assorted colors in each style.  Includes a sturdy, reusable plastic storage 
container.  Not intended for archival uses.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
SAK-57361 Each ....................................................................108.50

Sargent Art® Gel Pens
100-Color Set—Write or color your designs using these bright gel 
pens!  Sparkling ink in 100 unique, assorted colors.  Economical set 
includes metallic, glitter and fluorescent styles.  Quality, super fine tips 
measure approximately 0.4mm wide.  Handy plastic storage case snaps 
closed.  Non-toxic, conforms to ASTM D4236. 1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
SAR-221495 Each .............................................................35.99
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nsSakura® Gelly Roll® Moonlight™ Gel Pens
5-Color Sets—Opaque ink is permanent and waterproof, plus shows 
up on both light and dark surfaces.  Bold, 1.0mm tips are ideal for 
coloring. Fine, 0.3mm tips are terrific for drawing and writing.  Patented, 
water-based gel ink is fade-resistant, except for fluorescent colors.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
Dawn - Five fluorescent colors: green, orange, pink, vermilion and yellow.  
1.0mm tips.
SAK-38174 Each ........................................................................6.75
Dusk - Includes blue, green, purple, red and rose.  1.0mm tips.
SAK-38175 Each ........................................................................6.75
Grays - Includes blue gray, cool gray, green gray, light warm gray and warm gray.  
0.3mm tips.
SAK-58172 Each ........................................................................6.75

Sakura® Gelly Roll® Stardust® Collection
16-Count Set—Gorgeous, glittering ink!  1.0mm bold tip creates a 
consistent 0.5mm line every time. Includes one each of blue, copper, 
golden, green, lime, marine, rose and sky, plus two each of pink, purple, red 
and silver pens.  Acid-free and waterproof.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-57913 Each ......................................................................24.99

Sakura® Gelly Roll® Metallic Collection
16-Count Set—Add beautiful metallic shimmer on paper, as well as 
other porous surfaces, both matte and glossy!  Fade-resistant, opaque 
ink dries quickly on light and dark surfaces. Includes 14 different colors: 
black, blue, blue black, burgundy, copper, emerald green, green, hunter 
green, pink, purple, red, sepia, plus two each of gold and silver pens. 1.0mm 
tips draw 0.4mm lines.  Acid-free and waterproof.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-57369 Each ......................................................................20.99

Sakura® Gelly Roll® Moonlight 06 Collection
25-Color Set—Opaque ink dries quickly and looks great on light and 
dark surfaces. Includes 25 colors: blue, blue gray, blue green, bor-
deaux, cool gray, fl. green, fl. orange, fl. pink, fl. vermilion, fl. yellow, fresh 
green, green, green gray, lavender, leaf green, light warm gray, pale brown, 
purple, red, rose, sky blue, ultramarine, Vandyke brown, warm gray and yel-
low ochre.  Fine, 0.3mm tips.  Acid-free and waterproof.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-58179 Each ......................................................................32.99
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Sakura® Pigma® Micron™ 
Gray Pen Sets

Gray tones ink is 
waterproof, fade-
proof, archival and acid-

free. Perfect for precision shad-
ing, or covering larger areas.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
A 8-Count Set - Includes one each 
of 01, 05, 10 and brush tips in both 
light cool gray and cool gray.
SAK-50167
Each ................................. 20.99
3-Count Sets - One each of sizes 
01, 05 and 10.
B SAK-50162 Light Cool Gray
C SAK-50163 Cool Gray
Each ...........................................................8.39
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Sakura® 
Pigma® 
Graphic™
Set
3-Piece Set
Designed especially 
for manga.  Archival 
quality, black ink is chemi-
cally stable, waterproof 
and fade resistant, plus it 
doesn't smear, feather or 
bleed through paper.  
Includes three styles: 
1.0mm bullet, 2.0mm 
chisel and 3.0mm chisel.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-38881 Each ...........................8.39
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Each .......................................................... 2.99; 12 or More, Each (one style).........................2.79

Terrific Sets In Black & Color Assortments!

Sakura® Pigma® Micron™ Pens
Quick-drying, permanent pigment ink works great for illustrating, pen & ink and writing.  Black ink is 
waterproof, fade-proof, archival and acid-free.  Unlike dye-based ink found in most pens and markers, 
Pigma ink will not feather or bleed, even through the thinnest paper.  Do not assort for quantity dis-
count.   AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-50045 003 (0.15mm) 
SAK-K00549 005 (0.20mm)
SAK-K0149 01 (0.25mm) 
SAK-K0249 02 (0.30mm)
SAK-K0349 03 (0.35mm)

SAK-K0549 05 (0.45mm)
SAK-K0849 08 (0.50mm)
SAK-32330 10 (0.60mm)
SAK-32331 12 (0.70mm)

 A B C D
Sakura® Pigma® Micron™ Pen Sets
Web Project 193 
Pigma ink will not feather or bleed, even through thin 
papers.  Fadeproof against sunlight or UV light.  Archival ink 
is acid-free, permanent and waterproof.  Great for illustration, 
calligraphy and scrapbooks.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
3-Piece Black Set - Includes sizes 01, 03 and 05.
A SAK-30061 Each ................................................. 8.39
6-Piece Black Set - Features sizes 005, 01, 02, 03, 05 and 08. 
B SAK-30062 Each ............................................... 15.59
8-Piece Black Set - Sizes 005, 01, 02, 03, 05 and 08, plus brush 
and 1.0mm graphic.
C SAK-30067 Each ............................................... 22.39
6-Piece Color Set - Size 05.  Includes one each of black, blue, 
brown, green, purple and red.
D SAK-30065 Each ............................................... 15.59
16-Piece Color Collection - Size 05 pens, including one each of blue, blue-black, brown, burgundy, fresh 
green, green, hunter green, orange, purple, red, rose, royal blue, sepia and yellow.  Also has two black pens.
E SAK-50075 Each ..............................................................................................................43.50 
16-Piece Black Collection - One each of original Pigma Microns in sizes 003, 005, 01, 02, 03, 05, 08, 10 
and 12; two each of Pigma Micron PN pens (which feature a flexible plastic nib), two brush pens, and one each 
of Pigma Graphic pens in sizes 1.0mm bullet, 2.0mm chisel and 3.0mm chisel.
F SAK-50077 Each ..............................................................................................................43.50

Enough Micron Pens For An Entire Classroom!
Sakura® Pigma® Micron™ 
Pen Class Pack
73-Piece Set—Acid-free and archi-
val, this collection of permanent, pigment-
ed pens is perfect for drawing, illustration, 
writing and much more.  Waterproof and 
fade-proof, the pigment-based ink doesn't 
bleed or feather.  Class pack includes one 
each of every point size and color in the 
Micron, Graphic and Brush lines. Packaged 
in a sturdy, reusable storage container.  
Assorted colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-50060 Each .................. 166.75

E F

Sakura® Pigma® Micron™ PN Pens
Designed for everyday writing, Micron PN pens 
feature a durable, flexible plastic nib to produce 
fine and medium width lines.  Archival quality ink 
is waterproof, fade-resistant and pH neutral.  Size 
05 (0.45mm) tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Single Pen - Black.
SAK-30721 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79
8-Piece Set - Assorted colors.
SAK-50220 Each ..............................20.99
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Sakura® 
Pigma® Professional Brush Pen Set
3-Piece Set—Achieve thin and thick brush 
strokes with this professional brush pen set.  
Includes one each of fine, medium and bold tips.  
Black Pigma ink is waterproof, fade-resistant and 
archival quality.  Terrific for illustration and graph-
ic applications, plus much more.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
SAK-50028 Each ..............................10.95

Le Pen Is Perfect For 
Writing In Bullet Journals!

Sakura® Pigma® Sensei™ 
Complete Set For Drawing Manga 
6-Piece Set—Includes black 0.3mm ultra-fine 
plastic tip, 0.4mm plastic tip, 0.6mm bullet fiber 
tip and 1.0mm bold fiber tip, plus, one 0.7mm 
cushion point mechanical pencil and eraser.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
SAK-50200 Each ..............................14.99

Crayola® 
Signature™ 
Metallic 
Outline 
Markers
6-Color Set
Markers display two 
colors with only a 
single stroke!  When 
applied, the ink nat-
urally separates and 
creates a colorful 
outlining detail.  Add 
some pizazz to your 
hand lettering and 
art with bright, 
beautiful details. 
Markers are great 
for both light and 
dark surfaces, and work best on heavy weight 
paper.  Colors include azure, black, blue violet, 
green, hot magenta and red.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-6701 Each ..............................12.29
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Faber-Castell® 
PITT® Artist Pen Sets 
The pigmented and very lightfast drawing 
ink is ideal for sketches, drawings, layouts, fash-
ion design and illustration.  Nylon nibs unless 
otherwise specified.  Some sets include Fude nibs, 
which are a brush nib made from elastomere 
plastic; they are shorter and easier to control than 
the normal brush tip. Water-resistant, odor-free, 
acid-free and archival.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
NEW 8-Piece Black Set - Includes one each of 
extra-extra-superfine (0.05mm), extra-superfine, 
superfine, medium, chisel, brush, Fude hard and 
1.5mm bullet tips.
FC-167158 Each ..............................24.50
NEW 8-Piece Black & Gray Set - Includes fine, 
1.5mm bullet, Fude medium and brush tips in black, 
plus one each of cold gray IV, cold gray VI, warm gray 
IV and warm gray V with brush tips.
FC-167171 Each ..............................24.50
4-Piece Sets - Includes one each of superfine, fine, 
medium and brush tip markers.  (Not shown.) 
FC-567100 Black  
FC-67101 Sepia
Each .........................................................12.59
4-Piece Black Fineliner Set - Includes one each of 
extra-superfine, superfine, fine and medium tips.  
(Not shown.)
FC-67115 Each ..............................12.29

A

Faber-Castell® 
PITT® Artist Pens
Suitable for sketching or pen & ink drawing, 
these pens are unsurpassed in lightfastness.  
Black pigmented India ink is waterproof and 
smudge-proof when completely dry.  Nylon 
nibs provide crisp, clean lines.  Acid-free and 
archival.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A FC-800012 Brush
B FC-800013 Medium (0.7mm)
C FC-800011 Fine (0.5mm)
D FC-800010 Superfine (0.3mm)
E FC-800066 Extra-Superfine (0.1mm)
Each ...........................................................3.59 
10 or More, Each (one style) .....................3.29

B

C

D

E

Tangled Leaf 
Project Kit
50-Project 
S e t — E n o u g h 
supplies for your 
group to make up 
to 50 tangled 
leaves!  Simple 
project is a won-
derful tool to  
help students 
practice drawing 
skills.  Complete 
kit includes one 
package of 
Roylco Perfect 
Leaf stencils, two 
25-sheet pads of 
9x12" Canson XL 
Series recycled bristol, four sets of 6-count black Sakura Pigma Micron pens and an instruction 
sheet.  You will also need a pencil, colored pencils and an eraser to complete the project.  Pigma 
Micron Pens are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK193 Each ....................................................................................................... 82.50

Web Project 193

Marvy® LePen®

For an extra-fine point writing tool, nothing beats 
the precise writing of LePen.  Durable, plastic, 
0.3mm micro-fine point keeps a sharp tip without 
getting mushy.  Black ink is acid-free and smudge-
proof, so it's ideal for artwork, scrapbook journal-
ing and general writing. Sleek, contemporary 
design barrel is thinner than standard pens.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
UCH-4300BK Each ................................1.79
 12 or More, Each.............1.59
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Vibrant, Fine Point
Markers For

Drawing & Writing!
Pentel Arts® Color Pen™
Fine Point Color Markers
Fine point, water-based markers offer 
vibrant colors.  Durable fiber tips produce 
fine lines, making them terrific for writing, 
coloring, journaling and drawing.  Offered in a large 
variety of colors, they are great for color coding maps, 
notes, calendar schedules and more.  Snap fit, venti-
lated caps prevent ink from drying out.  Odor-free.  
Reusable storage pouch helps keep markers organized.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Style Each
PEN-S36024 24-Color 17.49
PEN-S36036 36-Color 25.39 

Maped® Graph'Peps
Extra-fine metal tips with 0.4mm felt nibs.  Barrel 
features a triangular shape for a more comfort-
able grip, plus, the pens won't roll away.  Sets 
come in plastic pouches with a snap closure.  
Available in either 10 or 20 bright, vivid colors.
 Style Each
HEL-749150 10-Color 10.59
HEL-749151 20-Color 20.79

Staedtler®

Double-Ended Lettering Pens
12-Color Set—For expressive hand-letter-
ing.  Two tips: flexible brush and fine tip.  Dye-
based, blendable inks.  Black, blue, emerald, lime, 
magenta, orange, purple, red, sienna, sky blue, 
turquoise and yellow colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SM-95306 Each ..............................10.95

Paper Mate® Flair® Pens
The original felt-tip pen!  The fast-drying, 
water-based ink resists smearing and won't 
bleed through your paper.  Each pen pro-
vides smooth writing and crisp lines with its 
reinforced, 0.7mm, medium-sized nib, plus 
the handy point guard prevents tips from 
fraying.  Designed to give long-lasting use.  
Barrel color matches ink.  Excellent for 
drawing and sketching, writing and even for 
grading school papers.  Acid-free.  AP Seal, 

non-toxic.  Do not assort for quantity discount.
S-84301 Black S-84201 Red
S-84101 Blue
Each ...........................................................2.39
12 or More, Each (one color) ....................2.29
48-Count Set - Color assortment may vary.
S-04651 Each ..............................85.50

Paper Mate® 
Flair® Bold Pen 
Set
12-Color Set
The same felt-
tip pen as the 
original Flair, but with 
a bold, 1.2mm tip.  The 
quick-dry, smear-resis-
tant ink is terrific for 
writing and doodling.  
Won't bleed through 
paper.  White barrel 
helps differentiate 
between bold and 
medium tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-2125414 Each ..............................21.99

Paper Mate® 
Flair® Scented 
Pen Set
12-Color Set
Scents bring 
even more fun to Flair!  
Great for invitations, 
scrapbooks, artwork  
and more.  Point guard 
prevents the medium, 
0.7mm felt tips from 
fraying.  Includes 12 
scents inspired by 
Sunday brunch: blue-
berry pancake, butter-
milk biscuit, floral blossoms, frosted cupcake 
sprinkles, hazelnut latte, homemade raspberry 
jam, honeydew melon, lavender lemon square, 
strawberry scone, sugared grapefruit, vanilla 
blueberry tart and Vermont maple syrup.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
S-2125359 Each ..............................21.99

Tombow Dual Brush Pens
10-Color Sets—Terrific for coloring, fine 
art, hand-lettering and more.  Flexible, 
nylon brush retains its point and works like a 
paintbrush to create a range of strokes.  Opposite 
end has a fine tip that gives consistent lines.  
Water-based, non-bleeding ink is blendable; tips 
self-clean after blending.  Acid-free and odorless.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
Primary Palette - Black, brown, crimson, cyan, 
deep blue, process yellow, sap green, scarlet, sea 
green and violet.
TMB-56167 Each ..............................23.50
NEW Secondary Palette - Chrome orange, dark 
jade, dark olive, dark plum, orange, peacock blue, 
periwinkle, saddle brown, sand and warm red.
TMB-56168 Each ..............................23.50
Pastel Palette - Carnation, cool gray 1, light ochre, 
lilac, mint, mist purple, pale yellow, pink, process 
blue and sky blue.
TMB-56187 Each ..............................23.50
Galaxy Palette - Cool gray 7, green, jet blue, lamp 
black, light orange, pink rose, purple sage, rhoda-
mine red, royal purple and turquoise.
TMB-56188 Each ..............................23.50
Portrait Palette - Black, brown, burnt sienna, cap-
puccino, light sand, opal, pale cherry, redwood, sad-
dle brown and sand.
TMB-56170 Each ..............................23.50
Grayscale Palette - Black, lamp black, warm grays 
1 and 2, and cool grays 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10.
TMB-56171 Each ..............................23.50
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ITOYA® 
Doubleheader® 
Calligraphy Markers
High quality Doubleheader calligraphy markers 
make creating beautiful lettering, sketching, 
doodling, coloring or writing easy.  Each 
marker features a bold chisel tip on one end 
and a fine chisel tip on the other, which allows 
you to make bold, distinctive lines or small, 
intricate designs!  Both tips are durable and 
flexible to allow for a variety of line widths.  
Bold tip measures 3mm and fine tip is 1.5mm.  
Water-based, acid-free ink.  Non-waterproof.
Single Black Calligraphy Pen
A IT-81558 Each ........................... 2.39
 12 or More, Each........ 1.99 
Vibrant Colors - Includes six colors: black, blue, 
green, pink, purple and red.
B IT-81549 Each ......................... 13.49
Earth Tone Colors - Includes six colors: aqua-
marine, black, cabernet, dijon, evergreen and 
mocha.
C IT-30445 Each ..............................................................................................................13.49

Elegant Writer® 
Calligraphy Markers
Durable, crisp nylon tips hold their chisel 
shape and will not mush, providing crisp let-
tering every time.  Achieve a traditional cal-
ligraphy look without the mess of dipping into 
inks.  Generous, dye-based ink supply lasts a 
long time.  Perfect for invitations, signs, post-
ers and journaling.  Non-waterproof.   Acid-
free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Black Calligraphy Markers
A SAP-2841 Fine (2.0mm)
B SAP-2842 Medium (2.5mm)
C SAP-2843 Broad (3.0mm)
Each ..................................................... 1.99
12 or More, Each (one style) ............... 1.79
4-Pen Calligraphy Set - Four black markers, 
one each of medium and broad, plus two fine 
tips.    
D SAP-2880 Each .......................... 8.99
 12 or More, Each....... 8.39
E Colored Calligraphy Marker Sets - Includes 
blue, brown, green, red and two black markers.
SAP-2881 Fine SAP-2882 Medium
Each .........................................................................................................................................10.99

B
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Faber-Castell® 
PITT®

Calligraphy Pen
Waterproof, per-
manent India ink is 
lightfast and odor-
less.  Great for lettering 
greeting cards, notecards, envelopes, journaling and other paper crafts.  Also ideal for envelopes that 
will be sent though the mail.  Ink will not bleed through papers. Store horizontally when not in use.  
2.5mm chisel nib.  Black ink is acid-free and pH Neutral.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
FC-800073 Each ............................... 3.59; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.29

Waterproof, Permanent  
Calligraphy Ink!

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Bienfang® Calligraphy Practice Paper
19 lb. (74gsm), 50 Sheets—White calligraphy 
practice paper with printed practice rule and 80° 
slanted grid.  Reinforces proper slope, pen angle, 
spacing and letter height.  Ideal for practicing all 
calligraphic lettering techniques.  Sheets measure 
9x12".  Top, glue-bound.
E-400145 Each ................................8.99

Speedball®
Elementary
Alphabets
Introduces pen 
lettering in a simplified way.  Offers lessons in 
basic forms of Roman, Gothic, manuscript and 
text styles, display posters and more.  Guide 
includes instruction for both pen and brush work, 
how to properly hold pens, basic strokes and 
spacing.  Paperback by Ross F. George.  24 pages, 
5 x 8-1/2".
SAP-3066 Each ................................4.39
 12 or More, Each.............4.19

Paper Specially Ruled For 
Calligraphy Practice!

 

A Terrific Resource
For Lettering!

Speedball® 
Textbook
A 
Comprehensive 
Guide To Pen & 
Brush Lettering
This practical, 
120-page man-
ual offers the 
widest variety 
of styles of any 
book and is 
designed for 
artists and let-
tering students 
of all ages and skill levels.  Covers tools, tips 
and techniques, including how to hold a pen 
and letter spacing.  Features styles ranging 
from medieval to modern scripts and more.    
Showcases the work of nearly 70 of the 
most well-known and well-respected mod-
ern-day scribes from around the world.    A 
wonderful reference for any calligraphy art-
ist.  Spiral-bound paperback.
SAP-0373 Each ..................... 15.49
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Speedball® 102 Crow Quill
Traditional artist's crow quill pen.  Super-fine, as well as flexible.
SAP-9402 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................18.59

Speedball® 107 Hawk Quill
Much finer than the traditional Crow Quill.  Great for long lines and details. 
SAP-9407 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................18.59

Speedball® 108 Flexible Quill
Excellent for cross-hatching, flourishing and lithosketch.  Bronze finish.
SAP-9408 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................18.59

Speedball® Penholder
The Speedball standard penholder measures 6-1/2" long.  Fits pen nibs including 56, 99, 512 and 513.  
Also holds lettering pen nibs, scratch knives and lino cutters.  Made of black plastic.
SAP-94151 Each  ...............................................................................................................2.49
Dozen Penholders
SAP-9451 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................19.99

#104 Penholder
Plastic penholder securely holds the Speedball 100 and 104 nibs.  4-3/4" long.
SAP-9454 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................18.39

Speedball® 100 Artist Nib
Made from the finest steel, the delicate point is excellent for intricate drawing.
SAP-9400  Each Dozen ..................................................................................................18.59

Speedball® 104 Finest Nib
Creates super-fine strokes for adding hair lines and the smallest details.
SAP-9404  Each Dozen ..................................................................................................18.59

Speedball® 512 Bowl Point Nib
Bowl-pointed, fine line, steel pen is a very flexible 
nib for ornamental work.
SAP-9412  Each Dozen ..................14.99

Speedball® 513
Extra-Fine Bowl Point Nib
Extra-fine, flexible bowl point. Steel.
SAP-9413  Each Dozen ..................14.99

Speedball® 56 School Nib
Artist fine line, stiff, bronze-finished steel pen.  
SAP-9406 Each Dozen ...................14.99

Speedball® 99 
Drawing Nib
Extra-fine for drafting 
or lithography.  Bronze-finished steel.
SAP-9409 Each Dozen ...................14.99

Speedball® 'C' Style Lettering Pen Nibs
12-Count Packages—Flat points for basic Roman 
text lettering, Old English texts and italic lettering.  
Also good for accented line drawings.  Designed for 
right-handed use.
SAP-3020 C0 SAP-3024 C4
SAP-30210 C1 SAP-3025 C5
SAP-30220 C2 SAP-3026 C6
SAP-30230 C3
Each .........................................................................................................................................27.69

Style 'C' Flat

Crow Quill #102 Penholder
Plastic penholder securely holds Speedball pen points 102, 107 and 108.  Measures 4-3/4" long.
SAP-9452 Each Dozen ...................................................................................................18.39

Speedball® No. 5 Artists Pen Set
11-Piece Set—Great for lettering, calligra-
phy, sketching and cartooning, plus making 
posters and maps.  Complete set includes 
two penholders, three 'B' style pens (B1, B3, 
B5), three 'C' style pens (C0, C2, C4), two 
artists pens (56 and 513EF) and one crow 
quill pen (102).  For right-handed use.
A SAP-2962 Each.........................16.59

Speedball® Calligraphy Pen Set
7-Piece Set—Includes four 'C' series pen 
nibs: C1, C2, C3 and C4.  Great for Roman 
and Old English text or italic alphabets.  

Contains two Speedball artist pen nibs (101, 512) 
for ornamental work and fine lettering, plus one 
Speedball penholder.  For right-handed use.
B SAP-2961 Each ..............................12.99

A Super
Pen & Ink

Starter Set!
Speedball®
Pen & Ink Set
3-Piece Set—An 
excellent starter set that 
allows artists to create super-
fine pen lines for black & white 
drawing, sketching and car-
tooning in pen & ink.  Features 
a versatile, flexible steel nib 
that can create lines of varying 
widths.  Kit contains a 102 
crow quill nib, a durable plas-
tic penholder, plus a 0.4 oz. jar 
of waterproof, super-black 
acrylic calligraphy ink.  
Archival-quality ink is acid-
free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-94155 Each ................................5.99

Higgins® 
Pen Cleaner 
Remove tough, 
dried inks and 
clean waterproof 
inks faster.  Soak 
ink-clogged tools 
overnight for best 
results.  Low-
odor.  2-1/2 oz. jar.
CPK-45101 Each ....... 6.99

Speedball®
Pen Cleaner
Designed for all types of 
nibs and inks.  Also ideal for clean-
ing synthetic brushes, technical 
pens and more.  Pint.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-3162 Each ..............................18.49
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Speedball® Crow Quill Nib & Holder
A quality constructed Speedball penholder with a 102 crow quill nib.
SAP-9432 Each ............................... 2.79; 12 or More, Each ...........................................2.59
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Higgins® Black Magic® 
Pigment-Based 
Waterproof Drawing Ink
Intense, semi-flat, black ink that 
produces the most opacity avail-
able.  Ideal for use on drafting 
film, paper or illustration board.  
1 oz. bottle with dropper cap.  
Waterproof.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CPK-44011 Each ......5.49
 12/Ea ....5.19

Higgins® Pigment-Based 
Non-Waterproof Drawing Ink 
Non-waterproof, black ink for washes and 
extra-fine line watercolor effects.  Dilute with 
water to produce a full scale of grays.  For techni-
cal pen work or airbrushing.  1 oz. bottle with 
dropper cap.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  (Not shown.)
CPK-44021 Each ................................5.49 
 12 or More, Each.............5.19

Higgins®

Black India
Pigment-Based
Waterproof Drawing Ink
Web Project 60  One of 
America’s favorite drawing inks.  
This versatile, highly workable 
formula is non-fading and dries 
to a beautiful, opaque, semi-
gloss finish.  Terrific for use with 
all artist pens and 
brushes.  1 oz. size 
bottle includes a drop-
per in the cap for easy 
dispensing and appli-
cation.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Size Each 12/Ea
CPK-44201 1 oz.  5.49 5.19
CPK-44204 Quart 63.59 ——

Dr. Ph. Martin’s® 
Bombay™ 
Black India Ink
Non-clogging, black Bombay India 
ink flows freely from pen tips, 
brushes and airbrushes, provid-
ing super covering power.  
Dries to a waterproof, lightfast 
and totally opaque finish.  
Adheres to most surfaces.  1 
oz. bottle with handy dropper 
cap.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DRM-800815 Each ................................5.99

Speedball® 
Super Black™ 
Waterproof India Ink
Formulated with 100% carbon 
black pigment for superior 
intensity ink color.  Unsurpassed 
in lightfastness, Super Black 
India Ink will not fade, so art-
work stays crisp and clear.  
Excellent reproduction quality 
ink on absorbent surfaces.  
Free-flowing, non-
clogging consistency.  
Waterproof ink is ter-
rific for lettering, 
brushing and airbrush-
ing.  Easy to apply with 
a brush, pen or airbrush.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
SAP-3338 2 oz. 5.79
SAP-3398 Quart 20.99

Jacquard® Piñata Color 
Alcohol Ink Sets
Alcohol-based, highly pigmented, transparent 
inks work on just about any oil-free surface.  
Indelible once dry.  1/2 oz. bottles.  Brass, copper 
and rich gold are metallic, pearl is iridescent and 
blanco blanco is opaque.  Acid-free.  Warning: 
Flammable.  Eye irritant.  Keep out of reach of 
children.
Basic Set - Includes nine colors: baja blue, blanco 
blanco (white), calabaza orange, mantilla black, pas-
sion purple, rainforest green, rich gold, señorita 
magenta and sunbright yellow.  (Not shown.)
JP-JAC9916 Each ..............................28.99
Overtones Set - Includes nine colors: blanco blanco 
(white), blue-violet, brass, copper, coral, golden yel-
low, pearl, pink and teal.
JP-JAC9918 Each ..............................28.99
Class Pack - Includes 1/2 oz. bottles of Piñata alco-
hol ink: four each of baja blue, blanco blanco (white), 
passion purple, rich gold, señorita magenta and 
sunbright yellow, as well as three each of calabaza 
orange and rainforest green.  Also includes a 4 oz. 
bottle of Piñata clean up solution, 60 sheets of 5x7" 
YUPO paper, 30 black sponges, 30 straws, five trans-
fer pipettes, 100 latex-free gloves and instructions.  
(Not shown.)
JP-JFC1KIT Each ............................119.50

Handy Art®

Black Velvet 
Waterproof India Ink
Web Projects 162 & 166  
Quality ink for lettering pens 
and drawing instruments.  
Made with 100% black carbon 
pigments to create dense, 
deep black lines.  Water-
based formula is non-clog-
ging to maintain a smooth 
flowing ink with every stroke.  
Ink dries quickly to an opaque 
finish that is permanent and 
completely waterproof.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
RPC-401000 16 oz. 10.99
RPC-403000 Quart 18.59

Speedball®
Calligraphy Ink 
Palette Kit
11-Piece Set
Archival, water-
proof inks in a 
10-well, white 
plastic palette 
with three wells 
for mixing.  10 
colors: brown, deep 
purple, gold, green, 
indigo blue, scarlet red, silver, super black, 
teal green and white.  1/2 oz. jars.  Acid-
free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-3132 Each ..............................22.49

Dr. Ph. 
Martin’s® 
Bombay™ 
Colored
India Inks
12-Piece Set
Non-clogging  ink 
features opaque 
coverage for excel-
lent layering capa-
bilities.  Free-
flowing colors are waterproof and are lightfast 
when dry.  Includes blue, brown, green, magenta, 
red, violet, white and yellow, plus three black and 
one pen cleaner.  1/2 oz. jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DRM-800851 Each ..............................38.95
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Jacquard®

Piñata Color Alcohol Inks
Color-saturated, alcohol-based inks.  
Permanent and moisture-resistant when 
dry, they can be used on almost any clean, 
oil-free surface, including leather, plastic, 
clay, glass, vinyl, rubber and more.  Apply 
with a brush, pen, airbrush, sponge or spray 
bottle.  Blanco blanco is opaque white; rich 
gold is metallic.  Acid-free.  4 oz. bottles.  
Warning: Flammable.  Eye irritant.  Keep 
out of reach of children.
A JP-3002 Sunbright Yellow
B JP-3005 Calabaza Orange
C JP-3011 Señorita Magenta
D JP-3013 Passion Purple
E JP-3019 Baja Blue
F JP-3023 Rainforest Green
G JP-3030 Blanco Blanco
H JP-3032 Rich Gold
Each ................................................ 10.99

Jacquard® 
Twist Dropper Caps

5-Count Package
Easily drip just the 
right amount of 

Piñata ink with these 
twist-on dropper caps.  
Caps fit on 4 oz. bottles of 
Piñata alcohol inks. 
JP-ACC3050
Each .......................3.79

NEW

Liquitex® Acrylic Ink™ Sets
6-Color Sets—Inks are water-resistant, 
lightfast and extremely fluid.  Mixable with 
other acrylic mediums.  Permanent when dry.       
1 oz. bottles with dropper.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
Essentials Set - Carbon black, napthol crimson, 
phthalo blue, titanium white, transparent raw umber 
and yellow medium azo.
A W-3699314 Each ..............................36.99
Iridescents Set - Carbon black, iridescent bright 
gold, iridescent bright silver, iridescent rich bronze, 
iridescent rich copper and titanium white.
B W-3699315 Each ..............................37.99

In
ks

NEW

 A B C D

 E F G H

A B
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Inovart™ Presto Foam Printmaking Classroom Assortment
A terrific way to introduce children to printmaking.  Presto Foam plates are butter-soft and require only 
the slightest pressure to create a working impression.  Classroom assortment includes 12 each hard 
rubber brayers, wood handled linoleum cutters with five different blades each, wood stylus, burnishing 
tools and inking trays.  Also includes 24 each 4x6" Presto Foam printing plates and a 50-sheet package 
of high-quality white block printing paper.  Brayers feature a "snap-out" roller for easy cleaning and a 
plastic handle.
INO-8070 Each ............................................................................................................144.75

Speedball®
Polyprint Printing Plates
12-Count Package—A wonderful and safe way 
for young children to experience the printmaking 
process!  White, polystyrene foam sheets are soft 
and easy to cut with scissors or tear by hand.  
Self-adhesive backing allows for quick mounting 
on cardboard or virtually any surface for easier 
printing.  No sharp tools needed.  To make a 
design simply press into foam with a pencil, ball-
point pen, crayon, wood craft stick or scratch 
stick, apply ink and transfer the image.  9x12".  
SAP-4166 Each ..............................43.95

Butter-Soft Printing Plates!
Inovart™ Presto Foam Assortment
304-Piece Set—A large variety of foam printing 
plates is ideal for the classroom or group printing 
projects.  Presto Foam plates are butter-soft 
and require only the slightest pressure to cre-
ate a working impression.  Use a wooden 
scratch stick, pencil, ballpoint pen or craft 
stick to make a design.  For best results, use 
with water-based printing ink.  Assortment 
includes a variety of foam plates: 100 each of 
4x6", 60 each of 6x9", 96 each of 9x12" and 48 
each of 12x18".
INO-6005 Each ..............................................................148.75

Soft & Easy To Cut!

Grafix® Dura-Lar™ 
MonoPrint Plates
24-Count Package—Clear, durable plastic 
film makes a great monoprinting surface.  
Non-porous plates are easy to clean.  9x12" 
plates are 0.03" thick. 
GAS-14459 Each .....................73.95

No Sharp Tools Needed!
 

Inovart™ Presto Foam Plates
Web Project 138  Soft foam material is ideal 
for making prints with a pencil, ballpoint pen, 
wooden scratch stick, wooden craft stick, or other 
items.  Use with water-based ink to produce crisp 
prints.
4x6" - 100 sheets per package.
INO-6003 Each ..............................17.99
6x9" - 30 sheets per package.
INO-6001 Each ..............................11.59
9x12" - 12 sheets per package.
INO-6000 Each ................................8.99 
9x12" Class Pack - 48 sheets per package.
INO-6002 Each ..............................28.99

Gel Press
Reusable Gel Printing Plates
Super durable and reusable. Create designs by 
scraping or pressing textured objects into the wet 
paint.  Ideal for use with any water-based media.
 Size Each
GEL-10808 3x5" 10.59
GEL-10810 5x7" 15.99
GEL-10800 6x6" 15.99
GEL-10802 8x10" 26.99

Createx™ Monotype Base
Create easy printmaking trans-
fers with Monotype Base!  Assists 
in the release of painted images 
from non-porous surfaces.  
Accomplish translucent effects, 
or mix lighter color values.  Add 
additional base to experiment 
with watercolor effects on prints.  
Quart bottle.  Easy cleanup with 
soap and water.  Non-toxic.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
CTX-331004 
Each ................................26.99

Gelli Plate 
Printing
Mixed-Media 
Monoprinting 
Without A Press
Author and artist 
Joan Bess 
explains the pro-
cess of printing 
on Gelli plates.  
Features step-by-
step directions 
and full-color 
photos of more 
than 50 techniques.  Includes a 26-page gallery 
for inspiration.  Paperback, 144 pages.
N-T0883 Each ..............................24.99
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Easy To Cut 
Unmounted Linoleum Sheets 
Compared to working with traditional linoleum, 
this innovative material cuts smoothly and easily 
with a cutting tool.  An economical choice, 
because both sides can be used.  Leaves beautiful, 
clean edges and works well for curves and tight 
corners.  Stays workable as much as ten times 
longer than standard linoleum.  1/8" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
J-799003 4x6" 2.99 2.69
J-799009 12x12" 14.49 13.99

Easy To Cut 
Unmounted 
Linoleum Roll
The same easy-to-
cut linoleum as 
above, but in a con-
venient, 12" x 50 ft. 
roll that can be cut 
into customized 
shapes to suit all of 
your printing 
needs.  1/8" thick.
J-799070 Each ............................514.75
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $51.48)

Fine-Quality 
Linoleum Mounted On 
Sturdy Wood Blocks!

Speedball® Red Baron™ 
Linoleum Blocks
Web Projects 92 & 100  
Traditional, smooth, fine-quality, 1/8" 
linoleum surfaces are mounted on stur-
dy, 3/4" wood blocks.  This thick, flat 
linoleum won’t warp, crack, dry out or 
peel, plus it reproduces sharp, clear 
prints without gaps or hollows.  Ideal 
for use with oil or water-soluble block 
printing inks.  Linoleum blocks also 
work well as monoprinting surfaces.  
Linoleum is gray in color.

Economical Linoleum!
Speedball® Red Baron™
Unmounted Linoleum
Highest quality, smooth-surfaced, stiff 
linoleum.  Offers a fine, flat surface that 
will reproduce sharp and clear artwork 
without gaps, hollows or smudges.  
Economical, unmounted sheets measure 
1/8" thick and feature a jute backing.  
Gray color.
 Size Each 12/Ea
SAP-4364 3x4" 1.19 1.09
SAP-4365 4x6" 2.19 1.99
SAP-4366 5x7" 3.19 2.99
SAP-4370 12x12" 11.99 10.99

 Size Each 12/Ea
SAP-4351 2x2" 1.19 1.09
SAP-4356 4x6" 2.99 2.79

 Size Each 12/Ea
SAP-4358 5x7" 3.99 3.79
SAP-4363 9x12" 11.99 11.39

Use 
Both 

Sides!

Soft-Kut Block Print Material
Web Projects 2, 56, 182 & 209
Inexpensive, rubber-like, vinyl Soft-Kut blocks 
make block printing safe and easy.  Soft material 
cuts easily with almost no pressure using just a 
craft knife, traditional lino cutters or carving knives.  
Blocks are 1/4" thick, allowing students to create 
designs or images on both sides.  Unmounted, the 
surface won't skid away from students and doesn't 
require a bench hook.  Latex-free.  (Paper, ink and 
cutting knife sold separately.)
 Size Each 12/Ea
PCC-SK46 4x6" 2.29 1.99
PCC-SK612 6x12" 5.99 5.49
PCC-SK1212 12x12" 10.99 9.99
PCC-SK1218 12x18" 14.99 13.99

Soft-Kut Block Print Kit
Try this economical block printing assort-
ment!  Vinyl Soft-Kut blocks are unmount-
ed, allowing both sides to be cut.  Each 
measures 4x6" and is 1/4" thick.  Kit 
includes everything your class needs to 
make block prints, except paper:  24 Soft-
Kut blocks, 12 cutting handles, four 
U-shaped and eight V-shaped cutters, 
four hard rubber 4" brayers, an inking pad 
and 1 lb. of Handy Art black printmaking 
ink.  A great choice for class projects.  Ink 
is AP Seal, non-toxic.  Soft-Kut is latex-
free.
PCC-KIT2 Each ............................................................................................................126.95

See Pages 84 & 85 For Printmaking Papers!

MOO Carve Best Quality 
Professional Carving Blocks
Web Project 209  Smooth, soft material is 
ideal for stamp carving and printmaking.  Allows 
for clean, deep cuts without crumbling or break-
ing.  Latex-free, 3/4" thick.
 Size Each 12/Ea
MUD-00200 2-1/2 x 2-1/2" 3.99 3.62
MUD-00300 4x6" 11.99 10.79

Speedball® 
Speedy 
Carve™ 
Carving 
Block
Created from 
a revolution-
ary material, 
Speedy Carve 
offers an easy 
carving expe-
rience without 
having to sac-
rifice fine 
detail.  For use 
with either 
water-soluble or oil-based block printing 
inks.  Block measures 4x6".
SAP-004108 Each ....................... 6.29
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Speedball® 
Block Ink Mediums
For use with any Speedball 
water-soluble block printing inks.
Pearlescent Ink Base
Create beautiful, shimmering irides-
cent effects by adding to ink colors.  8 
oz. jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-3818 Each ..............................12.99
Transparent Extender 
Create subtle, transparent colors ideal for relief prints 
while maintaining viscosity.  8 oz.  jar.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
SAP-3849 Each ..............................12.99
Water-Soluble Ink Retarder
Slows drying time while maintaining viscosity.  1.25 
oz. tube.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-3448 Each ................................4.59
 6 or More, Each...............4.29

Superior Formula 
With A Satin Finish! 
Speedball®
Water-Soluble
Block Printing Ink
Web Projects 2 & 92  Superior formula works well on non-porous surfaces, such 
as linoleum and soft blocks.  Can also be used with wooden blocks.  Bright colors are 
highly pigmented.  Also known as "relief ink," it mixes and 
tints easily.  Ideal for use with soft rubber brayers or foam 
brayers.  Ink dries to the touch in about an hour with a satin 
texture.  Excellent for use in the studio, school or home.  
Colors cleans up easily with just soap and water.   AP Seal, 
non-toxic. 

Speedball® 
Fluorescent Block 
Printing Ink
Web Project 192 
Bright, fluorescent colors add 
brilliance to your creations!   
Excellent for adding highlights.  
Dries to the touch in about an 
hour.  Colors are intermixable for 
a large range of hues.  Easy clean 
up with soap and water. 5 oz. 
tubes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
L SAP-3620 Fluorescent Lime Green 
M SAP-3621 Fluorescent Hot Pink 
N SAP-3622 Fluorescent Orange
O SAP-3623 Fluorescent Magenta
P SAP-3624 Fluorescent Yellow
Q SAP-3625 Fluorescent Blue
Each .........................................................11.59
6 or More, Each (one color) ....................10.99

Speedball® 
Metallic Block 
Printing Ink
Web Projects 92 & 138
Shiny, metallic colors!  Dries to the touch in 
about an hour to an iridescent, satin finish.  
Available in 5 oz. tubes or 1 lb. jars.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
  5 oz. 1 lb.
R Gold  SAP-3613 SAP-3713
S Silver  SAP-3614 SAP-3714
5 oz. Tubes
Each .........................................................11.59
6 or More, Each (one color) ....................10.99
1 lb. Jars
Each .........................................................21.59
4-Color Metallic Set - Includes 1.25 oz. each of 
copper, pewter, silver and gold.
T SAP-03473 Each ..............................18.99

Fluorescent Colors!

 L M N

 O P Q

Speedball®

Block Printing Ink Set
6-Color Set—Excellent for small 
projects and beginners learning the print-
making process.  Colors are intermixable.  
Dries to a satin finish.  Easy cleanup with 
soap and water.  Includes white, red, yellow, 
gold, blue and black.  1.25 oz. of color in 
each tube, with screw-top lids.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
SAP-03470 Each ......................25.99

 A B C D E F

  5 oz. 1 lb.
A White SAP-3603 SAP-3703
B Yellow SAP-3605 SAP-3705
C Orange SAP-3607 SAP-3707
D Red SAP-3601 SAP-3701
E Magenta SAP-3610 SAP-3710
F Green SAP-3604 SAP-3704
G Turquoise SAP-3609 SAP-3709
H Blue SAP-3602 SAP-3702
I Violet SAP-3608 SAP-3708
J Brown SAP-3606 SAP-3706
K Black SAP-3600 SAP-3700

 G H I J K
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Warhol-Inspired Image 
Transfer Project Kit
Web Project 192  
25-Project Set—Enough sup-
plies to make up to 25 por-
trait image transfers!  
Complete kit includes one 
package (100 sheets) of 
9x12" Strathmore 300 Series drawing 
paper, one package (100 sheets) of 
8-1/2 x 11" Grafix Clear Overlay film, five 
bottles (8 oz.) of Omni-Gel transfer medium, 
one tube (5 oz.) each of six Speedball water-
soluble fluorescent block printing inks: blue, 
hot pink, lime green, magenta, orange and 
yellow; plus an instruction sheet.  You will also need foam brayers, ink trays, scissors, paintbrushes, portrait image, Photoshop (or similar software) and 
a printer to complete the project.  Block printing inks are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK192 Each .................................................................................................................................................................................... 149.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

  
5 oz. Tubes
Each .........................................................11.59
6 or More, Each (one color) ....................10.99
1 lb. Jars
Each .........................................................21.59
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Mexican Animal Pennant Banner Project Kit
Web Project 182  25-Project Set—Enough supplies for 25 students to each make a Mexican 
Animal Pennant.  Includes one 5 oz. tube each of black and white Handy Art block printing ink, 
one 45-count package of 9x12" Smart-Fab in assorted colors, one 40-sheet pad of 9x12" 
Strathmore 200 Series tracing paper, 25 each of 4x6" Soft-Kut block print material and instruc-
tions.  You will also need drawing paper, pencils, scissors, linoleum cutters, mixing trays, brayers 
and black Sharpies to complete the project, plus a hole punch and string to hang the banner.  
Handy Art block printing ink is AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK182 Each .................................................................................................... 69.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Handy Art®

Block Printing Ink
Web Projects
56, 100 & 182
A quality, highly pigmented, 
water-based ink—a wonderful 
value for schools!  These vibrant, 
opaque inks completely intermix 
to extend the 
range of colors 
even further.  
Colors apply 
smoothly and 
evenly, and dry 
to a satin finish.  
Terrific for block 
printing proj-
ects using linoleum, wood block, polyfoam or 
flexible vinyl plates.  Easy to clean up with just 
soap and water.  Available in 5 oz. tubes and 16 oz. 
jars.  Inks are AP Seal, non-toxic.

  5 oz. Tubes 16 oz. Jars
A White RPC-308000 RPC-301000
B Yellow RPC-308010 RPC-301010
C Orange RPC-308015 RPC-301015
D Red RPC-308020 RPC-301020
E Magenta RPC-308025 RPC-301025
F Green RPC-308030 RPC-301030
G Turquoise RPC-308035 RPC-301035
H Blue RPC-308040 RPC-301040
I Violet RPC-308045 RPC-301045
J Brown RPC-308050 RPC-301050
K Black RPC-308060 RPC-301060
5 oz. Tubes Each ................................6.99
16 oz. Jars Each ..............................10.99

 A B C D E F

Handy Art® Block Printing Ink Set
8-Piece Set, 7 Colors—Convenient set of 
the most popular shades!  Water-based 
inks are easy to clean up with soap and 
water.  Set includes two 8 oz. jars of black, and 
one 8 oz. jar each of blue, brown, green, red, 
white and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-883020 Each ..............................56.49

Handy Art® Fluorescent
Block Printing Ink Set 
8-Color Set—Brighten up your prints with these 
fluorescent colors!  8 oz. jars.  Fluorescent colors 
include blue, green, hot pink, orange, red, violet 
and yellow, plus black.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-883025 Each ..............................78.99 

Four-Color Monoprint Project Kit
Web Project 100 50-Project Set
Includes 25 sheets of 9x12" mulberry 
printmaking paper, four Red Baron 
mounted linoleum blocks measuring 4x6" 
each, four hard rubber brayers measuring 4" 
wide, one each of black, magenta, turquoise 
and yellow 5 oz. Handy Art block ink tubes 
and step-by-step instruction sheet.  Ink is AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK100 Each ....................... 89.50

Create Beautiful 
Monoprints With This 

Complete Kit!

Block Print For Beginners
Learn To Make Lino Blocks And Create 
Unique Relief Prints—A fresh, contempo-
rary and enjoyable approach to learning this 
time-treasured art form.  Aspiring artists, 
illustrators, art students and hobbyists will 
discover how to use basic carving tools and tech-
niques to design and create custom lino prints for 
distinctive works of art.  Practical instruction 
combined with approachable, colorful step-by-
step tutorial projects and inspirational imagery 
guide readers on an engaging, easy-to-follow 
exploration of block printing.  Includes an intro-
duction to essential materials, such as printmak-
ing inks, linoleum blocks, carving tools and block 
printing papers.  Paperback, 144 pages.  By Elise 
Young.
WF-IA2 Each ..............................21.99
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Rollrite® 
Economy 
Lightweight 
Hard 
Rubber 
Brayer
Web Project 
100  Plated steel 
handle is locked in the cen-
ter of this hard rubber brayer.  
Provides smooth-rolling action.  1/8" 
thick rubber.  Roller is 1" in diameter and 4" wide 
with a wood center.
TIC-24B Each ..............................10.99
 6 or More, Each...............9.99

Rollrite®

Acrylic Brayer
Web Project 40  Hand-held, 
hard, acrylic brayer does a superb 
job in the application 
of ink or glue.  Easy 
to clean with soap 
and water, or let 
glue dry and 
simply peel away.  
Roller measures 4" wide.  
The durable, plated steel han-
dle won’t rust.
TIC-44LB Each ..............................11.99

Speedball® 
#51 
Deluxe 
Hard 
Rubber 
Brayer
Smooth, hard 
rubber roller 
on a wooden 
core.  All-metal roller 
holder is attached to a plastic 
handle.  4" wide.  Deluxe brayer is designed for 
years of use.
SAP-4124 Each ..............................15.29
 6 or More, Each.............14.79

Speedball® Pop-In Hard 
Rubber 
Brayer
4" brayer with 
a durable 
plastic core 
and smooth, 
hard rubber 
roller.  Handle features 
1-piece plastic construction.  
Rolls out ink evenly for excellent 
results.  Roller pops out for easy cleaning.
SAP-41228 Each ................................9.39
 6 or More, Each...............8.99

Hard Brayers Make Clear, Clean Prints With Crisp Details!

Plastic Etching Plate
An economical alternative to a traditional zinc 
plate.  Dry points and engraving can be done eas-
ily with this plastic plate.  Each plate is 0.050" 
thick.  8x10".
GC-11774 Each ................................8.99

Tarlatan Wiping Fabric
An excellent way to clean etching plates and 
remove stubborn ink.  A heavy starched woven 
cotton cloth made for wiping all types of plates 
and etchings during the intaglio process.  36" 
wide, sold by the yard. 
GC-T36 Each Yard .........................5.99

Speedball® Deluxe 
Soft Rubber Brayers
Web Project 2  
Superior-quality, professional metal-
construction brayers are long-lasting.  
Ergonomic plastic handles provide easy rolling 
action for even pressure every time.  Natural latex 
gum rubber is 3/8" thick.
 Size Each 6/Ea
SAP-41271 2" 13.79 13.29
SAP-4173 3" 15.49  —
SAP-41226 4" 17.39 16.79
SAP-4129 6" 18.95 18.29

Burnisher
Curved 3" burnisher for smoothing, pushing and 
polishing metal surfaces.   6-3/4" tool.
A GC-L32302 Each ..............................20.99

Hollow Scraper
Very sharp tool to remove unwanted burrs from 
etching plates.  6-3/4".
B GC-L32102 Each ..............................19.95

Dry Point Needle
1-1/8" fine point needle set into a wooden han-
dle.  7" tool.
C GC-14130 Each ..............................17.99

Twisted Scriber
For dry point etching on metal.  Very sharp steel 
points.  Twisted, 6-3/8" tool.
D GC-13830 Each ..............................16.99

A B   C D

Inovart™ 
"Snap Out" 
Rubber  
Brayers
Roller snaps out for easy cleaning or 
replacement.  Durable ABS plastic comfort 
grip handle fits easily in the hand.  The roller 
measures 4" wide.  Available in hard or soft 
rubber.  Synthetic, latex-free rubber.
 Style Each
INO-8010 Hard Rubber 6.59
INO-8040 Soft Rubber 8.59

Richeson 
Clear 
Carve™ 
Etching 
Plate
3-Count 
Package—Non-
porous, trans-
parent print-
making plates 
are an afford-
able option for 
the classroom 
or beginner.  
Excellent for dry 
point and 
monotype.  Each plate is 0.030" thick.  5x7".
J-689004 Each ................................5.69
 12 or More, Each.............5.29

Graphic Chemical Etching Ink
Oil-based ink with premium quality pigment and 
binding medium is ideal for printmaking and inta-
glio methods.  Used worldwide by professional 
printmakers since 1920.  1 lb., slip-top metal can 
is filled by weight, not volume.  Vine black.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
GC-1014 Each ..............................29.50

Durable Wiping Fabric! 
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Richeson Metal 
Bench Hook
9x7" metal bench hook with a black enameled 
surface.  Use to roll out ink in preparation for ink-
ing a plate or linoleum block.  Set a carving block 
on the plate and use as a stop while carving.  
Unbreakable.  Easily cleaned.
J-697999 Each ..............................14.59

Speedball®
Red Baron™ 
Baren
Web Project 150
Smooth plastic sur-
face allows even 
pressure to be 
applied to the paper, 
creating a clean and 
detailed print every time.  Features a hardwood 
handle with a contoured grip.  Perfect for block 
printing and crafts that require burnishing or even 
pressure distribution over a small surface.  4" 
diameter.
SAP-4142 Each ..............................12.99
 12 or More, Each...........12.59

Block Print 
Magic
The Essential 
Guide To 
Designing, Carving, 
and Taking Your 
Artwork Further 
With Relief Printing
Discover how to cre-
ate unique, visually 
captivating linoluem 
and rubber block 
prints.  Features 
projects to help you hone your skills.  Paperback 
by Emily Louise Howard, 144 pages.
QP-6155 Each ..............................24.99

Richeson 
Wooden 
Bench Hook
Fits over the edge of a desk to allow students to 
control linoleum blocks while carving or inking.  
Thick, 3/4" deep particle board.  Bench hook 
measures 7-1/2 x 11".
J-698999 Each ..............................15.99

Speedball®
Model B Press
Sturdy, solid steel press 
prints any artwork up to 
6x8".  The results are far 
superior to hand print-
ing using a baren or 
rubbing stick.  
Provides uniform print-
ing pressure to cre-
ate clean, 
even prints 
every time.  
Easy to use for 
beginning printmakers.  
Plus, this press is light 
enough to transport easily—it weighs only six 
pounds!  Powder-coated, black finish.  
SAP-4136 Each .........................97.50

Print &
Stamp Lab
52 Ideas For 
Handmade, 
Upcycled  Print 
Tools—Learn to 
create 52 print 
blocks and stamp 
tools, all from inex-
pensive and unex-
pected materials.  
Paperback by Traci Bunkers.  144 pages.
QP-5989 Each ..............................22.99

Richeson Carving Knife Sets
Excellent for use on linoleum, as well as for softer 
woods like balsa, or for chip carving.  Two sets of 
assorted carving tools include a variety of 
V-gouges, U-gouges, angle cutters and knife 
points.  3-3/4" long wooden handles.
 Style Each
J-400031 6-Count 7.99
J-400032 12-Count 12.99

Richeson Lino Handle With Blades
7-Piece Set—Smooth wooden handle fitted with 
a metal ferrule.  Features one flat side for use as 
a thumb rest for easy grip and to prevent rolling.  
Comes with six blades: #1, #2, #5, #6, #8 and 
#10.
J-860065 Each ..............................12.59

A 

Speedball® Cutter Set #1
Web Project 92  6-Piece Set—One adjustable 
linoleum cutter handle and five tempered-steel 
lino cutters, including small and large V-gouges, 
small and large U-gouges and a knife.
A SAP-41231 Each ..............................14.39
 6 or More, Each.............13.79

Speedball® Cutter Set #2
8-Piece Set—Two adjustable linoleum cutter 
handles and six linoleum cutters, including small 
and large V-gouges, small and large U-gouges, 
square gouge and a knife.
B SAP-4132 Each ..............................19.99
 

Speedball® Linozip 
Safety Cutter Set
Web Projects
2 & 56
6-Piece 
Set
Pull-style 
cutters reduce the risk of 
accidents.  Set includes a 
linoleum cutter handle and five pull-style cutters:  
small and large V-gouges, small and large 
U-gouges and a knife.  
SAP-4137 Each ..............................14.39
 12 or More, Each...........13.79

B

Speedball® Linoleum Handle
Hard plastic, comfort-grip handle featuring 
an adjustable metal chuck for easy changing 
of cutters.  End of handle screws off for storage of 
unused cutters.
SAP-41238 Each ................................5.49
 12 or More, Each.............5.19

Speedball® Linoleum Cutters
12-Count Packages—Finest quality cutters 
offer a superior cutting edge on soft or hard 
surfaces.  Hand-ground steel.  
SAP-4101 #1 Small V-Gouge
SAP-4102 #2 Large V-Gouge 
SAP-4103 #3 Small U-Gouge
SAP-4104 #4 Square Gouge
SAP-4105 #5 Large U-Gouge
SAP-4106 #6 Knife
Each ................................................ 19.99
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Prints Up
To 6x8"
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Baby Printing Press Package
Prints up to 9-1/2 x 18".  Features a 1/8" 
solid steel plate, 11-3/4 x 19-3/4".  Includes 
gray press cushion, 10-1/2 x 19" and 1/4" 
thick.  Rollers are solid steel and measure 
10-3/4" long.  Upper has a 3" diameter, 
lower a 1-1/2" diameter and a total clear-
ance of 15/16".  Base is 13-1/4 x 11-3/4" 
(not including turning wheel).   Does not 
qualify for free shipping.  
A J-695100 Each.......................949.50

Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $94.95)

Small Printing Press Package
Prints up to 11x25".  Features a 1/2" phenolic 
plate, 13-1/2 x 26" and two leveling devices.  
Includes gray press cushion, 12x26" and 1/4" 
thick.  Rollers are solid steel and 13" long.  Upper 
has a 4-1/2" diameter, lower a 2" diameter and a 
total clearance of at least 1-1/4".  Full cradle 
return spring.  Base is 16 x 29-1/2" (not including 
turning wheel).  With included stand attached, 
working height is 34-1/4".  Some assembly 
required.  Ship wt. 188 lbs.  Does not qualify for 
free shipping, ships truck freight. 
B J-695201 Each .........................2,183.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $436.60)

D

Medium
Printing Press 

Package
Prints images up to 17x35".  Features a 1/2" phe-
nolic plate, 19-5/8 x 36".  Includes gray press 
cushion, 18x36" and 1/4" thick.  19" long rollers 
are solid steel—upper has a 4-1/2" diameter and 
lower a 2" diameter, with a clearance of at least 
1-1/4".  Full cradle return spring.  Base is 21-1/2 
x 30" (not including turning wheel).  34-1/4" tall, 
with included stand attached.  Pre-drilled side 
castings.  Some assembly required.  Ship wt. 235 
lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships 
truck freight. 
C J-695301 Each .........................2,550.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $510.00)

Large Printing Press Package
Prints images up to 22x35".  Features a 1/2" phe-
nolic plate, 23-5/8 x 36".  Includes gray press 
cushion, 22-1/2 x 36" and 1/4" thick.  Rollers are 
solid steel and 22-3/4" long.  Upper has a 4-1/4" 
diameter, lower a 3" diameter and a total clear-
ance of at least 1-5/8".  Full cradle return spring.  
Base is 26x33" (not including turning wheel).  
With stand attached, working height is 35".  Pre-
drilled aluminum side castings to attach stand.    
Some assembly required.  Ship wt. 347 lbs.  Does 
not qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight. 
D J-695401 Each .........................4,965.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $993.00)

B
C

Prints
Up To 

11x25"

Prints Up
To 17x35"

Prints
Up To 

22x35"

Richeson Press Blankets
Use blankets for equal pressure and 
to lessen strain on the upper rollers of 
your press.  Place the catcher blanket on top 
of the wet printing paper, followed by the cushion 
and then the pusher.  Wash catcher regularly to 
prevent stiffness from sizing.  Do not qualify for 
free shipping. 

A

B

C

D

A White Press Catcher Style Blanket Size Each
J-695109 Baby 10-1/2 x 19 x 1/16" 14.89 
J-695218 Small - Short 12 x 26 x 1/16" 23.75
J-695219 Small - Long 12 x 36 x 1/16" 30.75
J-695309 Medium 18 x 36 x 1/16" 43.89
J-695409 Large 22-1/2 x 36 x 1/16" 59.39
B White Press Pusher 
J-695108 Baby 10-1/2 x 19 x 1/8" 21.79 
J-695216 Small - Short 12 x 26 x 1/8" 32.50
J-695217 Small - Long 12 x 36 x 1/8" 45.89
J-695308 Medium 18 x 36 x 1/8" 57.75
J-695408 Large 22-1/2 x 36 x 1/8" 64.95
C Gray Press Cushion - Low density wool. 
J-695104 Baby 10-1/2 x 19 x 1/4" 21.79 
J-695204 Small - Short 12 x 26 x 1/4" 27.69
J-695213 Small - Long 12 x 36 x 1/4" 39.99
J-695304 Medium 18 x 36 x 1/4" 64.80
J-695404 Large 22-1/2 x 36 x 1/4" 74.75
D White Press Cushion - High density wool.
J-695107 Baby 10-1/2 x 19 x 1/4" 45.89
J-695214 Small - Short 12 x 26 x 1/4" 45.89
J-695215 Small - Long 12 x 36 x 1/4" 56.45
J-695307 Medium 18 x 36 x 1/4" 79.50
J-695407 Large 22-1/2 x 36 x 1/4" 89.50

A

Great Etching & Embossing Presses!  

Prints Up To
9½ x 18"

Richeson Printing
Press Packages
Each press features solid steel rollers and two 
leveling devices for accurate settings.  Handles 
are ergonomically designed for ease of rota-
tion.  Ideal for etching, embossing and 
unmounted linoleum printing.  Packages 
include a felt blanket and plate.  All presses, 
except the Baby Press, come with a stand.  
90-day manufacturer's warranty.P
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8 oz. Jars
Each .........................................................11.49

Quarts
Each .........................................................28.99

Individual Colors 8 oz. Quart
A Yellow SAP-4565 SAP-4605
B Orange SAP-4569 ———
C Red SAP-4561 SAP-4601
D Violet SAP-4550 ———
E Blue SAP-4562 SAP-4602

Individual Colors 8 oz. Quart 
F Peacock Blue SAP-4551 ———
G Green SAP-4564 ———
H Brown SAP-4567 ———
I White SAP-4563 SAP-4603
J Black SAP-4560 SAP-4600

Speedball® Fabric Screen Printing Ink
For screen printing on banners, T-shirts, tote bags, 
paper and cardboard.  Vibrant colors work on cotton, 
polyester blends, linen, rayon and most synthetic fabrics, except for nylon.  Ink is water-soluble 
during the printing cycle.  Cleans up easily from most surfaces with soap and water when wet.  
Heat-set ink with an iron for machine washable, or dry-cleanable, garments.  Contains no sol-
vents and features a low odor formula.  Large mouth jars in either 8 oz. or quart size.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.

Multipurpose Screen Printing Ink!
Great For Creating T-Shirts,

Banners, Papercrafts & More!

Speedball® Night Glo™
Fabric Screen Printing Ink
Glow-in-the-dark textile ink for an 
exciting accent to projects!  Terrific 
for making costumes and holiday 
decorations that need to stand out!  
Water-based, phosphorescent ink 
responds quickly to all types of 
light.  High initial brightness with 
an afterglow for many hours.  
Heat-set with an iron for perma-
nency before washing.  Cleans up easily with soap and 
water when wet.  8 oz., large mouth jar.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
SAP-47523 Each .................................................. 22.99

Speedball® Fabric Screen Printing Ink Transparent Base
Formulated to create a more transparent color, or to thin and extend ink.  Can be used with 
fabric or permanent acrylic screen printing ink.  Only 10-15% mixture is recommended.  Cleans 
up with soap and water while still wet.  Quart, large mouth jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4577 Each ..............................................................................................................15.99

Chromacryl® Textile Medium
Add textile medium to acrylic paints to make an immediate and effective textile paint or screen 
printing paint with washfast durability.  You can paint free-hand, block print or silk screen designs 
onto most natural fabrics. When completely dry, fix the color into the fabric with heat.  Pint 
squeeze bottle.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
CHR-1904 Each ..............................................................................................................14.99

Speedball® Fabric
Screenprinting Starter Set
6-Color Set—Six 4 oz. jars: black, blue, 
green, red, white and yellow.  Machine-washable 
when heat-set.  Water-soluble while wet.  Cleans 
up easily with soap and water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4504 Each ..............................29.99

Speedball® Acrylic 
Screenprinting Starter Set
4-Color Set—Water-based printing ink in 
4 oz. jars: black, process cyan, process magenta 
and process yellow.  Cleans up easily with just 
soap and water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4503 Each ..............................21.99

Speedball®  Block Out Tape
Polyethylene film tape coated with an 
aggressive adhesive.  Water-based adhesive 
resists inks and solvents and withstands 
multiple pressure washes and solvent baths.  
Easy to apply and removes cleanly from 
frames and mesh with no adhesive residue.  
Roll measures 2" x 36 yards.
SAP-004910 Each ..................... 13.49
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Speedball® Screen Filler
For "direct block-out" method of screen 
printing.  Use to completely cover areas 
which you do not wish to print.  Also excellent for 
"tusche-resist" or "positive" method screen print-
ing when used with drawing fluid.  Can be used 
with water-based or mineral spirit-based inks.  
Quart jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4570 Each ..............................33.59

Speedball® Screen Drawing Fluid
Ideal for "tusche-resist" and other "posi-
tive" methods of silk screen printing.  Apply 
with a brush; when dry, drawing fluid rinses away 
with water.  Water-soluble formula.  Quart jar.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4571 Each ..............................21.99

Easily Clean
Filler & Screens 
In Just Minutes!

Speedball®
Speed Clean™
A highly effective screen 
filler remover and screen 
cleaner!  Speedball 
Speed Clean's tough formula 
makes screen cleaning a 
breeze—in just 3-5 minutes 
screens come clean using hot 
water and a nylon brush.  Quart 
bottle.  CL -  Cautionary Label: 
Not recommended for use 
with children.
SAP-4573 Each ..............................15.99
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Resists Solvents & 
Removes Cleanly!
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Basic Printing Colors In
A Convenient Set!
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Convenient, Pre-Made 
Screen Printing Frames!

Speedball® 
Screen Frames With Fabric
110 monofilament screen fabric is carefully cord-
locked into the grooves of these securely fas-
tened, smooth, hardwood frames.  Ideal for gen-
eral screen printing on paper or textiles.  Fabric 
can be tightened or replaced.
 Size Each
SAP-4712 10x14" 26.99
SAP-4713 12x18" 33.99
SAP-4714 16x20" 38.59
SAP-4729 18x24" 42.79

Speedball® 
Screen Frames Without Fabric
Smoothly sanded, high-quality hardwood frames 
without fabric, constructed with accurately mitered 
and securely fastened corners.
 Size Each
SAP-4717 10x14" 18.99
SAP-4718 12x18" 23.75

Premium Quality Printing Unit!
Speedball® Screen Printing Unit
Speedball, the #1 name in printing, manufactures this standard, 
pre-assembled screen printing unit.  The 110 monofilament polyes-
ter screen fabric is stretched and cord-locked in the hardwood 
frame grooves.   The fabric can be tightened or replaced as 
necessary.  10x14" wood frame has glued corners rein-
forced with corrugated metal fasteners for added stability.  
It's mounted with hinges on a 1/4" thick masonite printing base 
for ease in use.  Kick leg keeps fabric in place and assists in registra-
tion.  
SAP-4505 Each ........................................................... 44.95

Speedball® Hinge Pack
Convenient hinge, ideal for con-
structing your own frame.  
Package includes one hinge, 
four screws and a removable 
center pin.
SAP-4507 Each ................................4.99

Speedball® 
Hinge Clamps
2-Count Package
Easy to install, these 
screen printing 
clamps are made 
with a heavy-duty 
zinc alloy construction.  
They feature a wide-wing 
thumb screw for ease of use and 
positive locking for perfect registration.  Clamps 
may be removed at any time and reused on other 
frames.  
SAP-4513 Each ..............................29.95

Speedball® Screen Fabric
Polyester, monofilament white fabric, con-
structed similarly to silk, but with better unifor-
mity.  Compared to silk, it offers extreme 
durability.  It has tooth for easier adhering of 
stencils and heavier ink deposit.  Coarseness is 
determined by number, for example 85 is the 
most coarse and lets more ink through, while 
110 is the finest and lets less ink through.  Sold 
in rolls, each measures 42" by 5 yards.
85 - Better for T-shirts and other textiles.
SAP-4760 Each ...........................95.89
110 - For signs or art on paper and poster board.
SAP-4762 Each .........................112.50

Handy Accessories 
For Creating

Your Own Frames!
Tite-Stretch Tool
Use this handy tool to stretch can-
vas or fabric tightly and evenly into 
screen printing frames for precise, 
clear printing.  Smooth, palm fit-
ting, 3-1/4" black plastic handle 
with tem-
pered hard 
steel blade.  
Allows you 
to quickly 
and uniformly drive 
the screen printing cord snug-
ly into frame lumber groove with the tap of a 
hammer, ensuring a tight fit.  Steel blade mea-
sures 5" long and 1" wide.  
AWT-CST150 Each ..............................26.95

Speedball® Squeegee
All-purpose, square-edge squeegee with 
plastic handle and flexible composition 
blade.  9" long.
SAP-4508 Each ..................... 12.39

Speedball® Fabric Screen 
Printing Squeegee
Plastic handle with a round-edge rubber 
blade for maximum results when screen 
printing on fabrics.  9" long.
SAP-4534  Each .................... 12.39

Speedball® Fabric/Craft Squeegees
For screen printing on fabric. These squeegees 
have a wooden handle and rounded edge which 
pushes more ink through the screen and reduces 
binding.  Nitrile blades, suited for shorter print 
runs.  65 durometer (medium hardness).
 Size Each
SAP-4491 8" 14.29
SAP-4494 14" 22.75

Speedball®
Screen
Cord
10 ft. length of 
durable, white 
plastic cord that 
fits perfectly into 
the wooden 
grooves of  
Speedball screen 
frames.  Use when 
stretching or re-
stretching silk screen 
fabric.   
SAP-4502 Each ................................6.79

Arches® 88 Silkscreen Paper
100% rag, 300gsm, mouldmade paper import-
ed from France.  Each sheet has a smooth sur-
face and measures 22x30" with two deckled 
edges and a watermark.  Neutral pH, unsized 
for maximum absorption and acid-free.  10 
sheets per package.  
W-1795153 Each Package .............82.50 
 10 or More, Each........74.95
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Speedball® 
Scoop Coater
Apply a smooth, even coat of photo emulsion with 
this 16" long scoop coater.  Features a sharp edge 
for fine mesh and a rounded edge for more coarse 
mesh, plus a full snap-on dust shield to prevent 
any particles mixing in with your emulsion.  Holds 
a large amount of liquid to accommodate lengthy  
coating sessions and sits flat between uses.
SAP-004901 Each ..............................33.99
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Speedball® Diazo Photo Emulsion
Produce sharp, high quality images with this 
exciting technique!  Use in combination with 
Diazo Sensitizer.  Quart.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4579 Each ..............................21.99

Speedball® Diazo Sensitizer
Activates the Photo Emulsion, simply add water.  
2 oz. liquid, after mixing.  Instructions included.  
CL - Cautionary Label: May cause irritation.  
Not for use with children.
SAP-4578 Each ................................7.99

Speedball®
Diazo Photo Emulsion Remover
Cleans screen printing stencils easily.  8 oz. bottle.  
CL - Cautionary Label: May cause irritation.  
Not for use with children.  
SAP-4557 Each ................................8.59

Speedball® Diazo Photo Emulsion Kit
One convenient set at an affordable price!  6.6 oz. 
of photo emulsion, 0.5g of sensitizer and 8 oz. of 
remover.  CL - Cautionary Label: May cause 
irritation.  Not for use with children. 
SAP-4559 Each ..............................29.50

Speedball® Intermediate
Screen Printing Kit
A terrific set for any screen printer.  
Contains a 10x14" frame with 110 mono-
filament screen fabric, 9" squeegee, brush, 
2 craft sticks, 4 oz. each of black and red 
inks, 1.07g sensitizer, 4 oz. each of screen filler, 
drawing fluid, photo emulsion remover and speed 
clean, 3.3 oz. of Diazo photo emulsion, plus 
instruction guide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  CL - 
Cautionary Label: Emulsion remover, sensitizer 
and Speed Clean may cause irritation.  Not for 
use with children.
SAP-4526 Each ..............................69.95

Speedball® Advanced All-In-One 
Screen Printing Kit
Kit includes two 8-1/2 x 11" transparency 
films, 10x14" screen frame with 110 mono-
filament screen fabric, 9-3/4 x 13-3/4" 
black paper, 9" textile squeegee, 4 craft 
sticks, 4 oz. each of black, blue, red and white 
fabric inks, 3.3 oz. of Diazo photo emulsion,  4 oz. 
of photo emulsion remover, 1.07 grams of Diazo 
sensitizer, lamp with clamp, LED bulb and instruc-
tional guide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  CL - Cautionary 
Label: Emulsion remover and sensitizer may 
cause irritation.  Not for use with children.
SAP-45059 Each ............................128.50

Speedball® 
LED Exposure 
Lamp
Compatible with 
any photo emul-
sion, this ultravio-
let LED lamp deliv-
ers a consistent 
exposure every 
time along with a 
significantly longer 
life span than tradi-
tional bulbs.  Its 

smaller size makes it ideal for exposing 
screens with no additional positioning 
equipment necessary, but can easily be 

mounted for those preferring a stationary place-
ment for each design.  30W lamp.
SAP-045490 Each ..............................35.59

Speedball® Vinyl Screen Printing 
Beginner Kit
Kit includes a squeegee, 10x14" wood frame and 
mesh, 4 oz. black fabric screen printing ink, three 
craft vinyl sheets, three transfer tape sheets, a 
sheet of parchment paper, a craft stick and step-
by-step instructions.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-45085 Each ..............................49.95

Speedball® 
Speed 
Screens 
Kit
Ready-to-use 
mesh sheets 
allow you to 
create perma-
nent photo 
emulsion sten-
cils without 
the need to 
mix emulsion 
or coat a screen.  Kit includes 8x10" wood 
frame, 30W LED lamp, 4 oz. black Speedball 
fabric screen printing ink, craft stick, white 
cord, squeegee, three 10x12" Speed Screens, a 
sheet of black paper, three transparency sheets 
and instructions.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAP-4769 Each ..............................89.95

Speedball® 
Speed Screens
3-Count Package
Speed Screens 
answer the call to 
have an easy-to-use 
and affordable way to 
screen print, no mat-
ter your experience 
level.  Ready-to-use 
mesh sheets allow 
you to create perma-
nent photographic stencils without the need to 
mix emulsion or coat a screen - all you need is 
your design and you're ready to print!  Can be 
used as a refill for the Speed Screen kit above, or 
with the existing Screen Printing products you 
already own.  Each sheet measures 10x12".
SAP-4767 Each ..............................34.75

Speedball® 
Ink Jet 
Transparency 
Sheets
6-Count Package
Transparency sheets 
help you create the 
opaque images needed 
for your screen printing 
stencils.  Made specifi-
cally for use with inkjet 
printers.  Each clear, acid-free sheet measures 
8-1/2 x 11."
SAP-004500 Each ................................9.79
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NEW

Available In
Semi-Transparent & 

Opaque Colors To Make
Your Artwork Pop!

Jacquard®

Screen Printing Ink Kits
Convenient kits include a 10x14" pre-
stretched screen on an aluminum frame, 9" 
squeegee, 4 oz. photo emulsion, 0.33g 
diazo sensitizer, three acetate sheets and 4 
oz. jars of ink in four different colors.  Semi-
transparent colors are designed for light back-
grounds, opaque colors are designed for printing 
on dark backgrounds.  CL - Cautionary Label: 
May cause irritation.  Not for use with children.
Semi-Transparent Set - Includes black, blue, red 
and yellow inks.
JP-JSI9000 Each ..............................74.95
Opaque Set - Includes opaque blue, opaque red, 
opaque yellow and super opaque white inks.
JP-JSI9001 Each ..............................74.95
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Quilled Creations
White Quilling Paper
50-Count Packages—Make beautiful 
quilled paper designs.  Pre-cut, white paper 
is archival safe.  17-1/2" long.
 Width Each
QUI-13756 1/4" 2.95
QUI-13759 3/8" 3.99

Quilled Creations
Colored Quilling Paper
Web Project 93  100-Count Packages

Thin strips of paper in assorted pastel or rainbow 
colors.  Pre-cut, 17-1/2" long strips resist fading 
and are archival safe.
 Style Width Each
QUI-25156 Pastel 1/4" 4.79
QUI-25006 Rainbow 1/4" 4.79
QUI-25009 Rainbow 3/8" 5.99
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Quilled Creations
Quilling Circle Sizer Ruler
Ruler features seven circle templates.  Roll a strip 
of paper and place it in a hole to make the perfect 
size coil.  Marked in inches and centimeters.  Has 
pin holes so that it can be mounted to a cork-
board for making off-centered circles.  6" long.
QUI-310 Each ................................3.59

Kemper® Quilling Tool
5" wooden-handled tool, perfect for beginners.  
Roll paper around the needle prongs for beauti-
fully formed paper.  Holds paper strips securely.
KEM-QKT Each ................................3.39

Excel™ Tracing Wheel
7/16", swivel pounce wheel with 15 teeth.  Great 
for pattern making.  Beveled on both sides of the 
center.  Stainless steel.  5" long.
EX-30607 Each ................................9.49
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Lineco® Bone Folder
Essential, smooth-edged tool for making crisp 
creases in, or scoring, paper.  Made from real 
bone for long-lasting durability.  6" long, 3/4" 
wide.
LIN-900B Each ................................8.49

Lineco® Binder's Board
4-Count Package—Make your own books or 
boxes with this heavy, warp-resistant, gray, genu-
ine Davey cardboard.  Dense board helps prevent 
crushed corners and dents.  The grain runs verti-
cally.  1-ply, 79 pt. sheets measure 15 x 20-1/2".  
Acid-free and buffered.
LIN-4070 Each ..............................17.39

Grafix® Chipboard
Web Projects 46, 47, 161, 167, 176,  
178, 181 & 191  25-Count Packages
Versatile, acid-free, medium weight craft board 
with many different uses.  White front, natural 
cardboard color on reverse side.  
 Size Each
GAS-14103 6x6" 7.39
GAS-14099 12x12" 15.95

Lineco® Binder's Needles
Web Project 152  
5-Count Package—Heavy-duty, blunt point for 
sewing book signatures.  Smooth eye prevents 
thread snag.  Easy-to-handle 2-1/4" length. 
LIN-887 Each ................................6.79

Lineco® Binder's Thread
Web Project 152  Specifically manufactured 
for hand-sewing signatures together.  Unbleached 
linen thread is unwaxed and unsized.  Humidity 
responsive, it will expand to reduce stress on 
paper and prevent tears.  2-ply thickness, 50 
yards long.  Acid-free.
LIN-0050 Each ..............................12.99

Lineco® Super Cotton Cloth
Use this fine, open-weave, stiff cotton cloth for 
adhering signatures or repairing damaged books.  
It has excellent adhesive penetration, perfect for 
bookbinding.  Leaves the backbone flexible.  One 
sheet per package, each measures 18x30".  
Archival and acid-free.
LIN-1021 Each ................................9.79

Lineco® Binding Tape 
Genuine web linen binding tape, suitable for bind-
ing together hand-sewn book signatures.  Closely 
woven for strength and durability.  3/8" wide, 60" 
in length.  Natural color.  Acid-free and archival.
LIN-6563 Each ..............................10.99

Hawk Needle Punch
Needle punch is great for piercing paper.  3" long 
blade tapers to a flat, 1mm point.  Wooden bulb 
handle is comfortable to hold.  6-1/2" long.
HAW-TJ1418 Each ................................2.95

Aitoh Bamboo Paper Folding Tool
Ideal for origami, paper crafts and bookmaking.  
Solid bamboo tool is lightweight and extremely 
durable.  Provides crisp, sharp folds and creases.  
Measures 5-7/8" in length, 3/4" wide.
AIT-20020 Each ................................4.79

Lineco® Book 
Repair Tape
Attach torn book 
covers or use to 
finish the spine 
when bookmaking.  
Conforms easily to 
shape.  2" wide, 15 
yards long.  Self-
adhesive.
LIN-1505 Black
LIN-1506 White
Each .........................................................24.99

Scotch® 
Book 
Tape
R e p a i r 
torn or 
worn out 
book cov-
ers with 
transparent,  
permanent book 
tape. Will not crack, 
discolor or peel.  Crystal 
clear, so there's no need to re-label items.  
Extra-strong bond, with excellent flexibility.  Acid-
free.  15-yard rolls on 3" diameter cores.
 Size Each
3M-07382 1-1/2" 7.59
3M-07383 2" 9.79
3M-07384 3" 15.99
3M-07385 4" 19.99
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African Masks Project Kit
Web Project 7  12-Project Set—Terrific for multicultural units.  Introduce students to the art 
of maskmaking with our African Masks Project Kit.  Features enough supplies for 12 students to 
make an authentic-looking African mask.  Includes 12 Creativity Street paperboard masks, two 1 
lb. bags of AMACO Claycrete papier maché, two sets of Richeson plastic modeling tools, one pack-
age of natural colored raffia, one Kemper Pro Tool and an instruction sheet.  Project also requires 
acrylic or tempera paints and paint brushes (sold separately).  AMACO Claycrete papier maché is 
AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK7 Each ....................................................................................................... 75.95

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Creativity Street® 
Papier Mâché Mask
Web Project 76  Excellent for a variety of mul-
ticultural, school and art history projects!  Brown 
papier mâché form makes a great base for any 
mask-making activity.  Paint with tempera or 
acrylics, then decorate with feathers, sequins, 
jewels, beads and more!  To wear as a mask, add 
elastic or ribbon ties.  Measures 6x8".
C-4190 Each ................................3.99
 24 or More, Each.............3.79
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Creativity Street® 
Paperboard Masks
Web Projects 7 & 98  Sturdy, recycled paper 
pulp masks are ideal for decorating with paint, 
crayons, pencils, markers and all types of craft 
items.  Adhere cardboard, decorative papers, 
feathers, beads, glitter, pom pons, gems and 
sequins for a stunning, personalized look.  Full 
face mask has covered eye holes that can easily 
be cut out, if desired.  V-Shape, butterfly and 
marauder masks feature pre-attached elastic 
bands.    
 Style Each 12/Ea
A C-4192  Full Face 3.39 2.99
B C-4196  V-Shape 2.79 2.49
C C-4175 Venice  2.79 2.49
D C-4183 Butterfly 2.79 2.49
E C-4186 Marauder 2.79 2.49 

Full Face
5-3/4 x 8"

V-Shape
8x9"

Venice
7 x 9-1/2"

Butterfly
7x7"

Marauder
8x4"

Durable Plastic Masks For 
Decoration or Costumes!

Creativity Street® 
Plastic Masks
White plastic masks can be worn or displayed.  
Add glitter, paint, feathers, pom pons and more to 
create your own unique mask.  To make a wear-
able mask, just add elastic or ribbon ties.  Ideal 
for multicultural studies, face form and propor-
tion studies, cosplay, masquerades and more!  
Each full face mask measures 5-1/2 x 8".
A C-4201 Female
B C-4211 Male
Each ...........................................................6.79
12 or More, Each (one style) .....................6.49

Papier Mâché Mask Is 
Perfect For School Projects!

Affordable Paper
Masks For Crafts!
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Roylco® Multicultural Face Forms Set
10-Piece Set—A terrific project to complement multicultural lessons in the classroom or to celebrate 
our cultural differences.  This plastic form set was designed to represent five different, realistic, ethnic 
faces.  Use air-dry clay, paper mache or plaster-embedded gauze to construct the masks.  Dried forms 
pull easily away from the form surface.  Durable clear forms, featuring two of each ethnic style.  Each 
reusable form measures 6-1/4 x 4-1/2".
ROY-52009 Each ..............................................................................................................17.49

Roylco®

African Masks
20-Count Package—Go on an 
adventure with your imagina-
tion!  Explore the tradition 
and art of African masks 
used for ceremonies, story-
telling and more.  Simply 
fold, staple and decorate 
with crayons, markers, 
pencils, paint, feathers and 
more!  Large, 3D paper 
masks measure 11x15" 
when folded.  Includes an 
idea guide.  
ROY-52010 Each ..............................................................................................................13.59

Creativity Street®

Dimensional Paper Masks
Web Project 144  40-Count Package
Easy to make!  Simply fold and tape pleats, 
then decorate with crayons, markers and 
more.  Thread your own string through the 
holes to wear.  Masks measure 8x10" folded.
C-4652 Each ....................... 8.59

Fun Multicultural 
Paper Masks!

Creativity Street® 
Dimensional Multicultural Masks
24-Piece Set—Decorate paper masks flat or 
assemble them first by taping the edges.  Then 
add crayon, marker, paint and collage materials.  
Add your own string and they are ready to wear!  
Includes six designs from different cultures:  
Aztec, Egyptian, African, Venetian, Japanese and 
Native American bear.  Also features a teaching 
guide.
C-4653 Each ................................9.59

Economical Full-Face
Paper Masks!

Day of the Dead Paper Masks Project Kit
Web Project 144  24-Project Set—Enhance multicultural lessons about the Mexican tradition 
of Day of the Dead with this kit.  Enough supplies for 24 students at a time to make a Day of the 
Dead paper mask.  Set contains a 40-count package of Creativity Street dimensional paper masks, 
24 Sharpie black fine tip permanent markers, two each of Zig POSTERMAN paint markers in blue, 
green, light blue, orange, pink, red, violet, white and yellow, plus fluorescent green, pink, orange 
and yellow colors, and an instruction sheet.  Project also requires tape and string (both sold sepa-
rately).  Sharpie markers and Zig paint markers are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK144 Each ..................................................................................................... 104.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Reusable Multicultural Face Forms!
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Roylco®

Wild Animal 
Fold-Up 
Masks
30-Piece Set
Bring wildlife 
indoors with 
these fun 
paper masks!  
Simply fold 
along the perfo-
rated creases, 
then tape pleats 
together to 
create the 
masks.  Add 
color with cray-
ons, markers or 
paint.  Features 
six animal designs: 
hippopotamus, ele-
phant, lion, frog, koala 
and monkey.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-52083 Each ..............................................................................................................17.99

Roylco® Animal Face Forms™ Set
5-Piece Set—Beautifully detailed animal faces 
are excellent for creating realistic or whimsical 
masks or castings.  Fill with plaster and let dry, 
then remove from form and paint with tempera or 
acrylic.  Five clear, plastic forms per package: 
horse, bear, bird, fish and wild cat.  Reusable 
forms measure from 8-1/2" to 13" tall.
ROY-52007 Each ..............................16.99

Creativity 
Street®

Paperboard 
Masks 
Assortment
24-Piece Set—Includes four each of six different 
designs: 8-1/2 x 10" koala, 7x7" butterfly, 8x9" 
V-shape, 8x4" marauder, 9 x 4-1/2" small butterfly 
and 7-1/2 x 7" cat.  V-Shape, marauder, large but-
terfly and small butterfly have pre-attached elas-
tic bands.
C-4199 Each ..............................38.95

Foam Heads Make Ideal 
Sculpture Bases!

Male Foam Head
Bring out the artist in you with this male foam 
head.  You can use a variety of embellishments to 
transform this foam head into a fabulous piece of 
artwork that you can proudly display.  Layer it with 
mosaics, yarn, decoupage, paints, floral accents, 
ribbons, brads, buttons and much more.  Also 
great as a base for mask making, hat making and 
sculpture.  Ideal as a reference tool when learning 
to draw or paint the human head.  Measures 
8-1/2 x 6-1/2 x 11-1/4".   
CFC-RS261 Each ................................9.59

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Roylco® Super Hero Masks
24-Piece Set—Sturdy cardstock masks are just 
what kids need to hide their identity - so they can 
save the world!  Package includes 24 white masks 
in six different designs.  Size ranges from 6-1/2 x 
7-3/4" to 9-1/2 x 7-1/2".
ROY-52097 Each ................................9.99

Creativity 
Street®  Mardi Gras Masks
24-Piece Set—Die cut paper masks are 
perforated and ready to decorate with paint, 
markers, glitter, gems, feathers and more.  
Elastic or string not included.  24 masks in 
six different designs.  Masks measure 
approximately 5x8".
C-4651 Each ....................... 5.29

Creativity Street®

White Elastic Cord For Beads
Web Projects 18 & 85  Strong, stretchy 
1.2mm white elastic cord.  Ideal for stringing 
on masks, jewelry and other stringing activi-
ties.  25 yards.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years. 
C-3710 Each ......................... 8.59
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Creativity Street® 

Peel & Stick Wiggle Eyes
Web Projects 51 & 58  100-Count Packages
Moving eyes with self-adhesive backs.  25 each of 
four sizes: 7mm, 10mm, 12mm and 15mm.            
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
 Style Each
C-344605 Black 5.49
C-344606 Multicolor 5.49

Creativity Street® 
Black Wiggle Eyes Assortment
Web Project 58 
560-Count Package
Easily sort and store!  
Styles are separated in 
compartments that 
screw into one another.  
Contains round eyes: 
288 each of 5mm, 144 
each of 7mm, 72 
each of 10mm 
and 36 each of 
15mm.  Also 
has 20 each of 
20mm oval.        
1 Warning - 
Choking haz-
ard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3407 Each ..............................12.59

Creativity Street® 
Peel & Stick
Fish Eyes
124-Count Package
Kids will love using these 
self-adhesive fish eyes to 
give their artwork fun per-
sonality!  Eyes are black 
with a clear background to 
reflect light and give a 
holographic illusion of 
movement.  Includes 72 
small size eyes measuring 
6mm and 52 large size 
eyes measuring 12mm.       
1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
C-343902 
Each ........................ 9.99

Creativity Street® Wiggle Eyes
Web Projects 4 & 239  100-Count 
Packages—Black-on-white plastic eyes.  Perfect 
for craft projects.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
 Size Each
C-347102 7mm 3.39
C-347202 10mm 4.29
C-347502 20mm 8.49

Creativity Street® 
Black Jumbo Wiggle Eyes
Web Project 97
100-Count Package—Includes 40 each of 
28mm and 30mm, plus 10 each of 35mm and 
40mm.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-344502 Each ..............................22.49

Creativity 
Street® 
Wiggle 
Eyes 
Bonus 
Pack
500-Count
Package 
C o n t a i n s 
10mm, 12mm, 
15mm and 
20mm sizes of 
round black, 
multicolored, 
painted and 
bright colored eyes.  125 assorted size pieces in 
each style.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3435       Each .....................................20.99

Creativity Street® 
Wiggle Eyes Stickers
Web Project 105  
1000-Count Packages—Try an economical alter-
native to original wiggle eyes—self-adhesive 
stickers.  Stick on drawings, paper bag puppets 
and much more.  Eyes measure 1/2" in diameter.
 Style Each
C-34021 Black 11.59
C-34031 Multicolor 12.59

Creativity Street® Craft Rocks
Web Projects 217 & 228  Create deco-
rative works of art by adding paint to these 
smooth river rocks.  2 lbs. of washed, 
unwaxed rocks per package.
C-5267 Each ..........................5.49 

The Art 
Of 
Stone 
Painting
30 Designs 
To Spark 
Your 
Creativity 

Features simple 
and advanced 
projects, as well 
as instructions 
on how to style 
wearable pieces.  
Contains tem-
plate motifs as well as ample inspiration. 
Paperback, 96 pages by F. Sehnaz Bac.
D-808939 Each ..............................19.95

Hygloss
Cork 
Stoppers
40-Count 
Package
Five assort-
ed sizes of 
natural cork 
s t o p p e r s .  
Use as 
wheels or 
to add 
dimension 
and height to craft projects.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-39909 Each ................................9.99

Hygloss 
Natural 
Mix 
Sea 
Shells
An economi-
cal selection 
of natural sea 
shells.  The 
small sizes are 
wonderful for 
collage and 
b e a c h - t h e m e d 
projects.  16 oz. of 
shells in a resealable 
container.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-37216 Each ..............................14.59
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Canvas Puppets!
Canvas People Puppets
Web Project 118
6-Count Package—It's simple 
to create a puppet with 
moveable arm action!  
Decorate these adaptable 
figures with felt, wiggle 
eyes, buttons, foam, yarn and more 
for fun representations of people.  
Made from 7 oz. poly-cotton twill can-
vas.  Measure approximately 9 x 9-1/2".
C-5260 Each ......................... 15.99

Canvas Hand Puppets
Web Project 97  6-Count 
Package—A quick and easy 
craft project for even young 
students.  Durable hand puppets 
are easy to decorate with fabric 
markers and paints.  Add wiggle 
eyes, beads, felt pieces and yarn to 
make creative, fun creatures.  Natural 
color.  Made from 7 oz. poly-cotton twill.  Puppets measure approxi-
mately 5 x 9-1/2".
C-5261 Each ..............................................................................................................15.99

Rainbow®

Kraft Bags
Web Projects 4, 
38 & 90  White or 
colored paper bags 
are fantastic for all 
kinds of craft proj-
ects!  Decorate 
them with felt, 
chenille stems, 
wiggle eyes, but-
tons, feathers and 
more to create cool pup-
pets.  Great for making good-
ie bags, gift bags, games, 
project bags and color-coded 
teaching aids.  Also perfect 
for collecting valentines or 
holiday cards during class 
parties.
6x11" Paper Bags - Choose white or assorted 
bright colors.  Each bag has a 3-5/8" flat bottom 
gusset.
 Style Qty Each
A P-72020 White 100 12.99
B P-72140 Bright 28 8.99

4x8" Mini Paper Bags - Feature a 2-5/8" flat bot-
tom gusset.  28 per package in assorted colors.
C P-72040 Each ................................7.59

B
C
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Roylco® Bright Buttons™
Web Project 4  Multicolored plastic buttons in 
assorted shapes!  Measure up to 1-1/4".  1 lb. 
package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-2132 Each ..............................12.99

Hygloss 
Bucket O’ Buttons
An assortment of hundreds of buttons in different 
sizes and shapes, all in a plastic storage bucket.  1 
lb. in each bucket.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
HY-5516 Each ..............................11.99

1 lb. 
Bucket!

P
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Hygloss Ribbon Rainbow
A fun ribbon assortment containing a variety of 
types and patterns totaling 25 yards.  Great for 
embellishments on fiber arts and craft projects.  
Package contents will vary.
HY-55725 Each .............................8.99

Creativity Street® Jingle Bells
72-Count Package—Add a little jingle to craft 
projects!  5/8" silver bells feature a loop so they 
can easily be attached to crafts.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-3114    Each .............................6.49

Hygloss Fabric Squares
36-Count Package—Great for sewing, deco-
rating, collage, puppet making and other fiber 
art crafts.  Includes assorted squares, in a 
range of fabric types, colors and patterns.  Each 
square measures 12x12".
HY-55836 Each ...........................19.99
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Colonial Paint Box 
Wool Assortment
Web Project 152  100% wool fiber for 
wet or dry felting techniques, plus as pup-
pet hair and a variety of craft projects.  Each 
package contains 2 oz. net weight of wool 
fibers in six different nature colors.
CAR-CNPBW2    Each .................. 18.59
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Bright White Glitter!
Spectra®

White Glitter
Web Project 16  
Bright, white, shimmering 
crystals give winter decora-
tions, ornaments and holiday 
craft projects the texture and 
punch they need to stand out.  
16 oz. packaged in a plastic 
dispensing jar.  Features a 
convenient top that has a 
variety of slot openings, so it 
is easy to use without a lot of 
mess!  AP Seal, non-toxic.        
1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
P-91940 Each ..............................10.99

Sargent Art® 
Acrylic 
Glitter Glaze
Web Projects 38, 90, 
97 & 147  Acrylic-
based glaze applies hazy 
and dries clear to reveal 
gorgeous, iridescent glit-
ter.  Use it alone to add 
sparkle to almost any 
project, or on top of any 
acrylic paint.  Versatile, 
completely mixable with 
paint or glue.    Acid-free.  
Pint bottle with flip-top 
lid.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-228811 Each ..............................15.79

Spectra® Glitter
Add vividly colored, sparkling glitter crystals to your crafts with these 
tiny plastic flakes.  Glitter sprinkles easily from the handy shaker-top 
plastic jars.  Excellent for holiday decorations, greeting cards, collages, 
masks and signs.  Large jar holds 16 oz. and is ideal for class projects.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.

Add Sparkle To Projects! 
Spectra® Deluxe Glitter Set
6-Color Set—Glue this colorful glitter onto classroom art and 
craft projects to add a sparkling, finishing touch!  Excellent for 
holiday decorations, greeting cards, collages, masks and signs. 
Handy assortment features six colors of quality Spectra glitter in 
convenient, 4 oz. shaker-top jars.  Includes blue, gold, green, 
multicolor, red and silver.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
P-91370 Each ................................................... 29.95

Creativity Street® 

Acrylic Gemstones
Web Projects 37 & 98  Colorful gems in 
assorted shapes.  1/2" to 1-1/8".  Metal backing.  
1 lb. package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3584 Each ..............................20.99

Creativity Street® Rhinestones
375-Count Package—Shiny, faceted rhinestones 
in assorted sizes and colors.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-3572 Each ..............................16.95

P-9171 Silver
P-9174 Red 
P-9175 Blue
P-9176 Green 

P-9178 Gold 
P-9179 Multicolor 
P-9184 Clear 
P-9188 Black

 

Each ........................................................................................... 10.99

Creativity Street® Cupped Sequins
Web Project 76  Multicolored, 8mm sequins.  
Create sparkling effects on crafts, costumes and 
more!  Feature holes for pins or sewing.  You can 
also adhere them to fabric and paper with glue.  1 
oz. package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-6132 Each ................................3.59

Creativity Street® 

Sequins & Spangles 
Web Project 89  
Sequins and spangles in a variety of shapes 
and reflective metallic colors.  Each features 
a hole for pinning or sewing.  Larger pieces 
can also be glued to projects.  Jar features 
a shaker top for easy dispensing.  8.1 oz. per 
jar.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-6129 Each ..............................19.99

Spectra® 
Random Disco 
Glitter Flakes
Web Project 29  
Unique flakes of opal-
escent cellophane 
reflect light in a 
delightful mix of pas-
tel blue, green, 
orange and pink iri-
descent col-
ors.  Ideal for 
g l i s ten ing 
snow effects 
on craft 
projects.  Plastic, shaker-top jar contains 8 oz. of 
glitter.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
C-8925 Each ..............................14.79

Find Glitter Glue
& Glitter Glue Pens

On Page 328!
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Creativity Street® Spotted Feathers
Dyed guinea fowl feathers with unique, spotted 
designs.  Assorted colors in each package.  42 
grams.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-4510 Each ..............................17.99

Bright
Creativity Street® Feather Fluffs
Fluffy feather value packs!  Decorative, soft feath-
ers are great for craft projects.  Natural feathers 
dyed in either bright or hot shades.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
 Style Each
C-4502 Bright - 1 oz. 6.99
C-450001 Bright - 14 grams 3.29
C-450002 Hot - 14 grams 3.29

Creativity Street® Maribou Feathers
Web Project 86  Soft, fluffy feathers in bright 
hues!  Natural feathers dyed in assorted colors.  
14g per package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-4504 Each ................................3.79

Creativity Street® Natural Feathers
Various natural-colored small feathers.  Assorted 
colors range from white "down" feathers to rich 
black.  Solids and patterns are included in each 
mixed-feather assortment.  Contains 1/2 oz. of 
feathers.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-4514 Each ................................7.39

HotBright Tones Earth Tones

Touch of Nature® Feather Value Pack
A large, economical package of assorted, fluffy 
turkey feathers (also known as maribou feathers).   
The wide range of vibrant colors is ideal for cos-
tumes, masks, jewelry, collages, dream catchers, 
puppets and more.  Package contains 71 grams of 
feathers in different shapes and sizes.
CAR-38042 Each ................................6.95

Touch of Nature® Guinea Feathers
Web Project 4  Guinea hen feathers have 
unique, spotted markings with a dark back-
ground.  These soft and fluffy feathers are pack-
aged in an assortment of bright or natural, earth 
tone colors.  Ideal for Native American crafts.  7 
grams per package.
 Style Each
CAR-38147 Bright Tones 4.99
CAR-39358 Earth Tones 4.99

Feather Class Pack Assortment
A large assortment of the most popular feathers 
to stock your classroom and inspire creativity.  
Great for collage, masks, costumes, crafts and 
more!  Set contains 14 grams each of natural and 
bright Guinea feathers, 28 grams of hot color 
feather fluffs, 71 grams of assorted maribou 
feathers and 14 grams of assorted color small 
duck quills.  A total of 141 grams of feathers in all!  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
USCAKIT5 Each ..............................29.95

Creativity 
Street® 
Economy Quill Feathers
24-Count Package—Bright, assorted col-
ors.   Measure approximately 12" long.           
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
A C-4503 Each .....................11.79

Creativity Street® 
Small Duck Quills
Web Project 42  3-5" duck quill feathers 
in assorted colors.  3 oz. per package.             
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
B C-4507 Each .....................23.95

Creativity Street® Peacock Feathers
Web Projects 76 & 146 
12-Count Package—Nothing is more elegant 
than a beautiful peacock feather!  Iridescent with 
striking blue and green eyes. Add mystery to 
masks, costumes, collages and more.  Imitation  
peacock feathers measure approximately 11" 
long.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-4515 Each ..............................15.99

Creativity Street® Eagle Feathers
12-Count Package—Quality, authentic-looking, 
imitation eagle tail feathers make a wonderful 
accent to a variety of craft projects.  Perfect for 
creating headdresses and embellishing costumes.  
Feathers are approximately 12" long.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-4512 Each ................................7.39

A
B

Vibrant Quill Feathers!
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Hygloss Colored Sand 
12-Color Assortment 
Web Projects 95 & 139  Sand is packaged in 
durable plastic containers that feature resealable 
lids.  Assortment includes one tub each of 12 dif-
ferent vivid colors: black, blue, brown, green, 
lavender, light blue, magenta, orange, pink, red, 
white and yellow.  Each large tub contains 1 lb. of 
sand.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
HY-29129 Each ..............................56.95

Creativity Street® 
Classic Crafts Activities Kit
Web Project 57  An extensive assortment of 
craft products for loads of creativity and fun!  
Features a variety of chenille stems, feathers, 
pom poms, glitter glue pens, craft sticks, wiggle 
eyes, sequins and more, plus an illustrated idea 
sheet.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-1717 Each ..............................75.49

Roylco® Big Box of Art Materials™
Web Project 57  Packed with a tremendous 
selection of art and craft materials!  Find items 
such as: buttons, colored noodles, felt, beads, 
weaving mats, craft sticks, a skein of yarn, leather, 
foam shapes, decorative papers, mini picture 
frames, a project guide and more.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
ROY-2101 Each ..............................75.95

Learn It By Art™ 
Makerspace STEAM Builder II
A fantastic assortment of items to get any maker-
space started!  This STEAM-based kit encourages 
thinking solutions to bring out the natural curios-
ity in every student.  Kit contains rug yarn, origa-
mi paper, construction paper, Smart Sticks, mod-
eling clay, Now You See It Color Cards, white 
tagboard, tissue paper, KolorFast non-bleed tissue 
paper, assorted wiggle eyes, regular craft sticks, 
wood scratch sticks, Artstraws and assorted pom 
pons.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
P-1001002 Each ............................198.50

Plastic Funnel Set
4-Piece Set—Funnel set for quickly and easily 
filling containers with sand, rice, glitter and more.  
Also useful for refilling containers with glue, 
paint, ink or water.  Plastic funnels with 12mm to 
7mm angled spouts.

WARNING:  This product may contain 
chemicals known to the State of California 

to cause cancer and/or birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information go to: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
HAW-TA3904 Each ................................3.59

Hygloss
Paper 
Plates
100-Count 
Package
Paper plates 
are a classic, 
t i m e l e s s 
craft item, 
providing a 
blank back-
ground for creative ideas to take shape.  
Strong enough to hold a variety of items, 
such as buttons, sequins, glitter, foam and 
other collage materials.  Make stick puppet 
faces, macaroni tambourines and much 
more.  Also useful for distributing craft sup-
plies to a group.  White paper plates mea-
sure 9" in diameter.
HY-69109 Each ...........................6.79 

Activa® Adhesive Collage Boards
6-Count Package—Blank adhesive boards are 
perfect for creating your own sand art, collage 
and more, with less mess!  Simply peel off the 
protective cover to reveal the sticky surface.  
Boards measure 5x7".  
ACT-20509B Each ..............................11.99

Hygloss Collage Trays
Web Projects 222, 223 & 224
25-Count Package—These pulp trays are strong 
enough to hold lots of craft materials.  Made of 
cardboard fibers, they are a wonderful base for 
making masks or collages.  Can also be used as a 
background to frame art projects.  Round trays 
are 9" in diameter.
A HY-6909 Each ..............................24.95

Hygloss Collage Foam Trays
25-Count Package—Styrofoam collage trays are 
lightweight and accept most media.  An economi-
cal alternative.  9x11".
B HY-6982 Each ..............................14.59

A

B
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Roylco® Art-A-Roni Colored Noodles
Add brightly colored noodles to collages 
and 3D projects.  Also great for stringing 
on necklaces and garlands and using in 

STEAM stations. 1lb. of assorted colors and 
shapes.    Made with food-grade dyes.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
ROY-2111 Each ................................9.49

Colorful Sand Adds Texture 
To Craft Projects!

Brightly Colored Noodle 
Shapes For Collages!

NEW
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Himmeli Star Mobile Project Kit
180-Project Set—A creative project using a blend of art, math and social studies!  Enough sup-
plies for 24 students at a time to make up to 180 Himmeli Star Mobile Projects.  Complete kit 
includes one 1800-count box of white or colored Artstraws paper tubes, two 400-yard spools of 
white cotton string, 24 each of 5" long weaving needles and an instruction sheet.  You will also need 
scissors to complete the project.  
Himmeli Star Kit With White Straws
USCPK71A Each ....................................................................................................... 98.50
Himmeli Star Kit With Colored Straws
USCPK71B Each ....................................................................................................... 98.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Web
Project 71

Artstraws® Paper Tubes
Web Projects 6, 71, 174 & 221  4mm paper 
straws are great for craft building projects.  Bend, braid 
and twist to build; or glue and decorate to make ani-
mals, flowers and more.  Big, 16" long straws are easy 
to cut and weave.  Packages include approximately 
1800 straws, plus two project booklets and rubber 

bands.  Choose from bright white or colored 
straws.  Colored package contains 360 each of 
blue, brown, green, red and yellow.  Suitable for 
ages 3 and up.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
 Style Each
 C-9030 White 59.25
 C-9230 Colored 59.25

Creativity Street® Papier Mâché Boxes
Web Project 93  Extremely lightweight, sturdy, 
papier mache boxes are just right for decorat-
ing.  Embellish these lidded boxes with your 
imagination and creativity.  Brown kraft paper 
finish accepts most media.  Also ideal for col-
lage and decoupage, or use as small gift 
boxes. 
C-6450 Heart - 3-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 2"
C-6451 Oval - 3-1/2 x 2-1/2 x 2"
C-6452 Hexagon - 2-7/8 x 3-1/2 x 2"
Each ..................................................... 2.49
12 or More, Each (one style) ............... 2.29
Papier Mâché Box Class Pack - Set of 24 
boxes includes eight each of heart, hexagon and 
oval boxes with lids.
C-6449 Each .....................................47.95

Wikki Stix®

48-Piece Sets—Made of yarn and non-
toxic, food-grade wax, Wikki Stix are slight-
ly tacky to the touch, allowing them to stick 
together and to smooth surfaces.  Easy to 
reposition and reusable.  Pieces can be 
shaped and connected to each other.  8" 
long and 1/8" wide.  Packages include six 
different colors.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
A OM-803 Primary 
B OM-804 Neon
Each .................................................. 7.59

Wikki Stix® Big Count Box
468-Piece Set—Contains 36 each of 13 different 
colors.  6" sticks.  Includes a 12-page idea book-
let.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
OM-805 Each ..............................32.95

 A B

Wikki Stix®

24-Count Packages—3D or 2D fun for artists of 
all ages.  Brightly colored, waxed yarn holds its 
shape once it's formed and can be reshaped over 
and over again.  The special coating is perma-
nently tacky.  Stick together hundreds of pieces 
for large projects, no need for adhesives. Sticks 
measure 6" long.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
OM-8820 Light Blue 
OM-8822 Black
OM-8825 Light Green
OM-8826 Orange
OM-8827 Pink
OM-8828 Purple
OM-8829 Red
OM-8831 Yellow
Each ...........................................................2.39
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Create Your Own Himmeli Star!

Step 1

Step 7

Step 6Step 5

Step 4
Step 3

Step 2
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Creativity Street® Jumbo Stem Assortments
Web Projects 9, 25 & 240
100-Count Packages—Create some exciting craft projects with these solid colored stems.  Plenty for 
a group to make fun sculptural works of art.  Bend and twist to create any shape, animal or creature 
imaginable.  Add beads, wiggle eyes and other accessories to embellish your creations.  Jumbo stems 
measure 12" long, 1/4" wide.  Assorted color set contains a rainbow of 10 colors.  Hot colors assortment 
contains six bright shades.  Multicultural colors assortment features seven colors.
A C-711001 Assorted Colors 
B C-711004 Hot Colors
C C-711021 Multicultural Colors
Each .......................................................................................................................................... 2.99

Creativity Street® 
Colossal Chenille Stems®

Web Project 28  50-Count Package—Over 
1/2" in diameter and 19-1/2" long, these gigantic 
chenille stems are the biggest yet!  Kids will love 
all of the twisting possibilities!  Great for making 
poseable figures, puppets, party favors, orna-
ments, holiday decorations and more.  Assorted 
colors.
C-718001 Each ..............................10.99

B C

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Colossal Stems Are Larger 
Than Standard Stems!

Creativity Street®

Jumbo Sparkle Stems
Web Projects 9 & 26  100-Count Package
These shimmering stems look just like metallic 
holiday tinsel.  Perfect for adding shiny accents to 
crafts or for hanging holiday ornaments.  Five 
assorted colors.  Each stem measures 12" long, 
1/4" wide.
C-711601 Each ................................4.79

Creativity Street® 
Jumbo Striped Stems
Web Projects 9 & 240  100-Count 
Package—Add new interest to wire sculptures, 
collage and other crafts!  Jumbo, 1/4" wide 
assorted color stems with contrasting stripes.  12" 
long.
C-716001 Each ................................4.79

A

Creativity Street® Jumbo Stems
Web Projects 9, 51 & 240
100-Count Packages—Solid colored stems mea-
sure 12" long and 1/4" wide.  Terrific for a variety 
of craft projects.
C-711003 Black
C-711013 Brown
C-711010 Dark Blue
C-711008 Dark Green
C-711014 Orange
C-711006 Red
C-711002 White
C-711005 Yellow
Each ...........................................................2.99

Creativity Street® 
Regular Chenille Stems
100-Count Packages—A great variety for craft 
projects.  1/8" wide, assorted colors.
 Style Each
C-710001 6" Stems 1.99
C-711201 12" Stems 2.39

Regular

Jumbo

Colossal

Sparkle

Spiral

Creativity Street®

Chenille Stems Class Packs
Web Projects 4 & 9
1000-Count Packages—Fantastic value for 
classrooms!  Assorted color stems.  Stems mea-
sure 12" long.
 Style Width Each
C-911001 Jumbo 1/4" 26.99
C-911201 Regular 1/8" 21.75

Creativity Street® 
Spiral Chenille Stems®

50-Count Package—Unique spiral stems add 
dimension and texture to any craft project!  
Available in an assortment of vibrant blue, green, 
pink and purple colors.  Stems measure 12" long 
and approximately 1/4" wide. 
C-7190 Each ................................3.49
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Creativity Street® 
Pom Pons Assortments
100-Count Packages—Add more excitement to 
art projects with these fluffy pom pons!  Fine 
quality, 100% acrylic puffy pom pons are extra 
soft and fun to glue onto collages, puppets, cos-
tumes and more.  Terrific for creating 3D art.           
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
 Size Each
A C-811401 1/2" 3.99
B C-811001 1" 5.49

Pepperell Pom Poms
300-Count Packages—Colorful, high quality pom pom assortments!  Excellent for a multitude of craft 
activities.  Five different sizes in every package—1/2", 3/4", 1", 1-1/2" and 2".  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
A PYR-PMR300 Standard C PYR-PMU300 Pastel
B PYR-PMS300 Hot D PYR-PMV300 Animal
Each ...........................................................................................................................................7.59

A B

C D

Creativity Street® 
Glitter Pom Pons
80-Count Package
Poms with sparkling tinsel.  Eight colors: 
blue, green, orange, pink, purple, red, white 
and yellow.  Measure 1/2" in diameter, 
approximately 80 per package.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
C-8116 Each ....................... 5.99

PlayMais® Basic Sets
Made from corn starch, water and food coloring, 
PlayMais is 100% biodegradable.  Simply moisten 
the pieces with a little bit of water to make them 
stick to each other or paper.  Bright, assorted 
colors.  Sets include a sponge, kid-safe plastic 
knife and an idea booklet.  Non-toxic.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
 Style Each
PLA-160024 300-Count 14.79
PLA-160027 1000-Count 25.99

Creativity Street® Craft Fluffs
100-Count Package—Triple-size, white cotton 
puff balls.  Terrific for adding texture and dimen-
sion to craft projects.  Glue onto puppets for fur 
or a tail, or unroll for flat lengths.  Twist and braid 
unrolled fluff for great doll hair. Or, cut in half for 
smaller crafts.  Fluffs measure approximately 1" in 
size.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-6400 Each ................................4.39
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Creativity 
Street® 
Pound of 
Poms®

1200-Count 
Package
Huge bag of 
craft poms, fea-
turing a super 
assortment of 
sizes, styles and 
colors, from 
1/2" to 2".  Great 
for all sorts of 
projects, from 
costumes to col-
lage and more!            
1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not 
for children 
under 3 years.
C-818001
Each .........................................................28.75

Creativity 
Street® 
Peel & 
Stick 
Pom Pons
240-Count 
Package
No glue need-
ed!    Self-
adhesive poms 
have a sticky 
dot on the bot-
tom, making 
d e c o r a t i n g 
easy and  
mess-free with 
no drying time!  A convenient way to add texture 
and dimension to collages, decorations, costumes 
and all kinds of art and craft projects.  Contains 
30 each of eight bright colors.  Super soft, plush, 
round poms measure 5/8" each.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-813001 Each ..............................11.59

Halloween Spider
Web Project 9

Watch This Project On
YouTube at UnitedArtandEd
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Creativity Street® WonderFoam® 
Shape Assortments
No need to use scissors or a craft knife to 
make your own WonderFoam shapes!  Just 
add glue and let your imagination shine.  
Terrific for a variety of craft projects, includ-
ing collages, costumes, masks, cards, deco-
rating pencil boxes, notebooks and much 
more.  Packages feature bright, lightweight  
pieces in assorted geometric shapes, sizes 
and colors.  1/2 lb. tub contains approxi-
mately 3000 pieces; 1 lb. package contains 
approximately 5000 pieces.  Assortments 
may vary.  Water resistant.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for chil-
dren under 3 years.
 Style Each
C-4311 1/2 lb. Tub 16.59
C-4310 1 lb. Bag 29.95

Creativity Street®

WonderFoam® Sheet Assortments
Web Projects 66, 150 & 154  
Easily cut your own shapes out of these 1/16" 
thick, colorful foam sheets with scissors or a craft 
knife.  Pieces glue together easily.  Great for mul-
timedia collages and accents on papercraft proj-
ects.  10-count packages contain one sheet of 10 
different colors. 40-count package contains an 
assortment of colors.
 Size Sheets Each
C-4301 5-1/2 x 8-1/2" 40 7.49
C-4318 9x12" 10 7.99
C-4313 12x18" 10 13.99

A Great Way To Teach Mosaics!
Creativity Street® 
WonderFoam® Mosaic Tiles
Web Project 8  500-Count 
Package—Colorful foam squares.  
Glue on paper, cardboard, plastic 
and wood with school glue.  
Colors include black, 
blue, brown, green, 
light green, orange, 
peach, purple, red, 
white and yellow.  
Tiles cut easily for 
more intricate designs!  
3/8" squares.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-4338 Each ................................................................................................................6.59

No Glue Needed With
Peel & Stick Sheets!

Creativity Street® WonderFoam® 
Peel & Stick Sheets
20-Count Package—Sticky-backed, assorted 
color foam sheets stick to a variety of smooth 
surfaces.  No glue needed!  Foam cuts easily with 
scissors or a craft knife, so you can create custom 
shapes and sizes.  Sheets measure 9x12".  Two 
each of 10 colors.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-4309 Each ..............................17.99

Creativity Street® WonderFoam® 
Peel & Stick Shapes
720-Count Package—Self-adhesive shapes in 
assorted sizes and colors.  Perfect for collages!      
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
C-4308 Each ................................9.99

Creativity Street® WonderFoam® 
Letters & Numbers
A fun learning tool!  Clear storage tub con-
tains 1/2 pound of WonderFoam letters and 
numbers; more than 1500 pieces in all.  
Each symbol is approximately 1-3/8" tall.  
Assorted bright colors.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.  
C-4304 Each .........................15.99

Creativity Street® 
WonderFoam® Glitter Sheets
10-Count Package—Add sparkle to any arts and 
crafts project without the mess with these glitter 
sheets!  Assorted colors include: black, blue, gold, 
green, orange, pink, purple, red, silver and white.  
Sheets measure 8-1/4 x 11-3/4".  
C-4344 Each ..............................17.89

Make Your Own Matisse 
WonderFoam Collage

Web Project 66
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Make Bright 
Projects With

Pre-Dyed Sticks!
Creativity Street®

Colored Sticks
No need for paint or markers with 
these colorful sticks.  Wood craft 
sticks have been dyed in bright 
colors for eye-catching appeal.  
Construct buildings, airplanes, pup-
pets and more.  Regular sticks measure 4-1/2 x 3/8", Jumbo 
sticks measure 6 x 3/4".  Both sizes are 2mm thick.

Creativity Street® 
Craft Stick Juniors
150-Count Package—Junior sticks are 
handy for craft projects that require different 
lengths!  Each stick measures 2-1/2" long,  
3/8" wide and 2mm thick.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
C-372201 Each ....................... 3.19

Creativity Street®

Regular Economy Craft Sticks
1000-Count Package—Regular size, 4-1/2 
x 3/8" wooden craft sticks.  2mm thick.
C-377401 Each ....................... 8.95

Creativity Street® Woodcrafts Craft Sticks
Web Project 238  All-purpose, natural wood sticks.  Terrific for constructing all sorts of buildings and 
craft projects.  Regular measure 4-1/2 x 3/8"; jumbo measure 6 x 3/4".  2mm thick.

Regular

Jumbo

Junior

Regular - 1000 per package. 
C-377501 Each ..............................11.75

Jumbo Quantity Each
C-367601 100-Count 3.19
C-377601 500-Count 10.95

Creativity Street® Smart Sticks™
1000-Count Package—Ideal for STEM projects!  
Smart Sticks are designed to make building proj-
ects easier.  The specially designed notches make 
it easy to break off a portion of the stick, or con-
nect multiple sticks together to form a durable 
structure without the need for glue.  Unfinished 
natural wood sticks can be embellished with 
paint, wood stain, markers, or any of your favorite 
craft materials.  Each stick is 4-1/2" in length and 
3/8" wide.  
C-388001 Each ..............................24.99

B Jumbo Quantity Each
C-367602 100-Count 3.19
C-377602 500-Count 13.49

A Regular Quantity Each
C-367502 150-Count 3.19
C-377502 1,000-Count 13.49

A

B

Hygloss 
Assorted Size People Wood Shapes
40-Count Package—Five assorted, child-friendly 
wooden people shapes are ready for painting, 
decorating or dressing up for play and educa-
tional purposes.  Made from natural, smooth, 
unfinished wood.  Pieces range from 1-1/4" to 
2-3/8" tall and 1/2" to 3/4" wide  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-9560 Each ..............................16.79

Hygloss KolorStix™ 
Round Wood Craft Sticks
100-Count Package—Smooth, brightly colored 
wooden sticks for a variety of craft projects.  Each 
measures 4" long and 1/8" wide.  Non-toxic.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
HY-73310 Each ................................4.75

Creativity Street® 
Wooden Toothpicks
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.

Round Pointed - 2-3/4" long.  Package of 
800.
A C-368901 Each ....................... 2.49
Flat - 2-1/4" long.  Package of 2,500.
B C-369001 Each ....................... 3.69

A

B

Creativity Street® 
Mini Spring Clothes Pins
250-Count Package—Use on craft projects or as 
fun accents.  Assorted colors.  Wooden clothes 
pins measure 1" long.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C C-367202 Each ..............................14.59

Creativity Street® Spring Clothespins
A great addition to any arts and craft project.           
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.  
Large - Measure 2-3/4" long.  24 per package.
D C-368301 Each ................................3.99
Mini - Measure 1" long.  50 per package.              
E C-365701 Each ................................2.99

Creativity Street®

Slotted Clothes Pins
4" long, solid wood.  Doll pins have flat bottoms.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
 Style Qty Each
F C-368601 Doll Pins 30 6.49
G C-368501 Slotted Pins 40 5.95
Doll Pins & Stands - 20 sets of doll pins and stands 
per package.
H C-368703 Each ................................8.39

C

D

E

F

G

H

Creativity Street® 
Mini Craft Sticks
Web Project 48  500-Count Package
Smooth, flat sticks.  Each measures 2-3/4" 
long and 3/32" wide.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-389401 Each ....................... 3.99
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Creativity Street® Wood Shapes
Natural wood shapes in circles, hearts, ovals, pet-
als, squares and stars.  Pieces range in size from 
7/16" to 1-3/8" and measure 1/16" thick.                  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.    
 Style Each
C-369901 350-Count 14.39
C-370001 1000-Count 34.95

Creativity Street® 
Colored Wood Geometric Shapes
200-Count Package—Pre-colored wood shapes.  
Includes circles, rectangles, squares and trian-
gles.  Pieces range in size from 1/2" to 1-1/2" and 
measure 1/16" thick.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3609 Each ................................8.29

Hygloss Assorted Wood Shapes
Web Project 74  50-Count Package—A fan-
tastic assortment of thick, smooth wood shapes 
that are ready to be decorated!  Finish by attach-
ing a pin back or magnet for a quick craft project.  
Includes a variety of basic shapes in assorted 
sizes.  Thickness varies.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
HY-95050 Each ..............................16.79

Hygloss Wood Turnings
A terrific assortment of wood turnings that come 
in a natural tone.  High quality, large shapes can 
be glued or strung.  Smooth finish can be painted.  
Terrific for collage, sculpture and a variety of 
projects.  2-1/2 lb. bag is full of interesting 3D 
shapes ranging from 3/4" to 5".  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-95025 Each ..............................14.59

Pacon®

Treasure Chest of Wood
Construct dozens of crafts with 10 lbs. of assorted 
wood shapes!  Pieces can be glued together and 
decorated.  Contains wooden dowels in a range of 
sizes, crib slats, blocks, petal shapes and much 
more.  Selection varies, but every box is a terrific 
value.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
P-25330 Each ..............................45.79

10 lbs. of Craft Wood!
 

Creativity Street® 
Wood Crafts Activity Box
A terrific assortment of natural and multi-colored 
wood shapes perfect for STEAM projects or col-
lage crafts!  Includes regular, jumbo and mini 
craft sticks, shapes, spoons, turnings, Smart 
Sticks and building sticks.  Over 2,100 pieces plus 
an idea sheet!  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.    
C-1718 Each ..............................74.95

Hygloss Wood Spools
72-Count Package—A wonderful value for 
wood craft projects in the classroom!  
Spools are unfinished and are easy to glue, 
paint, color or decorate to create a range of 
crafts!  Complete assortment includes three 
sizes of smooth wooden spools for a variety 
of uses: 5/8", 1" and 2" long.  Diameters 
vary.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
HY-9570 Each ..................... 17.49

Hygloss Assorted Wood Blocks
48-Count Package—A large variety of quality, 
hardwood blocks that come in an assortment of 
sizes—3/4", 1" and 1-1/4".  Terrific for an array of 
art and craft projects.  Use them to construct 
buildings, 3D sculptures, towers or models, or 
create holiday decorations, ABC blocks and much 
more!  Decorate with tempera, acrylic, stain, paint 
markers and more, or leave them their natural 
wood tone.  Also ideal for woodburning, carving 
and engraving.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years. 
HY-9540 Each ..............................17.49

Hygloss Wood Blocks
48-Count Package—Unfinished hardwood 
blocks are uniform in size and ideal for craft proj-
ects.  Perfect for ABC blocks, towers, holiday deco-
rations and more.  Embellish with markers, paint, 
stain and other collage materials for a unique 
touch.  Blocks measure 1" cubed.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
HY-9542 Each ..............................17.49

Unfinished Wood Spools 
For Crafts & Play!

 

Explore over 200 free project ideas at

UnitedNow.com!
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Creativity Street® 

Wooden Dowels
12-Count Packages—Use these wooden 
dowels to create the basic structures for 
mobiles, banners, kites, weaving and sculp-
ture projects!  Cut to size with a utility knife 
or saw, then glue together for a sturdy proj-
ect foundation.  Natural, unfinished solid 
wood resists warping.  Each wooden dowel 
measures 36" long.
 Diameter Each
C-369301 1/4" 8.79
C-369401 3/8" 12.79
C-369501 1/2" 21.99

Creativity Street® Wood Dowel Set
12-Count Package—A shorter dowel set, perfect 
for many woodworking arts and crafts projects!  
Natural, unfinished solid wood resists warping 
and easily accepts stain, paint and embellish-
ments.  Dowels cut easily with a utility knife or 
saw.  Each wooden dowel measures 1/4" diameter 
and 12" long. 
C-365001 Each ................................4.79

Midwest Products 
Balsa Bridge Class Pack
24-Project Set—Students will be challenged to 
design and construct their own wooden bridges, 
then enjoy the thrill of destructive testing.  Bridge 
building supports a wide variety of curricula 
including geometry, physics, technology educa-
tion, mathematics and general science.  Kit 
includes balsa wood (15 pieces per student), 
adhesive and competition design parameters to 
conduct the competitive lab activity.  Grades 
6-12. 
MP-8660 Each ..............................93.95

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Economical Dowel Sets 
For Group & STEM 

Projects!

Life-Size Wooden Eggs!
Hygloss Wooden Eggs
Web Project 94
12-Count Package—Smooth, life-size, wooden eggs are ready to 
decorate for holiday crafts.  Try using a woodburner to create intri-
cate designs.  Collage or color with colored pencils, paint markers or 
permanent markers.  Each egg measures 1-3/4 x 2-1/2".
HY-9594 Each .....................................................................18.99

Pyrography Wood Eggs - Web Project 94

Step 1 - Use the Creative Woodburner tool to 
burn a design on the surface of your wooden egg.  
By changing to different burner point tips, you can 
make different marks such as dots, curves and 
fine lines.  

Step 2 - Fill in the design with Prismacolor 
Colored Pencils.  Layering colors will give addi-
tional depth and realism.  Can be sealed with 
varnish or clear acrylic glaze.  

Midwest Products Strip Bag
Web Project 161  1/4 board foot (36 cubic 
inches) of balsa and basswood in a variety of sizes 
of strips.  WARNING: Cancer - Wood Dust.  For 

more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov/wood

MP-23 Each ..............................11.99

Midwest Products 
Basswood Assortment
Desired for its workability and finishing qualities.  
Includes 1/2 board foot (72 cubic inches) of bass-
wood in a variety of shapes and sizes.  Perfect for 
classroom carving projects.  WARNING: Cancer - 

Wood Dust.  For more information go to: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood

MP-17 Each ................................9.59

Midwest Products Basswood Strips & Planks
Fine quality basswood, terrific for crafts and building models.  Strips and planks are 24" long.  
WARNING: Cancer - Wood Dust.  For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood

 Size Quantity Package
MP-4044 1/8 x 1/8" 20 9.75
MP-4066 1/4 x 1/4" 10 11.99
MP-4088 3/8 x 3/8" 5 9.99
MP-4099 1/2 x 1/2" 5 14.50
MP-4046 1/8 x 1/4" 15 10.99
MP-4304 1/8 x 3" 10 29.50
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Walnut Hollow® Project Wood
3-Count Package—Made from Baltic birch, these 
8x10" wooden sheets feature a pre-drilled hole for 
easy hanging.  Durable surface is ready for paint, 
stain, nails, glue, stickers, embellishments and 
more.  1/8" thick.
WH-40668 Each ................................7.59

Walnut Hollow® Framed Signs
These signs are made with a pine frame and Baltic 
birch insert.  Surfaces are unfinished.  Each is 
5/8" thick.
 Size Each
WH-42076 8x8" 10.99
WH-42077 11x11" 14.99
WH-42078 11x14" 14.99

Walnut Hollow® Basswood Surfaces
Solid wood plaques made from basswood have no 
pitch or grain to interfere with finishing tech-
niques, such as wood burning.  Approximately 
3/4" thick.
 Size Each
WH-42266 6x8" 6.99 
WH-42267 8x8" 7.99
WH-41161 8x10" 9.99

Walnut Hollow® Value Plaques
Baltic birch plywood plaques feature an 
unfinished surface and beveled edges.  
Great for painting, wood burning and more.  
3/8" thick.
WH-24625 Oval - 5-1/4 x 7-1/4"
WH-24623 Circle - 6-1/4"
WH-24624 Rectangle - 5-1/4 x 7-1/4"
Each ..................................................2.99

Big Pack of Wood Plaques!

Midwest Products Craft Plywood
6-Count Packages—Craft plywood is made from 
fine quality birch veneer, perfect for staining, 
painting, stenciling and woodburning.  Cuts easily 
with a saw and can even be cut with a utility knife.  
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications; 
for best results it is recommended to seal outdoor 
projects.  Each sheet measures 1/8" thick.  

WARNING: Cancer - Wood Dust.  For more 
information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.

gov/wood
 Size Each
MP-5304 6x12" 13.29
MP-5306 12x24" 32.99

Midwest Products 
Thin Plywood Assortment
An affordable variety of shapes and sizes, totaling 
1/8 board foot (18 cubic inches) of poplar, 
meranti or birch plywood.  Assortment may vary.  

WARNING: Cancer - Wood Dust.  For more 
information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.

gov/wood
MP-16 Each ..............................11.59

Walnut Hollow® 
Mini Thin Plaque Assortment
Web Projects 155 & 187  72-Piece Set
Set contains 24 each of three styles: circles mea-
suring 4-1/2", ovals measuring 3-1/2 x 5" and 
rectangles measuring 3-1/2 x 5".  Unfinished, 
solid Baltic birch plywood plaques with beveled 
edges.  Each plaque measures approximately 3/8" 
thick.
WH-0072 Each ..............................94.50

Walnut Hollow®

Basswood Country Planks®

Includes natural bark on the edge.  Kiln-dried, 
lightly sanded surface.  Sizes may vary; small 
planks measure 11" high and approximately 7" to 
9" wide, and medium planks measure 13" high 
and approximately 9" to 11" wide.  Approximately 
1/2" thick.  
 Size Each
WH-3500 Small 9.95
WH-3510 Medium 10.99

Walnut Hollow®

Basswood Country Round®

Unfinished, cross-cut, round-shaped wooden 
plaque includes natural bark on the edge.  Kiln-
dried, real basswood with a lightly sanded sur-
face.  Size may vary; measures approximately 7" 
to 9" wide and 1/2" thick.
WH-27670 Each ................................8.95

Economical, Smooth 
Plaques!
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Richeson 
Wood Carving Knife Sets
Excellent for softer woods like balsa and bass-
wood.  Also great on linoleum rolls and wood 
blocks for block printing or chip carving.  Sets 
include V-gouges, U-gouges, angle cutters and 
knife points.  Durable wooden handles.  5-1/4" 
long.
 Style Each
J-400031 6-Knife  7.99
J-400032 12-Knife 12.99

Excel™ Professional Carving Set
6-Piece Set—Includes six professional, wooden 
handled, quality tools including slant and square 
chisels, plus curved, curved "V", flat and straight 
gouges.   6-1/2" long.
EX-56011 Each ..............................24.59

Excel™ #7 Wood Carving Knife
Surgically sharp for cutting, trimming, scoring and carv-
ing.  Durable plastic handle with large jaw lock for safe 
cutting.  Measures 5-3/4" long.
EX-16007 Each ................................................................................................................7.99

A 

Speedball® Cutter Set #1
6-Piece Set—One adjustable cutter handle and 
five cutters, including small and large V-gouges, 
small and large U-gouges and a knife.
A SAP-41231 Each ..............................14.39
 6 or More, Each.............13.79

Speedball® Cutter Set #2
8-Piece Set—Two adjustable cutter handles and 
six linoleum cutters, including small and large 
V-gouges, small and large U-gouges, square 
gouge and a knife.
B SAP-4132 Each ..............................19.99
 

Speedball® Linozip 
Safety Cutter Set
Web Projects
2 & 56
6-Piece 
Set
Pull-style 
cutters reduce the risk of 
accidents.  Set includes a cutter handle and five 
pull-style cutters:  small and large V-gouges, 
small and large U-gouges and a knife.  
SAP-4137 Each ..............................14.39
 12 or More, Each...........13.79

B

Midwest Products
Balsa Wood Mini Carving Blocks
Balsa wood cuts easily with a hobby knife and can 
be stained or painted to represent any type of 
wood.  Kiln dried to produce a high strength-to-
weight ratio.  Excellent for modeling and carving.  
Contains approximately 1/2 board foot (72 cubic 
inches) of balsa wood in random shapes and sizes.  
Assortment may vary.  

WARNING: Cancer - Wood Dust.  For more 
information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.

gov/wood
MP-20 Each ..............................15.99

Natural Wood Cubes!

Walnut Hollow®

Basswood Whittler's Kit
3-Piece Set—Whittle down these basswood 
blocks to create wooden sculptures, figurines, 
ornaments, instruments, wood block prints and 
much more.  Basswood is soft enough for begin-
ner and young carvers, yet strong and light for 
fantastic results.  Set contains three blocks that 
measure 1-3/4 x 1-3/4" and range from 4" to 6" 
long.  Use with wood carving knives.
WH-4008 Each ................................6.99

Set Includes 
Four Blades

Midwest Products
Super Easy Cutter
Accurately cuts angles and is able to cut 
wood strips up to 1/4" thick!  Features a no-slip 
rubber grip and a safety lock handle.  For ages 14 
and up.
MP-1128 Each ..............................26.95

Excel™ Coping Saw
Coping saw cuts plastic, thin metal and wire, plus 
styrofoam and wood.  Adjustable wooden handle 
holds blade taut for control and makes cutting 
interior shapes easier.  Includes four blades, with 
variable sized teeth, in each package.  Measures 7 
x 4-1/2".
EX-55676 Each ..............................15.99
Coping Saw Blade Refills - Four blades.
EX-20570 Each ................................4.59

Excel™ Mitre Box & Blade
Web Projects 82 & 161  
Slotted sides allow the razor saw to cleanly and 
accurately cut.  Lip of metal base steadies the box 
against the edge of a table or angles the base for 
ease in cutting.  5" fine-toothed razor, pull-out 
saw blade.    1" deep blade has 54 teeth per inch.  
Excel #5 heavy-duty knife handle included.
A EX-55666 Each ..............................19.95
Replacement Pull-Out Saw Blade - 5x1" fine-
toothed razor, pull-out saw blade.  
B EX-30490 Each ................................5.49

A

B

Walnut Hollow® 
Basswood Carving 
Block
Kiln dried, solid bass-
wood block is perfect 
for carving, woodburn-
ing and crafting!  
Smooth, even wood 
grain.  Light in color 
with no resin or pitch.  
Can also be painted, 
varnished, glued and 
sanded.  Large block 
measures 1-3/4 x 3 x 
10".
WH-4111 Each  ...................... 7.99
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Walnut 
Hollow® 
Creative 
Versa-Tool™
Works on a variety 
of surfaces includ-
ing wood, leather 
and paper!  Great 
for woodburning, 
stencil cutting and 
l e a t h e r w o r k .  
Features 11 points 
including calligra-
phy, flow, mini flow, 
hot knife, shading, 
soldering, tapered, 
cone,  universal, 
mini universal and 
stamping point, plus case and lead-free solder.  
Features a comfort grip and stand.  25 watts.  
Adjustable temperature control.  
WH-38283 Each ..............................29.95

Walnut Hollow® 
Burner Point
Set
5-Piece Set
Designed for use 
with the Creative 
Woodburner Value Pen.  Includes five different 
pen points: mini universal, universal, cone for fine 
lines and dots, flow for curves and details, and 
shading for subtle or bold gradations.
WH-5599 Each ................................9.39

Walnut Hollow® 
Creative Hobby Tool™
The Creative Hobby Tool heats to 
950°F, ideal for soldering and wood-
burning.  Cut plastic sheets and 
foam, or shape items from 
wax and soap.  Features 
seven points: cone and 
square soldering points, 
straight and hook hot 
knife points, tapered 
point, texture & tone 
point and mini flow 
point.  Includes 35" of 
lead-free solder, tool 
stand and instruc-
tions.
WH-28094 Each ..............................19.95

Walnut Hollow® 
Creative Woodburner® Value Pen
Web Project 94  The ideal pen for woodburn-
ing beginners.  Economical, 25-watt tool heats to 
950°F.  Includes universal, cone, shading and flow 
points, plus a stand to rest the pen on when the 
point is hot but not in use.  Recommended for 
ages 14 and up with adult supervision.  
WH-5570 Each ..............................15.95

Fiskars® Hand Drill
Drill holes through plaster, 
wood, laminate and more, with-

out the need for batteries or electricity.  Cord-
free, hand-crank drill comes with four bits: 3/32", 
1/8", 5/32" and 3/16".  Crank folds down for 
compact storage and easy bit changes.  Features 
a lifetime manufacturer's warranty.
FMC-132420 Each ..............................27.95

7-Piece
Needle File Set
Steel needle files are 
excellent for finishing 
and modeling work.  
Aluminum,  4-1/2" 
long handle features a 
twist chuck for easy 
changing between the 
six 3x140mm files.  
Includes one flat, one 
half-round, one round, 
and three angled files.  
Vinyl pouch keeps files 
together for convenient 
storage.
HAW-F347 Each ...12.99

Aleene’s® All-Purpose 
Wood Glue
A favorite adhesive for bonding 

both soft and hard woods!  This all-purpose wood 
glue forms a super-strong hold on any interior 
wood craft or hobby project, even frames and 
furniture.  Grabs instantly and sets fast, yet allows 
for easy repositioning before clamping or nailing 
objects together.  Finish projects by sanding, 
staining, painting or varnishing when glue has 
completely dried.  Cleans up easily with soap and 
warm water.  4 oz. bottle.  Non-toxic.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
DUN-15623 Each ................................2.79

3M General Purpose Sandpaper
5-Count Package—Use this all-purpose sandpa-
per for sanding wood, metal, plastic and painted 
surfaces.  Package contains five 9x11" sheets 
made with aluminum oxide abrasives.  Includes 
two sheets each of 100 grit and 150 grit and one 
sheet of 220 grit. 
MAC-90051 Each ................................3.99

Learning Resources®

Safety Goggles
Durable plastic goggles with wrap-around 
sides protect eyes from all angles.  Features 
adjustable, elastic straps to comfortably fit 
adults.  Ideal for ages 8 and up.  
LER2450 Each ................................7.50

Art Alternatives 
Disposable Dust 
Masks

5-Count 
Package

Use disposable 
dust masks to protect 
your lungs against 
non-toxic nuisance 
dust, especially working with wood or foam.   
Masks feature an elastic strap.   
MAC-17644 Each ................................6.59

Excel™ 
Extra Hands 
With Magnifier
Ideal for working 
up-close with small 
items.  Double alli-
gator spring clamps 
and double ball 
joints will hold your 
work securely and 
conveniently at any 
angle.   Arms extend 
to 10".  Plus, 2X 
magnifier lens 
allows for precise, 
detailed work.  Heavy base adds stability.  Wing 
nuts on the ball joints make positioning easy.
EX-55675 Each ..............................18.99

STANDART 
Powerlock 
Measuring Tape
Durable metal mea-

suring tape is flexible and resists bending.  Locks 
securely.  Marked in both English and metric 
units, with an accent on each foot.  Includes nail 
pivot, belt clip and vinyl strap.  25 ft. max length.
HAW-17250 Each ................................7.99

Claw Hammer
Web Project 155  Affordable 16 
oz. claw hammer features a 1" 
forged head with claw end.  11" fiberglass 
handle with rubberized grip.  
HAW-PH720F Each ..................... 14.95
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Jennifer's Mosaics 
Plastic Stepping Stone Molds
Ideal for creating custom stepping stones.   
Reusable clear molds are made of durable, 
high-impact plastic.  Molds measure 10" and 
are 1" deep.  Square mold has rounded corners 
for easy relief.  
DTI-204 Square 
DTI-205 Circle
Each ......................................................10.95

Jennifer's Mosaics 
Outdoor Cement
Super strong formula stands up to the harshest 
of weather, no sealant or reinforcement need-
ed.  Smooth, porcelain white finish with crack 
reduction.  Most pieces dry overnight.  20 lb. 
box, approximately 27 cups total.  Health 
Warning: Dry powder may irritate eyes.

WARNING: This product can expose you 
to chemicals including Silica, crystalline 

(airborne particles of respirable size), which are 
known to the State of California to cause can-
cer. For more information go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov
DTI-507J Each ...........................32.95

Plastic Mosaic Pieces Are A Safe Alternative To Glass!
The Beadery® 
Broken Shapes Clearly Mosaics™
Brightly colored pieces come in random shapes to 
resemble broken mosaic pieces, but are molded 
out of plastic so there are no sharp edges.  1/2 lb. 
packages include approximately 1000 pieces.         
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
Opaque Colors 
TB-89925 Each ................................9.99
Transparent Colors 
TB-89926 Each ................................9.99

The Beadery® 
Geometric Shapes Clearly Mosaics™
These brightly colored plastic pieces in geometric 
shapes include a mix of triangles, squares and 
rectangles.  No sharp edges.  1/2 lb. packages 
include approximately 1000 pieces.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
Opaque Colors 
TB-89927 Each ................................6.89
Transparent Colors 
TB-89929 Each ................................6.89

Creativity Street®

Plastic Mosaic Shapes
Web Project 99  An economical alternative to 
glass pieces and safe for younger artists!  Perfect 
for unique mosaics, crafts and collage projects.    
Also great for sorting and fine motor skills.  
Translucent plastic pieces in assorted shapes and 
a variety of colors.  Smooth and flat on both sides, 
pieces glue easily.  Pieces resemble broken tile 
mosaic pieces and measure approximately 1/2".  
1 lb. package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3588 Each ..............................20.95

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!

Jennifer's 
Mosaics 
Square
Coaster Mold
One-piece, reus-
able plastic mold, 
with a no-spill 
design.  Shallow, 
black mold is per-
fect for making customized coasters.  
Measures approximately 4-1/4".  Use with 
flat tiles and Mosaic Stone Indoor Cement.  
DTI-104 Each ....................... 4.29
 12 or More, Each.... 3.99

Jennifer's 
Mosaics 
Mosaic Stone 
Indoor 
Cement™
Fast-drying, rein-
forced, white 
cement dries to a 
porcelain-like finish 
in one hour.  Just add water to dry mix.  For 
indoor projects.  2 lb. tub makes approxi-
mately ten 4-1/4" coasters.  Health 
Warning:  Dry powder may irritate eyes.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Silica, crystalline (air-

borne particles of respirable size), which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer.  
For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov Style Each
DTI-129A 2 lb. Tub 8.99
DTI-130A 20 lb. Tub 67.50
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Jennifer's Mosaics 
Square Metal Coasters
Adhere ceramic or glass tiles to square aluminum 
forms and grout to create an affordable, custom 
coaster.  (Tiles not included.)
 Outer Dimensions Each 12/Ea
DTI-1044 4x4"  3.99 3.69
DTI-1045 5-1/2 x 5-1/2" 3.99 3.69

Jennifer's 
Mosaics 
Indoor/Outdoor 
Powdered Grout
Web Project 74 
All-purpose grout is 
extremely wear-resis-
tant.  Just add water 
to dry powder.  Use 
for grout lines over 
1/8".  If using for outdoor projects, sealing is 
recommended.  2 lb. tubs.  Health Warning: Dry 
powder may irritate eyes.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Silica, crystalline (air-

borne particles of respirable size), which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov
DTI-581 Black DTI-580 White
Each ...........................................................7.79
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Jennifer's Mosaics Stained Glass Chip Assortments
Web Project 74  Brilliant stained glass, hand-cut and ground into irregular squares measuring 3/4".  
Ideal for geometric designs—use entire square for easy mosaic projects or use nippers to cut chips into 
random shapes.  Made of authentic stained glass with colorful, translucent swirls and streaks.  
Assortments feature a variety of colors.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
4 lb. Box - Approximately 700 chips.
DTI-361B Each ..............................45.75

Jennifer's Mosaics Cathedral Glass Chip Assortment
Web Project 99  Cathedral Glass Chips offer pure, rich color!  3/4" squares are hand-cut and ground 
from authentic, gorgeous, translucent stained glass.  Chips can be used whole or broken.  4 lb. assort-
ment contains approximately 700 chips.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
DTI-361CB Each ..............................................................................................................45.75

Jennifer's Mosaics Iridescent Glass Chip Assortment
Web Project 74  Authentic stained glass with a lustrous iridescent play of color that changes in the 
light.  Use them whole, or shape them with nippers.  3/4" glass squares are hand-cut and ground.  4 
lb. assortment contains approximately 700 chips.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
DTI-361IRB Each ..............................................................................................................49.95

8 lb. Box - Approximately 1400 chips.
DTI-361 Each ..............................81.79

Jennifer's Mosaics
Deco Ceramic Tile Assortment
Great for mosaics, coasters, stepping stones and 
more!  A collection of colorful, 3/8" glazed ceram-
ic tiles.  Smooth on the front with rounded cor-
ners and sides and no sharp edges.  Contains a 
variety of colors.  5 lb. package.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
DTI-MS724 Each ..............................66.75

Jennifer's Mosaics 
Classico Venetian Glass Tile Mix
Web Project 99  Excellent for detailed mosaic 
work and for children's projects.  3/8" tiles in 
assorted solid colors with a classic matte finish 
and smooth corners.  3 lb. package.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
DTI-625 Each ..............................36.95

Everything You Need To Get Started In Mosaics!
Jennifer's Mosaics Ultimate Mosaic Kit
Complete kit includes wheeled glass nippers for creating custom 
shapes, safety glasses, five pairs of latex gloves, large and small appli-
cators, a sponge for smoothing and wiping away grout, 8 oz. of 
Aleene's Tacky glue, 2 lbs. of white grout, 2 lbs. of black grout and 20 

lbs. of mosaic pieces in a variety of colors and styles.  Assortment 
of mosaic pieces varies.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 

parts.  Not for children under 3 years.  
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including Silica, crystalline (airborne particles of respi-

rable size), which are known to the State of California to 
cause cancer. For more information go to www.

P65Warnings.ca.gov
DTI-K1620 Each................................................... 278.50

Jennifer's Mosaics
Deco Ceramic Tile Shape 
Assortment
Glazed ceramic tiles in a variety of shapes, 
colors and sizes.  Rounded corners and 
sides without sharp edges.  Assortment of 
tiles features speckled, mottled, striated 
and traditional glazes.  Assortment varies 
each time!  5 lb. package.   1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
DTI-MS725 Each ....................98.50

Diamond Tech Garden Dreams 
Ceramic Mosaic Tiles
Features brightly colored hearts, flowers, butter-
flies, stars and crescent moons.  Rounded edges 
with flat tops and bottoms.  1 lb. bag, assorted 
colors.  Pieces are approximately 3/4".  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
A DTI-MS4661 Opaque Mix
B DTI-MS4651 Iridescent Mix
Each .........................................................15.99

A B
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Complete Stained Glass 
Crafting Tool Pack!

Jennifer's Mosaics 
Stained Glass Tool Pack
Get a successful start in stained glass 
artwork!  Set includes a soldering iron, 
51.6 grams Rubyfluid flux soldering 
paste, 1 lb. of 60/40 solder, 36 yards of 

Studio Pro 1/4" copper stained glass 
foil, a dry wheeled glass cutter, 1" run-

ning pliers, 3/8" breaker/grozer pli-
ers, 9-3/4" stained glass scythe 

stone, a 1/4" brush and Memories 
In Glass instructional book.  

Health Warning: Soldering paste not 
recommended for use with children.  Solder 

contains lead.
DTI-672 Each ............................137.50

Jennifer's Mosaics 
Cathedral Glass Scrap Pack
Web Project 117  Includes bits and pieces of 
broken scrap glass with unground edges; every 
package is a different selection of random sizes, 
shapes, colors, transparency and textures - each 
project will be unique.  30 lb. box.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
DTI-G002SP Each ..............................98.75

Diamond Tech Tumbled Glass
Web Projects 178 & 179  Brightly colored 
glass pieces are fractured and tumbled to resem-
ble sea glass.  Pieces measure 1/4" to 1-1/2" and 
come in an endless variety of shapes and colors.  
Perfect for stained glass and mosaic projects.  
Ultra-tumbled to produce very smooth edges, so 
they are great for children.  20 oz. package.
DTI-MS343 Each ..............................15.95

Tumbled Glass Pin Project Kit
Web Project 178  50-Project Set—A terrific, safe way to introduce students to glass art.  
Contains enough supplies for 50 students to make a Tumbled Glass Pin.  Includes three 20 oz. 
packages of Diamond Tech tumbled glass, one 25-count package of 6x6" Grafix chipboard, four 2 
oz. packages of black Sculpey III Oven-Bake Clay, 50 pin backs and an instruction sheet.  You will 
also need pencils, craft knives, modeling tools, a glue gun and access to an oven to complete the 
pins.  Sculpey III Oven-Bake Clay is AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK178 Each ......................................................................................................59.50

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

30 Pounds Of Scrap Glass!

Stained Glass 
Suncatcher

Watch This Project Take 
Shape, Plus Many More,
On Our YouTube Channel:

UnitedArtandEd

Web
Project 

117

B

A

Jennifer's Mosaics
Glass Gem Assortments
Web Projects 73 & 99
Round glass gems are terrific for a variety of 
mosaic, jewelry and other craft projects.  Gems 
are flat on the bottom and are irregularly round 
and not perfect circles.  Great for custom magnets 
and necklace pendants.  Assorted colors.                       
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
Gem Assortment - 3 lb. bag of gem stones measur-
ing 3/8", 1/2" and 1-1/4".
A DTI-MS272 Each ..............................24.99
Small Gems - 1 lb. box of gems measuring approxi-
mately 3/8" in diameter.
B DTI-MS269 Each ..............................12.79

For Complete
Instructions, Visit

UnitedNow.com
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Generation 
Green "g2" 
Bottle Cutter
W i th  the 
Generation Green 
bottle cutter you 
can create artwork 
from your glass 
recyclables!  Kit 
includes bottle cut-
ting unit, two 
emery papers and 
score tapper, plus 
complete instruc-

tions and tips.  Unit is made from recycled alumi-
num.
DTI-365 Each ..............................29.69

Create New
Art From

Old Glass!

Cotton Work Gloves
Multipurpose, natural cotton gloves are soft, 
flexible and breathable.  Great for protecting 
hands while working on stained glass, metal 
tooling or other crafts.  They feature a snug 
knit wrist band and their fuzzy lining is extra-
comfortable on the inside.  Long-lasting, 
durable gloves are washable.  Sold by the 
pair.
HAW-7000 Each ......................... 1.99

Studio 100™ Soldering Iron
Lightweight, 100-watt soldering iron with 
built-in temperature control.  1/4" chisel 
bit.  Insulated grip.  1-year limited manu-
facturer's warranty.
A DTI-679 Each ....................85.29

Hobby 100™ Soldering Iron
1/4" iron chisel style tip.  "Stay cool," insu-
lated, comfort grip handle.  100-watt, heats 
to 1000°F.  1-year limited manufacturer's 
warranty.
B DTI-679HOB Each ....................22.95

Studio Pro™ 
60/40 Solder
60/40 Solder provides a 
smooth and clean bead.  
Melts at a lower tempera-
ture than 50/50 alloy sol-
ders.  1 lb. spool.  Health 
Warning: Contains lead.
DTI-675A Each .........................49.75

Rubyfluid Flux
Soldering Paste
Zinc chloride flux paste.  Apply to 
foiled areas to insure proper 
adhesion of solder.  Net wt. 
51.6g.  Health Warning: Not rec-
ommended for use with children.
DTI-388 Each ................................5.29

Studio Pro™ 
Copper Foils
A smooth surface for a uni-
form solder bead.   
Immediate tack and excep-
tional resistance to tempera-
ture and weathering.  36-yard rolls.
 Width Each
DTI-681 7/32" 9.59
DTI-680 1/4" 9.95
DTI-678 3/8" 13.39

A

B

Protects Hands!
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Jennifer's Mosaics 
Mosaic Tile Scorer/Breaker
Use the tungsten-carbide cutting wheel to score 
glass or ceramic surface and the winged jaws to 
break it.  8-1/2" long with textured grip.
DTI-493 Each ..............................15.29

Studio 
Pro™ 
Running 
Pliers
Curved, 1" jaw exerts equal pressure on each side 
of scored glass until it breaks.  6" long.
DTI-600 Each ..............................13.99

Studio Pro™ 
Breaker/Grozer Pliers
Use the flat side of the 3/8" jaw 
to break glass on score lines 
and then turn the 6" 
pliers over to use 
them as grozers.  
Spring-loaded.
DTI-601 Each ..............................11.89

Studio Pro™ Glass Cutter
Sturdy, general-purpose tool with a durable steel 
cutting wheel and a traditional cast iron handle 
that provides control.  Delivers optimum scoring, 
clean break-out and smooth edges.  Cuts without 
oil.  Measures 5-1/8" long including the ball-tip.
DTI-664 Each ................................6.95

Studio Pro™ 
Pistol Grip Glass Cutter
Pistol style cutter is easy to 
hold and is designed to 
reduce wrist fatigue.  
Features a long-lasting, 
tungsten-carbide blade 
with a self-lubricating 
reservoir to ensure a 
quality score and con-
sistently sharp blade.  
For best results, begin 
at one edge and score 
glass in one continuous 
motion, using moderate 
pressure.  Glass cutter comes with a lifetime lim-
ited manufacturer's guarantee.
DTI-653 Each ..............................26.95

Jennifer's Mosaics 
Wheeled Glass Nippers

Web Projects 74, 99 & 117  For precise cuts 
on tile or larger glass pieces.  Hardened steel cut-
ting wheels score glass to create a clean, deliber-
ate line.  7-3/4" long.
DTI-491 Each ..............................24.99

Jennifer's Mosaics
Tile Nippers

Quickly nip tiles into shapes.  5/8", tungsten-car-
bide steel cutting blades.  Drop-forged for maxi-
mum durability.  Heavy-duty spring action.  
Nippers stop with a 1/16" gap.  7-3/4" long.
DTI-492 Each ..............................15.99

Studio Pro™ 
Grinder
Web Project 117  
Grinder smooths edges 
and shapes glass pieces.  
Features a 
9-1/2" work 
surface, 1/8 
hp motor, 
1/4" and 1" 
long- last-
i n g , 
c h r o m e -
hardened 
S i l v e r 
B u l l e t 
bits, two sponge holders, work light and an 
advanced Super Sponge water cooling system.  
6-year manufacturer's warranty.

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Mineral Oil, which is 

known to the State of California to cause cancer.  
For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov
DTI-555 Each ............................196.50

Studio Pro™ Scythe Stone
An inexpensive alternative to electric glass grinding machines.  Similar to a file, use to manually smooth 
sharp or rough edges and remove burrs on glass.  Ideal for 
detailed shaping.  Use wet or dry.  Aluminum oxide.  
Measures 9-3/4 x 1-3/8".
DTI-676 Each ..........................................17.39
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DecoArt® Glass 
Paint Markers™
Web Projects 46 
& 126
6-Color Set—Glossy, 
translucent paint features 
excellent adhesion on 
glass, glazed ceramics and 
metal.  Not intended for 
items that have direct 
contact with food.  Colors 
include citron, fuchsia, 
orange, turquoise, violet 
and yellow.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
DEC-07093 Each ..............................19.95
Single Black Marker - Not shown.
DEC-05499 Each ................................4.99

Plaid® Gallery Glass® Basic Paint Set
6-Color Set—Use on a variety of glass surfaces 
including mirrors, decorative bottles, vases, jars, 
windows and so much more.  Intermixable colors 
include black liquid leading, kelly green, royal 
blue, ruby red, snow white and sunny yellow.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-19682 Each ..............................17.99

Armour Etch™
Glass Etching Cream
Armour Etch is a fast-acting, 
specially formulated etching 
compound.  Simply brush 
on cream, then rinse in 
approximately five minutes.  
Create your own glass etch-
ing stencil or use pre-cut 
stencils.  Etched glass is 
dishwasher safe.    22 oz. jar.  
Health Warning: Not for 
use with children.
ARM-150250 Each .... 38.95

FolkArt® Glass 
Etching Cream™

Create permanently 
etched designs on glass!  
Use on a variety of sur-

faces including mirrors, windows, 
coasters or glasses.  Ideal for 
indoor and outdoor DIY projects.  
Simply clean surface with rubbing 
alcohol, apply a generous amount 
of etching cream for 15 minutes 
then rinse and clean with soap 
and water.  Dishwasher safe.  5.96 
oz. bottle. Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.      CL - Cautionary Label:  
Keep out of reach of children.
PLD-49932 Each ..............................12.59

Jacquard®

Piñata Color Alcohol Inks
Color-saturated, alcohol-based inks.   
Blanco blanco is opaque white; rich gold is 
metallic.  Acid-free.  4 oz. bottles.  

Warning: Flammable.  Eye irritant.  Keep out of 
reach of children.
A  JP-3002 Sunbright Yellow
B  JP-3005 Calabaza Orange
C  JP-3011 Señorita Magenta
D  JP-3013 Passion Purple
E  JP-3019 Baja Blue
F  JP-3023 Rainforest Green
G  JP-3030 Blanco Blanco
H  JP-3032 Rich Gold
Each .........................................................10.99

Jacquard® Twist 
Dropper Caps
5-Count Package
Easily drip just the right amount 
of Piñata ink with these twist-on 
dropper caps.  Also great for dis-
pensing small amounts to stu-
dents.  Caps fit on 4 oz. bottles of 
Piñata alcohol inks. 
JP-ACC3050 Each ....... 3.79

NEW

NEW

 A B C D

 E F G H

Liquitex® 
Glass 
Medium
Mix glass medium 
with acrylic color to 
create a smooth, 
high-gloss finish that 
adheres to slick, non-
porous materials 
such as glass, ceram-
ics and porcelain.  
Slows drying time to 
allow more subtle 
color blends.  When 
heat set, creates a glossy, scratch resistant sur-
face.  Ideal mix is 1 part paint, 9 parts medium.  
8 oz. bottle with flip-top cap.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
W-8608 Each ..............................14.99

NEW

Jacquard® Piñata Color 
Alcohol Ink Exciter Pack
9-Color Set—Includes 1/2 oz. bottles: baja blue, 
blanco blanco (white), calabaza orange, mantilla 
black, passion purple, rainforest green, rich gold, 
señorita magenta and sunbright yellow.  Rich gold 
is metallic and blanco blanco is opaque.  Cleans 
up with rubbing alcohol.  Acid-free.  Warning: 
Flammable.  Eye irritant.  Keep out of reach of 
children.
JP-JAC9916 Each ..............................28.99

Jacquard® Piñata Color 
Alcohol Ink Class Pack
60-Project Set—Set includes 1/2 oz. bottles of 
Piñata alcohol ink: four each of baja blue, blanco 
blanco (white), passion purple, rich gold, señorita 
magenta and sunbright yellow, as well as three 
each of calabaza orange and rainforest green.  
Also includes a 4 oz. bottle of Piñata clean up 
solution, 60 sheets of 5x7" YUPO paper, 30 black 
sponges, 30 straws, five transfer pipettes, 100 
latex-free gloves and instructions.  Warning: 
Flammable.  Eye irritant.  Keep out of reach of 
children.
JP-JFC1KIT Each ............................119.50

Jacquard® Piñata Color Alcohol Ink 
Overtones Exciter Pack
9-Color Set—Alcohol-based, color-saturated, 
transparent inks work on just about any clean, 
oil-free surface.  Also can be used in calligraphy, 
mixed-media applications, stamping, faux finish-
es, wood and leather staining or airbrush tech-
niques.  Indelible and moisture-resistant once 
dry.  1/2 oz. bottles: blanco blanco (white), blue-
violet, brass, copper, coral, golden yellow, pearl, 
pink and teal.  Brass and copper are metallic and 
pearl is iridescent.  Cleans up with rubbing alco-
hol.  Acid-free.  Warning: Flammable.  Eye irri-
tant.  Keep out of reach of children.
JP-JAC9918 Each ..............................28.99

DecoArt® Glass Paint
8-Color Set—Ideal paint for glass and 
glazed ceramic surfaces.  The self-leveling 
formula results in a smooth, opaque satin 
finish. Intermixable colors include black, 
blue, green, orange, purple, red, white and 
yellow.  Non-toxic.  Not for direct contact 
with food.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DEC-12527 Each ..................... 18.95
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Jacquard® Marbling Class Pack
A fabulous kit for groups to allow students 
to experience this traditional technique 
with professional-quality results!  Ideal for 
use with paper or fabrics such as canvas, 
cotton and silk.  Features nine high quality 
marbling colors: 2 oz. each of black, blue, 
green, orange, red, turquoise, violet, 
white and yellow.  Plus, 2 yards of cotton 
cloth, 10 droppers, 2 oz. of synthetic gall, 
4 oz. of carrageenan, 1 lb. of alum and 
instructions.
JP-JAC1KIT Each ...................72.75

Jacquard® Marbling Kit
Includes everything you need to begin exploring 
in this vibrant medium!  Create unique, flowing 
designs on most papers and natural fabrics.  Set 
features six Jacquard marbling colors in dropper 
bottles—0.5 oz. each of black, blue, red, violet, 
white and yellow.  Plus, 0.5 oz. of synthetic gall, 4 
oz. of alum and 1 oz. of carrageenan.  Complete 
instructions, techniques and tips are also includ-
ed.
JP-JAC9609 Each ..............................17.95

Aitoh Boku-Undo 
Suminagashi Innovation Marbling Kit
Virtually all materials that soak up water can be 
marbled with these inks—try them on paper, 
cloth and wood!  Contains black, blue, green, 
orange, red and yellow inks, paper dots and 
instructions.  Water-based, opaque inks can be 
mixed and float on plain water; no additives are 
required.
AIT-800MB Each ..............................21.29

Visit UnitedNow.com
For Complete Directions!

Cut-Paper 3-D Marbled Fish
Web Project 81

Stowaway® 
Letter Box
Web Project 81  Stackable, shallow plastic box 
is terrific for floating marbling colors.  Plus, the 
handy lid keeps liquid from splashing out on the 
way to the sink or drain.  Archival quality with a 
glossy finish.  Measures 13 x 10-1/2 x 3".
ROM-15002 Each ..............................14.99

Marbling Tray
Designed with marbling in mind!  This handy, 
12x18" tray is constructed of plastic and features 
a 1" deep well.  The shallow design works wonder-
fully for holding solution for marbling techniques 
and soaking paper.  Lightweight glossy tray cleans 
up easily.  White color makes it easy to see colors.
J-101037 Each ..............................21.99

The Perfect Trays For Holding Marbling Solutions!

Watch This Project 
On YouTube At 

UnitedArtandEd

Richeson Paint Pipettes
25-Count Package—A wonderful way to drop 
acrylic or ink colors with precision when marbling 
or when tie-dyeing.  6" long, one-piece plastic 
pipettes.
J-101080 Each ................................9.59

Droppers
5-Count 
Package
Plastic droppers 
are ideal for 
measuring and 
mixing dye or 
other paints 
quickly and con-
sistently.  The 
2-part construction allows them to be cleaned 
and used again.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
JP-ACC1005 Each ................................5.39

Jacquard® 
Methocel
Web 
Project 81  
Methocel is a 
less expen-
sive alterna-
tive to natural 
carrageenan 
gelling agent, 
which aids colors floating on the surface of 
the water.  Simply add 4 tablespoons per 1 
gallon of distilled water, add 1 tablespoon of 
ammonia and let mixture stand for 30 min-
utes, until clear.  Easy to make and use.  8 
oz. bag.
JP-CHM1004 Each ......................31.89

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Jacquard® Alum
Web Project 219  Sponge alum solution onto 
paper, or soak fabric in alum solution to help col-
ors attach for clean transfers when marbling.  Or, 
use alum to grow your own crystals!  1 lb. per 
package.
JP-CHM1006 Each ................................8.99
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Jacquard® 
Soy Wax
Small, neutral-
colored wax 
flakes made 
from biode-
g r a d a b l e , 
renewable soy!    
Has no fumes 
when heated.  Low melting temperature and can 
be used for a gentle cold water batik dye method.  
Washes out of fabric with hot water and soap.  1 
lb. package.
JP-9901552 Each ................................7.39

Country Lane™ Beeswax Blend
Web Project 151  An excellent choice for cost-
sensitive applications.  General purpose beeswax 
and paraffin blend is ideally suited for batik or 
candlemaking.  Natural in color; unscented.  1 lb. 
box.
CCP-70401 Each ................................8.95

Country Lane™ 
Candle Making Paraffin Wax
General purpose paraffin wax works well with polycarb, 
plastic, rubber and votive molds!  Create your own 
professional-looking candles with this translucent, 
unscented wax.  Easily melts down for pouring into 
molds.  Can also be used for dipping.  Available in a 
value-sized, 10 lb. block.
CCP-70304 Each .................................. 49.95

Jacquard® Batik Wax
A professional grade wax designed just for batik dying.  Batik 
wax is a 75/25 blend of paraffin wax and beeswax.  Easy to 
use, batik wax has better adhesion to fabric, less brittleness 
than paraffin alone and is easier to remove from the fabric 
than pure beeswax.  Also gives more control over the crackle 
effect in traditional batik techniques.  Withstands hot water, 
making it versatile for different dyes.  Melting point is  131-
141°F and works well with tjanting tools.  1 lb. block in a 
plastic tray.
JP-9902102 Each ..............................................................................................................20.99

Waxmelter Batik Pen
This versatile tool is electrically heated to melt 
wax or crayons.  Creates continuous, super-fine 
lines for beautifully intricate wax resist projects.  
Used for wax resist painting, batik, encaustic, 
pysanki egg painting and candle decoration.    
Heats hot enough to melt wax, but will not burn 
it.  0.5mm tip.  Comfortable, easy-to-control 
handle.  Includes two valves to prevent wax from 
dripping.  Also includes instructions.
RDW-WMBP Each ..............................58.99

The Waxmelter Palette
Web Project 151  Electrically heated 10-cup 
aluminum palette maintains even heat to melt 
wax without burning it.  Use for wax resist paint-
ing and batik.  Includes a Squeeze-Pen, crayon 
molds, an extra metal cup and instructions.  
Palette is 7" long, including handle.  Cups are 
1-1/8" diameter and 1-1/4" deep.
RDW-WMPAL Each ..............................56.49

Squeeze-Pen
Web Project 
151 
A simple, 
s u c t i o n -
type, metal dropper for painting with melted wax, 
melted crayons, tempera paint, glue and more.  
Produces a controlled line ranging from thick to 
thin.  Also works when applying dyes to fabrics.  
2mm tip.
RDW-SQP Each ................................4.95

Tjanting 
Needles
The traditional tool for 
applying wax in fine lines.  
Hot wax is poured into the top of 
the needle.  When the needle is tipped forward, 
the wax starts to flow out.  Corrosion-resistant 
brass.  Solid wooden handles.
J-400210 Small Tip
J-400211 Medium Tip
J-400212 Large Tip
Each ...........................................................8.39

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

Simple Fabric Fun Batik Kit
Web Project 101 
24-Project Set—Enough supplies to 
make up to 24 projects!  Simply draw on the 
muslin with dye sticks, heat-set and then dye 
the fabric.  Complete kit includes a 100-sheet 
pad of 12x18" Richeson newsprint paper, 3 
yards of 45" wide unbleached muslin, 12 sets 
of Pentel Art Fabric Fun pastel dye sticks (15 
colors in each set), two packages of navy blue 
Rit dye and an instruction sheet.  You will also 
need white paper, dark colored markers, scis-
sors, a household iron and disposable gloves.  
Fabric Fun dye sticks are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK101 Each ....................... 72.95

Simple Fabric Fun Batik

Web Project 101

Step 1
Use a dark 
colored mark-
er to draw 
your image on 
a white piece 
of paper.

Step 2
Cut a square of muslin.  Place your drawing 
behind the muslin and trace with Fabric Fun 
pastel dye sticks.  Place newsprint on top of 
the muslin and iron to heat-set the pastels.

Step 3
Dye muslin 
according to 
package direc-
tions. The 
image drawn 
with the dye 
sticks will act as 
a resist.

B
at

ik
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Pentel Arts® Fabric Fun® Pastel Dye Sticks
Web Project 101  15-Color Set—Bright colors apply easily like a crayon or an oil pastel stick.  Draw 
directly on the fabric, then iron for permanent, washable designs.  Colors can be blended directly on 
the fabric for unique effects.  Bright, acid-free pigment.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PEN-PTS15 Each ............................... 4.29; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.99

Crayola® Fabric Markers Classpack®

Web Project 97  80-Count, 10 Colors—A large assortment for classroom and group projects.  Once 
ink is dry, heat-set for a machine-washable garment!  Fine-tip markers allow for intricate details.  
Classpack contains eight each of 10 brilliant colors: black, blue, gray, lavender, lime, orange, pink, red, 
teal and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-8215 Each ..............................................................................................................48.50

Handy Art® Fabric Paint Set 
12-Count, 10 Colors—Create vibrant garments 
with this ready-to-use, water-soluble textile paint.  
Decorated fabrics stay soft and flexible when dry.  
Colors are permanent after heat-setting with a 
household iron.  Includes canary yellow, carbon 
black, chocolate brown, chrome orange, flag red, 
forest green, mixing white, phthalo blue, skipper 
blue and violet, plus base coat and binder medi-
ums to make application easier.  Wide-mouth pint 
jars make dispensing paint easy.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
RPC-885040 Each ..............................78.75

Handy Art® Fabric Paint Set
Web Project 118  9-Color Set
Convenient bottles with applicator tips.  
Bright, ready-to-use fabric paints are water-solu-
ble, and fabrics stay soft even after paint is dry.  
Heat-set with an iron to make colors permanent. 
Colors in the set include canary yellow, carbon 
black, chocolate brown, chrome orange, flag red, 
forest green, mixing white, phthalo blue and vio-
let.  4 oz. bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-885045 Each ..............................22.99

Add To Acrylic Paint 
To Make Fabric Paint!

DecoArt® Americana®

Fabric Painting 
Medium™
Create washable, permanent fab-
ric paint by mixing this medium 
with any acrylic paint.  Improves 
the bond to the fabric and helps 
prevent cracking, peeling and fad-
ing.  Will not dilute acrylic color.  
Suitable for clothing and home 
decor fabrics.  For best results, 
pre-wash fabric without fabric 
softener.  Mix 2 parts paint to 1 
part medium.  Apply to fabric with 
brush or sponge and allow to dry 24-48 hours.  
Then heat-set for 30 seconds with an iron.  Wash 
inside-out on gentle cycle.  Water-based.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  2 oz. bottle.
DEC-41030 Each ................................2.69

A BTulip® Slick™ 
Dimensional Fabric Paint
Web Projects 108 & 114  6-Color Sets
Shiny, high gloss finish when dry.  "EasyFlow" 
bottle improves accuracy for embellishing with 
fine details.  Items can be washed after drying for 
72 hours.  1.25 oz. squeeze bottles.  Non-toxic.
Basic - Yellow, deep red, royal blue, leaf green, white 
and black.
A DUN-26189 Each ..............................11.39
Neon - Includes fluorescent yellow, orange, pink, 
poppin' purple, blue and green.
B DUN-29027 Each ..............................11.79

Puffy® 3D Paint 
12-Color Set—Use this permanent, dimensional 
paint on fabric, school posters and more.  Dry flat 
for four hours; fabrics are machine washable after 
72 hours.  12 colors with precision applicator tips: 
apple green, black, brown, green, light blue, navy 
blue, orange, pink, purple, red, white and yellow.   
1 oz. bottles.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-26252 Each ..............................14.59

Stained By Sharpie™ 
Brush Tip Fabric Markers
8-Color Set—Versatile, brush tip 
markers for optimal performance.  Specially 
formulated ink resists fading on most fab-
rics during normal wash cycles.  Eight col-
ors: black, blue, green, magenta, orange, 
purple, red and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-1779005 Each ..................... 21.59
 12 or More, Each.. 20.79

Fun Dimensional Paint!

Jacquard Tie-Dye 
T-Shirts Project

Web
Project 24

Watch This Project On
YouTube at UnitedArtandEd
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Ideal For Tie-Dye!
ACCO® Rubber Bands

75-Count Package
Thick, durable rubber 
bands are perfect for 

tie-dyeing shirts as well as 
organizing smaller craft and 
office supplies such as pencils, 
pens, markers and more.  
Bright, assorted colors.
Q-71750 
Each .............................. 3.99
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Tulip® One-Step Tie-Dye Kits®

Super simple tie-dye kits!  The dye and fixative are pre-mixed, 
just add water—no measuring, pre-soaking or heat-setting 
required!  Kits include gloves, squeeze bottles and rubber 
bands, plus a step-by-step technique guide.  Use with 100% 
natural fiber fabrics.  Non-toxic.  Conform to ASTM D4236.
Luau Colors - Dyes up to 30 projects.  Red, orange, lime, teal and 
violet.
A DUN-31676 Each ................................................. 17.95
Neon Colors - Dyes up to 30 projects.  Fuchsia, orange, yellow, 
lime and turquoise.  
B DUN-31673 Each ................................................. 17.95
Rainbow Colors - Dyes up to 30 projects.  Yellow, red, violet, blue 
and green.  
C DUN-31674 Each ................................................. 17.95
Super Big Set - Dyes up to 36 projects.  Fuchsia, red, orange, 
yellow, lime, green, turquoise, blue, purple, violet, brown and 
black.  
D DUN-31679 Each ................................................. 29.95
Tie-Dye Party Set - Dyes up to 36 projects.  Pink, fuchsia, red, 
coral, orange, yellow, lime, green, teal, turquoise, blue, purple, 
violet and black.
E DUN-32378 Each ................................................. 31.75

B C

D

Tulip® Two-Minute Tie-Dye Kits
Speed up the dye set process from eight hours to two minutes with the same vibrant results!  Simply 
saturate your fabric with water, bind with rubber bands, apply dye, then microwave.  Your t-shirts, socks 
and tank tops will be ready before you know it!  Kits feature squeeze bottles with pre-mixed dye and 
fixative, just add water—no measuring required.  Each kit comes with disposable gloves, rubber bands, 
special microwave containers, instructions and a step-by-step technique guide.  For use with 100% 
cotton fabrics only.  Conform to ASTM D4236.
Fruit Punch - Dyes up to 9 projects.  Four colors: yellow, fuchsia, green and turquoise.
A DUN-43189 Each ................................................................................................................9.95
Berry Blast - Dyes up to 9 projects.  Four colors: pink, lime, teal and violet.  
B DUN-44084 Each ................................................................................................................9.95
Extra-Large - Perfect for your next tie-dye party!  14 colors: fuchsia, pink, blush, red, salmon, orange, yellow, 
green, lime, sky, turquoise, blue, violet and purple.  
C DUN-44085 Each ..............................................................................................................24.99

A B
C

E

Jacquard® Tie-Dye Kit
Web Project 24  15-Project Set
Includes pre-measured magenta, turquoise 
and yellow Jacquard Procion MX dyes in 
individual applicator bottles, gloves, rubber 
bands, dye fixer, instructions and access to 
video tutorials.  For use on natural fabrics.  
Recommended for ages 5 and up.  Kit is for 
15 shirts.  T-shirts not included.  
JP-JAC9320 Each ..................... 18.99

Jacquard® Tie-Dye Class Pack
30-Project Set—Dye up to 30 T-shirts.  Set 
includes nine applicator bottles with Jacquard 
Procion MX dye (magenta, turquoise and yellow), 
three mixing bottles, 1 lb. soda ash, rubber bands, 
50 pairs of gloves, instructions and access to 
video tutorials.  T-shirts not included.
JP-PMX1KIT Each ..............................79.95

Jacquard® Large Tie-Dye Class Pack
200-Project Set—Dye up to 200 pieces!  Set 
includes 30 applicator bottles, three 8 oz. jars of 
Jacquard Procion MX dye (magenta, turquoise 
and yellow), scoop, funnel, 4 lbs. soda ash, rubber 
bands, 100 pairs of gloves, instructions and 
access to video tutorials.  T-shirts not included.
JP-PMX2KIT
Each .................... 198.75

Tulip® 
Tie-Dye Resist
This easy-to-use product 
is formulated to resist 
color saturation on fabric.   
Create designs on dye 
projects by applying to 
fabric directly from the 
bottle before dyeing.  2 oz. 
bottle with needle-nose 
tip for making fine lines.   
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-28890
Each ........................ 4.99

A
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NEW

ACCO® Rubber 
Band Ball

Replace ordi-
nary rubber 
bands with 

the rubber band ball. 
Ball contains approx-
imately 270 rubber 
bands in assorted 
colors, each mea-
sures approximately 
6-1/2" in circumference.
Q-72153 Each ................................8.99

NEW
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Tulip® Electric Neons Dye Kit™
4-Color Set—Shockingly bright dyes illuminate 
when under a black light!  Includes four squeeze 
bottles containing 4 oz. of pre-mixed dye, two 
protective gloves, 10 rubber bands and project 
ideas.  Neon colors include green, orange, pink 
and yellow.  Can be used with synthetic and natu-
ral fibers.  Permanent colors are machine wash-
able.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-32714 Each ..............................12.99

Jacquard® Basic Dye Set
8-Color Set—Developed to produce vibrant col-
ors on hard-to-dye materials, including wood, 
reed, straw, paper, acrylic fibers, leather and 
more.  Great for costumes and cosplay artists.  
Set includes 0.5 oz. jars of basic dye powder in 
eight different colors: black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, purple, red and yellow.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
JP-JBD110S Each ..............................28.50

Jacquard® Procion® MX Dye Colors
Web Project 123  The professional choice for tie-dye or batik.  2/3 oz. jar of concentrated powder 
dyes up to 1 lb. of fabric.  If using a squeeze bottle, dissolve two teaspoons in a cup of hot water.  Use 
more dye for deeper colors; less for pastels.  Use soda ash to fix colors permanently.  Health Warning:  
Potential eye and skin irritant.  Adult supervision required.  Keep out of reach of children.
A JP-PMX1004 Lemon Yellow G JP-PMX1035 Hot Pink M JP-PMX1086 Forest Green
B JP-PMX1010 Golden Yellow H JP-PMX1040 Fuchsia N JP-PMX1097 Bright Green
C JP-PMX1020 Brilliant Orange I JP-PMX1042 Raspberry O JP-PMX1107 Avocado
D JP-PMX1030 Fire Engine Red J JP-PMX1050 Deep Purple P JP-PMX1119 Chocolate Brn.
E JP-PMX1032 Carmine Red K JP-PMX1068 Turquoise Q JP-PMX1150 Jet Black
F JP-PMX1034 Magenta L JP-PMX1072 Medium Blue Each ......................................4.99

Jacquard® Procion® MX Dye Set
Contains 2/3 oz. of fuchsia, jet black, lemon yellow and turquoise dyes, 1 lb. of soda ash and color 
wheel mixing chart.  (Not shown.)
JP-PMX100S Each ..............................................................................................................19.95

A B C D E F G H I

J K L M N O P Q

Rit® Dyes
Web Projects 101 & 151  Dye all fabrics, wood, wicker and any other porous material.  Each pack-
age contains enough powder to dye approximately three yards of medium weight fabric.  1.125 oz. per 
box.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  Health Warning: Eye irritant.
A CAR-83010 Lemon Yellow F CAR-83290 Royal Blue
B CAR-83400 Tangerine G CAR-83040 Teal
C CAR-83050 Scarlet H CAR-83320 Kelly Green
D CAR-83130 Purple I CAR-83350 Dark Green
E CAR-83300 Navy Blue J CAR-83150 Black
Each .......................................................... 3.89; 12 or More, Each (one color) ........................3.69

 A B C D E

 F G H I J

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Empty Bottles For
Storing & Applying Dye, 

Glue, Paint & More!
Empty 
Squeeze Bottles
Web Project 123  Empty, 
translucent plastic squeeze 
bottles are terrific 
for keeping dye col-
ors separate.  
Feature applicator 
tips that ensure 
precise color place-
ment and make 
dyeing projects a 
lot less messy.  
They are also great 
for storing custom 
colors of paint, plus 
dispensing small 
amounts of paint, 
ink or glue to stu-
dents.
 Style Each 12/Ea
JP-ACC1004 8 oz. 2.59 2.39
JP-ACC2004 16 oz. 2.99 2.79

Jacquard® 
Soda Ash 
Dye Fixer
Soda ash is also 
known as sodium 
carbonate.  Use 
to fix cold water 
dye.  Just 1 lb. of 
soda ash will acti-
vate and set dye 
for up to 30 
t-shirts or other projects.
 Size Each
JP-CHM1007 1 lb. 3.89
JP-CHM2007 5 lb. 11.99

Jacquard® 
Urea
Organic Nitrogen
Moisturizing agent 
lets dye saturate 
fibers better, for 
deeper, richer col-
ors.  Urea is used 
when applying dye 
solutions directly 
to fabric, as in tie- 
dyeing or hand 
painting.  It slows the drying process; therefore it 
allows more time for the dye to react with the 
fiber and yields deeper shades.   1 lb. of urea per 
bag.
JP-CHM1008 Each ................................3.89

Jacquard® 
Citric Acid
Citric acid is a 
mild, odorless, 
powdered acid for 
use with acid 
dyes.  It can be 
used in place of 
vinegar to help fix 
acid dyes and 
exhaust the dye 
bath.  Also ideal 
for use while 
hand dying.  1 lb. of citric acid per bag.
JP-CHM1022 Each ................................8.99
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Jacquard® 
Silk Paint Class Pack
30-Project Set—All-in-one kit is the per-
fect way to introduce students of all ages 
to the beauty of painting on silk with dye.  
Finished artwork makes excellent 
wall art or suncatchers to hang in a 
window. Complete class pack 
includes 30 pre-stretched, 9-1/2" 
silk hoops, 8 oz. of removable, 
water-based resist, six applicator 
bottles with metal tips, plus 30 
bamboo brushes (5/8") and 10 oz. 
silk salt.  Also contains five 2 oz. dyes: black, 
brown sienna, cyan, magenta and yellow.
JP-JAC7KIT Each ..................................... 219.75

Jacquard® Silk Paint Kit
Set includes 2 oz. bottles of dye in black, cyan, 
magenta and yellow colors.  Also features 8.45 
oz. of Permanent Dyeset Concentrate, 2 oz. of 
clear gutta resist (rubber-based), applicator bot-
tle with 0.7mm tip and cap, bamboo brush and 
instructions.  Fabric not included.  May cause 
eye/skin irritation.  Avoid inhalation and skin 
contact.  Keep out of reach of children.  

WARNING:  This product can expose you 
to chemicals including methanol and form-

aldehyde which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm.  For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
JP-JAC1770 Each ..............................................................................................................28.95 

Jacquard®

Dye-Na-Flow
8-Color Set
Dye-Na-Flow is a high-
ly concentrated, free-
flowing paint that acts 
like a dye.  Spreads on 
fabric until it is com-
pletely absorbed and 
even.  Does not alter the feel of silk or cotton.  
Great for batik, spray on tie-dye projects, 
airbrushing fabrics and more.  Can be used 
on natural or synthetic fibers.  2.25 oz. jars. 
Eight colors: azure blue, black, bright orange, 
brilliant red, emerald green, sun yellow, violet and white.  Non-toxic.
A JP-JAC8000 Each ..............................................................................................................29.95
Class Pack - Includes 30 Dye-Na-Flow colors (2.25 oz. each),  six empty 0.5 oz. bottles with 0.7mm tips, an 
8 oz. bottle of removable, water-based resist, 10 oz. silk salt and 24 bamboo brushes.
B JP-JAC1800 Each ..............................................................................................................98.50

Jacquard® 
100% Silk 
Scarves
Create your own 
beautiful accesso-
ry for any outfit!  
Embellish these 
h i g h - q u a l i t y 
scarves with fab-
ric paint, silk dyes 
or marbling col-
ors.  Also great for 
p r a c t i c i n g 
resist tech-
n i q u e s .  
White fibers 
a c c e p t 
bright colors beautifully.  100% natural.
 Size Each 12/Ea
JP-6608112 11x11" 8.39 7.99
JP-6608222 22x22" 13.79 13.29
JP-6608431 8x45" 10.99 10.49

Jacquard® 
100% Silk Stretched Hoops
3-Count Package—Perfect as a home or school 
project!  9-1/2" diameter metal hoops with 100% 
natural, fine stretched white silk.  Ready to paint, 
dye or embellish.  Also excellent for resists.
JP-7999004 Each ..............................19.95

A

B

Jacquard® Applicator Bottles
Three squeezable plastic bottles with caps, 
plus #5, #7 and #9 metal tips.  Bottles 
have 0.5 oz. capacity.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
JP-ACC4795 Each ....................... 9.99

Jacquard® 
Bottle & Tip 
Assortment
Package contains 
one 0.5 oz. plastic 
squeeze bottle 
with a lid, one 1 oz. 
plastic squeeze 
bottle with a lid, 
and one 4 oz. plas-
tic bottle with 
extension cap and 
lid, plus three plas-
tic tips in sizes 0.5mm, 0.7mm and 0.9mm.                          
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years. 
JP-ACC3020 Each ................................5.99

Jacquard® 
Water-Based Resist
Web Project 123  Superior 
water-based formula will hold a 
crisp line with-
out spreading 
for precise 
application and 
d e t a i l e d 
accents.
Metallic Black 
Color is perma-
nent, even after 
washing.  2.25 
oz. jar.
JP-881 Each ................................5.39
Clear - Easily washes out with warm water.  8 oz.
JP-JAC2880 Each ..............................10.79

Jacquard® Permanent
Dyeset Concentrate
Fixative bath for permanently set-
ting Jacquard silk colors on silk.  
Completely washable and dry-
cleanable when set.  It also can be 
an alternative to steam setting.  8 
oz.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  
May cause eye/skin irritation.  
Avoid inhalation and skin con-
tact.  Keep out of reach of chil-
dren.  

WARNING:  This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

including methanol and formalde-
hyde which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm.  For more information 
go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
JP-17620 Each ................................9.29
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Canvas Hand Puppets
Web Project 97  
6-Count Package—Natural color hand puppets 
are made from durable, 7 oz. poly-cotton twill.  
Decorate with fabric or acrylic paint, markers and 
more!  Puppets measure approximately 5 x 
9-1/2".
A C-5261 Each ..............................15.99

Canvas People Puppets
Web Project 118
6-Count Package—Made from durable, 7 oz. 
poly-cotton twill canvas.  Decorate with fabric or 
acrylic paint, markers and more!  People puppets 
measure approximately 9 x 9-1/2".
B C-5260 Each ..............................15.99

Hav-A-Hank® Handkerchief
Use textile paints or markers to create your own 
one-of-a-kind hankie!  Or, give your handkerchief 
a retro feel with tie-dye colors.  Blank white, 
100% cotton handkerchief measures 16x16".
CAR-352 Each ................................4.39
 12 or More, Each.............3.99

Hav-A-Hank® Bandanna
Decorate your bandana with paints, dyes or fabric 
markers.  White, 100% cotton bandanna mea-
sures 22x22". 
CAR-412119 Each ................................2.89
 12 or More, Each.............2.59

Creativity Street® Canvas Banner
Durable, heavy-duty canvas banner is ready to be 
decorated.  Features a 2" stitched casing that will 
accommodate a dowel rod, making it perfect for 
creating flags and hanging banners.  Paint on your 
design, or try adding other items, like rhine-
stones, sequins, glitter, ribbon, felt or fabric 
scraps and more.  Attach with hot glue, or simply 
sew in place.  Banner is natural in color and mea-
sures 18x27".
C-5268 Each ................................4.99

A

Muslin Is Lightweight & 
Has A Multitude of Uses!

Muslin
Web Projects 101, 135 & 184  100% cot-
ton fabric with a simple weave.  Easy to work with 
and lightweight.  Perfect for costumes, embroi-
dery, batik, painting, sewing, mixed media and 
more.  Can also be used as a dropcloth, protecting 
floors and surfaces.  Apply a layer of gesso to use 
as an economical canvas substitute.  Pieces mea-
sure approximately 45" with four raw edges.
 Style Size Each
J-6714501 Bleached 1 Yd. 6.79
J-6704501 Unbleached 1 Yd. 6.79
J-6714505 Bleached 5 Yds. 26.79
J-6704505 Unbleached 5 Yds. 26.79

Jacquard®

SolarFast™
Starter Kit
Easily create 
photographic 
prints using 
the sun!  
Simply apply 
SolarFast to 
natural fabric 
or paper, place 
items or trans-
parency film 
on top, expose 
to direct sun-
light and 
watch the color magically appear!  Kit 
includes three bottles of SolarFast, (2 oz. 
each of blue, orange and violet), 2 oz. of 
SolarFast wash, six small sponges, eight 
t-pins, three sheets of SolarFast film, film 
marker, backerboard, cotton test fabric, 
gloves, quick start guide and printed 
instructions.
JP-JSD9000 Each ......................24.59
NEW Class Pack - Enough for 30 projects.  
Includes four 8 oz. bottles of SolarFast dye, 
one each of blue, orange, red and violet, 8 oz. 

SolarFast wash, 90 small sponges, 150 t-pins, 40 
sheets SolarFast film, five film markers for drawing 
on film, 30 backerboards, 30 cotton sateen test fabric 
pieces, 30 pairs of gloves and printed instructions.  
Film sheets and backerboards measure 8-1/2 x 
5-1/2" each.  You will need to supply your own fabric 
or artist paper.  (Not shown.)
JP-JSD1KIT Each ..............................84.95

Jacquard®

Cyanotype 
Sensitizer Set
Web Project 243  
Create up to 65 cyano-
type prints, measuring 
8x10".  Fill both bottles 
with water and shake 
until powder is dissolved.  
Mix equal parts to create 
a sensitizer solution.  
Coat fabric or paper with 
solution, place objects or 
transparencies on top, 
then expose to UV sunlight.  Includes complete 
instructions.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
JP-JCY1100 Each ..............................12.79

Jacquard® 
Cyanotype
Pretreated 
Fabric Sheets
10-Count Package
Place objects or 
transparencies on 
the pre-treated fabric 
sheets, expose to 
sunlight for 1-30 
minutes, then sub-
merge the fabric in 
water.  The areas 
exposed to light will turn blue, leaving the rest 
white.  Cotton sateen sheets measure 8-1/2 x 
11".
JP-JCY1110 Each ..............................24.79
Class Pack - Enough for 30 projects.  Includes 30 
pre-treated Cyanotype fabric sheets measuring 
8-1/2 x 11", 30 film sheets measuring 8-1/2 x 11", 
six film markers, 50 t-pins, six 8-1/2 x 11" sheets of 
cardboard and printed instructions.  (Not shown.)
JP-JCY1KIT Each ..............................74.95
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Creativity Street® 
Full Length Cotton Apron
Perfect for dying or painting a custom apron!   
Heavyweight natural cotton material can hold up 
to repeated washing.  34x24" with one pocket on 
the chest and one at the waist.  Features a wide 
neck strap and side ties.  Machine washable.  
C-5237 Each ..............................18.99
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Craft Burlap Bulk Pack
12-Count Package—Add a colorful touch of 
rustic beauty!  Made with 100% jute.  Economy 
Bengal burlap is perfect for sew-and-stuff proj-
ects, crafts, costumes, decorations, weaving, bul-
letin board backgrounds and more.  Easy to cut 
and easy to use.  Assorted colors in large, 46x36" 
sheets with raw edges.  Colors in each assortment 
may vary. 
JTC-401112 Each ..............................49.95

A NSI-1027 Yellow H NSI-1192 Apple Green
B NSI-1031 Orange I NSI-1208 Kelly Green
C NSI-1062 Red J NSI-1094 Tan
D NSI-1019 Light Pink K NSI-1163 Light Gray
E NSI-1057 Orchid L NSI-1001 White
F NSI-1237 Light Blue M NSI-1281 Black
G NSI-1275 Royal Blue
Each ............................................................ .59; 25 or More, Each (one color) ...........................49

Terrific Selection of Colors!
Craft Felt Assortment 
Web Projects 4, 23, 89, 97 & 114
100-Count Package—Terrific for a wide range of craft 
projects.  100% acrylic felt with the heft and feel of thick, 
expensive wool felt, at an affordable price.  Experience 
the quality of bright, vivid, fade-resistant colors.  Use for 
holiday or party decorations, puppets, costumes, collage 
or flannel board pieces.  Easy to glue or sew onto other 
fabrics.  100 sheets in assorted bright colors; color 
assortment may vary.  Each felt sheet measures 9x12".
NSI-AF100 Each ..............................................................................................................36.95

Craft Felt
Web Projects 58, 108 & 118  100% acrylic felt with the heft and feel of thick, expensive wool felt, 
yet available at an affordable price.  Experience the quality of bright, vivid, fade-resistant colors.  
Fantastic for a variety of craft projects including decorations, puppets, flannel board pieces and more.  
Felt sheets measure 9x12".
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Natural Burlap
Web Project 23  Best quality Shalimar burlap.  
Natural color offers a rustic feel and is terrific for 
primitive crafts.  Add color by sewing yarn or 
thread though the holes for a fun, easy project.  
Tightly woven for durability.   
12x18" Package - 6 sheets per package.
JTC-401119 Each ..............................10.79
12-Yard Bolt - Approximately 46" wide.
JTC-405800 Each ..............................39.75

Craft Burlap Value Packs
6-Count Packages—Economy Bengal burlap is 
perfect for sew-and-stuff projects, costumes, 
weaving and more.  Made with 100% jute.  Each 
value pack includes six sheets in assorted colors; 
color assortment may vary.  
 Size Each
JTC-912 9x12" 6.99
JTC-1218 12x18" 14.59

Roylco® Felt Shapes
500-Count Package—Save time with pre-
cut felt pieces.  Glue or sew the pieces onto 
craft projects, costumes and more.  Fuzzy, 
soft material is great for tactile learners.  
Package features assorted shapes and col-
ors; assortment may vary.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
ROY-2138 Each ..................... 11.99

Design 
Works 
Crafts 
Aida 
Precuts 
Counted 
Cross 
Stitch 
Fabric
100% cot-
ton, white, 
14 count 
(14 stitch-
es to the 
inch) aida 
fabric is 
perfect for 
projects of all sizes with or without a hoop.  Sheet 
measures 15x18".
CAR-03503 Each ..............................14.95

Roylco® 
Paper 
Mesh
24 Sheets
Paper mesh 
has a tex-
ture similar 
to burlap, 
and is ter-
rific for sew-
ing and 
stitching art projects.  Create a pattern with 
markers, crayons or colored pencils, then fill in 
with yarn or embroidery floss.  Also great for add-
ing texture to collages, paper crafts and paint-
ings.  Sheets measure approximately 7x10".
ROY-15401 Each ..............................10.79

Design Works 7 
Count Plastic 
Canvas
Web Project 133
Clear plastic canvas is 
designed for needle-
point.  Flexible, bend-
able and easy to cut.  
Stiff plastic resists sagging.  Sew on it, cover with 
yarn, fabric and more!  Seven squares per linear 
inch.  Sheet measures 13-1/2 x 10-1/2".
CAR-03513 Each ................................1.69
 12 or More, Each.............1.49
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Dry Felting Needle Assortment
4-Piece Set—As the needles are stabbed through 
fibers, they catch and blend fibers together, creat-
ing a solid piece of felt.  Includes 36-, 38- and 
40-gauge triangle felting needles with barbs on 
three sides, plus one 38-gauge star needle with 
barbs on four sides.  40-gauge needle is perfect 
for fine details.  3" to 3-1/2" long.  Needles are 
very sharp and should only be used with adult 
supervision.
CAR-W200 Each ................................9.59

Drape Fabric
Sculptures!

Aleene's®

Fabric Stiffener
& Draping Liquid
Web Project 135  Use this 
unique formula to shape and 
stiffen fabrics.  Can be thinned 
and tinted.  Use acrylic paint to 
make your own shade!  Try with 
crochet doilies, fabric, lace, rib-
bons, cheesecloth, appliqués 
and much more.  Water-
resistant and easy to paint 
when dry.  16 oz. bottle.  Non-
toxic.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
DUN-15586 Each ................................6.95

Hygloss Fabric Squares
36-Count Package—Great for sewing, decorat-
ing, collage, puppet making and other fiber art 
crafts.  Includes assorted squares, in a range of 
fabric types, colors and patterns.  Each square 
measures 12x12".
HY-55836 Each ..............................19.99
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Smart-Fab™ Disposable Art
& Decoration Fabric Assorted Packs
Web Project 182  An innovative non-woven 
fabric that’s easy to cut, fold, glue, sew, staple or 
even use as a painting and drawing surface.  Soft, 
flexible sheets don't fray, and are recyclable. 
Sheets measure 9x12".  Assorted, non-fading col-
ors.  Can be used for indoor or outdoor projects.  
Do not iron.
45-Count Package 
SF-1399 Each ................................9.99
270-Count Package 
SF-7099 Each ..............................42.99

Hygloss Ribbon Rainbow
A fun ribbon assortment containing a variety of 
types and patterns totaling 25 yards.  Great for 
embellishments on fiber arts and craft projects.  
Package contents will vary.
HY-55725 Each ................................8.99

Assorted Fabric Squares 
For Fiber Art Crafts!

Watch This Project On
YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

A

B

C

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Soft, Colorful Wool For 
Felting And Crafts!

 
 

Munch-Inspired Scream Sculpture - Web Project 135

Materials Needed:
• Styrofoam Cone & Egg
• Parawire Annealed Wire
• Aleene's Fabric Stiffener & Draping Liquid
• Acrylic Paints
• Wire Cutters

• Muslin
• Rubber Bands
• Scissors
• Paint Brush
• Stick Pins
• Bowl

Visit UnitedNow.com For Step-By-Step Instructions!

Colonial Paint Box 
Wool Assortments
Web Project 152  100% high-quality wool 
fiber for wet or dry felting techniques, doll hair, 
weaving, costume wigs, plus a variety of craft 
projects.  Each package contains 2 oz. net weight 
of wool fibers in six different colors.  Colors may 
vary slightly.
A CAR-CNPBW1 Misty Morning 
B CAR-CNPBW2 Nature 
C CAR-CNPBW6 Fruits & Berries
Each .........................................................18.59

Dry Felting Needles Blend 
Fibers Together!
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Creativity Street® 
Embroidery Thread Assortment
Web Projects 23, 86, 89 & 211 
24-Count, 12 Colors—Vibrant, 6-strand embroi-
dery floss for any craft sewing project.  Two each 
of 12 assorted colors.  Each skein has 8 yards.        
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
C-6475 Each ..............................10.39

Singer® 
Polyester 
Hand Sewing 
Thread 
Spools
24-Color Set
Lightfast, color-
fast, 100% poly-
ester thread.  
Each spool con-
tains 10 yards of 
d u r a b l e 
t h r e a d — 2 4 0 
yards in all.  
Includes a nee-
dle threader and 
three needles.  
Ideal for small 
projects, repair 
kits, alterations 
and hand sewing 
crafts.  Spools are not meant for machine sewing.  
CAR-00264 Each ................................5.79

Brightly Colored Craft Threads!

Geometric String Art 
Project Kit
Web Project 107  50-Project 
Set—Create beautiful string art 
projects in the classroom with 
this easy, affordable project kit!  
Enough supplies for 30 students 
at a time to make up to 50 Geometric 
String Art Projects.  Includes one 100-
sheet package of 8-1/2 x 11" black card 
stock, one 50-sheet pad of 8-1/2 x 11" Bienfang 
gridded paper, two 400-yard spools of white 
thread, 30 Elmer's school glue sticks, 30 each 
of #18 needles and instructions.  You will need 
your own pencils, rulers, scissors and a needle 
tool to complete the project.  Elmer's school 
glue sticks are AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK107 Each  ......................... 59.95

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Creativity Street®

Embroidery Thread Assortment
100-Count, 20 Colors—Terrific for any embroi-
dery project.  Also great for friendship bracelets 
and sewing crafts.  Package features 100 skeins of 
6-strand thread, five skeins each of 20 assorted 
colors.  Each skein has 8.75 yards.  Includes 12 
floss bobbins.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-6477 Each ..............................24.99

Bright White Cotton Thread!
Aunt Lydia's® 
Crochet 
Thread
Web Projects 
71, 107, 184 & 
227  White cotton 
thread is 100% 
mercerized and 
terrific for craft 
and fiber arts proj-
ects both large 
and small.  Size 10, 3-ply thread can be machine 
washed and dried.  When used for crochet proj-
ects, a size 7 (1.5mm) hook is recommended.  
400 yards per spool.
CAR-90772 Each ................................4.69

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!

Tapestry Needles
Web Projects 89, 107, 
211 & 227 6-Count 
Package—The blunt, 
rounded end of these tapes-
try needles slips easily 
through the holes of canvas 
or into the weave of fabric 
without snagging or pierc-
ing.  The long, oval eye car-
ries more than the usual 
number of strands of yarn.  
Nickel-plated steel needles.  Size #18.
CAR-38266 Each ....................... 1.99

Susan Bates® 
Plastic Crochet 
Hooks
6-Count Set—Made from 
luxite, which is a specially 
formulated plastic materi-
al that is very durable.  
In-line head helps reduce 
wrist motion for fatigue-
free crocheting, and helps 
to maintain a more consis-
tent gauge.  Sizes F/5 
(3.75mm), G/6 (4mm), 
H/8 (5mm), I/9 (5.5mm), 
J/10 (6mm) and K/10.5 
(6.5mm).  Measure 5-1/2" 
long.
CAR-00856 Each ................................3.99

Roylco® 
Plastic Lacing 
Needles
Web Projects 
23 & 164  
32-Count Package
Child-friendly plas-
tic lacing needles in 
assorted colors.  
Extra-large eye is 
easy to thread and expands to fit thicker yarns.  
Rounded tip.  3" long.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-5601 Each ................................4.99

Roylco® 
Weaving 
Needles
12-Count Package
Extra-long needles 
make it easier to 
weave yarn through 
warp.  6" long, plas-
tic needles feature 
safe tips.  Assorted colors.
ROY-5603 Each ................................4.95

Susan Bates®

Plastic 
Embroidery 
Hoops
Web Project 89  
Molded plastic hoop 
is preferred by some 
crafters for its soft 
surface and tight 
grip.  Features the 
Super Grip Lip to 
keep your project securely in place.
 Size Each
CAR-02007 7" 3.59
CAR-02008 8" 3.99
CAR-02010 10" 4.49
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Bernat® Super Value Yarn
Web Project 133  Medium weight, all-purpose 
yarn made of 100% acrylic.  Excellent for a variety 
of fiber art and craft projects.  7 oz. skeins have 
approximately 426 yards of 4-ply yarn.
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Pepperell Jumbo Roving Craft Yarn
Web Projects 23, 164 & 240  Made out of 
100% colorfast acrylic.  150-yard, 8 oz. skeins of 
fluffy, 3-ply yarn.  5/16" width.

Trait-tex® 4-Ply Yarn Cones
Washable, colorfast, mildew-resistant and non-allergenic yarn.  100% 
acrylic yarn comes in convenient, tangle-free cones.  315-yard cones 
with 4-ply/8 oz. yarn.
A P-02400 White E P-02530 Green
B P-02430 Red F P-02570 Blue
C P-02480 Yellow G P-02701 Black
D P-02500 Orange
Each .......................................................................................... 18.95

Trait-tex® 4-Ply Yarn Assortments
Double weight, 4-ply yarn for rug-making, weav-
ing, knitting and more.  Up to 2835 yards total.
Bright - 9 cones, 8 oz.
P-00240 Each ............................139.75
Bright/Intermediate - 16 cones, 4 oz.  (Not shown.)
P-00260 Each ............................139.75

Trait-tex® 2-Ply Yarn Assortment
9-Color Set—Thinner, 2-ply yarn.  8 oz. cones: 
black, blue, dark brown, green, orange, red, vio-
let, white and yellow.  Up to 5670 yards total.
P-00140 Each ............................139.75

Pepperell 2-Ply Yarn Assortment
9-Color Set—Nine cones of 2-ply, 100% 
acrylic yarn.  Each cone holds 8 oz. of yarn.  
Colors in assortment may vary.
PYR-SDB9 Each ................... 108.75

Pepperell 4-Ply Yarn Assortment
9-Color Set—Double weight, 4-ply 100% acrylic 
yarn.  Each cone holds 8 oz.  Colors in assortment 
may vary.
PYR-DDB9 Each ............................108.75

Ya
rn

A CAR-97445 Yellow
B CAR-06154 Carrot
C CAR-63700 True Red
D CAR-53640 Peony Pink
E CAR-97438 Baby Pink
F CAR-39347 Mulberry
G CAR-98879 Sky

H CAR-06109 Royal Blue
I CAR-06093 Kelly Green
J CAR-97759 Deep Sea Green
K CAR-97483 Walnut
L CAR-43521 True Grey
M CAR-97421 Black
N CAR-97391 White

Each ...........................................................................................................................................6.99

A PYR-JRYB03 Yellow
B PYR-JRYB04 Orange
C PYR-JRYB02 Red
D PYR-JRYB80 Hot Pink
E PYR-JRYB10 Purple
F PYR-JRY140 Sky Blue

G PYR-JRYB12 Blue
H PYR-JRYB07 Dark Green
I PYR-JRYB06 Light Green
J PYR-JRYB05 Brown
K PYR-JRYB14 Black
L PYR-JRYB01 White

Each .........................................................................................................................................12.99

Bernat®

Super Value Stripes Yarn
Create beautiful, multi-hued projects with 
colorful yarn.  Each style effortlessly blends 
from one color to the next, and each piece 
you make will be unique.  Great for knitting, 
crochet, weaving and more.  Medium weight, 
all-purpose yarn made of 100% acrylic.  
Washable and dryable for easy care.  5 oz. 
skeins have approximately 275 yards of 4-ply 
yarn.

Each ...........................................................................................................................................6.99

A CAR-39091 Candy Store
B CAR-39092 Beachwood
C CAR-39093 Wildberry
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Trait-tex® Neon Yarn 
Mini Dispenser Box
9-Color Set—Bright, neon colors on 2 oz. cones.  
Jumbo, 4-ply weight yarn is stored in a dispenser 
box that features a measuring guide.  Non-
allergenic, washable, color-fast, mildew-proof 
and tangle-free.  Approximately 60 ft. per cone.
P-00040 Each ..............................58.49

Trait-tex® 
Glitter Yarn Assortment
9-Color Set—Add amazing accents to woven 
crafts with this fun glitter yarn!  Dazzling, rich 
yarn is entwined with shimmering metallic 
strands.  White yarn has specks of red and blue 
for a festive look.  Double weight, 4-ply.  8 oz. 
cones, 315 yards each.
P-00280 Each ............................149.50

Trait-tex®

Novelty Yarn Assortment
Contains 16 cones in a variety of different colors, 
weights, textures and types. Includes twists, 
loops, chenilles, thick yarns, thin yarns, space 
dyes and more.  Yarn colors and styles may vary.    
4 oz. per cone.
P-00412 Each ..............................94.50

Creativity Street® Yarn Value Box
A broad assortment of first-quality craft yarn on 
tangle-free cones.  Yarn color selection and styles 
will vary for each package.  Features both natural 
and synthetic yarns.  Approximately 100 yards per 
cone.  Average number of cones per box is 24, 
around 2,400 yards total..
P-00470 Each ............................189.50

Bent Latch Hook
Easily create beautiful latched rugs!  6-1/8" 
smooth-action, bent metal latch rug hook for 
knotting.  Easy-grip handle.
CAR-72027 Each ................................4.99Trait-tex®

Jumbo Roving Yarn Assortment
9-Color Set—An excellent assortment for simple 
weaving, yarn painting, 3D projects and more.  
4-ply, large diameter yarn in nine colors: black, 
blue, dark brown, green, orange, red, violet, white 
and yellow.  105 yards per cone.  Packaged in a 
sturdy, tangle-free dispenser box.
P-00340 Each ............................139.75

Stitch + String Lab For Kids
40+ Creative Projects to Sew, Embroider, 
Weave, Wrap, and Tie—Leads children, 
step by step, through a huge range of sew-
ing and fiber art projects.  As they go, they 
will learn a variety of techniques, develop-
ing dexterity and coordination. Projects 
cover simple embroidery stitches to embel-
lish a sun catcher, wall hangings and an 
appliqué animal; sewing a drawstring bag 
and custom plushies; plus weaving book-
marks, bracelets and a mini rag rug.  Kids 
can also experiment with string art, needle 
felting, shibori dyeing, pompom animals, 
finger knitting and more.  Includes material lists 
and illustrated steps.  Stitch samplers teach the 
basics, and templates are included for plushies.  
Encourages kids to make variations and personal-
ize the projects in their own style.  Paperback, 144 
pages by Cassie Stephens.
QP-7367 Each ..............................22.99

Harrisville Designs
Pom Pom Maker
Make your own colorful pom poms!  First, wrap 
yarn around the wooden prongs.  Next, thread 
another piece of yarn through the rounded hole 
between the prongs and tie it tightly around 
wrapped layers of yarn.  Remove the yarn from 
the tool and cut the loops with scissors to reveal 
your pom pom!  Works with any type of yarn.  
Pom pom maker measures 3-1/2" long and can be 
reused for years.
HD-F159 Each ................................5.69

Ya
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Hygloss Crafting Yarn Pack
12-Color Set—Economical, brightly colored yarn 
is made of 100% acrylic.  Terrific for knitting, 
crocheting, string art, DIY pom poms and much 
more.  Package features 12 assorted colors. 
Approximately 24 yards of each color for a total of 
288 yards.
HY-54012 Each ..............................10.79

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW
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Economical, Durable Weaving Boards!
Richeson Tight-Notch Looms
12-Count Package—Affordable, pre-notched 
looms make weaving easy!  Bulk pack for groups.  
An excellent way to introduce weaving in the 
classroom.  Heavyweight, durable chipboard 
looms.  Ideal for warp, embroidery floss, ribbon 
and other thinner weaving materials.  Each mea-
sures 6x10".
J-787903 Each ..............................10.39

Richeson Wide-Notch Looms
12-Count Packages—Learn the basics of weav-
ing with these inexpensive chipboard looms.  
Easy-to-use, pre-notched chipboard looms for 
simple weaving projects.  Just string and you're 
ready to begin.  Ideal for all warp, string, ribbon, 
raffia and yarn widths.  Each loom measures 13" 
tall.
 Width Each
J-787951 3-1/4" 8.59
J-787954 6-1/2" 15.59
J-787955 9-3/4" 20.99
J-787956 13" 28.59

Potholder Looms Are A Terrific Way To Introduce
Younger Children To The Art of Weaving!

Friendly Loom 
Traditional Size 
Potholder Loom Set
Sturdy metal, 7x7" loom has a 
curved peg design that keeps 
loops in place without popping 
off.  100% cotton loops are 
custom-sized to fit the loom 
perfectly.  Set includes loom, 
one bag of multicolored cotton 
loops, a metal hook for weaving 
and a plastic hook for finishing, 
plus instructions.  Contains 
enough loops to make two pot-
holders.
HD-550 Each ..............................................................................................................18.95

Friendly Loom Cotton Loops Assortment
100% cotton loops are customized to fit the Friendly Loom 7" potholder loom.  Features enough loops 
to make two potholders.  Loops come in a variety of assorted colors; color assortment may vary.  
Finished potholders are machine-washable. 
HD-551A Each ................................................................................................................8.79

Pepperell Weaving 
Loom & Hook
Contains a 7-1/2 x 7-1/2" 
metal potholder loom plus 
a 2-sided metal hook, 
which makes it easier to 
weave and finish.  Loops 
are sold separately.  
Designed for ages 5 and up.  
1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
PYR-LOOM1
Each ..........................6.39

Pepperell Loopers
Jumbo, 1 lb. bag of synthetic-blend loops in a variety of colors for 
weaving potholders.  Package contains enough loops to make approximately 20 potholders.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
PYR-70762 Each ................................................................................................................8.99

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Trait-tex®

100% Natural
Cotton Warp 
Natural, 100% cotton warp is ideal for 
stringing looms for all sorts of weaving proj-
ects.  All-purpose, white warp on tangle-free 
spools for easy dispensing.
 Style Each
P-09062  2-ply, 2100 yds. 14.59
P-09012  4-ply, 800 yds. 15.49

Friendly Loom Stick Shuttle
A terrific tool for simple weaving projects.  Solid 
maple shuttle makes it easier for you to weave 
yarn through the warp on a loom.  Measures 8" 
long.
HD-F472 Each ................................4.99

Susan Bates® Weaving Needle
Web Projects 71 & 221  Extra-long, 5" steel 
needle is excellent for weaving.  Also suitable for 
cross-stitching, plastic lace, finishing crocheting 
or knitting projects, weaving in ends and many 
other crafts.  Features an extra large eye for 
threading thicker yarn or thread.  Sleek, durable 
needle slides easily through weaving poles and 
yarn.  One needle per package.
CAR-04085 Each ................................1.99

Tangle-Free Warp For 
Stringing Looms!

Schacht Spindle Co.
Stick Shuttle
Easily weave on larger looms!  First wrap the yarn 
around the stick shuttle, then weave the stick 
shuttle through the warp.  Maple shuttle mea-
sures 12" long.
SSP-SH5300 Each ..............................16.29

Schacht Spindle Co. Tapestry Beater
Perfect for pushing yarn strands tightly together 
for detailed weaving techniques.  Five teeth per 
inch.  Non-weighted tapestry beater measures 8" 
long.  Hard maple.
SSP-WS6001 Each ..............................42.99

Extra Long, 5" Needle Is 
Great For Weaving!
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Essential Tools For 
Weaving Projects!
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Friendly Loom 
Peg Loom For Beginners
Hardwood loom has rugged nylon pegs and 
includes brightly colored, 100% pure wool 
yarn and white cotton warp (enough for one 
project), plastic needle and illustrated 
instructions.  Loom measures 7x10".  
Completed woven projects can measure up 
to 5-1/2 x 9".
HD-5530 Each ..................... 28.50

Friendly Loom Lap Loom Kit
A sturdy, portable loom specifically designed to 
withstand heavy-duty use.  Constructed of quality 
hardwood maple with break-resistant nylon pegs.  
Kit includes two shed sticks, two 6" stick shuttles, 
a tapestry needle, 1 oz. of cotton warp string, 
illustrated instructions and enough brightly col-
ored, 100% pure wool yarn to make one project.  
14-1/2 x 18-1/2".  Finished projects mesure up to 
12x16".  Recommended for ages 7 and up.  
HD-384 Each ..............................59.95

Richeson Finger Tapestry Loom
This hardwood loom holds up to 38 warp strands 
and can weave up to 9" wide.  Includes a 7" 
shuttle, a 10-1⁄2" pick-up stick and instructions.  
Measures 9-3/4 x 12".
J-710403 Each ..............................27.95

See page 358 for details on our

Free Shipping Policy!

Simple Loom Offers 
Successful Weaving! 

Schacht Spindle Co. School Loom
Designed to be easy to weave on, this simple 
A-frame loom ensures successful results for 
weavers of any age or skill level.  Built-in stand is 
perfect for upright use while sitting on the floor 
and is small enough to use on a table top.  Can 
also be used as a display for your finished weav-
ing.  Features durable, six per inch, plastic warp 
spacers for uniform warping.  Made of hardwood 
maple and left unfinished.  Comes with two pick-
up sticks, a needle and easy-to-follow illustrated 
warping and weaving instructions. Weaving area 
measures 15x21" and is ideal for placemats, tea 
towels, pillow covers, wall hangings or small 
woven pouches.  Entire unit measures 15 x 
25-1/2 x 19".  Folds down to 2-1/4" for storage 
when not in use.  Some assembly required.  Warp 
and yarn not included.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping.
SSP-SL2200 Each ..............................92.50

Friendly Loom Easy Weaver Loom
Simple but versatile loom made of hardwood.  Fabrics 
can be created simply and efficiently.  Loom comes 
assembled and ready-to-weave with rainbow 
yarn already in place.  Weave items up to 
6-1/2" wide.  Sew strips together to 
make larger items such as table run-
ners, scarves, placemats, jackets, 
ponchos, blankets and more.  Includes 
two wooden stick shuttles, enough 
wool rainbow yarn to complete 2-1/2 
yards of fabric measuring 6" wide (the 
size of 2 child-size scarves), illustrated 
instructions and the book, "The Easy 
Weaver Book of Project Ideas" which 
includes an additional eight project ideas.  
Loom measures 17-1/2 x 10 x 5-1/2".
HD-394 Each ..................129.95
Easy Weaver Rainbow Refill Kit - Perfect for 
artists who already own the Easy Weaver 
Loom.  Contains wool warp measuring 6-1/2" x 2-1/2 yards, enough extra rainbow wool yarn to weave two 
6x40" scarves and illustrated instructions.  (Not shown.)
HD-435 Each ..............................................................................................................22.95

Friendly Loom 
Tapestry Loom
Durable, wide loom is ideal for 
the classroom and allows mul-
tiple students to weave simul-
taneously.  Incredibly versatile, 
giving you the freedom to cre-
ate large projects like wall 
hangings and rugs as easily as 
smaller ones like placemats, 
coasters or pillow covers.  
Includes easy-to-follow, illus-
trated instructions.  
Constructed of finished, solid 
hardwood maple.  Break-
resistant nylon pegs are used 
to hold the warp in place.  Free-
standing loom requires some 
assembly.  Warp, yarn and tools 
not included.  Adjustable to dif-
ferent heights from 44" to 64" 
tall and 48" wide.  Weaving 
area is 48x29".      
HD-285 
Each ........................... 365.00
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Pacon® Basket
Coiling 
Core
M a k e 
beaut i -
ful, tra-
ditional 
w o v e n 
baskets 
with this 
f l e x i b l e ,  
yet firm and 
durable, white 
paper coiling core.  
Wrap it with yarn, fabric, jute 
or other materials to create a beautiful, original 
basket.  Roll measures 180 ft. long with a 1/4" 
diameter. 
P-00088 Each ..............................19.99

Natural 
Wood 
Reed
Web 
Projects 
49, 60, 
86, 148,
153, 221, 
234 & 242  
Premium quality, natural, unstained reed that is tough and 
smooth!  Smaller round reeds are for weaving, medium sizes are 
for staking (building upright sides) and larger sizes work well for 
handles or baskets requiring additional strength.
Round Reed Width Length
A ITC-RC1 1/16" (1.5mm) 1500 ft.
B ITC-RC2 5/64" (2.0mm) 850 ft.
C ITC-RC4 1/8" (2.75mm) 500 ft.
D ITC-RC5 9/64" (3.5mm) 320 ft.
Each ........................................................ 19.59; 10 or More, Each (one style).......................17.99
Flat Reed Width Length 
E ITC-FR14 1/4" (6mm) 350 ft.
F ITC-FR12 1/2" (13mm) 125 ft.
Each ........................................................ 19.59; 10 or More, Each (one style).......................17.99

E

D

C

B

F

A

Roylco® 
Basket Bases
24-Count Package—Durable paperboard basket 
bases make weaving easy.  Use yarn, paper strips, 
or raffia (sold separately) to complete baskets.  
Finished baskets measure 6" in diameter.
ROY-42285 Each ..............................16.99

Sea Grass Rope
Sea grass resembles ancient, hand-twisted rope! 
Woven from Chinese grass, it is an economical 
alternative to genuine rush.  Great for fiber sculp-
ture, coil basketry, weaving and more.  Natural in 
color.  Can be dyed.  Rope is 3/16" in diameter.  3 
lb. roll.
ITC-SG3 Each ..............................19.79

Enough Supplies For The 
Entire Class To Make 
Their Own Baskets!

Pepperell Basketry Class Pack
30-Project Set—Perfect for any fiber arts 
class or workshop.  Complete yarn-coil bas-
ket kit contains 375 ft. of coiling core, 3 lbs. 
of yarn in a random assortment of colors, 30 
plastic yarn needles and instructions.  Makes 
up to 30 coiled baskets, each measuring 5" in 
diameter.
PYR-B3 Each .......................63.75

Add Interest & Texture 
With Natural Raffia! 

Super Moss® Raffia
Web Project 7

Raffia is inexpensive and versatile for 
adding texture to fiber craft proj-
ects!  Great for basket weaving.  

Accepts dye easily for custom projects.  It 
can take the place of ribbon, grass, leaves, 
stuffing, natural cord, twine and more.  
Contains 2 oz. of natural colored raffia per 
package.
CAR-549041 Each ....................... 9.95

Creativity 
Street® 
Basket Bases
Web Project 234  Convenient, pre-
drilled, sanded basket bases are a wonderful 
foundation for woven basket creations!  
These natural wooden bases measure 1/4" 
thick and remain warp-free.  Designed for 
use with round reed measuring 1/8" wide.
 Diameter Each
C-6481 4" 1.99
C-6482 5" 2.59

Reed Basket Weaving
Web Project 234

Watch This Project On
YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

NEW
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Classic
Hobby Set
Dream Catcher 
Kit
Create your own 
beautiful dream catch-
er!  Includes everything 
you need to make a 6" 
diameter dream catcher: one ring, eight beads, 
three feathers, 22 yards of assorted yarn and 
instructions.  Your finished craft will make a ter-
rific keepsake to display or give as a gift!  For ages 
8 and up.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
PYR-20151 Each ................................7.99

Dreamcatcher Kits
Beautiful, decorative crafts!  Each kit contains 
artificial sinew, suede lace, decorative feathers, 
beads, metal ring and instructions.  Large dream 
catcher kit also contains a metal feather charm.  
Contents may vary in color.  Recommended for 
ages 8 and up.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
Mini Kit - Makes one 3" dream catcher.
SCL-00165 Each ................................4.59
Large Kit - Makes one 5" dream catcher.
SCL-00706 Each ................................7.99

Roylco® Dream Catcher Kit
12-Project Set—Learn about the classic 
Native American craft with this kit.  Use 
markers, crayons or paint to create 
your own unique dream catcher 
design!  Set includes 12 thick card-
board dream catcher hoops with 
pre-punched holes, 36 cardboard 
feather shapes, twine, 12 plastic 
lacing needles, beads, glue and 
instructions.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for chil-
dren under 3 years.
ROY-42280 Each ..............................22.99

Brass Rings
Web Project 
126
These metal rings 
are ideal for a 
variety of macra-
mé and weaving 
projects, such as 
dream catchers.  
Made of 10-gauge 
brass that is non-
rusting.
 Diameter Each 25/Ea
PYR-R4M 4" 1.39 1.29
PYR-R5M 5" 1.79 1.59

Metal 
Ring
Solid zinc-
plated steel 
ring is ideal 
as a strong 
base for 
w r a p p i n g 
with leather 
to make 
dream catch-
ers and other 
projects.  Ring is 
a solid circle, does 
not open.  Silver colored.  Measures 7" in diame-
ter. 
SCL-BRI07 Each ................................1.29
 25 or More, Each.............1.09

Realeather 
Craft Lace® Metal Rings
Metal rings are ideal for dream catcher and mac-
rame projects.  Sturdy rings will not bend or 
break, making them perfect for wrapping with 
wire for pendants or leather for dream catchers.  
Rings are welded in a complete, solid circle and 
do not open.  Zinc-plated steel rings are a smooth 
silver color. 
 Diameter Qty Each
SCL-00713 3" 6 2.99
SCL-00714 5" 4 2.99

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

Realeather
Craft Lace® Suede Lace
Economical, split cowhide leather is flexible 
with a suede surface.  Great for trimming 
garments and making knotted jewelry and 
dream catchers.  Also great for beading and 
stringing activities.  Flat cord is 1/8" wide.  
25 yards per spool.
A SCL-00073 Black
B SCL-00110 Red
C SCL-00075 Café
D SCL-00105 Toast
E SCL-00111 Turquoise
Each .........................................................13.99

Realeather 
Craft Lace® 
Artificial Sinew
Web Project 86  Looks and 
acts like real sinew, but no ani-
mals are involved.  Heavy, 
waxed polyester fibers are spun 
into one, long continuous 
strand.  Remarkably strong and 
great for stitching leather, 
using on beading projects, or 
braiding and weaving dream 
catchers.  Contains 8 oz., 
approximately 313 yards.  Natural color.
SCL-00238 Each ..............................16.99

C D E

Create Knotted Jewelry,  
Dream Catchers & More!

 A B 

Realeather Crafts® 
Premium Leather Scrap
Premium scrap bag provides a wide assortment of 
soft, thin leathers at an economical price.  Use for 
jewelry, artwork, small accessories and more. 8 
oz. assorted scrap leather in a variety of colors, 
sizes and styles.
SCL-00235 Each ................................5.99
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Pepperell Friendship Bracelets 
Super Value Pack
Everything you need to make plenty of bracelets!  
Kit contains 30 ft. of hemp, 360 ft. of cotton 
embroidery floss and a foam kumihimo braiding 
wheel.  Also includes a 16-page Friendship 
Bracelets Project Handbook, which features a 
variety of knotting project instructions.  Offers 
options for making macramé bracelets as well as 
directions for setting up and using the braiding 
wheel to form unique color and cord blends.
PYR-20091 Each ................................5.99

Pepperell
Friendship Wheel Class Pack
Includes 12 foam kumihimo braiding wheels and 
12 copies of Friendship Bracelets Project 
Handbook.  The handbook features instructions 
for several knotting techniques, plus directions 
for creating a variety of different patterns using 
the braiding wheel.  Use with hemp or floss, sold 
separately.  Braiding wheel is 3-3/4" in diameter 
and 3/8" thick.
PYR-02368 Each ..............................34.99

Natural Hemp For Making Handmade 
Necklaces, Bracelets & Much More!

Pepperell Hippie Hemp
Web Projects 79 & 85  Simple knots look beautiful with this premium quality, 
100% natural fiber hemp.  Great for macramé crafts and jewelry projects, such as 
bracelets and necklaces combined with glass beads.  Or, use to embellish paper 
crafts.  Natural color.  20 lb. hemp is 1mm in diameter.  380 feet per spool.

PYR-HEMS05 Each ................................................................................................................7.59

Colorful Hemp For A Variety of Woven Crafts!

Colored Hemp
Web Projects 79, 148 & 221  Quality hemp in fun, bright colors is terrific for all kinds of crafts!  
String beads, make knots or twist colors together for unique, one-of-a-kind necklaces, anklets, friend-
ship bracelets and more!  Spools contain more than 400 ft. of 1mm, 20 lb., genuine hemp.
TPL-85553 Black TPL-85556 Purple
TPL-85554 Blue TPL-85557 Yellow
TPL-85555 Green TPL-85558 Red
Each ...........................................................................................................................................9.89

Add Fun Textures With Natural Jute Cord!
Natural Jute Cord
Web Projects 153 & 165  Add interesting texture to craft projects.  
Natural in color, jute cord can be used to create 3D elements in mixed media 
projects.  Try dipping the jute in paint or ink, then dragging it across paper for 
a fun abstract piece of art.  Also useful for suspending finished projects from 
the ceiling.  Spool contains 2.8 oz. of 2-ply jute.

CAR-16972 Each ............................... 2.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................2.79

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Pepperell 
Rexlace® Vinyl 
Craft Lacing
America's best-sell-
ing, flat, vinyl craft 
lace.  Weave and add colorful beads to cre-
ate beautiful plastic lacing projects.  Lacing 
strands are 3/32" wide.  100 yards of craft 
lace in each spool.
PYR-RX1 White
PYR-RX2 Pink
PYR-RX3 Red
PYR-RX4 Orange
PYR-RX5 Yellow
PYR-RX6 Green
PYR-RX7 Lavender
PYR-RX8 Baby Blue
PYR-RX9 Royal Blue
PYR-RX12 Brown
PYR-RX14 Black
Each ..................................................3.99

CraftLace 
Lanyard Kit
50-Project Set
Great for camps or 
parties! Features 
enough supplies to 
make up to 50 lan-
yards.  Includes 
600 ft. of craft lace 
in assorted colors, 
100 beads, 10 
assorted findings, 
weave wheel and 
project ideas.  For 
ages 6 and up.        
1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
TPL-88923 Each ..............................12.49

Waterproof, Flexible Cord!

Magic Lace™ Friendship Cord
Magic Lace is a thin, non-stretchy plastic cord 
excellent for friendship bracelet braiding.  Can 
also be used for beaded necklaces and other jew-
elry.  Waterproof material braids quickly and eas-
ily.  100 total yards in assorted neon colors.
TPL-88199 Each ................................4.39
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Roylco® Straw Beads
218-Count Package—Children can create pat-
terns and develop fine motor skills with these 
plastic straw beads.  1" long straw beads have 
3/8" diameter holes.  Package features assorted 
primary colors.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-2152 Each ................................9.79

Roylco® Manuscript Letter Beads
288-Count Packages—Plastic alphabet beads 
measuring approximately 7/8" in assorted opaque 
colors.  288 uppercase or lowercase letters in 
each package.  Terrific for stringing name neck-
laces.  Beads can also be glued to personalize 
items like pencil boxes, 3-ring binders and more.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
ROY-2184 Uppercase
ROY-2186 Lowercase
Each .........................................................27.99

1 lb. 
Bucket!

A-B-C Beads In Bright,
Opaque Colors!

Hygloss 
Bucket O’ Buttons
An assortment of hundreds of buttons in different 
sizes and shapes, all in a plastic storage bucket.  1 
lb. in each bucket.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
HY-5516 Each ..............................11.99

Roylco® Bright Buttons™
Web Project 4  Multicolored plastic buttons in 
various shapes and sizes!  Great for use in fiber 
arts projects and collages.  Also great for math 
games as well as counting and sorting activities.  
Buttons measure up to 1-1/4".  1 lb.  of buttons 
per package.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
ROY-2132 Each ..............................12.99

Perler Beads Multi Mix Bucket
This bucket of beads will really engage children's 
creativity!  Create a design on a peg board, then 
use a household iron to fuse the beads together. 
Bucket contains 6,000 beads, five reusable peg-
boards, ironing paper and easy instructions.  Peg 
board shapes include circle, heart, hexagon, 
square and star.  For ages 6 and up.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
PER-42766 Each ..............................12.95

Practice Fine Motor Skills
& Patterning With

Colorful Straw Beads!

Pepperell Bead Laces
12-Count Package—2mm diameter cord made 
of durable nylon.  Extra-long tips make it easier 
for younger kids to string.  Colors include blue, 
green, orange, red, violet and yellow.  Plastic-
tipped cords each measure 45".  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
PYR-HZY3 Each ................................4.99

Pepperell
Tipped Yarn Laces
144-Count Package—Quality craft yarn with 
plastic tips at both ends, like a shoelace.  Ideal for 
lacing beads, sewing cards and more.  Laces mea-
sure 36" long.  Includes six different colors.
PYR-TY1 Each ................................9.99

Creativity Street® Pop Beads 
300-Count Package—Plastic pop beads for 
making necklaces, bracelets and more.  
They help develop fine motor skills, pattern 
recognition and more.  Features an assort-
ment of shapes and colors.  Ages 5 and up.   
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-3540 Each ..............................15.99
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The Beadery®

Alphabet Beads
Super Value Packs
Make jewelry that shares a message!  10mm 
beads feature raised  letters.  String beads on 
hemp, jewelry cord or craft thread.  1/4 lb. pack-
age features an assortment of 26 English alphabet 
letters.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
TB-82280 Black & White
TB-82373 NEW Assorted Neon Colors
Each ...........................................................9.59
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The Beadery®

Bead Extravaganza™ Boxes
Web Projects 9, 26 & 79
Enough beads for tons of jewelry and craft proj-
ects!  Great for collages, accents on costumes  
and for adding a 3D touch to masks or greeting 
cards.  Terrific for sorting and patterning activi-
ties, plus building fine motor skills in younger 
children.  Each of these assortments contains 18 
different colors or styles of beads.  Sizes of beads 
vary.  Boxes feature 18 compartments for conve-
nient storage.  Measure 10-3/4 x 6-5/8 x 1-5/8" 
with lift lids.  Designed for ages 6 and up.

Crayon Colors Bead Mix - Pony beads in vibrant, 
glossy crayon colors.  2300 beads.
TB-91719 Each ..............................17.49

Sparkle Bead Mix - Translucent pony beads embed-
ded with gold or silver glitter.  2300 beads.
TB-91699 Each ..............................17.49

Pearl Bead Mix - Pony beads with a shimmering 
pearlescent finish.  2300 beads.
TB-91890 Each ..............................17.49

Pastel/Jelly Bead Mix - Pony beads in bright col-
ors.  Contains both opaque and translucent beads 
with a matte finish.  2300 beads.
TB-91892 Each ..............................17.49

Crystal Bead Mix - Translucent beads in various 
shapes and sizes.  2700 beads.
TB-6480 Each ..............................17.49

Color-Coordinated Bead Boxes Are A Great Value For The Art Classroom!

A Huge Assortment
of Beads & Laces;
Great for Schools!

Bead Classroom Kit
Terrific for building fine motor skills 
with preschoolers.  Students can prac-
tice lacing, sorting, counting, sequenc-
ing and more with these brightly col-
ored beads and laces.  Yarn laces are 
tipped for easier stringing.  Kit includes 
one 144-count package of Pepperell 
tipped yarn laces and six packages of 
The Beadery pony bead value packs: 
two each of opaque, pearl and neon 
pony beads.  Tipped yarn laces come in 
assorted colors and measure 36" long.  
Each pony bead package contains 1 lb., 
approximately 1600 beads that mea-
sure 9x6mm.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
USCAKIT2 Each ...............52.75

Clubhouse Crafts™ 
Wood Pony Beads
90-Count Package—Use these beads to make 
jewelry, add to macrame and dream catchers or 
include a natural-looking 3D element to any craft.  
Round, wooden beads come in assorted natural 
colors and a variety of sizes ranging from approx-
imately 1/4" to 1/2".  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
CAR-16651 Each ................................3.95

Creativity Street®

Metallic Pony Beads
500-Count Package—Plastic pony beads in lus-
trous gold, silver and copper colors!  Terrific for 
adding a shiny accent to any craft or jewelry 
project.  Each bead measures approximately 
9x6mm.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3549 Each ..............................10.49

Perfect For Kids' Crafts!
The Beadery® Pony Bead Value Packs
Web Projects 25, 79 & 221  Plastic pony 
beads for jewelry, collage and crafts.  Opaque 
assortment contains basic colors.  Neon assort-
ment features bright, fluorescent colors.  Pearl 
assortment has a pearlescent finish.  Glitter 
assortment features bright beads with silver glit-
ter.  Candy assortment contains beads with pastel 
hues.  Approximately 1600 plastic beads in each 1 
lb. package.  9x6mm.  1 Warning - Choking haz-
ard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
 Style Each
A TB-82268  Assorted Opaque 8.59
B TB-82372 Assorted Neon 8.59
C TB-82269 Assorted Pearl 8.59
D TB-85819 Assorted Glitter 8.59
E TB-90379 NEW Assorted Candy 8.59

A

B
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D

E
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The Beadery®

Mixed Bead Value Pack
Web Project 85  An assortment of colorful 
plastic beads in a variety of sizes, shapes, styles  
and colors.  Perfect for many craft projects.  Also 
great for sorting activities, collages and fiber art 
projects. 1 lb. of beads per package.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
TB-82315 Each ................................5.99

Creativity Street® Wood Beads
Wooden beads in a variety of shapes and 
colors.  Sizes range from 3/8" to 1" with 
holes from 3mm to 1cm.  Decorative styles 
for making jewelry or adding to costumes, 
weaving projects and more.  1 lb. of beads.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
C-6116 Each ..................... 26.39

John Bead Czech Seed Beads
Glass beads are perfect for all of your beading 
projects!  Made of high-quality Czech glass, these 
beads are beautiful in color, shape and finish.  
Ideal for stitching, weaving on or off a loom or 
any one of the many other beading techniques.  
Gumballs beads feature a variety of bright colors 
with a shiny, high-gloss finish.  Silverlined beads 
are transparent, colored glass with a silver lined 
center.  Beads come in a 24 gram vial.
A CAR-87849 Gumballs
B CAR-84152 Silverlined
Each ...........................................................4.79

A

B

Economical Bead Packs In 
Coordinated Colors!

The Beadery® Elements™
Beads Super Value Packs
Take the guesswork out of picking bead colors!  
Each package is filled with shimmering, color-
coordinated plastic beads in a variety of sizes and 
shapes.  Terrific for making matching necklaces, 
earrings and bracelets.  Beads range in size from 
1/8" to 1".  Each package contains 1/2 lb. of 
beads.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
A TB-90097 Red D TB-90114 Aqua
B TB-90098 Amethyst E TB-90115 Jade
C TB-90099 Blue F TB-90116 Pink
Each .........................................................14.99

Beadalon®

Nymo™
Thread
Non-twisted fiber fila-
ment is excellent for 
stringing seed beads and 
other small beads for a 
variety of jewelry pieces.  
Easy to thread.  0.20mm 
wide. 72 yards per spool.  
White.  
BE-04990 Each ................................2.99

Pepperell
Black
Jewelry Cord
Great cord for any 
children’s craft, 
macramé or jewel-
ry project.  Black, 
1.5mm, braided 
nylon cording.  
Color-fast.  Heat-
fusible and wash-
able.  25 yards.  
PYR-JC14 Each ................................4.79

Creativity 
Street®

White Elastic 
Cord For 
Beads
Web Projects 
18 & 85  Strong, stretchy 1.2mm white elastic 
cord.  Ideal for jewelry and stringing activities.  
25 yards.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3710 Each ................................8.59

Beadalon® Bead 
Stringing Wire
Made from seven 
strands of flexible, 
stainless steel wire and 
coated with a kink-
resistant, nylon coating.  
0.46mm (0.018") wide, 
100 ft. long.  Use with #1 
crimp beads and #2 crimp tubes.
BE-04538 Each ................................7.99

Beadalon® SuppleMax™ 
Monofilament 
Illusion Cord
Ideal for fashioning the 
"illusion" and "floating" 
designs, SuppleMax 
nylon filament is extra 
soft and flexible.  Does 
not stretch.  Perfect for 
stringing non-abrasive 
beads.  Because the cord is transparent in color, it 
doesn't distract from the beads in each design.  
Best secured by knotting.  0.7mm cord.  82 ft.
BE-13362 Each ................................2.99

Bead 'n Stretch™
Super Stretchy Cord
Terrific for creating sim-
ple, slip-on bracelets 
and anklets!  The ends 
can simply be knotted 
together when fin-
ished, so there is no 
need for a clasp.  75 ft. 
of 0.7mm clear, stretchy 
jewelry cord.
TPL-86069 Each ................................4.59

A

B
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Wire, Thread & Cord For All Sorts Of Designs!
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Beadalon® Jump Rings
144-Count Package—Multipurpose jump rings 
allow you to connect clasps to cord, wire, nylon, 
eye pins or pendants.  Silver-plated rings measure 
8mm. 
BE-05353 Each ................................4.29

Beadalon® 
Lobster Clasps
10-Count 
Package
Lobster clasps are per-
fect for many beading and jewelry projects such 
as bracelets and necklaces.  Attach with jump 
rings.  Silver-plated clasps measure 11mm. 
BE-09147 Each ................................4.99

Beadalon®

Barrel Clasps
6-Set 
Package—Add barrel 
clasps to each end of your bracelet or necklace, 
then screw together to wear.  9.5mm, silver-plat-
ed clasps. 
BE-05879 Each ................................4.59

Jewelry Findings
Variety Pack Offers 

Incredible Value!

Beadalon® 
Pendant Bails
18-Count 
Package
Easily create necklaces 
with these silver-plated 
pendant bails.  Simply 
slide a charm onto the bail, then slip the bail onto 
a chain or piece of jewelry cord.  Measure 10mm 
long.
BE-05870 Each ................................2.79

Parachute Cord Buckles
6-Count Package—Great for making parachute 
cord bracelets.  Black buckles can fit up to four 
strands of parachute cord through each end.         
1/2" size is terrific for child-size bracelets.                 
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
PYR-30674 Each ................................2.79

Assorted 
Findings
80-Piece 
Set
Includes 
40 split 
r i n g s , 
30 lanyard 
hooks and ten 
"8" shaped key 
rings.  Silver-toned finish.  A terrific value for 
jewelry makers and camps!   1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
TPL-52325 Each ................................4.79

Beadalon® Crimper 
& Spacer Beads
Ultra-smooth, silver-plated 
metal beads crimp to 
secure and finish beaded designs.  Use to attach 
wire to jump rings and clasps or as spacer beads.
 Size Diameter Qty
BE-04859 #2 2.5mm 40
BE-04847 #1 2mm 75
Each ...........................................................2.69

Beadalon®

EZ Crimps™
10-Count Package—Easily 
attach wire or pins to jewelry 
designs with these silver-plated crimp ends with a 
wire loop.  2mm wide; 1mm hole. 
BE-07138 Each ................................3.39

Beadalon® Crimp Tubes
Silver-plated tubes keep ends secure.  
Size #2 tubes measure 2mm in 
length, 1.3mm in diameter.  1.5 grams 
per package.
BE-054431 Each ................................2.69

Beadalon®

Designer
Crimper Tool
Flatten crimper beads or tubes with this easy-to-
use tool.  Works with cord diameters 0.010" to 
0.013" (0.25 - 0.33mm).
BE-04694 Each ..............................10.95

Beadalon® Findings Variety Pack
132-Piece Set—A terrific set for any jewelry art-
ist!  Features 60 jump rings, six spring rings, six 
lobster clasps, 20 tags, 20 crimp tubes and 20 
crimp beads.  Findings are silver-plated.  Includes 
a plastic storage case to keep findings organized.
BE-11368 Each ................................8.79

Beadalon® Steel Chain
Silver-plated, elongated cable steel chain will add 
interest to beaded jewelry.  Can also stand alone 
as a necklace or bracelet.  Or, use to add a hang-
ing chain tassel for a unique look. 6-1/2 ft. per 
package.  Link size is 3.4mm.
BE-05984 Each ................................3.99

Baumgartens® Metal Chains
25-Count Package—Bright nickel-plated 
ball chains are terrific for making trendy 

necklaces.  Add eye pins strung with beads, or 
pendants for a simple necklace.  Great for a per-
sonal, handmade gift!  Each chain measures 36" 
long total; 18" long when clasped.
BAU-69136 Each ..............................16.59

Beadalon® 34" Bead Design Board
Organize, design and create necklaces, bracelets 
and other jewelry pieces with the help of a bead 
board.  Flocked, gray surface helps reduce eye 
strain and keeps objects in place.  Contains three 
graduated, curved channels for necklaces up to 
34" long.  Centering guide helps keep jewelry 
symmetrical.  Recessed wells aid in sorting and 
storing beads and findings.  Measures 9x13".
BE-05193 Each ................................3.79

Beadalon® 
Pin Backs
Web
Projects 
83, 108 & 178
10-Count
Package—Make a brooch by attaching 
charms, glass pieces and more to these pin 
backs.  Create a simple name tag by adher-
ing a business card using hot glue.  Plated 
with imitation rhodium.  1" long.
BE-10183 Each ...........................2.99

Easily Create Necklaces 
With Metal Chains!
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Artistic 
Wire® Nylon 
Jaw Pliers
Perfect for use with soft wires.  Flatten, 
straighten and harden designs.  5-3/8" long 
with plastic dipped handles and lap-joint 
construction.
BE-99986 Each ....................... 7.99

HomeTools 
Long Nose Pliers
Web 
Projects
179 & 180  
R o u n d e d 
outer jaws and flat-sided, toothed 
inner jaws hold securely.  Also features 

wire cutter.  6-1/2" long with coated 
handles and lap-joint construction.

SUR-32146 Each ................................6.75

HomeTools Wire Cutter
Web Project 
234
Great for fin-
ishing soft 
wires.  6-1/2" 
long with 
coated han-
dles and lap-joint construction.
SUR-32148 Each .................. 6.75

Terrific Set For Crafters!
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Beadalon®

Steel Bench 
Block
Hefty steel bench 
block is great for 
shaping and flat-
tening wire forms.  
Use with a chasing 
hammer to create cus-
tom shapes.  Block measures 3 x 3 x 3/4".
BE-09398 Each ..............................16.95

Create Intricate Designs!

Beadalon® Deluxe Thing-A-Ma-Jig
Form creative wire designs!  Make your own pat-
terns: set your template, twist your wire and con-
nect pieces.  Includes 4-1/2 x 5-1/2" aluminum 
jig and 30 aluminum pegs in various sizes, plus 
instructions, basic patterns and tips.
BE-05507 Each ..............................19.95

Beadalon® Jump Ring Maker
Create jump rings or coiled wire beads in the size 
you want!  Accommodates any gauge or type of 
wire, including colored wire!  Use twisted strands 
of colored wire to add style, texture and definition 
to jewelry.  Use the tool to wind wire around one 
of the four different sizes of mandrels (4mm, 
6mm, 7mm and 8mm), then snip with either wire 
cutters or shears.  Wire, wire cutters and shears 
are sold separately.
BE-07615 Each ................................9.99

Easily Create Jewelry Pieces
With The Bead Loom!

Creativity Street® Bead Loom
Weave bracelets, decorative hangings and 
more!  Great for practicing fine motor 
control and patterning.  Complete set 
includes frame, string, needles and 
sample packs of seed beads to get 
you started.  Sturdy construction.        
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-3525 Each .............. 12.99

Beadalon® Chasing Hammer
Flat head for flattening soft-tempered wire.  
Round head finishes precision wire work.  
Comfortable wooden handle ensures a secure 
grip.  10" long.
BE-05659 Each ................................9.95

Twist Different Wires For 
Unique Combinations!

Beadalon®

Colour Craft Wire Twister
Web Project 179  Add visual impact!  Multiple 
wires twisted together have more strength than 
single wires.  Place up to five wires onto the disc 
of the Wire Twister, then attach wires to a sturdy 
object.  Pull the wires taut, turn the crank and 
watch the wires twist!  Use different colors to 
make patterns.  4-1/2" long.  Wire sold separately.
BE-08025 Each ................................9.99

Artistic Wire®

Coiling Gizmo
Web Project 179  Creating coils couldn't be 
easier!  Just crank wire around the small rod to 
make a simple coiled spring.  Next, crank the 
spring around the larger rod to create a double-
coiled cylinder bead.  Then, shape the bead into a 
sphere or bi-cone—the possibilities are endless!  
Includes instructions for making beads, a 
U-bracket frame with built-in mount and five 
crank rods.  Wire sold separately.
BE-10753 Each ..............................11.59

Beadalon® 
Big Eye 
Beading 
Needles
4-Count Packages—High-tensile stainless 
steel.  Needle eye expands almost the entire 
length of the needle, so threading is easy.  
Flexible needles fit all sizes of cord.
 Size Each
BE-04824N 2-1/4" 2.99
BE-04827N 4-1/2" 2.99
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HomeTools 5-Piece Tools Set
Web Projects 65 & 229
Features standard-size flat nose pliers, long nose 

pliers, bent nose pliers, round tip pliers and 
a diagonal wire cutter.

SUR-33000 Each ..............................22.59
WARNING: These products contain chemi-
cals known to the state of California to 

cause cancer and birth defects or other reproduc-
tive harm.  For more information, go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Parawire Black 
Aluminum 
Wire
A l u m i n u m 
wire is coated 
with a black 
enamel finish, 
making it 
great for wire 
s c u l p t u r e s ,  
armatures  and 
wrapping.  Soft 
wire is non-oily 
and non-tarnishing, 
plus it is easy to bend and manipulate without 
using tools.
 Size Length Each
CMS-BA12 12-Gauge 40 ft. 10.39
CMS-BA14 14-Gauge 60 ft. 10.39
CMS-BA16 16-Gauge 100 ft. 10.39
CMS-BA18 18-Gauge 200 ft. 10.99

Parawire 
Annealed Wire
Web Projects 
44, 132, 135, 
180, 187, 
191 & 229
All-purpose, unfin-
ished steel wire.  
Wire is easy to bend 
and manipulate.  
16-gauge is a heavy 
sculpture wire, great 
for mobiles.  18-gauge is a medium weight sculp-
ture wire.  Use 20-gauge for hand-wrapping 
sculptures.  5 lb. spools.  Color of wire varies, and 
may range from dark black to silver.
 Size Length Each
CMS-DA16 16-Gauge 480 ft. 46.95
CMS-DA18 18-Gauge 800 ft. 57.50
CMS-DA20 20-Gauge 1,750 ft. 62.75

Parawire Copper Wire
Web Projects 65, 117 & 179  Soft, all-pur-
pose wire.  Use for mobiles, sculptures and more.
1 lb. Spools Size Length Each
CMS-C14 14-Gauge 81 ft. 29.95
CMS-C16 16-Gauge 127 ft. 29.95
CMS-C18 18-Gauge 202 ft. 30.95
CMS-C20 20-Gauge 327 ft. 31.99
5 lb. Spools
CMS-C145 14-Gauge 405 ft. 134.50
CMS-C165 16-Gauge 635 ft. 134.50
CMS-C185 18-Gauge 1,010 ft. 136.50
CMS-C205 20-Gauge 1,635 ft. 136.50

Brass Wire Is Stiffer
Than Copper Wire!

Parawire Brass Wire
All-purpose, brass wire is stiffer than copper wire.  
1 lb. spools.
A Size Length Each
CMS-B14 14-Gauge 84 ft. 33.95
CMS-B16 16-Gauge 135 ft. 34.49
CMS-B18 18-Gauge 210 ft. 34.95
CMS-B20 20-Gauge 340 ft. 35.79

Parawire Tinned Copper Wire
Soft, all-purpose wire for crafts and sculptures.  
Silver-colored wire is an economical alternative 
to pure silver.  1 lb. spools.

B Size Length Each
CMS-TC14 14-Gauge 80 ft. 30.95
CMS-TC16 16-Gauge 125 ft. 31.95
CMS-TC18 18-Gauge 200 ft. 32.95
CMS-TC20 20-Gauge 325 ft. 33.95

A

Twisteez® Sculpture Wire
Web Project 232  Pliable, plastic-coated cop-
per wire for sculpture and craft projects.  Great for 
basic form studies, jewelry and to develop fine 
motor skills.  Provides experience in 3D line, 
shape, color and form.  Rainbow assortment of 
colors.  Easily cut with scissors.  Twisteez sculp-
ture wire can be shaped and reshaped over and 
over again.  30" long wires.
 Size Each
RDW-TW50 125 ft. 12.49
RDW-TW200 500 ft. 39.99

Artistic Wire® Permanently Colored Copper Wire
12-Color Sets—Brightly colored, tarnish-resistant copper wire.  Easily 
formed with pliers, the wire is great for jewelry making.  12 spools per 
package in assorted colors.
20-Gauge - 3 yards per spool.
BE-10649 Each .................................................................13.99
22-Gauge - 5 yards per spool.
BE-99992 Each .................................................................13.99

26-Gauge - 5 yards per spool.
BE-99990 Each ...................................................................9.99

Easily Straighten Bent, Worked Wire!
Artistic Wire®

Wire Straightener Tool
It's never been easier to salvage bent, 
"unusable" wire.  Open the rollers and lay wire 
in the center, leaving enough wire outside to grasp.  Wrap rollers around 
the wire and pull wire through for a straight, like-new piece.  Nylon rollers 
help protect coating on colored wires.  Approximately 1-1/2" long.
BE-12039 Each ..............................................................................................................12.79

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Twisteez Wire Kandinsky
Web Project 232

Step 1
Cut several colors of tagboard into an 
assortment of 6 to 8 shapes: circles, tri-
angles, squares, squiggles and abstract 
shapes. Glue several shapes onto an 
8-1/2 x 11" piece of black cardstock.

Step 2
Using a Pro Tool or needle, poke holes in 
the cardstock and thread a strand of 
Twisteez Wire through to the back.  Use a 
piece of strong tape to secure the wire to 
the back of the cardstock.

Step 3
Poke more holes, continuing to thread 
and bend wire pieces.  String assorted 
shapes onto wire pieces.  Shape spirals, 
lines and squiggles with the wire and 
bend the wire through and around other 
shapes and wires.

B
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Giacometti-Inspired Sculpture Project Kit
72-Project Set—Enough supplies to make up to 72 sculptures!  Includes six packages (2.2 lb. each) of Sculpey air-dry clay, one 5 lb. spool (480 
ft.) of 16-gauge Parawire annealed wire, one 5 lb. spool (1750 ft.) of 20-gauge Parawire annealed wire, one 72-count package of Walnut Hollow 
assorted mini thin plaques and an instruction sheet.  You will also need Mayco Magic Metallic paint & patinas, or your own acrylic paints, wire 
cutters, paint brushes, drill, pliers and epoxy to complete the project.  Clay is AP Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK187 Each ...................................................................................................................................................................................218.50

Watch This Project on 
YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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Giacometti-Inspired Sculpture - Project 187

Step 4
Use air dry clay to sculpt over the armature.  Try 
to sculpt what you think the shadow would look 
like.  Once the clay is dry, paint with acrylics.  For 
a bronze-like finish, use Magic Metallic Steel paint 
and Rapid Rust patina.

Step 1
Bend a 24" length of 
16-gauge annealed 
wire in half.  Leave a 
1-1/2" loop at the top 
for the head and neck.  
Hold the loop and use 
pliers to twist about 
4" to form the body of 
the armature.

Step 2
Bend a 20" length of 
16-gauge wire in half and 
wrap it around the first 
piece to create arms. Cut a 
20" length of thinner, 
20-gauge wire and wrap it 
around the arms, trim off 
any excess.  Cut a 24" length 
of 20-gauge wire and wrap 
the legs.  The wrapped wire 
allows the clay to attach 
better to the armature.  

Step 3
Decide where you 
want to place the 
legs and drill holes in 
a wood base.  Mix 
together some fast-
setting epoxy and 
glue the legs into the 
base.
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Renaissance Sun 
Tooling Foil 
Project Kit
Web Project 176  
25-Project Set
Enough supplies for at 
least 25 students to 
each make a 
Renaissance Sun 
Tooling Foil project.  
Includes one pint of 
Mars black Handy Art 
acrylic paint, one 
25-count package of 
6x6" Grafix chipboard, 
25 each of liner and 
modeler tooling foil 
tools, two 12" x 10 ft. 
rolls of copper Two-
Tone Decorator tooling 
foil and one 40-sheet 
pad of 9x12" 
Strathmore 200 Series 
tracing paper, plus an instruction sheet.  You will also need ball point pens, foam board, scissors, 
paint brushes and paper towels or sponges to complete the project.  Handy Art acrylic paint is AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK176 Each ..................................................................................................... 98.50
Refill Kit - Refill kit includes everything listed in the kit above, except liner and modeler tools.
USCPK176R Each .....................................................................................................41.95

Excel™ Burnisher Set
4-Piece Set—Use to emboss paper or metal 
crafts.  Four different, interchangeable tips.  
Simply unscrew the tip to attach a different style.  
Stainless steel.  5-1/2" long.
EX-30605 Each ................................9.25

Maid-O'-Metal 
Liver of Sulphur
Turn any copper project or 
artwork into an instant antique 
quickly and easily.  Simply apply 
Liver of Sulphur liquid to any cop-
per surface with a cloth to create 
interesting, tarnished effects.  
Darkens copper to a brownish 
black finish.  A little of this liquid 
solution goes a very long way, so 
apply sparingly.  4 oz. bottle con-
tains enough formula to darken 
approximately 90 square feet of 
copper.  CL - Cautionary Label:  
Not recommended for use with young children.
SLC-H57 Each ................................5.99

Steel Wool
8-Count 
Package
F l e x - fo l d , 
fine steel 
wool pads 
are excel-
lent for 
smoothing 
and polish-
ing metal 
sheets.  Extra-
fine, #000 tex-
ture.  Eight steel 
wool pieces per package.
SLC-H45  Each ................................4.99

Punching Awl
Web Project 65  Makes perforating tool-
ing foils and piercing papers easy.  4-1/2" 
long with a plastic handle for comfort.
SLC-H33 Each ............................. 2.39

A
B

C

Tooling Foil Tools
6" plastic tools for embossing fine-line 
designs.
A SLC-H34   Liner - for tracing and outlining
B SLC-H37   Modeler - for embossing
C SLC-H35   Spatula - to smooth large areas
Each .................................................. 1.49

Royal® & Langnickel 
Soft Grip™ Embossing 
& Stylus Set

3-Piece Set—Create raised patterns with the ball 
embossers.  Use either the small or medium sty-
lus to transfer designs onto objects.  5-3/8" long.
RBM-SG95 Each ................................3.99
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Two-Tone Decorator Tooling Foil
Web Projects 18, 116 & 176
The softer, 38-gauge (0.004") foil is the best 
choice for young children to use on tooling proj-
ects.  Lightweight material is not as thick as tradi-
tional tooling foils, but it is much heavier than 
household type foils.  Bright, aluminum decorator 
foil with one silver side and the other side finished 
in a gleaming color.  Cuts easily with standard 
scissors.  Each roll measures 12" x 10 ft.
SLC-DF1 Gold
SLC-DF2 Copper
SLC-DF3 Emerald Green
SLC-DF4 Ruby Red
SLC-DF5 Iridescent Blue
Each .........................................................13.59

Metal Tooling Foil
Web Projects 65 & 108  Pure, soft copper, 
brass and aluminum for tooling pictures, plaques, 
decorations and other craft projects.  Also won-
derful to use for creating a variety of 3D sculp-
tures.  Great for metal punching, etching, engrav-
ing, embossing, decorating and more.  36-gauge 
(0.0054") tooling foil cuts easily with household 
scissors.  Each roll measures 12" x 10 ft.
 Style Each
SLC-C1210 Copper 57.50
SLC-B1210 Brass 43.39
SLC-A1210 Aluminum 9.39

Produce Sharp Reliefs & 
Protect Your Work Surface 

With This Tooling Pad!
Maid-O'-Metal Tooling Pad
A resilient, 3/8" thick plastic to use with all of 
your tooling and embossing projects.  A necessity 
for creating sharp reliefs and protecting your 
work surface.  Can be used with tooling and deco-
rator foils.  Large pad measures 10x14".
SLC-H40  Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79
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Mona Lisa Adhesive Pen™
Use just like a paint marker.  Glue dries to a light blue 
color.  Features dual points, simply remove the tip and 
flip to switch from a bullet point to a chisel point.  
Acid-free.
SAP-10035 Each ......................................8.59

Mona Lisa Metal Leaf Adhesive Size
Water-based adhesive sizing.  Tacky in 15 to 60 minutes, dries 
clear.  2 oz. jar.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Warning - Avoid breathing 
vapor.  Keep out of reach of children.
SAP-10210 Each ................................................................5.49 

Mona Lisa Gold Leaf Kit
Replicate authentic metal leaf techniques!  Decorate wood, metal, glass and more.  Includes a 
25-sheet package of 5-1/2" square composition Gold Leaf (imitation 23-karat color),  2 oz. of 
Metal Leaf Adhesive Size and 2 oz. of Metal Leaf Sealer.  Not for use on outdoor items.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Warning - Avoid breathing vapor.  Avoid skin contact.  Keep out of reach of children.  
SAP-10201 Each ..............................................................................................................16.59

Rub On, Then Buff Off
For A Shiny, Metallic Finish! 

AMACO® Rub ‘N Buff®

A beautiful, wax-based, metallic finish that is 
fantastic for antiquing ceramics, wood or clays. 
Can also be used on plaster, metal, leather and 
picture frames.  Rub on with soft cloth, then gen-
tly buff to a beautiful metallic sheen. 0.5 oz. 
tubes.  CL - Cautionary Label: Not recom-
mended for use with children.
A-76361A Gold Leaf  
A-76370K Silver Leaf
Each ...........................................................................................................................................8.59

Mona Lisa Metal Leaf
25-Sheet Packages—Micro-thin sheets of com-
position metals separated with tissue paper.  
5-1/2" squares.  Not for outdoor use.
Composition Gold Leaf - Made up of copper and 
zinc which closely resembles pure gold but is a frac-
tion of the cost.  23-karat gold color.  
SAP-10204 Each ..............................11.99
Imitation Silver Leaf - Aluminum alloy sheets look 
like sterling silver, yet won't tarnish.  
SAP-10206 Each ..............................11.39

Mayco® Magic Metallic
Paints & Patinas
Web Projects 80, 83, 85 & 104
Create a variety of effects on nearly any surface!  
Magic Metallics are water-based acrylics that 
contain ground metal particles.  When dry, the 
surface will appear and feel like a metal surface.  
This is not a faux finish—it is a versatile, real 
metal coating.  Spray or brush on green patina 
or rapid rust over a damp coat of Magic Metallic 
paint.  The metal particles in the paint will immediately start to oxidize, creating amazing, real metal 
effects.  Water-based for easy cleanup.  Non-toxic.
6-Count Set - Includes 8 oz. each of copper, dark bronze, gold and steel paints, plus green patina and rapid 
rust.  
CLR-MMKT18 Each ..............................................................................................................58.95
Individual Paints - 8 oz. bottles.
 CLR-MM102 Copper
 CLR-MM103 Dark Bronze
 CLR-MM105 Gold
 CLR-MM106 Steel
Each .........................................................11.95

Individual Patinas - 8 oz. bottles.  
 CLR-MM202 Green
 CLR-MM305 Rapid Rust 
Each .........................................................11.95

Plaid® 
Mod Podge® 
Resin
Clear, high gloss, 
2-part resin!  Easy 1 to 
1 mixing ratio.  Can be 
poured over items or 
used with molds.  Food 
safe and low VOC's.  
Read directions fully 
before use.  8 oz. each 
resin and hardener.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.  CL - Cautionary 
Label: Not recommended for use 
with children.
PLD-25264 Each ..................... 28.99

Castin' Craft 
Clear Polyester 
Casting Resin
Convenient set 
includes both 16 oz. 
polyester resin and 
0.5 oz. of catalyst.  
Read directions 
fully before use.  
Casting resin has a 
6-month shelf life.  
Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.  Not rec-
ommended for use 
with children.  Not 
available for express delivery.

WARNING:  This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Styrene, which is 

known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
For more information go to www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov
MAC-34016 Each ..............................39.95

AMACO®

Rubber Latex
Quality rubber latex 
for use in the secondary 
classroom and studio!  Use 
rubber latex molds to make 
multiple castings quickly 
and accurately.  Captures 
fine details.  After curing, 
the rubber mold is tough, 
flexible and durable enough 
to withstand between 200 
and 300 castings.  Pint jar.  
CL - Cautionary Label: Not 
recommended for use with children.
A-41391K Each ..............................35.99

Activa® 
InstaMold™
A temporary 
mold making 
compound that 
is activated with 
water.  Material 
is safe to make a 
body cast and 
will include the 
finest of detail.  
Does not stick 
to the original 
object, and once 
you have your 
temporary mold you can then make perma-
nent castings.  40 oz. package makes 
between 160 oz. and 400 oz. of material, 
depending on strength.  AP Seal, non-toxic. 
ACT-275 Each ..............................35.95
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FloraCraft® 
CraftFom®

Project Bricks
Web Project 158 
285-Piece Package
Create authentic-looking structures, from classic 
landmarks like the Pyramids to modern-day con-
crete skyscrapers.  Pre-coated, foam project 
bricks are easy to cut, pinch, roll and shape.  
Combine with toothpicks for even more stability.  
Adhere with hot glue for an instant bond, or with 
white craft glue for more flexibility to reposition 
bricks while building.  Paint with different colors 
before or after constructing.  285 bricks in each 
package, measure approximately 1/2 x 1/2 x 
1-1/2".  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
CFC-BBKIT Each ..............................27.99

Green Sculpture Foam
Web Project 104  Lightweight and easy to handle, this foam is workable with wire and ribbon mod-
eling tools, rasps and serrated knives.  The material won’t split or crack, making it great for subtractive 
sculptures.  Finished carvings may be painted or lacquered.  Measurements are approximate.  Health 
Warning: Dust from this product may cause eye irritation.

2-3/4 x 3-7/8 x 7-7/8" Brick
A CFC-DF40G Each ................................3.29
 40 or More, Each.............2.19

5-7/8" Cube
B CFC-DF6G Each ................................5.99
 12 or More, Each.............5.39

A
B

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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Designed Especially For Making 3D Models!
Modeling Pulp Board
This versatile, neutral pH board is a great choice for architectural model making, sculptures, 3D form studies and 
more.  Cream colored, ultralight, 1/32" thick board is easy to cut with a knife or scissors for precise detail work and 
is perfect for creating invisible joints.  It cuts like soft butter at any angle.  The edges and surface can be sanded to 
correct mistakes or add texture and it accepts a variety of media for realistic effects. Unique pulp stratification 
enables instantaneous forming when sprayed with water on both sides.  After wetting, the board 
is pliable and can be fashioned into all sorts of 3D shapes.  It can also be easily bent using steam.  
It will regain rigidity once completely dry.  Works well with adhesives for adding coverings or to 
laminate it to additional boards.  Measures 30x40".  Five sheet minimum order.
MAC-75416 Each .......................................................................................................7.99 

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Sculpture Block
Sculpture Block is an extremely lightweight, easy-to-shape, cost-effective alternative to wood and 
stone.  It is ideal for all artists and 3D designers who are looking to create highly refined and detailed 
sculptures, 3D models or prototypes.  The foam blocks will not expand, contract or warp while providing 
long lasting results.  Easily shaped using a saw, rasp, scraper, chisel, file or clay tools and can be refined 
with sandpaper.  Simply prime the surface with a primer or gesso and add any type of acrylic or oil paint 
and decorate to complete your design.  Can be glued.  Low-dust, high density polyurethane foam.  Use 
a mask when sanding.  Recommended for ages 6 and up.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Actual Size Approximate Size Quantity Each
A W-157550 15 x 7.5 x 5cm 6x3x2" 2 14.99
B W-301525 30 x 15 x 2.5cm 12x6x1" 1 14.99
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Sculpture Block Is Safer Than Balsa Foam!

A
B

Project Bricks Are 
Terrific For Making Mini 
Scenes & Set Pieces!

Gargoyle Grotto

Web
Project

158
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Foam Cutting Tools
3-Piece Set—Includes three different tools: a 
shaper for smoothing cut marks, rounding edges 
and delicate sanding of foam; a knife with a ser-
rated blade for cutting and shaping; and a tuck & 
scribe tool with a flat beveled end to tuck fabric, 
felt and ribbons.
CFC-9974 Each ................................3.99

Balls Size Qty Pkg
CFC-BA6S 6" 1 8.99
CFC-BA5S 5" 1 5.49
CFC-BA4S 4" 2 5.99
CFC-BA3S 3" 6 7.99
CFC-BA25S 2-1/2" 6 5.39
CFC-BA2S 2" 12 6.39
CFC-BA15S 1-1/2" 12 3.99
CFC-BA1S* 1" 16 3.39
Cube 
CFC-B333W 3" 24 26.75

Cones Size Qty Pkg
CFC-C94WS 8-7/8 x 3-7/8" 1 4.99
CFC-C63WS 5-7/8 x 2-7/8" 2 4.79
Eggs
CFC-EG4S 3-3/16 x 2-7/8" 2 4.99
CFC-EG25S 2-1/2 x 1-7/8" 6 4.29
Sheets
CFC-B181W 17-15/16 x 11-15/16 x 15/16" 1 7.59
CFC-B10125WS 11-7/8 x 9-7/8 x 1-3/16" 1 5.99
CFC-B05WS 11-7/8 x 11-7/8 x 7/16" 1 3.99
CFC-B1242W 11-7/8 x 3-15/16 x 1-15/16" 1 3.29
Disc 
CFC-D6125W 1-3/16 x 5-7/8" 1 3.29

FloraCraft®

Clean Kut™ Foam Cutter
Designed to help you cut, slice or shape 
hard foam smoothly and cleanly with less 
mess.  Ideal for craft and hobby projects.  
Heats up and is ready to use in seconds.  Stay-
cool handle.  For use with extruded or expanded 
polystyrene foams up to 2-3/4" thick.  Comes 
with a USB plug, instructions, and a stand that 
keeps the hot wire elevated from work surfaces.  
Designed for ages 14 and up.  Use in a well-venti-
lated area.
CFC-RS602 Each ..............................10.95

Knife Slices Easily
Through Foam!

FloraCraft® SmoothFoam® Balls
SmoothFoam is a smooth, closed cell foam 
that is molded into shape from tiny beads.  
Because of the smooth surface, it works well 
for sculpture and craft projects.  High-density 
surface is easy to paint.  Plus, its porous cell 
structure is great for holding embellishments 
such as dowel rods, chenille stems, pins and 
more.  Ideal for classroom projects and sea-
sonal decor.  Use glue specifically made for 
foam.  White color.  Caution: Flammable.  Do 
not expose to open flame.
 Size Qty Pkg
CFC-01091 .9" 16 3.19
CFC-01092 1.4" 12 2.59
CFC-01097 2.9" 6 4.49
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Foam Cutter
This knife slices easily through foam.  6" handle 
with two interchangeable blades: the 1-1/2" 
blade is for detailed work, while the 4-1/2" blade 
is great for heavier work and cutting larger 
shapes.
CFC-1800 Each ................................7.99
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Styrofoam® Sculpting Block
Lightweight, dense, Styrofoam block for sculpting 
purposes.  Use hot-wire or styrofoam cutting 
tools to carve basic shape, then use rasps for 
details.  Block measures approximately 5-7/8 x 
5-7/8 x 17-7/8".  Health Warning: Dust from this 
product may cause eye irritation.  
CFC-60618 Each ..............................18.59

Large Foam Block Is Terrific 
For Carving & Sculpting!

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

Styrofoam® Shapes
Web Projects 73, 85, 135 & 163
A super foundation for all kinds of crafts.  Great for seasonal projects; decorate with paint, chenille 
stems, felt, glitter, sequins and more.  Sizes are approximate.  Caution: Flammable.  Do not expose to 
open flame.  Item marked with an * has a safety warning:  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
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AMACO® Claycrete® Papier Maché
Web Projects 7, 11, 35, 37, 42, 73, 125 
& 191  Just add water to this 100% pure paper 
pulp mixture to instantly turn it into an easy-to-
use papier maché.   Model it for a variety of 3D art 
projects.  Excellent for making unique textures.  
Dries in one or two days to a hard finish that is 
exceptionally bright white.  Decorate dried pieces 
with tempera or acrylic.  1 lb. bag makes about 
97-1/2 cubic inches of material.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
 Size Each
A-CC1 1 lb. Bag 11.99
A-CC20 20 lb. Box 129.50

Sets Up Like Plaster!

Monet-Inspired 
Koi Pond 
Project Kit
Web Project 191
25-Project Set
Create an inspiring 3D koi 
pond in your classoom, 
complete with lily pads!  Kit includes one 
25-count package of 6x6" Grafix chipboard, 
one 5 lb. spool (480 ft.) of 16-gauge 
Parawire annealed wire, one 24-sheet pack-
age of 20x30" dark pink Spectra Art tissue, 5 
lbs. of AMACO Claycrete papier mache, one 
50-sheet package of 9x12" Tru-Ray festive 
green construction paper and an instruction 
sheet.  Some additional common classroom 
art supplies will be needed.  Claycrete is AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
USCPK191 Each ................... 114.95

Fast-Setting, 
Instant Paper 

Mache!

Watch This Project 
on YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd

Activa® Celluclay®

Instant papier mâché!  A dry mixture of 
shredded paper and adhesive—just add 
water.  Adheres to most surfaces.   Sculpt in 
the state that you prefer—wet or dry.  When 
completely dry, Celluclay is hard and dura-
ble enough to be sanded, drilled and nailed.  
Requires no firing; air-dries in days.  Drying 
time varies, based on humidity.  Terrific for 
masks, collages and lightweight sculptures.  
Bright white color.  Includes directions.  24 
lb. box.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
ACT-224 Each ............................128.75P
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Creative Paperclay®

Fine quality paper clay.  Shape this all-natural 
moist material, then allow it to air-dry or bake in 
an oven.  Once dry, paint or shape by sanding or 
carving.  16 oz. package.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CRP-00811 Each ..............................12.79 

Pearl Paperclay®

Volcanic ash mixed with paper fiber for a smooth, 
white, porcelain-like finish.  Air-dries in 1-3 days.  
Knead in color while moist or paint when dry.  16 
oz.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CRP-00711 Each ................................4.99

Elmer's® Paper Mache Art Paste
An easy-to-use paste, ideal for paper mache, 
decoupage and more.  Special formulation is safe 
for children.  Dissolves quickly in water.  Cleans up 
with soap and water.  2 oz. box makes four quarts 
of paste.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
E-99000 Each ................................4.39
 24 or More, Each.............4.19

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!

AMACO® 
Sculptamold® 
Modeling 
Compound
Web Projects 
132 & 181  
Prepare quickly 
for classes just by 
adding water.  
Works like paper 
mache, it has a 
unique modeling ability and clings to virtually any 
surface without shrinking.  Sets up like plaster 
and is completely hard in 30 minutes.  Can be 
carved and shaped with modeling tools.  Once 
dry, finished pieces can be sanded and painted 
with your favorite paint.  3 lb. bag makes approx-
imately 142 cubic inches.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
*25 lb. box does not qualify for free shipping.
 Size Each
A-SC3 3 lb. Bag 11.95
A-SC25* 25 lb. Box 68.75

Papier-Mâché
A step-by-step guide to creating more than 
a dozen adorable projects!—This accessible 
guide covers the tools, materials and tech-
niques you need to create papier mache 
works of art.  Features step-by-step project 
ideas for making quirky, whimsical, folk art-
inspired home decor, gifts, jewelry, dolls, 
animal figures and more.  128 pages, paper-
back by Sarah Hand.
WF-AM4 Each .......................21.99 
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Create Masks & More
With Plaster Strips!

Activa® Rigid Wrap®

Premium quality, plaster-impregnated gauze.  Dip 
plaster strips into warm water, apply to a form or 
shape as desired and smooth.  Use long lengths 
or cut into pieces with scissors to fill in areas.  
Rigid Wrap drapes well.  Conforms to any shape 
or armature.  Air-dries to a hard, smooth finish in 
about 15 minutes.  Can be oven-dried at 200°F for 
15 minutes.  Dried pieces accept most media.  
Roll measures 4" by 15 ft.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
ACT-231 Each ................................7.59
 12 or More, Each.............6.89

Creativity Street® Plast'r Craft®

A versatile modeling medium!  Gauze-like, 
heavyweight fabric is embed-
ded with Plaster of Paris.  
Simply cut the length you 
want, soak it in water and 
then mold it.  Hardens 
quickly.  May be sanded 
when dry.  Fan-folded pack-
ing.  Approximately 6" wide.  
Measured by weight, sizes 
may vary.  Non-toxic.
 Size Each
P-52710 5 lb. Box 41.79
P-52720 20 lb. Box 92.39 

OCL® Plaster Bandage
12-Count Package—Smooth white plaster features an extra-dura-
ble finish.  Easy to cut with scissors to desired lengths or smaller 
pieces to form on a mold.  Medical-quality bandage is filled with 
plaster—just two layers will build a strong mask or cast an object.  
With other bandage products, it usually takes three layers.  Extra-
fast setting formula.  12 rolls, each measures 4" wide, 15 ft. long.  
Non-toxic.
BSN-41845F Each .......................................................................59.95

Create Your Own Sturdy 
Support For Clay!

B

A

4-Tool Carving Sets
Double-ended, stainless steel tools made 
for sculpting surfaces such as plaster, clay 
and wax.  Measure 6" to 7" long.  Different 
types of tools on each end.
 Style Each
A HAW-S9260 Palette Shapes 9.59
B HAW-S9265 Blades & Picks 8.79

Richeson Steel Plaster Rasp
Fine quality steel rasp is excellent for filing and 
shaping plaster sculptures.  Also a wonderful tool 
for cleaning up ceramic edges.  Features one 
rounded end and one flat end.  Measures 6-3/4".
J-210416 Each ..............................18.99

AMACO® Pottery Plaster
Finest quality, bright white pottery plaster!  
Commonly known as "Plaster of Paris," this 
powdered material mixes easily with water to 
make an excellent compound for casting and 
mold making.  It is finely pulverized for a silky 
smooth texture.  Highly absorbent.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  50 lb. bag.  Warning: May cause burns 
and eye or skin irritation.  Does not qualify for 
free shipping.
A-52803P Each ..............................45.99 

Durable Carving Tools 
Are Perfect For Plaster!
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Quality Plaster Is Terrific 
For Decorative Molds!

Parawire 
Armature Wire
Make your own arma-
ture with this pliable, 
lightweight, economi-
cal wire.  Use to create 
a solid base for 3D projects, from clay to wire 
sculpture.  Aluminum wire will not rust, stain 
or corrode.  Three versatile weights are avail-
able.  Use 1/4" for large armatures or for a 
main support.  1/8" is ideal for smaller arma-
tures; while 1/16" wire works well for wrap-
ping larger wire, so clay and plastilina will 
adhere to your form.  Sold on a coil.
 Weight Length Each
A CMS-AA14 1/4" 10 ft. 28.75
B CMS-AA18 1/8" 20 ft. 12.99
C CMS-AA116  1/16" 350 ft. 48.95

A

B

C

Activa® ArtPlaster™
Professional Casting Plaster
A premium quality casting plaster that makes 
perfect reproductions of any object within min-
utes.  An excellent medium for casting decorative 
figurines in molds.  Create craft projects such as 
wall plaques, candle bases, bookends, lamp bases 
and much more.  This strong, self-hardening clay 
is perfect for all levels of sculptors, as it allows for 
many clay sculpting techniques from hand build-
ing to throwing, and accepts a wide variety of 
finishes.  Sets up in 30 minutes.  Projects can be 
microwaved to speed up the drying process, or 
allow them to air dry.  Once dry, the surface can 
be painted and finished.  5 lb. bag.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
ACT-225 Each ..............................19.59 

NEW
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Sculpey III® Oven-Bake Clay
Web Project 178  Sculpey III features the same excellent handling qualities as original 
Sculpey, combined with the brilliance of color.  Colors are intermixable to create unlimited 
shades.  Easy to work with after just a few minutes of kneading.  Bakes at 275°F in a household 
oven to a smooth finish in 15 minutes per 1/4" thickness.  2 oz. bars.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Pure White Sculpey!
Original Sculpey®

Oven-Bake Clay
Easily kneaded by hands and tools, 
it stays pliable until baked to a 
plastic-like hardness.  Great for 
sculpture, jewelry, ornaments and more.  
No shrinkage.  White clay is easy to paint 
and decorate with acrylics, enamels or 
watercolors.  Sculpey oven-bake clay bakes 
at 275°F in a pre-heated, household oven in 
15 minutes per 1/4" thickness.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic. Size Each
PP-S2 1.75 lb. 12.99
PP-S8 8 lb. 51.99
PP-S24 24 lb. 134.95

Original Sculpey®

Terra Cotta Oven-Bake Clay
Polymer clay in a rich, terra cotta color!  It 
remains flexible until baked in a household oven 
at 275°F for 15 minutes per 1/4" thickness.  After 
baking, it can be painted, sanded, drilled and 
carved.  1.75 lb. package.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PP-S2T Each ..............................12.99

A PP-1150 Lemonade
B PP-072 Yellow
C PP-1634 Just Orange
D PP-583 Red Hot Red
E PP-083 Red
F PP-1142 Candy Pink
G PP-303 Dusty Rose
H PP-1209 Ballerina Pink 
I PP-1216 Spring Lilac

J PP-513 Purple
K PP-063 Blue
L PP-1144 Sky Blue
M PP-1629 Granny Smith
N PP-323 Emerald
O PP-322 Leaf Green
P PP-1109 Suede Brown
Q PP-1657 Hazelnut
R PP-301 Tan

S PP-093 Beige
T PP-010 Translucent
U PP-001 White
V PP-1645 Elephant Gray
W PP-042 Black
X PP-1086 Metallic Gold
Y PP-1130 Metallic Silver

 A B C D E

 F G H I J

 K L M N O

 P Q R S T

 U V W X Y

Each .......................................................... 2.69; 5 or More, Each (one color) ..........................2.49

Super Sculpey®

Medium Blend Oven-Bake Clay
Web Project 217  Super Sculpey 
Medium Blend is firm enough to hold its shape 
and detail, yet soft enough to hand build and 
shape creative clay pieces.  The perfect blend of 
Super Sculpey and Super Sculpey Firm.  Bake at 
275°F for 15 minutes per 1/4" thickness.  Pieces 
can be sanded, painted or drilled after baking.  1 
lb. package.  Gray in color.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PP-SSMED1 Each ..............................16.59

Sculpey III® 
Oven-Bake Clay Sets
Sculpey oven-bake clay is excellent 
for crafting jewelry, figurines, home decor 
items and much more.  Easy to work with 
after kneading and remains soft until baked.  
Bakes at 275°F in a household oven to a 
smooth, matte finish in 15 minutes per 1/4" 
thickness.  Colors are intermixable for 
unlimited shades.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
30-Color Sampler Set - 1 oz. individually 
wrapped packages.  Visit Unitednow.com for a 
complete list of colors included.
PP-11631 Each ..............................27.59

Super Sculpey®

Translucent pink-beige polymer clay is easy 
to condition, requiring minimal prepara-
tion.  Features fine detailing characteristics.  Will 
not dry out; it remains soft and pliable until 
baked.  After curing, Super Sculpey bakes to a 
ceramic-like hardness and can be sanded to a fine 
smoothness.  Virtually shatter-proof and chip-
proof.  Bakes in a 275°F oven in approximately 15 
minutes per 1/4" thickness.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
1 lb. Package
PP-SS1 Each ..............................13.99
8 lb. Package
PP-SS8 Each ..............................97.50

Classic Oven Bake Clay!
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Naturals Set - 1 oz. each of emerald, leaf green, 
turquoise, blue, silver, elephant gray, suede brown, 
hazelnut, jewelry gold, tan, beige and white.
PP-11258 Each .........................13.59

Classic Set - 1 oz. each of red, just orange, yellow, 
granny smith, emerald, blue, purple, tan, chocolate, 
elephant gray, black and white.
PP-11245 Each .........................13.59

Pastel Set - 1 oz. each of ballerina pink, princess 
pearl, lemonade, granny smith, sky blue, teal pearl, 
spring lilac, jewelry gold, silver, beige, pearl and white.
PP-11247 Each .........................13.59

Bright Set - 1 oz. each of red hot red, candy pink, 
just orange, yellow, granny smith, turquoise, teal 
pearl, violet, purple, gold, silver and white.
PP-11246 Each .........................13.59

NEW
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Sculpey Tools™
Mini Stainless Steel Cutters
12-Piece Set—Cut out perfect shapes every 
time!  Great for jewelry and other oven-bake clay 
projects.  Set includes 12 different cutters, each 
measures 3/4" deep.  Shapes measure up to 1/2 
x 7/8".
PP-14078 Each ................................7.59

AMACO® PolyBlade™
A polymer clay blade for making perfect slices!  
Leaves a clean and accurate cut in even large 
blocks of clay.  Measures 6" long, 3/4" wide and is 
thicker than traditional razor blades.
A-11050H Each ................................7.49

Sculpey 
Tools™ Bead Baking Rack
Bead baking rack is ideal for baking multiple 
beads at one time.  Skewers suspend beads to 
bake evenly and ensure beads are perfectly 
shaped - no risk of flat bottom beads!  Includes 12 
skewers that are each 5-3/4" long and one rack.
PP-AS2030 Each ..............................13.59

Sculpey Tools™ Bead Maker
Easy to use, makes beads in seconds!  Makes 
three different size round beads - 13mm, 16mm 
and 18mm.  Measuring cups guarantee a per-
fectly sized bead every time. 
PP-AS2035 Each ................................9.49

Potter's Select™ Clay Gun Set
Easily create the same shapes over and over!  
Small, hand-held steel clay gun is ideal for extrud-
ing polymer, modeling or ceramic clay.  Includes 
19 discs with several shapes in varying sizes.  Clay 
gun is simple to disassemble for clean up with 
soap and water.  
RBM-PS02 Each ................................8.59
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Perfectly Round Beads!

Sculpey Tools™ 
Acrylic Clay Roller

An essential tool 
when creating 
with clay!  

Seamless roller 
smooths polymer or 
ceramic clay without 
leaving marks.  8" 
length is ideal for roll-
ing out large sheets, 
and the clear material 
allows you to see the 
clay below.  Roller can 
also be used to burnish 
textures.  Non-stick sur-
face is easy to clean 
with soap and water. 
PP-14053 Each ....................... 8.79

Sculpey Tools™ Clay Blades
3-Piece Set—Three blades with handles for slic-
ing clay.  The long, rigid blade is great for straight 
cuts.  Use the shorter, flexible blade for curved 
cuts or edges.  Use the wave blade for decorative 
edges.  Longest blade is 7-1/2".
PP-14051 Each ..............................14.99

Sculpey Tools™ Clay Tool Starter Set
3-Piece Set—Tools feature two distinctive ends, 
for a variety of modeling needs.  Blunt point tool 
is terrific for small scale sculpting, punching 
holes, shaping, refining and smoothing clay.  Ball 
end creates indentations, concave forms and 
curled or wavy edges.  Needle tool creates lines, 
small holes, textures, fine details and patterns. 
Use the other end of the needle tool for uniform 
circles.  Knife tool is perfect for creating lines or 
patterns, and to cut clay.  Flat end of the knife tool 
easily smooths and blends, plus can be used to 
add details to clay.  Made from polypropylene.  
Needle tool measures 7-1/4" long.
PP-14060 Each ................................8.99

Sculpey Tools™
Clay Conditioning Machine

Ideal for conditioning clay quickly and eas-
ily.  Roll out flat sheets, and combine two 
or more clay colors.  Nine different thick-

ness settings, from 0.025" to 0.1".  Features cor-
rosion-resistant stainless steel rollers, high-qual-
ity keyed gearing system and non-skid feed.  
Comes with a C-clamp for securing to a work 
surface.  Measures approximately 7-3/4 x 5 x 5", 
not including crank handle.
PP-12174 Each ..............................43.95

Translucent
Liquid Sculpey®

A versatile product that can be 
used in silicone molds, to embellish 
clay, as grout, for image transfers, 
window clings and so much more!  
Can also be used to soften Sculpey 
clays and to repair cracks.  For 
image transfers, cover the paper 
image with Liquid Sculpey and 
simply bake the piece at 275°F for 
15-20 minutes.  Strong and flexi-
ble after baking.  Can be colored 
with alcohol-based inks.  2 oz.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
PP-14075 Each ................................7.99
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FIMO® Oven-Bake Modeling Clay
FIMO is a soft, smooth polymer clay 
that is terrific for beginners and 
hobby artists.  Perfect for jewelry 

and other decorative items.  Colors are easy to 
blend.  Harden finished projects by baking in a 
230°F oven for 30 minutes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
30-Color Set - Individually wrapped, 0.88 oz. pack-
ages.  Visit UnitedNow.com for color list.
SM-95485 Each ..............................23.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Pastel Set - 0.88 oz. each of white, vanilla, lilac, 
light pink, aqua, mint, morning breeze, peach, pista-
chio nut, pale pink, sahara and dolphin grey.
SM-05342 Each ..............................12.49

Basic Set - 0.88 oz. each of white, lemon, tangerine, 
Indian red, raspberry, plum, brilliant blue, pepper-
mint, tropical green, caramel, dolphin grey and 
black.
SM-05340 Each ..............................12.49
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Sargent Art® Modeling Clay
Web Project 241  Non-hardening, long-lasting, reusable, brightly colored modeling clay.  
Ideal for freehand work, claymation and realistic sculpting.  Four individually wrapped 1/4 lb. 
sticks keep extra clay fresh.  1 lb. packages.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A SAR-224002 Yellow
B SAR-224014 Orange
C SAR-224020 Red
D SAR-224030 Terra Cotta
E SAR-224042 Violet
F SAR-224050 Blue
G SAR-224066 Green
H SAR-224096 White
I SAR-224085 Black
J SAR-224084 Gray
Each .............................. 3.69
Primary Assortment - Four 
1/4 lb. sticks.  Includes blue, 
green, red and yellow.
K SAR-224400 Each ................................................................................................................3.69

Sculpey® 
Non-Dry Modeling Clay
A fantastic modeling clay.  Perfect for 
sculpting, claymation videos and hours of 
creating, the brightly pigmented wax base 
has a smooth consistency that naturally sticks to 
itself.  Ideal for freehand modeling and mold-
making applications.  Permanently soft and pli-
able, it never dries out or hardens.  Contains no 
lead or sulfur.  Clean and safe for children ages 
four and up.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
20-Color Assortment - 13 oz. package contains an 
assortment of 20 bright colors.
PP-40301 Each ................................3.79
 12 or More, Each.............3.49
52-Piece Assortment - More than 2 lbs. of model-
ing clay in an assortment of colors.
PP-40320 Each ................................7.39
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Long-Lasting, Reusable, Brightly Colored Modeling Clay!

Crayola® Modeling Clay Classpack®

12-Color Set—Soft modeling clay for the class-
room!  Includes 24 pieces weighing 7.2 oz. each, 
10.8 lbs. total.  12 classic colors: black, blue, 
brown, gray, green, light blue, orange, pink, pur-
ple, red, white and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-0288 Each ..............................69.25

VanAken Modeling Clay
A professional quality modeling clay at an 
economical price.  Smooth, finely textured 
clay provides crisp detail.  Won't harden.  Can 
be melted to pour into a mold.  A traditional 
gray-green color.  4.5 lbs.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
VI-10513 Each ....................... 16.29

Sargent Art® 
Modeling Clay Classpacks
Soft modeling clay for the classroom!  Includes  
individually wrapped packs weighing 2.11 oz. 
each.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
24-Count Assortment - 2 each of 12 colors.
SAR-224076 Each ..............................13.95
48-Color Assortment - 48 assorted colors.
SAR-224078 Each ..............................24.99

Sargent Art® Plastilina
Mineral-based clay is pliable and reusable; 
will never harden or dry out.  Great for sculpt-
ing realistic models, animation and more!  2 
lbs.  Neutral gray.  Sulfur- and gluten-free.  
Non-toxic, conforms to ASTM D4236.
SAR-227684 Each ......................... 7.69

Crayola® 
Modeling 
Clay
Soft modeling 
clay makes an 
ideal modeling 
compound for 
children.  Non-
hardening clay 
is completely 
reusable.  Each 
color is 
wrapped indi-
vidually.  Made 
to scrape off most surfaces easily, so clean-
up is a breeze.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Primary Color Assortment - Includes 4 oz. each of 
blue, green, red and yellow.  1 lb. total.
B-570300 Each ................................3.59
Natural Color Assortment - Includes 4 oz. each of 
black, light brown, orange and white.  1 lb. total.
B-570400 Each ................................3.59
Bold Color Assortment - Includes 4 oz. each of 
black, blue, brown, green, orange, red, white and 
yellow.  2 lbs. total.
B-570315 Each ................................7.79
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Colors of My Friends Assortment - Four 1/4 lb. 
sticks: beige, brown, sienna and terra cotta.  
L SAR-224044 Each ................................3.69

 K L M

NEW Pastel Assortment - 1 lb. of clay in 10 
assorted pastel colors.
M SAR-224093 Each ................................3.69

Perfect For
Stop-Motion Videos!
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Crayola® Model Magic®

Web Projects 5, 158, 218, 228, 239 & 246 
Preschoolers love the soft, pliable texture; older kids love its 
versatile, lightweight characteristics.  Teachers love its easy-
to-clean formula that will not stick to skin, classroom surfac-
es, clothing or carpeting.  Colors can be mixed to create additional 
hues!  Before it dries, add decorative items like buttons and springs, 
chenille stems, yarn or sequins.  Great for making sculptures and for 
beginning artists.  Air-dries in 24 hours without firing or baking.  
Suitable for single class projects.  Decorate finished pieces with 
tempera, watercolor, acrylic and markers!  Safe and easy to use, even 
for preschoolers.  Won't flake or crumble.  4 oz., air-tight packages.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
A B-4451 Black
B B-4442 Blue
C B-4444 Green
D B-4436 Orange

E B-4438 Red
F B-4401 White
G B-4434 Yellow

Each .......................................................... 4.79; 12 or More, Each (one color) ........................4.39

Model Magic Is Ideal For Young Children!

 A B C D E F G

Crayola® Model Magic® 
Value Pack
Great for group and classroom projects! Contains 
one dozen large, 8 oz. packages of white Model 
Magic.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-4418 Each ..............................65.79

Crayola® Model Magic® 
Classpacks®

Enough for the entire class!  Classpacks 
contain 75 - 1 oz. packages of Model Magic.  
Includes a book of arts and crafts ideas for 
classroom projects.  Primary colors can be 
mixed completely for new colors or only 
partially for a marbleized look.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.

White Classpack  
B-6001 Each ........................... 51.49
Assorted Colors Classpack -  Includes  21 
white packages, plus 18 each of blue, red and 
yellow packages.
B-6002 Each ..................... 51.49

Crayola® Model Magic® 
Primary Colors Tub
2 lb. plastic tub contains four 8 oz. air-
tight pouches, one each of blue, red, white and 
yellow.  Air-dries in 24 hours without firing or 
baking.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-4415 Each ..............................26.99
 4 or More, Each.............25.49

Crayola® Model Magic® 
White Tub
2 lb. plastic tub contains four 8 oz. air-
tight pouches of white Model Magic.  Air-dries in 
24 hours without firing or baking.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
B-4400 Each ..............................26.99
 4 or More, Each.............25.49

Crayola® Model Magic® 
Naturals Colors Tub
2 lb. plastic tub contains four 8 oz. air-
tight pouches.  Ideal for small group, individual or 
home projects.  Colors include bisque, earthtone, 
terra cotta and white.  Air-dries in 24 hours with-
out firing or baking.  Won't flake or crumble.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-2412 Each ..............................26.99
 4 or More, Each.............25.49

Crayola® Model Magic® 
Neon Colors Tub
2 lb. plastic tub contains four 8 oz. air-
tight pouches, one each of laser lemon, radical 
red, shocking pink and yellow green.  Ideal for 
small group, individual or home projects.  Air-
dries in 24 hours without firing or baking.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-2413 Each ..............................26.99
 4 or More, Each.............25.49
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Crayola® Model Magic® Variety Pack
15 colors of model magic in one convenient pack-
age!  Soft, pliable material air dries in 24 hours 
without firing or baking.  Decorate finished pieces 
with tempera, watercolor, acrylic and markers.  
Mix individual colors to make new colors.  Variety 
pack includes 30 - 1 oz. packages in 15 different 
colors, plus an idea guide.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-570028 Each ..............................32.99

NEW
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Crayola® Dough
Encourage children to use their imagination as they explore and 
create with this fantastic, brightly colored dough.  Non-sticky, 
pliable modeling material is soft enough for even small hands to 
model with ease.  Dough will stay moist and reworkable 
in the air-tight bucket.  Washes easily from most sur-
faces.  3 lbs. of dough in a resealable bucket.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
B-0015BE Blue B-0015RD Red
B-0015GR Green B-0015VI Violet
B-0015OR Orange B-0015YE Yellow
Each .........................................................11.95
4 or More, Each (one color) ....................10.99

Crayola® Dough Assortment
6-Color Set—Six 3 lb. tubs of moist, pliable 
Crayola Dough.  Colors include blue, green, orange, red, violet and yellow.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-0016 Each ..............................................................................................................63.75

Enough Dough For The Entire Classroom!
Crayola® Dough Classpack®

24-Count, 8 Colors—Great for groups, 
preschools, day care centers and class-
rooms!  Non-sticky, super soft, pliable modeling 
material is ideal for little hands.  Washes easily 
from most surfaces with soap and water.  Contains 
three each of the following bright colors: red, 
orange, yellow, green, sky blue, purple, white 
and brown.  3 oz. per package in color-
matching resealable containers to keep 
the dough soft and fresh when not in use.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-0171 Each ................... 29.50

Crayola® Dough Classpack®

48-Count, 8 Colors—Large vol-
ume classpack is great for groups 
of young students, preschools, day 
care centers and classrooms!  Non-sticky, 
super soft, pliable modeling material is 
non-crumbling and blendable.  Washes 
easily from most surfaces with just soap 
and water.  Contains six each of the fol-
lowing bright colors: red, orange, 
yellow, green, sky blue, purple, 
white and brown.  3 oz. per 
package in color-matching 
resealable plastic containers 
to keep the dough soft and 
fresh when not in use.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
B-570174 Each ........52.95

Creativity Street® 
Modeling Dough
8-Color Set—Creativity Street modeling 
dough can be left out for up to 12 hours 
without hardening!  Washable formula and 
mixable colors.  To refresh dough, mix with 
more dough that is not hardened.  Packaged 
in a convenient plastic tub with a secure-
fitting lid to keep dough soft and pliable.  2 
lb. bucket features 4 oz. each of blue, green, 
orange, pink, purple, red, white and yellow. 
AP Seal, non-toxic.  Ages 3 and up. 

 C-4095 Each ..............................11.99
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Sargent Art® Light Clay
24-Count, 18 Colors—Create endless possibili-
ties!  Light Clay is an air dry clay that is easy to 
work with.  Clay is very light and soft, yet remains 
firm when dry.  Comes in individually sealed pack-
ets in a variety of colors.  Easy to sculpt and shape 
by hand or with sculpting tools.  Dries completely 
within 24 hours.  Safe for use in schools.  Non-
toxic. 
SAR-224077 Each ..............................12.49

Sargent Art® Flexible Clay
Clay has a unique air drying formula that is easy 
to use and mold, and when dry remains slightly 
flexible.  Adheres easily to itself, but any water-
based adhesive can be used for added adhesion.  
Perfect for sculpting flowers with the ability to 
shape flower petals and thin details.  When dry, 
clay remains bendable without breaking or crum-
bling.  Clay is white in color.  1.1 lbs.  Non-toxic 
and safe. 
SAR-223007 Each ..............................13.99

Hey Clay®

Become a professional 
clay artist!  The fun starts 
once you download the 
free app and gain access 
using the promo code 
included in the box.  Pick 
one of the characters,  
then follow along with 
the interactive, step-by-
step instructions to mas-
terfully mold it, one sim-
ple shape at a time.  As 
kids create, they learn 
useful techniques: rolling 
spheres, cylinders, facial features, textures and more.  Soon they will be able to create their own char-
acters!  Includes 18 containers of clay (0.7 oz. each) in various colors.  Clay is soft, lightweight, non-
sticky and stain-free; it will air-dry and harden when left out for 24 hours.  Non-toxic formula is free of 
wheat, gluten, nuts and latex.  For ages 3 and up.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for 
children under 3 years.
FBT-43029 Dinos
FBT-00233 Animals
Each .........................................................................................................................................24.95
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Sculpey®

Air-Dry Clay
Web Projects 147, 187 & 201  Soft, white 
clay is easy to shape with your hands or modeling 
tools, plus it doesn't stain.  No oven or heating ele-
ments required—the formula will air-dry in just 24 
hours.  Once dry, clay is lightweight and durable.  Dry 
objects can be painted, varnished, cut and polished.  
2.2 lbs. per package.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PP-AD2222 Each ................................................................................................................7.99

Versatile Clay 
For Air-Drying or 

Kiln-Firing! 
AMACO® 
Air Dry Modeling Clay
Moist clay for simple sculpture and 
hand modeling.  Allow to air-dry even-
ly on all sides before painting.  For 
thorough drying, hollow pieces after 
they become leather-hard.  For more 
complex shapes, it is recommended to 
kiln fire the pieces to Cone 04.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  *25 lb. boxes do not 
qualify for free shipping.
10 lbs.
A-46303C Gray
A-46301A Terra Cotta
A-46302B White
Each .........................................................................................................................................12.29
6 or More, Each (one color) ....................................................................................................11.59
25 lbs.*
A-46317P Gray
A-46319S Terra Cotta
A-46318R White
Each .........................................................................................................................................25.99
6 or More, Each (one color) ....................................................................................................23.99

Sargent Art® 
Sculpt•It!™
Air-Hardening 
Sculpting 
Material
Dries to a durable, 
hard finish which will 
not shrink.  No kiln or 
heat baking required.  
Resists crumbling and 
won't stain most surfaces.  
Finished sculptures can be 
drilled, sanded or painted after drying.  2 
lb. tub of white.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
SAR-222000 Each ..............................14.99

Activa® Plus Natural 
Self-Hardening Black Clay
Premium grade, self-hardening solid black 
clay.  Clean handling.  Minimal shrinkage and will 
not crumble when dry.  1.1 lb. package.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
ACT-6102 Each ................................7.99

Crayola® Air-Dry Clay
Web Projects 99, 159 & 219  Self-hardening natu-
ral-earth clay is smoother, finer and less sticky than tradi-
tional clay.  Great for pinch, coil or slab techniques.  No need for 
baking or firing.  When the clay is leather-hard, it can be carved.  
Once dry, it can be painted.  Reconstitutes with water.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  *25 lb. Value Pack does not qualify for free ship-
ping.

2.5 lb. Tubs Style Each 4/Ea
B-55050 White 7.59 7.29
B-5064 Terra Cotta 7.59 7.29
5 lb. Tub - White.
B-5055 Each ......................................................13.39
 4 or More, Each ....................................12.79
25 lb. Value Pack - White.
B-55001* Each ......................................................45.95
 4 or More, Each ....................................43.95

Try Self-Hardening Clays!
No Need To Kiln-Fire!

AMACO® Self-Hardening Clays
Self-hardening clays are suitable for all 
hand methods of modeling.  The moist 
formula is mixed and ready to use.  When 
clay is exposed to air, the self-hardening 
process begins; projects should be com-
pleted in one session.  When dry, modeled 
objects are durable without any firing.  
Decorate dry pieces with acrylics or var-
nish for extra strength.  Available in three 
different colors. 

AMACO® Marblex™ 
Self-Hardening Clay
Web Projects 28, 212 & 236  Moist, 
ready to use and easy to sculpt clay for a 
variety of modeling projects.  Self-hardens to a 
gray color.   AP Seal, non-toxic.  *25 lb. box does 
not qualify for free shipping.
 Size Each 6/Ea
A-X25 5 lb.  19.39 18.59
A-X25A* 25 lb. 45.90 42.75

AMACO® Stonex™ 
Self-Hardening Clay
Web Projects 80 & 99   Versatile, 
white, self-hardening clay!  Moist Stonex is ready 
to use for any modeling or craft project.  If 
desired, knead for increased plasticity before 
modeling.  Stonex dries hard and durable without 
firing.  Allow to air-dry evenly on all sides for best 
results.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  *25 lb. box does not 
qualify for free shipping.
 Size Each 6/Ea
A-47338C 5 lb.  25.99 23.99
A-47339A* 25 lb. 62.99 59.80

AMACO® Mexican Pottery™
Self-Hardening Clay
Boxed in moist form, this durable clay air-
dries to a rich terra cotta color.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  *25 lb. box does not qualify for free 
shipping.
 Size Each 6/Ea
A-X119 5 lb. 19.95 18.95
A-X117* 25 lb. 45.90 42.75
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AMACO® White Art Clay No. 25
Very versatile, talc-free, all-purpose, pure 
white clay is great for artists of any skill 
level - from beginner to advanced.  Terrific for all 
methods of hand building, modeling and wheel 
throwing.  Extreme plasticity makes even larger 
pottery pieces easy to sculpt or throw.  Resists 
crazing and has low moisture expansion.  Fires 
white; allows opaque and transparent glazes and 
underglazes to retain their true color and bril-
liance.  Offers a wide firing range, from Cone 04 
to Cone 3.  At Cone 04, 6.3% shrinkage and 
13.7% absorption.  Glazes that mature at Cone 05 
are recommended for decoration.  Two 25 lb. 
blocks of moist clay in polyethylene bags, pack-
aged in a 50 lb. carton, so you can use any 
amount you need and store the rest for future 
use.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A-25M5 Each ..............................34.75
 5 or More, Each.............31.59

AMACO® 
Sedona Red Clay No. 67
Earthenware clay with a rich red color 
before and after firing.  Talc-free, smooth, plastic 
clay is a perfect choice for all hand-building meth-
ods or for wheel throwing.  Resistant to slumping 
and warping at low temperatures, unlike other red 
clays.  Recommended firing range from Cone 
06-02 with best results at Cone 05.  Bisque is red 
at Cone 06 and a rich red brown at Cone 02.  At 
Cone 06, 11.7% shrinkage and 7% absorption.  
At Cone 02, 13% shrinkage and 9.2% absorption.   
Glazes maturing at Cone 05 can be used with this 
clay.  Colored transparent LG, LT, O and A series 
glazes create unique effects.  Two 25 lb. blocks of 
moist clay in polyethylene bags, packaged in a 50 
lb. carton.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A-67M5 Each ..............................34.95
 5 or More, Each.............31.69

AMACO® Terra Cotta Clay No. 77
A mixture of finely ground and medium 
ground red and buff clays.  Added medium 
mesh grog makes it ideal for hand-built ceramics 
and sculpture without slumping.  Large pieces 
may be reduced without cracking due to shock.  
Ideal for making tiles that fire flat without warp-
ing.  Recommended glaze firing temperature is 
Cone 05, firing range from Cone 05-5.  At Cone 05 
it is a terra cotta; at Cone 5, rich red brown.   At 
Cone 04, 6.75% shrinkage and 9% absorption.  
At Cone 5, 10.5% shrinkage and 0.9% absorp-
tion.   The high concentration of iron oxide helps 
intensify the lusters produced during reduction in 
Raku.  Two 25 lb. blocks of moist clay in polyeth-
ylene bags, packaged in a 50 lb. carton.  Talc-free.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
A-77M5 Each ..............................43.95
 5 or More, Each.............40.25
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AMACO® A-Mix White 
Stoneware Clay No. 11
A versatile off-white plastic clay for-
mulated to be versatile and strong.  Great 
for wheel and slab throwing as well as hand-
building.  Excellent for use with almost any 
glaze; particularly nice for transparent and 
translucent glazes.  Low iron content reduc-
es interaction with glazes.  Glaze fire to 
Cone 5.  When glaze fired to Cone 5, 11.2% 
shrinkage and 7.03% absorption.  Range is 
Cone 5-10.  Impressive green strength and 
fires equally strong.  Two 25 lb. blocks of 
moist clay in polyethylene bags, packaged 
in a 50 lb. carton, so you can use any 
amount you need and store the rest for 

future use.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A-11M Each ..............................39.50
 5 or More, Each.............36.75

AMACO® 
White Stoneware Clay No. 38
Made from choice clays for plasticity and 
whiteness, as well as fireclay for body.  Great for 
slab rolling and hand modeling.  No grog, yet 
features strength for throwing large pieces.  Firing 
range of Cone 5-10 with best results at Cone 10 
where bisque is white in oxidation and gray in 
reduction, both delicately peppered with darker 
gray specks.  When fired to Cone 5, 13% shrink-
age and 7% absorption.  When fired to Cone 10,  
15% shrinkage and 1.4% absorption.  Any high 
fire glazes can be used, however some may craze 
at Cone 5.  Can be used with glazes that fire to 
Cone 10.  Talc-free.  Two 25 lb. blocks of moist 
clay in polyethylene bags, packaged in a 50 lb. 
carton.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
A-38M Each ..............................34.95
 5 or More, Each.............31.69

Durable, Dense Stoneware Clays Are Ideal For Functional Pieces!

AMACO® 
Buff Stoneware Clay No. 46
Dense clay is ideal for making durable 
dishes, sculpture, planters, patio vases and other 
utility and decorative ware.  Requires little to no 
wedging.  Excellent for all hand methods of mod-
eling including: slab, push and pull, coil, sculpture 
and wheel throwing.  Bisque is very dense and 
semi-vitreous and is buff colored at Cone 5 with 
12% shrinkage and 1.8% absorption.  Soft gray 
color when fired to Cone 10 with 13.2% shrink-
age and no absorption.  Firing range of Cone 5-10 
with best results at Cone 5. Can be bisque fired to 
Cone 04 resulting in a porous bisque.  Two 25 lb. 
blocks of moist clay in polyethylene bags, pack-
aged in a 50 lb. carton.  Talc-free.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
A-46M Each ..............................35.40
 5 or More, Each.............32.75

Clay Shipping Information
If your order qualifies for free shipping, but you have purchased ceramic clay, slip, Mexican clay, Marblex, Stonex or Plaster of Paris, shipping 
charges will be added to your order according to the schedule below.

Actual shipping charges are billed for all orders west of the Rocky Mountains (AZ, CA, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY).

 IN, OH, MI,  All Others East  IN, OH, MI, All Others East
 IL, KY & WI  of Rocky Mts.  IL, KY & WI of Rocky Mts.
15-74 lbs. 25.00 30.00 500-749 lbs. 160.00 200.00
75-124 lbs. 50.00 60.00 750-999 lbs. 175.00 225.00
125-224 lbs. 100.00 120.00 1000-1499 lbs. 200.00 300.00
225-499 lbs. 140.00 175.00 1500 lbs. or More 250.00 400.00
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Kemper® Pottery Tool Kit
8-Piece Set—Includes a loop tool, wooden mod-
eling tool, potter’s rib, needle tool, ribbon tool, 
sponge, scraper and wire clay cutter.  Packaged in 
a reusable, clear vinyl bag with pockets.
KEM-PTK Each ..............................20.99
 6 or More, Each.............19.75

Richeson Pottery Tool Kit
8-Piece Set—Includes loop tool, potter's rib, rib-
bon tool, needle tool, wooden modeling tool, 
round synthetic sponge, scraper and wire clay 
cutter in a segmented, reusable storage pouch.
J-210408 Each ..............................15.59
 12 or More, Each...........14.79

Richeson 
12-Piece Pro Pottery Tool Kit
Features three wooden sculpture tools, three 
double-ended wire tools, two potter's ribs, two 
brushes, one needle tool with cap and one wire 
clay cutter.  Packaged in a canister for storage.
J-210575 Each ..............................39.99

Laguna® Miller Slip
The East Coast standard of casting slips for low 
fire hobby ceramics.  Liquid slip is ready to pour 
into molds for sculptures and casting.  Fires white 
and is craze-free with most low fire glazes.  When 
fired to Cone 04, 4.5% shrinkage and 15.2% 
absorption.  Gallon jug.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
LAG-NS1 Each ..............................28.50

Laguna® Frost^6 Porcelain Clay
A smooth, translucent, brilliant white porcelain 
clay.  Great for wheel throwing as well as hand-
building.  Oxidation and reduction firing colors are 
both white.  Fire to Cone 5-6 with excellent per-
formance in a broad range of lower temperatures.  
When fired to Cone 6, 11% shrinkage and less 
than 1% absorption.  Two 25 lb. blocks of moist 
clay in polyethylene bags, packaged in a 50 lb. 
carton, so you can use any amount you need and 
store the rest for future use.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236. 
LAG-WC437 Each ..............................69.99
 5 or More, Each.............65.75

Laguna® #250 Raku Clay
Smooth, gray clay with medium grog fires 
to a buff color.  Unglazed areas will turn 
black during raku firing.  Good throwing 
body and ideal for small to medium pieces.  
Formulated to resist thermal shock and 
works well under tough conditions.  Fire to 
Cone 06.  Two 25 lb. blocks of moist clay in 
polyethylene bags, packaged in a 50 lb. 
carton, so you can use any amount you need 
and store the rest for future use.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236. 
LAG-WC636 Each ..................... 39.95
 5 or More, Each.... 37.55 C
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Laguna® Red B-Mix Clay With Grog
Very forgiving clay with medium grog and ideal 
for forming larger objects.  Great for wheel and 
slab forming as well as hand-building.  Oxidation 
firing color is a warm orange brown.  Reduction 
firing color is a darker reddish brown.  Fire to 
Cone 5 with excellent performance in a broad 
range of lower temperatures.  When fired to Cone 
5, 9% shrinkage and 4% absorption.  Two 25 lb. 
blocks of moist clay in polyethylene bags, pack-
aged in a 50 lb. carton, so you can use any 
amount you need and store the rest for future 
use.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  
LAG-WC438 Each ..............................46.75
 5 or More, Each.............44.50

NEW

Laguna® #850 Off-White
Stoneware Clay
An off-white, typical stoneware throwing clay.  
Medium texture for good tooth.  Contains no 
additional color. Oxidation firing color is off-
white/tan.  Reduction firing color is gray.  Fire to 
Cone 10, with excellent performance in a broad 
range of lower temperatures.  When fired to Cone 
10, 14.5% shrinkage and less than 1% absorp-
tion.  Two 25 lb. blocks of moist clay in polyethyl-
ene bags, packaged in a 50 lb. carton, so you can  
store the rest for future use.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.  
LAG-WC627 Each ..............................39.50
 5 or More, Each.............37.25

NEW

Laguna® #900 Brown Stoneware Clay
Considered by many to be the best clay for pro-
duction pottery.  Ideal for those who Sgraffito, 
wax resist and want a finer texture to minimize 
picking.  Oxidation firing color is buff.  Reduction 
firing color is orange-brown.  Fire to Cone 10, 
with excellent performance in a broad range of 
lower temperatures.  When fired to Cone 10, 
12.7% shrinkage and less than 1% absorption.  
Two 25 lb. blocks of moist clay in polyethylene 
bags, packaged in a 50 lb. carton, so you can use 
any amount you need and store the rest for future 
use.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  
LAG-WC628 Each ..............................41.95
 5 or More, Each.............38.75

NEW

Ready-To-Use Low Fire, 
White Casting Slip!

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Silica, crystalline (airborne particles of respirable size), which are known to the 
State of California to cause cancer. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Richeson Wire End Tool Kit
6-Piece Set—A wonderful set of fine quality, 8" 
long, wood and wire modeling tools for the 
ceramic artist.  Each multi-functional piece 
features a wire tool on one end and a wooden 
tool on the other.  These tools are great for 
smoothing, shaping and adding details to 
thrown or hand-built ceramic pieces.  Attached 
with quality metal ferrules.  Feature 12 different 
ends for sculpting.
J-210508 Each ..........................25.99

Kemper® Wire & Wood Tools
A combination of wood modeling tools and thin 
wire tools, ideal for clay removal.  Made with 
durable music wire, brass ferrules and imported 
hardwood for lasting use.  5" long.
KEM-W21 21
KEM-W24 24
Each ...........................................................5.99

21

24
Kemper® Wire Loop Sgraffito Tool
The small wire loops on this tool are great for 
creating detailed sgraffito techniques.  Whether 
etching decoration into wet clay, or through 
slip, this double-ended utensil has a furrow that 
is smooth and will not exhibit the flakiness 
made by other tools.  Measures 6-1/4" in 
length.
KEM-WLS Each .............................4.99

2

3
6

7

9

10

Dual Ends Allow You 
To Shape & Model 

With One Tool! 
 

Kemper® Double-Wire End Tools
Web Project 104  Wire end tools are a fantastic way to remove controlled amounts of clay and 
add the shapes, contours and details you desire.  Each end features a different shape, offering two 
tools in one!  Suitable for light cutting and slicing.  Constructed from music wire securely attached 
to wooden handles.  6" long.
KEM-D2 2 KEM-D6 6 KEM-D9 9
KEM-D3 3 KEM-D7 7 KEM-D10 10
Each ....................................................................................................................................... 4.99

Xiem Studio Tools™ Pro-Sponge 
For Stoneware Clay
Medium texture, round sponge for throwing 
and removing excess water from stoneware 
clays.  Tapered edges give fine control.  
Soak sponge in water and wring out before 
use.  Measures approximately 2-5/8" in 
diameter.
CLR-10185 Each .......................5.49

Synthetic Hydra 
Sponge
Synthetic sponge 
is an economical 
alternative to nat-
ural sea sponges.  
It achieves similar, 
traditional texturing 
effects.  Great for 

adding surface details, clay 
finishing and clean-up.  2-3/4" in diameter.
RBM-2005 Each ...................................69

Synthetic 
Hydra 
Sponge Set
12-Count 
Package
Economical, syn-
thetic sponges are 
terrific for ceramics, 
watercolors, blending 
charcoal and more.  Each 
measures 2-3/4" in diameter.
RBM-37350 Each ................................4.99

Xiem Studio Tools™ Pro-Sponge 
For Porcelain Clay
Fine texture round sponge for throwing and 
removing excess water from porcelain clays.  
Tapered edges give fine control.  Soak in water 
and wring out before use.  Measures approxi-
mately 2-5/8" in diameter.
CLR-10186 Each ................................5.49

Silk Sponge
Silky soft natural sponge is 
very absorbent.  Very 
dense, fine pores have a 
subtle texture.  Ideal for 
smoothing out ceramic 
clay or adding interesting 
effects to pottery.  Sponge 
resists tearing and mold 
growth.  Washes clean and will not retain odors.  
Measures  1-1/2" to 2".
RBM-2001 Each ................................1.39
 12 or More, Each.............1.29

Elephant Ear Sponge
Finely grained, highly 
absorbent natural sponge. 
Ideal for pottery, staining 
and adding texture to 
paintings and sculp-
tures.  Sponge resists 
tearing and mold growth.  
Washes clean and will not 
retain odors.  Approximately 2-1/2" to 3".
RBM-2009 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Xiem Studio Tools™ Pro-Sponge 
For Surface Finishing
Super soft, smooth sponge.  Use to finish surfaces 
on all types of clays.  Tapered edges give fine 
control.  Soak in water and wring out before use.  
Approximately 2-5/8" in diameter.
CLR-10187 Each ................................5.49

Small 
Wool Sponge
Durable, natural wool 
sponge holds up to six 
times its own weight 
in water.  Ideal for faux 
finishes on pottery and 
watercolor washes.  
Measures approximately  
2-1/2" to 3" diameter.
RBM-2006 Each ................................2.49
 12 or More, Each.............2.29

Large Wool Sponge
Durable, natural wool 
sponge holds up to six times 
its own weight in water. 
Sponge resists tearing 
and  mold growth.  
Washes clean and 
will not retain odors.  
Each sponge mea-
sures approximately 4" 
to 5" diameter.
RBM-2008
Each .......................2.95 
12/Each .................2.79
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Terrific Classroom 
Assortment For Clay
& Ceramic Projects!

Potter's Select™ Classroom Set 
72-Piece Set—A large assortment of tools 
to supply your classroom!  Set consists of 
36 wooden sculpting and 36 ribbon cutting 
tools—six each of six styles.  Wood sculpt-
ing tools are ideal for cutting, shaping, 
slicing and smoothing to create various 
patterns in clay.  Ribbon cutter tools are 
ideal for creating clean, sharp cuts and 
adding smooth grooves around your clay 
pot or any clay project.  Includes a plastic 
tray for easy storage and transportation.
RBM-05277 Each ..............................................................................................................69.75

Potter's Select™
Mini Ribbon Sculpting Tool Set
6-Piece Set—Tools work well for detailing 
and trimming clay.  Fine ribbon steel treated 
for maximum strength and long-lasting use.  
4-1/2" aluminum handles with textured 
grips.  
RBM-06652 Each ....................... 7.95

Kemper® 6" Ribbon Tools
Sharp edges for cutting!  Make light cutting and 
slicing both quick and easy.  The ends are formed 
from steel and are firmly attached to the handles 
with brass ferrules.  6" long.
KEM-R2 2
KEM-R4 4
Each ...........................................................4.99

2

4

Kemper® Special Ribbon Tools
Excellent for medium-duty pottery and sculpture 
work.  Each beveled ribbon end is made of stain-
less steel and attached to hardwood handles with 
brass ferrules.  7" long.
KEM-KSP1 1
KEM-KSP4 4
Each ...........................................................5.79

Kemper® 8" Ribbon Tools
Super quality ribbon tools.  Designed to be used 
for medium-duty clay cutting, shaping and slicing.  
Non-rusting cutting ends are formed from high 
strength, sharpened, stainless steel.  Hardwood 
handles with brass ferrules.  8" long.
KEM-8R1 1
KEM-8R2 2
Each ...........................................................5.29

1
2

1

4

Xiem Tools
Mini Ribbon Sculpting Tool Set
9-Piece Set—Heat treated steel ribbon tools for 
removing and shaping clay.  Feature aluminum 
handles with a soft rubber coating. Measure 
5-3/8" long.  
CLR-10292 Each ..............................26.39
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Richeson
Double-End Wire 
Tool Assortment
60-Piece Set—The per-
fect set for sculpting or 
pottery classes!  8" long 
tools are designed for 
medium-duty cutting and 
slicing of clay.  Also good 
for adding details and 
other designs, patterns or 
decorations to the surface of your ceramic piece.  Assortment includes 10 each of six different double-
end wire tools.  Each tool has two different wire ends for a total of 12 shapes!  
A J-210564 Each ............................................................................................................109.50

Richeson Modeling Tool Assortment
69-Piece Set—Assortment contains three each of three different sets: a cleanup tool kit and two 
double-ended wood and wire tool kits.  Cleanup tool kit contains 11 tools for removing seam lines and 
mold marks, plus trimming and adding decoration.  Double-end wire tool kit has six 8" long tools; 
double-end ribbon tool kit features six 9" long tools. Both sets feature a total of 12 different shapes.
B J-210563 Each ............................................................................................................159.75

Richeson Ribbon Wire Tool Set
5-Piece Set—Flat, ribbon-like steel is used to form the cutting 
head of these tools.  Double-ended modeling tools provide 
sculptors with a variety of shapes for light cutting and trim-
ming.  Can also be used to create patterns and other details in 
ceramic or polymer clay.  Wooden handles with metal ferrules.  
Tools measure 9" long.
J-210436 Each ................................................. 19.99

B

Potter's Select™ 
Ribbon Wire Tool Set
6-Piece Set—Double-ended modeling tools pro-
vide sculptors with variety.  Create clean, sharp 
cuts and add smooth, even grooves.  Wooden 
handles with metal ferrules.  8" long.
RBM-05596 Each ................................6.95

Potter's Select™
Ribbon Tool Bonus Pack
96-Piece Set—An affordable assortment of tools 
for clay projects!  Contains 12 each of six different 
ribbon tools and 24 yellow synthetic sponges.
RBM-36859 Each ..............................77.65

A

Double-Ended Ribbon Tools!
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Kemper®

Finest Wood Modeling Tool
Cuts, slices, smooths and contours soft clay.  
Made from imported hardwood with a satin-
smooth finish.  8" long.
KEM-WT6 Each ...........................5.29

Plastic 
Modeling 
Tool Set
Web Projects 
7, 41 & 73
7-Piece Set
Great as a single 
student set.  
Plastic, double-
ended modeling 
tools with 14 
different tips.  6" 
long.  Color may vary.
J-210252 Each ................................4.99
 12 or More, Each.............4.49

Plastic Modeling 
Tool Canister
140-Piece Set
Economical, durable, 6" 
long tools that are four 
times stronger than wood!  
Enough for an entire class-
room!  Includes 20 sets of 
seven double-ended mod-
eling tools.  Great for mak-
ing designs, patterns, tex-
tures and more in ceramic 
clay, polymer clay and wax.  
Color may vary.
J-210253 Each ..............................65.99

Richeson Ceramic Tool Set
5-Piece Set—A versatile set for the ceram-
ic artist!  Features four double-ended, 
wooden modeling tools for shaping and 
adding details to clay; each measures 6" 
long.  Set also contains a 7-3/4" long dou-
ble-ended wire tool for removing controlled 
amounts of clay. 
J-210247 Each ...........................7.99

Xiem Tools Modeling & Carving Set
9-Piece Set—Made from solid high-grade stain-
less steel.  Features 18 different shapes for intri-
cate modeling and carving.  Rubber grips for 
comfort.  Dual-ended tools measure 5-3/8" to 
6-1/4" long.
CLR-10081 Each ..............................40.75
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Richeson Boxwood Mini Tool Set
10-Piece Set—These handmade, fine quality 
boxwood double-ended tools are used for shaping 
and finishing work, on and off the wheel.  Tools 
measure up to 6" in length, making them ideal for 
fine details or smaller hands.
A J-210145 Each ..............................16.49

Kemper® Wood Modeling Tools
12-Piece Set—Super for beginner or professional 
use, these smooth, hand-crafted Kemper modeling 
tools are made from the finest quality boxwood.  
Excellent for cutting, slicing, smoothing, patterning and decorating soft clay.  Each double-ended tool 
measures approximately 6" long. 
B KEM-JAS Each ..............................................................................................................15.29

B

A

Richeson Modeling Tool Sets
Both of these sets contain fine quality, double-
ended wooden modeling tools.  Terrific for adding 
curves, contours and fine details to your thrown 
and hand-built ceramic projects, either on or off 
the wheel.  Each set contains one each of the 
tools pictured.  Tools measure approximately 6" 
long.
 Style Each
A J-210239 6-Piece 11.79
B J-210139 10-Piece 17.99

Bonus Pack Supplies The Whole 
Classroom With Essential Tools!

Potter's Select™
Sculpting Tool Bonus Pack
96-Piece Set—An affordable assortment of 
tools for classroom clay projects!  Contains 12 
each of six different wooden sculpting tools for 
trimming, shaping and making impressions in 

clay.  Also comes with 24 yellow, round synthetic 
sponges.

RBM-36860 Each .......................................59.95

A

B
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Richeson Fettling Knife
Web Project 104  Medium flexibility 
with a beveled edge!  Use to cut clay, plaster 
or foam.  8-1/8" knife has a metal ferrule 
and wood handle.  Blade is 4-1/4" long.
J-400303   Each ..............................6.79
   12 or More, Each ..........6.59

Easily Slice Through Clay!
Kemper® Wire 
Clay Cutter
Slice through 
clay easily 
with this 
c o n v e -
nient wire 
clay cutter.  3" hardwood 
lacquered handles are fastened to approximately 
18" of fine quality, stainless steel wire.  
KEM-K35 Each ................................3.69
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

Richeson 
Wire Cutter For Clay
Economical cutter slices 
smoothly and cleanly 
through clay!  Heavy 
gauge wire with 
wooden handles at 
each end.  Makes cut-
ting clay easy and quick!  3" handles securely 
attached to a 19" wire.
J-210411    Each .............................2.79
    12 or More, Each .........2.59

Carve & Trim Clay With 
These All-Purpose Tools!

Kemper® Fettling Knives
Web Project 80  Useful for many trim-
ming, carving and sculpting tasks.  The 
hard-tempered blade has the spring-like 
feel of conventional knife blades, while the 
soft, steel blade may be bent as desired.  
Blades measure 4-1/2" long and are set in 
wooden handles.
KEM-F97 Hard
KEM-F96 Soft
Each .................................................. 5.99
12 or More, Each (one style) ............ 5.69
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Kemper® Finishing Rubbers
Excellent for smoothing, shaping and finishing 
wet clay on the pottery wheel.  Molded from pli-
able rubber in two popular grades: soft, flexible 
rubber and stiff, hard rubber.  Each measures      
4-1/4 x 2".
KEM-FRSO Soft KEM-FRH Hard
Each ...........................................................4.99

Richeson Steel Scrapers
Useful clay tools for shaping, smoothing and trim-
ming pottery and greenware shapes.  Constructed 
from polished, thin, quality stainless steel.  
Extremely flexible for precise, detailed work.
 Style Each 12/Ea
J-210409  5-1/2" Rectangle 2.99 2.79
J-210410 3-3/4" Smooth Oval 2.99 2.79
J-210413 3-3/4" Tooth Oval 2.99 2.79

Royal® & Langnickel 
Potter's Rib Set
5-Piece Set—Hard, wooden potter's ribs.  This 
set contains the most popular designs that are 
ideal for creating a smooth finish on all types of 
clay.  Tools range from 4-1/4" to 7-1/2" long.
RBM-05592 Each ................................5.69

Kemper®

Rubber
Texture Comb
Use this flexible, 
triangular tool to 
make a variety of tex-
tures, including wood 
grain patterns.  Pliable 
teeth are great for creating 
a variety of designs and 
effects.  Color varies.  Sides measure 2-7/8".  
Each side features different teeth widths.
KEM-RTC Each ................................7.99

Xiem Studio Tools™
Ultimate Texture Combs
2-Count Packages—Create even lines and 
stripes of varying width using these texture 
combs.  Great for use on the wheel with wet clay, 
or to make impressions in clay slabs.  Made from 
flexible silicone, these durable combs will last a 
lifetime.  Sets include two 4-3/8 x 2-13/16" 
combs with four different patterns each.
A CLR-10254 Firm
B CLR-10256 Soft
Each .........................................................10.95

Xiem Studio Tools™
Ultimate 
Decorating Ribs
4-Count Packages—Add 
details to clay, paint, gel plates 
and more with these unique sili-
cone ribs.  Sets include four ribs, 
each with a different pattern.  
The pattern is repeated three 
times on each rib, in small, 
medium and large sizes.  Ribs 
measure 3-3/8 x 2-5/16".
C CLR-10224 Firm D CLR-10227 Soft
Each .........................................................................................................................................14.95

 A B

 C D

Xiem Studio Tools™ X-Bevel Cutter
The X-Bevel is a clay tool that is designed for quick and precise cut-
ting of clay at 45°, 30° and 60° angles.  Made of wood with wire for 
cutting.  Measures 5-1/2 x 1-1/2".
CLR-10108 Each ............................................................9.69

Precise,
Angled Cuts!

AMACO® 
Adjustable
Clay Slicer
Easily cut slabs of clay up to 
7" wide.  Adjustable slicer fea-
tures a heavy-duty stainless steel wire that is 
firmly attached to each side to ensure accurate 
cuts.  Guide bar adjusts to create cuts from 3/16" 
thick to 3-1/8" thick in 1/4" increments.
A-11070A Each ..............................19.75
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Kemper® Cleanup Tools
Classic greenware cleanup tools.  Sharp cutting 
edges for scraping and smoothing.  Double-edged 
blades are made from quality stainless steel.
 Size Each
A KEM-K23 6" 3.99
B KEM-K24 6-1/2" 4.69
C KEM-B3 6-1/2" 3.79

A

B

C

Kemper® Salt & Pepper Drill
Makes the right size hole in greenware for salt and 
pepper shakers.  Double-ended with high carbon 
steel drills.  6-3/4" total length.
KEM-SPD Each ................................5.99

Kemper® Glaze & Bisque Cutter
Tough, steel-coated rod cuts through glaze, 
bisque and tile.  Ideal for enlarging holes that 
have become filled with glaze.  6" total length.
KEM-GBC Each ................................6.99

Kemper® Spatter Brush
Turn the handle for easy, random spatter effects!  
Nylon brush on a sturdy metal handle with a free-
turning, wooden spool and pin.  6" long.
KEM-SBT Each ................................7.59

Kemper® Pro Tool
Our most durable needle tool.  Large, sharp nee-
dle with aluminum handle.  6-5/8" total length.
KEM-PRO Each ................................3.59
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

D

Kemper® Loop Tools
Remove controlled amounts of clay from your 
ceramic pieces.  Made from stainless steel ribbon 
with sharpened edges.  Contoured, hardwood 
handles.  Approximately 5" long.
D KEM-LT2 3/4" F KEM-LT6 1-1/4"
E KEM-LT5 1-3/4" G KEM-LT8 1-3/4"
Each ...........................................................4.99

E F G

Potter's Select™ Hole Cutter Kit
4-Piece Set—Cutting tubes are sharp, polished 
metal set in hardwood handles.  Diameters are 
1/8", 1/4", 1/2" and 3/4".  Tools measure 5-3/8" 
to 8" long.
RBM-06646 Each ................................6.49

Kemper® Potter’s Cutoff Needle
Thin needle set in a hardwood handle makes a 
clean, smooth cut.  5-1/2" long.
KEM-PCN Each ................................1.39
 12 or More, Each.............1.29

Kemper® Basic Tool
All-wood tool is pointed on one end, square and 
flat on the other.  7-1/2" long.
KEM-BAS Each ................................1.79
 12 or More, Each.............1.69

Kemper® Feather Texture Brush
Fine, stiff bristles for applying textures to small, 
hard-to-reach areas.  Stainless steel bristles in an 
aluminum handle.  5" long.
KEM-FTB Each ................................4.59

Kemper® Precision Wipe Out Tool
Versatile, rubber-tipped tool has both fine and 
beveled tips.  Fantastic for shaping and contour-
ing clay sculpture projects.  6" long.
KEM-WOT Each ................................7.99

4-Tool Carving Sets
These rust-proof, stainless steel tools have 
been especially made for sculpting and carv-
ing extra-fine details in plaster, clay or wax.  
Tools measure from 6" to 7" long and most 
feature a different shape on each end for a 
wide range of possibilities.  Choose from a 
set containing assorted palette shapes or a 
set featuring blades and picks.
 Style Each
A HAW-S9260 Palette Shapes 9.59
B HAW-S9265 Blades & Picks 8.79

A

B

Add Unique Textures!

Kemper® Ceramic Tools Kit
7-Piece Set—Premium quality Kemper clay 
tools.  Includes popular tools for the ceramist, all 
in one convenient kit: cleanup tool, lace tool, salt 
& pepper drill, wire loop sgraffito tool, heavy cut-
out tool, sabre saw and palette knife.
KEM-CTK7 Each ..............................28.59
 6 or More, Each.............27.59

Potter's Select™ 
Variety Sculpting Tool Set
11-Piece Set—An economical assorted 
tool set including:  straight needles, cleanup 
and lace tools with double working ends, a 
salt and pepper drill, ribbon tool and dou-

ble-ended brush tool.  Great for intricate detail 
work and finishing.  Tools have wooden handles.  
Approximately 7" long.
RBM-06645 Each ..............................14.99

Specialty Tool Sets
Are Ideal For

Intricate Details!

Kemper® Multi Drill Tool
One tool, several hole sizes!  Using light pressure, 
simply rotate the drill by hand up to the notch you 
desire; each notch represents a hole diameter.  
Made of high quality stainless steel with a tex-
tured aluminum handle for a firm grip.  Drills 
holes in sizes 1/16", 3/16", 5/16", 7/16" 1/2", 
5/8" and 3/4".  Measures 6-3/4" long.
KEM-MDT Each ................................4.29

Kemper® Piercing Tool
Ideal for clay shaping, metal foil punching, pierc-
ing paper and binding work.  Double-ended tool 
features small and medium size needles, firmly 
set into a hardwood handle.  5" long.
KEM-PT3 Each ................................3.59
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Activa® Clay Roller Kit
10-Piece Set—Create uniform thicknesses when 
rolling out ceramic or polymer clay with this all-
in-one kit!  Non-stick, 10" plastic surface makes 
working with the clay easy.  Includes four sets of 
plastic rails: 1/16", 1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" thick-
ness for even rolling.  Also includes a 10" smooth 
plastic roller.
ACT-1350 Each ..............................35.99

Creativity Street®

7" Wooden Rolling Pins
12-Count Package—Perfect for the classroom or 
group projects!  Smooth wooden rolling pins with 
stationary handles.  Great for rolling out even 
slabs of clay or dough.  Measure 7" long, tip to tip.  
Approximately 1" in diameter.
C-3692 Each ..............................23.99

Creativity Street® Clay Rolling Pins
4-Piece Set—Kids of all ages will enjoy rolling 
these pins to press unique textures into clay 
crafts.  Set includes four clay rolling pins, each 
featuring a different design.  Natural finish pro-
tects wood.  Coated to keep clay from sticking to 
the rollers.  Rolling pins measure approximately 
6-1/4" to 6-1/2" long with a 1-1/2" diameter.
C-3748 Each ..............................13.29

Creativity Street® 
Wooden Clay Hammers
5-Piece Set—Students will have fun pounding 
interesting textures into their pottery projects 
with these unique clay tools!  Also great for use 
when making ceramic tiles.  The complete set 
features five hammers, each with different shaped 
designs on two sides.  The patterned area on each 
hammer measures 1-1/8".
C-3747 Each ..............................19.99

Double-Sided, Both Sides Are Shown

Roll Clay To A Uniform 
Thickness!

AMACO® 

Textured Clay Roller Class Pack
4-Piece Set—Roll out a continuous 2-1/2" 
design on a slab of clay with these textured clay 
rollers and watch a plain slab become an instant 
work of art!  Easily add texture to tiles, vessels or 
other works.  Decorate textured bisque with 
glazes which will accent the texture.  Set includes 
one sleeve of each design and four handles.  
Designs include pre-Columbian, circular, wave 
dots and chain link.
A-16008G Each ..............................44.59

AMACO® 

Textured Clay Roller Class Pack
6-Piece Set—Roll out a continuous 4" design 
with these textured clay rollers and watch a plain 
slab become an instant work of art!  Easily add 
texture with beautiful detail to tiles, vessels or 
other works.  The roller sleeves are interchange-
able on the handles.  Set includes one sleeve of 
each design and six handles.  Designs include koi, 
vine with leaves, tribal, pre-Columbian, diamond 
and bamboo.
A-16016V Each ..............................78.50

AMACO® Clay Tile Cutters
Now it is easier than ever to cut tiles from 
soft slabs of clay!  Make several uniformly 
sized tiles easily and efficiently.  Tile cutters 
allow you to cut slabs up to 1/2" in thick-
ness.  Plastic rollers measure 5/8" deep.  2" 
roller is 4" wide with an additional cutter in 
the middle.
 Style Each
A-16009K 2" 11.59
A-16010L 4" 13.49
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Easily Cut Uniform Tiles!
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Kemper® Flower Clay Roller
Use Kemper's handheld flower clay roller to 
quickly and easily remove air bubbles, flatten and 
roll out clay to the proper thickness.  Also ideal for 
pressing relief patterns into clay.  The small,  
3-1/2" wide hardwood roller is sanded to an ultra-
smooth finish that doesn't leave a pattern on clay 
surfaces.  5" heavy-gauge metal handle is made of 
rust-resistant wire.
KEM-FCR Each ................................4.59

Plastic Rolling Pins Class Pack
12-Count Package—Plastic, real-action rolling 
pins will not stick to modeling clay or dough.  Use 
to make flat slabs for use with dough cutters.  
Measure 7-1/2" long, tip to tip.  Pins are approxi-
mately 1" in diameter.
C-3746 Each ..............................13.99

Small, Ultra-Smooth 
Wooden Roller!
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Kemper® Industrial
Klay Extruder
A heavy-duty clay gun that accommodates 
heavy ceramic production.  Produces  con-
sistent round or ribbon shapes, so it's great 
for coil-building.  Just load clay into the 
front or back of the 20" long, 2" wide barrel 
and pull the fast-action trigger handle to 
extrude.  Set includes four extruder disks: 
1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" round hole disks and 
one blank for custom die-cutting.
KEM-IKEG Each .........................68.99

Kemper® Extruder Disk Sets
Additional disks that can be used with the 
Industrial Klay Extruder.  Use the blank set 
to create custom die-cuts.  Rounds measure 
1/4", 3/8" and 1/2".  Ribbons measure 5/8 
x 1/8" and 1-1/8 x 1/4".  (Not shown.)
KEM-IKEDSB 3 Blanks
KEM-IKEDSC 3 Rounds
KEM-IKEDSR 2 Ribbons
Each ..................................................8.39

brent® Model SRC Slab Roller
Perfect for both studio and home use.  Produces slabs 21" wide and 40" long, and thick-

nesses from 1/4" to 1-1/4".  The simplicity of the patented cable drive system, with its 
opposing rollers, produces even pressure along the bed.  Steel construction, hardwood 
handle and heavy cotton belting.  Includes one 1/4" shim with canvas, four 1/4" plain 
shims, one 1/8" plain shim and a 1" particle board bed.  When assembled, unit measures 

40" wide by 51" long by 40" tall.  1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Ship weight 207 lbs.  
Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
A A-22601R Each .............................................................................................. 1,794.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $179.40)
Optional Circular Handle - 24-1/2" diameter handle replaces crank to turn the roller.  (Not 
shown.)  Does not qualify for free shipping.
A-22934E Each ................................................................................................. 268.50

brent® Heavy-Duty Slab Rollers
Made from heavy-gauge steel pipe, precision 
machined parts, permanently sealed 
bearings and aircraft quali-

ty cables.  Add or remove shims to vary thickness of the slab.  
1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping, ship truck freight.
Floor Model SR-14 - Rolls slabs 14" wide by 36" long and up to 1-3/4" 
thick.  When assembled, unit measures 27" wide by 52" long by 40" tall.  

Ship weight 245 lbs.  (Not shown.)
A-22600T Each ..................................................................................... 3,425.00
Automatically Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $685.00)
Floor Model SR-20 - Rolls slabs 20" wide by 52" long and up to 1-1/2" thick.  Unit measures 
34" wide by 76" long by 40" high.  Ship weight 487 lbs.
B A-22621B Each ..................................................................................... 3,875.00
Automatically Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $775.00)

brent® Mini 
SRC Slab 
Roller
Portable, yet stur-
dy, this mini table-
top slab roller cre-

ates slabs up to 14" wide by 15" long.  Constructed of durable steel pipe like the SRC.  
Includes one 1/4" shim with canvas and two 1/8" plain shims.  Patented cable drive sys-
tem, with opposing rollers, produces even pressure along the bed.  Rolls slabs from 3/16" 
to 3/4" thick.  Unit measures 31" wide, 26" long and 14" high.  1-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.  Ship weight 63 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck 
freight.

C A-22683B Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 1,185.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $118.50)
Optional Circular Handle - 13-3/4" diameter handle replaces crank to turn the roller.  (Not shown.)  Does not qualify for free shipping.
A-22933F Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 194.50

Create Slabs 
Up To 21x40" 

Create Slabs 
Up To 20x52" 

Create Slabs Up 
To 14x15"

Makes 18 6x6" tiles

Makes 24
6x6" tiles

Makes 4
6x6" tiles

A

B

C

Extruder Holds Up To 10 Pounds of Clay!
brent® Clay Extruder HD
Solid welded-steel, wall-mount extruder with EZ-Lock Handle.  Two 
sets of clutch plates lock the body firmly in place at any height for 
maximum leverage.  Design assures equal pressure with any amount 
of clay in the 4" barrel.  Holds up to 10 lbs.  Includes plastic 3-die set 
with selector (letter C below), mounting brackets and hardware.  
1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping.
A A-22863X Each .........................................................949.00
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $94.90)
Table Mount - Save space on the wall by attaching your HD extruder to 
the edge of a table or bench.  Uses a simple angled brace to maintain 
vertical stability.  (Not shown.)  Does not qualify for free shipping.
A-22025E Each .........................................................209.50
Slab Roller Mount - Attach your HD extruder to the SR-14 or SR-20 slab 
roller.  Mounts to existing holes on slab roller. (Not shown.)  Does not 
qualify for free shipping. 
A-22028J Each .........................................................239.75

brent® Die Sets
Standard - Three metal dies.
B A-22628J Each ..............84.50
Plastic - Three durable ABS plastic dies 
with selector.
C A-29309G Each ..............54.75
Hollow - 15 metal dies.
D A-22629K Each ............203.50
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Richeson 
Floor Sculpture & Pottery Stand
Durable, metal floor stand is built to handle heavy 
work (up to 250 lbs.) and it has an adjustable 
height of 35" to 45".  The base of this unit mea-
sures 20" wide.  Connected to the adjustable 
center shaft is a square melamine top that mea-
sures 15-3/4" and rotates 360°.  Legs feature 
rubber locking casters.
J-698006 Each ............................289.99

Richeson Plastic Banding Wheel
Economical pottery 
wheel made of 
strong plastic.  
For modeling, 
sculpture, glaz-
ing, banding and 
more.  Swivel is 
on three ball bear-
ings, making turn-
ing a breeze.  Marked 
with concentric circles and 45° lines to aid in 
centering.  7-7/8" diameter.
J-400255 Each ..............................19.99

Debcor™ Wedging Board
480 square inches of wedging area!  Heavy-duty 
steel, 20 x 24 x 2-1/2".  Furnished with cutting 
wire and canvas, snap-on wedging cloth.  Please 
note: Plaster is not included.  Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
DEB-9615 Each ............................345.00

Debcor™ Wedging 
Board With Stand
Heavy-duty, steel table for 
wedging or kneading clay.  
Measures 19-1/2 x 
20-3/4".  Height 
can be adjusted 
from 30" to 36".  The 
wedging board 
bolts onto the stand 
to form the top sur-
face.  Comes with 
"snap-on" canvas 
wedging cloth and 
steel cutting wire 
with adjustable 
hook to keep wire 
taut.  Please note: 
plaster is not includ-
ed with the wedging 
board.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
DEB-9630 Each ............................849.00
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $84.90)

Table-Top 
Wedging 
Board!

AMACO®

Canvas 
Covered 
Board
Great for 
wedging and 
softening hard 
clay.  Ideal sur-
face for a variety 
of applications, 
since moist clay 
will not stick to the 
canvas.  Measures 10x10".  Clay not included.
 Quantity Each
A-32348L 1 21.99
A-32349G 10 168.00

Easily View Sculptures
At Every Angle!

AMACO®

Lid Master
A traditional wood worker's 
tool modified and improved for 
the potter to make lids for any 
pot.  Take the guess work out of 
sizing to create a properly fitting 
lid for any pot or bowl.  With one 
measurement, you have its oppo-
site immediately.  Does the work 
of two standard calipers with far 
greater speed and accuracy.  For 
lids up to 11-1/2" in diameter.
A-33051F Each ..............................35.99

Aluminum Calipers
Made from a tough aluminum 
alloy, these economical cali-
pers are lightweight and easy 
to handle.  Will accurately 
measure both inside and 
outside dimensions.  
Ideal for finding mea-
surements when creat-
ing a lid.  Rust-free 
hardware for years of 
use.
 Size Each
J-210510 8" 11.29
J-210511 12" 14.99
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Activa® Sculpting Wheel
Economical, industrial-grade plastic sculpting 
wheel resists stains for years of reliable use!  
Features stainless steel ball bearings for smooth 
rotation.  Can hold objects up to 30 lbs.  Measures 
10-3/4" in diameter and ultra-thin, 1-1/2" height 
makes storage convenient.  
ACT-168 Each ..............................24.59

Creativity Street®

Denim Wheel 
Thrower's Apron
Dark blue denim artist 
apron has tie straps 
around the waist.  
Apron is split at the 
legs, and features extra 
material with separate 
ties for each leg.  Adult-
sized apron measures 
41" long by 27-1/2" 
wide.
C-5243 Each ... 16.59

Baumgartens® 
Full-Length 
Heavy-Duty 
Vinyl Apron
Full-length apron 
provides complete 
protection.  Apron 
is made of heavy-
duty, transparent 
blue vinyl and can 
be wiped clean.  
Measures 35" wide 
and 45" long.  Ties in the back.  
BAU-CP4500 Each ...................................7.49

NEW

Diversified Spaces Wedging Table
Wedging table has a 1-1/4" thick high pressure 
laminate top that is covered in canvas.  Canvas is 
attached by Velcro, making it easy to remove and 
clean.  Mounted wire clay cutter angles to the 
opposite side.  Secured with a twist-lock fastener, 
so it can be tightened if stretched.  Table mea-
sures 60x30" and 30" high.  Ship weight is 155 lbs.  
Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck 
freight.
SSB-WT7142 Each ..............................1,350.00
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $135.00)
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Mayco®

Face & 
Mask
Molds

Use these smooth 
plaster molds to 
make faces or 
masks.  Simply 
press ceramic clay 
into the form to 
create your 
design.  Great for self-portrait artwork or multicultural studies.  Images 
show clay after it has been released from the mold.
A CLR-CD879 Plain Face - 8-3/4" Tall, 5-3/4" Wide
B CLR-CD911 Oval African Mask - 9" Tall, 5" Wide
C CLR-CD913 Plain African Mask - 9" Tall, 4-1/2" Wide
Each .................................................................................................27.50
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Slump Molds
Create unique small plates or 
bowls with these plaster 
slump molds.  Choose 6x6" 
or 3x3" squares; with either 
round or flat sides.  For use 
in floor and table top kilns 
only.  Can be used for glass 
or ceramic artwork.  For 
glass art, coat molds with 
kiln wash or mold release 
spray before use.  Molds 
can be used many times. 
 Style Each
D DTI-51010 6" Square (Round Sides) 35.99
E DTI-51066 6" Square (Flat Sides) 35.99
F DTI-51033 3" Square (Round Sides) 23.59
G DTI-51013 3" Square (Flat Sides) 23.59

D

F G

E

 A B C
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Mayco® Clay Sprig Molds
Sprig molds are used to easily add decorative elements and embellishments to moist clay projects.  Molds facilitate the creation of textured, embossed 
and decorative clay surfaces.  Just press moist clay onto the porous plaster molds then lift and either hand-build or add the textured clay to already 
thrown pots.  Textured designs can enhance artwork, both in terms of adding imagery as well as affecting the glaze and underglaze colors.  

Recommended for water-based clays only.  Since the plaster naturally absorbs water and releases the clay, no release agent is needed.  To transfer the design 
to your clay slab, place slab on mold, and either use a heavy clay roller, or press firmly with your hands.  Remove clay from mold and shape into any form 
you desire.  Molds are white.  Above images show positive impression of molds in clay.
  Style Each
A CLR-CD778 Flowers & Leaves  21.99
B CLR-CD1217 Celtic 21.99
C CLR-CD916 Aquatic  21.99

Mayco® Slump & Hump Molds
Essential hand building tools used to form clay.  These basic geometric 
shapes serve to create the basis for functional and decorative items such as   
platters and bowls.  Especially useful to provide structure for creating non-
solid designs like lattice weaves and coils.  Packaged and sold together.  
When separated, the two-part mold provides both a slump and a hump ver-
sion.  Storing the two pieces together with a rubber band or twine helps 
protect the inner surface of the molds from damage.

A

B
C

D E

 Style Size Each
A CLR-CD915 Plate 8" 29.75
B CLR-CD776 Circle 8 x 3-3/4" 35.95
C CLR-CD777 Oval 8-3/4 x 7 x 3-1/4" 35.95
D CLR-CD852 Large Circle 9-1/2 x 3" 58.95
E CLR-CD914 Platter 13" 55.99

Create Unique 
Dinnerware 

Designs!

A

B C D

E F

NEW

 Style Each
D CLR-CD1261 Butterflies   21.99
E CLR-CD1260 African Masks & Shields  21.99 
F CLR-CD1218 Egyptian 21.99
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Creative 
Pottery
I n n o v a t i v e 
Techniques &
Experimental 
Designs In 
Thrown & 
Handbuilt 
Ceramics
Begins with a 
quick review of 
where you are in 
your own jour-
ney as a potter.  
The book is a self-guided journey in which you 
can choose the techniques and projects that 
interest you, including a variety of food contain-
ers.  Hardcover by Deb Schwartzkopf.  192 pages. 
QP-8258 Each ..............................30.00

Pinch Your 
Pottery
The Art & Craft Of 
Making Pinch Pots: 
35 Beautiful 
Projects To Hand-
Form From Clay
Learn how to master 
one of the most 
ancient yet simple 
ceramic techniques.  
Taught with a mod-
ern approach, this is 
the perfect place to start a new hobby, or explore 
new ways to shape clay.  Hardcover by Jacqui 
Atkin.  176 pages.
QP-9746 Each ..............................24.99

brent® Plasti-Bats®

Versatile, long-lasting, high quality bats are 
virtually indestructible.  1/4" thick, rigid, 
high-impact plastic.  Won't splinter, swell or 
shrink.  Pre-drilled holes, with one oblong 
hole to fit a variety of wheels.  Round bats 
feature 1/8" clearance for easy removal.
 Size Each
A-32331K 12-1/2" Diameter 23.99
A-32333M 14-1/2" Diameter 29.50
A-32344C 9" Square 15.75

Speedball®
Multi-Colored Plastic Bats
These bats offer artists and instructors the ulti-
mate in convenience, organization and perfor-
mance.  Their easy-lift rim allows the bat to be 
removed from the wheel head in one fluid 
motion, leaving the pot undisturbed.  Bats are 
built to last and unique ribs add to strength and 
durability.  Available in various colors, making 
organizing projects for classes and studios a 
breeze!  Designed to fit all wheel bat pin spacing.  
(Orange bat shown front and back.)

Round Size Color Each
SAP-OB14 14"  Orange 17.29
SAP-BB12 12"  Blue 15.29
CWI-B12 12" Brown 15.29
Square
SAP-GB75 7-1/2"  Green 11.69
CWI-B75 7-1/2" Brown 11.69

Skutt ABS Bats
12-Count Packages—Durable plastic bats make 
removing pots from the potter's wheel quick and 
simple!  Made of sturdy, ABS plastic.  Bats fit all 
wheel pin holes.  Do not qualify for free ship-
ping.
 Size Each
SCP-4044 12-1/2" 344.95
SCP-4045 14-1/2" 454.00
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brent® Batmobile
Strong steel cart on 4" diameter, rubber swivel cast-
ers.  Holds up to 90 bats measuring up to 14-1/2", 
and the top rails adjust to accommodate bats with 
larger diameters.  Includes one BatBrace to keep 
bats from sliding out of place, plus the top shelf can 
be used as a ware cart.  36 x 14-1/2 x 47-3/4".   
Does not qualify for free shipping.

A A-22066J Each ..................................................................... 779.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $77.90)

brent® BatBrace™
Add an extra BatBrace to your Batmobile.  The BatBrace acts like a "bookend" that automatically 
stabilizes bats when it is inserted into the frame.  Allows bats to rest on the rubber-tipped stopper, 
holding them safely in place.  Holds up to 50 Plasti-Bats measuring 12-1/2" or 14-1/2" in diameter.
B A-22119C Each ....................................................................................................... 27.99

A

B
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Mastering the Potter's Wheel
Techniques, Tips and Tricks For Potters
Contains technique instruction with step-by-step 
photos.  Covers a variety of methods for throwing 
large objects such as pitchers and platters, as well 
as alterations, darting and paddling, plus the 
basics of centering and creating basic forms.  
Includes galleries featuring top artists.  Hardcover 
by Ben Carter.  211 pages.
QP-49755 Each ..............................30.00

The Beginner's Guide 
To Wheel Throwing
A Complete Course For The Potter's Wheel
Contains a discussion on the best clays for throw-
ing and a variety of centering methods as well as 
starter projects, tutorials on handles, trimming 
and more.  Hardcover by Julia Claire Weber.  144 
pages.
QP-599354 Each ..............................26.99

NEW
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Skutt Potter's Wheels
With Removable Splash Pans
Removable splash pans can be lifted out 

easily by twisting the wheel head and pulling 
up.  1-piece pans are cleaner and easier to use 
than the standard 2-piece splash pans.  Features 
include reversing switch for changing wheel 
head direction; 6-groove drive belt for smooth, 
quiet, powerful performance; over-sized legs 
that provide stable support while throwing; and 
a cast aluminum foot pedal.  Optional SSX Drive 
System Upgrade available.  5-year limited 
manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping, ship truck freight.

Premier Wheel
Large, 1 hp motor.  Capable of centering over 400 
lbs. of clay.  Ship weight is 128 lbs.  (Not shown.)
SCP-4011 Each .........................2,794.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $558.80)
Premier SSX - With SSX Drive Upgrade.
SCP-4014 Each .........................2,895.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $579.00)

Revolution Wheel
Powerful 1/2 hp motor.  Clay throwing capacity 
exceeds 150 lbs. of clay.  Shipping weight is 119 
lbs.
SCP-4012 Each .........................2,694.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $538.80)
Revolution SSX - With SSX Drive Upgrade.
SCP-4015 Each .........................2,750.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $550.00)

Legend Wheel
1/3 hp motor for power and performance.  
Centers more than 100 lbs.  Ship weight is 117 
lbs.  (Not shown.)
SCP-4013 Each .........................2,397.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $479.40)
Legend SSX - With SSX Drive Upgrade.
SCP-4016 Each .........................2,639.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $527.80)

Visit UnitedNow.com
For Our Complete 
Selection of Skutt 
Potter's Wheels!
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Speedball® Artista™ Potter's Wheel
A table-top potter's wheel that is small and light 
enough to be portable, yet sturdy enough to 
easily center up to 25 lbs. of clay!  High-
impact plastic and steel frame construction.  
Stable on table tops or any flat surface, it is 
perfect for throwing while standing or for physically 
challenged access.  1/3 hp, industrial motor.  Hand-
control speed from 0-220 rpm.  Counter-clockwise 
rotation.  Large motor enclosure at back of the 
wheel.  11" aluminum wheel head.  Weighs only 
26 lbs.  Includes a 2-part splash pan, one 7-1/2" 
square bat, one 12" round bat and informative DVD 
guide.  Makes a great trimming station.  Features a 
2-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
CWI-APW Each ...................................774.95
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $77.50)

A Dependable Potter's
Wheel At A Great Price!

Speedball® 
Clay Boss Potter's Wheel
The Clay Boss offers the same high-quality per-
formance of other wheels at an exceptional value.  
Terrific for school instruction or personal studio use.  
Features a 14" wheel head with a sturdy steel structure 
and long-lasting, polypropylene composite surface.  
Centers 100 lbs. of clay.  Sophisticated load-sensing 
control maintains wheel speed under changing load.  
Reversing plug allows quick change of wheel head direc-
tion.  Easily removable modular control/foot pedal sys-
tem.  Foot pedal is smooth with variable speed control, 
0-240 rpm.  1/2 hp, industrial motor with high torque.  
Includes a 2-part, horseshoe-shaped splash pan, one 
7-1/2" square bat, one 12" round bat and DVD guide.  
10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  After 
purchasing a Clay Boss, you will receive a $50 glaze 
rebate from Speedball; simply fill out the form on 
Speeball's website.  Rebate offer expires 6 months 
after purchase.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
CWI-BOSS Each .........................................................................................................1,595.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $159.50)

Speedball® 
Artista™ Foot Pedal
Allows the standard Artista pot-
ter’s wheel to be converted from a 
hand-operated wheel to a foot-
powered wheel.  This optional fea-
ture may be plugged in at the port located on the opposite side of the power cord attachment and 
power switch.
A CWI-FP Each ............................................................................................................161.75

Speedball® Artista™ Folding Leg Set
For the potter who needs convenience and portability, this leg set is a big space saver!  Leg set easily 
attaches to the Artista potter's wheel.  Legs fold compactly under the wheel when not in use, saving 
space and offering convenient portability.  22" high.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
B CWI-FL Each ............................................................................................................297.50

Speedball® Artista™ Static Leg Set
Non-folding legs attach to the Artista wheel, allowing the wheel to be used as a standard floor model 
and for comfortable seated throwing.  22" high.
C CWI-SL Each ............................................................................................................146.89

Speedball® Stacking Stool
4-leg steel stool is 18" tall and has a sturdy wooden seat.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
D CWI-ST10 Each ............................................................................................................139.75
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Machine Cast Aluminum Wheel Head
Engineered with tapered reinforced ribs for 
stability.  Bat pins are precision drilled for 
accuracy.

All-Welded Construction; Solid 
Steel Table With Durable Poly 
Cover
Steel legs are powder-coated for cor-
rosion- and scratch-resistance.

Removable Splash Pan For Easy Cleaning

Powerful Potter's Wheels For Beautiful Pieces!

FREE Plasti-Bat and Instructional 
DVD With Every brent Wheel

Made In U.S.A.

Classic Controller Keeps 
Wheel Speed Constant 
Under Varying Loads
Electronic noise filtering for 
quiet operation.

EZ-Feel Toggle Switches 
Are Sealed For Protection
Forward/Reverse has neutral 
safety position for smooth 
transitions and banding wheel 
use.  Protruding on/off light is 
visible from potter's stool.

Durable Cast Aluminum Foot 
Pedal With 4 Ft. Cord
Delivers smooth control and speed 
range of 0-240 rpm.

Cast Iron Wheel Hub Assembly
Dynamically balanced for motion 
stability.

Wheel Head Bearings Are 
Sealed For Water Resistance

6-Groove Poly-V-Belt 
Drive With Automatic 
Tensioning
Seamless belt stays tight 
for maximum perfor-
mance and smooth oper-
ation.

Permanent Magnet DC Motor 
For High Torque At All Speeds
Custom manufactured to brent 
specifications.

Controller Has Modular Design 
Connections To Make Upgrades 
and Replacements Easy

Convenient Foot Pedal Access For Easy 
Speed and Stop Adjustments
Modular components keep maintenance 
simple.

Terrific For Artists & Schools!
Model B
•1/2 hp, 5 amp motor, 120 volts
•12" wheel head
•10-year warranty
•Continuously handles 
150 lbs. of clay
•Ship weight is 112 lbs.
•Does not qualify for 
free shipping, ships 
truck freight
A-22604E Each .....2,375.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount 
(Save $475.00)

Model C
•3/4 hp, 7 amp 
motor, 120 volts
•14" wheel head
•10-year warranty
•Continuously handles 225 lbs. of 
clay
•Ship weight is 117 lbs.
•Does not qualify for free ship-
ping, ships truck freight
A-22608J Each .....2,495.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount 
(Save $499.00)

150 lbs.
Clay

Model CXC
•1 hp, 10 amp 
motor, 120 volts
•14" wheel head
•10-year warranty
•Continuously handles 300 lbs. of 
clay
•Ship weight is 117 lbs.
•Does not qualify for free ship-
ping, ships truck freight
A-22727G Each .....2,575.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume 
Discount (Save $515.00)

225 lbs.
Clay

300 lbs.
Clay

Receive Free Glazes From AMACO!
Purchase a brent Potter's Wheel; Model B, C or CXC and you will 
receive a rebate for $100 in AMACO glazes!  After your wheel has been 
delivered, simply fill out the warranty and rebate form on AMACO's 
website.  Offer expires six months after purchase.

Visit UnitedNow.com For Our
Complete Selection of brent Potter's 
Wheels & Other Ceramic Equipment!

Max

Max Max

brent® Splash Pan
This high-density, molded polypropylene 
splash pan catches excess water, keeping your 
work area more contained!  Snaps on with no bolts, pins or screws.  Fits all 
brent potter's wheels.  Easy to remove for cleaning.  Measures 17-1/2" in 
diameter and 4-1/2" high.
A A-22281F Each ......................................................................72.99

brent® Potter’s Stool
Made from heavy gauge, tubular steel with a tough enamel finish.  1/8" 
thick, hardboard seat is 14" in diameter.  Stands 18" high and can be used 
with all brent potter's wheels.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
B A-22636T Each ....................................................................129.50

Essential Accessories!

A
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Debcor™
Art Carts
Heavy-duty, all-steel art carts are the per-
fect solution for transporting artwork and 
supplies from the artroom to the kiln.  
Mounted on 5" heavy-duty, hard rubber 
casters.  Overall height is 32".  Assembly 
required.    2-tray carts are great for taller 
items, while 3-tray carts can accommodate 
several shorter pieces.  Do not qualify for 
free shipping.
2-Tray Carts Size Each
DEB-21630 16x30" 294.00
DEB-22436 24x36" 354.00
3-Tray Carts  
DEB-31630 16x30" 372.50
DEB-32436 24x36" 442.75

Debcor™ 
Mobile Kiln 
Cart
Cart features 
three recessed 
shelves with a 
heat-resistant 
panel (up to 
350°F) at the 
bottom of each 
shelf. Made of 
heavy steel.  5" cast-
ers.  Measures 24" wide, 36" deep and 32" high.  
Does not qualify for free shipping.
DEB-9550 Each ............................924.75
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $92.48)

Debcor™ 
Ware 
Truck
A terrific cart 
for drying gre-
enware, cool-
ing pieces or 
transporting 
finished proj-
ects from 
place to place.  
Quality con-
s t r u c t i o n , 
made of weld-
ed heavy 
gauge steel.  
Features 4" 
casters for 
easy mobility.  
Includes 12 
plywood "half 
shelves," each 
measuring 28 x 8 x 1/2".  
Complete unit measures 32" 
wide, 24" deep and 54" high.  Ships unassembled.  Does 
not qualify for free shipping.
A DEB-9605 Each ....................................... 1,080.00
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $108.00)

brent® Ware Cart EX
Store pieces that are in-process, drying or cooling.  Designed for stability with 1" steel pipes and 
welded shelf supports.  4" swivel casters.  35" wide, 24" deep, 72-3/4" high.  Includes a plastic cover 
(not shown).  1-year manufacturer's warranty.  Shelves sold separately.  Ships unassembled.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
B A-22633P Each ............................................................................................................939.00
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $93.90)
Ware Cart EX Shelves - 12 plywood shelves; each measures 32 x 12 x 1/2".  Do not qualify for free ship-
ping.
A-22634R Each ............................................................................................................194.00

SmartCart 
Accommodates A 
Mini Slab Roller!

brent® SmartCart™
This smart "art cart" has a solid top shelf and two 
steel mesh shelves for storing ceramic supplies 
while you are working on projects.  In addition, 
it has a retractable shelf that can be pulled out 
on the right or left side for extra work or storage 
area.  The top shelf also has four pre-drilled 
holes which accommodate the brent Mini SRC 
Slab Roller (sold separately).  Features four 
heavy-duty swivel/locking casters that make it 
easy to maneuver the SmartCart from room to 
room.  Terrific for small spaces, the cart can be 
stored in a closet or the corner of a room when not 
in use.  When assembled, entire unit measures 27" 
wide, 24-1/2" deep and 34" high.  Ships unassem-
bled.  1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Does 
not qualify for free shipping.
A-22867C Each ....................................................989.00
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $98.90)

Store & Transport Kiln Furniture!
brent® Kiln Shelf Cart
A mobile, efficient way to load and unload kiln furniture.  Steel 
rods keep up to 16 shelves (up to 20" in size) stored vertically and 
separated for less damage.  Features three included shelves for 
storing posts, cones or stilts.  Shelves are interchangeable with 
brent Ware Cart shelves.  Measures 36" wide, 14-1/2" deep, 
47-3/4" high.  1-year manufacturer's warranty.  Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
A-11779F Each ....................................................875.00
Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $87.50)

A

B

Diversified Spaces
Sculpture Ware Cart
Double-sided drying and damp cabinet lets you 
control how fast pieces dry by how much you 
open the heavy vinyl, zippered cover.  Constructed 
of solid maple and maple veneers with a mois-
ture-resistant finish.  Both sides have three 
adjustable, epoxy-coated shelves with an epoxy-
coated drip pan on the bottom shelf.  Shelves are 
14" deep.  Heavy-duty 4" swivel casters with 
brakes.  48x30x60".  Lifetime limited manufac-
turer's warranty.  Ship weight 458 lbs.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
SSB-5100M Each .........................4,289.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $857.80)
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Debcor™ All-Purpose Tote Trays
All-purpose trays are made of sturdy, high-
impact plastic—practically unbreakable!  
Lightweight trays nest together when not in 
use.  Aluminum card holder for identification 
purposes.  Chemical-resistant and easy to 
clean.  Outer dimensions listed.
 Depth x Width x Height Each
DEB-7 16-5/8 x 13-1/8 x 3-1/2" 31.95
DEB-14 19 x 13-3/4 x 3-1/2" 34.95
DEB-15 19 x 13-3/4 x 4-3/8" 38.95

A B

Debcor™ Large Damp Cabinet
Designed to keep your "work in progress" in 
workable condition. Spacious cabinet body 
is welded steel with solid angle supports. 
Heavy-duty cabinet is "air-sealed" by foam 
rubber-gasketed doors. Locking doors and 
exterior walls are "double-walled" with an internal 
layer of aluminum.  Unit has four large special 
bolt-on shelves with aluminum surface and water 
retaining bats.  Approximately 36" wide, 19" deep 
and 83" high.  Ship weight is 275 lbs.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
A DEB-9100 Each .........................3,980.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $796.00)

Debcor™ Large Drying Cabinet
For drying and storing your greenware. Spacious 
locking cabinet is constructed of heavy gauge 
steel angles welded to expanded steel mesh 
walls.  Unit has four large shelves constructed of 
welded steel and perforated board. Design pro-
vides effective air circulation throughout the 
cabinet.  Approximately 36" wide, 19" deep, 83" 
high.  Ship weight is 200 lbs.  Does not qualify for 
free shipping, ships truck freight.
B DEB-9200 Each .........................2,960.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Disc. (Save $592.00)

Tall Cabinets Store
Lots of Greenware

& Clay Pieces! 
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Debcor™
Portable Clay Storage Cart
Ideal for bulk clay storage.  Keeps ceramic 
clay moist and workable.  Durable, all-steel 
construction provides years and years of use.  Features 
a removable, plastic clay container and lid for air-tight storage.  Lifts 
out for easy cleaning.  Debcor portable clay storage cart accommodates up to 140 
lbs. of clay.  Features 4" locking wheels for convenient portability and safety.  The cart's cabinet mea-
sures 17-1/2" wide, 13-1/2" deep, 28-1/2" high.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
A DEB-9405 Each ............................................................................................................690.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $69.00)

Debcor™ Small Drying Cabinet
Steel mesh allows air circulation to dry projects!  Debcor's small drying cabinet features two shelves, 
each made of 1/8" perforated hardboard with fixed welded brackets.  Dark brown finish with antique 
gold doors.  Approximately 36" wide, 19" deep, 31" high.  Does not have laminate top.  Ship weight is 
140 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
B DEB-9250 Each .........................................................................................................1,790.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $179.00)

Debcor™ Small Damp Cabinet
Air-tight cabinet keeps artwork moist and workable.  Measures approximately 36" wide, 19" deep, 31" 
high.  Without laminate top.  Ship weight is 150 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck 
freight.
C DEB-9150 Each .........................................................................................................2,130.00
Automatically Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $426.00)

Debcor™ Combination Damp/Dry Work Unit
Dry and store greenware and clay pieces.  Combination work unit is constructed of 13-gauge angled 
steel pieces welded to 3/4", 16-gauge expanded steel mesh.  Durable, moisture-resistant 1-1/4" plastic 
laminate top doubles as a convenient work table.  One side of the cabinet keeps unfinished items moist; 
the other side protects pieces while they dry.  Measures approximately 72-1/2" wide, 20" deep and  
32-1/4" high.  Ship weight is 340 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to formaldehyde, which is known to the State of 
California to cause cancer. For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

D DEB-9300 Each .........................................................................................................3,987.00
Automatically Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $797.40)

Debcor™ Ceramic Work Tables
A superior quality, heavy-duty, multipur-
pose work table that provides more than 
adequate space for ceramic workshops, 
studios and labs.  Table height is adjust-
able to any desired height between 31" 
and 35".  High density wood top is 1-5/8" 
thick and has a white laminate, easy-to-
clean surface that is resistant to liquids.  
Tops are available in two different sizes.  
Also includes a convenient 12" wide lower 
steel shelf for storing items.  Assembly is 
required.  Do not qualify for free shipping, 
ship truck freight.
  Ship  10% Vol.
24" Top Length Weight Each Disc., Save
DEB-2448 48" 106 lbs. 785.00 ($78.50)
DEB-2460 60" 124 lbs. 847.00 ($84.70)
DEB-2472 72" 145 lbs. 924.00 ($92.40)

  Ship  10% Vol.
30" Top Length Weight Each Disc., Save
DEB-3048 48" 122 lbs. 837.00 ($83.70)
DEB-3060 60" 144 lbs. 897.00 ($89.70)
DEB-3072 72" 168 lbs. 994.00 ($99.40)

WARNING: This product can 
expose you to formaldehyde, which 
is known to the State of California 

to cause cancer. For more information go 
to: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Model EX-257SF: 2-1/2" firebrick; 5.7 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 270 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25158W 1 208 48.0 Cone 10 4,200.00
A-25157V 1 240 48.0 Cone 10 4,200.00
A-25160T 3 208 48.0 Cone 10 4,200.00
A-25159X 3 240 34.6 Cone 10 4,200.00

Model EX-353SF: 3" firebrick; 5.25 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 300 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25162B 1 208 48.0 Cone 10 4,500.00
A-25161A 1 240 34.6 Cone 10 4,500.00
A-25164D 3 208 48.0 Cone 10 4,500.00
A-25163C 3 240 34.6 Cone 10 4,500.00

AMACO® EXCEL® Round Kilns:
Premium Features Are Standard
•Kanthal A-1 heating elements provide long life •EZ-Lift lid
•Element LUG connectors for easy replacement •UL and cUL listed for safety
•Sectional design fits through narrow doors •2-Year manufacturer's warranty
•Toll-Free technical support •Instructional DVD

Select Fire™ Automatic Controller
•Easy cone fire mode, custom programs and diagnostics
•Auto safety shut-off and toll-free support

Kilns do not qualify for free shipping; ship truck freight.  Each kiln order must be 
accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet; please visit our website and type in the 
item number for a link to a printable Spec Sheet.

Models EX-257SF & EX-353SF
Exterior: 35 x 28-1/2 x 36"

Models EX-270SF & EX-365SF
Exterior: 35 x 31 x 42-3/4"

Model EX-270SF: 2-1/2" firebrick; 7.0 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 290 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25105E 1 208 48.0 Cone 6 4,850.00
A-25106F 1 240 48.0 Cone 10 4,850.00
A-25107G 3 208 31.7 Cone 10 4,850.00
A-25108J 3 240 29.3 Cone 10 4,850.00

Model EX-365SF: 3" firebrick; 6.57 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 320 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25113N 1 208 48.0 Cone 10 4,650.00
A-25114P 1 240 48.0 Cone 10 4,650.00
A-25115R 3 208 31.7 Cone 10 4,650.00
A-25116T 3 240 29.3 Cone 10 4,650.00

Model EX-381SF: 3" firebrick; 8.1 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 365 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25166F 1 208 48.0 Cone 8 4,900.00
A-25165E 1 240 48.0 Cone 10 4,900.00
A-25168L 3 208 40.0 Cone 10 4,900.00
A-25167G 3 240 34.6 Cone 10 4,900.00

Models EX-399SF & EX-1099SF
Exterior: 38x33x43"

Model EX-399SF: 3" firebrick; 9.92 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 400 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25137V 1 208 48.0 Cone 5 5,300.00
A-25138W 1 240 48.0 Cone 8 5,300.00
A-25139S 3 208 31.7 Cone 8 5,300.00
A-25140B 3 240 29.3 Cone 8 5,300.00

Model EX-1099SF: 3" firebrick; 9.92 cubic ft. chamber; ship wt. 410 lbs.
    Max Price before 20%
Item Phase Volts Amps Temp Volume Discount
A-25141X 1 208 69.0 Cone 10 6,200.00
A-25142A 1 240 69.0 Cone 10 6,200.00
A-25143C 3 208 46.7 Cone 10 6,200.00
A-25144D 3 240 40.0 Cone 10 6,200.00

Each kiln order must be accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet which can be found online on the prod-
uct page of the kiln you want to order.  You will need to know:
1) Whether voltage in your room is 240V, 208V or 120V.
2) Whether you need single or three phase.
3) Correct controller (controllers vary by manufacturer).

Model EX-381SF 
Exterior: 40-1/2 x 34 x 36"

2-Position Reinforced 
Steel Bar
Secures lid while loading and 
unloading the kiln.

EZ-Lift Lid
Spring-assisted hinge allows 
you to lift it with one finger.

Corrosion Resistant LUG 
Connectors
Replace elements using a screwdriver. 
No soldering or wire cutting.

Sectional Design
Makes transporting, changing loca-
tions and repairing easy.

Premium 
Features!
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Skutt
Lid Lifter 
Upgrade Kits
Load and unload  
your kiln with ease 
using the Lid Lifter.  
Spring-assisted design allows lid to open with just 
two fingers.  A terrific upgrade for existing Skutt 
kilns; Lid Lifters come standard on newly pur-
chased 10- and 12-sided kilns.  Lid Lifters for 
10-sided kilns weigh 22 lbs; Lid Lifters for 
12-sided kilns weigh 26 lbs.  Do not qualify for 
free shipping.
SCP-2398 For 10-Sided Kilns
SCP-2399 For 10-Sided Kilns with 3" brick
SCP-2397 For 12-Sided Kilns
Each .......................................................559.00
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $55.90)

Skutt KilnMaster 
Touchscreen Control Upgrade Kit
Like your smartphone, the KilnMaster 
touchscreen controller navigates with just a 
touch of a finger and guides you through 
programming with full sentences, helpful 
icons and dynamic navigation.  Built-in WiFi 
makes it possible to download any software 
feature upgrades for free, so it is like having 
a new Kiln Controller for the life of the kiln.  
A free app works in conjunction with the 
WiFi and allows you to monitor your kiln 
temperature and status from your smart-
phone.  Features the same functions as the 
standard KilnMaster controller, plus much more.  
Contains help screens, detailed diagnostics, 
graphing and logging.  Also features a built-in 
program library for unique processes, such as 
slow sculpture, bottle slumping, Cone 5 crystal 
glaze and more.  You can build and save your own 
firing programs, plus copy existing programs and 
make changes easily.  Upgrade kit is designed to 
retrofit an existing kiln that has a KilnMaster con-
troller.  Comes with touchscreen controller, con-
version board, static bag and operating manual.  
You will need a #2 Phillips screwdriver and a 
skinny slotted screwdriver to install the controller.  
Does not qualify for free shipping.
SCP-3585 Each ............................775.00
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Discount (Save $77.50)

Loading & Unloading
Is Safer & Easier

With The Lid Lifter!

Upgrade Your Skutt Kiln 
With A Touchscreen!
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Skutt Kiln Shelves
Make better use of space in your kiln.  Available 
in full and half shelves.  Kiln shelves do not 
qualify for free shipping.

 Model Firebrick Size Each
SCP-0025 818 2-1/2" 5/8", full 76.00
SCP-0026 818 2-1/2" 5/8", half 51.00
SCP-0029 818-3 3" 5/8", full 76.00
SCP-0018 1018, 1027 2-1/2" 5/8", half 64.00
SCP-0055 1018-3, 1027-3 3" 5/8", full 103.00
SCP-0054 1018-3, 1027-3 3" 5/8", half 64.00
SCP-0075 1227-3 3" 1", half  111.00

Skutt Furniture Kits
Kits come with 1-1/2" wide triangular post assortments.  Do not qualify for free shipping.  Items 
marked with * ship truck freight.
 Model Firebrick Contents Ship Weight Each
SCP-0300 818 2-1/2" Two 5/8" full, three 5/8" half shelves   — 429.00
SCP-0696 818-3 3" Two 5/8" full, three 5/8" half shelves — 429.00
SCP-0594 1018 2-1/2" Six 5/8" half shelves  — 552.00
SCP-0692 1018-3 3" Six 5/8" half shelves — 552.00
SCP-0618 1027 2-1/2" Eight 5/8" half shelves — 679.00
SCP-0697 1027-3 3" Eight 5/8" half shelves — 679.00
SCP-0667* 1227-3 3" Eight 1" half shelves 182 lbs. 1,020.00
SCP-2268* 1218-3 3" Six 1" half shelves 147 lbs. 842.00
SCP-2157* 1627-3PK 3" Eight 1" half shelves, eight 13x16" shelves, 338 lbs. 2,438.00
   and five triangular post assortments

AMACO® Kiln Shelves
Premium refractory kiln shelves.  Designed for 
use with AMACO kilns and EXCEL kilns, but can be 
used with other kilns as well.  For best results, it 
is recommended that a shelf is coated with 
AMACO Kiln Shelf Wash (sold separately) prior to 
glaze firing to prolong the life of the shelf.  Kiln 
shelves do not qualify for free shipping.
Half Octagon - For models EX-381SF, EX-399SF and 
EX-1099SF.  26 x 13 x 5/8".  Max temp is Cone 1.
A-11377N Each ..............................88.50
Half Round - For models EX-353SF and EX-365SF.  
19 x 9-1/2 x 5/8".  Max temp is Cone 10.
A-11378P Each ..............................45.75
Half Round - For models EX-257SF and EX-270SF.  
21 x 10-1/2 x 3/4".  Max temp is Cone 10.
A-11361R Each ..............................53.95

Half Octagon

Half Round
AMACO® Shelf 
Supports
Made of mullite, shelf 
supports are both 
strong and durable.  
Use them to stack 
multiple shelves in your kiln, using the maximum 
available space within the chamber.  Shelf sup-
ports will withstand firing temperatures up to 
cone 10.
 Size Each
A-11302C 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 1"  2.99
A-11303D 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 2" 3.29
A-11304E 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 3"  3.49
A-11344R 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 4"  4.19
A-11345T 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 5" 4.39
A-11349D 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 6" 5.19
A-11353H 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 7" 5.39
A-11357M 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 8" 5.49
A-11332P 1-5/8 x 1-5/8 x 10" 7.49

Stack Shelves 
With Mullite 
Supports!

Use Kiln
Space More 
Efficiently!

Keep Firing Area Safe
& Control Excess Heat!

Vent-A-Kiln Safety Screen
Keep students safe and your artroom cooler by sur-
rounding your kiln with a safety screen.  Designed 
to keep kiln area clear and protect students when 
kiln is in operation.  Screen is made of fire-retar-
dant canvas curtains and sturdy aluminum tubing.  
Three 2x3 ft. panels.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping. 
VAK-11KS3 Each .............................. 224.50

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Furniture Kits over $500 automatically qualify for a Volume Discount.
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Skutt Kilns With KilnMaster Touchscreen or KilnMaster
Skutt kilns are known for their dependability.  They feature high quality Kanthal A-1 elements and reversible, 
long-life slabs.  Spring-loaded Lid Lifter allows for 2-finger lid opening.  2-1/2" firebrick wall or energy-saving 
3".  Choose KilnMaster Touchscreen or KilnMaster control.  2-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Each kiln 
order must be accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet; please visit our website and type in the item number 
for a link to a printable Spec Sheet.

A KilnMaster Touchscreen Control - Navigates with just a touch of a finger and guides you through program-
ming with full sentences.  A free app works in conjunction with the built-in WiFi and allows you to monitor your kiln 
temperature and status from your smartphone.  Build and save your own firing programs, plus copy existing programs 
and make changes easily.  Features help screens, detailed diagnostics, graphing and logging.  Also contains a built-in 
program library for unique processes, such as slow sculpture, bottle slumping, Cone 5 crystal glaze and more.

B KilnMaster Control - Provides firing accuracy and consistent results.  Delay option allows starting up to 99 hours later.  Fire automatically by tem-
perature, cone number or time.  Digital read out displays information throughout firing and cool-down.

Skutt Model #818 Kilns
Compact and versatile.  2.3 to 2.6 cubic ft. chamber capacity.  Exterior: 24" in diameter.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.

A

Control
Chamber

Diameter x Height
Firebrick 

Wall
Cone
Max

Max 
Temp. Amps

Ship Wt. 
(lbs.) Item Number Each

Touchscreen 16-1/2 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 26.7 160 SCP-5469 3,081.00
KilnMaster 16-1/2 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 26.7 160 SCP-1469 2,665.00

Touchscreen 17-1/2 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 26.7 145 SCP-5467 2,944.00
KilnMaster 17-1/2 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 26.7 145 SCP-1467 2,529.00

Touchscreen 16-1/2 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 27.8 160 SCP-5468 3,081.00
KilnMaster 16-1/2 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 27.8 160 SCP-1468 2,665.00

Touchscreen 17-1/2 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 27.8 145 SCP-5466 2,944.00
KilnMaster 17-1/2 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 27.8 145 SCP-1466 2,529.00

Model
818

Single Phase

Volts

208V

240V

Kilns Over 
$2000 Qualify 

For A 20% 
Volume 

Discount!

See Page 358 
For Details.

Skutt Model #1018 Kilns
Wide capacity and easy loading height.  4.2 to 4.6 cubic ft. chamber capacity.  Exterior: 29" in diameter.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.

Control
Chamber

Diameter x Height
Firebrick 

Wall
Cone
Max

Max 
Temp. Amps

Ship Wt. 
(lbs.) Item Number Each

Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 40.0 275 SCP-5465 4,095.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 40.0 275 SCP-1465 3,619.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 40.0 250 SCP-5463 3,974.00
Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 39.4 275 SCP-5464 4,095.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 18" 3" 10 2350°F 39.4 275 SCP-1464 3,619.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 18" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 39.4 250 SCP-5462 3,974.00

Model
1018

Single Phase

Kilns Over 
$2000 Qualify 

For A 20% 
Volume 

Discount!

See Page 358.

Volts

208V

240V

818 1018 1027 1227-3

Skutt Kilns Feature Durable Construction & Reliability!

Please Note:
Each kiln order must be accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet which can be found online on the product page of the kiln you want to order.  
You will need to know:
1) Whether voltage in your room is 240V, 208V or 120V.
2) Whether you need single or three phase.
3) Correct controller (controllers vary by manufacturer).

B

K
iln

s
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Skutt Model #1027 Kilns
Powerful versatility.  6.4 to 7.0 cubic ft. chamber capacity.  Exterior: 29" in diameter.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.  Each kiln 
order must be accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet; please visit our website and type in the item number for a link to a printable Spec 
Sheet.

Kilns 
Over 

$2000 
Qualify 
For A 
20% 

Volume 
Discount!

See Page 
358 For 
Details.

Control
Chamber

Diameter x Height
Firebrick 

Wall
Cone
Max

Max 
Temp. Amps

Ship Wt. 
(lbs.) Item Number Each

Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 48.0 320 SCP-5485 4,735.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 48.0 320 SCP-1459 4,397.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 6 2250°F 48.0 290 SCP-5481 4,610.00
KilnMaster 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 6 2250°F 48.0 290 SCP-1455 4,247.00

Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 48.0 320 SCP-5458 4,719.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 48.0 320 SCP-1458 4,397.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 48.0 290 SCP-5454 4,609.00
KilnMaster 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 48.0 290 SCP-1454 4,247.00

Volts

208V

240V

Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 31.7 320 SCP-5461 4,834.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 31.7 320 SCP-1461 4,519.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 31.7 290 SCP-5457 4,672.00
KilnMaster 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 31.7 290 SCP-1457 4,375.00

Touchscreen 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 29.3 320 SCP-5460 4,719.00
KilnMaster 22-3/8 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 29.3 320 SCP-1460 4,519.00

Touchscreen 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 29.3 290 SCP-5456 4,672.00
KilnMaster 23-3/8 x 27" 2-1/2" 10 2350°F 29.3 290 SCP-1456 4,375.00

208V

240V

K
iln

s

Control
Chamber

Diameter x Height
Firebrick 

Wall
Cone
Max

Max 
Temp. Amps

Ship Wt. 
(lbs.) Item Number Each

Touchscreen 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 5 2185°F 48.0 400 SCP-5477 5,472.00
KilnMaster 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 5 2185°F 48.0 400 SCP-1451 5,285.00

Touchscreen 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 48.0 400 SCP-5450 5,457.00
KilnMaster 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 48.0 400 SCP-1450 5,285.00

Touchscreen 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 31.7 400 SCP-5479 5,523.00
KilnMaster 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 31.7 400 SCP-1453 5,368.00

Touchscreen 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 29.3 400 SCP-5478 5,523.00
KilnMaster 28-1/8 x 27" 3" 8 2300°F 29.3 400 SCP-1452 5,368.00

Model
1227-3

Single Phase

Three Phase

Skutt Model #1227-3 Kilns
Ultimate low fire production.  9.9 cubic ft. chamber capacity.  Exterior: 34" in diameter.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.

Kilns Over 
$2000 Qualify 

For A 20% 
Volume 

Discount!

See Page 358 
For Details.

Volts

208V

240V

208V

240V

This Extra-Large Production Kiln
Offers Powerful & Reliable Performance!

Skutt #1627-3PK Oval Production Kilns
Designed to handle high-volume ceramic production.  The major difference between standard kilns and 
a production kiln is the ability to fire dense loads to high-fire temperatures without the kiln slowing 
down.  Firings can be accelerated and firing temperatures can be reached quickly.  At 23,600 watts, it 
has the power to deliver cone 10 temperatures as quickly or as slowly as you want.  Large oval size, with 
18.5 cubic ft. of space, handles big loads.  "Zone Control" helps even out the heat uniformity for unbal-
anced loads.  Easy-open, lightweight fiber lid and base insert also improve heat distribution.  Plus, the 
KilnMaster Touchscreen and KilnMaster control systems provide accurate and consistent firings.  3" 
insulated firebrick helps prevent heat loss for efficient firings.  Built in sections, the kiln can be quickly 
disassembled, using only a screwdriver, for loading large pieces.  The sectional design also makes it easy 
to replace parts and transport the kiln to another area when necessary.  Exterior measures 52" in length, 
36" in width.  Features a 2-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Kilns do not qualify for free shipping, 
ship truck freight.  Each kiln order must be accompanied by a completed Spec Sheet; please visit 
our website and type in the item number for a link to a printable Spec Sheet.

Model
1627-3PK

Three Phase

Qualify For A 
20% Volume 

Discount!
See Page 358.

Volts

208V

240V

Control
Chamber

Diameter x Height
Firebrick 

Wall
Cone
Max

Max 
Temp. Amps

Ship Wt. 
(lbs.) Item Number Each

Touchscreen 46 x 30-3/4 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 76.0 535 SCP-5515 10,150.00
KilnMaster 46 x 30-3/4 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 76.0 535 SCP-2156 9,975.00

Touchscreen 46 x 30-3/4 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 66.0 535 SCP-5514 10,150.00
KilnMaster 46 x 30-3/4 x 27" 3" 10 2350°F 66.0 535 SCP-2155 9,975.00

Model
1027

Single Phase

Three Phase

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for complete details on our
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Effectively Vent Any AMACO Kiln!
AMACO® Master KilnVents
Can be mounted on the side wall of any AMACO 
top or front loading kiln, or on the wall of the kiln 
room and connected to the kiln side.  Easy to 
install and operates from a standard outlet.  1.1 
amp motor, static pressure of 0.2 and features 72 
CFM.  Measures 12x12x8".  Ship weight is 10-1/2 
lbs.  2-year manufacturer's warranty.  Do not 
qualify for free shipping.
   Save With 
 Style Each Vol. Disc.
A-29968J 110 Volts 795.00 ($79.50)
A-22983D 240 Volts 1,239.00 ($123.90)

Solid Door

Paragon Model #SC-2 Jewelry Kilns
Digital kilns that fire enameling, glass and more, 
up to 2000°F (Cone 03).  Plugs into standard 120 
volt outlet.  Display prompts for firing rate, tem-
perature and hold time.  Fast firing element is 
embedded in the firing chamber shell, heating 
from the two sides for even heating.  Include a 
1/4" thick ceramic fiber shelf.  The high-tech 
ceramic fiber firing chamber is wrapped in a steel 
inner case.  The outer steel case remains cool due 
to the layer of air between it and the inner case.  
In addition, the case is slotted for air circulation.  
Electrical components, located in the built-in 
base, stay cool even at extended hold times.  
Firing chamber is 8" wide, 7-3/4" deep, 5-3/4" 
high.  Exterior is 13-1/4" wide, 14" deep, 15-1/2" 
high.  Door opens 180° for easy loading.  Top vent 
includes tapered plug for lost wax casting.  
Include a quick start guide.  1-year manufactur-
er's warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping.
Solid Steel Door
PI-SC2 Each .........................1,099.95
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Disc. (Save $110.00)
Door With Glass View Port - 2x2" window shows 
interior.  Glass view port is guaranteed up to 2300°F.  
PI-SC2W Each .........................1,195.00
Qualifies for 10% Vol. Disc. (Save $119.50)

Glass View Port

Fuse Small Items Easily!
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Fuseworks™ Craft Kiln
Fully fuse a 2-layer project in as little as 15 
minutes!  Craft kiln features an adjustable 
electronic timer.  Ideal for glass fusing, 
slumping and casting, plus metal enameling 
and small glazed ceramics.  8-1/2" diameter 
by 3-1/2" deep firing chamber.  Self-
regulated coil heating system can reach up 
to 1400°F.  Heat resistant wooden handle.  
Children under the age of 16 should not use 

kiln without adult supervision.  Plugs into 120 volt 
outlet.  1-year manufacturer's warranty.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
DTI-FW999 Each ............................274.39
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Skutt EnviroVent2
Known as a downdraft vent, EnviroVent2 
actively removes fumes from your kiln before 
they can enter the room and vents them 
outside, keeping your studio free of smell, 
which is particularly useful when firing mate-
rials such as metallics and high sulfur clays.    
Improves firing consistency and temperature 
regulation.  Spring-loaded collection cup 
keeps a tight seal on the kiln as it expands 
and contracts without stressing the bottom slab.  It works by 
using a wall mounted fan to draw a very small amount of air 
through holes drilled in the kiln floor.  The amount of air drawn 
is determined by the number and size of the holes drilled.  Holes 
are also drilled in the lid in a specific pattern designed to direct 
the air in a way that does not affect your ware.  Holes can be 
drilled in the factory when you order your kiln or easily drilled in your classroom or studio with pro-
vided drill bits simply by following the instructions in the manual.  Do not qualify for free shipping.
SCP-2450 Each ............................................................................................................725.00
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $72.50)
Dual Exhaust Kit - Gives the EnviroVent 2 the capability of venting two large kilns (up to 12 cu/ft chambers).  
It is also necessary to purchase this add-on kit if you are venting a kiln with a chamber larger than 12 cu/ft, 
such as the 1627-3PK.
SCP-2476 Each ............................................................................................................249.00

Swinging Wall Bracket Kits
For use with overhead ceiling heights of less than 
8 ft., high overhead ceiling heights over 12 ft., or 
where a single Vent-A-Kiln System is desired to 
service two side-by-side kilns against a wall.  Do 
not qualify for free shipping.
 Style Each
VAK-1144 For Model #1544 245.00
VAK-1154 For Model #1654 274.00
VAK-1147 For Remaining Models 174.00

Vent-A-Kiln Systems
Safely vent odors and unhealthy fumes from elec-
tric kilns and remove excess heat for a more 
comfortable workroom or studio.  Will not remove 
all your room heat during the winter.  Easy instal-
lation; no kiln modifications are necessary.  Works 
in rooms with 8 to 12 ft. ceilings.  Aluminum hood 
is compactly designed to fit over the top of a 
closed or vented kiln (minimum 2" clearance 
above top).  Systems include fan motor (110V), 
2-speed exhaust control, hood, overhead counter-
weight pulley system, clamps and external 
mounting plates for discharge.  Plus, venting kit 
that moves up to 265 cubic ft. per minute (CFM) 
through a 5" diameter, 10 ft. long hose (VAK-1544 
and VAK-1654 move up to 500 CFM through a 6" 
diameter, 10 ft. long hose).  Feature a 3-year 
limited manufacturer's warranty.  For electric kilns 
only.  Do not qualify for free shipping.  Items 
marked with an asterisk must ship truck freight.
 Hood Kiln Ship
 Diameter Size Weight Each
VAK-1227 27" 19-23" — 769.00
VAK-1332 32" 24-28" — 809.00
VAK-1437* 37" 29-33" 44 lbs. 849.00
VAK-1544* 44" 34-40" 55 lbs. 1,117.00
VAK-1654* 54" 41-50" 100 lbs. 1,472.00

Flexible Vent Hoses
Extend or replace an existing hose.  Compress 
hoses down to 12", or extend them up to 10 ft. 
long.
 Size Each
VAK-P1210 5" Diameter 49.50
VAK-P18 6" Diameter 57.50

Prices above qualify for a 10% Vol. Discount
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Pointed Stilts
12-Count Packages—Metal points in a 
stoneware base prevent objects from touch-
ing shelves while the kiln is firing.  Loosen 
easily after firing.  Size is the distance 
between prongs.  
 Style Size Dozen
A-11264L S-1 1/4" 14.29
A-11265M S-2 3/4" 16.49
A-11266N S-3 1-1/4" 19.95
A-11267P S-4 1-1/2" 24.39
A-11268B S-5 2-3/4" 29.95

Pointed Stilt Kits
Small Kit - Contains 30 stilts measuring from 1/4" to 1-3/8 x 1-3/4".
A A-11287L Each ..............................................................................................................62.85
Large Kit - Contains 60 stilts measuring from 1/2" to 1-3/8 x 1-3/4".
B A-11288M Each ............................................................................................................114.75

Prevent Clay Pieces From Touching Shelves During Firing!

A B

Large Bead Rack
Stoneware supports hold six 10" long wires.  A 
versatile, space-saving device for firing beads and 
other hanging ceramic pieces.  Adjust supports to 
accommodate a range of sizes.  Cone 6 maxi-
mum.
A-11289N Each ..............................42.50
Replacement Wires - Six 10" wires.
A-11270T Each ..............................35.95

AMACO® EXCEL® 
Peephole Plug
Replacement plug used 
for the peepholes found 
on all AMACO EXCEL kiln 
models.
A-24241E
Each .........................................................15.49

Skutt Peep Plug
One round replacement peephole plug, for use on 
all Skutt kiln models.  (Not shown.)
SCP-0169M Each ................................9.99

Bead 
Rack
Designed for 
easily firing beads.  
Rack features four 6" 
nichrome wires that rest in two porcelain sup-
ports.  Fire up to cone 6.
A-11269R Each ..............................20.95
Replacement Wires - Four 6" wires.
A-11244P Each ..............................13.99
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Prevent Glass From Sticking 
To Kiln Shelves! 

Fuseworks™ Kiln Paper
4-Count Package—Prevents glass from sticking to the base of the kiln 
during firing and glass fusing.  Can also be used as a glass separator when 
making glass pendants, jewelry or other decorative pieces.  The smooth 
surface of this 1-time use paper translates to a slick finish on the back of 
projects.  Sheets cut easily with scissors to any size for a custom fit and 
less waste.  Kiln paper can safely be fired up to 1600°F.  Each sheet mea-
sures 5-5/8 x 5-5/8".
DTI-FW847 Each .....................................................................7.75

AMACO® Kiln Cement
Kiln Cement permanently seals cracks and chips 
in kiln refractory bricks.  1 lb. jar of liquid cement 
is ready for immediate use.  When mixed with 
coarse grog or pieces of refractory, cement may 
be used to repair large holes in firebrick.  CL - 
Cautionary Label: Not recommended for use 
with children.
A-41374R Each ..............................16.99

Zetex 
Kiln 
Gloves
G l o v e s 
will with-
s t a n d 
continuous 
exposure to 
t e m p e r a -
tures up to 
1 0 0 0 ° F .  
Made from a 
highly tex-
tured form of 
silica fabric that 
will not burn.  
Fully lined with cotton on the palm and wool on 
the back.  White.  Gloves measure 14" long and 7" 
wide.  
A-11402P Each ............................129.95

AMACO® Kiln Shelf Wash
Prolong the life of kiln shelves by applying a 1/16" 
coating before glaze firing.  Glaze drippings can 
be removed easily.  4 lb. carton of dry mix.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
A-52777L Each ..............................24.95

General Duty 
Gloves
Gloves feature 
full cotton lining 
with foam back, 
wing thumb and 
one-piece back.  
Made from select 
split cowhide, 
they can safely 
withstand tem-
peratures up to 
450°F.  Partially 
sewn with Kevlar 
thread.
A-2119Y Large
A-2119YS Small
Each .........................................................23.50
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Customize Your Own Dinnerware!

Ceramic Bisque Tiles
Your art students will love decorating their 
own custom tiles!  Just glaze these ready-
made, white, bisque-fired tiles, then fire for 
fantastic results.  Perfect for individual proj-
ects or for classroom murals.  Designed for 
low-fire glazes; firing range is from Cone 06 
to Cone 04, per glaze instructions.  
Underside has ridges.  For indoor use.
4-1/4" Tiles - 3/16" thick.
DT-441P2 Each .............................1.79
 50 or More, Each .......1.69
6" Tiles - 1/4" thick.
DT-661P2 Each .............................2.49
 50 or More, Each .......2.29

Protect Ceramic Tiles!

Flipside Cork Tiles
4-Count Package—Use these 6x6" cork squares 
as backing to avoid scratches and protect ceramic 
tiles.  Cork material cuts easily with scissors or a 
craft knife.  Adhesive tape included.
FPI-12066 Each ................................7.39
 12 or More, Each.............6.99

Mayco® Clay Mender
Use on greenware or bisque to mend, fuse and 
correct clay defects.  Simply moisten clay pieces 
with Clay Mender liquid—no extra adhesive 
required!  2 oz. bottle.  Non-toxic.
CLR-11032 Each ................................2.49

AMACO® Bisque Fix
White paste is excellent for bonding bisque 
together or filling in holes.  Apply in thin coats.  
Can be colored to match bisque.  4 oz. jar.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Not for use with children.  

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Ceramic fibers (air-

borne particles of respirable size), which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov
A-28897B Each ..............................27.99
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Mayco® Bisquette 
Medallions Assortment
150 Pieces, 6 Styles—Ceramic bisque medal-
lions are ready to decorate to make colorful orna-
ments, jewelry pendants, tags and more.  Bisque 
earthenware ornaments have been fired to Cone 
04.  If decorating with glazes, fire up to Cone 06.  
Also great for decorating with acrylics.  Assortment 
includes 25 each of rectangle, triangle, heart, 
round, oval and square shapes.  Each medallion 
measures approximately 1-1/2" to 2" tall and 
features a pre-drilled hole for easy stringing and 
hanging.  
CLR-BQKIT Each ..............................86.50

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Mayco® Bisque Ornaments
12-Count Package—Use during the holiday sea-
son, or any time of year for a fun, simple project.  
Bisque earthenware ornaments have been fired to 
Cone 04.  If decorating with glazes, fire up to 
Cone 06.  Ornaments include decorative metal 
caps, with wire hoops for hanging, which should 
be removed before glaze firing.  Also great for 
decorating with acrylics; for best results, add a 
protective finish once acrylic paint is dry.  Spheres 
measure 3" in diameter.
CLR-MB867 Each ..............................29.95
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Round, Bisque Ornaments 
Are Perfect For

Holiday Decorations!

Mayco® Bisque Dinnerware
Create your own dinnerware pattern, or glaze decorative pieces for display!  The perfect project to com-
memorate a fun summer at camp, a great school year or other special occasion.  Also a fun way to 
personalize a functional gift for birthdays, anniversaries or other holidays.  Bisque has been fired to 
Cone 04.  If decorating with glazes, fire up to Cone 06.  For food safe dishes, follow manufacturer's 
instructions listed on the glaze.  Choose from a dinner plate, salad plate, rice bowl or 12 oz. mug.  Mugs 
come in boxes of 24; dinner plates, salad plates and rice bowls come in boxes of 12.  
 Style Size Quantity Package
A CLR-MB102 Dinner Plate 9-3/4" 12 67.50
B CLR-MB101 Salad Plate 7-3/4" 12 58.99
C CLR-MB105 Rice Bowl 5-1/2 x 3" 12 59.50
D CLR-MB113 Mug 3-3/4 x 5" 24 79.50

Finished Examples

B C
D

A
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AMACO® 
TL-1 Glaze 
Texturizer
Apply over any Cone 05 unfired glaze for unique, 
patterned effects.  Finished texture varies with 
the type of base glaze used.  Get a wide variety of 
results by applying between coats of two different 
glazes.  Pint.  Lead-free.  Not food safe.

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Lithium carbonate, 

which are known to the State of California to 
cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information go to: www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov
A-37030L Each ..............................17.99

Turn Brushing Glazes Into 
Dipping & Pouring Glazes 

With SuspendAid!
AMACO®

SuspendAid
Achieve the consis-
tency of dipping 
and pouring glazes 
with just the addition of 
distilled water and 
SuspendAid.  Specially for-
mulated mixture is 
designed to help prevent 
the settling of glazes, espe-
cially when water has been 
added.  Pint jar.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
A-41323F Each ..............................13.59

Mayco® Designer Liners
6-Color Set—Designer Liner is a concen-
trated, clay-based pigment.  Each squeeze 
bottle features a fine-point metal writer tip 
that is almost as accurate as a ball point 
pen.  Create designs, dots, stripes or words, plus 
outline shapes or patterns.  Excellent for fine 
details and accents.  Fire from Cone 06-05 to 
Cone 6.  Fires to a matte finish.  Colors include: 
black, blue, bright green, brown, red and white.  
1.25 oz each.  AP Seal, non-toxic. Not recom-
mended for surfaces which come into contact 
with food due to surface characteristics.
CLR-DLKIT3 Each ..............................19.95
Black Liner - 1.25 oz bottle.
CLR-SG401 Each ................................4.69Mayco® Sculpting Medium

A dimensional "glaze" that produces a 
white, raised surface.  Can be brushed on 
or applied with a sponge, stencil, lace or 
stamp.  The recommended thickness is 
1/16" to 1/8".  Removal of the lace or stencil after 
the product is applied may create coarse, rough 
edges. A moistened fan brush can smooth edges.  
You can also apply a glaze, which will smooth any 
sharp effects.  Firing range is Cone 06-05; it will 
not perform at higher temperatures.  4 oz jar.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  Not recommended for surfaces 
which come into contact with food due to sur-
face characteristics.
CLR-19204 Each ................................3.39

Mayco® Clay Carbon Transfer Paper
12-Sheet Package—Specially treated paper 
makes it easy to transfer designs to greenware, 
dried glaze or underglaze surfaces.  To use, place 
a sheet under a design or pattern and outline with 
a stylus tool or pencil.  The design will then be 
transferred onto the ceramic surface and will not 
have a residue that may repel colors.  Any color or 
remaining tracing lines will disappear after firing.  
Carbon transfer paper can be reused.  Each sheet 
measures 8-1/2 x 11".
CLR-AC230 Each ................................4.39

Mayco® Wax Resist
A protective coating that 
blocks areas.  Use either 
on bisque or between lay-
ers of glaze.  Fire to 
remove.  Pint jar.  Non-
toxic.
CLR-AC302P
Each ..................... 11.95

AMACO® Slip Syringe
This syringe-type applicator allows excellent con-
trol when applying engobes or casting slips.  Snip 
off end of applicator to adjust for thickness of 
lines or for consistency of liquid being extruded.
A-11446N Each ................................3.39

Xiem Tools™ Precision 
Applicator Bulb Set
A squeezable bulb makes this set 
easy to use and clean.  Terrific for 
creating fine details and outlines 
when decorating ceramic art-
work.  Features four different 
tip sizes: 18- and 20-gauge 
tips are designed for use 
with stains and oxides, 
while 14- and 16-gauge 
tips are great for slips, 
engobes, glazes and 
underglazes.  Set also con-
tains two pins, a connector 
and a 3 oz. bulb.
CLR-10063 Each ..............................21.95

AMACO® 
Underglaze 
Applicator 
Bottles
Create very fine lines 
and tiny dots  with 
ease.  Specially 
designed for use 
with underglazes, 
but they are also 
ideal for smooth, 
n o n - t e x t u r e d 
glazes.  2 oz. 
empty, plastic 
bottles.
 Style Each
A A-11263K 16-Gauge Tip 7.99
B A-11261G 18-Gauge Tip 7.99

A B

Restore Old, Thick 
Glazes & Slow Drying 

Time To Prevent Cracks!
AMACO®

Gum Solution
Add gum 
solution to 
glazes to 
improve brushabili-
ty.  Slows drying 
time to help prevent 
cracking.  Also 
brings old, thick 
glazes back to origi-
nal consistency.  
Can be thinned with 
water.  Pint.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
A-41371N Each ....................... 9.29

AMACO® 
Clear Low Fire Dipping Glaze
Formulated for dipping bisque, this clear 
glaze stops running as soon as it is lifted 
out of the glaze bucket.  Fire to Cone 05.  
Lead-free.  Gallon.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Food safe.
A-39303D Each ..............................64.50
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Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!
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Speedball®
Ceramic Underglaze Sets
Sets are ideal for classroom and project 
use!  Liquid, opaque underglaze colors 
will not move or bleed, making them 
perfect for detailed painting, sgraffito 
and design work.  Suitable for use on 
greenware or bisque and can be blend-
ed.  Bright colors produce a soft, velvety finish 
when left unglazed, and intensify in richness 
when covered with a clear glaze.  Recommended 
firing range is Cone 05-10.  Firing at higher 
temperatures may produce color shifts.  Lead-
free, food safe when used and fired as directed.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
A 6-Color Set - Set includes yellow, orange, red, 
royal blue, white and black.  Wide-mouth pint 
bottles.
SAP-1079 Each .........................109.50
B 12-Color Primary Sets - Colors include yel-
low, orange, red, pink, purple, royal blue, sky blue, 
medium green, brown, gray, white and black.
 Style Each
SAP-001085 NEW 2 oz. Bottles 55.99
SAP-1080 Pint Jars 196.50
C 12-Color Secondary Sets - Colors include 
soft pink, carmine, flame red, mandarin orange, 
peach, saffron yellow, leaf green, avocado, teal, 
blue frost, amethyst and royal purple.
 Style Each
SAP-001094 NEW 2 oz. Bottles 55.99
SAP-1095 Pint Jars 203.50

 SAP-1052  SAP-1069 SAP-1070 SAP-1072 SAP-1056 SAP-1057
 Yellow Orange Red Purple Royal Blue Medium Blue
 15.99 22.69 22.69 22.69 21.99 13.29

Speedball® Ceramic Underglazes
Speedball's liquid underglazes will not run or bleed, making them ideal for 
detailed glazing or design work.  The formula can be blended with Speedball's 
Low Fire Earthenware glazes.  Apply on greenware or bisque.  Recommended 
firing range is Cone 05-10.  Firing at higher temperatures may produce color 
shifts.  Pint bottles.  Lead-free, food safe when used and fired as directed.  
Opaque colors.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

 SAP-1062 SAP-1065 SAP-1050 SAP-1066
 Medium Green Brown White Black
     15.99  13.29 13.29 18.79
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Royal® & Langnickel Ceramic 
Combo Natural Hair Glaze Brush 
Assortment
72 Brushes, Short Handles—An excellent 
assortment of good quality bisque and glaze 
ceramic brushes for a variety of techniques 
and uses.  Set includes 12 each of six differ-
ent brushes—size 1, 5 and 10 round red 
sable, size 10 red sable shader, 3/4" firm ox 
glaze and size 8 soft fan.  All brushes have 
seamless metal ferrules on wooden handles.
RBM-25915 Each .......................127.90

Royal® & Langnickel Clear Choice™
Ceramic Combo Brush Assortment
24 Brushes, Short Handles—An economical 
assortment of ceramic brushes.  Set includes four 
each of six different brushes—size 0, 3 and 5 
round, size 8 flat, 3/4" glaze and size 8 fan.
RBM-38332 Each ..............................19.95

Royal® & Langnickel
Classroom Value Pack
Ceramic Glaze
Brush Collection
16 Brushes, Short Handles—Ideal for use when 
decorating pottery or bisque tiles with any ceram-
ic glaze or underglaze.  Includes four each of four 
different styles of brushes: size 3 round, size 4 
fan, 3/4" glaze and size 6 flat.  Short, lacquered 
handles with seamless ferrules.
RBM-22059 Each ..............................16.95 
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Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

A

B

C
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AMACO® Underglaze
Decorating Chalk Crayons
8-Color Sets—Pastel-like crayons.  
Colors can be blended or smoothed 
by rubbing, or brush with water for 
watercolor effects.  Each chalk crayon 
measures 2-3/4 x 7/16" and is lead-free.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  If left unglazed, chalk 
crayons should not be used on surfaces 
which come in contact with food or drink.  
Food safe only when applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze.
Set 1 - Black, brown, dark blue, dark green, rose, turquoise, white and yellow.
A A-208 Each ..............................................................................................................43.99
Set 2 - Blue-green, dark brown, gray, light brown, lilac, medium blue, medium green and yellow-green. 
B A-209 Each ..............................................................................................................43.99

Perfect For Shading, Fine Lines & More!
AMACO® Underglaze Decorating Pencil
Black decorating pencil is ideal for shad-
ing, fine line drawing or identification.  
Sharpen with a blade or knife.  Maximum 
firing temperature is Cone 10.  Lead-free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  If left unglazed, underglaze 
pencil should not be used on surfaces which come in contact with food or drink.  Food 
safe only when applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze.
A-11420F Each ..............................................................................................................15.49
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Royal® & Langnickel
Ox Hair Glaze Brush Set
Three Flats, Short Handles
Ceramists will enjoy this set featuring good 
quality, soft ox hair glaze brushes.  Set fea-
tures three different sizes: 1/2", 3/4" and 1" 
flat wash brushes.  Durable, resilient ox hair 
cleans easily.  Seamless metal ferrules on 
wooden handles.
RBM-Y Each ....................... 4.99

Ceramic Brushes
& Tools In One Set!

Royal® & Langnickel 
Deluxe Ceramic Brush Set
Six Brushes, Short Handles, Two Tools
Quality bisque and glaze tool set is great for 
applying glaze on ceramic pieces.  Set includes 
size 5/0 round red sable, size 6 round sable, size 
3 round bristle, size 5 flat bristle, 3/4" firm glaze 
and 1/4" flat camel brushes, plus a double-end 
spoolie brush and cleanup tool.
RBM-Z Each ................................9.99
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AMACO®

Semi-Moist 
Underglaze 
Decorating Colors
8-Color Sets—Concentrated and opaque 
glazes that apply like a traditional water-
color paint!  Suitable for fine details on 
greenware or bisque.  Lead-free.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  If left unglazed, underglaze 
colors should not be used on surfaces 
which come in contact with food or drink.  Food 
safe only when applied and fired under AMACO 
LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze.
Set 1 - Black, dark blue, dark green, light yellow, 
maroon, light brown, blue green and white.
A A-108 Each ..............................42.99
Set 2 - Turquoise, medium blue, warm gray, bright 
yellow, pink, mahogany brown, warm green and lilac.
B A-109 Each ..............................42.99
Set 3 - Purple, light blue, aqua, suntan, orange, rose, 
chartreuse and peach.
C A-110 Each ..............................................................................................................42.99
Set 4 - Red, light red, real orange, electric blue, amethyst, violet, hunter green and salmon.
D A-111 Each ..............................................................................................................42.99

A

B

C

D

Food Safe Information For Glazes
The phrase "food safe" means the glaze meets the FDA guidelines and refers to the fired finish of the glaze and the amount of lead or other heavy metals 
that are leached when the glaze surface is interrupted.  The term "food safe" should not be confused with "non-toxic" which refers to the product in its 
unfired state.

Contains no lead or cadmium.  Not recommended for food because of the soft or crackle nature of the glaze and/or surface characteristics after firing.

Intermixing or overlapping any food safe glazes, whether leaded or lead-free, will not assure that they will remain food safe.  Also, additions of 
underglazes or oxides may alter the composition of the glaze and disrupt the formula balance, thus making it unsafe for contact with food or 
drink.  For more information about food safe glazes, please call: 1 (800) 322-3247

Semi-Moist 
Underglazes Are 
Great For Detail!

Try Them For 
Watercolor Effects!

A

B

See page 358 for details on our

Free Shipping Policy!
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AMACO® Liquid Underglaze Decorating Colors
Lead-free.  Concentrated, brilliant opaque color.  Underglazes 
are nearly the same before and after firing, making them perfect for decorating.  Use to cover large areas quickly or for detailed painting and decora-
tion.  Paint on greenware, fire to Cone 05-10, then apply a clear glaze for final fire, or paint on Cone 04 bisque and apply covering before final firing.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.  If left unglazed, Liquid Underglazes should not be used on surfaces which come in contact with food or drink.  Food safe only when 

applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze.

Large Variety For Classes!
AMACO® Liquid Underglaze 
Class Packs
A variety of colors in larger, pint jars.  Ideal for 
classroom and group projects.  Apply underglazes 
on greenware before firing or on Cone 04 bisque.  
Lead-free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Food safe only when 
applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear trans-
parent gloss glaze.
Class Pack 6 - Six colors include black, bright yellow, dark 
green, dark red, medium blue and white.
A-37394S Each .......................................183.50
Class Pack 12 - 12 colors include aqua, black, blue green, 
dark blue, dark green, light blue, light brown, bright yellow, 
dark red, rose, purple and white.
A-37392P Each .......................................359.50

#712 Liquid Underglaze Set - 2 oz. jars.  12 colors: dark red, rose, bright yellow, dark green, blue green, aqua, light blue, dark blue, purple, light brown, black and 
white.
A-41201D Each ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 98.50

#812 Liquid Underglaze Set - 2 oz. jars of 12 colors: pink, orange, bright yellow, chartreuse, warm green, turquoise, blue green, medium blue, lilac, purple, warm 
gray and mahogany.
A-41203F Each ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 98.50

  2 oz. Pint
Bright Yellow A-LUG61 A-LUG61L
NEW Chartreuse A-LUG40 ——
NEW Orange A-LUG65 ——
Pink A-LUG50 A-LUG50L
Dark Red A-LUG58 A-LUG58L
NEW Rose A-LUG51 A-LUG51L
NEW Lilac A-LUG54 ——
Purple A-LUG55 A-LUG55L
NEW Aqua A-LUG26 A-LUG26L
Light Blue A-LUG20 A-LUG20L

  2 oz. Pint
NEW Turquoise A-LUG25 ——
NEW Blue Green A-LUG42 A-LUG42L
Medium Blue A-LUG21 A-LUG21L
NEW Dark Blue A-LUG22 A-LUG22L
NEW Warm Green A-LUG41 ——
Dark Green A-LUG43 A-LUG43L
Light Brown A-LUG30 A-LUG30L
White A-LUG10 A-LUG10L
Warm Gray A-LUG15 A-LUG15L
Black A-LUG1 A-LUG1L

2 oz. 
Each  ..................................................................................................9.39

Pint  
Each  ................................................................................................31.49
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 Bright Yellow Chartreuse Orange Pink Dark Red Rose

 Lilac Purple Aqua Light Blue Turquoise Blue Green

 Medium Blue Dark Blue Warm Green Dark Green Light Brown White

 Warm Gray Black    
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AMACO® Velvet Underglaze Sets
12-Color Sets—2 oz. jars. Unglazed colors have a textured, matte 
velour look.  Apply to greenware or Cone 04 bisque and cover with a 
glaze before firing.  Fire to Cone 05-10.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Food safe 
only when applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear transparent 
gloss glaze.  
Set #1 - Includes yellow, radiant red, light 
pink, lilac, purple, medium blue, teal blue, blue 
green, leaf green, chocolate brown, velour 
black and white.
A-37457V Each ..................... 87.50
Set #2 - Includes peach, salmon, avocado, 
baby blue, lavender, royal blue, turquoise blue, 
chartreuse, deep yellow, terra cotta, red brown 
and ivory beige.
A-37458W Each ..................... 87.50
Set #3 - Contains iceberg blue, light red, red, 
real orange, maroon, amethyst, violet, electric 
blue, hunter green, mint green, straw and cin-
namon.
A-37496D Each ..................... 87.50
Set #4 - Includes intense yellow, flame 
orange, bright red, rose, amethyst, medium 
blue, electric blue, light green, dark green, 
teddy bear brown, jet black and white.
A-37390M Each ..................... 87.50
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AMACO® Velvet Underglaze Colors
Lead-free.  When left unglazed, colors feature a matte velvet look.  For 
brighter, more vivid colors, overglaze pieces with AMACO's LG10 clear trans-
parent gloss glaze.  Apply underglaze colors to greenware before firing, or on 
Cone 04 bisque and cover with a glaze before firing.  Can also be applied to 
wet clay.  Colors remain true when fired to Cone 05/06 underglaze or fired 
to Cone 6.  Some colors remain true as high as Cone 10.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
Food safe only when applied and fired under AMACO LG10 clear transparent 
gloss glaze.

 Yellow Intense Yellow Deep Yellow Straw Flame Orange Bright Orange Real Orange Bright Red Light Red Radiant Red

 2 oz. Each Pints Each
Yellow A-V308 ........... 7.59 A-37460A .........26.99
NEW Intense Yellow A-V391 .........10.49 ——
Deep Yellow A-V309 ........... 7.59 A-37452N .........26.99
NEW Straw A-V304 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Flame Orange A-V389 .........10.49 ——
Bright Orange A-V390 .........10.49 ——
NEW Real Orange A-V384 .........10.49 A-37470L .........54.75
Bright Red A-V387 .........10.49 ——
NEW Light Red A-V383 .........10.49 A-37469K .........54.75
NEW Radiant Red A-V388 .........10.49 ——
Red A-V382 .........10.49 A-37468J .........54.75
Rose A-V318 ........... 7.59 A-37461B .........26.99
NEW Maroon A-V375 .........10.49 ——
Coral A-V317 ........... 7.59 A-37545B .........26.99
Salmon A-V323 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Peach A-V315 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Lilac A-V321 ........... 7.59 ——
Lavender A-V320 ........... 8.99 ——
NEW Violet A-V380 .........10.49 ——
Purple A-V322 ........... 7.59 A-37445F .........26.99
NEW Amethyst A-V381 .........10.49 A-37467G .........54.75
Baby Blue A-V325 ........... 7.59 A-37463D .........26.99
Medium Blue A-V326 ........... 7.59 A-37447H .........26.99
Electric Blue A-V386 ........... 7.59 A-37674K .........26.99
Royal Blue A-V336 .........10.49 A-37486R .........54.75
Teal Blue A-V332 ........... 7.59 A-37464E .........26.99
Turquoise Blue A-V327 ........... 7.59 A-37485P .........26.99
NEW Blue Green A-V341 ........... 7.59 ——
Light Green A-V345 ........... 7.59 A-37498F .........26.99
Dark Green A-V353 ........... 7.59 A-37455S .........26.99
NEW Chartreuse A-V343 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Avocado A-V333 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Hunter Green A-V376 ........... 7.59 ——
NEW Teddy Bear Brown A-V366 ........... 7.59 ——
Terra Cotta A-V303 ........... 7.59 A-37451M ........26.99
NEW Cinnamon A-V385 ........... 7.59 ——
Red Brown A-V313 ........... 7.59 A-37449K .........26.99
Chocolate Brown A-V314 ........... 7.59 ——
Ivory Beige A-V301 ........... 7.59 ——
White A-V360 ........... 7.59 A-37436T .........26.99
Iceberg Blue A-V328 ........... 7.59 A-37453P .........26.99
Pearl Gray A-V356 ........... 7.59 A-37412N .........26.99
NEW Velour Black A-V370 ........... 8.99 ——
Jet Black A-V361 ........... 7.59 A-37438X .........26.99
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AMACO® Velvet Underglaze Class Packs
Beautiful underglaze colors in pint jars.  Lead-free.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  Food safe only when applied and fired 
under AMACO LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze.
Class Pack 6 - Jet black, medium 
blue, real orange, red, white and yel-
low.
A-37398X Each ....... 219.50
Class Pack 12 - Amethyst, dark 
green, jet black, leaf green, light red, 
medium blue, purple, real orange, red, 
royal blue, white and yellow.
A-37399Y Each ....... 435.50

 Red Rose Maroon Coral Salmon Peach Lilac Lavender Violet Purple

 Amethyst Baby Blue Medium Blue Electric Blue Royal Blue Teal Blue Turquoise Blue Blue Green Light Green Dark Green

 Chartreuse Avocado Hunter Green Teddy Bear Brn. Terra Cotta Cinnamon Red Brown Chocolate Ivory Beige White

 Iceberg Blue Pearl Gray Velour Black Jet Black
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Beautiful, Flowing Colors Produce

A Shiny, High Gloss Finish!
AMACO® Gloss Glazes
Lead-free, bright colors that flow during firing to help correct minor defects!  Ready-to-use 
formula is the correct consistency for brushing, but can also be thinned with water for pouring, 
sponging and dipping techniques.  Finish will be smooth and glossy.  For best results apply heav-
ily on bisque fired to Cone 04 and fire slowly to Cone 05.  For a clear, covering glaze apply two 
thin coats of LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze and fire to Cone 05.  Food safe.  Plastic pint jars.  
AP Seal, non-toxic, except where noted.

 A-LG52 A-LG51 A-LG54 A-LG55 A-LG20 A-LG21 A-LG23 A-LG24 A-LG42 A-LG40
 Petal Pink Lilac Mulberry Red Purple Medium Blue Dark Blue Robin's Egg Light Blue Light Green Dark Green
 21.99 29.75 29.75 29.75 21.99 29.75 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99

 A-LG36 A-LG65 A-LG34 A-LG30 A-LG44 A-LG11 A-LG14 A-LG1
 Freckled Brown Amber Red Brown Choc. Brown Olive Green Opaque White Gray True Black
 29.75 29.75 29.75 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99

AMACO® LG10
Clear Transparent Gloss Glaze
A clear covering glaze.  For best results, apply two 
thin coats and fire pieces to Cone 05.  Result will 
be a smooth surface with a high gloss finish.  
Great as a top coat for AMACO's Liquid, Velvet or 
semi-moist underglaze colors.  Lead-free and 
food safe.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
A-LG10 Pint 19.99
A-39173Y Gallon 72.49

AMACO® Gallons of Gloss Glaze
Gallon jug of AMACO gloss glaze.  Finish 
will be smooth and glossy.  For best results 
apply heavily on bisque fired to Cone 04 
and fire slowly to Cone 05.  Lead-free and 
food safe.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Color 
swatches shown above.
 Color Each
A-39171W True Black 104.50
A-39174A Opaque White 84.49

AMACO® Gloss Glaze Class Packs
Ready-to-use colors in a variety of assortments.  For best results, apply 
heavily on bisque fired to Cone 04 and fire slowly to Cone 05.  For a clear, 
covering glaze, apply two thin coats of LG10 clear transparent gloss glaze 
and fire to Cone 05.  Finish will be smooth and glossy.  Plastic pint jars.  All glazes are lead-free.  
Food safe.  AP Seal, non-toxic except where noted: *CL - Cautionary Label: Restricted from use 
with grades 6 and below.
K-6 Class Pack No. 1
12 colors include true black, clear transparent, dark blue, 
light blue, gray, freckled brown, dark green, maroon, hot red, 
purple, canary yellow and vivid orange.
A-39193W Each ........................................ 294.50
K-6 Class Pack No. 2
12 colors include true black, clear transparent, dark blue, light 
blue, freckled brown, light green, chrome green, maroon, 
purple, brilliant red, brilliant yellow and fire orange.
A-39216T Each ........................................ 294.50
7-12 Class Pack No. 1
Six colors include true black, clear transparent, dark blue, leaf 
green*, brilliant red and purple.
A-39192V Each ........................................ 144.50
7-12 Class Pack No. 2
12 colors include black lustre*, opaque white, medium blue, 
robin's egg, turquoise*, chocolate brown, emerald green*, 
dark green, lilac, petal pink, intense red and amber.
A-39194X Each ........................................ 289.50

 A-LG2 A-LG25 A-LG26 A-LG45 A-LG46
 Black Lustre Turquoise Green  Turquoise Emerald Green Leaf Green
 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99

CL - Cautionary 
Label:
Restricted from 
use with grades 
6 and below.

 A-LG61 A-LG760 A-LG63 A-LG60 A-LG68 A-LG67 A-LG59 A-LG58 A-LG57 A-LG50
 Canary Yellow Pale Yellow Brilliant Yellow Dark Yellow Vivid Orange Fire Orange Hot Red Brilliant Red Intense Red Maroon
 19.99 21.99 19.99 19.99 29.75 29.75 29.75 29.75 29.75 29.75

Terrific
Covering For  
Underglazes!
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Speedball® Low Fire 
Earthenware Glazes
Bright, intense glaze col-
ors are highly saturated 
for spectacular results.  
Opacity ranges from 
semi-transparent to 
opaque.   Apply on earth-
enware clay bisque fired to Cone 
04.  Fire glazed pieces to Cone 
06 or 05.  Perfect for creating 
beautiful majolica paintings!  
Easy cleanup with just soap and 
water.  All colors are lead-free 
and food safe when used and 
fired as directed.  Pint jars.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.

 SAP-4000  SAP-4001 SAP-4002 SAP-4003 SAP-4004 SAP-4005 SAP-4006 SAP-4007
 Clear Bright White Yellow Yellow Orange Chartreuse Celadon Grass Green Pine
 10.69 11.39 12.99 12.99 12.99 12.99 12.99 12.99

 SAP-4008  SAP-4009 SAP-4010 SAP-4011 SAP-4012 SAP-4013 SAP-4014 SAP-4015
 Aqua Turquoise Sea Blue Medium Blue Royal Blue Purple Violet Burgundy
 12.99 12.99 12.99 12.99 13.99 15.99 15.99 13.99

 SAP-4016  SAP-4017 SAP-4018 SAP-4019 SAP-4020 SAP-4021 SAP-4022 SAP-4023
 Pink Grey Black Tan Honey Brown Orange Red
 13.99 12.99 13.99 12.99 12.99 12.99 15.99 15.99

Speedball® Low Fire Earthenware Glaze Sets
Apply to earthenware clay bisque fired to Cone 04 and fire to Cone 
06 or 05.  Pint jars.  Lead-free.  Food safe when used and fired as 
directed.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
6-Color Set - Colors include yellow, red, royal blue, grass green, bright 
white and black.
SAP-4051 Each .................................................................79.50
12-Color Set - Colors include yellow, orange, red, pink, purple, royal blue, 
chartreuse, grass green, grey, black, clear and bright white.
SAP-4052 Each ...............................................................149.50

United Gloss Glaze
Natural Clear Brushing Glaze
A terrific, all-over clear glaze.  For best 
results, shake well and brush three coats 
on top of fired Cone 04 bisque.  Once glaze 
is dry, fire to cone 06.  Finish will be glossy.  
If using on top of colored glaze, let colored 
glaze dry thoroughly before applying. Food 
safe and lead-free.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Large, 
gallon jug.
CLR-S2101G Each ..............................33.99

 CLR-002 CLR-003 CLR-004 CLR-035 CLR-005 CLR-017
 Yellow Orange Red Deep Red Pink Purple

 CLR-031 CLR-018 CLR-041 CLR-019 CLR-007 CLR-020
 Cornflower Blue Bright Blue Medium Blue Dark Blue Green Medium Green

 CLR-010 CLR-008 CLR-038 CLR-001 CLR-024 CLR-009
 Tree Green Brown Sand White Gray Black

Mayco® Foundations Series Gloss Glazes
Glazes provide a wide color palette for your classroom, at an excellent value.  The non-
flowing characteristics are great for almost any decorative technique.  Apply three coats 
to fired Cone 04 bisque.  They maintain a tough, durable and craze-resistant surface when properly fired 
to Cone 05, but can be used for high fire applications up to Cone 6.  With easy cleanup, these glazes 
are ideal for use in the classroom, studio and other institutions.  Food safe and lead-free.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.  Pint jars.
Each ...............................................................................13.99
12-Color Class Pack - An excellent value for the classroom!  Safe, 
multipurpose gloss glazes.  Includes white, yellow, orange, red, pink, 
purple, bright blue, dark blue, green, medium green, brown and 
black.  Pint jars.
CLR-68595 Each ..................................................159.50
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Non-Toxic, Clear
Brushing Glaze Is Ideal 

For The Classroom!
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Completely Mixable For A 
Variety of Shades!

AMACO® Teacher's Palette® 
Gloss Glaze Class Packs
12-Color Sets—Convenient sets, designed for class-
room use.  Vivid, highly concentrated colors look the 
same in the bottles as they do after firing.   Apply 
three coats for full coverage; fewer for a more trans-
parent look.  Glazes are completely intermixable, so 
you can create an infinite color palette.  After applying 
to bisque, fire to Cone 05.  Glossy finish.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
Pint bottles.  Lead-free and food safe.
Class Pack 3 - Colors include gray, sky blue, blue green, cara-
mel, fudge brown, mint green, grape, raspberry, pig pink, brick 
red, lemon and carrot.
A A-39270H Each .............................................219.50
Class Pack 5 - Includes maize, pumpkin, scarlet, lilac, robin's 
egg, medium blue, midnight blue, granny smith, green leaf, frog 
green, cotton and coal black.
B A-39274M Each .............................................219.50

 A-TP60  A-TP62 A-TP65 A-TP64 A-TP53 A-TP56
 Lemon Maize Pumpkin Carrot Pig Pink Scarlet

 A-TP58  A-TP52 A-TP54 A-TP51 A-TP20 A-TP26
 Brick Red Raspberry Lilac Grape Sky Blue Robin's Egg

 A-TP22  A-TP30 A-TP32 A-TP11 A-TP15 A-TP1
 Blue Green Caramel Fudge Brown Cotton Gray Coal Black

 A-TP24  A-TP21 A-TP40 A-TP42 A-TP43 A-TP41
 Med. Blue Midnight Blue Mint Green Granny Smith Green Leaf Frog Green

A

B

No Guessing—Color Is The Same
Before & After Firing!

AMACO®

Teacher's 
Palette® Gloss Glazes
L e a d - f r e e .  
Bright colors 
look the 
same in the 
bottles as 
they do after 
glaze firing, 
r e m o v i n g 
g u e s s wo r k .  
Apply three coats for full 
coverage or fewer coats for a more transparent look on mature 
Cone 04 bisque.  Color can be layered by brushing or slip trailing 
for a unique decorative effect without bleeding, distortion or 
glaze interaction.  Semi-opaque and more painterly than the 
AMACO LG series glazes.  The glossy finish is great for a one-step 
decorating glaze, eliminating the need for a gloss coat or a second fir-
ing.  Glazes are completely intermixable to create an infinite color 
palette.  Apply to bisque and fire to Cone 05.  Available in 24 individual 
colors.  Plastic pint jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Food safe.
Each ....................................................................................... 18.39
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AMACO® 

Teacher's Palette 
Light Glazes
Lead-free.  Teacher's 
Palette Light liquid 
gloss glazes are bright, 
translucent glazes that 
offer brilliant color.  
Transparent, the glaz-
es can be layered over Velvet Underglazes to create colorful designs.  
Especially beautiful over carved and textured surfaces.  Completely inter-
mixable.  For best results, apply to bisque and fire to Cone 05.  Available 
in 12 colors.  Plastic pint jars.  Terrific for artists of any age.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic and food safe.
Each .......................................................................................................18.39
Class Pack - One each of all 12 colors.  Pint jars.
A-39280W Each ..........................................................................219.50

 A-TPL59  A-TPL66 A-TPL63  A-TPL44
 Ruby Fire Opal Citrine Peridot 

 A-TPL45  A-TPL23 A-TPL27  A-TPL28
 Emerald Aquamarine Zircon Sapphire 

 A-TPL55  A-TPL5 A-TPL34  A-TPL3
 Tanzanite Quartz Jasper Onyx 

Translucent 
Colors Produce 

Beautiful 
Results!
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Mayco® Stroke & Coat™ Wonderglazes
Heavy-bodied glazes level out and heal imperfections during 
the glaze application process.  Glazes can withstand over 
firing without fading.  Intermixable for unlimited color 
range.  Not fluid like many gloss glazes, but behave 
more like traditional underglazes as they "stay put" 
where applied.  One coat will create a translucent fin-
ish with subsequent coats increasing opacity.  Apply 
2-3 coats for opaque, all over coverage.  Let dry 
between coats.  Glazes will fire to a gloss finish with-
out clear glaze.  Can be applied to both bisque 
and greenware.  Allow to dry completely before 
firing at Cone 06 or Cone 05.  Can also be high-
fired.  Food safe when used according to manu-
facturer's instructions.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  Pint 
jars.

Mayco® Stroke & Coat™ Wonderglaze Sets
12-Color Sets—Allow to dry completely before firing at Cone 06 or Cone 05.  Can 
also be high-fired.  Food safe when used according to manufacturer's instructions.  
Pint bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Set 1 - Includes cotton tail, sunkissed, orange-a-peel, hot tamale, pink-a-dot, grapel, my blue heaven, 
moody blue, sour apple, just froggy, java bean and tuxedo.
CLR-66889 Each ..................................................................................................... 189.50

 CLR-SC006   CLR-SC075 CLR-SC074 CLR-SC013 CLR-SC045
 Sunkissed Orange-A-Peel Hot Tamale Grapel My Blue Heaven

 CLR-SC011 CLR-SC026   CLR-SC014 CLR-SC015 CLR-SC016
 Blue Yonder Green Thumb Java Bean Tuxedo Cotton Tail

Each ........................................................................................................................................ 16.20
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Mayco® Speckled Stroke & Coat™ Set
12-Color Set—An enhanced version of popular Stroke & Coat colors.  The base glazes have 
small specks of color added that do not melt or flow during the Cone 06 glaze firing.  One coat 
will create a translucent finish with subsequent coats adding opacity.  2-3 coats are recom-
mended for full opacity and all over coverage.  Glazes will fire to a gloss finish without clear 
glaze.  Colors include cotton tail, sunkissed, my blue heaven, blue yonder, moody blue, grapel, pink-a-
dot, hot tamale, sour apple, green thumb, vanilla dip and tuxedo.  Food safe when used according to 
manufacturer's instructions.  Pint bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
CLR-SPKT2P Each ............................................................................................................217.50
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Mayco® 
Elements™ Glaze Set
12-Color Set—Inspired by aspects of 
nature, Elements glazes produce lush, 
organic, earthy hues.  Designed to simu-
late the aesthetic movement and interest 
of mid-range and high fire glazes in a Cone 
06/05 oxidation kiln firing.  Glaze applica-
tion and firing temperature will shape and 
influence the outcome of finished work.  
Glazes vary from matte to gloss with subtle varia-
tions in each color, and can be layered or com-
bined.  Set includes the following colors: sea 
spray (AP), burnished steel (CL), black ice (CL), 
copper adventurine (AP), malachite (CL), patina 
(CL), stormy blue (CL), wheat (AP), sea green 
(AP), rust red (AP), autumn (AP), and mirror blue 
(AP).  Dinnerware safe, except for burnished steel, 
black ice, copper adventurine, malachite, patina, 
stormy blue and mirror blue.  Gloss finish except 
burnished steel, patina and stormy blue, which 
are matte.  Glazes will move during firing.  Take 
care when using on vertical pieces.  Plastic pint 
jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic, except where noted: CL 
- Cautionary Label: Restricted from use with 
grade 6 and below.
CLR-ELKT2P Each ............................144.50

Glaze Colors Inspired 
By Nature!

Get your art materials fast

With Our Quick
Order Turnaround!

Set 2 - Colors include vanilla dip, dandelion, jack o' lantern, pink-a-boo, wine about it, purple haze, fruit 
of the vine, leapin' lizard, green thumb, blue dawn, blue yonder and cara-bein blue.
CLR-66909 Each ..................................................................................................... 189.50
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 A-O10 A-O11 A-O12 A-O30 A-O42 A-O52 A-O54 A-O57
 Transparent Pearl White Clover Tawny Autumn Leaf Moss Green Fuchsia Dusty Rose Mottled Burgundy
 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99

CL - Cautionary Label: Restricted from use with grade 6 and below.

AMACO® Opalescent Glaze Class Pack
6-Color Set—Includes aquamarine, bluebell, sap-
phire blue, autumn leaf, fuchsia and turquoise.  
Pints.  Lead-free, food safe.  Autumn leaf and fuchsia are AP Seal, non-toxic.  
Aquamarine, bluebell, sapphire blue and turquoise are CL - Cautionary 
Label:  Restricted from use with children in grade 6 and below.
A-39199C Each .....................................................................................................124.75

AMACO®

Opalescent
Glazes
Lead-free.   On textured ware, the glazes flow thin 
over relief and thick in incised areas.  On red 
bisque, glaze should be applied heavily, and a 
slow firing is best.  Offers excellent results for 
raku.  The most interesting results occur when 
applied on Sedona Red Clay No. 67.  Best results 
are achieved with three to four applications.  
Ideal for use on Cone 04 bisque.  Recommended 
firing temperature is Cone 05.  All colors are food 
safe.  Plastic pint jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic, except 
where noted: CL - Cautionary Label:  Restricted 
from use with children in grade 6 and below.

Set 2 - Royal fantasy, bloomin' blue, pistachio, blue 
caprice, sassy orange, firecracker, blue azure, mystic 
jade, kaleidoscope, black iris, mocha marble and 
masquerade.
 Style Each
CLR-CGKIT2 4 oz. Jars 68.50
CLR-CGKIT2P Pints 197.50

 CLR-S2701 CLR-S2702 CLR-S2704 CLR-S2708 CLR-S2709 CLR-S2711
 Peacock Eyes Northern Lights Plum Jelly Oriental Carmel Cappuccino Mint Tahiti Grape

 CLR-S2712 CLR-S2714 CLR-S2715 CLR-S2724 CLR-S2729 CLR-S2727
 Monsoon Seas Herb Garden Spotted Kiwi Lotus Blossom Citrus Splash Poppy Fields

Each ...................................................................................17.49

Mayco® Jungle Gems
Crystal Glaze™ Sets
12-Color Sets—Each piece will be 
unique with these beautiful glazes. 
Shake jar and stir well before applica-
tion.  Designed to mature at Cone 
06/05; Cone 6 and Cone 10 firings 
produce interesting effects.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Lead-free.  Not food safe 
because of the surface characteristics of 
the glazes after firing.

Mayco® Jungle Gems Crystal Glazes™
No two pieces will be the same.  Glazes contain glass frit crystals and 
specks that melt during the firing process.  As the crystals "bloom" 
and spread they produce colorful effects.  Fluid base glaze allows for greater crystal flow 
and movement.  Apply to earthenware, stoneware or porcelain clay bodies.  For best 
results, shake jar and stir well before each application to keep the crystals evenly distrib-
uted during application.  Using a soft fan brush, apply 2-3 even coats to Cone 04 bisque, allowing to 
dry between each coat.  Avoid placing a heavy concentration of crystals near the bottom of the piece.  
Designed to mature at Cone 06/05; Cone 6 and Cone 10 firings produce interesting effects.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  Lead-free.  Not food safe because of the surface characteristics of the glazes after firing.

 CLR-13085 CLR-13095 CLR-13105 CLR-97915
 Jazz Notes • Mardi Gras • Gogh Iris • Cosmic Black •

Set 1 - Peacock eyes, northern lights, plum 
jelly, oriental carmel, cappuccino mint, Tahiti 
grape, monsoon seas, herb garden, spotted 
kiwi, lotus blossom, citrus splash and poppy 
fields.
 Style Each
CLR-S2KIT2 4 oz. Jars 68.50
CLR-S2KT2P Pints 197.50C
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• New Colors

 A-O2 A-O20 A-O21 A-O23 A-O26
 Black Tulip Bluebell Aquamarine Sapphire Blue Turquoise
 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99
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AMACO® Celadon High Fire 
Transparent Gloss Glazes
The Celadon series features transparent glazes 
formulated to be 100% mixable, so you can cre-
ate your own hues.  They highlight surface texture 
and bring out the color of the clay underneath.  
Use Celadon Mixing Clear to adjust the transpar-
ency and soften any of the colors.  For best 
results, shake well before use.  Apply three coats 
to Cone 04 bisque, allowing glaze to dry between 
each coat.  Glaze fire to Cone 5 or 6.  Colors are 
lead-free and food safe.  Pint jars.  AP Seal, non-
toxic except where noted. *CL - Cautionary 
Label: Restricted from use with grade 6 and 
below.

Celadon Glazes Highlight 
Textures & Are

Completely Intermixable!
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AMACO® Satin Matte Glazes
Satin matte glazes break slightly 
over edges to accentuate texture 
and boast a soft, satin feel.  Glazes 
are completely mixable, except for orange and 
red, which have different bases.  Fire to Cone 5 or 
6.  Pint jars.  Lead-free and food safe.   AP Seal, 
non-toxic.

AMACO® Satin Matte Glaze Class Pack
6-Color Set—Satin matte glazes break slightly over edges and texture and boast a 
soft, satin feel. Colors include black, white, dark blue, 
chartreuse, red and orange.  Fire to Cone 5 or 6.  Pint 
jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic and food safe.
A-39277S Each ...................................109.50

 A-C60 A-C50 A-C53 A-C56 A-C23 A-C40
 Marigold Cherry Blossom Weeping Plum Lavender Ice Aqua

Each .........................................................................................................................................18.99

AMACO® Celadon High Fire
Transparent Gloss Glaze Class Packs
Transparent glazes are 100% mixable. They highlight surface texture and 
bring out the color of the clay underneath.  Apply three coats to Cone 04 bisque, allowing glaze to 
dry between each coat.  Glaze fire to Cone 5 or 6.  
Colors are lead-free and food safe.  Pint jars.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic except where noted. *CL - Cautionary 
Label: Restricted from use with grade 6 and below.
6-Color Class Pack - Includes mixing clear, ice, aqua, 
wasabi, fog and storm*.
A-39271K Each ................................... 109.75
12-Color Class Pack - Includes marigold, cherry blos-
som, weeping plum, lavender, sky, cobalt, pear, snow, 
obsidian, iron, jade* and rainforest*.
A-39272L Each ................................... 214.50

CL - Cautionary Label: 
Restricted from use 
with grade 6 and below.

 A-SM68 A-SM51 A-SM44 A-SM21 A-SM11 A-SM1
 Orange Red Chartreuse Dark Blue White Black

Each .........................................................................................................................................19.75

 A-C21 A-C20 A-C41 A-C43 A-C36 A-C22
 Sky Cobalt Pear Wasabi Iron Fog

 A-C10 A-C1 A-C11
 Snow Obsidian Mixing Clear

 A-C27 A-C47 A-C49
 Storm Jade Rainforest

Now Available
In Individual

Pint Jars!

NEW
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AMACO® Potter's Choice
High Fire Glazes

Designed with the potter in mind.  Achieve 
Cone 10 reduction effects without using a 
reduction gas kiln or firing at high tem-

peratures.  Glazes add fluid colors and effects to 
smooth or textured ware, with optimal results at Cone 5 or 6.  Suitable for stoneware and porcelain clays.  For best results, read labels care-
fully as some colors require special applications, such as uneven, thin or multiple coats.  Packaged in plastic pint jars.  Lead-free.  Food safe, 
except aventurine.  AP Seal, non-toxic, except where noted: CL - Cautionary Label: Restricted from use with grade 6 and below.
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s  A-PC12 A-PC17 A-PC20 A-PC23 A-PC24 A-PC27 A-PC28 A-PC29
 Blue Midnight Honey Flux Blue Rutile Indigo Float Sapphire Float Tourmaline Frosted Turquoise Deep Olive Speckle
 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79 21.99 19.79 21.99 21.99

Potter's Choice Glazes Offer A Variety Of
Colors & Surfaces, Plus Limitless Layering Combinations!

CL - Cautionary Label: Restricted from use with grade 6 and below.

AMACO® Potter's Choice High Fire Glaze Class Packs
6-Color Sets—Achieve Cone 10 reduction effects without using a reduction gas kiln or firing at high temperatures.  Optimal results at Cone 5 or 6.  
Suitable for stoneware and porcelain clays.  
Read labels carefully as some colors require 
special applications.  Pints.  Lead-free.  Food 
safe, except aventurine.  AP Seal, non-toxic, 
except where noted *: CL - Cautionary Label: 
Restricted from use with grade 6 and below. Class Pack No. 1 - Includes blue rutile, smokey 

merlot, oatmeal, dark green, temmoku and textured 
amber.
A-39182X Each .........................117.50

Class Pack No. 2 - Saturation gold*, textured 
turquoise*, ironstone, seaweed*, lustrous jade* 
and chun plum.
A-39219X Each .........................117.50

Class Pack No. 3 - Blue midnight, tourmaline, 
deep olive speckle, light sepia, smoked sienna and 
deep sienna speckle.
A-39227G Each .........................117.50

Class Pack No. 4 - Honey flux, indigo float, frosted 
turquoise, iron lustre, toasted sage and deep fire-
brick.
A-39225F Each ............................117.50

Class Pack No. 5 - Sapphire float, iron yellow, 
ancient copper, cosmic tea dust, aventurine and 
sage.  Aventurine is not food safe.
A-39183K Each .........................117.50

 A-PC63 A-PC64 
 Cosmic Tea Dust Aventurine
 19.79 19.79

 A-PC2 A-PC25 A-PC42 A-PC46
 Saturation Gold Textured Turquoise Seaweed Lustrous Jade
 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79

 A-PC30 A-PC31 A-PC33 A-PC34 A-PC36 A-PC38 A-PC43 A-PC44
 Temmoku Oatmeal Iron Lustre Light Sepia Ironstone Iron Yellow Toasted Sage Sage
 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79 19.79

 A-PC45 A-PC52 A-PC55 A-PC56 A-PC57 A-PC59 A-PC61 A-PC62
 Dark Green Deep Sienna Speckle Chun Plum Ancient Copper Smokey Merlot Deep Firebrick Textured Amber Text. Amber Brown
 19.79 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 21.99 19.79 19.79

NEW
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Each .........................................................................................................................................19.75

Mayco® Stoneware Glaze Kits
6-Color Sets—Glazes are striking whether 
used alone or in combination with other 
glazes.  Many glazes will break over textures, 
revealing secondary colors and shades, but don't 
run off your piece.  Root beer provides a splash of 
translucent color.  Wrought iron is semi-matte.  
Lavender mist and norse blue are semi-opaque.  
Sea salt is a crystal glaze, designed to expand 
upon the surface with bursts of color and has a 
matte finish.  Formulated for mid-range and high 
fire clay bodies.  Apply to bisque and fire to Cone 
5 or 6; can also be high fired to Cone 9 or 10.  
Non-toxic.  Food safe when used according to 
manufacturer's instructions.  Plastic pint jars.

Set 1 - Blue surf, green tea, tiger's eye, cinnabar, purple mint and root beer.  
CLR-SWUAK1 Each ..............................................................................................................76.50

Set 2 - Stoned denim, wrought iron, speckled plum, Maycoshino, sapphire and olivine.
CLR-SWUAK2 Each ..............................................................................................................76.50

Stoneware Glazes Create Stunning Effects!

Food Safe Information For Glazes
The phrase "food safe" means the glaze meets the FDA guidelines and refers to the fired finish of 
the glaze and the amount of lead or other heavy metals that are leached when the glaze surface is 
interrupted. The term "food safe" should not be confused with "non-toxic" which refers to the 
product in its unfired state.

Contains no lead or cadmium.  Not rec-
ommended for food because of the soft or 
crackle nature of the glaze and/or surface 
characteristics after firing.

AMACO® Shino High Fire Glazes
Influenced by the humble earthiness 
of tea ceremony bowls, glazes give a 
traditional high-iron look on any 
high-fire clay.  Beautiful on textured 
or smooth clays, and blendable to 
get the right degree of matte or 
glossy finish.  Formulated for stoneware and 
porcelain.  A thin application will favor the 
warm rust base, while a thick application 
favors the opaque coloration.  Fire to Cone 
5 or 6.  Pint jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic and 
food safe.  Lead-free.

AMACO® Shino High Fire 
Glaze Class Packs
6-Color Sets—Glazes give a tradi-
tional high-iron look on any high-
fire clay!    Formulated for stone-
ware and porcelain.  A thin applica-
tion will favor the warm rust base, while a thick application favors the opaque coloration.  Colors include chai, acai, cacao, oolong, matcha and 
hibiscus.  Fire to Cone 5 or 6.  Plastic pint jars.  AP Seal, non-toxic and food safe.  Lead-free.
Gloss
A-39275N Each ............................................................ 109.50

 A-SH11 A-SH21 A-SH31 A-SH41 A-SH45 A-SH51
 Chai Gloss Acai Gloss Cacao Gloss Oolong Gloss Matcha Gloss Hibiscus Gloss
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 A-SH12 A-SH22 A-SH32 A-SH42 A-SH46 A-SH52
 Chai Matte Acai Matte Cacao Matte Oolong Matte Matcha Matte Hibiscus Matte

Matte
A-39276P Each ............................................................ 109.50

Gloss Matte

High Fire Glazes In Earthy Tones!

Blend Gloss & Matte Finishes For Custom Looks!

NEW

Set 3 - Blue surf, green tea, birch, sea salt, lavender mist and norse blue.  
CLR-SWUAK3 Each ..............................................................................................................76.50
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Diversified Spaces
Canvas Door Display Cabinet
This unique storage cabinet gives you lots of stor-
age space without losing any display area.  The 
cabinet has a fixed bottom and middle shelf and 
four adjustable shelves.  All the shelves are 1" 
thick and can hold up to 40 lbs. per square foot.  
The doors of the unit are framed and covered with 
a black canvas mesh and include 3-point locking 
handles.  The entire door area can be used to 
hang lightweight artwork, signs or posters.  
Constructed of solid maple and maple veneers.  
Finished with a chemical resistant, earth-friendly 
UV finish and rubber base molding.  Measures 
48x22x84".  Ship weight 377 lbs.  Some assembly 
required.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's war-
ranty.  Does not qualify for free shipping, ships 
truck freight. 
SSB-3594822M Each .........................2,697.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $539.40)

Diversified
Spaces Art Benches
Designed to be used by up to four students at 
once.  Maple top is 64x54" and 2-1/4" thick.  One 
side has six lockable drawers for flat items, the 
other side has a storage cabinet with two locking 
doors and an adjustable shelf.  Some assembly 
required.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's war-
ranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship 
truck freight.
Without Vises - Ship weight 661 lbs.
SSB-WW330V Each .........................4,875.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $975.00)
With 4 Vises - Ship weight 751 lbs.  (Not shown.)
SSB-WW334V Each .........................6,285.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $1,257.00)

Diversified 
Spaces 
Light Table
Features a 
shatter-resis-
tant, 26-1/2 x 
17" glass inset 
that offers min-
imum glare and 
no hot areas.  
High pressure 
laminate top adjusts from 0° to 30° and includes 
a pencil stop and soft-close feature.  Maple hard-
wood frame has a pre-installed 120 volt electrical 
cord.  Includes four energy-efficient fluorescent 
light tubes.  Table measures 39-3/4" tall, 44" wide 
and 24" deep.  Ship weight 180 lbs.  Some assem-
bly required.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's 
warranty.  Does not qualify for free shipping, 
ships truck freight.
SSB-LT4424 Each .........................2,425.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $485.00)

Flat
Storage 
Drawers!

Storage & Display Space 
Combined!

Diversified Spaces Canvas/Portfolio Storage 
Cabinet
A terrific place to put wet canvas so it can dry, as well as portfolios.  
Made of solid maple and maple veneers, the cabinet can hold up 
to 39 portfolios measuring 24x30".  Epoxy-coated steel dividers 
are removable for storing thicker objects.  Measures 36x30x84".  
Ship weight 331 lbs.  Some assembly required.  Lifetime limited 
manufacturer's warranty.  Does not qualify for free shipping, 
ships truck freight.
A SSB-3333630M Each ........................................2,345.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $469.00)

Diversified Spaces Tote Tray Storage Cabinet
Organize student artwork, science projects and more with this Tote 
Tray Storage Cabinet!  Features hinged oak doors with 3-point 
locking handles.  Finished with a chemical-resistant, earth-friendly 
UV coating.  Includes 48 trays, each measures 14-1/4" wide, 19" 
deep, 3-1/2" high.  Entire cabinet measures 48" wide, 22" deep, 
84" high and comes assembled.  Ship weight 601 lbs.  Lifetime 
limited manufacturer's warranty.  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping, ships truck freight.
B SSB-TTC48 Each ........................................4,519.00
Qualifies for 20% Volume Discount (Save $903.80)
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Diversified Spaces
General Storage Cabinet
Perfect, versatile storage for the art room, studio, 
office and classroom!  Constructed of solid hard-
wood, solid maple and maple veneers, and high-
lighted by an earth-friendly UV finish.  Upper 
section consists of four adjustable 1" thick shelves 
to allow for unlimited storage options and one 
fixed bottom shelf.  The double doors have a 
3-point locking system, which provides secure 
storage.  The lower section consists of four lock-
ing drawers and is finished with rubber base 
molding.  Inside drawers measure 18-3/4 x 
20-7/8 x 6-3/8" and are fully dovetailed.  Cabinet 
measures 48x22x84" overall.  Ship weight 427 lbs.  
Some assembly required.  Lifetime limited manu-
facturer's warranty.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping, ships truck freight.   
SSB-GSC8M Each .........................2,825.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $565.00)

B

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Secure Storage With 
Adjustable Shelves!
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Diversified Spaces 
4-Station Workbenches
The top is constructed of quality 2-1/4" 
thick maple, finished with multiple layers of 
an earth-friendly UV coating.  Workbench 
provides 12 locker openings, which measure 
12" wide, 15" high and 21" deep.  Doors 
have spring-loaded hinges.  Base consists of 
a double-faced, heavy gauge steel unit, 
welded and riveted throughout.  Vises are an 
available option for woodworking, industrial 
art and sculpture classes.  Overall work-
bench size:  33-1/4" high, 64" wide, 54" 
deep.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's war-
ranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, 
ship truck freight.
Workstation Only - Ship weight 540 lbs.
SSB-WB120V Each .......................4,375.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $875.00)
Workstation With Four Vises - Ship weight 629 lbs.
SSB-WB124V Each .......................5,589.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $1,117.80)

Diversified Spaces 
2-Station Art/Drafting Table
This station is ideal for one or two students.  
Plywood cabinet with solid maple apron and legs 
for added durability.  The center cabinet has six 
dovetail joint constructed, locking drawers mea-
suring 10-1/2 x 19-3/4 x 2".  Top book compart-
ment measures 11x22x5".  Fixed center reference 
area measures 12x24".  In addition, the 3/4" 
almond colored high pressure laminate worksta-
tion tops measure 24x24" and are adjustable, 
making comfortable drawing possible at different 
angles.  The tops are furnished with a "soft-close" 
feature and a pencil ledge to prevent roll off.  The 
unit is coated with an earth-friendly UV finish.  
Overall dimensions are 60x24x36".  Lifetime lim-
ited manufacturer's warranty.  Shipping weight is 
233 lbs.  Does not qualify for free shipping, 
ships truck freight.
SSB-DTA21A Each .........................2,319.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $463.80)

2-Station Table Can
Be Used By Either

One or Two Students!

Drawing Stations 
That Are Equipped To 

Hold A Computer!
Diversified Spaces 
Drawing Tables
Diversified Spaces quality hardwood 
drawing tables are designed to meet 
sensitive budget requirements!  Each 
table has a 3/4", almond colored high 
pressure laminate 2-piece top.  The 
30x30" portion adjusts for a comfortable 
angle while working and features a 
mounted pencil stop.  Each table comes 
standard with a CPU holder, monitor arm, key-
board tray, mouse tray and cable manager (com-
puters are not included).  Constructed using solid 
maple framing and legs.  Tables are finished with 
an earth-friendly UV coating.  The overall size of 
each table is 39-3/4" high, 42" wide, 30" deep.  
Feature a lifetime limited manufacturer's warran-
ty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck 
freight.
Drawing Table With Drawers - 6-drawer storage 
cabinet.  Lockable drawers measure 2-3/4" high, 
7-1/2" wide, 16" deep.  Drawers are constructed of 
solid maple with dovetail joints.  Ship weight 210 lbs.
A SSB-CDTC71   Each .......................2,895.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $579.00)
Drawing Table Without Drawers - Ship weight 
167 lbs.
B SSB-CDTC70    Each ......................2,295.00
Qualifies for 20% Vol. Discount (Save $459.00)

B

A

B Table With Small Drawer - Drawer measures 3" high, 12" wide and 18" deep.
1-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-2A30 30" 87 lbs. 979.00
SSB-3A37 36" 74 lbs. 1,159.00

2-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-2SA30 30" 91 lbs. 989.00
SSB-3SA37 36" 110 lbs. 1,189.00

A Table With Large Drawer - Drawer measures 3" high, 18" wide and 20-1/2" deep.
1-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-1A30 30" 91 lbs. 979.00
SSB-1A37 36" 91 lbs. 1,139.00

2-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-1SA30 30" 68 lbs. 989.00
SSB-1SA37 36" 92 lbs. 1,169.00

Solid Maple Tables Will Withstand Years of Use!
Diversified Spaces 
Art & Drafting Tables
Designed to withstand years 
of classroom use.  12 
models of tables: small 
drawer, large drawer 
or without a drawer; 
30" or 36" high; with 
the additional 
choice of an adjust-
able, 3/4" almond 
colored high pres-
sure laminate top: 
1-piece or 2-piece.  
1-piece units fea-
ture a 36x24" 
adjustable drawing 
surface with a 
mounted pencil 
stop.  The 2-piece 
units feature a 
24x24" portion that adjusts to a comfortable working angle with a mounted pencil stop, plus a 12x24" 
fixed reference area located on the right. Work surface measures 36" wide, 24" deep.  Solid maple fram-
ing.  Finished with multiple layers of an earth-friendly UV coating.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's 
warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.
Table Without Drawer
1-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-9A30 30" 76 lbs. 875.00
SSB-9A37 36" 85 lbs. 984.00

2-Piece Top Height Weight Each
SSB-9SA30 30" 78 lbs. 925.00
SSB-9SA37 36" 92 lbs. 1,029.00

Choose From 1-Piece
or 2-Piece Tops!

A

B

Tables over $500 automatically qualify for a 10% Volume Discount.
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Tables Accommodate A Wheelchair!

Durable Tables That Feature
Adjustable Legs & Tops!

Diversified 
Spaces 
Pedestal Tables
Designed to be used in 
most any learning environ-
ment, from art and general 
planning, to sewing and model con-
struction.  The base unit is constructed of two tapered, solid maple, pedes-
tal-style panel legs and two solid maple truss bars.  Finished with an earth-
friendly UV coating.  Each measures 60" wide, 30" high and 42" deep.  
Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, 
ship truck freight.
 Style Ship Wt. Each
C SSB-62M 1-3/4" Maple 227 lbs. 1,729.00
D SSB-62P 1-1/4" High Pressure Laminate 206 lbs. 1,189.00

Diversified 
Spaces
Lab Tables
This heavy-duty, 
solid maple, plain 
apron table has the 
option of a protect-
ed top, making it 
excellent for use 
with solvents.  
Finished with an 
earth-friendly UV 
coating.  Choose the 
style most appropri-
ate to your needs: 1" 
epoxy resin, 1-1/4" ChemGuard surface or 1-1/4" high pressure laminate.  
Includes leg boots.  60" wide, 30" high and 24" deep.  Minimal assembly 
required.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping, ship truck freight.
 Style Ship Wt. Each
SSB-6024ER 1" Epoxy Resin 195 lbs. 1,189.00
SSB-6024C 1-1/4" ChemGuard 180 lbs. 698.00
SSB-6024 1-1/4" High Pressure Laminate 180 lbs. 639.00

Heavy-Duty 
Table With A 
Durable Top!

D

C

Diversified Spaces Adaptable Tables
The Adaptable Table can be adjusted instantly by one person without 
the use of tools!  Great for any room where flexibility is desired.  
Wheelchair-accessible table meets ADA requirements.  Designed with-
out an apron to allow for an additional 4" of clearance not usually found 
on other tables.  The table raises and lowers in 2cm increments from 
27" high to 39" high (42" high with 3" spacer).  This entirely adjustable 

table can be changed to an inclined table by simply raising only one side to 
the desired angle.  Powder-coated legs with adjustable glides.  1-1/4" black 
high pressure laminate top.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do 
not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.
 Style Ship Wt. Each
SSB-6030P 60x30" 215 lbs. 1,595.00
SSB-6042 60x42" 269 lbs. 1,895.00

Diversified Spaces 
Worktop Classic Tables
Provide a structurally sound work center 
for up to four students.  Constructed of 
solid maple legs and apron with 13-gauge steel corner braces.  Units have 
2-1/4" legs with adjustable floor glides.  The tables are finished with an 
earth-friendly UV coating.  Overall top size is 48x48", tables measure 30" 
high.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping, ship truck freight.
 Style Ship Wt. Each
A SSB-WX4M 1-3/4" Maple 189 lbs. 1,739.00
B SSB-WX4P 1-1/4" High Pressure Laminate 190 lbs. 849.00

Sturdy Wooden Tables!

A

B
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Tables over $500 automatically qualify for a 10% Volume Discount.

A

B

Diversified Spaces
ALTD Series Tables
Versatile tables can be adjusted in 2cm increments, from 27-3/4" to 39" high 
(42" high with 3" spacer) in seconds without tools.  Constructed with steel-
to-steel leg attachments and heavy-duty, powder-coated legs.  Tops are 
made of 3/4" almond colored high pressure laminate.  Available in 1- and 
2-student stations, each measuring 60" wide and 30" deep.  1-student station 
features an adjustable side measuring 42x30" with a pencil stop and a fixed 
side measuring 18x30".  2-student station tops both measure 30x30" and 
feature a pencil stop, plus they can be angled independently.  Lifetime lim-
ited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck 
freight.  (Stools not included.)
 Style Ship Wt.  Each
A SSB-ALTD2 2-Student Station 182 lbs.  1,949.00
B SSB-ALTD1 1-Student Station 176 lbs.  1,879.00

2-Student Station 
With Adjustable Tops

1-Student Station With 
Fixed & Adjustable Tops
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Durable, Adjustable Tables 
For Makerspaces! 

Diversified Spaces 
Adjustable Metal Tables
These tables are perfect for art rooms, maker-
spaces and fab-labs.  Customizable for a variety of 
activities, they can be adjusted in height from 
29-1/4" to 36-1/4" tall.  Add an additional 4" to 
the height by adding the optional locking casters.  
The legs and frame are made of 14-gauge steel.    
The steel base is finished with a gray baked 
enamel finish.  The static weight capacity is 1500 
lbs. without casters and 1200 lbs. with casters 
added.  Maple top is varnished solid maple in a 
butcher block style and measures 1-3/4" thick.  
ShopTop resembles unfinished compressed par-
ticle board and is 1-1/2" thick.  Black and almond 
tops are solid particle board covered in smooth, 
high pressure colored laminate; both are 1-1/4" 
thick.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not 
qualify for free shipping, must ship truck freight.  

Fixed or
Adjustable Height!

Square or Rounded 
Safety Edges!

A B

A 
B

C

D
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     Save With
A Maple Size Ship Wt. Each Vol. Disc.
SSB-6030M 60x30" 225 lbs. 1,329.00 ($132.90)
SSB-7230M 72x30" 260 lbs. 1,595.00 ($159.50)
SSB-9630M 96x30" 325 lbs. 2,359.00 ($471.80)
B ShopTop  
SSB-6030S 60x30" 210 lbs. 1,074.00 ($107.40)
SSB-7230S 72x30" 240 lbs. 1,295.00 ($129.50)
SSB-9630S 96x30" 300 lbs. 1,379.00 ($137.90)
C High Pressure Laminate Black  
SSB-6030PB 60x30" 195 lbs. 979.00 ($97.90)
SSB-7230PB 72x30" 225 lbs. 1,029.00 ($102.90)
SSB-9630PB 96x30" 275 lbs. 1,319.00 ($131.90)
D High Pressure Laminate Almond  
SSB-6030PA 60x30" 195 lbs. 979.00 ($97.90)
SSB-7230PA 72x30" 225 lbs. 1,029.00 ($102.90)
SSB-9630PA 96x30" 275 lbs. 1,319.00 ($131.90)

Casters - Set of 4.  Ship weight 20 lbs.
E SSB-253996    Each ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 209.00

Debcor™ Art & Activity Tables
Rock steady, heavy-duty art and activity tables provide an extra-large work area.  Feature a 1-1/4" thick PVC top with a smooth, high pressure laminate 
surface that is scratch-, stain- and moisture-resistant.  Surface measures 60x42", providing a lot of room for any project.  Easy-to-assemble, sturdy steel 
base with floor guides.  Base has a durable powder-coat finish.  Available at a fixed height of 29-1/2" or with an adjustable height range of 26-1/2" to 30-1/2" 
for comfort.  Choose between a clean-line, square edge or a rounded, armor-coated protective edge.  Do not qualify for free shipping, must ship truck 
freight.

WARNING: This product can expose you to formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov

     Save With
A Square Edge Style Ship Wt. Each Vol. Disc.
DEB-42545 Adjustable 155 lbs. 954.00 ($95.40)
DEB-M6042S Fixed Height 151 lbs. 594.00 ($59.40)
B Round Edge 
DEB-A6042C Adjustable 164 lbs. 1,174.00 ($117.40)
DEB-M6042C Fixed Height 160 lbs. 698.00 ($69.80)
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Stanrite® Presentation Easel
Lightweight, durable easel with a 27x36" white 
board surface. Perfect for presentations and 
meetings.  Four sturdy, aluminum alloy legs tele-
scope to allow for adjustment to three different 
heights from 36" to 72" tall.  Can be used for floor 
or for table-top use.  Spring-loaded pad holder 
can be used for flip charts.  Includes a supply tray.  
Folds down for storage.
TIC-425TZ Each ............................164.50

A

B

Lightweight & Portable!

Stanrite® 
Display & Sign Easel With T-ZEE BAR
Spring-loaded "T-ZEE BAR" holds pads 36" wide, 
48" tall, and up to 30 lbs.  Lower legs telescope 
with a simple turn lock for table-top use.  
Measures 64-1/4" fully extended, 35" when col-
lapsed for storage.  
A TIC-350TZE Each ..............................84.75

Stanrite® Display & Sign Easel
Lightweight aluminum telescoping easel adjusts 
to hold items up to 48" high, 36" wide, and 30 lbs.  
B TIC-350 Each ..............................56.95
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Diversified Spaces Metal Stools
Heavy-duty, gray stools feature a 14" seat which 
includes a recessed, tempered masonite panel 
overlay.  The sturdy, welded construction will last 
for years in the classroom.  Floor levelers on each 
foot offer stability.  Choose with or without a 
backrest.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's war-
ranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping.

A Without Backrest Height Each
SSB-S18 18" 144.50
SSB-S24 24" 169.50
B With Backrest
SSB-S18B 18" 234.75
SSB-S24B 24" 247.50

A
B

Jack Richeson 
Adjustable Metal Stool
Durable stool is ideal for the home, office or stu-
dio.  A lever underneath the seat adjusts the 
height from 19" to 24" for maximum comfort.  
Five smooth rolling, non-marking casters for 
added mobility and stability.  Round black stool 
seat is made from PVC and measures 11-3/8" in 
diameter.  Stool base is made from stainless steel.  
Some assembly required.    
J-693001 Each ..............................98.50

brent® Potter’s Stool
Made from heavy gauge, tubular steel with a 
tough enamel finish.  1/8" thick, hardboard seat is 
14" in diameter.  Stands 18" high and can be used 
with all brent potter's wheels.  Does not qualify 
for free shipping.
A-22636T Each ............................129.50

Speedball® Stacking Stool
4-leg stool is 18" tall and has a sturdy wooden 
seat.  Made from heavy gauge tubular steel with 
rubber tipped feet to prevent marking floors.  
Stools are stackable for compact storage.  Does 
not qualify for free shipping.
CWI-ST10 Each ............................139.75
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Richeson "JJ" 
Easel
Ideal for light-
weight project 
display uses.  
Basic, portable 
easel, made of 
natural unfinished 
wood.    Extended 
easel height is 
64".  Folds for 
storage and ideal 
for artists with 
limited space.  
Rubber tipped 
legs and chain 
increase stability.  
Minimal assembly 
required with included hardware.
J-696111 Each ..............................32.70

Richeson 
"JJ"
Table Top 
Easel
Great for 
plein air 
painting, this 
easel is 
l ightweight 
and easily 
packed up 
for travel.  
Perfect for 
students, in-
store use 
and conference displays.  Versatile easel is also 
terrific for artists who have limited floor space.  
21" tall when extended.  Some minimal assembly 
is required.
J-696085 Each ..............................18.99
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Versatile Carts Save Space! 
Copernicus Premium Royal Inspiration Station
Offers a 38x30" magnetic dry erase surface on the front with an 
additional slide-out magnetic dry erase board that widens the 
work area by 15".  Includes one really big tub (6x25x13"), 10 
open tubs (6x12x15"), eight tiny tubs (3x3x4"), plus 10 tub 
channels with safety stop feature, a big book rack and telescop-
ing accessory hooks for pocket charts.  Also has a removable, 
lined, magnetic dry erase board (24x35"), an ultra-safe premi-
um book ledge that locks into various positions, a top shelf for 
the teacher, plus two chart paper loop hooks.  Four 3" casters 
and a foot-activated braking system.  30" wide, 30" deep and 
61-1/2" to 64-1/2" high (height is adjustable).  Lifetime manu-
facturer's warranty on the frame and tubs; 5-year manufactur-
er's warranty on dry erase surface.  Does not qualify for free 
shipping.  
CEP-IS3 Each .................................................875.40
Automatically qualifies for a 10% Vol. Discount (Save $87.54)

Copernicus Royal Reading/Writing Center
Specifically designed with teacher-driven features for use in K-5 
classrooms, cart includes an ultra-safe premium book ledge.  
Completely removable and adjustable, this ledge holds markers 
and can be set in various positions.  The front of the cart has a 
29x29" magnetic dry erase surface. The back of the cart has a 
removable, double-sided dry-erase board (24x36") that can be 
used either vertically or horizontally.  One side of the dry erase 
board is 1" ruled for writing.  Features a built-in, big book stor-
age rack, plus two snap-on pocket chart hanging hooks.  Comes 
with four sliding open tubs (6x12x15") with safety stops and 
two tiny tubs (3x3x4").  Smooth-rolling, locking casters with 
foot-activated brakes.  56-1/2" high, 31-1/2" wide, 32" deep 
frame.  Includes a lifetime manufacturer's warranty on the 
frame and tubs; 5-year manufacturer's warranty on dry erase 
board.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
CEP-RC105 Each .................................................498.50

Copernicus 
Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart
Provides plenty of storage for small books, papers 
and other items that are hard to place on shelves.  
It keeps items neat, easy to see and accessible.  
Features four locking casters for safety and mobil-
ity, plus 18 small tubs (6x6x15") in assorted col-
ors.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.  Cart 
measures 40" wide, 15-3/4" deep and 36-1/2" 
high.  Does not qualify for free shipping.
CEP-BB005 Each ............................251.95

Copernicus 
Primary Teaching Easel
An ideal interactive learning station designed for 
teacher or individual student use.  Unit contains a 
28x40" magnetic dry erase board that supports 
chart paper, a 24x32" removable felt board, an 
internal big book storage rack, four small tubs 
each measuring 6x6x15", an ultra-safe premium 
book ledge that locks into various positions and 
two snap-on chart paper/accessory hooks.  Four, 
2" locking casters make it easy to move through-
out the classroom or work space.  Frame and 
brightly colored plastic tubs feature a lifetime 
manufacturer's warranty.  Dry erase board has a 
5-year manufacturer's warranty.  Entire unit mea-
sures 58" high, 30" wide, 31-1/2" deep.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
CEP-PTE78 Each ............................398.75
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Copernicus Teacher Trolley
Features a removable magnetic dry-erase white 
board (20 x 15-1/2") and a built-in book and 
marker ledge that helps keep items organized.  
Includes chart paper hooks, rungs for hanging file 
folders and storage pocket center for additional 
storage and organization.  Also includes three 
small open tubs (6x6x15"), one open tub 
(6x12x15") and three tiny tubs (3x3x4"),  which fit 
securely in the rack frame.  Easily folds for storage 
or transportation.  Four 3" casters, two with foot-
activated brakes for safety.  Measures 46" high 
(28-1/2" high without whiteboard), 20" wide, 16" 
deep.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty on the 
tubs and frame;  5-year manufacturer's warranty 
on whiteboard.  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping.
CEP-LLS100 Each ............................287.50

Copernicus 
Double Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel
Not only is bamboo used in the construction of 
the double-sided easel frame, but the four deep-
bottomed ECO Tubs are made from recycled 
materials.  The easy-to-slide ECO tubs have safety 
stops.  Front and back magnetic white boards 
each measure 29x29".  Features an ultra-safe 
premium book ledge that locks into multiple posi-
tions.  Includes bamboo middle shelf, big book 
racks and snap-on chart paper hooks.  Comes with 
four locking 3" casters.  Features a lifetime manu-
facturer's warranty on the frame and tubs, plus a 
5-year manufacturer's warranty on whiteboards.  
Measures 57" high, 30-1/2" wide and 27" deep.  
Does not qualify for free shipping.
CEP-BE1 Each ............................549.75
Qualifies for a 10% Vol. Discount (Save $54.98)

Perfect For Interactive 
Learning Stations!
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Copernicus Basic Chart Stand
Built for classroom flexibility and value, this basic 
economical chart stand features a 24x32" white 
board, snap-on paper hooks and four 2" casters 
(two locking) for easy mobility.  Adjustable bar 
accommodates various tub sizes for storing mark-
ers and accessories.  Tubs and contents not 
included.   Frame measures 25-1/2" wide, 24" 
deep, 60-1/4" high.  Lifetime manufacturer's war-
ranty on frame, 5-year manufacturer's warranty 
on whiteboard.  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping.
CEP-BCS1 Each ............................148.50

Flipside
Chart Stand
Easily display flip charts on this economical chart 
stand.  Made of durable corrugated cardboard, it 
is designed to be lightweight yet a sturdy support 
for vertical charts measuring up to 24x32" and 
horizontal charts measuring up to 24x24".  Simply 
flip back the front page of the chart and rest the 
spiral binding on the top of the stand.  Can be 
used on a table or on the floor, plus it's easy to 
disassemble for transportation or storage.  
Assembled chart stand measures 24x33x14".  
(Chart not included.)
FPI-30500 Each ..............................20.99

Pacon® Easel Pads
4-Count Packages, 50 Sheets—High quality 
white sulphite paper pads are ruled on one side, 
blank on the back.  Pads are top-bound with 
strong resin glue and wire stapled.  There are 
three pre-punched holes for hanging on a chart 
stand or for display use.  Charts have sturdy chip-
board backs to add stability.  Perforation makes 
tearing out pages easy.  Large 27x34" size.  Sold 
in packages of four pads.  50 sheets per pad.  
Recyclable.
P-3385 Unruled
P-3387 1" Squares
P-3386 1" Ruled
Each .........................................................98.50

Copernicus Deluxe Chart Stand
Hang chart paper and pocket charts all from one 
stand!  Features a 24x33" double-sided magnetic 
dry erase surface that is height adjustable in 3" 
increments.  Includes two open tubs (6x12x15") 
and a locking/adjustable big book ledge. 
Accessories include telescoping hooks for pocket 
charts up to 49" wide and snap-on chart hooks. 
Made from 18-gauge steel tubing, the durable 
frame measures 28" wide, 27" deep and adjusts 
from 50" to 69-1/2" high. Four locking casters.  
The frame and tubs feature a lifetime manufac-
turer's warranty; 5-year manufacturer's warranty 
on whiteboard.  Does not qualify for free ship-
ping.
CEP-CS700 Each ............................294.50

Pacon® Chart Tablets
25 Sheets—Present an organized lesson 
with easy-to-flip chart tablets.  White sul-
phite bond paper chart tablets are perfect 
for the classroom or office.  Stiff, spiral-
bound covers.  2-hole punched for easy 
hanging.  Ruled tablets are ruled on both 
sides.
Unruled  Size Each
P-74520 24x16" 7.99
P-74510 24x32" 11.99

1" Ruled Size Each
P-74620 24x16" 7.99
P-74610 24x32" 11.99
1-1/2" Ruled Size Each
P-74720 24x16" 7.99
P-74710 24x32" 11.99

Pacon® 
D'Nealian® 
Ruled 
Chart 
Tablet
25 Sheets
Use this pad 
to present 
the D'Nealian 
writing meth-
od.  2" ruled 
on both sides 
with solid 
blue head-
lines, 1" dot-
ted blue mid-
lines, solid 
red baselines 
and a 1" skip space.  Spiral-bound at top.  24x32".  
White sulphite.
P-74730 Each ..............................18.59

Post-It® 
Self-Stick 
Wall Pads
2-Count 
Package,
20 Sheets 
Pad mounts 
on the wall 
w i t h 
C o m m a n d 
a d h e s i v e 
s t r i p s . 
Sheets tear 
off cleanly 
and stick to 
the wall for 
easy refer-
ence.  Resists marker bleed-through.  Each 20x23" 
pad has 20 white sheets; two pads per package.
3M-566 Each ..............................54.99
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Utility Caddies
Lightweight, portable storage 
caddies!  Transport items from one area to another 
with ease and efficiency.  Small caddies have three 
different compartments and measure 8 x 9-1/2 x 
3-5/8"; available in a variety of colors.  Large blue 
caddy has two different compartments and measures 
10-3/8 x 13 x 4-5/8".
Small Caddies
ROM-25902 Red ROM-25905 Green
ROM-25903 Yellow ROM-25906 Purple
ROM-25904 Blue ROM-25909 Orange
Each ...........................................................7.39

Large Caddie - Great for sharing scissors, glue, 
crayons, markers or other craft items at a table.  
Blue.
ROM-26004 Each ..............................12.49

Stowaway® Boxes
Store and organize almost anything in these sturdy, stackable plastic boxes.  Each box includes a match-
ing lid for easy stacking and to protect contents.  Archival quality.  Glossy finish.
Small Box - Designed to fit in more compact spaces.  Color varies.  Measures 10x9x6".
A ROM-13504 Each ..............................................................................................................11.69
Medium Box - Medium-sized box that is about the size of a shoebox.  Green.  13-1/2 x 8 x 5-1/2".
B ROM-12005 Each ..............................................................................................................13.99
Letter Box - Organize your 8-1/2 x 11" stationery while keeping it protected and readily available.  Also great 
for keeping messy items contained.  Red.  13 x 10-1/2 x 3".
C ROM-15002 Each ..............................................................................................................14.99

Pencil Box
This green plastic box can pack a lot of pencils!  
Also perfect for pens, markers, embellishments 
and more.  Measures 8-1/2 x 5-1/2 x 2-1/2".  
ROM-60205 Each ................................4.99

C-LINE® Slider Pencil Case
Durable, polypropylene case slides open for easy 
access to pens, pencils and more.  Features a 
snap closure so items stay secure during trans-
port.  Fits easily into backpacks and lockers.  
Measures 7-1/2 x 3 x 1-1/4".  Color varies.
CLP-05600 Each ................................1.79
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ArtBin® Quick View Carrying Cases
Lightweight, clear, versatile carrying cases—perfect for drawing and sketching artists who are on the 
go!  Great for artists of any age!  Use them as a school pencil box or to store and transport painting and 
drawing supplies.  An excellent choice for students who need their school supplies to be visible.  Durable 
plastic boxes feature sliding locks and sturdy hinges.  Convenient cases open flat for easy access.

 Size Each
FPC-8017 17x12x4" 18.95
FPC-8014 14 x 11 x 3-1/4" 11.95

 Size Each
FPC-6977 12 x 9-7/8 x 3-1/4" 10.59
FPC-8010 10x8x3" 8.95

Durable, Lightweight, Clear Carrying Cases!

Storage Boxes With Lids!

A
B

C

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Zipper Storage Bags
Made from repurposed materials, these 
bags are fantastic for a variety of storage 
needs.  Durable fabrics range from vinyl to 

canvas and more.  Colors and patterns will vary.  
Each bag features a zipper closure to keep items 
secure.  Zipper may be on either long or short 
side.  Sizes are approximate and may vary slightly.
 Size Each
FB-PENCIL 9-1/2 x 4-1/4" 2.99
FB-MEDIUM 10-1/2 x 5-1/2" 3.99
FB-LARGE 15-1/2 x 12-1/2" 5.99
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See-Inside Zipper Bag
Made from repurposed materials.   
Clear vinyl center stripe allows you 
to see items inside.  Measures 

10-1/2 x 6-1/2" and center clear strip is 
2-3/4" wide.  Color varies.
FB-SEEMED Each ....................... 4.99

NEW

NEW
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ProArt® RIMAX 
12" Art/Craft Storage Box
Lid features a see-through compartment for small 
items.  Constructed of high-impact, lightweight 
plastic.  Sturdy latch and hinges keep it secure.  A 
small lock can be attached (lock not included).  
Measures 12x6x5".
SL-024217 Each ................................7.49

ArtBin® 
Small 
Project 
Box
Terrific for 
storing and 
organizing smaller 
art items.  Features a 
divided, lift-out tray that rests on top of a larger, 
open compartment.  Clear plastic with a sturdy 
handle.  Measures 9 x 5-3/4 x 5-1/2".
FPC-6890AG Each ................................9.95

ArtBin® Lift-Out Tray Box
Essential for any crafter or artist—a translucent 
case that features a simple, lift-out tray.  Sized 
just right to hold art materials!  Lift-out tray is 
divided, while the bottom section of the box is 
open to allow for storage of larger items.  Carry 
brushes, paints or craft supplies to and from class 
or the studio.  Tightly snaps closed and has a 
convenient carrying handle.  Outer dimensions 
measure 13 x 6 x 5-5/8".  
FPC-83805 Each ..............................11.75

ArtBin® Super Satchel™ 
Double Deep
Extra depth allows for storage of bulkier 
supplies.  Constructed of molded, translu-
cent, acid-free polypropylene, it has secure 
latches and a carrying handle.  Features one 
open compartment that can be segmented 
with eight included dividers.  Measures 
15-1/4 x 14 x 6-1/4".
FPC-6990AB Each ....................29.95

Compartments Make Sorting 
& Storage Easy!

The Beadery® 
exclusive EMPORIUM Organizers
Each box is made of clear, durable polypropylene 
and features a hinged lid that latches securely.  
Compartment dividers are permanent and meet 
flush with the lid to keep items securely in their 
compartments.  12-compartment measures 
7-1/2 x 1-5/8 x 5".  18-compartment box mea-
sures 10-3/4 x 1-3/4 x 6-5/8".
 Style Each
TB-90121 12-Compartment 4.59
TB-90130 18-Compartment 5.39
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ArtBin® Sidekick Storage Box
Keep your art materials secure and safe in this 
unique storage box.  Multipurpose tote has an 
innovative, side-opening lid, so its contents are 
easy to access and arrange.  Made of sturdy, 
translucent, polypropylene plastic, it features an 
open design with a large, lift-out tray for two 
levels of space and has extra-large bulk storage in 
the bottom.  Keep smaller, easy-to-lose items in 
the additional storage on top of the lid.  Measures 
15 x 10 x 7-3/4".  Conveniently latches on the 
side.  
FPC-8408AB Each.............................24.95

Versatile Storage Boxes For Artists & Hobbyists!

ArtBin® Super Satchel™
Large carry-all, excellent for organizing art sup-
plies.  Constructed of molded, translucent, acid-
free polypropylene, it has secure latches and a 
carrying handle.  Features four fixed compart-
ments and 12 removable dividers for creating 
different compartments.  15 x 14 x 3-1/2".
FPC-9007AB Each ..............................19.95

ArtBin® 
Semi 
Satchel™
Constructed of 
molded, trans-
lucent, acid-
free polypro-
pylene, it has a 
secure latch 
and a carrying 
h a n d l e .  
Perfect for 
bulkier items.  
Features three 
r e m o v a b l e 
dividers.  Measures 15-1/4 x 8 x 6-1/4".
FPC-6925AB Each ..............................15.99

ArtBin® Marker Storage Tray
Expand your marker and pen storage!  Tray holds 
up to 64 individual markers or pens and fits inside 
the Super Satchel Double Deep and Semi Satchel 
boxes.  Measures 6-1/2 x 6-1/2 x 3".
FPC-6939AB Each ................................9.99

NEW

NEW
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Classroom 
Keepers® 
6-Shelf Organizer
Keep your classroom organized and efficient with 
this easy-to-assemble cardboard shelf unit. 
Shelves are 13-1/4" deep, 10-1/2" wide, 2-1/2" 
high.  Perfect for storing all kinds of paper, folders, 
office supplies and small craft items.  Unit mea-
sures 13-1/2" deep, 12" wide, 17-3/4" high.    
Made of recycled content and recyclable.   
(Drawers sold separately.)
P-001312 Each ..............................26.99

Classroom 
Keepers® 
Drawers
6-Color Set—12-1/2" deep, 10-1/4" wide and 
2-1/4" high.  Blue, green, orange, purple, red and 
yellow.  Made of recycled content and recyclable. 
(6-Shelf Organizer sold separately.)
P-001313 Each ..............................19.99
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Educational 
Insights®

Teacher 
Tote-All™
Now it's easier 
to haul every-
thing you need, 
wherever your 
school day 
takes you! 
Features light-
weight con-
s t r u c t i o n , 
e x t e n d a b l e 
handle and 
smooth - run -
ning wheels. 
Offers plenty of 
space for books and supplies (not included), 
then folds flat for storage. Sturdy plastic 
tote has interior dimensions of 16" wide, 13" 
long and 14" deep.
EI-1099 Each ..................... 64.59
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Rimax Deco Storage Baskets
3-Piece Set—Economical and durable baskets 
are perfect for keeping your home, office and 
classroom organized.  Contains two small baskets 
measuring 10 x 7-1/4 x 4" and one large basket 
measuring 14x9x5".  Beige color.
SL-09559 Each ..............................10.95

Learning Resources® 
Create-A-Space™ Storage Centers
Designed to help keep supplies organized and 
portable!  Mini organizer measures 7-1/2" in 
diameter and comes with three removable com-
partments: two quarter compartments and one 
half compartment.  Features a durable, easy-carry 
handle.  Large organizer measures 12" in diame-
ter and comes with eight removable compart-
ments and one round center compartment. 
 Style Each
LER3810 Mini 14.99
LER3806 Large 29.99

ChildBrite™ Mobl Lite Wall Storage Centers
Features a 2-way runner system that allows the totes to be stored flat, or tilted for easy access to 
contents without removing the tote.  Comes with 20 Super Totes; each measures 7-3/4" wide, 11-1/4" 
long and 5" deep.  Four 3" heavy-duty locking casters.  Durable resin frame cleans easily.  Entire unit 
measures 40x26x21".  Ships fully assembled.  Ship weight is 130 lbs.  Features 1-year manufacturer's 
warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping, ship truck freight.  
Clear Totes   
CHI-7020CL Each ............................................................................................................482.75
Colored Totes   
CHI-7020PC Each ............................................................................................................409.50

Studio Designs® 
Mobile Storage Organizers
Easily organize and store items in these carts with 
drawers - perfect for paper scraps, fabric, yarn, 
markers, crayons, glue sticks, office supplies and 
more.  Each drawer features a metal handle with 
a window for labeling.  The top shelf can hold 
frequently used or larger items.  Powder coated 
steel frame offers durability and four casters pro-
vide easy mobility.  The front casters can be 
locked to keep it in place during projects.  Drawers 
have inner dimensions of 14" wide and 15" deep.  
3-drawer cart's top two drawers are 3-1/4" high, 
while the bottom drawer is 8-3/4" high.  4-drawer 
cart's drawers are 3-1/4" high.  Carts measure 17" 
wide, 17" deep and 27" high.  Assembly required.  
10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  Do not 
qualify for free shipping.
 Style Each
STU-10223 3-Drawer 128.50
STU-10224 4-Drawer 128.50
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Store Heavy Books
& Reams Of Paper!

Classroom Keepers® 
10-Shelf Organizer
Keep your classroom organized and efficient with this 
spacious, heavy-duty shelf unit that is designed to handle 
the weight of heavier materials like reams of paper and 
books.  Also great for sorting and storing folders, catalogs 
and magazines.  The shelves each measure 12-1/2" deep, 
10" wide and 3" high.  Entire unit measures 12-7/8" deep, 
21" wide and 17" high.  Easy assembly.  Made of recycled 
content and recyclable.  
P-001314 Each .........................................44.99

Organize Student Work!
Classroom Keepers® 
15-Slot Mailbox
Organize your classroom with this sturdy, 
corrugated cardboard mailbox.  Ideal for 
storage, homework and filing.  Individual 
name tabs for each of the 15 boxes.  Each 
compartment measures 12-1/2" deep, 10" 
wide, 3" high.  Entire mailbox measures 
12-7/8" deep, 31-1/2" wide, 16-3/4" high.  
(Paper not included.)  Easy assembly.  Made 
of recycled content and recyclable.
P-001308 Each ..............................................................................................................42.99

Larger Mailbox With 
Slots For Every Student!
Classroom Keepers® 
30-Slot Mailbox
Organize your classroom with this durable, 
easy-to-assemble corrugated mailbox. 
Ideal for storage and keeping student 
papers organized.  Individual name tabs for 
each of the 30 boxes.  Each box measures 
12-1/2" deep, 10" wide, 1-3/4" high.  Entire 
mailbox measures 12-3/4" deep, 31-5/8" 
wide, 21" high.  Made of recycled content 
and recyclable.  (Paper not included.)
P-001318 Each ..............................................................................................................73.99

Construction Paper Storage That
Provides Convenient Access For Students!

12x18" Paper Storage - Holds up to 10 different 
colors of paper.  Entire box measures 19" deep, 27" 
wide and 17" high.  Each slot measures 18-5/8" 
deep, 13" wide and 3" high. 
A P-001316 Each ..............................40.99

9x12" Paper Storage - Holds up to 15 different 
colors.  Entire box measures 12-7/8" deep, 29-1/4" 
wide, 9-3/8" high; slots are 12-1/2" deep, 9-1/4" 
wide and  1-1/2" high.
B P-001310 Each ..............................34.95

Classroom Keepers® Construction Paper Storage
Classroom Keepers line of sturdy corrugated boxes is ideal for neatly storing, organizing and protecting 
sheets of construction paper or drawing paper.  Boxes are easy to assemble.  Made of recycled content 
and recyclable.  (Paper not included.)

A B

Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our

Desk Top Organizers
Easily organize papers on your desk.  Plastic 
box holds hanging files for quick access to 
important documents.  Features a slot for 
labeling contents.  Gloss finish.  Boxes mea-
sure 14x6x10" and stack for storage when 
not in use.
ROM-77602 Red 
ROM-77603 Yellow
ROM-77605 Green 
ROM-77604 Blue
Each .................................................. 9.99

Shelf Files
Just the right size to hold books or magazines in 
a neat and organized manner.  Lowered front 
allows easy access.  11-3/4 x 7-1/2 x 5-1/2".
ROM-77202 Red
ROM-77209 Orange 
ROM-77203 Yellow
ROM-77205 Green 
ROM-77204 Blue
ROM-77206 Purple 
Each ...........................................................7.39
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Classroom
Keepers® Magazine Holders
6-Color Set—Store and display magazines or 
books with these durable, corrugated holders.  
Coated finish helps protect them during daily use.  
Each holder measures 12-3/8 x 3-1/8 x 10-1/4".  
Set includes one each of blue, green, orange, 
purple, red and yellow.  (Magazines not included.)
P-001327 Each ..............................21.99
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Slate Chalkboards
Perfect for individual student use!  Traditional, 
black slate chalkboards can be used on both 
sides.  Terrific for practicing handwriting, math 
equations, drawing skills and much more.  Boards 
are trimmed with natural wood and feature 
rounded corners for safety.  Measurements reflect 
the slate surface and do not include the frame.
 Size Each
PYR-55541 5x7" 5.99
PYR-55543 7x10" 7.99

Flipside Unframed Chalk Boards
Terrific for use at home or school as a message 
center, or for individual student use in the class-
room.  Easy to hang on a wall or cabinet.  Black 
chalkboards are unframed and have rounded cor-
ners for safety.
 Size Each
FPI-10200 9-1/2 x 12" 5.39
FPI-10202 10x16" 6.79
FPI-10204 18x24" 10.49
FPI-10206 24x36" 18.99

Cork Foam Board Multi-Pack
2-Count Package—Thick foam prevents push 
pins from going all the way through the board.  
Attach photos, decorations and more to the cork 
surface for a quick display.  Features a lightweight 
foam board backing so it is easy to hang or trans-
port.  16x20".
E-950086 Each ..............................14.99

Flipside Cork Bulletin Boards
Bulletin boards are great organizers in any envi-
ronment. Cork bulletin boards have rounded cor-
ners for a contemporary look, plus they are rea-
sonably priced.  Unframed boards.
 Size Each
FPI-10082 12x18" 6.99
FPI-10086 18x24" 11.99
FPI-10096 24x36" 19.99

Aluminum Chalk Holder
The chalk holder makes writing on a chalk-
board easier and less messy.  Features a clip 
to attach to a notebook, pocket or belt.  
Color varies.  3-1/2" long.  (Chalk not 
included.)
STW-33012 Each ....................... 5.99

Crayola® 
Anti-Dust® 
Chalk
Web Poject 246 
12-Count Package
Fine quality, anti-
dust, white chalk is 
designed for use on 
chalkboards.  Chalk 
writes smoothly and 
erases easily.  Each 
round stick measures 
3-3/16 x 3/8".  Made from 85% calcium 
carbonate which keeps chalk from scratching and 
pitting the board's surface.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-1402 Each ...................................99

Creativity Street® Blackboard Chalk
60-Count Packages—Draw and write on either 
chalkboards or paper!  Works on any chalkboard.  
Measures 3-1/8 x 3/8".  98% calcium sulphate.  
60 washable, non-toxic sticks in each box.               
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
 Style Each
C-1760 White 2.99
C-1761 Assorted Colors 3.29

Sargent Art® Dustless Colored Chalks
12-Color Set—Finest 
quality, dustless colored 
chalk.  Round sticks 
measure 3-3/16 x 3/8".  
Bright chalks write easily 
and erase cleanly.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.  
SAR-662010
Each ..................... 1.49

Keep Hands Free of Dust 
With A Chalk Holder!

See page 358 for details on our

Free Shipping Policy!
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Creativity Street® Student 
Chalkboard & Dry Erase Surface
Versatile, dual-sided board! Student chalkboard 
on one side combined with a dry erase surface on 
the other.  Green "Satinslate" board is easy to 
write or draw on with chalk and then erase.  Dry 
erase side is a plain white write-on, wipe-off 
board for student use.  High-quality melamine 
board.  Rounded corners for safety.  9x12".
C-9883 Each ................................5.95
 12 or More, Each.............5.59

Con-Tact® Chalkboard Paper Roll
Create an inexpensive chalkboard on any bulletin 
board, marker board or wall.  Con-Tact chalkboard 
paper is self-adhesive and repositionable.  This 
specialty paper cuts easily with scissors and can 
be cut to fit custom areas easily with measure-
ments printed on the liner.  Standard chalkboard 
surface erases easily.  18" x 6 ft. roll.
DNA-9052 Each ................................6.79
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Ghent®

Non-Magnetic 
Erasable 
Whiteboards

Ghent's quality white-
board is the tool you need to make a 

visual impact!  Dry erase markers wipe off boards 
cleanly and easily.  Environmentally friendly clear coating 

resists staining and ghosting, and is 100% biodegradable.  Each board frame 
features a supply tray that keeps markers and tools close at hand.  Boards that measure 

36 x 46-1/2" and smaller feature full-length accessory trays; larger boards have trays that each 
measure 20" long.  Non-magnetic whiteboards will provide years of reliable performance.  They are 
an economical alternative to porcelain or painted-steel whiteboards, yet durable enough to carry 
a 10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.

Oak Frame Boards
Solid red oak frames feature a clear coating and 
precision mitred corners.  Do not qualify for free 
shipping.  Boards measuring larger than 24x36" 
ship truck freight.
 Size Ship Wt. Each
GHE-M2W180 18x24" — 56.95
GHE-M2W230 24x36" — 67.95
GHE-M2W340 36 x 46-1/2" 13 lbs. 96.50
GHE-M2W350 3x5 ft. 27 lbs. 249.75
GHE-M2W450 4x5 ft. 35 lbs. 276.80
GHE-M2W460 4x6 ft. 44 lbs. 279.50
GHE-M2W480 4x8 ft. 58 lbs. 347.50

Aluminum Frame Boards
Anodized aluminum frames remain clean and 
new-looking even after years of use.  Do not 
qualify for free shipping.  Boards measuring 
larger than 24x36" ship truck freight.
 Size Ship Wt. Each
GHE-M2180 18x24" — 48.99
GHE-M2230 24x36" — 58.99
GHE-M2340 36 x 46-1/2" 12 lbs. 84.75
GHE-M2350 3x5 ft. 26 lbs. 209.50
GHE-M2450 4x5 ft. 32 lbs. 234.75
GHE-M2460 4x6 ft. 43 lbs. 267.50
GHE-M2480 4x8 ft. 56 lbs. 319.00

Flip To The Other Side 
In A Snap!

Easy To Transport!
Ghent® Free Standing 
Reversible Whiteboards
Strong and durable, Ghent’s reversible marker 
boards are a versatile, mobile communication tool.  
Reversing mechanism makes flipping to the other 
side a snap.  Strong steel lock clamps adjust to 
secure the board to the preferred position.  Features 
an accessory tray and reinforced bracing for reduced 
swaying.  Casters have locking foot brakes.  Aluminum 
framed, non-magnetic boards have a 10-year manu-
facturer's warranty.  Boards do not qualify for free 
shipping and ship truck freight.
   Save With
 Size Ship Wt. Each Vol. Disc.
GHE-ARMM34 3x4 ft. 51 lbs. 639.00 ($63.90)
GHE-ARMM46 4x6 ft. 84 lbs. 974.00 ($97.40)

Clear,
Eco-Friendly 

Coating!

Available In 
3x4 ft. or 4x6 ft.

Magnetic Lined/Blank 
Dry Erase Board
Double-sided board offers twice the work 
space and is ideal for student use. 12 x 
8-3/4" white board features five lines for 
writing on one side and a magnetic blank 
space on the other.
DM-7200025 Each ....................... 6.59

Flipside Dry 
Erase Answer Paddles
Single-sided, non-ghosting dry erase surfaces for 
writing answers to questions, solving math equa-
tions and more.  High quality paddles feature 
easy-grip handles and smooth edges.  Constructed 
of hardboard.
Rectangle - Writing surface measures 8 x 6-1/4".  
10" tall.
FPI-10038 Each ................................3.99
Circle - Writing surface measures 7x8".  12" tall.
FPI-10032 Each ................................3.89
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Flipside Dry Erase Boards
Single-sided boards feature a smooth, white 
laminated surface that erases easily.  They have 
quality chipboard backs for added durability.  
Smaller sizes make great personal writing boards 
for students.  Unframed boards have rounded 
corners for safety.  Hang on a wall with the 
included foam tape.  Dry erase boards are non-
magnetic.
 Size Each
FPI-10056 5x7" (tape not included) 2.99
FPI-10065 9-1/2 x 12" 4.99
FPI-10075 10x16" 6.59
FPI-10085 18x24" 11.59
FPI-10088 24x36" 19.59
24-Count Package - Enough for the entire class!  
9-1/2 x 12" boards.  Foam tape not included.
FPI-10064 Each ..............................82.99

GoWrite!® Dry Erase Surface
Innovative dry erase surface erases cleanly and 
works with all types of dry-erase markers.  Great 
for classrooms and offices.  Attach to chalkboards, 
walls, doors and more!
Poster Board - Reusable, single-sided white poster 
board.  25 sheets, 22x28".
P-5442 Each ..............................49.99
Self-Stick Roll - Flexible, self-stick material for 
creating or resurfacing marker boards.  Removable  
adhesive leaves no messy residue.  Roll measures 24" 
x 10 ft.
P-2410 Each ..............................23.99
Self-Stick Sheets - Ideal for use on desktops.  
8-1/2 x 11" sheets, five sheets per package.  
P-AS8511 Each ................................9.99
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Pacon® 12-In-1
Chalk & Whiteboard Eraser
Features 12 layers of synthetic felt, excellent for 
erasing all types of marker boards and chalk-
boards.  Once the top layer is soiled, peel away to 
reveal a clean surface.  Base is 5-3/4 x 2-1/4".
C-2082 Each ................................4.49

Expo® Eraser
Ideal for home and classroom!  Soft-pile eraser 
provides the ideal texture for effortless cleaning 
of marker boards.  May be cleaned with soap and 
water.  Plastic body with a soft textured felt clean-
ing surface.  Measures 4-3/4 x 2".
S-81505 Each ................................3.99

3M™
Whiteboard Erasers
2-Count Package—Great for cleaning dry erase  
and white boards.  Simply add water to the 
spongy eraser, and it will eliminate most perma-
nent marker stains and residue.  4-7/8 x 2-1/4".
3M-46713 Each ................................7.49

Flipside 
Student 
Eraser
Mini felt eras-
er is perfect 
for use with 
individual dry 
erase boards 
and chalk-
b o a r d s , 
whether you're in school or at home.  Eraser 
measures 2x2x1".
FPI-30009 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Charles Leonard™
Micro Fiber Multi-Purpose Cloths
10-Count Package—Use these micro fiber cloths 
to quickly clean any dry erase surface.  Blue, 8x7" 
cloths are washable and reusable.
CLI-74570 Each ................................8.99

Remove Stubborn Stains 
On White Boards!

Expo®

White Board Care™
Convenient, quick and easy to 
use!  Makes dry erase surfaces 
sparkle and perform like new.  
Simply spray on your marker 
board and wipe clean with a soft 
cloth to remove ghosting, stub-
born stains, grease and dirt.  
Great for occasional routine 
maintenance or for quick, extra-
bright cleaning of your marker 
board surfaces.  Perfect for use in 
the classroom, office or at home.  
8 oz. spray bottle.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
S-81803 Each ........ 4.99

Pacon®

Microfiber Dry Erase Cloth
Microfiber cloth for cleaning white boards or 
chalkboards. Measures 12x14". Machine wash-
able.
C-2032 Each ................................3.99

Flipside
Dry Erase Answer Paddle Set
36-Piece Set—An eco-friendly alternative 
to paper!  Quick and quiet whole class par-
ticipation made easy with dry erase answer 
paddles.  Complete set includes 12 each of 
7x8" circle answer paddles, black dry erase 
pens and 2x2x1" felt student erasers.  
Answer paddles are one-sided with a non-
ghosting, white dry erase surface.
FPI-11232 Each .....................79.49

Dry Erase Class Pack
72-Piece Set—Complete set includes 24 
each of Flipside dry erase boards, Flipside student 
erasers and BiC low odor dry erase markers.  Dry 
erase boards measure 9-1/2 x 12" and have 
rounded corners for safety.  Erasers measure 
2x2x1".  Black dry erase markers feature fine tips 
and textured rubber grips.  Markers are AP Seal, 
non-toxic. 
USCAKIT3 Each ............................138.50

Quartet®

Little Giant Chalkboard Eraser
Traditional chalkboard eraser offers excellent 
chalk absorption and cleaning power.  Sturdy 
construction features six strips of dense felt 
attached to strong felt backing.  Safe for daily use 
on all chalkboard surfaces.  Eraser measures 
5x2x1".
Q-804526 Each ................................4.59

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Traditional Eraser With 
Excellent Chalk Absorption!
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C-LINE® Reusable Dry Erase Pockets
10-Count Package—Constructed of super 
heavyweight material for durability.  Pockets 
stand up to frequent use when practicing math, 
writing skills and more.  Inner pocket dimension 
measures 9x12".  Clear with colored edging. Two 
each of blue, green, orange, red and yellow.
CLP-40610 Each ..............................19.99
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Dry Erase Crayons Never Dry Out!
Crayola® Washable
Dry Erase Crayons
8-Color Sets—Washable dry 
erase crayons apply smoothly and will 
not brush off.  Easily wipes off dry erase 
surfaces without staining!  No odor, no 
caps to lose and they won't dry out.  
Crayons measure 4" long, 7/8" in diam-
eter.  Sets include an E-Z dry erase cloth 
and a sharpener.  Bright colors work on 
both white and black dry erase surfaces.  
Will not stain skin, washes clean from 
hands and clothes.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-5200 Original 
B-5202 Bright
Each ..............................................5.49
12 or More, Each ..........................5.29

Crayola® 
Washable 
Dry Erase 
Markers
Fine line dry erase 
markers feature 
low-odor ink that 
washes easily from 
skin and clothing.  
Wipes off easily and 
cleanly from any dry 
erase surface.  Bold 
colors for creative 
play at home or in the classroom.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Expo® Low Odor 
Dry Erase Markers
A low-odor version of the 
original Expo dry erase marker.  
Reformulated ink erases better 
than the original low odor ver-
sion!  Long lasting, bold colors.  While in use, cap can be secured to the marker's end 
to prevent it from being lost.  Primary color sets include black, blue, green and red. 
Intense color set includes aqua, lime, pink and plum.  Eight-color set includes black, blue, 
brown, green, orange, pink, purple and red.  Twelve-color set includes aqua, black, blue, brown, green, 
lime, orange, pink, plum, pumpkin, purple and red.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Expo®

2-in-1 Dry Erase Markers
4-Count, 5-Color Set—Dual-ended design 
gives you two colors in one marker!  Double the 
color, plus versatile chisel tips that mark three line 
widths, make it easy to track, schedule and pres-
ent.  Long lasting, bold colors.  Includes five col-
ors: black, blue, green, purple and red.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
S-1944655  Each ..............................11.49

6-Color Set - Terrific for temporary lists and mes-
sages.  Colors include black, blue bolt, green, infra 
red, laser lemon and orange circuit. 
B-5906 Each ................................5.49

12-Color Set - Includes: black, blue bolt, brown, 
coral pink, electric lime, green, hot pink, infra red, 
laser lemon, orange circuit, teal and ultra violet. 
B-5912 Each ................................9.99

 A C D

B

Sets Style Colors Each
A S-80074 Chisel 4-Color Primary 7.59
B S-81029 Chisel 4-Color Intense 7.59
C S-80078 Chisel 8-Color 14.99
A S-82074 Bullet 4-Color Primary 7.59 
A S-86074 Fine 4-Color Primary 6.99
D S-86603 Fine  12-Color 19.99

Individual Markers
 Style Color Each 12/Ea
S-80001 Chisel Black 2.29 1.99
S-80002 Chisel Red 2.29 1.99
S-80003 Chisel Blue 2.29 1.99
S-82001 Bullet Black 2.29 1.99
S-86001 Fine Black 1.99 1.79

Expo® Low Odor Bullet Tip
Dry Erase Marker Value Pack
36-Count Set—Dry erase markers in 
a range of bright colors!  Great for 
color coding dry erase calendars at 
home, school or the office.  The fine, bullet 
tip allows you to write clearly.  Bold colors 
erase cleanly.  15 assorted colors: amethyst, 
aqua, aquamarine, black, blue, emerald, 
garnet, green, lime, orange, pink, plum, 
purple, red and sapphire.  Quantity of each 
color may vary.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-2138424 Each .........................49.95

Expo® Low Odor Chisel Tip
Dry Erase Marker Value Pack
36-Count Set—Chisel tips allow for broad strokes 
and thin lines.  Great for use on any marker board 
surface.  Low-odor markers erase easily.  Long 
lasting ink in 12 assorted colors: aqua, aquama-
rine, black, blue, emerald, garnet, green, orange, 
pink, purple, red and sapphire.  Quantity of each 
color may vary.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-2135174 Each ..............................56.99
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Value Pack Assortments 
Are Perfect For
Color Coding!

Visit UnitedNow.comVisit UnitedNow.com For more than 200 free
printable art project ideas!
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Mark On Dark
Boards & Windows!

Marvy® Bistro Chalk Markers
4-Color Sets—They stay on until you 
wipe them off!  Use these opaque 
colored markers on chalkboards, light-
boards, windows, windshields or even 
dark surfaces!  Create a dustless, 
smooth layer of rich color.  Water-
based and fade-resistant.  Wet-wipe 
formula is erasable with soap and a 
damp cloth.  Great on black boards, 
back-lit boards, presentation and 
metal boards.  Colors glow brightly 
under ultraviolet light.  Bullet tips.  
Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
Fine Tips
UCH-48262 Set 1
UCH-48266 Set 2
Each ........................................13.49
Medium Tips
UCH-48124 Set A
UCH-48126 Set B
UCH-48151 Set C
UCH-48150 Set D
Each .........................................................................................................................................13.49

Use White Chalk Markers To Create "Coffee Shop" Signs!
Marvy® 
White Bistro Chalk Markers
White chalk markers are terrific for 
creating signs and displays on windows or 
black boards and other dark, non-porous 
surfaces.  Smooth, dustless pigment won't 
smudge or erase without soap and a damp 
cloth.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Single Markers Style Each
E UCH-48230 Fine 2.95
F UCH-49000 Medium 2.95
G UCH-49020 Jumbo 7.99
3-Count Set - Includes one white chalk marker each of fine bullet, medium bullet and chisel tips.
H UCH-48321 Each ................................................................................................................9.99

Marvy®

Metallic Bistro Chalk Markers
2-Color Set—Create signs and displays 
with shimmering metallic accents!  
Smooth, dustless chalk markers provide 
an opaque layer of color.  Plus, the color 
won't smudge or come off without the use 
of soap and a damp cloth.  Terrific for marker boards, or for creating signs that feature a coffee house 
feel.  Can also be used on windows, back-lit boards and other non-porous surfaces.  Water-based and 
fade-resistant.  Includes one gold and one silver chalk marker.  Chisel nibs allow for both thick and thin 
lines.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
UCH-43312 Each ................................................................................................................6.49

 A C

 B D

 E F G

H

 1 2

Expo® Vis-à-Vis®

Wet-Erase Fine Point Marker
Excellent for any non-porous surface, 
including glass, metal, acetate or plastic.  Water-
based ink removes easily with a damp cloth.  Ink 
resists beading on acetate and fading under pro-
jector lamps.  For easy overhead lessons, create a 
wet-erase template with Vis-à-Vis, then have stu-
dents take turns filling in the correct information 
with dry erase markers.  Wipe the answers away 
with a dry cloth to use the template again in the 
next class.  Black ink.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-16001 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.89

C-LINE® Clear Transparency Film
Web Project 243
50-Count Package—Clear film is designed for 
use in black and white dry toner copiers and laser 
printers.  Simply place the film into the paper tray 
for professionally printed transparencies.  Also 
great for use with wet-erase or dry erase markers.  
Sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".
CLP-60837 Each ..............................27.99

Wet-Erase Marker 
Prevents Accidental 

Erasing!
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Wipes Clean From Smooth Surfaces!
Dixon® Phano China Markers
Make bright, bold, accurate strokes on almost any surface, including 
glass, plastic, ceramic, polished stone, leather, film, paper, metal 
and rubber.  Marks are water-resistant, colorfast and can wipe clean 
off almost any smooth, non-porous surface.  No sharpener needed, 
simply pull the string to unwrap the paper and expose as much lead 
as you want.  Also commonly known as wax pencils or grease pen-
cils.
 Color Each 12/Ea
DIX-00077 Black .99 .89
DIX-00092 White .99 .89
5-Count Multipack - Includes one each of red, white and yellow, plus 
two black.
DIX-00105 Each ...........................................................3.49
 12 or More, Each........................................3.29

Crafty Dab®

School Board Paint
6-Color Set—Unique formula markers, 
specially designed for use on both chalk-
boards and dry-erase boards!  Washable, 
vibrant, wet-erase colors come off with a 
damp cloth.  Great for use in even young 
classes.  No shadow stains, no mess, no leak 
and no waste, dauber-topped bottles put 
the paint where you want it!  Includes blue, 
green, orange, purple, red and yellow.  1.4 
oz. per bottle.  Non-toxic.
CFD-76262 Each ..................... 11.95
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Fiskars® Hand Punches
Web Project 148  Soft grip handles are com-
fortable to hold.  Built-in confetti catcher.  
FMC-2350 1/16" Circle 
FMC-2351 1/8" Circle
FMC-2352 1/4" Circle
FMC-2353 1/4" Star
FMC-2360 1/4" Heart
Each ...........................................................8.99

Hand Punch
Classic, all-metal construction for long-lasting 
punch performance.  Paper chip holder collects 
punches.  1/4" hole.  Can punch through 5 sheets 
at one time.
Q-74005 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79

Bostitch EZ Squeeze™
One-Hole Punch
Ergonomic grip locks in 
position for efficient 
storage.  Waste is 
caught in the 
punch so it 
e l iminates 
mess.  Jam 
free.  Can 
p u n c h 
through 10 
sheets at one time.
BOS-2402 Each ................................5.49

Bostitch EZ Squeeze™
Three-Hole Punch
Punch up to 12 sheets of paper!  Paper guide with 
ruler helps achieve uniform punching.  Advanced 
cutting dies make punching easier and eliminates 
jamming.  Waste chamber features a compact 
rear door for easy disposal.  Handle locks in the 
down position for easy storage. 
BOS-2101 Each ..............................21.99

Mead® 
Clasp 
Envelopes
Reusable, heavy-
duty paper enve-
lopes with handy 
metal clasp clo-
sures offer a stur-
dy way to send 
important docu-
ments.  Gold 
color ensures 
added privacy 
and security.  
Each features 
wide seams and a 
gummed seal flap for security.  Great for office 
use as well as mailing.
 Size Quantity Each
MEAD-76018 6x9" 25 4.79
MEAD-76020 9x12" 20 4.79
MEAD-76022 10x13" 15 4.79

Recycled 
Hardboard 
Clipboard
Web
Project 96
Durable hard-
board clip-
board is made 
from 100% 
r e c y c l e d /
r e c o v e r e d 
m a t e r i a l s .  
Features a  
s e c u r e , 
spring-loaded 
metal clip 
with a large paper capacity.  Great for writing 
when a desk is not available.  Clipboard measures 
9x12".
SMM-05612 Each ................................2.79

Fiskars® 
Circle Lever Punch
Web Project 136  Lever punch makes it a 
breeze to create windows or punched-out designs.  
Includes a built-in confetti catcher with a flip-
open plastic lid to help keep your work area clean.  
Creates circles that measure 1" in size.
FMC-005472 Each ..............................11.69

Copy Paper
Economical, multipurpose office or drawing 
paper.  White 20 lb. sheets can be used in 
any plain paper copier or laser printer.  500 
sheets in each ream.
 Size Each 10/Ea
KOR-851001 8-1/2 x 11" 11.99 11.49
KOR-854001 8-1/2 x 14" 12.99 12.49

Mead® White Index Cards
100-Count Packages—Organize notes, files, 
project lists and more.  Lightweight card stock.  
Unruled or with 1/4" lines.
 Unruled Ruled Each 12/Ea
3x5" MEAD-63352 MEAD-63350 .99 .89
4x6" MEAD-63006 MEAD-63004 2.29 1.99

C-line® 
Filler Paper
Bright white paper has blue writing lines and a red 
margin line.  Pages measure 8 x 10-1/2".  3-hole 
punched down the left side of the page.  100 
sheets per package.
 Style Each
CLP-22032 Wide Ruled 2.29
CLP-22031 College Ruled 2.29

Mead® Black 
Marble 
Composition 
Notebook
100 sheets of 
wide-ruled paper, 
great for notes or 
journaling.  Sewn 
binding with a 
durable chip-
board cover. 
Contains a sched-
ule grid on the 
inside cover, 
study aids on the 
inside back cover.  7-1/2 x 9-3/4".
MEAD-09910 Each ...........................2.99
 12 or More, Each .......2.79
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Baumgartens See-Through Clipboard
Double panel allows important documents to be 
inserted and viewed at all times for quick refer-
ence!  Made of flexible, shatterproof vinyl.  Board 
measures 9 x 13-1/4".
BAU-TA1611 Each ................................8.89
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Pacon®

Brights Laser & Inkjet Paper
100-Count Package—20 lb. paper measures 
8-1/2 x 11".  Multipurpose bond easily runs 
through copiers or printers.  Assorted package 
contains 20 sheets each of hot pink, lemon 
yellow,  pumpkin, emerald and rojo red.  Acid-
free sheets.
P-101049 Each ...........................9.99

Pacon®

Colorful Card Stock Assortment
100-Count Package—Heavy, 65 lb. cover 
stock for art projects, small signs or as cover 
sheets for reports.  Brightly colored, acid-free 
sheets measure 8-1/2 x 11".  Ten colors.
P-101169 Each ..............................................................................................................16.79

Bold, Vivid Colors!
Pacon®

Hyper Laser & Inkjet Paper
100-Count Package—Add dramatic color!  
20 lb. paper for copiers and laser or inkjet 
printers.  Acid-free sheets measure 8-1/2 x 
11".  Five colors per package.
P-101155 Each ...........................9.99

Pacon® Hyper Card Stock
100-Count Package—Excellent for calling 
attention to your project.  Heavyweight, 65 lb. 
cover weight cardstock.  Measures 8-1/2 x 
11".  Five colors per package.  Acid-free.
P-101181 Each ..............................................................................................................16.79

Brightly Colored, High Quality Stationery!

Teacher 
Created 
Resources® Computer Paper
50-Count Packages—Decorative paper can 
be used with copiers and printers.  Sheets 
measure 8-1/2 x 11".
Everyone Is Welcome - Features a border of 
hearts in assorted, calming colors.
TCR7152 Each ................................6.99
Confetti - Features a border of bright confetti dots.
TCR2735 Each ................................6.99

Make Unique Cards
With A Variety of Media!

Strathmore® 
Mixed 
Media 
Postcards
184 lb.,
15 Cards
Heavy-weight 
paper that has 
the attributes of a watercolor paper but with a 
vellum drawing finish.  Ideal for watercolor, 
gouache, acrylic, graphite, pen and ink, colored 
pencil, marker and collage.  4x6" cards are blank 
on the front with postal information on the 
reverse.  Acid-free.
STR-7048 Each ................................5.49

Strathmore® 
Mixed Media 
Blank Cards
Web Project 13  
140 lb., 10 Cards 
& 10 Envelopes
H e a v y - w e i g h t 
paper has the attri-
butes of a water-
color paper, but with a vellum surface.  Great for 
wet and dry media.  Ideal for custom greetings, 
invitations and announcements.  White cards and 
envelopes are acid-free.  
 Size Each
STR-10518 3-1/2 x 4-7/8" 6.99
STR-105462 5 x 6-7/8" 8.59
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Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW
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Pacon® Parchment Card Stock
100-Count Package—Heavy, 65 lb. cover weight 
card stock in five colors.  8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.
P-101235 Each ..............................19.49

Pacon® NEON
Bond Paper
100-Count
Package
Truly bright bond 
paper.  Quality 
white paper is coat-
ed on one side with 
vivid, neon color.  
20 sheets each of 
fluorescent yellow, 
orange, pink, red 
and green.  24 lb.  
Laser printer and 
copier compatible.  
Sheets measure 
8-1/2 x 11".
P-104331 Each ..............................13.59

Pacon® Classic
Card Stock
Web Projects 15, 107, 198, 226, 232 & 
237  100-Count Packages—Heavyweight, 65 lb. 
cover weight cardstock.  Great for elegant greet-
ing cards, cover sheets for reports and more.  
8-1/2 x 11".  Acid-free.
P-101188 White P-101187 Black
Each .........................................................16.79

Pacon® Pastel 
Card Stock
100-Count 
Package—Great for 
art projects, cards, 
special announce-
ments, award certifi-
cates and much 
more!  Heavy, 65 lb. 
cover weight card-
stock.  Five pastel 
colors per package: 
blue, pink, green, 
canary and lilac.  
8-1/2 x 11" sheets.  
Acid-free.
P-101315 Each  .............................16.79

NEW
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Oxford® Twin Pocket Portfolios
Portfolios feature "Leatherine" texture!  Two 
pockets plus a business card slot.  Fastener 
style holds 3-hole punched papers.  Do not 
assort for quantity discount.
 With Fasteners Without Fasteners
Black DUO-57706 DUO-57506
Dark Blue DUO-57702 DUO-57502
Green DUO-57703 DUO-57503
Light Blue DUO-57701 DUO-57501
Red DUO-57711 DUO-57511
Yellow DUO-57709 DUO-57509
A With Fasteners Each ................ .99
 25/Each .......... .89
B Without Fasteners Each ................ .69
 25/Each .......... .49
Assorted - 25 portfolios per box.
 Style Each
DUO-57713 With Fasteners 19.99
DUO-57513 Without Fasteners 12.59

C-LINE® Poly Portfolios
Heavyweight polypropylene resists tearing. 
2-pocket portfolio folders feature a business card 
slot.  Available with or without prongs.  
C Single Portfolios Without Prongs
CLP-33951 Black CLP-33959 Purple
CLP-33955 Blue CLP-33954 Red
CLP-33953 Green CLP-33956 Yellow
CLP-33952 Orange
Each ...........................................................1.49
Assorted - 36 portfolios without prongs per box.  
CLP-33950 Each ..............................46.99
D Single Portfolios With 3 Prongs
CLP-33961 Black CLP-33969 Purple
CLP-33965 Blue CLP-33964 Red
CLP-33963 Green CLP-33966 Yellow
CLP-33962 Orange
Each ...........................................................1.99
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C-LINE® 8-Pocket Poly Portfolio
Organize subjects, presentations, notes and more 
in one convenient place.  Eight interior pockets. 
Features clear-view front pocket for cover sheet, 
spiral binding and business card holder.  Made of 
heavyweight, acid-free polypropylene. For letter-
size documents.  Color varies.
CLP-33080 Each ................................5.49

Wilson Jones® Heavy Weight Sheet Protectors
Sheet protectors are a great asset when creating a professional 
presentation that includes multiple documents.  Also a terrific way 
to protect important papers from being damaged.  Keep docu-
ments that are referenced frequently clean and free of tears, dirt 
and fingerprints. Heavyweight sheet protectors are acid-free and 
archival safe.  Top-loading sheets allow for easy insertion and 
removal of papers.  Items inside won't stick to the protector itself.  
3-hole punched for quick addition to binders.  Designed for docu-
ments measuring 8-1/2 x 11".  PVC-free.
Glossy Finish - 100 per box.
Q-21411 Each ...................................................... 26.59
Matte Finish - 50 per box.
Q-21412 Each ...................................................... 16.99

A

Pacon® NEON® File Folders
10-Count Package—Brightly colored, 1/3 cut 
tab style folders in heavyweight stock.  Letter-
size, two each of five neon colors.
P-104970 Each ..............................10.99

Manila File Folders
100-Count Packages—Heavyweight, 
manila card stock folders each measure 
8-1/2 x 11".
 Style Each
DUO-72320 1/3 Cut 18.59
DUO-72520 1/5 Cut 18.59

Red Rope File Pockets
Pockets feature gussets that expand, so they are 
terrific for storing bulkier items.  6-1/2" high side 
gussets.  Measure 9-1/2 x 11-3/4".  Standard 
manila file folders fit inside (not included.)
 Style Each 50/Ea
NF-M1524 3-1/2" Gusset 2.39 1.99
NF-M1534 5-1/4" Gusset 2.59 2.29

Wilson Jones® Insertable Tab Dividers
5-Count Package—Pre-punched dividers with 
transparent, colored tabs.  Includes blank tab 
inserts for labeling.  8-1/2 x 11" manila colored 
dividers fit standard 3-ring binders.
Q-54309 Each ................................2.99

B

D

C
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C-LINE® 
Write-On 
Poly File 
Jackets
10-Count 
Package
More durable 
than manila fold-
ers, these poly-
propylene files 
hold up to 200 
papers for secure 
storage.  Acid-
free jackets feature a full-length write-on tab and 
a lined write-on front panel.  V-cut front provides 
easy access to contents.  Sealed on 3 sides, so 
documents won't slide out.  Holds 8-1/2 x 11" 
materials.  10 jackets per package; two each of 
five colors: amber orange, charcoal gray, lime 
green, raspberry red and steel blue.
CLP-63160 Each ..............................11.99

NEW
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Post-it® Pink Wave Note Cube
Jazz up your messages with bright, attention-
getting colors.  400 Post-it Notes with sticky 
backs in each cube.  Sheets measure 3x3".  Colors 
may vary.
3M-2027 Each ................................9.29

Original
Post-its!

Post-it® Notes
Keep important 
information close at 
hand.  Post-it Notes 
conveniently stick 
where you need 
them and can be 
removed without harming surfaces.  100 sheets 
per pad.  Canary yellow.
Single Pads Size Each 
3M-15577 3x3" 2.29 
3M-659 4x6" 3.99 
Mini Pack - Twelve, 1-1/2 x 2", canary color note 
pads are ideal for short notes or marking pages.  
3M-653 Each ..............................10.59

B C
A

Post-it® Super Sticky Notes
Super Sticky Post-its stick securely practically anywhere without falling off and remove easily without 
any sticky residue.
12-Pad Packages - 90 sheets per 3x3" pad.  
 Style Each
A 3M-53121 Canary Yellow 21.95
B 3M-47369 Bora Bora 27.49

BiC® Wite-Out® EZ Correct Correction Tape
No need to wait for the fluid to dry!  4.2mm wide correction tape goes 
on smoothly.  Applies dry, so you can write on top of it instantly.  Tear-
resistant, film-based tape.  Correction tape is more than 33 ft. long.
BIC-50523 Each ............................................ 3.59

BiC® Wite-Out® Quick Dry Correction Fluid
Multi-purpose correction fluid covers pencil, most ink and 
markers and works on photocopies and faxes. Brushes on 
easily, then dries fast to a satin finish.  Opaque white.  0.7 oz.  
Shake well before use.
BIC-50604 Each ...........................................2.39

Paper Mate® Liquid Paper®

Premium coverage; dispenses easily for large area appli-
cations!  Maximum, permanent coverage in a quick-dry-
ing, all-purpose, brush-on formula.  Enables correction 
of nearly any mistake, use on bond and other white 
papers.  Covers ballpoint, gel, rollerball and most marker 
inks.  Foam wedge applicator.  Opaque white.  0.74 oz.
S-56401 Each ...........................................2.29

Sharpie®

Clear View® 
Highlighters
2-Count Package
Innovative markers 
have a clear tip so you 
can highlight neatly 
and evenly all the way 
across the page.  Fine 
chisel end draws thick-
er lines for highlighting 
or thin lines for under-
lining.  Smear Guard 
ink resists smearing on 
many pen and marker 
inks, for easily readable 
notes.  Bright yellow 
ink.  Slim barrel for 
optimal control and 
easy use.  AP Seal, non-
toxic.
S-1950744
Each .................................................. 4.69
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5-Pad Package - 90 sheets per 3x3" pad.  450 
sheets, five different colors per package.  Colors may 
vary.
C 3M-46906 Each ..............................11.99
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BiC® Brite Liner® 
Fluorescent Highlighters
5-Color Set—Super bright, fluorescent inks!  
Chisel tip produces a broad line for highlighting or 
a thin line for underlining.  Slim barrels are per-
fect for pencil boxes and backpacks.  Includes five 
bright colors: blue, green, orange, pink and yel-
low.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
BIC-90837 Each ................................3.69

BiC® Brite Liner® Highlighters
4-Color Set—Super bright, fluorescent inks help 
important information pop off the page.  Chisel 
tips allow for two different widths: broad for high-
lighting and fine for underlining.  Large, round 
barrels are comfortable to hold.  Set includes 
green, orange, pink and yellow colors.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
BIC-32318 Each ................................3.29

Post-It® Apple 
Notes 
Dispenser
Dispenser is 
shaped like an 
apple and has a 
slot in the middle 
for convenient one-
handed dispensing. 
Increase your pro-
ductivity by keep-
ing Post-it Notes 
always within 
reach.  Includes one 3x3" pad (45 sheets) of Post-
it Pop-up Notes.  Weighted dispenser is refillable.
3M-93153 Each ..............................12.59

Post-it® Pop-Up Notes
The accordion-style notes pop up one at a time 
from a specially designed dispenser (sold sepa-
rately).  100 sheets per pad.  3x3".
Single Package - Yellow.  
3M-69209 Each ................................2.49
6-Pad Package - Colors vary.  
3M-33847 Each ..............................14.99
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Hold Up To 2" of Papers Without A Binder!
Charles Leonard™ Book Rings
Easy-open rings hold papers together without a binder or folder.  
Allows you to flip pages easily.  Great for organization, attaching 
stacks of index cards and note cards, or even flash cards.  
Can also be used for DIY bookmaking.  Nickel finish.
   Size Quantity Each
CLI-R19 3/4" 100 13.89
CLI-R29 1" 100 14.99
CLI-R49 1-1/2" 100 16.89
CLI-R59 2" 50 12.39 

Charles Leonard™ Desk Pins
Web Project 147
Standard size, metal pins for quick tacking on a 
bulletin or cork board.  Also good for temporarily 
fastening fabric and other craft projects before 
final gluing or stitching.  Box has 1/2 lb. of size 
#17 straight pins.
CLI-83217 Each ................................6.95

Charles Leonard™ Binder Clips
12-Count Package—Hold large stacks of paper!  
Pinch fastener, insert papers, then turn handles 
under to hold.  Measure 1-1/4".  Black.
CLI-BC05 Each ................................1.79
 12 or More, Each.............1.69

Charles Leonard™
Smooth Paper Clips
100-Count Packages—Paper clips with a 
smooth nickel finish. 
 Size Each 10/Ea
CLI-201E #1 Standard .69 .59
CLI-301E #5 Giant 1.19 1.09

Baumgartens® One Big 4" Clip
Jumbo-size, 4" long metal paper clip.  1" 
wide.  Color varies.
BAU-26740 Each  ..........................1.59

Teacher
Created
Resources® Plastic Clothespins
40-Count Package—40 plastic clothespins, 10 
each of blue, green, red and yellow.  Measure 
approximately 2-7/8 x 3/8".  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
TCR20649 Each ................................9.99
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Charles Leonard™ Push Pins
100-Count Packages—Plastic push pins feature 
pointed metal tips.  Terrific for hanging posters, 
decorations, photos, important information and 
more on bulletin boards.
CLI-200AR Assorted Colors
CLI-200CL Clear
Each ...........................................................2.29
10 or More, Each (one style) .....................2.19

Charles Leonard™ Bull Dog Clips
Spring steel construction.  A great way to clip 
children's school papers or other bulky materials 
together, keeping them tidy and organized.
 Size Each 12/Ea
CLI-68200 2" .69 .59
CLI-68300 3" 1.19 1.09

Charles Leonard™ Paper Fasteners
Web Project 106  100-Count Package—Top 
quality, brass finish paper fasteners.  #2 fasteners 
measure approximately 1/2".  Great for making 
paper crafts with moving parts.
CLI-2RBP Each ................................1.89
 10 or More, Each.............1.79

Baumgartens® 
Vinyl-Coated Paper Clips 
500-Count Package—Vinyl-coated clips help 
keep papers and other documents neat and orga-
nized.  Standard size, #1 clips in assorted colors.
BAU-ES9500 Each ................................6.39

Charles Leonard™ Thumbtacks
100-Count Package—Traditional thumbtacks 
have solid flat heads, each with a nickel-plated 
finish.  3/8" head, 5/16" shank.  
CLI-912 Each ...................................99
 10 or More, Each................89

Charles Leonard™ Safety Pins
It's always handy to have safety pins available for 
quick fabric fixes.

144-Count Package - Measure 1-1/2".
CLI-83150 Each ................................6.59
22-Count Assortment - Includes 1", 1-1/2" and 2" 
size pins.
CLI-83322 Each ................................1.89

Colored Book Rings
50-Count Package—Keep papers organized with 
these 1" book rings.  The different colors allow you 
to separate items and easily distinguish one set 
from another.  Assorted colors.
TPG-189 Each ..............................13.99
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Teacher Created Resources® 
Classroom Management 
Large Binder Clips
5-Count Package—Brightly colored, 2" clips 
feature the following titles: to be graded, make 
copies, file, graded and send home. 
TCR20690 Each ................................8.99
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ACCO® Square 
Magnetic Clip
Strongly adheres 
to all steel surfac-
es.  Clamp is dura-
ble, secure and 
opens to 1" wide.  
Classic, shiny 
chrome finish.  
Measures 1-3/4" 
square.
Q-72132 Each ....................... 2.99

Dowling Magnets® 
Neodymium 
Magnetic Hooks
4-Count Package
Super-strong neodymium 
magnet hooks.  Designed 
to hang items from the 
metal gridwork of sus-
pended ceilings, but can 
also be used on other 
metal surfaces.  Each 
hook measures 7/8 x 1" 
and will hold up to 20 lbs.
DM-735000 
Each ..................... 19.95

Metal Suspended 
Ceiling Hooks
2-Count Package
White coated metal 
hooks for hanging 
signs, decorations, 
plants and more from 
suspended ceilings.  
Hold up to 30 lbs.
BAU-54510 Each ................................3.49
 

Ceiling Hanglers™
Grid Clips
10-Count Package—A fast 
and simple way to hang stu-
dent projects and classroom 
decorations from your sus-
pended ceiling without caus-
ing any damage!  Simply 
twist onto your ceiling grid.  
Each Hangler features a 
twist-on grid clip with a plas-
tic white clothespin attached 
by a 48" long, coated string.  
Adjust the length by wrapping 
extra string around the ceiling 
attachment.
STW-33032 Each ..............9.99

StikkiHooks
4-Count Package
Great for lockers, 
doors and cabinets. 
Stick to any surface 
such as cinder 
block, plaster, peg-
board, concrete, 
metal, glass, wall-
paper, tile and 
more. Removable 
and reusable adhe-
sive never dries out 
and is waterproof. 
Each holds up to 
1/2 lb. Package of 
four white hooks.
STW-03020 Each ................................3.99

Charles Leonard™ Magnetic
Spring Clip
Bull dog clip mounted on a 1-1/4" circular 
disc magnet.  Great for attaching papers to 
magnetic or metal surfaces.
CLI-68512 Each ......................... .89
 24 or More, Each...... .79

Learning 
Resources®

Super Strong 
Magnetic Clips
4-Count Package
Colorful magnetic 
clips are terrific for 
attaching papers to 
any magnetic sur-
face.  These strong 
clips can hold up to 50 sheets of paper at a time.  
1-1/2" in diameter.  Assorted colors.
LER2692 Each ..............................19.99

Learning Resources®

Magnet Hooks
5-Count Package—Free 
up more space on counter-
tops or in desks by storing 
materials on metal filing 
cabinets and other magnet-
ic surfaces - even suspended 
ceiling grids!  Circular, metal hooks measure 
1-1/4" in diameter and hold up to 13 pounds 
each.  White.
LER2698 Each ..............................15.99
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Ashley® Ledge Hooks
4-Count Package—Easily hang lightweight 
charts and more with ledge hooks.  5" hooks can 
be placed on your chalkboard or white board 
ledge to hang pocket charts, posters and more.
ASH-50115 Each ................................9.99 

Command™ Designer Hooks
Perfect for hanging lightweight objects such as 
calendars, classroom decorations and more on 
office or classroom walls and boards.  Mounting 
adhesive holds securely yet when properly 
removed, hooks come off cleanly without surface 
damage.  Hooks can be reused with a new 
Command adhesive strip.  Each package contains 
two Command adhesive strips per hook.
 Style Each
3M-17082 1 lb., 2 hooks 4.79
3M-17081 3 lb., 2 hooks  4.79
3M-17083 5 lb., 1 hook 4.79

Command™ 
Wire Hooks
2-Count Package
Hooks leave no surface 
damage and are reus-
able, creating an easy 
and affordable way to 
organize and decorate!   
The mounting adhe-
sive holds firmly and 
removes cleanly.  Hook 
may be reused with a 
new adhesive strip.   
Includes two wire 
hooks and four 
Command adhesive 
strips, hooks hold up to 3 lbs. each.
3M-17068 Each ................................5.49

Charles Leonard™ Round Magnets
30-Count Package—Ideal for office and school!  
Each package includes 12 small, 12 medium and 
six large magnets in assorted bright colors.                  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
CLI-35930 Each ................................6.99 
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Ideal For Sorting!
ACCO® Rubber Bands

75-Count Package
Thick, durable rubber 
bands are perfect for 

tie-dyeing shirts as well as 
organizing smaller craft and 
office supplies such as pencils, 
pens, markers and more.  
Bright, assorted colors.
Q-71750 
Each .............................. 3.99

NEW

ACCO® Rubber 
Band Ball

Replace ordi-
nary rubber 
bands with 

the rubber band ball. 
Ball contains approx-
imately 270 rubber 
bands in assorted 
colors, each mea-
sures approximately 
6-1/2" in circumference.
Q-72153 Each ................................8.99

NEW
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Display Artwork Without Tacks, Pins or Tape!
Ghent® Hold-Up® Strips
An attractive way to display artwork 
without tacks, push pins or tape.  
Clear front lets paper show through 
without damaging projects.  Attach 
to the top of marker boards to dis-
play visual aids.  Comes with double-sided 
adhesive tape on all pieces for easy attachment 
to most surfaces.  Can also be attached to walls 
with flat head screws (not included).  Feature a 
1-year manufacturer's warranty.  Do not qualify 
for free shipping.
 Length Quantity Carton
GHE-H1212 12" 12 98.50
GHE-H186 18" 6 69.75
GHE-H246 24" 6 78.95
GHE-H366 36" 6 98.50
GHE-H486 48" 6 129.75
GHE-H606 60" 6 168.50
GHE-H722 72" 2 89.75
GHE-H962 96" 2 108.75

Ghent® Map/Display Rails
Satin-finish, aluminum rail with an extra-thick cork 
posting surface that won't shrink.  1" wide.  Comes 
with a 1-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  
Mounting hardware not included.  Do not qualify 
for free shipping.  Items with an * must ship 
truck freight.  6 ft. carton of 48 weighs 45 lbs., 8 
ft. carton of 48 weighs 55 lbs.
Cartons of 6 Length Each
GHE-MR46 4 ft. 158.75
GHE-MR66 6 ft. 168.50
GHE-MR86 8 ft. 228.75

   Save With
Cartons of 48 Length Each Vol. Disc.
GHE-MR448 4 ft. 928.00 ($92.80)
GHE-MR648* 6 ft. 1,294.00 ($129.40)
GHE-MR848* 8 ft. 1,640.00 ($164.00)

Beautiful Aluminum
With A Satin Finish!

Won't 
Damage 
Papers!

Flipside Cork Message Bars
3-Count Package—Attach notes, reminders, lists and more to these cork strips.  Great for message 
centers.  Includes three cork strips, each measures 2" tall by 20" long.
FPI-10060 Each ................................................................................................................5.69

VELCRO® Brand 
Sticky Back™ Coins
10-Set Packages—Use these coins to add 
a simple closure.  Adhesive-backed circles 
measure 5/8" in diameter.  10 sets of hooks 
and loops.
VUI-90971 Black
VUI-90972 White
Each ..................................................3.99
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Hygloss
Self-Adhesive 
Magnetic Coins
100-Count Package
Magnet circles have 
self-adhesive backing 
for easy craft use.  
3/4" in diameter.  
Perfect for lightweight 
projects and decora-
tions.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for chil-
dren under 3 years.
HY-61400 Each ................................6.99

Magnet Source™
Neodymium Disc 
Magnets
3-Count Package
Made from the strongest 
permanent magnet 
material on the market 
today.  Use for practically 
any light, medium or 
heavy-duty project, 
where super strong pull 
force is required.  
Extremely strong mag-
nets.  Not for use with children. 
MMS-07047 Each ..............................11.59

Magnet Source™
Ceramic Disc Magnets
40-Count Package—Perfect for do-it-yourself 
projects.  Glue to the back of any light to medium-
weight item.  Magnets measure 1/2" in diameter 
and are 3/16" thick. 
MMS-07048 Each ................................8.29

Magnet Source™
Ceramic Disc Magnets
10-Count Package—Perfect for any light to 
medium-weight items.  Attach with regular or hot 
glue.  Magnets measure 1/2" in diameter and are 
3/16" thick. 
MMS-07002 Each ................................3.39

Magnet Source™
Magnet Tape 
With Adhesive
Flexible magnetic strips 
with adhesive are great 
for making small and 
lightweight projects 
magnetic.  Tape cuts eas-
ily with scissors.  Just 
peel off the adhesive 
liner and apply.  Perfect 
for the home, studio and 
office as well as crafts.  
Rolls measure 10 feet 
long. Size Each
MMS-07012 1/2" 5.99
MMS-07019 1" 11.99

Dowling 
Magnets®

Adhesive 
Magnet 
Tape
Magnetize art 
projects, pho-
tos, crafts, light-
weight items 
and much more.  Dispenser has serrated edge for 
easy tearing.  Magnetic tape measures 3/4" wide 
by 25 ft. 
DM-735001 Each ................................9.95

VELCRO® Brand Sticky Back™ Tape
Adhesive-backed VELCRO at your fingertips.  
Rolled for easy access and convenient storage.  
Package includes both the hook and loop fasten-
ers.  3/4" wide, 6 ft. long.
VUI-90975 Black
VUI-90976 White
Each .........................................................12.49
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Hayes Art Achievement  
Certificates
30-Count Packages—Terrific, inexpensive 
awards!  Perfect for end-of-the-year ceremonies 
or art shows.  Each measures 8-1/2 x 11".
 Style Each
H-VA570 Contemporary Crayon 6.99
H-VA270CL Traditional Palette 5.79

Happy Birthday Pencils
A nice, easy way to celebrate a student's special 
day.  Standard size, #2 pencils with round barrels.  
Latex-free erasers.
A JRM-7940 Happy Birthday Glitz
B JRM-7904 Happy Birthday
Each ..............................................................35
12 or More, Each (one style) ........................30

A

B

Diploma Mill Award Ribbons
Value Packs - Ten ribbons in each package.  Measure 1-5/8 x 6-1/4".
A DIP-VP01 1st Place - Blue 
B DIP-VP02 2nd Place - Red
C DIP-VP03 3rd Place - White
Each ...........................................................................................................................................6.59
Single Rosettes - Measure 6-1/2 x 3-1/4".
D DIP-RS45 1st Place - Blue 
E DIP-RS46 2nd Place - Red
F DIP-RS47 3rd Place - White
Each ...........................................................................................................................................4.99

Art Ribbon Value Packs
10-Count Packages—Ideal for participation awards.  
  Style Size Each
G DIP-VP55 Great Artist Award 1-5/8 x 6-1/4" 6.59
H AU30115 Art Achievement 2x8" 6.95
I AU30447 Art Award 1-5/8 x 4" 5.99

A B C
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Inexpensive, Functional 
Incentives! 

TREND® Certificates of Achievement
30-Count Package—Traditional, dignified design 
for special occasions.  Keepsake quality paper 
features initial letter and border, and an imprinted 
seal of excellence.  Printer-compatible.  
Certificates measure 8-1/2 x 11".
T-2562 Each ................................6.99 

JM Certificate Holders
5-Count Packages—Holds 8-1/2 x 11" certifi-
cates securely.  Can be used either vertically or 
horizontally.  Features a linen-finish texture and 
gold accents on the cover. 
 Style Each
DUO-055 Black 13.95
DUO-235 Blue 13.95

TREND® Super Stars & Smiles 
Sticker Pad
738-Count Package—5-3/4 x 9-1/2" pad.  
Sticker sizes are approximate and range from 1/2" 
in diameter to 1-1/2 x 2-1/2".
T-5010 Each ................................6.99 

Time Timer PLUS 60-Minute Timer
No ticking, no distractions and no setup required!  
Lens protects the lightweight, anti-static red disk.  
Includes volume control for the optional audible 
signal when time has expired.  Molded ABS plastic 
with a carrying handle at the top.  Measures 
5-1/2 x 7".  Requires 1 AA battery, sold separately.
TIME-41914 Each ..............................40.95

Hygloss Call Bell
A great way to get the attention of a class or 
group, or to signal the end of an activity.  Creates 
a clear, crisp ring tone.  Durable metal call bell 
measures 3-1/2" in diameter.
HY-61500 Each ................................6.49 
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BiC® Round 
Stic® Xtra Life 
Ball Pens
Write the first time, 
every single time!  
Affordable, general 
purpose ball pens 
with lightweight, 
round barrels.    On 
average, they write 90% longer 
than other popular brands.  
Medium points.  Available in 
packages of 12, 60 and 240.  
Assorted package of 240 includes 
black, blue and red colors.
12-Count Packages 

BIC-20119 Black
BIC-20120 Blue
BIC-20118 Red
Each ...........................................2.19
60-Count Boxes
BIC-13162 Black 
BIC-13161 Blue 
Each ...........................................8.99
240-Count Boxes - (Not shown.)
BIC-53140 Black
BIC-53139 Assorted
Each .................................................................................................31.29 uni-ball® Pens

Durable, brass-point rollers write smoothly and consistently without smear-
ing.  Fine tip is 0.7mm and micro tip is 0.5mm.  Black ink.
S-60101 Fine Tip  S-60151 Micro Tip
Each ..........................1.49; 12 or More, Each (one style) .................1.39

uni-ball® Vision™ Rollerball Pens
Fine quality rollerball pens with scratch-free writing.  Ink is waterproof, 
quick-drying and non-fading.  Fine tips are 0.7mm; micro tips are 0.5mm.
 Fine Tip Micro Tip
Black S-60126 S-60106
Blue S-60134 S-60108
Red S-60139 S-60117
Each ..........................2.79; 12 or More, Each (one color & style) ....2.59

uni-ball® Signo® 307™ Gel Pen
"Uni Super Ink" is specially formulated to protect against check and docu-
ment fraud.  Retractable pen comes with comfort grip and features smooth, 
skip-free writing, even on glossy paper.  Black, 0.7mm tip.
S-006940 Each .................. 2.69; 12 or More, Each ................2.49

uni-ball® Jetstream™ 101 Rollerball Pens
Ideal for left-handed writers, the quick-drying ink helps prevent smearing!  
Writes like a gel pen, but dries like a ballpoint pen.  Feature "uni Super Ink" 
technology that helps prevent check and document fraud.  Water-resistant, 
acid-free and non-fading ink.  Bold, 1.0mm points. 
S-1768011 Black S-1768012 Blue
Each ..........................1.59; 12 or More, Each (one color) ................1.49

BiC® Round Stic Grip™ Xtra Comfort Pens
8-Count Package—Grooved finger grip for comfort and control.  Designed 
for long-lasting dependability.  Brass medium points, with tungsten carbide 
balls.  Black ink.
BIC-13728 Each ........................................................................2.79

Geddes 6-Color Retractable Pen
Six colors in one pen!  Press the buttons to switch between colors.  Includes 
black, blue, green, orange, purple and red ink.  Barrel color may vary.
GED-66685 Each ........................................................................1.69

Sharpie 
Quality In 
Bold, Gel
Ink Pens!

Sharpie®

S-Gel Pens
The power of 
Sharpie is now in a 
gel pen.  Intensely 
bold, gel ink colors 
offer a smooth writ-
ing experience, 
without smearing or 
bleeding.  Pens fea-
ture a contoured 
rubber grip.  
Medium, 0.7mm 
tips are retractable, 
so there are no caps 
to lose. 
Individual Pen - Black ink.
S-2096180 Each ..................... 1.59; 36 or More, Each .............1.49
4-Count Set - Includes one red, one blue and two black pens.
S-2096174 Each ........................................................................8.99
4-Color Set - Includes one each of black, blue, green and red pens.
S-2126233 Each ........................................................................8.99
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BiC® Clic Stic® Ball Pens
24-Count Package—Writing is smooth and precise with the Clic Stic.  
Tungsten carbide ball with a medium, 1.0mm brass point.  Plus, it's retract-
able, so there are no caps to lose.  Black ink.
BIC-19648 Each ......................................................................14.69

General Purpose Pens 
Offer Extra Long Writing!
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Clean, Smooth Writing!

Sharpie® Pens
4-Count Package—The quality 
expected of a Sharpie, in a conve-
nient, handwriting pen body.  The no-bleed-
through, non-feathering formula is smear-
resistant on most papers when dry.  Permanent, 
black ink is quick-drying, water-resistant and 
acid-free, making these pens a great option for 
journaling, scrapbooking and line drawn illustra-
tions.  Fine point felt tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
S-1742661 Each ................................8.99
 12 or More, Each.............8.49

Smooth Like A Gel, 
Control Like A Ballpoint!
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Find Your Favorite Classroom & Educational Items 
Online At UnitedNow.com!

Classroom Decoratives
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BiC® Cristal® Xtra Bold Ballpoint Pens
Cristal pens offer clean, smooth writing.  The fun 
colors and bold, 1.6mm tips make vivid lines that 
stand out on the page.  The color of the cap 
matches the color of the ink.  Translucent barrels 
allow you to see how much ink is left, and hex-
agonal shape prevents pens from rolling off the 
table.
8-Color Set - Eight assorted colors.
BIC-19627 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79
24-Color Set - Assorted colors, assortment may 
vary.
BIC-18838 Each ................................6.39

Pentel GlideWrite™ Ballpoint Pens
14-Count Package—Advanced, break-
through ink formula is a super low viscos-
ity ink that ensures smooth, easy writing.  

Latex-free colored grips are contoured for 
remarkable comfort and control during extended 
writing sessions.  White barrel with colored grip 
and plunger matching ink.  1.0mm metal tip 
writes clean, medium width lines with no skipping 
or smudging.  Assorted colors.
PEN-28177 Each ..............................22.59

BiC® Gel-Ocity™ Gel Pens
Quality gel ink in a retractable pen.  Dries quickly, 
so there is less smearing.  Offers super smooth 
writing, with a comfortable, full grip barrel.  
Terrific for drawing, writing, doodling and more.  
Medium point.
Black Style Each
BIC-35566 2-Count 4.29
BIC-35389 8-Count 13.59
4-Color Set - Includes one each of black, blue, 
green and red.
BIC-35584 Each ................................7.99
8-Color Set - Eight assorted colors.  Great for color 
coding.
BIC-35565 Each ..............................13.59

Sharpie Designed 
Specifically For Writing!

Calendars & Cover-Ups

Educational Games Pocket Charts & Accessories 

Planning & Grading

Books & Resources

Look for the NEW
symbol and discover
our new products!

NEW

NEW
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Bostitch® 42100
Deluxe Hand-Held Stapler
Palm-sized stapler with soft rubber cap is 
convenient to handle and comfortable to 
use.  Includes anchor holes for securing to 
a desk.  Uses a half-strip of standard-size 
staples.  Visual staple reload alert window 
reveals level of staple supply.  Staples up to 
20 sheets of paper.
BOS-42100 Each ..................... 12.69

Swingline® Standard Staples
5000-Count Package—Standard staples for any 
regular stapler.  Chisel pointed for easy penetra-
tion.  5000 staples per box; 210 staples per strip.
Q-35108 Each ................................2.39
 10 or More, Each.............2.19

Bostitch® Standard Staples
5000-Count Package—Premium quality, 1/4" 
staples fit any standard stapler.  Chisel pointed.  
BOS-00712 Each ................................1.99
 10 or More, Each.............1.79

Bostitch® High Capacity 
Compact Stapler
Heavy duty performance in a small, sleek size.  
Ideal for classroom and personal use as it opens 
for bulletin board tacking and crafting needs.  The 
compact stapler has a glossy finish and stands 
vertically or horizontally to save precious desktop 
space. Uses standard staples.  Staples up to 40 
sheets of paper.
BOS-03036 Each ..............................14.99

Standard-Size Staples
Fit In Most Staplers!

Staple Up To
40 Sheets!

Swingline® Optima 40®

Combines jam-free flat clinch technology 
and 40-sheet capacity.  Quietly attach 
documents from 2-40 sheets with stan-
dard size staples.  Stapling is up to 50% 
easier than a conventional stapler.  
QuickLoad magazine allows staple strips 
to be easily loaded at the front of the 
stapler.  Durable metal construction.  
Does not open for tacking on bulletin 
boards.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's 
warranty.
Q-87845 Each ..............................................................................................................42.99

Swingline® 747®

Classic Stapler
This workhorse stapler brings you solid 
and consistent performance that makes 
it an industry standard.  Staples up to 20 
sheets of paper.  All-metal construction 
stapler.  Positive locking latch secures 
staple position.  Easily opens for tacking 
on bulletin boards or other vertical sur-
faces.  Adjusts to allow staples to bend 
inward or outward.  Holds a full strip of 
standard staples.  Comes with a lifetime 
limited manufacturer's warranty.
Q-74701 Each ..............................................................................................................26.39

Bostitch® B440
Classic Desktop Stapler
All-metal construction for superior per-
formance and durability.  Convenient 
window allows you to see when staple 
supply is getting low.  Adjusts to allow 
staples to bend inward or outward.  
Opens for tacking on bulletin boards or  
for craft use.  Takes a full strip of stan-
dard staples.  Features a lifetime manu-
facturer's warranty.
BOS-05006 Each ..............................................................................................................13.59

Bostitch® B515
All-Metal Desktop Stapler
Durable, all-steel design with rubber 
base pad and staple supply indicator.  
Versatile, dual clinch system easily 
adjusts with just a simple twist so sta-
ples can be bent inward or outward.  
Opens for tacking on bulletin boards or 
other vertical surfaces.  Uses a full strip 
of standard staples.  Lifetime manufac-
turer's warranty.
BOS-00706 Each ................................................................................................................9.59

The Classics Staple Remover
Pinch-type staple remover features "jaws" that 
loosen metal tines, so unwanted staples can be 
quickly discarded.  Color varies.
TPG-136 Each ................................1.99

The Classics
Long Handle Staple Remover
A safe and hassle-free way to remove staples 
without tearing the paper or surface.  Simply slide 
the metal tip under the bent points and pry open.  
Long handle has ridges to prevent slipping.  Also 
great for cleanly removing staples on flat surfaces 
such as bulletin boards.  Color varies.  4-1/2" 
long.
TPG-138 Each ................................2.39
 12 or More, Each.............1.99
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Bostitch® B440LR Long Reach Stapler
12" stapler allows stapling in the center of large sheets for binding booklets.  Adjustable paper stop 
features English and metric rulers for stapling a variety of paper sizes.  Spring-loaded staple pusher 
locks for easy loading.  Uses standard staples.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.
A BOS-00443 Each ..............................................................................................................38.99 

Bostitch® B310HDS Heavy-Duty Stapler
A tough stapler that easily handles up to 120 sheets of 20 lb. paper at one time.  Features an adjustable 
paper stop that has both English and metric rulers for accurate placement.  Uses 3/8" heavy-duty sta-
ples.  Non-slip base.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.
B BOS-05030 Each ..............................................................................................................46.99

Heavy-Duty Staples
1000 heavy-duty staples per box.  3/8".
C BOS-00917 Each ................................................................................................................5.39

Heavy-Duty Stapler 
Attaches Up To 

120 Sheets!

Long 
Reach Stapler 

Staples Booklets! A
B

Littleshooter® Light-Duty Stapler
Durable staple gun for arts and crafts or light 
classroom use.  Easy-to-squeeze handle requires 
less force than larger staple guns.  All-steel con-
struction with chrome-plated finish and simple 
drop-in loading.  Accepts most manufacturer's 
staples.
SUR-5580 Each ..............................13.49

#3 Light Duty Staples
1000 per box.  Great for home and craft use.  
Can be used in most staple guns.
 Size Each
SUR-55114 1/4" 1.59
SUR-55116 5/16" 1.75

#4 Heavy Duty Staples
1250 per box.  Can be used in most staple 
guns. Size Each
SUR-55516 5/16" 2.69
SUR-55012 1/2" 3.49

C

StikkiClips
20-Count Package—A popular accessory 
for hanging items in the classroom, at home 
or in the office.  White plastic clips feature a 
wax backing that sticks to almost any sur-
face and are reusable!  Simply slide sheets 
of paper in and out of the prong to hang.  
Clips measure 3/4 x 1/2".
STW-220 Each ....................... 6.79

StikkiWax 
Dots
50-Count 
Package
"StikkiWax" 
dots are waterproof, non-toxic and won't 
dry out.  Wax-based formula means no 
chemical residue is left on papers or wall 
surfaces.  The colorless, reusable adhesive is 
formed into convenient circles, great for replacing 
the wax on StikkiClips.
STW-02050 Each ................................4.69

StikkiWax Sticks
6-Count Package
Use to hold posters, 
maps, decorations and 
much more!  Wax-
based, removable for-
mula means no chemi-
cal residue is left on 
wall or paper surfaces.  
Colorless, reusable 
compound never dries 
out.  Sticks measure 
2-5/8 x 3/8".
STW-02000 Each ................................4.69

Command™ Adhesive Poster Strips
48-Count Package—Classroom decorating is 
easier with Command Adhesive!  Poster strips 
provide a solution to nearly every mounting proj-
ect.  Easy to apply and remove.  Simply grab the 
tab and slowly stretch it straight down against the 
wall.  Only the adhesive comes off; paint or plas-
ter stays put, without any sticky or oily residue.  
Perfect for hanging decorations, student work and 
more.  48 strips, each measures 5/8 x 1-3/4".
3M-84764 Each ..............................10.59
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Proshooter® 
All-In-1 Heavy-Duty Stapler

Use any brand or size of heavy-duty staples!  
Never buy the wrong staple again!  Powerful sta-
ple gun with a matte black, non-slip handle.  Easy 
drop-in loading with viewing window that lets you 
see when supply is low.  Uses 1/4" thru 9/16" 
staples.  
SUR-5650 Each ..............................22.59
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Won't Damage Surfaces!
Elmer's®

Tac 'N 
Stik 
Reusable
Poster 
Tack
Removable 
and reusable 
blue adhe-
sive gets rid 
of the need 
for tape or 
thumb tacks.  
Wo n d e r f u l 
for holding 
posters, cal-
endars and 
artwork on 
walls and 
windows.  Acid-free formula leaves 
behind less residue, so it will not 
harm documents.  Formulated so 
that it will not dry out.  56 grams per pack-
age.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
E-E1531 Each ................................2.79

StikkiTACK™ 
Removable
& Reusable 
Putty
Non-toxic putty is 
excellent for hang-
ing papers, post-
ers, photos and 
more.  Simply 
remove a small 
portion, knead and 
roll it with your 
fingers, attach to 
object and mount.  
Adheres to wood, 
tile, metal, plastic, 
cinder block, drywall and more.  To remove, care-
fully peel putty away from surface.  Reusable 
putty never dries out.  2 oz. per package.
SUR-ST80W Each ................................1.99

Scotch® 
Removable 
Poster Tape
Hang paper and 
l i g h t w e i g h t 
objects weigh-
ing up to 1/4 lb.  
Sticks on 
smooth surfaces 
such as wood 
walls or doors, 
tile, glass and 
painted walls.  
Not recom-
mended for use on delicate surfaces or walls 
painted with flat paint.  Removes easily from most 
surfaces without mess or damage to either sur-
face.  Peel off liner to reveal double-sided adhe-
sive.  3/4 x 150" roll.
3M-109 Each ................................6.99

Scotch Mount™
Urethane Foam Tape
When you adhere things with this permanent 
tape, they definitely stay stuck!  A little goes a 
long way.  Securely mounts even heavy items to 
rough or slick surfaces.  The bond strength actu-
ally increases with age.  Temperature-resistant 
and solvent-resistant.  1/16" thick, padded ure-
thane foam tape has adhesive on both sides.
 Size Each
3M-06453 1/2" x 36 yards 84.95
3M-06454 3/4" x 36 yards 88.95

Urethane Foam Tape—For 
An Extra-Strong Bond!

Mavalus® Mounting Foam Tape
It sticks, it stays, it peels away!  A general pur-
pose, double-sided adhesive foam tape. Ideal for 
mounting and bonding papers, photos and other 
lightweight objects to any smooth surface.  Holds 
securely.  Removes easily and cleanly.  Roll mea-
sures 3/4 x 120" and has a  3" core.
MAV-3410 Each ................................4.99
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Scotch®

Removable Wall Mounting Tabs
480-Count Package—A quick, easy way to 
mount lightweight objects on hard-to-stick sur-
faces like cinder block, cement or concrete walls!  
Double-stick foam tabs hold securely, plus remove 
easily without damaging surfaces.  Use 22 tabs to 
hang items weighing up to 1 lb.  1/2 x 3/4" tabs.
3M-69155 Each ..............................16.59

Scotch® Indoor Mounting Squares
16-Count Package—Hang posters, signs and 
other materials easily!  Delivers a strong, perma-
nent bond on contact.  Ideal for use indoors on 
finished or painted surfaces, metal, glass, tile and 
more.  Holds 1 lb. per 4" of tape.  Double-sided 
foam squares measure 1". 
3M-111 Each ................................2.79

Scotch Mount™ 
Indoor Mounting Tape
Whether you're creating a gallery wall or affixing 
the family chore chart, easily hang items, even on 
rough surfaces.  Strong, double-sided foam tape 
provides a permanent, secure hold.  For indoor 
use on painted drywall, finished wood, metal, 
acrylic, tile and glass.  To hold 1 lb. use 3" of tape.  
To hold 15 lb. use 45" of tape.  Roll measures 1/2 
x 80".
3M-110 Each ................................4.99

Convenient, Permanent 
Mounting Squares!
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Scotch®

Removable Mounting Squares
16-Count Package—Durable, removable, dou-
ble-sided foam squares.  Use eight squares to 
hang items weighing up to 1 lb.  1" squares.
3M-108 Each ................................2.99

Mavalus Tape Holds 
Securely, Yet Removes 
Cleanly From Surfaces!

NEW
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Scotch® #665 
Double Sided Permanent Tape
Transparent, permanent tape conveniently 
adheres papers, craft items and much more.  
Provides super bonding strength for light to 
heavy materials.  Double-sided adhesive 
tape is photo-safe so it's an ideal choice for 
archival projects.  1/2" wide.
Plastic Dispenser Length Each
3M-136 250" 3.59
3M-137 450" 5.69
3" Core - Two rolls, 36 yards each.  
3M-02019 Each ................ 21.99

Scotch® 
Double Sided 
Permanent Tape
This double-sided, 
permanent tape is 
perfect for creating 
memory books, 
photo albums, deco-
rative crafts and 
much more.  It is 
independently labora-
tory-tested to be safe for 
use on both back and front sides of photos.  
Features an easy-peel liner, so you can make sure 
items line up correctly before exposing the sec-
ond side of adhesive.  Acid-free roll in a plastic 
dispenser.  Measures 1/2 x 300".
3M-002 Each ................................9.99

Scotch® 
Double Sided 
Removable Tape
Transparent tape 
sticks firmly, yet is 
easily removed and 
repositioned.  Each 
side is sticky, making 
it great for tempo-
rary tacking.  Photo-
safe.  Roll measures 
3/4 x 400".
3M-667 Each ................................7.99

Surebonder®

Dot Runner
Clear, acid-free, photo-
safe and easy to 
use. Convenient 
dot pattern glides 
on smoothly with 
no stringing or 
breaking.  Initially 
reposit ionable, 
then sets to a permanent bond.  Tape measures 
approximately 1/3" x 9.84 yards.
SUR-DR300 Each ................................1.95
 12 or More, Each.............1.85

Ta
pe

Glue Dots® Mini Dots™
300-Count Package—Bonds instantly with no 
liquid glue mess!  Unroll double-sided, clear adhe-
sive dots and apply them directly to the item, then 
peel away backing paper and attach.  Super-sticky 
and great for crafts.  Strong, permanent bond on 
virtually any surface.  Acid-free, 3/16" diameter 
dots are safe for use on photos.  Non-toxic, con-
forms to ASTM D4236.  1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not for children under 3 
years.
GD-32794 Each ................................5.99

Scotch® ATG #700 Adhesive 
Applicator Gun
Pull the trigger of this professional applicator to 
accurately roll out continuous strips of strong, 
instant-bonding, non-archival adhesive.  See-
through cover shows the amount of tape remain-
ing.  (Tape sold separately.)
3M-700 Each ..............................98.50

Scotch® Adhesive Transfer Tape
Fast, strong, thin, instant-bonding adhesive.  
Won’t deteriorate.  Use in adhesive applicator gun 
sold above.
 Size Each
3M-05865 1/2" x 36 yards 16.59
3M-05866 3/4" x 36 yards 19.95

Handy Dispenser Filled With
Craft Glue Dots!

Glue Dots® Removable Dots™
600-Count Package—Double-sided, 1/2" adhe-
sive dots.  Ideal for hanging lightweight items.  
Clear circles remove easily and won't leave any 
residue.  Perforated sheet for easy distribution 
and use.  Acid-free, non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
GD-08388 Each ..............................16.79

Mini Dots For Small Crafts!

Glue Dots® 
Craft Dots™ Dispenser
200-Count Package—3/8" diameter, double-
sided permanent glue dots in an easy-to-use dis-
penser.  Protective cap for when not in use.  Clear, 
multipurpose craft dots are formulated to stick to 
a variety of materials including paper, plastic, 
glass, wood and foam.  Acid-free, non-toxic and 
safe to use on photos.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
GD-04484T Each ................................8.39

Glue Dots® Craft Dots™ Value Pack
600-Count Package—Faster and safer than hot 
glue!  No mess - simply unroll the double-sided 
adhesive dots and apply them directly to the item, 
then peel away backing paper and attach for a 
permanent bond.  Multipurpose craft dots are 
formulated to stick to all kinds of materials 
including paper, plastic, wood and foam.  Acid-
free.  1/2" diameter dots.  Non-toxic, conforms to 
ASTM D4236.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
GD-08961 Each ..............................12.99
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Use Colored Duct 
Tape For Crafts

& More!
Duck Tape®

Web Project 168  High perfor-
mance strength and adhesion.  
Excellent for repairs, color-cod-
ing, fashion, crafting and imagina-
tive projects.  Tears easily without 
curling.  Works best on dry, clean 
surfaces.  Great on paper, plastic, 
wood, metal, fabric, cardboard, 
itself and more!  Make dozens of 
useful items or use as a collage 
material.  1.88" wide.  20 yards on 
a 3" core.
STB-3701 Yellow
STB-3506 Red
STB-3508 Purple
STB-3703 Blue
STB-3520 Electric Blue
STB-3700 Green
STB-3507 White
STB-3505 Black
Each ...........................................................................................................................................6.99

Tartan™ Box 
Sealing Tape
Economical seal-
ing and box tape.  
Transparent tape 
adheres instantly 
to a variety of 
surfaces.  Edges 
resist splitting 
and tearing.  Roll 
measures 2" wide, 54 
yards long.  3" core.
3M-3710C Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.69

Scotch® Box Sealing 
Tape Dispenser
Lightweight, refill-
able plastic dis-
penser fea-
tures metal 
"teeth" for 
clean cuts.  
Holds rolls 
up to 2" 
wide, 60 
yards long on a 
3" core.  Color var-
ies.  (Tape sold separately.)
3M-06996 Each ................................9.59

Scotch® Heavy Duty 
Shipping 
Packaging Tape
Clear tape sticks 
securely.  Roll mea-
sures 1.88" wide by 
22.2 yards long.  
1-1/2" core.  Plastic 
dispenser  with metal 
teeth for easy, clean 
cutting.  Refillable.
3M-142 Each...... 4.99

White Duct Tape Is
Terrific For Labeling!

Shurtape® PC 600
White Cloth Duct Tape
Versatile, general-purpose, white duct tape is 
easy to tear.  Accepts pen and marker.  2" x 60 
yards long.  3" core.
STI-200547 Each ..............................12.99

Mavalus Tape®

You won't believe 
this "mavalus" 
tape.  It sticks 
to almost any 
surface where 
other tapes 
fail, such as 
plaster, drywall, 
brick and even 
damp cinder 
blocks!  It's cre-
ated with an 
incredibly superior adhesive called maval that 
removes cleanly and easily without leaving a resi-
due.  Great for hanging items without damaging 
either the walls or the item.  3/4" wide and 27 ft. 
long.  1" core.
MAV-1034 White MAV-10345 Green
MAV-10343 Yellow MAV-10344     Blue
MAV-10342 Red
Each ...........................................................4.79

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our

Creativity 
Street® 
Wooden 
Tape Stand
Don't mess around 
with twisted tape rolls any 
more!  Simply thread your tape onto 
this 1-1/4" dowel and dispense oversized rolls 
with ease.  Wooden stand features an acrylic ser-
rated cutting edge that smoothly cuts tape at the 
desired length.  Stand measures 9-3/8 x 6".  
(Tape sold separately.)  
C-3861 Each ..............................41.99

Stand Shown With 
& Without Tape

Champion Sports Floor Tape
Floor Tape is an affordable solution to easily trans-
form your gym, hallways or classroom floor!  
Place the tape in straight lines or curves to set 
boundaries, game lines and more.  Tough vinyl 
holds up to foot traffic and equipment.  Removes 
cleanly without scuffing floors.  1" x 36 yards per 
roll.  3" core.
CSP-00032 Black CSP-00036 Red
CSP-00033 Blue CSP-00037 White
CSP-00034 Green CSP-00038 Yellow
CSP-00035 Orange CSP-01189 Purple
Each ...........................................................5.99
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Shurtape® VP 410
Colored Vinyl Tape
Multipurpose vinyl tape.  Waterproof and 
stretchy, it accepts permanent marker.  Non-
corrosive, natural rubber adhesive.  Available 
in white or black.  1.97" x 36 yards per roll.  
3" core.

WARNING: This product contains 
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP), 

which is known to the State of California to 
cause cancer. For more information go to: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
STI-202793 White
STI-202810 Black
Each ..................................................8.99
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Shurtape® CP 83 Utility Grade Masking Tape
Web Project 233  Perfect for the budget-minded, this multi-
purpose tape provides a secure hold on a variety of projects.  
Whether you are packing things for storing, labeling materials, or 
masking parts of your project to avoid over-spray, this utility-
grade, crepe masking tape is a terrific choice.  Rubber-based 
adhesive provides a moderately high tack for lasting hold.  Also 
great to use with paper mache to reinforce base models and 
molds.  Rolls measure 60 yards, 3" diameter core.  Natural color.
 Size Each 12/Ea
STI-100455 1/2" 2.29 2.15
STI-100486 3/4" 2.59 2.45
STI-100530 1" 3.39 3.19

Scotch® #234 All-Purpose Masking Tape
Medium tack, adhesive tape for masking areas for painting 
and more.  #234 masking tape is not quite as sticky as 
#2600 masking tape, so it can be easily removed.  
60-yard rolls on a 3" diameter core.
A Size Each
3M-02980 1/2" 8.99
3M-02981 3/4" 11.99
3M-02982 1" 17.99
3M-02983 1-1/2" 24.99
3M-04244 2" 34.99 
3M-02985 3" 41.95

A B

B Size Each Quantities
3M-83431 1/2" 1.89 18/Each ... 1.69
3M-83432 3/4" 2.29 12/Each ... 1.99
3M-83433 1" 2.99 9/Each ..... 2.79
3M-83434 1-1/2" 4.29 6/Each ..... 3.99
3M-83435 2" 5.49 6/Each ..... 4.99

3M™ #2600 Masking Tape
A school favorite for years!  Extra-sticky adhesive 
holds paper and cardboard to most concrete 
block walls.  Not recommended for masking paint 
because it may damage the surface when it is 
removed.   60-yard rolls, 3" diameter core.

Shurtape® FP 227
Printable White Artist Tape
White paper tape features a smooth, write-on 
surface.  Tape has moderate tack, rubber-based 
adhesive that lifts easily without damaging  sur-
faces.  Great for masking canvas or paper to keep 
edges clean.  Readily accepts marker.  Also works 
well for labeling portfolio work.  Roll measures 1" 
x 60 yards on a 3" core.
A STI-202086 Each ..............................13.99

Shurtape® CP 27
14-Day ShurRELEASE®

Blue Painter's Tape
Creates clean, crisp paint lines.  Can be adhered 
to glass, vinyl and wood; or wherever clean 
removal is required after up to 14 days, even with 
exposure to direct sunlight!  Tape should be 
stored in a cool, dry area away from direct sun-
light and should be used within 12 months of date 
of shipment.  Surfaces to which tape is applied 
should be clean, dry and free of grease, oil or 
other contaminants.  Roll measures 1" x 60 yards 
on a 3" core.
B STI-202872 Each ................................9.69

Scotch® Artist Tape For Curves
Professional quality artist tape made specifically 
for creating smooth curves with hard paint lines.  
Thin and flexible for smooth application.  Tape 
bonds firmly, yet removes easily from most hard 
surfaces without damage or leaving a sticky resi-
due.  Roll measures 1/8" x 10 yds.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
3M-FA2038 Each ................................5.99

Gummed 
Paper 
Tape
B r o w n 
a d h e -
s i v e 
p a p e r 
t a p e .  
S i m p l y 
moisten 
the back 
and press 
to adhere 
for a durable, 
long-lasting seal.  Also ideal for stabilizing wet 
watercolor paper onto boards.  Roll measures 3" 
x 600 ft.
KOR-3600 Each ..............................15.99

Shurtape® 
CP 631 General Purpose
Colored Masking Tape
Web Project 30  Standard masking tape 
in bright, vibrant colors!  Ideal for design 
and craft projects or hanging signs and 
posters.  Use for color coding, decorating, 
taping off areas on floors, or making straight 
lines on signs and marker boards.  Accepts  
permanent marker, so it's also great for 
creating self-adhesive labels.  Rolls measure 
3/4" x 60 yards and have a 3" core.
STI-171918 Black
STI-180703 Blue
STI-170341 Orange
STI-145870 Yellow
STI-212319 White
STI-176565 Light Blue
STI-132981 Green
STI-178949 Red
Each ...........................................................5.79

Koh-I-Noor® Drafting Dots
500-Count Package—An alternative to 
drafting tape.  7/8" tape "dots" hold paper 
securely to the board, yet easily remove with-
out damaging even thin vellum.  Individually 
dispensed.
CPK-27572 Each ....................... 11.99

Drafting Tape
Smooth, low-tack surface tape leaves mini-
mal residue, resists water-based solvents and 
oil and has an excellent shelf life.  Roll mea-
sures 3/4" by 10 yards.  1-1/2" diameter 
core.
MAC-20150 Each ......................... 6.79
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Artist & Painter's Tapes Peel 
Off Easily Without Residue!

Economical Tape!

Colorful Masking Tape 
For Crafts, Labeling

& Much More!

 A B
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Ta
pe

Highland™ #6200 
Invisible Tape 
A permanent, economical alternative.  Transparent, 
matte surface can be written on with a pen, pencil 
or permanent marker.  Features a 1" diameter 
core.  
 Size Each 12/Ea
3M-07566 1/2" x 36 yd. 1.99 1.89
3M-07567 3/4" x 36 yd. 2.19 1.99

Clear 
Economy 

Tape!

Highland™ #5910
Transparent Tape 
Economical, clear, general-purpose office tape.  
Polypropylene film tape with acrylic adhesive is 
similar to Scotch #600 Transparent Tape.  
Designed for light duty applications.  1" core.
 Size Each 12/Ea
3M-07442 1/2" x 36 yd. 1.49 1.39
3M-07443 3/4" x 36 yd. 2.09 1.89

Scotch®

#810 Magic™ Tape Dispensers
Clear tape in handy dispensers that feature "teeth" 
for cutting tape cleanly.  Dispensers are non-
refillable.
 Size Each
3M-104 1/2 x 450" 2.39
3M-105 3/4 x 300" 2.39
3M-119 1/2 x 800" 3.39

Scotch® 
#600 
Transparent 
Tape 
Dispenser
A l l - p u r p o s e , 
crystal clear 
tape is non-yel-
lowing with a 
glossy surface.  
Packaged in a 
disposable dis-
penser that cuts 
easily.  Offers an 

instant, permanent bond.  Tape measures 1/2 x 
1000".  1" core.
3M-174 Each ................................3.39

Scotch®

#810 Magic™ Transparent Tape
Frosty on the roll, this tape magically becomes 
invisible on most paper.  Designed for perma-
nence, tape can be written on with a pen, pencil  
or marker.  1" core.
 Size Each
3M-07377 1/2" x 36 yards 3.79
3M-07378 3/4" x 36 yards 4.59

Scotch® #600 
Transparent 
Tape
All-purpose, crys-
tal clear tape is 
n o n - ye l l ow i n g 
with a glossy sur-

face. Offers a 
perma-
n e n t 
b o n d 
that is 
g r e a t 
f o r 

repa i r -
ing tears.    

Measures 3/4" wide by 36 yards.  1" core.
3M-07457 Each ................................4.39

Magic
Tape
Holds 

Securely!

Wall-Safe, Removable Tape!
Scotch® Wall-Safe Tape
Wall-Safe tape is ideal for hanging lightweight items such as art-
work, posters, classroom or holiday decorations and papers.  Tape 
sticks securely and removes cleanly from walls and other surfaces 
with unique Post-It adhesive technology.  Leaves no residue and 
won't damage walls.  Safe on finished and unfinished wood surfaces, 
painted walls, wallpaper, drywall, metal, mirrors and glass.  Color 
photo safe and ideal for adhering photos in scrapbooks and in jour-
nals.  Single-sided adhesive measures 3/4 x 650".
3M-183 Each ........................................................... 4.79

Scotch® C38B Desktop 
Tape Dispenser 
Allows for one-handed dispensing of a wide vari-
ety of different tapes.  Durable, impact-resistant, 
plastic case.  Use with tapes on a 1" diameter 
core, up to 3/4" wide and 1,500" long.  Classic 
black color.
3M-C38B Each ................................5.69

Scotch®

Heavy-Duty 
Tape 
Dispenser
Ideal for 
m a s k i n g 
t a p e .  
Dispenser is 
constructed 
of impact-
r e s i s t a n t 
plastic for heavy-
duty use.  Holds 1" wide tape rolls up to 72 yards 
long.  3" core.  Sturdy, no-slip  base.  Almond.  
Tape not included.
3M-C23 Each ..............................79.50

Scotch® 
"Wave Design"
Desktop Tape Dispenser
Manufactured of durable plastic in two-tone 
color scheme with micro-flecks of glitter.  
Features a weighted base and non-skid pad.  
Attached tape hub flips up when roll needs 
to be replaced, so it can't be removed and 
lost.  Use with tapes on a 1" diameter core, 
up to 3/4" wide and 1,500" long.
3M-97708 Each ....................... 5.39

Scotch®

C25 Heavy-Duty Tape Dispenser
Weighted dispenser has a permanently attached 
tape drum and sits flat.  Holds up to 1" wide tape 
on a 3" diameter core and dispenses both film-
backed and paper tapes.  Putty and brown color.  
3M-C25 Each ...............................54.75
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Prang® Washable Glue Sticks
Packaged in neat twist up containers.  
Blue glue sticks apply blue so glue is 
easy to see and dry clear.  Clear sticks 
contain all-purpose clear glue that 
dries transparent without cracking or 
flaking.  Washable.  AP Seal, non-tox-
ic.
Blue Size Each 12/Ea
DIX-15089 0.28 oz. .59 .49 
DIX-15090 0.74 oz. 1.59 1.39
DIX-15091 1.27 oz. 2.19 1.99
Clear
DIX-15083 0.28 oz. .59 .49 
DIX-15155 0.74 oz. 1.59 1.39
DIX-15371 1.27 oz. 2.19 1.99

Elmer's® Extra 
Strength Glue 
Sticks
Web 
Projects
111, 171 & 184  
24-Count Package
Stronger than all-
purpose glue sticks, 
these glue sticks are 
ideal for projects 
that need more stick 
to hold them togeth-
er.  Creates a stron-
ger, more perma-
nent bond that dries 
twice as fast as most 
glue sticks.  Also 
great for sealing 
envelopes or apply-
ing labels.  Dries 
clear and washes 
clean with a warm, damp cloth.  Acid-free, so it's 
safe for photos.  0.28 oz. each.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
E-E554 Each ..............................20.99

Prang® Roll-On Glue
Easy-to-apply, no-mess liquid adhesive!  
Fluorescent green in color when applied, so 
you know where you've glued, yet dries 
clear on any paper.  The roll-on applicator 
features a non-clogging tip.  This washable 
paper glue won’t crack or flake once it dries.  
Contains 1.75 oz.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
DIX-49899 Each ....................... 2.49

Crafty Dab® Dab 'N Stic™
Clear School Glue
Fast drying, non-wrinkling, 
washable glue.  One bottle 
can last as long as five or 
six glue sticks, or two 4 
oz. bottles of white glue!  
Spring valve, no-leak 
foam applicator tip.  For 
children in preschool and 
up.  1.7 oz. per bottle.  
Glue is non-toxic, con-
forms to ASTM D4236.      
1 Warning - Choking 
hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 
years.
CFD-50798 Each ................................1.79

UHU® Stic Color
Glue Sticks
Web Project 13 
Kids love the fun 
color of these 
glue sticks!  
Goes on even-
ly and dries 
quickly to a 
clear bond.  
Ideal for glu-
ing  light-
weight items.  
W a s h a b l e , 
non-toxic for-
mula.  Screw-on cap.
 Size Each 12/Ea
SMM-99601 0.29 oz. 1.19 1.09 
SMM-99602 0.74 oz. 2.39 2.19
SMM-99653 1.41 oz. 3.29 2.99

Aleene's® 
Tacky Glue® Sticks
Web Project 46  
2-Count Package
Strong, durable, permanent 
bond.  Apply on desired area, 
press and let dry.  Works on 
paper, wood, cardboard, 
foam, felt and ribbon, plus a 
variety of different craft sur-
faces.  Cleans up easily with 
soap and water.  0.28 oz. 
sticks.  Acid-free.  Non-toxic.
DUN-21702 Each ................................1.19
 12 or More, Each.............1.09

Less 
Mess 
With

Roll-On 
Glue!
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Elmer’s®

Washable School Glue Sticks
Web Projects 26, 34, 107, 136 & 164
Washable glue sticks are terrific for all sorts of 
classroom projects!  Available in clear and purple, 
which helps kids see where they’ve glued.  Both 
varieties dry clear with a strong bond in just 30 
seconds.  Glue sticks clean up easily with just 
soap and water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.  1 Warning - 
Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.

Individual Sticks
 Size Color Each 12/Ea
E-E514 0.21 oz. Purple .79 .74
E-E524 0.77 oz. Purple 1.89 1.79
Classroom Packs
 Qty Color Size Each
E-E556 30 Clear 0.24 oz. 22.99
E-E555 30 Purple 0.24 oz. 22.99
E-E501 60 Clear 0.24 oz. 39.75
E-E503 60 Purple 0.24 oz. 39.75
E-E599 30 Clear 0.77 oz. 52.99
E-E605 30 Purple 0.77 oz. 52.99

Creativity Street® Glue Sticks
30-Count Packages—Great for classrooms and 
group projects!  Budget-friendly, washable glue 
sticks for school or home use.  Great for light glu-
ing, including paper crafts, signs, collages and 
more.  Available in white or disappearing purple.  
0.28 oz. of glue per stick.  AP Seal, non-toxic.            
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years.
C-3383 White
C-3384 Purple
Each .........................................................12.99
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Elmer's® Washable School Glue
Web Projects 180, 218 & 235  Perfect for attaching 
lightweight items to most porous and semi-porous mate-
rials.  Dries clear and won't stain.  Washable with soap 
and water.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each 12/Ea
E-E301 1.25 oz. 1.39 1.29
E-E304 4 oz. 1.39 1.25
E-E308 7.625 oz. 2.19 1.99
Quart
E-2024678 Each ........................................... 9.99
 6 or More, Each.......................... 9.49
Gallon  
E-E340 Each ......................................... 21.99
 2 or More, Each........................ 20.99

Multipurpose Glue For Any
Art or Craft Project!

Elmer's® Glue-All®
Web Project 41  Multipurpose white glue works well 
on porous or semi-porous materials, including paper, 
wood, pottery and more.  Creates a strong bond, yet 
remains repositionable until set.  Dries quickly, sets 
clear and won't stain.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each 12/Ea
E-E1323 1.25 oz. 1.69 1.49
E-E1322 4 oz. 2.15 1.99
E-E1324 7.625 oz. 2.99 2.79
Pint
E-E1321 Each .........................................6.59
 6 or More, Each........................6.29
Gallon  
E-E1326 Each ................................ 22.59; 2 or More, Each.........................................20.99

Clear School Glue In Sizes That Fit Your Needs!
Elmer's® Washable Clear Glue
Web Project 69
Completely clear, washable school glue!  Ideal for use 
on paper, cloth or almost any craft project.  Also 
excellent for making slime!  Repositionable until set.  
Washes from surfaces and clothing easily with just 
soap and warm water.  5 oz. and 9 oz. are squeeze 
bottles with twist-close caps.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each 12/Ea
E-E305 5 oz. 3.25 2.99
E-E309 9 oz. 7.29 6.99
Quart  
E-2024691 Each ................................ 15.99
 6 or More, Each............... 14.99
Gallon  
E-2022931 Each ................................ 29.99; 2 or More, Each.........................................27.99

Tap-N-Glue® Cap
Tap-N-Glue is a unique product for use in 
schools and at home.  Use on standard glue 
bottles in place of the regular applicator tip 
to eliminate accidental spilling and over-
application.  Squeeze the bottle and tap or 
drag to dispense just the right amount of 
glue.  Fits most 4 oz., 8 oz. and pint bottles.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.
LPI-TNG126 Each...........................1.99
 24 or More, Each .......1.79

Create Black Outlines!
Handy Art® 
Black Glue
Web Project 91
A new twist on traditional 
white glue!  Black glue 
bonds most materials, 

including paper, fabric, wood 
and pottery.  Use less when 
adhering lighter materials such 
as paper; more when bonding 
heavier items such as wood.  
Great for adding a contrasting, 
black outline to art and craft 
projects.  Also works as a resist 
for watercolors.  Clean with a 
damp cloth while glue is still 
wet.  Plastic squeeze bottles 
with a twist-close tip.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.
 Size Each
RPC-149100 4 oz. 3.95
RPC-149102 16 oz. 9.59

Crayola Quality Combined
With A No-Run Formula!

Crayola® 
Washable 
Glue
Glue is essen-
tial for all sorts 
of tasks - from 
science fair 
projects and 
history presen-
tations to 
world-class works of 
art and homemade 
crafts.  Crayola white 
glue can handle all of 
these projects and 
more.  It won’t run, 
dries clear and resists 
cracking and chipping.  
Features a clog-free 
applicator tip, so it's always ready to use.  Screw-
on cap locks in place and has a hook for hanging, 
plus it slides onto the back of the applicator, so it 
won't get lost.  Washable formula cleans up easily 
with soap and warm water.  4 oz. bottle is the 
perfect size for backpacks, or storage in individu-
al student cubbies.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
B-1104 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Texture Relief Collage
Web Project 41

Step 1 - Cut white railroad board to desired size; we 
used 6x8".

Step 2 - Make an interesting design with modeling tools 
and Chromacryl Texture Paste Medium.  Let the paste 
dry overnight.

Step 3 - Cut or rip shapes out of non-bleeding tissue 
paper to match all of the patterns created by the texture 
paste in your design.

Step 4 - Using Glue-All in a decoupage-like manner, 
paste the tissue paper to the design.  Use firm pressure 
to push the tissue into all of the grooves of the paste so 
the design stands out.

Visit UnitedNow.com
For More Project Ideas!
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Easy Flow, 
Reusable Glue 
Cap Reduces 

Waste!
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Nevelson-Inspired 
Wood Strip Relief

Web Project 161

Aleene’s® Mini Tacky Pack
18-Count Package—Keep glue fresh with these 
0.66 oz. squeeze bottles of Tacky Glue.  Great for 
individual student use in the classroom.  Non-
toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-24355 Each ..............................11.99

Aleene's®

Quick Dry Tacky Glue®

Web Project 161  Just like  
Aleene's Original Tacky Glue, 
improved upon using new tech-
nology!  Sets up and dries more 
than 50% faster than traditional 
white craft and school glues—
dries in just 35 minutes com-
pared to two hours or more.  
Offers excellent holding power 
for hard-to-stick items with a  
permanent bond.  Remains flex-
ible when dry.  4 oz. bottle with 
inverted cap to prevent clogging.  
Safe, non-toxic formula.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-33147 Each ................................2.79

Aleene's®

Fast Grab
Tacky Glue®

Web Project 153
An extra-thick glue that won’t 
run!  It grabs difficult-to-hold 
items on contact.  Dries clear 
and flexible.  Easy to squeeze 
bottle features inverted cap to 
prevent clogging.  Formulated 
for hard-to-glue items like 
beads, stones, plastic, wood, 
glass, metal and jewelry find-
ings.  4 oz. of glue per bottle.  
Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.
DUN-33141 Each .......2.99

Fine Tip Pen 
For Detailed

Projects!
Aleene's®

Original Tacky Glue® Pen
The precision applicator is this 
pen's best feature!  Pen design 
makes it easy to take with you for 
quick touch-ups on the go! The 
non-toxic formula cleans up easi-
ly with soap and water.  Great for 
paper, fabric, wood, metal, ribbon 
and much more.  0.63 oz. per 
pen.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
DUN-21710 Each ................................1.99

Aleene's® 
Turbo Tacky Glue®

Stronger, faster-drying Tacky 
Glue!  Cuts drying time by more 
than 50% when compared to 
other craft glues.  Dries clear and 
remains flexible.  Features a no-
run formula with more resin for a 
superior bond. Inverted cap to 
prevent clogging.    Works well 
on both porous and non-porous 
surfaces.  No strong odor, washes 
easily with soap and water.  4 oz. 
squeeze bottle.  Non-toxic.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-33145 Each ....... 3.99

Acid-Free Formula!
Aleene's®

Acid-Free Tacky Glue®

Non-yellowing, all-purpose, acid-
free adhesive is perfect for pre-
serving and protecting projects.  
Acid-free formula is archival and 
photo-safe.  On paper, cloth and 
porous materials, spread or brush 
on a thin coat, press and let dry.  
While glue is wet, remove excess 
with a damp cloth.  Dries quickly 
to a clear, permanently secure, 
yet flexible, bond.  4 oz. squeeze 
bottle.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
DUN-26425 Each ........4.29

Aleene's Tacky Glue Is The Original
All-Purpose Craft Adhesive! 

Aleene’s® Original Tacky Glue®

Web Projects 74, 85, 93, 95 & 154
The original Aleene's Tacky Glue is incredibly versatile, depend-
able and famous for how fast it grabs and adheres!    
Multipurpose white glue dries quickly to a clear, per-
manently secure, yet flexible, bond.  Thins with water 
for a brush-on application while still main-
taining a strong hold.  Works well on paper, 
cloth, wood, metal, ceramics and most 
plastics.  Cleans up easily with soap and 
water.  4 oz. bottle features inverted cap to 
prevent clogging.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
 Size Each
DUN-33143 4 oz. 2.69
DUN-810 8 oz. 4.79
DUN-15601 16 oz. 6.99
DUN-89 Gallon 43.99 

Drape Fabric
Sculptures!

Aleene's®

Fabric Stiffener
& Draping Liquid
Web Project 135  
Use this super strong 
formula for shaping 
and stiffening fabrics 
and trims.  Can be 
thinned for a more 
flexible hold and tint-
ed with water-based 
acrylic paint.  Try with 
crochet doilies, fab-
ric, lace, ribbons, 
cheesecloth, gauze, 
appliqués and much 
more.  Dries clear.  
Water-resistant and 
easy to paint when 
dry.  Humidity may 
affect dry time and stiff-
ness.  16 oz. bottle.  Non-toxic.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
DUN-15586 Each ....................... 6.95

Step 1 - Use saw 
or craft knife to 
cut wood strips 
for the frame of 
the relief.  Glue 
strips onto chip-
board (we used a 
6x6" piece, but a 
12x12" piece 
could be used 
instead).

Step 2 - Continue to 
cut and add more 
wood strips to create 
a grid background.

Step 3 - Add wooden 
shapes and wood 
strips to advance the 
design.  Use the mitre 
box and saw to cut 
angles on strips, if 
desired.

Step 4 - Continue 
adding smaller wood-
en shapes and more 
wood strips to finish 
the design.  You can 
cut smaller shapes 
from larger pieces, if 
desired.

Step 5 - Paint the 
design with black 
tempera cake paint. 
Once black paint is 
dry, use dry brush 
painting technique to 
add white highlights.

Watch This 
Project On
YouTube at 

UnitedArtandEd
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Creativity Street®

Glitter Glue Pens Classroom Pack
72-Count, 12 Colors—A neater way to decorate 
with glitter.  All the pizazz and sparkle without the 
mess of traditional glitter.  Resealable glitter glue 
pens with applicator tips.  12 assorted glitter glue 
colors, featuring iridescent and neon styles.  72 
glitter glue pens in all, each contains 0.34 oz.  
Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.  1 Warning 
- Choking hazard, small parts.  Not for children 
under 3 years.
C-3380 Each ..............................54.75

Add Dazzling Effects!

Elmer's® Classic 
Glitter Glue Pens 
10-Color Set—Dries raised, making art-
work pop!  Includes 10 glitter glue pens in 
assorted colors, each contains 0.356 oz.  AP Seal, 
non-toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
E-E199 Each ................................6.99

Handy Art® Glitter Glue Set
Web Project 235  8-Color Set—Fun, 
economical assortment ideal for any class-
room!  Add sparkle to craft projects without the 
mess of loose glitter!  Contains 4 oz. each of 
black, blue, gold, green, orange, purple, red and 
silver.  Twist-open applicator tip on squeeze bot-
tles for easy dispensing.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
RPC-887144 Each ..............................19.49

Classroom Pack
Offers Enough For The 

Whole Class!

Creativity Street® 
Glitter Chip Glitter Glue Set
Web Project 163  8-Color Set—Add dazzling 
sparkle to your craft projects with brightly colored 
glitter glue featuring large sparkling confetti 
chips.  Assortment contains 8 oz., classroom-size, 
flip-top bottles.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM 
D4236.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
C-8562 Each ..............................53.49

Sargent Art® 
Washable Glitter 
Glue
Web Projects
114, 124 & 239
Dense glitter glue real-
ly sparkles!  Great for 
all sorts of craft proj-
ects.  Also great for 
personalizing craft 
boxes, notebooks and 
journals.  Bonds to 
almost any porous sur-
face.  Washable from 
skin and most fabrics with just soap and water.  8 oz. squeeze bottles with twist-open applicator 
tips.  AP Seal, non-toxic.

Individual Colors
SAR-221981 Gold
SAR-221982 Silver
SAR-221985 Black
Each ...........................................................4.39

8-Color Set - A terrific assortment and exceptional 
value for the classroom!  Set contains 8 oz. bottles of 
black, blue, gold, green, orange, red, silver and vio-
let.
SAR-221908 Each ..............................33.49

Mixed Media 
Galaxy Collage

Web Project 163

Step 1 - Seal one side of black card stock with 
acrylic gloss medium to prevent warping. Once 
dry, paint on glitter chip glitter glue.  Let glue 
dry.

Step 2 - On a second sheet of black card stock, paint 
galaxy swirls with pearlescent watercolors. Allow 
paint to dry.

Step 3 - Cut out paint swirls.  Glue swirls to the first 
piece of black card stock.

Step 4 - Paint 1" Styrofoam balls with pearlescent 
paint and add glitter glue accents (if desired).

Step 5 - Glue Styrofoam ball "planets" onto the col-
lage to finish. Allow glue to dry.

Visit UnitedNow.com For 
More Project Ideas!
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The Original
All-In-One 
Sealer!

Plaid® 
Mod 
Podge® 
Gloss
O r i g i n a l l y 
developed for 
d e c o u p a g e 
projects, Mod 
Podge is a ver-
satile medium 
that can also 
be used as 
glue for paper 
crafts, wood, 
canvas, terra 
cotta and other 
porous materials.  
Makes a wonderful protective 
sealer for wood, paper and more.  It 
is also a great water-based protective finish for 
acrylics and fabric.  Dries to a clear, glossy finish.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
PLD-11201 8 oz. 5.79
PLD-CS11203 Quart 16.99
PLD-CS11204 Gallon 39.99

Create It!
Glue It!
Seal It!

Plaid® Mod 
Podge® Matte
Web Project 40  Whatever your project might 
be, Mod Podge is the perfect glue, sealer and fin-
ish!  Use on wood, canvas, tin, metal, terra cotta 
and even puzzles.  Dries to a clear, matte finish.  
AP Seal, non-toxic.
 Size Each
PLD-11301 8 oz. 5.79
PLD-11303 Quart 16.99
PLD-11304 Gallon 39.99

Elmer’s®

Paper Mache Art Paste
Web Project 55  An easy-to-use paste, ideal for 
paper mache and decoupage.  Dissolves quickly in 
water and can be stored in an airtight container 
for later use.  Quick, easy clean-up with only soap 
and water.  Each 2 oz. box makes four quarts of 
paste.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
E-99000 Each ................................4.39
 24 or More, Each.............4.19

Specialty Mod
Podge!

Plaid®

Mod Podge® Sparkle
The classic glue, sealer and finish 
with a glistening touch!  Apply this special 
quick-dry formula of Mod Podge to any proj-
ect for a clear, sparkling finish.  Collage your 
work first and then coat with a bit of this 
beautiful sealer.  Cleans up easily with just 
soap and water.  Water-based.  8 oz. jar.  AP 
Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-11211 Each ....................... 8.39

Plaid® Mod Podge® Ultra Spray On
Super strong, non-toxic spray formula that comes in a pump 
spray bottle.  Works as glue and sealer with a high adhesion 
level.  Perfect for dimensional embellishments.  Dries quickly and natu-
rally self-levels.  Durable and scratch-resistant.  For use indoors and 
outdoors, water- and UV-resistant.  Cleans up easily with just soap and water.  Water-based.  8 oz. 
bottles.  AP Seal, non-toxic.
PLD-44653 Gloss
PLD-44654 Matte
Each .........................................................................................................................................15.99

Picasso-Inspired
Recycled

Self-Portrait Collage
Web Project 165

Watch This Project On
YouTube At UnitedArtandEd
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Perfect For 
Paper Mache 
Art Projects!

See page 358 for complete details on

Volume Discounts!

Step 1 - Cut a 9x12" 
piece of corrugated 
cardboard from a 
32x40" sheet or 
from a recycled box.  
Rip some of the top 
layer from the cor-
rugated cardboard 
to create texture.

Step 5 - With leftover 
pieces, cut out a neck, 
clothing and other fea-
tures, and attach them to 
your portrait.  Add final oil 
pastel details and paste on 
a jute border.

Step 4 - Rip or cut out 
another piece of paper 
from a phone book, news-
paper or magazine to use 
as hair.  Cut out hair 
shapes and paste them to 
the face.  Add more details 
with oil pastels.

Step 3 - Rip or cut out a 
piece of paper from a 
phone book, newspaper or 
magazine.  Draw a profile 
on the sheet with oil pas-
tels.  Cut out the profile 
and paste it on top of the 
face.

Step 2 - Choose a 
piece of paper from 
Shades of Me con-
struction paper and 
cut out your face 
shape.  Attach the 
face to the card-
board with paste or 
glue and add oil 
pastel details.
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Cleanly Remove Dried 
Rubber Cement!

Natural Rubber 
Pick-Up
Firm, natural rub-
ber pick-up 
easily removes 
excess dried 
rubber cement 
or masking 
frisket from pho-
tographs, drawings 
and more without damag-
ing surrounding artwork.  Will not leave crumbs, 
and won’t harm delicate paper surfaces, including 
watercolor paper.  Also ideal for cleaning tables. 
Measures 2 x 2 x 3/8".
DED-RCP Each ................................3.49
 12 or More, Each.............3.29

Acid-Free Paper Cement!
Best-Test® White Rubber Paper Cement
Best-Test was developed to do one thing well, cement paper 
to paper without shrinking, wrinkling or curling!  Considered 
the finest paper cement available.  Pure, natural, white rubber 
is clear in color.  Totally acid-free, making it ideal 
for photos, newspaper clippings and more!  Metal 
bottles.  4 oz. and 8 oz. bottles 
feature an applicator brush 
attached to the cap.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Contains 
rubber latex.  Flammable.  Not 
recommended for use with 
young children.
 Size Each
SAP-138 4 oz.  5.39
SAP-139 8 oz.  9.79
SAP-102 Quart 19.59

No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement Is
Perfect For Any Papercraft Project!

Elmer's® No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement
Natural rubber formulation provides a clear, flexible, wrinkle-free 
bond.  Dried excess rubs off easily.  Use on one surface for a repo-
sitionable bond; apply to both surfaces for a stronger bond.  Acid-
free, so it is safe for photos.  Plastic bottles.  CL - Cautionary 
Label:  Contains rubber latex, may cause allergic reactions.  
Extremely flammable.  Vapor harmful.  Not recommended for 
use with young children.
4 oz. Jar - Features a brush in the cap.
E-904 Each ........................................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.....................................2.79
Quart Jar - Use to refill smaller sizes.
E-233 Each ......................................................16.39

Bestine® 
Rubber Cement
Solvent &
Thinner
Makes your rubber 
cement go further 
and apply more 
smoothly.  Non-
staining formula is 
also a versatile 
cleaner for inks and 
adhesives.  Thinner 
is safe to use on 
most plastics.  Quart 
bottle.  Warning: 
Flammable and 
toxic.  Not available for express delivery.  
CL - Cautionary Label:  Not recom-
mended for use with children.
SAP-202 Each ..............................18.99

Professional Archival 
Adhesive!

Lineco®

Polyvinyl Adhesive (PVA)
Excellent for bookmaking, framing 
and mounting, as well as serious 
paper and scrapbooking projects!  
Professional quality, neutral pH 
adhesive is acid-free, solvent-free 
and water-soluble.  Applies easily 
with a brush or brayer. Clear when 
dry.  Cleans up with soap and water.  
8 oz. squeeze bottle with convenient flip-top lid.
LIN-M217 Each ................................7.99

Won't Damage 
Photos!

Scotch® Photo 
Mount™ Acid-Free 
Spray Adhesive
Neutral pH, clear, non-yel-
lowing, non-staining adhe-
sive that will not damage 
precious photos, illustra-
tions, pictures or other 
keepsakes.  Stays reposi-
tionable for up to five min-
utes and the bond becomes 
permanent with pressure.  
Net wt. 10.3 oz., covers 
approximately 30 square 
feet.  Use in a well-ventilated area.  Health 
Warning: Not recommended for use 
around children.
3M-6094 Each .........................19.50

Great For Graphic 
Designers!

Scotch®

Spray Mount™ 
Repositionable
Adhesive
Convenient, clear, repositionable 
adhesive that is 100% free of 
ozone depleting chemicals.  Best 
on lightweight paper and fabrics.  
Great for layouts, posters, pre-
sentations, graphic design work 
and more.  Will not wrinkle, stain 
or bleed.  Net wt. 10.25 oz., cov-
ers approximately 30 square 
feet.  Use in a well-ventilated 
area.  Health Warning: Not rec-
ommended for use around 
children. 
3M-6065 Each ..............................19.95

Low-Mist Adhesive 
Spray Creates A 

Strong Bond!
Scotch®

Super 77™ 
Multi-Purpose Adhesive
Terrific for any craft or hobby 
project.  The low-mist formula 
adheres instantly with a strong, 
permanent bond on plastic, 
paper, fabric, metal, cardboard, 
wood, felt and more.  3" spray 
pattern dries within 30 seconds 
on most surfaces.  Water-
resistant.  Use in a well-ventilat-
ed area.  Health Warning: Not 
recommended for use around 
children.  Not for sale in 
California. Size Each
3M-65165 7.33 oz. 10.99 
3M-7724 13.57 oz. 19.95

Adhesive Sprays Health Warning: 
Extremely flammable liquid and vapor.  
May cause flash fire.  Contents under 
pressure.  Vapor harmful.  Keep out of 
reach of children.  Use in a well ventilated 
area.  Not available for express delivery. 
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Lineco®

Pad/Book
Compound
Make your own 
paper pads, forms 
and more with this 
easy-to-use padding 
compound.  Simply 
stack pages flush, 
clamp them togeth-
er, then brush with 
compound and allow time to dry.  Sheets can then 
easily be removed from finished pads one at a 
time.  12 oz. squeeze bottle.  Archival quality.
LIN-2442 Each ..............................18.99
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Krazy Glue®

Ideal for porous or non-
porous materials—it 
instantly bonds plastic, 
metal, rubber, glass and ceram-
ics.  Clear adhesive bond in sec-
onds.  Krazy Glue may bond to skin instant-
ly.  CL - Cautionary Label:  Not for use with 
children.
Four Single-Use Tubes - Four tubes each 
containing 0.017 oz.
A E-00582 Each ....................... 4.39
All-Purpose Gel - Thick formula fills gaps, 
does not run.  0.07 oz.
B E-00004 Each ....................... 2.79

Krazy Glue® Craft Gel
No-run gel formula allows for gluing verti-
cal surfaces and filling spaces or cracks.  
Delayed skin bond gives you extra working time.  
Large 0.7 oz. tube has fine-tip applicator.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Not for use with children.
C E-38136 Each ................................6.59

Unique Bottle Keeps Glue 
From Drying Out!

Scotch® 
Ultra Strength Adhesive
Applicator features patented 
droplet control technology for 
the ultimate in precision dis-
pensing. Bonds quickly and 
permanently to ceramic, 
plastic, wood, vinyl, leather, 
pottery, tile and more.  The 
clog-resistant bottle won't 
dry out and is easy to han-
dle.  Close bottle after use.  
0.14 oz. bottle.  CL - 
Cautionary Label:  Not for 
use with children.
3M-95879 Each .......4.79

Gorilla® Epoxy
Durable and strong! The 
syringe keeps the epoxy 
resin and hardener separate, 
so it is easy to dispense.  The 
two-part, gap-filling formula 
bonds easily to a variety of 
surfaces.  0.85 oz. syringe 
with a cap, so it can be used 
multiple times.  Sets in 5 
minutes, cures in 24 hours to 
a clear finish.  Use in a well-
ventilated area.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.

WARNING: Cancer and 
reproductive harm.  

For more information, go to: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
GOR-42001 Each ................................8.79

A
B

Bonds In 
Seconds!

C

Gorilla Glue®

For the toughest jobs 
on planet Earth!  
Bonds materials other adhe-
sives simply can't—metal, 
stone, wood, ceramics, foam, 
glass and much more!  Cures 
with water; for best results 
dampen one surface.  
Temperature resistant when 
dry.  Water-proof and sol-
vent-free.  Sandable, stain-
able and paintable.  Goes on 
dark, dries light tan.  Not recommended for use 
on polyethylene or polypropylene plastics.  2 oz.  
CL - Cautionary Label:  Not recommended for 
use with children.  Eye and skin irritant.
GOR-50002 Each ................................8.99

Aleene’s® 
All-Purpose Wood Glue
This all-purpose wood glue forms a 
super-strong hold on any interior 
wood craft or hobby project, even 
frames and furniture.  Grabs 
instantly and sets fast, yet allows 
for easy repositioning before 
clamping or nailing objects 
together.  Finish projects by sand-
ing or painting when glue has 
completely dried.  Cleans up eas-
ily with soap and warm water.  4 
oz. bottle.  Non-toxic.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
DUN-15623 Each ........ 2.79

Aleene's® 
Fabric Fusion®

Web Project 58  A unique, 
clear, water-based urethane 
adhesive that features a strong, 
permanent bond on textiles.    
Suitable for a variety of surfaces 
including nearly every type of 
fabric.  Also great for glass and 
acrylic rhinestones, sequins, 
beads, lace, trim and more.  
Machine washable and dry-clean-
able when completely dry.  4 oz. 
squeeze bottle with applicator 
tip.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to 
ASTM D4236.
DUN-23473 Each .......... 7.59

Super-Strong Adhesive!

Weldbond Adhesive Is "Steel Tough" & Can
Be Used With Almost Any Material!

Weldbond® Universal Adhesive
Web Projects 108 & 126
Bonds almost anything to porous and non-porous surfaces!  Try it for 
wood, glass, ceramics, plaster or fabric.  Also useful for construction 
materials, including metals, tiles, cement, slate, concrete and lino-
leum.  Provides a super strong, extra-strength bond.  Dries com-
pletely within an hour of application.  Remains transparent and 
flexible when fully bonded.  Latex- and formaldehyde-free.  Non-
toxic, odorless and cleans up easily with just water.  Two convenient 
sizes.  Squeeze bottles.
 Size Each
WB-50160 5.4 oz. 7.39
WB-50420 14.2 oz. 11.99

Quick Turnaround 
& Fast Delivery!

Get your art & school
supplies fast with our
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E6000 Industrial Strength Adhesive
Clear, industrial strength glue creates a perma-
nent bond that is waterproof, flexible and paint-
able.  Use on wood, fabric, glass, ceramics and 
polymer clay.  1 oz. tube with precision tips.  
Vapor harmful.

WARNING: This product contains chemicals 
including perchloroethylene which is known 

to the State of California to cause cancer.  For 
more information, go to: www.P65Warnings.ca.
gov
MAC-31020 Each ................................6.99

Liquid Fusion™
Performance Adhesive
Imagine only needing one glue for almost all of 
your projects.  Special formula penetrates deeper 
than other adhesives without using clamps.  
Works on virtually any porous surface and dries 
fast and crystal clear.  Cleans up with water when 
still wet.  Try for bonding wood, metal, stone, 
fabric and more!  2 oz.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
DUN-24954 Each ................................5.59
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High Temp Hot Glue Guns Are Ideal For Heavy Materials!

Surebonder® 
High Temperature Mini Glue Gun
Smaller size is great for quick projects that 
require instant grab!  High temperature is good 
for heavy materials like wood, metal, plastic, can-
vas and ceramics.  Insulated nozzle prevents 
burns.  The high temperature allows for a longer 
working time before glue hardens.  Uses mini, 
5/16" glue sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 10 watts.
SUR-GM160 Each ................................5.99

Surebonder® 
Low Temperature Mini Glue Gun
Glue heat-sensitive materials such as synthetic 
fabrics, ribbon, foil, paper, cloth or floral foam.  
Designed to be 150°F cooler than high tempera-
ture glue guns.  Features an insulated nozzle 
which helps to reduce burns.  Perfect for small 
projects.  Easy-to-use, comfortable trigger for 
ultimate control.  Use with mini, 5/16" sticks or 
rolls.  120 volts, 10 watts.
SUR-LT160 Each ................................5.99

Surebonder® 
Dual Temperature Mini Glue Gun
Perfect all-purpose glue gun!  High temperature 
setting for heavy materials like wood, metal, plas-
tic, canvas and ceramics.  Use the switch on 
handle to change temperature setting.  Use low 
temperature for bonding delicate materials like 
synthetic fabrics, lace, ribbon, foil, cloth or floral 
foam.  Insulated nozzle prevents burns.  Use with 
mini, 5/16" sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 10 watts.
SUR-DT200 Each ................................9.99

Low Temp Hot Glue Guns Are Terrific For 
Heat-Sensitive Materials!

Dual Temp Hot Glue Guns Allow For A Variety Of Uses!
 
 

Surebonder®

Dual Temperature Full-Size Glue Gun
Innovative design enables the user to glue a vari-
ety of surfaces or materials simply by switching 
temperature settings.  Use high temperature set-
ting for heavier materials.  Low temperature set-
ting is for more delicate materials.  Insulated 
nozzle prevents burns.  Takes 7/16" diameter glue 
sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 40 watts.
SUR-DT270 Each ..............................16.79

Surebonder® 
Low Temperature Full-Size Glue Gun

The perfect glue gun for adhering heat-sensitive 
materials such as synthetic fabrics, lace, ribbon, 
foil, paper, cloth or floral foam.  Low temperature 
gun is safer to use in a classroom setting.  
Insulated nozzle prevents burns.  Uses 7/16" 
diameter glue sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 40 watts.
SUR-L270 Each ..............................11.99

Surebonder® 
High Temperature Full-Size Glue Gun

High temperature glue gun is great for projects 
that require instant grab!  High temperature is 
preferred for heavy materials like wood, metal, 
plastic, canvas and ceramics.  Insulated nozzle 
prevents burns.  Uses 7/16" diameter glue sticks 
or rolls.  120 volts, 40 watts.
SUR-H270 Each ..............................11.99

Cool Shot Glue Is Warm 
To The Touch - No Burns!

Surebonder® 
Cool Shot™ Mini Glue Gun

Super low temperature mini glue gun is 
ideal for crafts, art and school projects, or 
even quick fixes at home.  Insulated nozzle 
is safer and won't burn fingertips.  Bonds to 
paper, ribbon, lightweight fabric and other 
delicate materials.  Recommended for chil-
dren 14 years of age and older.  For use only 
with Cool Shot glue sticks.  (Sold separate-
ly.)
SUR-KD160F Each ......................8.99

Surebonder® 
Cool Shot™ Mini 
Glue Sticks
Specially formulated for 
use only with Cool Shot 
mini glue gun (sold sep-
arately).  Super low-
temperature will not 
burn skin or damage 
delicate materials.  
Bonds to paper, ribbon, 
lightweight fabric and 
other delicate materials.  
Glue dries in seconds.  
Mini glue sticks measure 5/16" in diameter, 4" 
long.  
 Quantity Each
SUR-CS15 15 3.29
SUR-CS40 40 7.29

Surebonder®

Dual Temperature 
Auto Shut Off Glue Gun

Innovative and versatile design enables the user 
to glue a variety of surfaces or materials simply by 
switching temperature settings.  Ideal for virtu-
ally all gluing needs!  Auto shut off after 30 min-
utes when not in use for added safety.  Insulated 
nozzle prevents burns.  Takes 7/16" diameter glue 
sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 40 watts.
SUR-DT360F Each ..............................18.99

Explore over 200 free project ideas at

UnitedNow.com!
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A Variety Of Glue Sticks
To Fit Any Need!

Surebonder® ClearStik™ Glue Sticks
Ideal for a variety of projects.  All-purpose, all-
temperature glue sticks can be used in high, low 
and dual temperature glue guns.  Bonds to 
porous and non-porous surfaces.  Mini sticks are 
5/16" in diameter, standard sticks are 7/16" in 
diameter.  Non-toxic.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
A 4" Standard Sticks Quantity Each
SUR-DT50 50 8.99
B 10" Standard Sticks
SUR-DT2010 20 9.29
C 4" Mini Sticks  
SUR-DT25 25 2.39
SUR-DT100 100 8.49

Surebonder® High Temperature
Cordless Full-Size Glue Gun
High temperature, cordless glue gun is ideal for 
craft and other do-it-yourself projects and can 
conveniently be used with or without its cord.  
Includes charging stand with a built-in glue pad.  
Lay down safety feature ensures glue will not back 
up if the gun is laid down while in use.  Features 
an on/off switch and insulated nozzle for safety.  
Reaches a temperature of 380°F.  Uses standard, 
7/16" diameter glue sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 60 
watts.
SUR-CL800 Each ..............................23.75

Surebonder® Glue Gun Silicone Pad
Protect your work surface with this silicone pad!  
Place under hot glue guns or projects.  Prevents 
heat damage from hot guns or hot glue drips.  
Cooled glue peels off easily.  4" diameter circle.
SUR-6104 Each ................................4.59
 24 or More, Each.............3.99

Surebonder® Tough 
Stik™ Glue Sticks
8-Count Package
Ideal for projects that need 
an extra strong bond.  A clear 
acrylic hot melt adhesive, 
great for those difficult sur-
faces.  Bonds materials such 
as concrete, vinyl, metal, 
plastics, rubber, tile, stone, 
ceramic, leather, melamine, 
coated papers, foil, wood, 
nylon, fabric and glass.  
2-minute working time 
before glue hardens.  
Standard sticks measure 
7/16" in diameter and 10" 
long.  Non-toxic.  Conforms 
to ASTM D4236.
SUR-H810R 
Each ............................ 6.39

Surebonder® High Temperature 
Detailer Mini Glue Gun
Small, extended tip restricts glue flow for a 
finer line.  Ideal for intricate work and small 
items.  Safety fuse for enhanced protection.    
Insulated nozzle helps prevent burns. 
Detachable auxiliary stand helps protect 
surfaces when not in use.  Use with mini, 
5/16" sticks or rolls.  120 volts, 20 watts.
SUR-H195 Each ..................... 14.99

Protect Surfaces From 
Hot Glue Damage!

Detail Mini Glue Gun
For Fine Lines!
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Surebonder® High Temperature
Cordless Detailer Mini Glue Gun
Perfect for any DIY project!  Features a detail tip 
for a fine line of glue.  Cordless option allows the 
gun to be used for up to 2 minutes without being 
plugged in; simply return glue gun to the included 
stand and allow it to reheat after each use.  Stand 
also includes a built-in, non-stick glue pad to 
protect your work surface.  For large volume con-
tinuous use, simply plug the power cord into the 
base of the glue gun to transform it into a regular 
corded glue gun.  Features an on/off switch and 
insulated nozzle to safeguard against burns.  Uses 
mini, 5/16" diameter glue sticks or rolls.  120 
volts, 20 watts.  
SUR-CL195F Each ..............................19.95

Convenient Cordless Glue Guns!
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Surebonder® Glue Stick Bulk Packs
Bulk packs are economically priced and are ideal for classrooms or big projects!   
Can be used in high, low and dual temperature glue guns.  Mini sticks are 5/16" 
in diameter, standard sticks are 7/16" in diameter.  Packaged in a 5 lb. box.  
Conforms to ASTM D4236.
D Size Approx. Qty Each
SUR-725M54 Mini, 4" 565 37.95
SUR-725R510 Standard, 10" 90 37.95

Surebonder® Glue Rolls™
No need to keep adding glue sticks to your glue gun.  Can be cut to any length 
for convenience.  Glue rolls measure 60" long.  Mini rolls are 5/16" in diameter, 
standard rolls are 7/16" in diameter.  Conforms to ASTM D4236.
E Size Each 25/Ea
SUR-RM5 Mini 1.69 1.59
SUR-RR5 Standard 2.79 2.59

NEW
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Armada™ Snippy®

Easy Spring Scissors
Easy-squeeze, loop-handled scissors have a com-
fortable grip for greater control.  Fantastic for 
young students and those with physical or learn-
ing disabilities.  Blunt end is safe for students.  
5-1/2" long, 8" with loop.
AAM-B661 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.69

Armada™ 
Spring®-Action Scissors
Designed for children who are challenged by stan-
dard scissors.  The plastic spring in the handle can 
be raised to operate like traditional scissors; when 
lowered it springs them open again after the cut-
ting motion.  Hardened, tempered stainless steel 
blades.  5" long with blunt tips.  Lifetime limited  
manufacturer's warranty.  Color varies.
AAM-B888 Each ................................4.99
 12 or More, Each.............4.59

Maped®

Automatic Opening 
Educational Scissors
20-Count Package—Perfect beginner's scissors!  
The plastic spring makes these scissors open 
automatically.  To disable the self-opening feature, 
lower the arrow, and it allows them to work like 
regular scissors.  Stainless steel blades will not 
rust or tarnish and easily cut through paper, card-
stock, fabric and more.  5" long with blunt tips.  
Ideal for ages 4 and up.
HEL-137910 Each ..............................48.59

Fiskars® for 
Kids Scissors
C o m f o r t a b l e , 
a m b i d e x t r o u s 
scissors.  Easy-to-
control scissors 
feature a safety 
edge, providing 
accurate and acci-
dent-free cutting 
on paper, felt, 
foam and more.  
C o r r o s i o n -
resistant blades 
are precision-
ground, hardened 
steel.  5" long 
scissors.  Handles are assorted colors.  Feature a lifetime 
manufacturer's warranty.  Ages 4 and up.
A FMC-9416 Blunt B FMC-9430 Pointed
Each ..................................................................... 2.99
12 or More, Each (one style) ............................... 2.79
12-Count Packages - 12 scissors in a convenient plas-
tic storage container.  Assorted colors.  Ages 4 and up.
FMC-9501 Blunt FMC-9503 Pointed
C Each .......................................................... 32.75

Fiskars® for Kids Premium Class Packs
25-Piece Sets—24 scissors with ambidextrous han-
dles in assorted colors!  Keep scissors organized in the 
included Caddy Carrier featuring four removable cups.  
Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.  Ages 4 and up.
FMC-3466 Blunt FMC-3467 Pointed
D Each ................................................................................................................68.75

C

Innovative Safety Edge Blade Protects Kids! 

Maped® Security Scissors
Ultra-safe, plastic blades only cut paper, not fin-
gers or hair.  Spring action scissors open auto-
matically to help teach little ones how to cut.  
Spring action  can be disabled as students grow 
more comfortable using scissors.  Features a 
crocodile design on 2-tone blue plastic blades.  4" 
long scissors with 2" long blades.   Ambidextrous.  
Ideal for children ages 3 and up.  
HEL-472110 Each ................................1.79

Sargent Art® Safety Scissors
A terrific first pair of scissors!  All-plastic scissors 
easily cut paper and cardstock yet won't cut hair 
or fabric.  Safe for even preschool-age children to 
use (with parental supervision).  5-7/8" long with 
2-1/4" blades.  Ideal for children ages 3 and up.  
Ambidextrous handles.
SAR-220901 Each ................................1.59
 12 or More, Each.............1.39

D

Fiskars® Training Scissors
Training lever automatically opens the blades 
after each cut.  Once the motion is mastered, flip 
up the lever for traditional cutting action.  Blunt, 
plastic covered safety blades will only cut paper.   
Wide handle loops are designed for younger chil-
dren, ensuring a comfortable grip, no matter how 
they hold the scissors.  5-1/4" long.  Lifetime 
manufacturer's warranty.  For ages 3 and up.  
Color may vary.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, 
small parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
FMC-194900 Each ................................3.89
 12 or More, Each.............3.69

Training Lever Flips Up After 
Children Learn How To Cut!
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Fiskars® Starter Scissors
Unique, all-plastic scissors feature a spring-
action design that opens the blades auto-
matically after cutting.  Straight, no-loop 
handles are easier for younger children to 
grip.  Can be used with either the right or 
left hand.  Blunt plastic blades are safe for 
kids ages 2 and up.  5" long.  Lifetime manu-
facturer's warranty.  Color may vary.
FMC-134890 Each ........................2.99
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NEW

Spring Action Scissors Grow With Kids 
As They Master Cutting!

A

B
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Westcott® Lefty For Kids Scissors
Assist your left-handed students with these scissors designed just for 
them!  Rust-resistant, stainless steel blades with a pointed tip.  5" long.  Strong 
and durable.  Recommended for children ages 6 and up.  10-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.
A AC-13178 Each ............................... 3.99; 12 or More, Each ...........................................3.79

Crayola® Scissors
Fine quality, easy-to-use scissors from Crayola—a name teachers trust.  Scissors safely and easily cut 
paper and lightweight cloth.  Stainless steel blades for precision cutting.  Assorted color, plastic handles 
work well for both left- and right-handed students.  Spring-loaded rivet maintains tension to keep cut-
ting smooth, easy and constant.  5" long.
B B-3009 Blunt C B-3010 Pointed
Each ............................................................................... 2.25
12 or More, Each (one style) ......................................... 2.05

Antimicrobial Handles
Prevent Bacteria!

Westcott® Storage Caddy with Kids 
Antimicrobial Protection Scissors
25-Piece Set—Soft handles with a finger rest, plus antimicro-
bial protection, which prevents the growth of stain and odor 
causing bacteria.  Safety blades minimize the risk of injury.  
Ambidextrous, 5" long pointed scissors are packaged in a plas-
tic caddy with four storage cups and comfortable carrying handle.  
Includes 24 scissors and caddy.  Features a 10-year limited manu-
facturer's warranty on the blades.  
D AC-14755 Each ............................................................ 89.50

Save With
Scissor Packs!

Westcott®

For Kids Scissors Packs
12-Count Packages—Quality, 5" 
ambidextrous scissors in a conve-
nient, reusable plastic storage rack.  
Rust-proof, stainless steel scissor 
blades.  Assorted color, kid-sized 
plastic handles.  10-year limited 
manufacturer's warranty. 
AC-13140 Blunt AC-13141 Pointed
Each .........................................................................................................................................35.99

Armada™ Paper Shapers™
5-Piece Set—Cut unique shapes and borders - terrific for scrapbooks, stationery and 
more.  Comfortable, molded plastic handles with stainless steel blades.  Includes 
Victorian, inchworm, wave, pinking and heartbeat styles.  6" scissors.  Colors vary.
AAM-7005 Each .....................................................................................13.39

Armada™ Large Wire Scissor Stand
This stand with a durable handle will accommo-
date both child and adult sized scissors, holding 
up to 40 pairs at once.  Lightweight wire rack is 9" 
in diameter and 5" high.
AAM-03004 Each ................................8.59

School Works® Scissors
12-Count Packages—Corrosion-resistant blades 
are precision-ground, hardened stainless steel for 
cutting a variety of classroom materials.  Handles 
come in assorted colors.  5" scissors.
FMC-03928 Blunt 
FMC-03929 Pointed
Each .........................................................12.95

School Works®

No. 5 Kids Scissors
Ambidextrous, squishgrip handles to help 
reduce hand fatigue during extended use.  
Corrosion-resistant blades are precision-
ground, hardened stainless steel and offer 
good performance for cutting paper and a 
variety of classroom materials.  Handles 
come in assorted colors.  5" long.  For ages 
5 and up.
FMC-03698 Blunt 
FMC-03699 Pointed
Each .................................................. 1.49
12 or More, Each (one style) ............ 1.29
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Easily Store 
Scissors!
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Fiskars® No. 7 Student Scissors
Corrosion-resistant, self-sharpening blades have the same sharpness as 
adult scissors, with comfortable, nearly adult-sized handles.  Ambidextrous.  
7" long with a textured grip.  Suggested for ages 12 and older.  Lifetime 
manufacturer's warranty.
FMC-9458 Each ........................................................................4.95  
 12 or More, Each.....................................................4.75

Fiskars® Graduate Scissors
Full-sized, 8" scissors made especially for 

teens and college students.  Antimicrobial handle 
protection inhibits the growth of bacterial odors and deterioration.  
Corrosion-resistant, precision-ground, stainless steel blades.  Ambidextrous.  
Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.
FMC-5358 Each ........................................................................4.95
 12 or More, Each.....................................................4.75

Fiskars® Big Kids Scissors
Big Kids scissors take the basic design of the kids scissors and enlarge 
them for older children.  Larger finger loops fit growing hands and 
longer, sharper blades offer enhanced cutting performance.  6" long, 
ambidextrous.  Color varies.  Ages 8 and up.  Lifetime manufacturer's 
warranty.
FMC-194640 Each ................................................................3.79
 12 or More, Each.............................................3.59

Designed For
Older Kids!

Full-Sized Scissors!

Fiskars Scissors Offer 
Age-Appropriate Options!
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Fiskars®

Non-Stick Student Scissors
Sized for growing hands, bigger than kid 

scissors but not as big as adult scissors.  Non-
stick coating prevents residue build-up.  Stainless steel blades are precision-
ground and hardened for a sharp, long-lasting edge, making them ideal for 
a variety of uses.  Design varies; not all designs shown.  7" long.  For ages 
12 and up.  Lifetime manufacturer's warranty.  Ambidextrous.
FMC-124582 Each ........................................................................6.99

Maped® 
Sensoft 3D 
Left-Handed 
Scissors
Designed espe-
cially for lefties, 
the handles and 
blades are 
reversed for 
c o m fo r t a b l e , 
safe use.  Super-
soft finger loops are flexible, so they provide a 
customized fit for each user.  High quality, stain-
less steel blades will not rust or tarnish.  
Scissors measure 6-1/3" long and feature 
pointed tips.  Color of handles may vary.  For 
ages 12 and up.
HEL-696510 Each ............................ 4.39

Fiskars® Scissors Sharpener
Reshape worn blade edges.  Insert scissors and 
apply gentle pressure as you pull the scissors 
toward you.  Usually, four strokes are enough.  
Works with scissors that have a 30° cutting 
edge angle.  Not for use with left-handed scis-
sors, pinking shears, scissors with serrated 
blades or razor-edge scissors.  Lifetime manufac-
turer's warranty.
FMC-05105 Each ......................................................................13.99

School Works® No. 7 Student Scissors
Ambidextrous scissors.  Feature larger, comfortable squishgrip handles to 
help reduce hand fatigue during extended use.  Corrosion-resistant blades 
are precision-ground, hardened stainless steel and offer good performance 
for cutting paper, foil, WonderFoam and a variety of other classroom materi-
als.  Color varies.  7" long.  Ideal for ages 12 and up.
FMC-5353 Each ........................................................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.....................................................1.79

Larger Holes For 
Bigger Hands!

Westcott® All-Purpose Bent Scissor Set
3-Count Package—Lightweight, durable, stainless steel blades cut easily.  
Scissors feature bent handles for comfortable cutting on a flat surface.  
Ambidextrous scissors are 8" long.  5-year limited manufacturer's warranty.
AC-13402 Each ......................................................................13.79

Economical Scissor 
Value Pack!

Fun Handle Designs!
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Made For
Left-Handers!
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Fiskars® Non-Stick 
Titanium Softgrip® Scissors
Titanium-etched stainless steel blades remain 
sharp through heavy use.  Non-stick coating 
allows you to cut cleanly through materials with 
sticky adhesives.  Ergonomic, Softgrip handles.  Lightweight design.  
Straight scissors measure 8".  Feature a lifetime manufacturer's warranty.
FMC-5413 Each ........................................................................9.99
 12 or More, Each.....................................................9.39

Fiskars® 
All Purpose Scissors
Fiskars all purpose scissors feature thicker, dura-
ble hardened stainless steel blades.  Handles are contoured to fit your hand.  
Ambidextrous.  8" long, straight scissors.  Include a lifetime manufacturer's 
warranty.
FMC-4249 Each ........................................................................6.99

Easy-To-Clean,
Non-Stick Coating!

All-Purpose,
Economical Trimmer!

Armada™ Precision™ Trimmers
Precision-ground, hardened and tempered stainless steel blades, combined 
with break-resistant ABS plastic handles.  Both styles feature a lifetime lim-
ited manufacturer's warranty.
A 8-1/4" Straight - Ambidextrous.
AAM-SN666A Each ........................................................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.....................................................3.69
B 8-1/4" Bent Handled - Right-handed.
AAM-SN666 Each ........................................................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.....................................................3.69

Westcott® Office Snips
Heavy-duty, utility scissors 
have strong serrated, stain-
less steel blades to effi-
ciently cut through lino-
leum, sheet metal, wire and 
carpeting.  Safety design 
keeps hands up and away 
from the cutting surface. 7" 
snips with molded plastic 
handles.  Right-handed.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.
AC-10098 Each ......................................................................10.99

Thick, Durable Blades!

Bent Style Allows You
To Keep The Blades Flat

While Cutting!

A

B

For 
Heavy-Duty, 
Industrial 

Use!

 
3X Harder

Than Stainless Steel!

Westcott® 
Titanium Bonded™ Scissors
Titanium bonded blades are three times harder 
than stainless steel, creating a sharper, more durable, 
longer-lasting cutting edge.  Excellent for cutting paper and cloth.  For right- 
or left-handed use.  The handles have a soft, contoured grip for comfort.  8" 
straight blades.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.
AC-13529 Each ......................................................................13.99
 12 or More, Each...................................................13.29

Armada™ Precision™ Shears
Precision-ground, hardened and tempered 
stainless steel blades.  8-1/4" pointed shears have 
ambidextrous, molded plastic handles for comfort.  
Shears feature a lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.
AAM-B848 Each ........................................................................5.49
 12 or More, Each.....................................................5.29

Armada™ Velvet Touch™ Scissors
All-purpose, 8" scissors have handles lined with 
a soft rubber cushion for comfort and control.  
Ambidextrous style handles work well for both left- and right-handed users.  
Durable stainless steel blades.  Lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.
AAM-05080 Each ........................................................................6.49
 12 or More, Each.....................................................6.29

Soft, Comfortable
Handles!

Maped®

Office Eco-Friendly 
Recycled Scissors
Precision ground stainless steel blades for long 
lasting sharpness.  Will not rust and are dishwasher safe.  Ergonomic 
designed handles for comfort.  Handles are 60% recycled plastic.  7" 
long, straight scissors.  10-year guarantee.  
HEL-498110 Each ...............................................................4.39

Made From Recycled 
Materials!
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Maped® Left-Handed Scissors
True left-handed scissors feature unique 

grips and reversed blades perfect for lefties.  
Heavy-duty, precision ground stainless steel  

blades.  8-1/4" long.  Will not rust and are dish-
washer safe.  10-year guarantee.

HEL-686549 Each ..................................6.79
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X-ACTO® #1 Knife
The most recognizable craft knife in the world.  All-purpose knife pro-
vides accurate cutting with an interchangeable #11 blade.  Aluminum 
handle.  Includes a safety cap.
E-3601 Each................5.69; 12 or More, Each .............5.39

Excel™ #1 Light-Duty Knife
A quality general-purpose knife that is affordable.  Surgically sharp 
blades offer precision cutting, trimming, scoring and carving.  Includes 
an interchangeable #11 blade and a safety cap.  
EX-16001 Each................3.29; 12 or More, Each .............2.99

Excel™ #2 Medium-Duty Knife
Over-sized metal barrel with textured grip gives extra control when cutting, 
trimming and carving.  Surgically sharp, interchangeable steel 
blade.  Comes with one #24 sharp angle blade.  Features a safety 
cap.
EX-16002 Each .......................................................3.99
 12 or More, Each....................................3.79

Excel™ #2 Knife Blades
5-Count Package—Straight #2 blades for the Medium-Duty Knife.
EX-20002 Each  ......................................................2.99

Over-Sized Barrel Equals More Control!

Excel™ Grip-On Knife
A super-sharp all-purpose knife.  Soft-grip handle provides maximum com-
fort.  Four-jaw chuck ensures blade lock.  Comes with a clear plastic safety 
cap.  Interchangeable #11 blade.  
EX-16020 Each ............. 5.29; 12 or More, Each .....................4.99

Excel™ Rite-Cut Knife
Excel quality, sharp #11 blade in an economical knife.  Plastic handle is 
lightweight and hexagonal-shaped to resist rolling.  Safety cap included.  
EX-16034 Each ............. 2.69; 12 or More, Each .....................2.49

X-ACTO® Retract-A-Blade® Knife
Fully retractable, safe #1 knife. The soft, triangle shape comfort grip pro-
vides extra control.  The anti-roll handle keeps the knife from rolling off your 
work surface.  Interchangeable #11 blade.
E-3204 Each ........... 13.79; 12 or More, Each ...................13.29

DAHLE Vantage®

Self-Healing
Cutting Mats
Self-healing 5-layer 
design for maximum 
durability will not dis-
integrate with repeat-
ed use.  1/8" thick 
mats protect your 
table tops from 
becoming marred and 
your knife blades from 
getting dull.  Pre-
printed grid in inch, 
metric, and angled 
guides will aid in sizing 
and keep your lines 
and angles straight.  Blue mat with white lettering.  Non-slip and non-
glare.
 Size  Each
DAH-10690 9x12" 9.39
DAH-10691 12x18" 15.39
DAH-10692 18x24" 24.99
DAH-10693 24x36" 42.99

DAHLE 
Vantage® 
Translucent 
Self-Healing 
Cutting Mats
Five-layer PVC 
construction pro-
vides maximum 
healing capabilities 
and extends the 
life of the mats.  
1/8" thick mats 
protect your work 
surface from 
becoming marred 
and your knife blades from getting dull.  Pre-printed 1/2" grid allows for 
easy sizing and straight cuts. 
 Size  Each
DAH-10680 9x12" 12.29
DAH-10681 12x18" 18.79
DAH-10682 18x24" 31.99
DAH-10683 24x36" 52.99
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Fiskars®

Rotary Cutter
Cut multiple layers 
of paper, vinyl, card-
board, mat board, 
leather and fabric 
with ease.  
Comfortable, con-
toured handle reduces hand fatigue.  Retractable blade 
for safety; release by depressing button.  Left- or right-
handed use with a simple change of the blade.  Hassle-
free blade change.  45mm blade.
FMC-9521 Each .........................................18.50
45mm Replacement Blade - One straight blade per package.  Designed for use 
with the Fiskars Rotary Cutter.
FMC-9531 Each ...........................................................................6.99

B C

For Crisp, Precise
Cuts, Replace
Dull Blades!

Excel™ #11 Knife Blades
Super-sharp, carbon steel, #11 replacement blades for craft knives.  The 
15-count package comes in a handy dispenser.
 Quantity Each
A EX-20011 5 2.39
B EX-23011 15 7.99
C EX-22611 100 27.50
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Excel™ Light-Duty 
Snap Blade Knife
A sharp blade is a snap 
away!  Cleanly cuts foam 
board, poster board, mylar, balsa wood and 
more.  Features a slide lock, plastic safety sleeve 
and 13-point, break-away blade.
EX-16010 Each ................................1.99
 12 or More, Each.............1.79

Sturdy, Metal 
Design!

Excel™ Snap Blade Knife
Sturdy, metal design!  Cleanly cuts foam board, 
poster board, mylar, balsa wood, thin metals and 
more.  Features a slide lock, all-metal body and 
13-point, break-away blade.
EX-16014 Each ................................2.99
 12 or More, Each.............2.79 
Excel™ Heavy-Duty 
Snap Blade Knife
In a "snap," your dull 
blade is gone and you get 
a sharp, new blade.  
Durable for heavy-duty 
use.  Metal reinforced blade support for extra 
stability.   Ideal for paper, cardboard, drywall, 
wood and more.  Features retractable blade and 
safety lock.  Includes one 8-point snap blade.
EX-16850 Each ................................3.79
 12 or More, Each.............3.59

Excel™
Retractable Utility Knife
Heavy-duty knife is ideal for a 
variety of industrial uses, 
including cutting through 
rope and cord.  Metal 
handle for a comfortable, con-
trolled grip.  Easy-to-use push 
button slide allows for depth 
control and safe, full retrac-
tion.  Includes three utility blades. 
EX-16009 Each ................................7.39
 12 or More, Each.............6.99

Blade Refills - Light-Duty, 13-point snap knife 
blades.  Five per package.
EX-20003 Each ................................3.29
 12 or More, Each.............2.99

Retractable Utility Knife Blade Refills
 Style Each 12/Ea
EX-20092 5-Count 2.99 2.79
EX-22692 100-Count 29.95 ——

Excel™ Mitre Box & Blade
Web Projects 82 & 161
Designed for delicate and pre-
cise angled sawing!  Slotted 
sides allow the razor saw to 
make clean, accurate cuts.  Lip of 
metal base steadies the box 
against the edge of a table or 
angles the base for ease in cutting.  
5" fine-toothed razor, pull-out saw blade.  Cuts wood, 
plastic and metal.  1" deep blade has 54 teeth per inch.  Excel #5 heavy-duty knife handle included.
EX-55666 Each ..............................................................................................................19.95
Replacement Pull-Out Saw Blade - 5" fine-toothed razor, pull-out saw blade.  1" deep blade.
EX-30490 Each ................................................................................................................5.49

Cuts Wood, Metal & Foam!
Excel™ Coping Saw Set
Coping saw cuts plastic, thin metal and wire, 
plus styrofoam and wood.  Adjustable wooden 
handle holds blade taut for control and makes 
cutting interior shapes easier.  Four blades, 
with variable sized teeth, in each package.  
Measures 7 x 4-1/2".
EX-55676 Each ......................... 15.99
Coping Saw Blade Refills - Four blades.
EX-20570 Each ........................... 4.59

Set Includes 
Four Blades

Blade Refills - Heavy-Duty, 8-point snap knife 
blades.  Five per package.
EX-20007 Each ................................3.99
 12 or More, Each.............3.79

Blade Refills - Light-Duty, 13-point snap knife 
blades.  Five per package. 
EX-20003 Each ................................3.29
 12 or More, Each.............2.99

Olfa 
Touch 
Knife
S t a i n l e s s 
steel blade 
automat i -
c a l l y 
r e t r a c t s 
into a stur-
dy plastic 

case for complete safety.  Cuts any light-
weight material quickly and easily.  Small, 
1-1/2" size.  Color varies.
OPC-TK4 Each ....................... 2.59

Helix® Paper Cutter
Easily cut rolls of paper 
or curl ribbon with 
this handy tool.  
Features no 
exposed 
b l a d e , 
so it is 
safer than traditional scissors and utility 
blades.  Curved handle fits comfortably in 
your hand.  Flat end of cutter can be used to 
smooth and crease paper.  Color may vary.
HEL-66510 Each ....................... 3.29
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Watch This Project On
YouTube At UnitedArtandEd

Web
Project
82

Excel™ Safety Scraper
Trim, cut and scrape with this handy metal tool.  
It's perfect for cleaning dried paint from a glass 
palette.  Accepts any ordinary single-edge razor 
blade.  Push-button retracts blade for safety.  
Contoured handle.  Includes five blades.
EX-16011 Each ................................4.99
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DAHLE
Personal 
Trimmer
Clamp holds your 
paper tight against 
the metal table.  Smooth, 
rotating circular blade is housed inside a plastic 
cutting head.  Cutter works in either direction.  
Inch increments marked.  Can cut up to seven 
sheets at a time, measuring up to 18" wide.
DAH-508 Each ..............................78.50

Compact, Lightweight 
Trimmer Is Easy

To Transport & Store!

Fiskars® 
SureCut Trimmer
Compact and lightweight, this trimmer 
includes a wire cut-line and swing out 
extension arm allowing for easy align-
ment.  TripleTrack system holds the 
blade and rail securely, resulting in 
straighter cuts.  Extension  arm extends 
the ruler to 14" and folds under cutter 
making storage easy.  Integrated 
smudge guard holds paper in place 
without fingerprints.  Ideal for general 
crafting purposes.  Cuts up to seven 

sheets at a time, up to 12" wide.
FMC-005454 Each ..............................22.99

Lightweight Guillotine-
Style Paper Trimmer!

Swingline® Classic Cut™
Ingento® Table Model Maple Trimmers
Quality, heavy-duty cutters offer years of service!  Crafted 
from hardwood maple, they feature a storage shelf and 
drop-leaf trim shelf.  With the detachable legs, you can 
turn your trimming station into a desktop trimmer.  
Includes a bevel ground, high carbon-tempered steel, 
self-sharpening blade with a precision tension spring that 
holds the blade in perfect alignment.  Protective guard rail 
keeps fingers safe.  Aluminum die-cast metal handle with 
a latch hook locks blade.  Alignment grid and ruler for 
accuracy.  15-sheet capacity.  10-year limited manufac-
turer's warranty.  Do not qualify for free shipping.
   Save With
 Size Each Vol. Disc.
Q-1174 30x30" 1,149.75 ($114.98)
Q-1184 36x30" 1,538.75 ($153.88)

Designed For Heavy-Duty 
School or Studio Use!

Swingline® Classic Cut™
Ingento® Maple Trimmers
Made of the finest select hardwood maple and dove-
tail joined to eliminate warping.  Surfaces are scored 
and ruled with 1/2" squares.  Includes a bevel ground, 
high carbon-tempered steel, self-sharpening blade.  
Unique, precision tension spring holds the blade in 
perfect alignment.  Features durable base castings 
and no-slip rubber feet.  Protective guard rail to keep 
fingers safe.  Includes a safety lock.  Cuts everything 
from tissue to cardboard.   15-sheet cutting capacity.  10-year limited manufacturer's warranty.  *Items 
marked with an asterisk do not qualify for free shipping.  

Perpetual Edge 
Self-Sharpening System!
X-ACTO® Square Wooden 
Guillotine Trimmers
Cut paper with ease and affordability!  
Designed specifically for heavy-use commer-
cial and school environments.  Trimmers are 
built to last with an X-ACTO hardened steel 
blade, featuring the Perpetual Edge Self-
Sharpening System.  Ideal for cutting papers for 
larger projects.  Trigger-lock safety latch, plus a 
safety guard to keep fingers away from the blades.  
Solid, 3/4" wooden base is marked with English and metric grids.  2-year limited manufacturer's war-
ranty.  *30x30" size does not qualify for free shipping, ships truck freight.
 Size Each
E-26615 15x15" 174.50
E-26618 18x18" 236.50

 Size Ship Weight Each
E-26624 24x24" —— 309.50
E-26630* 30x30" 36 lbs. 439.75

 Size Each
Q-1152 18x18" 342.75
Q-1162 24x24" 498.50

   Save With
 Size Each Vol. Disc.
Q-1172* 30x30" 795.50 ($79.55)
Q-1182* 36x30" 1,075.50 ($107.55)

DAHLE Professional Rolling Trimmer
The cutting blades on this trimmer are 
encased in a plastic housing that virtually 
eliminates the chance of injury.  The 
rotary action allows the blade to cut in 
either direction.  Plus, the blade 
sharpens itself as it cuts.  Automatic clamp 
holds work securely.  Sturdy metal base with pre-
printed guides and imprinted protractor for angled cuts.  
Cutting capacity of up to 12 sheets of paper, measuring up to 51" 
wide.  Features a lifetime limited manufacturer's warranty.  Does not 
qualify for free shipping.
DAH-558 Each ............................................................................................................579.50
Automatically Qualifies for 10% Volume Discount (Save $57.95)

Designed For
Safety!

X-ACTO®

12” Paper Trimmer
Lightweight plastic base has a 12" cutting 
length and measures 12" wide.  
Measurements are etched into base.  
Adjustable guide for precision paper align-
ment.  Cuts 10 sheets of 20 lb. paper at a 
time.  Features self-sharpening, hardened 
steel X-ACTO blade with metal lock-down.  
Safety guard protects fingers from cuts.  
1-year limited manufacturer’s warranty.
E-26232 Each .........................79.95 

Extra-Long Rotary 
Trimmer Easily

Cuts Larger Sheets!
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Volume Discount Program!Turn to page 358 for
complete details on our
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See 3D Images of 2D Pictures!
RainbowDepth® 3D Glasses
Web Project 95  Glasses create striking 3D images from normal 
2D images by pulling forward the color red to the foreground and 
sorting the remaining colors according to their position in the 
rainbow.  Encourages fantastic 3D illusions without compromis-
ing the quality of the image when viewed without the glasses. 
View 3D images in film, video, television, computer graphics, 
artwork and more. Unlike the traditional 3D process that 
requires two images, RainbowDepth information is encoded 
from a single image through the use of binary optics and 
color.  Black cardboard frames.
RSI-01701 Each ............................................................ .99
 12 or More, Each......................................... .89

Jack Richeson's Color Wheels
30-Count Package—An all-in-one color wheel 
and gray scale chart!  These small color wheels 
are great for individual student use in the class-
room.  Charts cover primary, secondary and ter-
tiary colors, complementary colors and gray 
scale, plus general mixing instructions.  Each 
measures 7x7".
J-499975 Each ..............................10.99

Gray Scale & 
Value Finder
Handy tool accu-
rately inter-
prets value 
differences 
and contrasts 
between hues, 
or use it to 
compare colors 
with surrounding 
objects.  Features 
ten swatches: Value 1 (black), Values 2-9 (dark to 
light grays) and Value 10 (white).  Unique notches 
allow you to completely surround a color so 
nearby colors don't interfere.  Use when creating 
tints, shades and tones of original hues.  4x6".
CW-3505 Each ................................3.59
 12 or More, Each.............3.39

Color
Wheel™
Two-sided color wheel answers a variety of color 
mixing questions.  Mixing side shows results 
when creating tints and shades.  Harmony side 
indicates analogous and complementary color 
schemes, including secondary and tertiary colors, 
plus warm and cool colors.  Also includes gray 
scale values.  Circular design helps students visu-
alize how colors relate to each other.  Small 
pocket version easily fits in a folder for transpor-
tation to and from class or for field work.
 Diameter Each
CW-3451 9-1/4" 6.39
CW-3501 5-1/8" 3.79

Transparent 
Color Paddles
18-Piece Set
Colored, trans-
parent plastic 
paddles help 
d e m o n s t r a t e 
color mixing 
combinat ions .  
Set includes three 
each of blue, green, orange, 
purple, red and yellow.  5-3/4" long.
LER352 Each ..............................10.99

All-In-One Color Wheels Are 
Packed With Information!

Getting To Know...DVD Series
This entertaining series explains basic information 
about line, color, and shape and form in art.  
Discusses the use of line in great works of art and 
the emotional impact of color, plus shape and form 
in the world around us.  Designed for early elemen-
tary students.
KAI-30405 Line in Art - 17 minutes
KAI-30505 Color in Art - 24 minutes
KAI-30605 Shape & Form in Art - 24 minutes
Each .................................................................34.95

Dover Op 
Art & 
Visual 
Illusions 
CD-ROM 
Clip Art & 
Book Set
The perfect 
resource for 
teaching op art 
and illusions.  
293 all-original 
op-art designs 
employing circles, squares, curves, lines and 
angles.  CD features high resolution images saved 
in several different formats.  Paperback, 48 pages.
D-998916 Each ..............................16.95

The Art of 
Drawing
Optical
Illusions
How To Draw Mind-
Bending Illusions 
and Three-
Dimensional Trick 
Art In Graphite and 
Colored Pencil
Perfect for beginning 
artists.  This resource 
starts by teaching 
readers how to draw basic optical illusions and 
progresses to more difficult 2- and 3-dimensional 
trick art.  Paperback by Jonathan Stephen Harris.  
128 pages.
WF-TB23 Each ..............................19.99

The Mandala 
Guidebook
How to Draw,
Paint and Color 
Expressive Mandala 
Art—The art of cre-
ating mandalas has 
been used for self-
examination.  Author 
Kathryn Costa 
explores different 
types of mandalas.  
Features  24 demon-
strations with various types of media, plus guided 
questions to help explore your talents.  Paperback, 
144 pages.
N-S5302 Each ..............................24.99
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Vasarely-Inspired
Op Art

Web Project 
203
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Monster 
Factory
Draw Cute and 
Cool Cartoon 
Monsters
Learn to draw 43 
wonderfully weird 
and relatively 
harmless mon-
sters.  Create  a 
variety of different 
eyes, mouths, 
horns, legs and 
feet—then mix 
them up to make your own unique creation.  
Features an overview of tools plus an inspiration 
gallery.  Paperback by Ernie Harker.  128 pages.
N-T3886 Each ..............................22.99

Create 
Comics: A 
Sketchbook
Features 58 pages 
of helpful instruc-
tion that covers all 
the basics, includ-
ing creating char-
acters, bodies in 
motion, inking 
techniques and 
more. Then, plan 
and draw your 
comics with the 
144 blank pages in 
the back, which have pre-outlined panels.
QP-067686 Each ..............................14.99

Dover Art 
Masterpieces 
To Color
60 Great Paintings 
From Botticelli To 
Picasso—60 black 
& white illustra-
tions, printed on 
one side of each 
page.  Features a 
short history of the 
artist and artwork 
shown, plus a small 
color version of 
each painting.  128 pages, paperback.
D-433811 Each ................................9.95

Animation 
Lab For 
Kids
Fun Projects 
For Visual Storytelling and Making Art 
Move—Learn all about animation, from 
flipbooks to stop-motion and shooting 
scenes.  Requires no previous experience 
and features various media.  Flexibound, by 
Laura Bellmont and Emily Brink.  144 pages.
QP-1181 Each .........................24.99

Creative Photography Lab
52 Fun Exercises For Developing Self-
Expression With Your Camera—Fun and 
silly photography exercises designed to 
teach you about your camera and yourself!  
Readers can use their choice of camera.  
Paperback by Steve Sonheim.  144 pages.

QP-8324 Each ..............................24.99

Drawing Lab 
For Mixed-
Media Artists
52 Creative 
Exercises To 
Make Drawing 
Fun
Innovative proj-
ects and tech-
niques designed 
to help adult stu-
dents discover a more spontaneous, playful 
approach to drawing.  Offers projects and ideas.  
Paperback by Carla Sonheim.  144 pages.
QP-6139 Each ..............................25.99

Art Lab For 
Kids
52 Creative 
Adventures In 
Drawing, 
Painting, 
Printmaking, 
Paper & Mixed 
Media—52 art 
projects set into 
weekly lessons.  
Open-ended lessons can be used with children of 
any age.  Paperback by Susan Schwake.  144 
pages.
QP-7655 Each ..............................22.99

Clay Lab For 
Kids
52 Projects to 
Make, Model and 
Mold with Air-Dry, 
Polymer and 
Homemade Clay
No kiln required!  
In addition to 
sculpting, kids will 
design with color 
and decorate with paint.  Ages 4-10. Paperback, 
144 pages by Cassie Stephens.
QP-2706 Each ..............................24.99
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Dover Masterworks Color Your Own Books
Each book features black and white reproductions of famous paintings from artists such as Mary 
Cassatt, Pablo Picasso, Stuart Davis and many more.  A small version of each original, in full color, is 
printed on the inside of the covers for reference.  29-30 designs, printed on one side of premium qual-
ity paper.  Pages have perforations for easy removal.  
D-779424 Famous American Paintings D-833153 NEW Abstract Art Paintings
D-780244 Modern Art Paintings
Each ...........................................................................................................................................5.99

Basic 
Anatomy For 
The Manga 
Artist
Everything You 
Need  To Start 
Drawing 
Authentic Manga 
Characters
Features step-by-
step instructions, 
illustrations and 
anatomical charts, 
plus before-and-after comparisons.  Discusses 
how different elements come together to form 
complete characters.  Paperback by Christopher 
Hart.  160 pages.   
WG-47703 Each ..............................21.99

Shojo 
Fashion: 
Manga Art 
School
How To Draw Cool 
Looks And 
Characters
Learn to draw fan-
tastic fashion 
shojo manga. 
Loaded with tips, 
this book covers 
basic techniques 
as well as putting 
it all together to create specific looks and cool 
settings.  Paperback by Irene Flores, 144 pages.
N-Z2702 Each ..............................22.99

Draw Paint Print 
Like The Great 
Artists
Author Marion 
Deuchars introduces 
famous artists, then 
challenges students 
to practice the art-
ists' techniques.  
Covers Dali, Matisse, 
Kahlo, Klee and 
more, plus lesser-
known artists that 
had an impact on the 
author's art.  Ages 8-12.  224 pages, paperback.
CB-7281 Each ..............................19.95
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Dover Creative Haven Multicultural Coloring Books
Beautiful black & white drawings inspired by different cultural backgrounds, just waiting for color to be 
added with markers, pens, colored pencils and more.  31 designs per book.  Printed on one side of the 
page, with perforations for easy removal.  Paperbacks.
D-491366 Japanese Prints
D-492133 Day of The Dead
D-493091 African Designs
Each ...........................................................5.99 

Design Your Own Coat of Arms
An Introduction To Heraldry—Author and 
genealogist Rosemary A. Chorzempa 
explains the history and symbolism behind 
the designs found on a coat of arms so that 
you can create your own, reflecting your 
heritage.  Features illustrations and patterns 
based on medieval styles.  Paperback, 48 
pages.    
D-24993X Each ....................... 4.99 A
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Art Lessons For The Middle School
A DBAE Curriculum—A ready-to-use plan book, 
filled with a year's worth of activities.  Integrates 
art production, art history, art criticism and aes-
thetics into your classes.  56 lesson plans intro-
duce students to a variety of media and tech-
niques.  17 reproducible study guides.  Designed 
for grades 6-8.  Paperback written by Nancy 
Walkup Reynolds.  74 pages.
WWP-21434 Each ..............................23.00

Mola Designs
45 Authentic Indian Designs From Panama
Contains clearly drawn, reproducible, copyright-
free images of authentic Mola designs.  Perfect to 
use for inspiration when creating multicultural 
drawings, sculptures, pottery and much more.  
Paperback by Frederick W. Shaffer.  48 pages.
D-242897 Each ................................7.95

Dover 
Creative 
Haven Art 
Masterpieces 
Dot-To-Dot
Features 30 dot-
to-dot puzzles.  
Each puzzle con-
tains hundreds of 
numbered dots 
that slowly reveal 
famous works of 
art created by 
Gauguin, Degas,  
Leonardo da Vinci, 
Michelangelo and many others.  Double the fun 
by coloring the pictures with colored pencils, 
crayons, markers or pens.  Pages are perforated 
and printed on one side only for easy removal and 
display.  Paperback by Peter Donahue, 64 pages.
D-808915 Each ................................7.99

Great Studio Projects In Art History
Let your students experience the ideas and meth-
ods of artists from ancient to modern.  Incorporate 
aesthetics and criticism into your lessons through 
class discussion and demonstrations.  
Reproducible pages include historical notes, 
maps and complete instructions for each of the 
115 activities.  Designed for grades 8-12.  
Paperback by William Reid, Jr.  208 pages.
WWP-38523 Each ..............................32.00

Short Lessons In Art History
Artists and Their Work—Captivating lessons 
cover the stories and artistic accomplishments of 
35 great painters and sculptors.  Students will 
come to appreciate the artists’ personal struggles 
and successes, along with their greatest works 
and an understanding of major art movements.  
For grades 8-12.  Paperback by Phyllis Clausen 
Barker.  220 pages.
WWP-42458 Each ..............................35.00

Exercises and Activities For Short 
Lessons In Art History
Artists and Their Work—A supplement to "Short 
Lessons in Art History".  Includes activities, dis-
cussion questions and research project ideas.  
Helps students develop critical thinking skills 
through writing exercises and aids teachers in 
assessment.  For grades 8-12.   Paperback by 
Phyllis Clausen Barker.  144 pages.
WWP-42466 Each ..............................31.00
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CP-213247 Salvador Dali
CP-212899 Leonardo da Vinci
CP-220870 Edgar Degas
CP-221051 Paul Gauguin
CP-213216 Frida Kahlo

CP-225387 Michelangelo
CP-225400 Claude Monet
CP-212912 Georgia O'Keeffe
CP-225370 Pablo Picasso
CP-225394 Vincent van Gogh

Illustrated Artist 
Biographies Are

Terrific For 
Any Age!

KAI-04064 Leonardo da Vinci - Laugh and 
learn with the painter of the "Mona Lisa" and "The 
Last Supper."  24 minutes.
KAI-05064 Michelangelo - The famous sculp-
tor, painter and architect describes his life, from 
childhood in Florence to his career in Rome.  An 
entertaining mix of art and cartoons.  24 minutes 
long.
KAI-01064 Monet - Monet and his French 
Impressionist "pals" are brought to life in this enter-
taining video.  22 minutes.
KAI-03064 Rembrandt - How did one 17th-
century Dutchman's work become a world standard 
for art?  24 minutes.
KAI-02064 Vincent van Gogh - Meet Vincent, 
his brother Theo and fellow artist Paul Gauguin.  23 
minutes.
KAI-06064 Andy Warhol - Discover Pop Art, 
plus his other images of everyday life.  24 minutes.
KAI-01084 Mary Cassatt - Say "mother and 
child" and what artist comes to mind?  Get to know 
impressionist artist Mary Cassatt, famous for her 
tender portraits of families and children.  24 minutes 
long.

Getting To Know The World's Greatest Artists DVD Series
Animated DVDs are a great addition to the popular "Getting To Know The World's Greatest Artists" book 
series.  For grades K-8.

Each .........................................................................................................................................34.95

KAI-01104 Edgar Degas - When is an impres-
sionist not an impressionist?  When he is Edgar 
Degas!  Degas showed his work with other impres-
sionists, but never accepted the label.  Find out why 
in this entertaining video.  22 minutes.
KAI-01124 Faith Ringgold - Do you think you 
can fly?  Faith Ringgold believes you can.  Learn 
about her early life in Harlem, the cultural upheavals 
of the 1970s and her position as a respected artist.  
22 minutes.

Each ...........................................................................................................................................7.95

Who Was...Series
Give young artists a sneak peak into the life of a 
famous artist.  Designed for ages 8-12, these chapter 
books cover the important parts of each artist's life.  
Paperbacks, 112 pages each.
PPG-54061 Jim Henson
PPG-443010 Leonardo da Vinci
PPG-449876 Pablo Picasso
PPG-455853 Dr. Seuss
PPG-479385 Frida Kahlo
PPG-482361 Stan Lee
PPG-483139 Frank Lloyd Wright
PPG-488646 Norman Rockwell
Each ................................................................ 5.99

Art Movements: Stories on 
Canvas Bulletin Board Set
8-Piece Set—Introduce students to vari-
ous art movements with these posters.  
Covers Baroque, Cubism, Expressionism, 
Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, 
Realism, Romanticism and Surrealism.  
Each poster offers a brief definition, the 
characteristics and influences of the move-
ment, artists involved and examples of art-
work. Posters measure 11x17".  Great for 
decorating and visual reminders.  Printed on 
10 pt. cardstock that is coated on one side.
NS-3082 Each .........................14.99

Dover 120 
Great 
Paintings 
Electronic 
Clip Art Book
Web Projects 
43 & 128  
Discover a color-
ful treasury of 
120 paintings and 
drawings by some 
of the world's 
greatest artists, 
spanning five cen-
turies.  Features works by Munch, da Vinci, 
Cassatt, van Gogh, Gainsborough, Homer, Hopper 
and more.  Includes a CD-ROM with a gallery of 
royalty-free images, useful for classroom projec-
tors.  Saved as full-color, high resolution jpegs in 
two different sizes, the images are spotlighted in 
the companion book.  Compatible with Windows 
and MAC OS X systems.  Paperback.
D-996778 Each ..............................22.95

Daily Warm-Ups: Art
Draw out the artist in your students!  Illustrates 
the importance of line, color, shape, balance and 
more in 180 short lessons.  Helps students under-
stand the roles of art and artists in society. 
Stresses art appreciation with easy, hands-on 
activities.  Addresses national standards for art 
education.  Designed for grades 5-8.  Reproducible 
paperback by Shari McMahon.  210 pages, mea-
sures 8-3/8 x 5-3/8".
WWP-53883 Each ..............................29.99
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Getting To Know
The World's Greatest 
Artists Series Revised 
Editions
Open up the exciting world of art 
to your students!  Clever, 
cartoon-like color illustra-
tions and amusing biogra-
phies give children a light, 
yet realistic overview of art-
ists' lives and artistic styles.  
Includes several reproduc-
tions of the artist's work.  
The revised editions contain 
new content including a 
timeline, important places, 
glossary, index and quiz.  
Introduce students to 
Surrealism with Dali, 
Impressionism with Monet 
and Cubism with Picasso and more!  Books are designed for grades 3-5, but offer a fun way to learn for 
students of any age.  Paperbacks written by Mike Venezia.  35 pages.
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Make A Complete Button In Just Two Simple Steps!

2-1/4" & 3"
Button Makers

Include A Circle Cutter

1" Button Maker
Includes A

Circle Punch

Great For 
Carnivals & Other 
Special Events!

Neil “Mini Model” Button Parts
Includes shells, pinned backs and mylar covers.  
Parts are made specifically for Neil Mini Model 
Button Makers and may not fit other button maker 
machines.
1" Buttons Quantity Each
NEI-9001 1000  204.50
2-1/4" Buttons 
NEI-913100 100  45.99
NEI-913500 500 148.50
3" Buttons  
NEI-914100 100  57.99
NEI-914500 500  179.50
Mylar Covers Only - 100 per package.
NEI-913MY For 2-1/4" Buttons 
NEI-914MY For 3" Buttons 
Each .........................................................12.99

Neil “Mini Model” 
Button Makers 
Personalized buttons and badges have never been 
easier to create—just two easy steps!  These 
heavy-duty machines make large-volume button 
making simple and profitable.  Use lightweight 
bond, computer paper or photographs for suc-
cessful results every time!  All three models come 
with enough supplies to make 100 buttons.  1" 
button maker includes a circle punch; 2-1/4" and 
3" button makers include a rotary circle cutter.  
1-year limited manufacturer’s warranty.  For best 
results, use 2-1/4" or 3" size for buttons contain-
ing photographs.
 Size Each
NEI-9001MM 1" 397.50
NEI-913MM 2-1/4" 395.00
NEI-9014 3" 428.99

Snazaroo™ Face Paint Kit
Enough supplies to paint up to 40 faces.  
Includes 0.09 oz. each of black, bright pink, 
bright red, bright yellow, grass green, pur-
ple, sky blue and white, plus a brush, a 
sponge and a face painting guide.  Non-
toxic.  1 Warning - Choking hazard, small 
parts.  Not for children under 3 years.
W-1172069 Each ..................... 15.99

Paint Up To 450 Faces!

Snazaroo™ Face Paint Palette
Palette features enough face paint for up to 450 
full faces - just add water to a brush or sponge 
and you're ready to go!  Includes 18ml each of 
eight vivid colors: black, bright pink, bright red, 
bright yellow, grass green, orange, sky blue and 
white.  Once opened, the palette is resealable and 
paints will keep for up to 18 months.  Non-toxic.  
1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  Not 
for children under 3 years. 
W-1172076 Each ..............................49.99
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Find More Face
Paint Supplies At 
UnitedNow.com!
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How To Make 
Balloon 
Animals Kit

Make all 
kinds of 
balloon ani-

mals!  Complete 
kit contains 20 
balloons, balloon 
pump and an 
80-page instruc-

tion booklet.  For ages 8 and up.  2 Warning - 
Choking hazard, children under 8 yrs. can 
choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken 
balloons.  Keep uninflated balloons from chil-
dren.  Discard broken balloons at once.
ST-21812 Each ..............................12.99

NEW

C-Line®

DuPont Tyvek Security Wristbands
Security wristbands, made with DuPont Tyvek, are 
an economical solution to visitor and crowd con-
trol.  Simply peel off adhesive liner, wrap around 
wrist and adhere to the other side of wristband.  
100 per package, each measures 3/4 x 10".
CLP-89103 Green CLP-89106 Yellow
CLP-89105 Blue
Each .........................................................12.99
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1-10
3D Glasses ...............................341
3M Tape & Dispensers ...... 321-324

A
Academy Watercolors ................15
Acetate.....................................113
ACRYLIC
 Brushes .......40, 42-47, 49, 50
 Ink ..............................24, 185
 Mediums .......... 20, 23, 27-29,
  193, 202, 219
ACRYLIC PAINT (By Brand)
 Atelier .................................24
 Basics ..................................22
 CHROMA .............................18
 Chromacryl ...................20, 21
 Createx ...............................33
 Galeria ................................24
 Handy Art ............................19
 Liquitex .........................24, 25
 Portfolio Series ...................18
 Royal & Langnickel .............18
 Sargent Art ..........................18
 Winsor & Newton ...............24
ACTIVA
 Casting Plaster ..................249
 Celluclay ...........................248
 Instamold .........................245
 Rigid Wrap ........................249
 Sculpting Wheel ...............265
 Self-Hardening Clay ..........255
ADHESIVE
 Boards ...............................204
 Glue .......................... 325-331
 Glue Dots ..........................321
 Hot Glue ...................332, 333
 Mounting ......... 116, 319-321,
  330
 Paste .........................248, 329
 Putty .................................320
 PVA ...................................330
 Rubber Cement .................330
 Spray .................................330
 Tape .......................... 320-324
Adhesive Transfer
 Gun & Tape................116, 321
Aida Cloth ................................227
Air Compressors ........................33
AIRBRUSH
 Cleaner ...............................32
 Mediums .............................32
 Paint ...................................33
Airbrushes, Iwata ......................32
Airbrushes, Paasche ...................32
Air-Dry Clay .....................248, 255
Alcohol Inks .....................185, 219

Aleene's Glue .......... 325, 327, 331
Alphabet Beads ........................237
Alphacolor Char-Kole ...............146
Alphacolor Pastels ...................150
Alum ........................................220
ALUMINUM
 Easels ................... 66, 67, 296
 Rulers ...............................129
 Wire ..................................242
AMACO
 Bisque Fix .........................278
 Casting Compound ...........249
 Clay ...........................255, 256
 Claycrete ...........................248
 Dipping Glaze....................279
 Glazes ............. 279, 284, 286,
  288-291
 Gum Solution ....................279
 Kiln Supplies .... 273, 276, 277
 Kilns ..................................272
 Lid Master .........................265
 Papier Maché ....................248
 Pottery Plaster ..................249
 Rub 'N Buff ........................245
 Rubber Latex.....................245
 Sculptamold ......................248
 Underglazes .............. 281-283
 Wedging Board .................265
Ambrite Chalk ..........................150
Animal Face Forms ..................199
Applicator Bottles .............59, 224,
  225, 279
APRONS
 Cotton .........................57, 226
 Denim ...............................265
 Disposable ..........................57
 Vinyl ............................57, 265
 Wheel Throwing ................265
Aqua-Flo Brushes .......................40
Arches Paper ..............................72
ARMADA
 Foam Rollers .......................55
 Paper Shapers ...................335
 Scissors ............ 334, 335, 337
Armature Wire .........................249
Armour Etch ............................219
Art Paste ..........................248, 329
Art Project Kits ........ 9, 52, 81, 90,
  93, 103, 106, 112, 123,
  169, 177, 181, 188, 189,
  197, 198, 205, 217, 221,
  229, 243, 244, 248
Art1st Sketchbooks ....................80
Artagain Paper ...........................82
ArtBin Boxes ........... 172, 299, 300
Artgum Eraser..........................133
Artisan Oil Colors & Mediums....30
Artist Tape ..........................16, 323
Artista II Tempera .......................2
Artista II Watercolor .................11
Artista Potter's Wheel ..............268
Artstraws .................................205
Atelier A2 Acrylics ......................24
Award Ribbons .........................315
Awl ...................................196, 244
Azure Markers ..........................173

B
BAGS
 Mesh .................................131
 Paper.................................201
 Pencil ................................299
Ball Chains ...............................240
Ballpoint Pens ..................316, 317
Balsa Wood ......................211, 213
Bamboo Brushes ........................52
Banding Wheel .........................265
Banner Paper ............ 87, 110, 111
Bare Books ...............................104
Baren, Printmaking ..................191
Basics Acrylics ............................22
Basics Gesso ..............................26
Basketmaking Supplies ............234
Baskets .............................106, 301
Basswood ................... 70, 211-213
Basswood Canvases ...........70, 212
BATIK
 Dye ...................................224
 Pen ....................................221
 Wax ...................................221
Bats, Throwing .........................267
BEAD (See Also Beads)
 Board ................................240
 Kiln Rack ...........................277
 Loom .................................241
 Maker ................................251
 Racks ................................251
 Wire ..........................239, 242
BEADALON
 Bead Board........................240
 Thread ..............................239
 Tools .........................240, 241
 Wire ..................................239
Beads ............................... 237-239
Beeswax ...................................221
Beginner's Pencils ....................138
Bells .................................201, 315
Bench Hook ..............................191
Best Test Paper Cement ...........330
BIC
 Markers .............................176
 Pencils ..............................139
 Pens ..........................316, 317
Binder Clips ..............................312
Binder's Board ..........................196
Binder's Needles & Thread .......196
Binding Tape .............................196
BISQUE
 Dishware ...........................278
 Fix .....................................278
 Medallions ........................278
 Ornaments ........................278
 Tiles ..................................278
Black Glue ................................326
Black Ink Paper ..........................85
Black Magic Eraser ...........133, 146
Black Magic Ink .......................185

BLADES
 Knife ..........................338, 339
 Linoleum Cutter ................191
 Mat Cutter ........................114
Blank Books..............................104
Blankets, Press .........................192
Blenders .......... 149, 152, 165, 173
Block Printing Supplies .... 186-191
Blocks, Carving ........................213
Blocks, Wood ...................210, 213
BOARDS
 Adhesive ...........................204
 Airbrush ..............................76
 Bead ..................................240
 Bookbinding ......................196
 Bristol .................................78
 Bulletin .............................303
 Canvas ................................68
 Chalk .................................303
 Clay .....................................99
 Collage ......................118, 204
 Cork ..................................303
 Corrugated ................117, 118
 Crescent............. 76, 109, 115
 Display ..............................117
 Drawing ............................130
 Dry Erase .......... 296, 303-305
 Foam .................................118
 Holographic ......................109
 Illustration ..........................76
 Marker............... 296, 303-305
 Mat....................................115
 Metallic .....................109, 112
 Mirror ................................112
 Mounting ..................115, 118
 Plastic ...............................109
 Poster ...............................109
 Presentation .....................117
 Railroad ............................109
 Scratch ..........................98, 99
 Sculpture ..........................246
 Sketch ...............................130
 Tack ..................................303
 Tag ....................................108
 Watercolor ..........................72
 Wedging ...........................265
Bombay Black India Ink ...........185
Bone Folder ........................97, 196
BOOK
 Carts .................................297
 Rings .................................312
 Tubs ..................................297
Bookbinding .............................196
Bookmarks ...............................105
BOOKS (By Subject)
 Animation .........................342
 Art History ................343, 344
 Art Instruction ..........343, 344
 Art Projects .......................342
 Artist Biography ........343, 344
 Block Printing ...........189, 191
 Calligraphy ........................183
 Cartooning ........................342
 Ceramics ...........................267
 Clay ...........................267, 342
 Clip Art ..............................344
 Color Theory .......................71
 Coloring ....................342, 343
 Design ...............................343
 Drawing .......... 120, 146, 158,
  159, 341, 342
 Fashion Design .........159, 342
 Fiber Arts ..........................231
 Gelli Printing .....................186
 Lettering ...........................183
 Mandalas ..........................341
 Manga ...............................342
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BOOKS (By Subject), continued
 Mixed Media ...............71, 342
 Multicultural .....................343
 Optical Illusions ................341
 Origami ...............................97
 Painting.... 19, 22, 53, 71, 200
 Paper Crafts ........................97
 Papier Mache ....................248
 Perspective .......................121
 Photography .....................342
 Pottery ..............................267
 Pour Painting ......................27
 Printmaking ..... 186, 189, 191
 Sculpture ..........................267
 Stamping ..........................191
 Sumi-E Painting ..................52
Books, Blank.............................104
Books, Sketch ................ 75, 78-80
Bostitch Sharpeners .........134, 135
Bostitch Staplers ..............318, 319
Bottle Cutter ............................218
Bottles, Airbrush ........................32
Bottles, Empty ...................59, 224
Bowls, Plastic .............................61
Box Tape ...................................322
BOXES
 Craft ..........................105, 205
 Paper Mache .....................205
 Pencil ................................299
 Storage ....... 90, 172, 299-302
Bracelet Kit ..............................236
Brass Rings ..............................235
Brass Wire ................................242
Brayers ...............................55, 190
BRENT
 Batmobile ..........................267
 Clay Extruders...................264
 Furniture ...................264, 270
 Pottery Wheels .................269
 Slab Rollers .......................264
 Ware Carts ........................270
Bristle Brushes ......... 34, 35, 48-51
Bristol Board ..............................78
BRUSH
 Basin ...................................56
 Cleaner .........................56, 58
 Flush ...................................58
 Holder .................................56
 Holders ...............................40
 Shaper ................................58
 Stand ..................................34
 Tip Markers ..............173, 176,
  181, 182, 222
BRUSHES
 Acrylic .........40, 42-47, 49, 50
 Bamboo...............................52
 Bristle, Black .................48, 49
 Bristle, White .... 34, 35, 48-51
 Camel Hair .............. 34, 38-41
 Ceramic ............. 39, 280, 281
 Crayola ............. 34, 35, 41, 43
 Dusting .............................126
 Dynasty ..... 35, 38, 39, 42, 43,
  46-50
 Easel ...................................49
 Eye of The Tiger ..................43
 Faber-Castell .......................36
 Foam ...................................55
 Gesso ..................................51
 Hake ....................................51
 Hobby ........................... 34-36
 Lettering .............................49
 Mop...............................40, 45
 Nylon ..................... 43, 49, 51
 Oil .............. 42, 43, 46, 49, 50
 Oriental .........................51, 52
 Ox Hair ........................39, 281

BRUSHES, continued
 Richeson .......... 34, 38, 50, 51
 Royal & Langnickel ...... 34-40,
  42-45, 48, 49, 51, 52,
  280, 281
 Sable .............................49, 50
 Sable, Synthetic ..................42
 Soft Grip .............................45
 Sponge................................55
 Stencil .................................51
 Stubby ................................34
 Sumi .............................51, 52
 Synthetic ................ 42, 43, 46
 Taklon, Black .......................42
 Taklon, Gold ...... 35, 42-45, 51
 Taklon, White ................47, 51
 Tempera ........... 34, 39, 48, 49
 United Brand ......... 38, 41, 42,
  47, 49
 Wash ...................... 40, 42, 51
 Watercolor ........ 38-45, 47, 51
 Winsor & Newton .........42, 50
 Winton ................................50
Bull Dog Clips ..................130, 312
Bulletin Bar Rails ......................314
Bulletin Board
 Paper.................. 87, 110, 111
Bulletin Boards .........................303
Burlap.......................................227
Burnishers ........................190, 244
Butcher Paper ....................87, 111
Butcher's Tray .............................62
Button Makers ..........................345
Buttons ................... 201, 237, 345

C
Cabinets ...........................271, 292
Caddy, Storage .................299, 301
Cakes, Tempera ............................7
Calipers ....................................265
Call Bell ....................................315
CALLIGRAPHY
 Ink ....................................185
 Markers .............................183
 Papers ...............................183
 Pens ..........................183, 184
Camel Hair Brushes ....... 34, 38-41
Canson Papers ....... 68, 72, 73, 75,
  78, 80, 82-84, 86
CANVAS
 Boards .................................68
 Pads ....................................68
 Panels .................................68
 Plastic ...............................227
 Pliers ...................................70
 Primed ................................70
 Puppets .............................201
 Rolls ....................................70
 Stretched ............................69
 Stretcher Strips ..................70
 Unprimed ............................70
Cap Erasers ......................132, 133
Carbon Paper .............................86
Carbon Sketch Pencils .............143
Cardboard ................................117
Cards, Greeting ..................75, 309
Cards, Index ............................308
Cardstock .........................108, 309
Carnival Supplies .....................345
Carrying Cases ........ 172, 299, 300
Carts ......... 64, 270, 271, 297, 301

CARVING
 Blocks .......................187, 213
 Foam .........................246, 247
 Knives .......................191, 213
 Tools ................ 249, 260, 262
CASTING
 Plaster ...............................249
 Resin .................................245
 Rubber Latex.....................245
CD-ROMs .........................341, 344
Ceiling Hangers .......................313
Cellophane ...............................112
Celluclay ..................................248
Cement ....................................215
Cement, Kiln ............................277
Cement, Rubber .......................330
CERAMIC
 Bisque ...............................278
 Brushes .............. 39, 280, 281
 Clay ...........................256, 257
 Furniture ..................264, 265,
  267-271, 273
 Glazes ............... 279, 284-291
 Glue ..................................278
 Molds ................................266
 Tiles ..........................216, 278
 Tools ......................... 257-266
 Underglazes .............. 280-283
 Wheels ............. 265, 268, 269
Certificates, Achievement ........315
Chains, Necklace ......................240
CHALK
 Ambrite .............................150
 Chalkboard ........................303
 Crayola ......................150, 303
 Freart ................................150
 Holder ...............................303
 Markers .............................307
 Paper.................................150
 Prang ................................150
 Sargent Art ........................303
 Underglaze ........................281
CHALKBOARD
 Chalk .................................303
 Erasers ..............................305
 Paint .................................307
 Paper...................................82
Chalkboards .............................303
Chamois ...................................149
Charcoal ................... 140, 145-147
Charcoal Paper ........ 79, 80, 82, 83
Chart Stands ............................298
Chart Tablets ............................298
Chasing Hammer .....................241
Chenille Stems .........................206
China Markers ..........................307
Chipboard ........................117, 196
CHROMA
 Acrylics ...............................18
 Tempera Paint .......................4
 Washable Paint ...................17
 Watercolors ..........................9
Chromacryl Acrylics .............20, 21
Circle Punches .........................308
Circle Templates ............... 125-127
Circles, Paper ...........................102
Citric Acid .................................224
Clasp Envelopes .......................308
CLAY (See Also CLAYS)
 Board ..................................99
 Carts .................................271
 Conditioning Machine .......251
 Cutters ............. 251, 261, 263
 Extruders ..................251, 264
 Hammers ..........................263
 Mender .............................278
 Molds ................................266

CLAY, continued
 Rollers...............................263
 Tools ................. 251, 257-266
Clay Boss Potter's Wheel .........268
Claycrete Papier Mâché ...........248
CLAYS
 Air-Dry ............. 248, 254, 255
 Amaco .......................255, 256
 Ceramic ....................256, 257
 Crayola ......................252, 255
 FIMO .................................251
 Laguna ..............................257
 Modeling ........... 250-252, 255
 Polymer.....................250, 251
 Porcelain ...........................257
 Raku ..................................257
 Sargent Art ........................252
 Sculpey ............. 250-252, 255
 Self-Hardening ..........254, 255
 Slip....................................257
 Stoneware .................256, 257
 VanAken ............................252
CLEANER
 Airbrush ..............................32
 Brush.............................56, 58
 Dry Erase Board ................305
 Pen ....................................184
 Screen ...............................193
Cleaning Pad ............................126
Clip Art .............................341, 344
Clipboards ................................308
CLIPS
 Binder ...............................312
 Magnetic ...........................313
 Paper.................................312
 Stikki .................................319
CLOTH
 Aida ..................................227
 Burlap ...............................227
 Muslin ...............................226
 Silk ....................................225
Clothes Pins .....................209, 312
Clothesline, Arts & Crafts ...........63
Coaster Forms .........................215
Coasters, Metal ........................215
Coiling Core .............................234
Coiling Gizmo ..........................241
COLLAGE
 Boards .......................118, 204
 Letters ..............................105
 Materials ...................204, 207
Color Diffusing Paper .......101, 102
Color Wheels ...........................341
Colored Glue ............................326
Colored Pencil Eraser ...............133
Colored Pencil Paper ..................78
Colored Pencils ................ 160-165
Colored Tape ....................322, 323
Coloring Books .................342, 343
Colorless Blender .... 152, 165, 173
Colorline Paper ..........................83
Colour Shapers ......................8, 55
Comic Book Papers ....................84
Command Adhesive .................319
Compass Pencils ......................127
Compasses .......................126, 127
Compoz-A-Puzzles ...................107
Compressors ..............................33
Confetti ....................................202
Construction Paper .............. 88-91
Construction Paper Crayons ....156
Construction Paper
 Storage .......................90, 302
Con-Tact Paper ........................113
Conté Crayons & Pencils ..........148
Copernicus Drying Racks ...........64
COPIC Markers ........................173
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Copier Paper ....................308, 309
Coping Saw ......................213, 339
Copper Foil ..............................218
Copper Wire.............................242
CORD
 Jewelry .... 199, 235, 236, 239
 Leather ..............................235
 Screen Printing .................194
Cork Boards .............................303
Cork Tiles .................................278
Corobuff Sheets .........................94
Correction Fluid/Tape ..............311
Corrugated Board.............117, 118
Cotman Watercolors ..................15
COTTON
 Aprons ........................57, 226
 Handkerchief .....................226
 Puff Balls ...........................207
CRAFT
 Fluffs .................................207
 Kits ................... 101, 204, 235
 Knives .............. 213, 338, 339
 Sticks ................................209
 Straws ...............................205
 Tissue ...........................92, 93
 Wire ..........................239, 242
CRAYOLA
 Air-Dry Clay ......................255
 Artista II ...............................2
 Brushes ............ 34, 35, 41, 43
 Chalk .........................150, 303
 Color Sticks.......................161
 Colored Pencils .........160, 161
 Crayons ..................... 154-158
 Dough ...............................254
 Dry Erase Supplies ............306
 Fabric Markers ..................222
 Finger Paint ..........................8
 Glue ..................................326
 Markers ............ 166-168, 181,
  222, 306
 Model Magic .....................253
 Modeling Clay ...................252
 Oil Pastels .........................152
 Scissors .............................335
 Smock .................................57
 Tempera ................................2
 Twistables .................157, 161
 Washable Paint .... 6, 8, 11, 12
 Watercolor Crayons ..........157
 Watercolor Pencils ............163
 Watercolors ........................11
Crayon Sharpener ............136, 156
CRAYONS
 Construction Paper ...........156
 Conté ................................148
 Crayola ...................... 154-158
 Dry Erase ..........................306
 Graphite ............................144
 Jumbo...............................155
 Multicultural .....................156
 Sanguine & Sepia .............148
 Sargent Art ........................157
 Twist Up ....................157, 158
 Washable ..........................155
 Watercolor ........................157
Cray-Pas ...................................152
Createx Airbrush Colors .............33
Createx Monotype Printing ......186
Creative Paperclay ...................248
Crepe Paper ...............................93
Crescent Boards .................76, 115
Crescent Poster Boards............109
Crimper Beads .........................240
Crimper, Paper ...........................94
Crimper Tool ............................240
Crochet Hooks .........................229

Cross-Section Paper ..................81
Cross Stitch Fabric ...................227
Crow Quill Pen .........................184
Crystal Clear Sprays ...........26, 149
Cups, Paint .................................60
Cups, Solo ..................................60
Curves, French .........................126
Cutoff Needle ...........................262
Cut-Outs ..................................104
CUTTERS
 Block Printing ...................191
 Bottle ................................218
 Clay .................. 251, 261, 263
 Glass .................................218
 Linoleum ...........................191
 Mat....................................114
 Paper.........................111, 340
 Rotary ...............................338
 Styrofoam .........................247
 Wire ..................................241
 Wood ................................213
Cutting Mats ....................119, 338
Cyanotype Supplies .........100, 226

D
DAHLE Pencil
 Sharpeners ................134, 136
Dammar Varnish.........................31
Damp Cabinet ..........................271
Dauber Bottles ...........................59
Debcor Furniture.............265, 270,
  271, 295
Decorative Paper ........................94
Decoupage Medium .................329
DERWENT
 Drawing Pencils ................142
 Pastel Pencils ....................151
 Waterbrushes......................40
 Watercolor Pencils ............163
Diazo Photo Emulsion ..............195
Diorama Boxes .........................105
Dipping Glaze, Ceramic ...........279
Dispenser Pumps .....3, 5, 6, 19-21
Dispenser, Tape ................322, 324
DISPLAY
 Boards .......................109, 117
 Easels ................... 66, 67, 296
 Rails ..................................314
Disposable Gloves ......................57
Dividers, 3-Ring Binder ............310
Do-A-Dot Art ................................6
Doilies ......................................105
Doll Pins ...................................209
Double-Sided Tape ...........320, 321
Dough, Modeling .....................254
Dover Clip Art Books ........341, 344
Dover Coloring Books ......342, 343
Dowels .....................................211
Dr. Ph. Martin's India Inks .......185
DRAFTING
 Dots ..................................323
 Paper.............................81, 86
 Pencils ..............................139
 Supplies ...... 86, 124-126, 128

DRAFTING, continued
 Tables................................293
 Tape ..................................323
 Templates .................124, 125
 Vellum .................................86
Draughting Pencils ...................141
DRAWING
 Aids ............ 81, 120, 121, 149
 Boards ...............................130
 Chalk .................................150
 Charcoal .... 140, 145-147, 151
 Inks...................... 24, 52, 185
 Oil Pastels .................152, 153
 Paper............75, 77-80, 82-84
 Pastels ..... 146, 148, 150, 151
 Pencils ..... 140-145, 147, 148,
  151, 164
 Pens .................. 180-182, 184
 Shapes ..............................120
 Stencils ..................... 122-125
 Sumi ...................................52
 Tables................................293
 Templates ................. 122-125
Dreamcatcher Kits ...................235
Drill ..................................214, 262
Droppers ................... 59, 220, 221
Dry Cleaning Pad .....................126
Dry Erase Boards
 & Supplies......... 296, 303-307
Dry Erase Pockets ....................305
Dry Felting & Supplies .............228
Dry Mount Supplies .................116
Dry Point Etching Needle .........190
Drying Racks ........................ 63-65
Duck Tape .................................322
Duct Tape .................................322
Duo-Finish Paper Rolls .............110
Dura-Lar ...................................113
Dust Mask ................................214
Dusting Brush ..........................126
DVDs (By Subject)
 Art History ........................344
 Artist .................................344
 Composition .....................341
 Design ...............................341
 Painting...............................71
Dye Fixative .............................224
Dye-Na-Flow Textile Paint ........225
DYES
 Fabric ........................ 222-224
 Fabricfun Pastel ................222
 Jacquard ...................223, 224
 Kits ............................223, 224
 Pastel Sticks .....................222
 Pentel ................................222
 Procion .............................224
 Rit .....................................224
 Textile ....................... 222-224
 Tulip ..........................223, 224
Dynasty Brushes .......... 35, 38, 39,
  42, 43, 46-50

E
Eagle Feathers .........................203
EASEL
 Backs.................................117
 Brushes ...............................49
 Carts ...........................64, 297
 Pads ..................................298
EASELS
 Aluminum ............ 66, 67, 296
 Display ................. 66, 67, 296
 Tabletop ......................66, 296
 Wood ................... 66, 67, 296
Easy Weaver Loom ...................233
Ebony Pencils ...........................143
Eggs, Styrofoam ......................247
Eggs, Wooden ..........................211
Electric Crayon Sharpener .......156
Electric Pencil
 Sharpeners ................134, 135
Elegant Writers ........................183
ELMER'S
 Art Paste ...................248, 329
 Glitter Glue .......................328
 Glue ..................................326
 Glue Sticks ........................325
 Paint Markers ....................177
 Poster Tack ........................320
 Rubber Cement .................330
Embossing Supplies .................244
EMBROIDERY
 Floss .................................229
 Hoops ...............................229
 Thread ..............................229
EnviroVent Kiln Vent .................276
Epoxy .......................................331
Erasable Colored Pencils .........165
Eraser Pencils ..........................132
Eraser Shield ............................132
ERASERS
 Art .................... 132, 133, 146
 Battery-Powered ...............132
 Chalkboard ........................305
 Charcoal ....................133, 146
 Dry Erase ..........................305
 Gum ..................................133
 Ink ....................................133
 Kneaded ............................132
 Pencil ........................132, 133
 Pink Pearl ..........................132
 Prismacolor ...............132, 133
 Rubber ......................132, 133
 Vinyl  ................ 132, 133, 146
Etching, Glass ..........................219
Etching Plates ..........................190
EXCEL
 Blades & Knives ........338, 339
 Carving Knives ..................213
 Kilns ..................................272
Expo Dry Erase Markers ...........306
Expressionist Cray-Pas .............152
Extruder, Clay ...................251, 264
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F
FABER-CASTELL
 Brushes ...............................36
 Calligraphy Pens ...............183
 Colored Pencils .................163
 Erasers ......................132, 133
 Graphite Pencils .......141, 142,
  144
 Markers .............................171
 Pencils ............. 141, 142, 144
 Pitt Pens ...........................181
 Watercolor Crayons ..........157
FABRIC
 Burlap ...............................227
 Cross Stitch ......................227
 Dye ........................... 222-224
 Fixative .............................224
 Glue ..................................331
 Markers .............................222
 Medium .............. 20, 193, 222
 Muslin ...............................226
 Paint .........................222, 225
 Screen Printing .................194
 Silk ....................................225
 Smart-Fab .........................228
 Squares .....................201, 228
 Stiffener ....................228, 327
Fabricfun Pastel Dyes ..............222
Face Forms ..............................198
Face Paint ................................345
Factis Erasers .......... 132, 133, 146
Fadeless Paper .........................110
Fade-Resistant Paper .................87
Fasteners, Paper ......................312
Feathers ...................................203
FELT
 Erasers ..............................305
 Shapes ..............................227
 Sheets ...............................227
 Tip Pens ....................182, 317
Felting Wool ............................228
Fettling Knives .........................261
Field Sketch Boards .................130
File Folders ..............................310
Files, Metal ..............................214
Filler Paper ...............................308
FILM
 Acetate .............................113
 Con-Tact ...........................113
 Frisket .................................33
 Laminating ........................113
 Protecto ............................113
 Shrink ...............................112
 Transparency ....................307
FIMO Modelling Clay ...............251
Findings ...................................240
Finger Paint Paper .......................8
FINGER PAINTS
 Crayola ..................................8
 Handy Art ..............................8
 Washable ..............................8
Finishing Rubbers ....................261
FISKARS
 Hand Punches ...................308
 Paper Cutter .....................340
 Rotary Cutter/Blades ........338
 Scissors ..................... 334-337

Fixative, Dye ............................224
Fixative Sprays .........................149
Flag Paper ................................105
Flair Pens .................................182
Flexible Curve ..........................126
Flexible Rulers .........................129
Flipbooks ...................................79
Flipside Boards........ 118, 303, 304
Flipside Portfolios ....................131
Floor Mat ...................................56
Flower Forms .............................93
Flowers, Paper ...................93, 102
FLUORESCENT
 Block Ink ...................188, 189
 Fabric Paint .......................222
 Folders ..............................310
 Markers .....................174, 307
 Oil Pastels .........................153
 Paint ...... 3, 5, 7, 9, 17, 19, 33
 Paper...........................94, 309
 Screen Printing Ink...........193
Flux, Solder ..............................218
FOAM
 Board ................................118
 Brayers ................................55
 Brushes ...............................55
 Carving .....................246, 247
 Head .................................199
 Mosaic Tiles ......................208
 Shapes ..............................208
 Sheets ...............................208
 Squares .............................118
 Stickers .............................208
 Tape ..................................320
 Trays .................................204
Foil, Copper .............................218
Foil, Tooling ..............................244
Folders .....................................310
Forms, Mask .................... 197-199
FRAMES
 Corrugated ........................117
 Mat....................................116
 Screen Printing .................194
 Tissue Paper .....................101
Freart Chalk .............................150
Fredrix Canvas ..................... 68-70
French Curves ..........................126
French Easel ..............................66
Friendship Bracelets ................236
Frisket Film ................................33
Frisket Liquid .............................16
Funnels ....................................204
Furniture, Classroom ................64,
  292-295, 297
Furniture, Kiln ..........................273

G
Galeria Acrylics ..........................24
GEL
 Mediums .......... 20, 23, 28, 29
 Pens ......... 178, 179, 316, 317
 Plates ................................186
Gemstones ...............................202

GENERAL'S
 Charcoal ....................145, 147
 Erasers ............. 132, 133, 146
 Graphite ....................143, 144
 Pastels ..............................148
 Pencil Sharpeners .............137
 Pencils  ..........  140, 141, 143,
  145, 147, 148, 151
 Plastipastel Pencils ...........161
Geometric Shapes ... 120, 210, 215
Geometry Tools ........................126
Gesso .........................................26
Gesso Brushes............................51
Ghent Boards ...........................304
Ghent Rails ..............................314
Gift Cards .................................357
GLASS
 Cutter ...............................218
 Etching..............................219
 Fusing Kiln ........................276
 Gems ................................217
 Kiln....................................276
 Markers .............................307
 Mosaic Supplies ........ 216-218
 Paint .................................219
 Sander ..............................218
 Tiles ..................................216
 Tools .........................217, 218
GLAZE (See Also Glazes, Ceramic)
 Applicator Bottles .............279
 Glitter ...............................202
 Texturizer ..........................279
 Triple Thick ..................26, 149
Glazes, Ceramic ....... 279, 284-291
GLITTER ...................................202
 Beads ................................238
 Crayons .............................156
 Foam .................................208
 Glaze .................................202
 Glue ..........................328, 329
 Paint .......................... 2, 5, 17
 Pom Pons ..........................207
 Tissue Paper .......................93
Gloss Glazes ..................... 284-286
Gloss Medium ............................28
GLOVES
 Cotton ...............................218
 Disposable ..........................57
 Kiln....................................277
 Vinyl ....................................57
Glow-In-The-Dark Ink .............193
Glow-In-The-Dark Paint .............17
GLUE
 Dots ..................................321
 Fabric ................................331
 Glitter .......................328, 329
 Gorilla ...............................331
 Guns .........................332, 333
 Krazy .................................331
 Pen ....................................327
 School ...............................326
 Sticks ........................325, 333
 Tacky .........................325, 327
 Washable ..................325, 326
 Wood ........................214, 331
Goggles ....................................214
Gold Leafing & Supplies...........245
Golf Pencils ..............................127
Gorilla Glue ..............................331
Gouache ........................ 12, 14, 24
Gouges .............................191, 213
GRAFIX
 Acetate .............................113
 Dura-Bright .........................74
 Dura-Lar ............................113
 Frisket Film .........................33
 Incredible Nib .....................16

GRAFIX, continued
 Mirror Paper ......................112
 Shrink Film .......................112
 White Mask .........................16
 Wrap .................................113
Graph Paper ...............................81
Graphic Arts Rulers ..................128
Graphic Chemical Inks .............190
Graphite ........................... 140-144
Graphite Crayon Sharpener .....144
Graphite Paper ...........................86
Gray Bogus Paper ......................77
Gray Scale Finder .....................341
Gray Scale Paper ........................82
Grease Pencils .........................307
Greeting Cards ...................75, 309
Grid Paper ..................................81
Grinder, Glass ...........................218
Groundwood Construction
 Paper...................................91
Grout ........................................215
Grozer Pliers ............................218
GRUMBACHER
 Frisket .................................16
 Mediums .............................16
 Watercolors ........................15
Gum Erasers ............................133
Gum Solution ...........................279
Gummed Paper Tape ..........16, 323

H
Hake Brushes .............................51
HAMMER
 Chasing .............................241
 Claw ..................................214
 Clay ...................................263
Hand Manikin ...........................120
Hand Puppets ..................201, 226
Handkerchief ............................226
HANDY ART
 Acrylic Paint ........................19
 Block Ink ...........................189
 Fabric Paint .......................222
 Finger Paint ..........................8
 Fluorescent Paint ....... 3, 5, 19
 Gesso ..................................26
 Glitter Glue .......................328
 Glitter Paint ..........................5
 Glue ..................................326
 India Ink ...........................185
 Markers .................................6
 Mediums .............................27
 Metallic Paint ............. 3, 5, 19
 Multicultural Paint ............3, 5
 Tempera ............................ 3-6
 Washable Paint ........ 5, 6, 8, 9
 Watercolors ..........................9
Hangers, Ceiling ......................313
Hardboard Panels ....... 16, 68, 130
Hardbound Sketchbooks ............78
Head Form ...............................199
Hearts, Paper ...........................102
Hemp .......................................236
Higgins Ink ..............................185
Higgins Pen Cleaner.................184
Highland Tape ..........................324
Highlighters .............................311
Hinge Clamps ..........................194
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Hobby Brushes ..................... 34-36
HOLDERS
 Brush.............................40, 56
 Chalk .................................303
 Lead ..................................139
Hold-Up Strips .........................314
Hole Punches ...........................308
Hollow Scraper ........................190
HOOKS
 Ceiling...............................313
 Magnetic ...........................313
 Wall...................................313
Hot Glue Guns .................332, 333
Hot Glue Sticks ........................333
HYGLOSS
 Cellophane ........................112
 Collage Trays .....................204
 Colored Sand ....................204
 Corrugated Frames ...........117
 Holographic Board ............109
 Mat Frames .......................116
 Mirror Board .....................112
 Papers ...........................87, 94
 Wood Shapes ....................210
 Wood Spools .....................210

I
Illustration Board .......................76
Incentive Pencils .....................315
Incredible Nib ............................16
Index Cards .............................308
Index Dividers .........................310
India Ink ..................................185
Indoor Cement ........................215
Ingento Paper Trimmers ..........340
Ink Eraser ................................133
Inking Plate .............................191
Inkjet Paper .....................308, 309
INKS
 Acrylic .........................24, 185
 Alcohol ......................185, 219
 Block Printing ...........188, 189
 Calligraphy ........................185
 Drawing ......................24, 185
 Fabric ................................193
 Fluorescent ...............188, 189
 Glow-In-The-Dark .............193
 Handy Art ..................185, 189
 Higgins..............................185
 India .................................185
 Iridescent ...................24, 185
 Jacquard .......... 185, 195, 219
 Lithographic ......................190
 Metallic ...... 24, 185, 188, 219
 Screen Printing .........193, 195
 Speedball ......... 185, 188, 193
 Sumi ...................................52
 Waterproof .......................185
 Water-Soluble ..........188, 189,
  193, 195
Instamold ................................245
Iridescent Inks ..................24, 185
Iridescent Medium ..............23, 28
Iwata Air Compressors...............33
Iwata Airbrushes ........................32

J
JACQUARD
 Cyanotype .................100, 226
 Dye-Na-Flow .....................225
 Dyes ..........................223, 224
 Marbling ...........................220
 Pinata Ink .................185, 219
 Screen Printing Ink...........195
 Silk Paint ...........................225
 SolarFast ...................100, 226
 Textile Paint ......................225
JEWELRY
 Bracelets ...........................236
 Cord ......... 199, 235, 236, 239
 Findings ............................240
 Kiln....................................276
 Necklaces ..........................240
 Tools .........................240, 241
 Wire ..........................239, 242
Jingle Bells ..............................201
Journals ...................................308
Jump Rings ..............................240
Jungle Gems Crystal Glazes ....288
Junior Artist Cray-Pas ..............152
Jute ..........................................236

K
Kemper Tools ................... 257-263
KILN (See Also Kilns)
 Cement .............................277
 Furniture ...........................273
 Paper.................................277
 Safety Screen ....................273
 Shelf Wash ........................277
 Supplies ............................277
 Vents .................................276
Kilns ........................ 272, 274, 275
Kilns, Glass/Jewelry ................276
Kiss-Off Stain Remover ..............58
Kites .........................................101
Kneaded Rubber Eraser ...........132
Knife Blades .....................338, 339
Knife Holder ...............................99
KNIVES
 Carving .....................191, 213
 Craft ................. 213, 338, 339
 Excel .........................338, 339
 Fettling .............................261
 Palette ................................53
 Scratch ................................99
 Utility ................................339
 X-Acto ...............................338

KOH-I-NOOR
 Colored Pencils .........161, 162
 Graphite Pencils ................142
 Watercolors ........................13
Koi Watercolors ...................13, 14
Kolorfast Tissue Paper................93
Kraft Paper .........................87, 111
Krazy Glue ................................331
KRYLON
 Clear Finish Sprays .....26, 149
 Spray Paint .........................24
 Spray Varnish ......................26

L
Laces, Yarn ...............................237
Lacing, Vinyl .............................236
Laddie Pencils ..........................138
Laguna Clay .............................257
Laminators & Supplies .............113
Laser Printer Paper ..........308, 309
Latch Rug Hook .......................231
Latex, Rubber ...........................245
Layout Paper ........................81, 86
Le Pen ......................................181
Lead Holder .............................139
Lead Pointer.............................139
Leads, Mechanical....................139
Leather .....................................235
Leaves, Paper ...........................102
Leaves, Stencils .......................122
Left-Handed Scissors ....... 335-337
LETTERING
 Brushes ...............................49
 Paper.................................183
 Pens ..........................183, 184
 Stencils .............................123
Letters, Collage ........................105
Lid Lifter, Kiln ...........................273
Lid Master ................................265
LIGHT
 Boxes ................................119
 Sensitive Paper .................100
 Table .........................119, 292
Linoleum ..................................187
Linoleum Cutters .....................191
Linseed Oil ...........................30, 31
LIQUID
 Paper Correction Fluid ......311
 Sculpey .............................251
 Watercolors ..........................9
Liquin .........................................31
LIQUITEX
 Acrylics .........................24, 25
 Basics ..................................22
 Basics Gesso .......................26
 Gesso ..................................26
 Mediums ......... 23, 27-29, 219
 Modeling Paste .............23, 29
 Painting Knives ...................53
 Texture Gels ........................23
 Varnish ..........................23, 26
Liver of Sulphur .......................244
Lockbox Palette .........................62
Logan Mat Cutters ...................114

LOOM
 Bead ..................................241
 Cardboard .........................232
 Wood ................................233
Loop Tools ............... 258, 259, 262
Loops, Weaving ........................232
Loose Leaf Paper .....................308
LYRA
 Colored Pencils .................161
 Graphite Crayons ..............144
 Pencils ..............................142

M
MAGIC
 Metallic Paint ..............18, 245
 Rub Erasers .......................133
 Tape ..................................324
MAGNETIC
 Clips ..................................313
 Hooks ................................313
 Tape ..................................314
Magnets ...........................313, 314
Magnifier ..................................214
Magnum Marker .......................176
Mailboxes .................................302
Makerspace Kits .......................204
Mandala Paper ...........................81
Manga Markers/Pens ...............181
Manikins, Artist ........................120
Manila Folders .........................310
Manila Paper ..............................77
Map Rails .................................314
Marblex Clay ............................255
Marbling Supplies ....................220
Marbling Tray .....................62, 220
Marker Boards
 & Supplies......... 296, 303-307
MARKERS
 Azure ................................173
 Bic .....................................176
 Brush Tip ..................173, 176,
  181, 182, 222
 Calligraphy ........................183
 Chalk .................................307
 China ................................307
 Colorless Blender ..............173
 Copic .................................173
 Crayola ............. 166-168, 181,
  222, 306
 DecoArt .............................219
 DecoColor .........................177
 Dry Erase ..........................306
 Elegant Writer ..................183
 Expo ..................................306
 Faber-Castell .....................171
 Fabric ................................222
 Fluorescent ...............174, 307
 Glass .................................307
 Glass Paint ........................219
 Graphic Art ....... 172, 173, 182
 Highlighters ......................311
 Marvy ........................177, 307
 Metallic ........... 166, 170, 174,
  178, 181, 307
 Mr. Sketch .........................171
 Multicultural .... 167, 172, 175
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MARKERS, continued
 Neon .................................174
 Oil-Based ..........................178
 Opaque .....................177, 178
 Paint .........................177, 178
 Pentel ................................182
 Permanent ........ 174-178, 222
 Pip-Squeaks ......................168
 Posca ................................177
 Prang ................................168
 Prismacolor .......................173
 Sargent Art ........................170
 Scented .............................171
 Sharpie ..... 174-176, 178, 222
 Staedtler ...................171, 182
 Tempera ................................6
 Textile ...............................222
 Vis-à-Vis ...........................307
 Washable .................167, 168,
  170, 171
 Wet Erase .........................307
 White Board ..............306, 307
 Window .............................307
 Winsor & Newton .............172
MARVY
 Chalk Markers ...................307
 Crimpers .............................94
 Le Pen ...............................181
 Paint Markers ....................177
Masking Fluid .......................16, 28
Masking Tape ...........................323
Maskmaking ............ 177, 197-199,
  249, 266
Masks, Dust .............................214
Masks, Face ..... 177, 197-199, 266
Masters Cleaning
 Products, The ......................58
Mat Board ................................115
Mat Board Frames ....................116
Mat Cutters ..............................114
Mats, Self-Healing ...........119, 338
Mats, Weaving .........................106
Mavalus Tape ....................320, 322
MAYCO
 Clay Mender ......................278
 Designer Liner ..................279
 Glazes ...... 285, 287, 288, 291
 Sculpting Medium .............279
 Wax Resist ........................279
Measuring Tape ................129, 214
Mechanical Pencils ...................139
MEDIUMS
 Acrylic ........16, 20, 23, 27-29,
  193, 202, 219
 Block Ink ...........................188
 Fabric ................. 20, 193, 222
 Iridescent .....................23, 28
 Masking ........................16, 28
 Oil .................................30, 31
 Pearlescent .........................18
 Tempera ................................3
Mesh Bags ................................131
METAL
 Bench Hook .......................191
 Crafts ................................244
 Embossing ........................244
 Files ..................................214
 Rasps ................................249
 Rings .................................235
 Tooling Foil .......................244
METALLIC
 Beads ................................238
 Block Ink ...........................188
 Board ................................109
 Colored Pencils .................161
 Crayons .....................154, 156
 Finishes .......................18, 245

METALLIC, continued
 Gel Pens ............................179
 Glitter ...............................202
 Inks.................... 24, 185, 219
 Leafing ..............................245
 Markers ........... 166, 170, 174,
  178, 181, 307
 Oil Pastels .........................153
 Paint ............. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12,
  13, 17-19
 Papers ...........................87, 96
 Pens ..................................178
 Polymer Clay .....................250
 Watercolors ........................12
Methocel ..................................220
Metric Rulers ...................128, 129
Mexican Pottery Clay ...............255
Micron Pens .............................180
Miracle Sponges ........................54
Mirror Board/Paper .................112
Mirrors .....................................120
Miskit Friskit ..............................16
Mi-Teintes Paper ........................83
Mitre Box .........................213, 339
Mixed Media Paper ...... 74, 75, 82,
  172, 309
Mixing Trays ......................... 60-62
Model Magic ............................253
MODELING
 Clay ................... 250-252, 255
 Dough ...............................254
 Paste .............................23, 29
 Tools ................. 251, 257-263
Mod-Podge ..............................329
Mold Forms ..... 198, 199, 215, 266
Mold Making Supplies..............245
MOLDS
 Clay ...................................266
 Coaster .............................215
 Rubber Latex.....................245
 Slump/Hump ....................266
 Stepping Stone .................215
 Texture ..............................266
Mona Lisa Metal Leaf ...............245
Monoprinting ...........................186
Montval Papers ....................72, 73
Mop Brushes ........................40, 45
Mosaic Supplies ............... 215-217
MOUNTING
 Adhesive ... 116, 319-321, 330
 Boards .......................115, 118
 Strips ................................319
 Tape ..........................320, 321
Mr. Sketch Markers ..................171
Muffin Tin Palette .......................60
Mulberry Paper ..........................94
MULTICULTURAL
 Chenille Stems ..................206
 Colored Pencils ........160, 161,
  163
 Construction Paper .......89, 90
 Crafts ....... 101, 177, 197, 198
 Crayons .............................156
 Face Forms .......................198
 Markers ............ 167, 172, 175
 Masks ............... 197, 198, 266
 Molds ................................266
 Paint ............................ 3, 5, 7
 Paper.............. 89, 90, 95, 104
Muslin ......................................226

N
NaturePrint Paper ....................100
Necklaces .................................240
Needle Punch ...........................196
NEEDLES
 Beading .............................241
 Ceramic ............................262
 Dry Felting ........................228
 Dry Point ...........................190
 Metal .........................229, 232
 Plastic ...............................229
 Tjanting ............................221
 Weaving ............................232
 Yarn...................................229
NEON
 Beads ................................238
 Crayons .............................156
 Dye ...................................224
 Fabric Paint .......................222
 File Folders .......................310
 Markers .............................174
 Model Magic .....................253
 Oil Pastels .........................152
 Paint .............................17, 21
 Paper...........................94, 309
Newsprint Pads ..........................77
Newsprint Paper ........................77
Nibs, Pen ............................16, 184
Niji Watercolors .........................13
Nippers, Glass ..........................218
Nippers, Tile .............................218
Non-Photo Blue Pencil .............139
Note Pads ................................311
Notebooks ................................308
Number Stencils ......................123
Nupastel Color Sticks ..............150
Nylon Brushes ............... 43, 49, 51

O
OIL
 Brushes ...... 42, 43, 46, 49, 50
 Mediums .......................30, 31
 Pastels ......................152, 153
OIL PAINT (By Brand)
 Artisan ................................30
 Oilstik ................................153
 Sargent Art ..........................30
 Winsor & Newton .........30, 31
 Winton ................................31
Oil-Based Markers ....................178
Omni-Gel ...................................28
Opalescent Glazes ....................288
OPAQUE
 Markers .....................177, 178
 Projectors .........................119
 Watercolors .................. 12-14
Organizers .......... 90, 172, 299-302
Oriental Brushes ..................51, 52

Origami Paper ............. 96, 97, 101
Ornaments .......................101, 278
Outdoor Cement ......................215
Oven-Baked Clay ..............250, 251
Overhead Film & Markers ........307
Ox Hair Brushes .................39, 281

P
Paasche Air Compressors ...........33
Paasche Airbrushes ....................32
PACON
 Cardstock ..................108, 309
 Chart Tablets .....................298
 Mailbox .............................302
 Makerspace Kits ................204
 Organizers .......... 90, 301, 302
 Paper..........77, 80, 81, 86-90,
  111, 309
 Poster Board .....................109
 Railroad Board ..................109
 Tagboard ...........................108
Paddles, Color ..........................341
PAINT (See Also PAINTS)
 Bellows ...............................59
 Bowls ..................................61
 Cups ....................................60
 Knives .................................53
 Markers .....................177, 178
 Palettes ......................... 60-62
 Panels ........................... 68-70
 Pipettes .......................59, 220
 Pump ................3, 5, 6, 19-21
 Rollers.................................55
 Scrapers ......................55, 339
 Sponges ..............................54
 Spritzers..............................59
 Stampers ............................55
 Thinner .........................32, 58
 Trays ..................... 60-62, 220
Paintbrushes ...........See BRUSHES
Painter's Tape ...........................323
PAINTS
 Acrylic ............... 17-22, 24, 25
 Airbrush ........................32, 33
 Cakes, Tempera .....................7
 Chalkboard ........................307
 Fabric ........................222, 225
 Face ..................................345
 Finger ...................................8
 Fluorescent ............. 3, 5, 7, 9,
  17, 19, 33
 Glass .................................219
 Glitter ........................ 2, 5, 17
 Glow-In-The-Dark ...............17
 Gouache ..............................14
 Marbling ...........................220
 Metallic ......... 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12,
  13, 17-19
 Multicultural ................ 3, 5, 7
 Neon .............................17, 21
 Oil .................................30, 31
 Pearlescent .............. 4, 13, 33
 Puffy .................................222
 Spray ...................................24
 Tempera .................... 2-7, 158
 Textile .......................222, 225
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PAINTS, continued
 Washable ............2, 5, 6, 8-12
 Watercolor ................ 9-15, 52
Palette Knives ............................53
Palette Scrapers .......................339
PALETTES
 Disposable Paper ................62
 Painting......................... 60-62
 Tempera ................................7
 Wax Melting ......................221
 Wood ..................................62
PANELS
 Canvas ................................68
 Hardboard ............ 16, 68, 130
 Painting......................... 68-70
 Wood ..........................70, 212
PAPER (See Also PAPERS)
 Bags ..................................201
 Circles .........................92, 102
 Clay ...................................248
 Clips ..................................312
 Crimpers .............................94
 Cups ....................................60
 Cutters ......................111, 340
 Fasteners ..........................312
 Flags .................................105
 Flowers .......................93, 102
 Hearts ...............................102
 Leaves ...............................102
 Masks ........................198, 199
 Palette ................................62
 Plates ................................204
 Punches ............................308
 Racks ................................111
 Rolls ................... 87, 110, 111
 Shapers .............................335
 Squares .......... 92, 96, 97, 106
 Storage .......................90, 302
 Tape ............................16, 323
 Trimmers ..........................340
 Tubes.................................105
PAPER MACHE
 Boxes ................................205
 Masks ................................197
 Paste .........................248, 329
Paper Mate Products........139, 182
Paperboard Masks ............197, 199
Paperclay .................................248
PAPERS
 Arches .................................72
 Art1st ..................... 73, 80, 85
 Banner ............... 87, 110, 111
 Block Printing .....................85
 Bristol .................................78
 Bulletin Board .... 87, 110, 111
 Butcher .......................87, 111
 Calligraphy ........................183
 Canson ...... 68, 72, 73, 75, 78, 
  80, 82-84, 86
 Canvas ................................68
 Chalkboard ..........................82
 Charcoal ........... 79, 80, 82, 83
 Color Diffusing ..........101, 102
 Colored Pencil .....................78
 Colorline .............................83
 Comic Book ...................79, 84
 Construction ................. 88-91
 Copier .......................308, 309
 Craft ....................... 87, 94, 95
 Crepe ..................................93
 Cross-Section .....................81
 Drafting .........................81, 86
 Drawing .......75, 77-80, 82-84
 Etching................................84
 Fade-Resistant ............87, 110
 Filler ..................................308
 Finger Paint ..........................8

PAPERS, continued
 Fluorescent .................94, 309
 Graph ..................................81
 Graphite ..............................86
 Gray Bogus .........................77
 Gray Scale ...........................82
 Grid .....................................81
 Gummed .....................16, 323
 Hygloss ...............................94
 Inkjet Printer ............308, 309
 Laser Printer .............308, 309
 Light Sensitive ..................100
 Lithography .........................84
 Loose Leaf ........................308
 Manila .................................77
 Marker...............................172
 Metallic .........................87, 96
 Mirror ................................112
 Mi-Teintes ...........................83
 Mixed Media ......... 74, 75, 82,
  172, 309
 Montval .........................72, 73
 Mulberry .............................94
 Multicultural ......... 89, 90, 95,
  104
 NaturePrint .......................100
 Neon ...........................94, 309
 Newsprint ...........................77
 Origami ................ 96, 97, 101
 Pacon .........77, 80, 81, 86-90,
  111, 309
 Pastel ............... 79, 80, 82, 83
 Patterned ......................94, 95
 Picture Story ...............80, 104
 Prang ............................90, 91
 Printmaking ......... 84, 85, 194
 Quilling .............................196
 Rice ........................ 52, 84, 85
 Richeson .......................73, 77
 Rives ...................................84
 Sand Grain ..........................82
 Scratch-Art ...................98, 99
 Sketch ............... 75, 78-80, 82
 Stained Glass ......................94
 Strathmore ........... 72, 74, 75,
  77-79, 82, 83, 85, 86
 Sumi .............................52, 85
 Textured ..............................94
 Tissue ...........................92, 93
 Tracing ................................86
 Transfer .......................86, 157
 Tru-Ray ......................... 88-90
 UCreate ............ 73, 75, 78-80,
  94, 172
 Velour .................................94
 Watercolor .................... 72-74
 Wax ...................................157
 Weaving ............................106
 Writing ..............................308
 Yupo ............................74, 172
Papyrus ......................................94
Paste, Glue .......................248, 329
Paste, Modeling ...................23, 29
Pastel Paper ............ 79, 80, 82, 83
PASTELS
 Alphacolor ........................150
 Crayola ..............................152
 Cray-Pas ............................152
 Creativity Street ...............150
 Dye ...................................222
 General's ...........................148
 Oil .............................152, 153
 Pencils ..............................151
 Pentel ................................153
 Portfolio Series .................153
 Sargent Art ................151, 153
 Soft .................. 146, 150, 151

Patina Finish ......................18, 245
Peacock Feathers .....................203
Pearl Paperclay ........................248
PEARLESCENT
 Beads ................................238
 Medium .......................18, 188
 Paint ........................ 4, 13, 33
 Polymer Clay .....................250
Peg Loom .................................233
PEN (See Also PENS)
 Cleaner .............................184
 Glue ..................................327
 Holders .............................184
 Ink ....................................185
 Points ................................184
PENCIL (See Also PENCILS)
 Boxes ................................299
 Case ..................................299
 Erasers ......................132, 133
 Lead Pointer .....................139
 Leads ................................139
 Lengthener .......................139
 Sharpeners ................ 134-137
PENCILS
 Beginner's .........................138
 Charcoal ........... 140, 145, 147
 China Marking ...................307
 Colored ..................... 160-165
 Colorless Blender ..............165
 Compass ...........................127
 Conté ................................148
 Crayola ............. 160, 161, 163
 Derwent ........... 142, 151, 163
 Design ...............................143
 Drafting .............................139
 Drawing ........... 140-145, 147,
  148, 151, 164
 Ebony ................................143
 Faber-Castell ............141, 142,
  144, 163
 General's ......... 140, 141, 143,
  145, 147, 148, 151
 Golf ...................................127
 Grease ...............................307
 Incentive...........................315
 Laddie ...............................138
 Lyra ...................................142
 Mechanical ........................139
 Metallic .............................161
 Multicultural .... 160, 161, 163
 Non-Photo Blue ................139
 Number 2 ..........................138
 Pastel ................................151
 Prang ........................145, 162
 Prismacolor ...... 141, 164, 165
 Prismacolor Watercolor ....163
 Sargent Art ........................162
 Scholar ..............................165
 Sketch ....... 140-144, 148, 164
 Ticonderoga ......................138
 Tri-Write ...........................138
 Try-Rex..............................138
 Turquoise ..........................141
 Underglaze ........................281
 Verithin .............................165
 Water Soluble ...................143
 Watercolor ........................163
 Winsor & Newton .............142
 Writing ............. 138, 139, 315
PENS
 Ballpoint ....................316, 317
 Bamboo...............................52
 Batik ..................................221
 Bic .............................316, 317
 Calligraphy ................183, 184
 Drawing ............ 180-182, 184
 Felt Tip ......................182, 317

PENS, continued
 Gel ........... 178, 179, 316, 317
 Le Pen ...............................181
 Lettering ...................183, 184
 Metallic .....................178, 179
 Paint ...................................12
 Paper Mate ........................182
 Pigma Micron....................180
 PITT ..........................181, 183
 Quill ..................................184
 Sakura .......................178, 179
 Scented .............................182
 Sharpie .....................316, 317
 Speedball ..........................184
 Uni-Ball .....................178, 316
PENTEL
 Dyes ..................................222
 Eraser Pencil .....................132
 Markers .............................182
 Mechanical Pencils ............139
 Oil Pastels .........................153
 Pens ..................................317
PEPPERELL
 Craft Lacing ......................236
 Hippie Hemp .....................236
 Jewelry Cord .....................239
 Pom Poms .........................207
 Yarn...........................230, 234
Perler Beads .............................237
Permanent Dyeset
 Concentrate ......................225
Permanent Markers ......... 174-178,
  222
Perspective Paper ....................121
Perspective Transparencies ......121
Photo Adhesive ........................330
Photo Emulsion........................195
Picture Frames .........................117
Picture Story Paper ............80, 104
Pigma Micron Pens ..................180
Pin Backs..................................240
PINS
 Clothes..............................209
 Doll ...................................209
 Push ..................................312
 Safety ................................312
 Straight .............................312
Pipe Cleaners ...........................206
Pipettes ..............................59, 220
Pip-Squeaks Markers ...............168
Pitt Pens ..........................181, 183
Plaques ....................................212
Plaster ......................................249
Plaster Rolls .............................249
Plaster Tools .....................249, 262
Plasti-Bats ................................267
PLASTIC
 Baskets ..............................301
 Bats, Throwing ..................267
 Bottles ................................59
 Boxes ............... 172, 299, 300
 Canvas ..............................227
 Clothes Pins ......................312
 Cups ....................................60
 Film ...................................113
 Jars .....................................59
 Lacing ...............................236
 Masks ................................197
 Needles .............................229
 Painting Knives ...................53
 Sheets ...............................109
 Tools .................................260
Plastilina ..................................252
Plast'r Craft ..............................249
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PLATES
 Bisque ...............................278
 Etching..............................190
 Foam .................................186
 Gel ....................................186
 Monoprint .........................186
 Paper.................................204
 Printing .............................190
 Textured ............................123
PlayMais Sets ...........................207
Plein Air Artboards .....................75
Pliers ........................................241
Plug, Kiln..................................277
Plywood ...................................212
Plywood Strips .........................212
PMA Rolls ................................116
Point Driver ..............................114
Pointer, Lead ............................139
Polymer Clay ....................250, 251
Polyprint ..................................186
Pom Pons .................................207
Pony Beads ..............................238
Pop Beads ................................237
Portfolio Series Acrylics .............18
Portfolio Series Oil Pastels.......153
Portfolios ................ 130, 131, 310
Portion Cups ..............................60
Portrait Paper...........................104
Posca Markers ..........................177
Postcards ............ 72, 75, 105, 309
Poster Board ............................109
Post-It Notes ...........................311
Potholder Loom .......................232
Potter's Choice Glazes .............290
Potter's Wheels ................268, 269
POTTERY
 Clay ...........................256, 257
 Plaster ...............................249
 Tools ......................... 257-265
Pouring Medium ........................27
Powder Tempera ..........................8
PowerHouse Pencil
 Sharpener .........................135
PRANG
 Chalk .................................150
 Charcoal Pencils ...............145
 Colored Pencils .................162
 Construction Paper .......90, 91
 Glue ..................................325
 Markers .............................168
 Sketch Book ........................80
 Tempera ................................4
 Tempera Cakes......................7
 Watercolors ..................10, 12
Pre-Cut Mats ............................116
PRESENTATION
 Boards ...............................117
 Cases ................................130
 Easels ................................296
Press Blankets ..........................192
Press, Printing .................191, 192
Primed Canvas .....................68, 70
PRINTING
 Block ......................... 186-191
 Lithographic ......................190
 Monotype ..........................186
 Press .........................191, 192
 Press Blankets ...................192
 Screen ....................... 193-195
Printmaking Paper ...... 84, 85, 194

PRISMACOLOR
 Brush Markers ...................173
 Colored Pencils .........164, 165
 Drawing Pencils ........141, 143
 Erasers ......................132, 133
 Markers .............................173
 Nupastels ..........................150
 Pencil Sharpeners .............136
 Watercolor Pencils ............163
Procion Dyes ............................224
Project Boards .........................117
Project Kits .............. 9, 52, 81, 90,
  93, 103, 106, 112, 123,
  169, 177, 181, 188, 189,
  197, 198, 205, 217, 221,
  229, 243, 244, 248
Projectors, Opaque ..................119
Protecto Film ...........................113
Protractors ...............................126
Puffy Paint ...............................222
Pump, Paint .............3, 5, 6, 19-21
Punches, Paper ........................308
Puppets ............................201, 226
Push Pins .................................312
Putty, Adhesive .........................320
Puzzle Pieces ...........................107
Puzzles .....................................107
PVA Adhesive ...........................330

Q
Quadrille Ruled Paper ................81
Quill Feathers ...........................203
Quill Pens .................................184
Quilling Supplies ......................196

R
Rack-It Drying Racks .................63
RACKS
 Bead ..........................251, 277
 Drying ........................... 63-65
 Paper.................................111
 Print ....................................67
 Scissor ..............................335
Raffia .......................................234
Railroad Board .........................109
Rails, Display ...........................314
Rainbow Kraft Paper ................110
RainbowDepth 3D Glasses .......341
Rasps .......................................249
Reed .........................................234
Removable Tape .......................321
Resin, Casting ..........................245
Resist ...............................223, 225
Rexlace Lacing .........................236
Ribbon, Craft ...................201, 228
Ribbon Tools ............................259
Ribbons, Award ........................315
Ribs, Potter's ............................261
Rice Paper ..................................84

RICHESON
 Brush Holder .......................40
 Brush Washer......................56
 Brushes ............ 34, 38, 50, 51
 Carving Knives ..........191, 213
 Charcoal ............................146
 Disposable Palette ..............62
 Easels ..........................66, 296
 Etching Plates ...................190
 Hardboard Panels ........16, 68,
  130
 Linoleum ...........................187
 Modeling Tools .......... 257-263
 Muslin ...............................226
 Palette Knives .....................53
 Palettes .........................60, 62
 Papers .................................77
 Powder Tempera ...................8
 Printing Presses ................192
 Tempera Paint ...................7, 8
 Watercolor Paint ...........12, 13
 Watercolor Paper ................73
Rigid Wrap ...............................249
RINGS
 Brass .................................235
 Jump.................................240
 Metal .................................235
Rit Dye .....................................224
Rives Paper ................................84
Rocks .......................................200
Rollers, Clay .............................263
Rollers, Foam .............................55
Rolling Pins ..............................263
Rolling Ruler ............................127
Roll-On Glue ............................325
Rollrite Brayer ..........................190
Rotary Cutter ...........................338
Royal & Langnickel
 Brushes .......34-40, 42-45, 48,
  49, 51, 52, 280, 281
RUBBER
 Bands ........................223, 313
 Brayer ...............................190
 Cement .............................330
 Cement Pick-Up ................330
 Cement Thinner ................330
 Erasers ......................132, 133
 Latex .................................245
Rubbing Plates .........................123
Rulers ............................... 126-129
Running Pliers..........................218

S
Sable Brushes ......................49, 50
Sable Brushes, Synthetic ...........42
SAFE-T Products ..............126, 129
Safety Goggles .........................214
Safety Pins ...............................312
Salt & Pepper Drill ...................262
Sand, Colored ..........................204
Sand Grain Papers .....................82
Sandpaper ................................214
Sandpaper Block ......................137
Saral Transfer Paper ...................86

SARGENT ART
 Acrylic Paint ........................18
 Air-Dry Clay ..............254, 255
 Chalk .................................303
 Colored Pencils .................162
 Crayons .............................157
 Gel Pens ............................179
 Glitter Glaze ......................202
 Glitter Glue .......................328
 Markers .............................170
 Modeling Clay ...................252
 Oil Paint ..............................30
 Oil Pastels .........................153
 Paint Smock ........................57
 Pastels ..............................151
 Scissors .............................334
 Tempera Paint .......................2
 Washable Paint .......... 2, 9, 12
 Watercolor Crayons ..........157
 Watercolor Paint ...... 9, 12, 14
Saws ................................213, 339
Scale Divider ............................127
Scented Markers ......................171
Scented Pens ...........................182
Schacht Spindle Co. Looms .....233
Scholar Colored Pencils ...........165
School Glue..............................326
School Pro Pencil Sharpener ...134
Scissors ............................ 334-337
Scissors Rack ...........................335
Scissors Sharpener ..................336
Scotch Tape ...................... 320-324
Scrapers, Clay ..........................261
Scrapers, Paint ...................55, 339
Scratch Knives/Sticks ................99
Scratch-Art Papers ...............98, 99
Scratchboard........................98, 99
SCREEN PRINTING
 Ink ............................193, 195
 Kits ....................................195
 Supplies .................... 193-195
Scriber, Etching ........................190
Sculpey ............................250, 251
Sculptamold .............................248
Sculpting Foam ................246, 247
Sculpture Board .......................246
Sculpture Wire .........................242
Scythe Stone............................218
Sea Grass .................................234
Sea Shells ................................200
Seed Beads ..............................239
Self-Hardening Clay .................255
Self-Healing Mats ............119, 338
Sensitizer, Screen Printing .......195
Sequins ....................................202
Sgraffito Tool ............................258
SHARPENERS
 Crayon ......................136, 156
 Crayon, Graphite ...............144
 Lead ..................................139
 Pencil ........................ 134-137
 Scissors .............................336
Sharpie Markers ...... 174-176, 178,
  222
Sharpie Pens ....................316, 317
Shears ......................................337
Sheet Protectors ......................310
Shells .......................................200
Shelves, Kiln ............................273
Shrink Film...............................112
Shurtape Tape ..................322, 323
Silk Painting Supplies ..............225
SKETCH
 Boards ...............................130
 Books ...................... 75, 78-80
 Markers/Pens.... 173, 180-182
 Pencils .............. 140-144, 148
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Sketch & Wash Pencils.............143
Skulls .......................................120
SKUTT
 Bats ...................................267
 EnviroVent2 ......................276
 Furniture Kits ....................273
 Kilns ..........................274, 275
 Lid Lifter ...........................273
 Peep Plug ..........................277
 Potter's Wheels .................268
Slab Rollers ..............................264
Slates .......................................303
Slip ...........................................257
Slow-Dri Mediums .....................29
Slump/Hump Molds, Clay .......266
Smart-Fab Fabric .....................228
Smocks ......................................57
Snap Blade Knives ....................339
Snippy Scissors ........................334
Soap ...........................................58
Soda Ash ..................................224
Soft Body Acrylics ......................24
Soft Grip Brushes .......................45
Soft-Kut ...................................187
SolarFast ..........................100, 226
Solder ......................................218
Soldering Iron .........................218
Solo Cups ...................................60
Spatter Brush ...........................262
Spectra Art Tissue ......................92
Spectra Glitter .........................202
SPEEDBALL
 Baren ................................191
 Bats, Throwing ..................267
 Block Out Tape ..................193
 Brayers ..............................190
 Cutters/Handles .......191, 213
 Drawing Fluid ....................193
 Glazes ...............................285
 Inks...........................185, 188
 Lettering Pens ...................184
 Linoleum ...........................187
 Linozips .............................191
 Nibs ..................................184
 Pen Cleaner ......................184
 Penholder..........................184
 Photo Emulsion/Remover 195
 Polyprint ...........................186
 Potter's Wheel ..................268
 Printing Press ...................191
 Screen Filler ......................193
 Screen Printing Inks .........193
 Squeegees ........................194
 Underglazes ......................280
Spirograph ...............................122
Splash Pans ..............................269
Sponge Brushes .........................55
Sponges ...................... 16, 54, 258
Spools ......................................210
SPRAY
 Adhesive ...........................330
 Bottles ................................59
 Fixatif ................................149
 Paint ...................................24
 Varnish ................................26
Squeegees ...............................194
Squeeze Bottles .................59, 224
Squeeze Brushes ........................40
Squeeze-Pen ............................221
Stain Remover, Kiss-Off .............58
STAINED GLASS
 Paper...................................94
 Supplies ....................217, 218
 Tiles ..................................216
Stainless Steel Rulers ..............129
Stand Oil ....................................31
Stands, Chart ...........................298

Stanrite Easels ............ 66, 67, 296
Staple Guns..............................319
Staple Remover .......................318
Staplers & Staples............318, 319
Steel Rulers .............................129
Steel Wool ...............................244
Stems, Chenille ........................206
Stencil Brushes ..........................51
STENCILS
 Drafting .....................124, 125
 Letter ................................123
 Number .............................123
 Shape ........................122, 123
Stickers ....................................315
Stickers, Foam .........................208
Sticks, Craft .............................209
Sticks, Glue ......................325, 333
Stikki Clips & Wax ...................319
Stilts, Ceramic .........................277
Stomps, Blending .....................149
Stone Cement ..........................215
Stones ......................................200
Stoneware Ceramic Clay ..256, 257
Stonex Self-Hardening Clay .....255
Stools ...................... 268, 269, 296
STORAGE
 Bags ..........................131, 299
 Bottles ................................59
 Boxes .......... 90, 172, 299-302
 Cabinets ....................271, 292
 Caddy ........................299, 301
 Carts .. 64, 270, 271, 297, 301
 Construction Paper .....90, 302
 Jars .....................................59
 Racks, Paper .....................111
 Racks, Print .........................67
 Tubs ................. 299, 301, 302
Straight Edge ...........................128
Strathmore Cards ..............75, 309
Strathmore Papers ....... 72, 74, 75,
  77-79, 82, 83, 85, 86
Straws ......................................205
Stretched Canvas .......................69
Stretcher Strips .........................70
String .......................................232
String Gel ...................................29
Stringing Beads ................ 237-239
Strips, Stretcher ........................70
Stroke & Coat Glazes ...............287
Stubby Brushes ..........................34
Studio Pro Grinder ...................218
STYROFOAM
 Cutters ..............................247
 Shapes ......................246, 247
 Sheets ...............................247
Sulphite Construction
 Paper............................. 88-90
Sulphite Drawing Paper .............77
Sumi-e Art ............................51, 52
Surebonder Glue Guns .....332, 333
SuspendAid, Ceramic ...............279
Swingline Staplers ...................318
Synthetic Brushes ......... 42, 43, 46

T
Table Cover ................................56
Tables ....................... 271, 292-295
Tabletop Drying Racks .........63, 64
Tabletop Easels ..................66, 296
Tablets, Chart...........................298
Tackboards ...............................303
Tacks ........................................312
Tacky Glue .......................325, 327
Tagboard ..................................108
Taklon Brushes ...35, 42-45, 47, 51
Tap 'N Glue Cap ........................326
TAPE
 Adhesive Transfer ......116, 321
 Artist ...........................16, 323
 Book ..................................196
 Box Sealing .......................322
 Colored .....................322, 323
 Correction .........................311
 Dispensers ................322, 324
 Double-Sided ............320, 321
 Drafting .............................323
 Duck ..................................322
 Duct ..................................322
 Foam .................................320
 Gummed .....................16, 323
 Highland ...........................324
 Magic ................................324
 Magnetic ...........................314
 Masking ............................323
 Measuring .................129, 214
 Mounting ..................320, 321
 Painter's ............................323
 Paper.................................323
 Removable ........................321
 Scotch ....................... 320-324
 Transfer .....................116, 321
 Transparent ...............321, 324
 Urethane ...........................320
 Vinyl ..................................322
 Watercolor Paper ................16
Tapestry Loom .........................233
Tarlatan Wiping Fabric .............190
Teacher's Palette Glazes ...........286
TEMPERA
 Brushes ............ 34, 39, 48, 49
 Cakes ....................................7
 Fluorescent .................. 3, 5, 7
 Glitter ...............................2, 5
 Markers .................................6
 Mediums ...............................3
 Metallic .................... 2, 3, 5, 7
 Multicultural ................ 3, 5, 7
 Palettes .................................7
 Powder ..................................8
 Washable ..........................2, 6
TEMPERA PAINT (By Brand)
 Artista II ...............................2
 CHROMA ...............................4
 Crayola Premier ....................2
 Creativity Street ...................7
 Handy Art .......................... 3-6
 Kwik Stix ...........................158
 Little Masters ........................6
 Prang ................................4, 7
 Richeson ...........................7, 8
 Sargent Art ............................2

Templates ........................ 122-125
TEXTILE
 Dyes .......................... 222-224
 Inks...................................193
 Markers .............................222
 Mediums ............ 20, 193, 222
 Paint .........................222, 225
TEXTURE
 Combs.........................55, 261
 Hammers ..........................263
 Mediums ................ 20, 23, 29
 Molds ................................266
 Plates ................................123
 Rollers.........................55, 263
Textured Paper ...........................94
Texturizer, Ceramic Glaze .........279
Thickness Strips .......................263
Thing-A-Ma-Jig Wire Jig .........241
Thinner, Paint .......................32, 58
Thinner, Rubber Cement ..........330
Thread .............................229, 239
Thread, Bookbinding ................196
Throwing Bats ..........................267
Thumbtacks .............................312
Ticonderoga Pencils .................138
Tie-Dye Kits .............................223
Tile Cutters ..............................263
Tile Nippers .............................218
TILES
 Bisque ...............................278
 Ceramic ....................216, 278
 Cork ..................................278
 Foam .................................208
 Glass .................................216
 Mosaic ..... 106, 208, 215, 216
 Stained Glass ....................216
Timer .......................................315
Tissue Paper ........................92, 93
Tjanting Needles ......................221
Tooling Foil ..............................244
Tooling Pad ..............................244
TOOLS
 Beadmaking ......................251
 Clay ................... 251, 257-266
 Glass .........................217, 218
 Jewelry .....................240, 241
Toothpicks ................................209
Tortillions .................................149
Tote Trays .................................271
Tracing Paper .............................86
Tracing Wheel ..........................196
Training Scissors ......................334
Trait-tex Yarn ....................230, 231
TRANSFER
 Medium ...............................28
 Paper...........................86, 157
 Tape & Gun ...............116, 321
Transparency Film & Supplies..307
Transparency Grids ............81, 121
Transparent Tape ..............321, 324
TRAYS
 Butcher's .............................62
 Collage ..............................204
 Marbling ...........................220
 Mixing ........................... 60-62
 Paint .................... 60, 62, 220
 Porcelain .............................62
 Tote ...................................271
Triangles ..........................124, 126
Triangular Scales .....................128
Trimmers, Paper ......................340
Triple-Thick Clear Glaze .....26, 149
Tri-Write Pencils ......................138
Tru-Ray Construction
 Paper............................. 88-90
Try-Rex Pencils ........................138
T-Squares .........................128, 130
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Tubs, Storage .......... 299, 301, 302
Tulip Paints ..............................222
Turnings, Wood ........................210
Turntable, Sculpture ................265
Turpenoid Turpentine .................58
Turpentine ..................................58
Turquoise Pencils .....................141
Twist Up Crayons .............157, 158
Twistables Pencils ....................161
Twisteez Wire ...........................242

U
UHU Glue Sticks.......................325
Underglazes ..................... 280-283
Uni-Ball Pens ....................178, 316
UNITED BRAND
 Brushes ...... 38, 41, 42, 47, 49
 Gift Cards ..........................357
 Project Kits ....... 9, 52, 81, 90,
  93, 103, 106, 112, 123,
  169, 177, 181, 188, 189,
  197, 198, 205, 217, 221,
  229, 243, 244, 248
Unmounted Linoleum ..............187
Unprimed Canvas .......................70
Urea .........................................224
Utility Knives ............................339

V
VanAken Modeling Clay ...........252
Varnish .......................... 23, 26, 31
Varnish Spray .............................26
Velcro .......................................314
Vellum, Drafting .........................86
Velour Paper ..............................94
Velvet Underglazes ..................283
Vent-A-Kiln Systems ................276
Vents, Kiln ................................276
Verithin Pencils ........................165
ViewCatcher .............................121
Vine Charcoal...........................146
VINYL
 Aprons ........................57, 265
 Erasers ............. 132, 133, 146
 Gloves .................................57
 Tape ..................................322
Vis-à-Vis Markers .....................307
Vises ........................................293

W
Wall Hooks ...............................313
Wall Mounting Tabs .................320
Ware Carts ...............................270
Warp, Cotton ...........................232
Wash Brushes ............... 40, 42, 51
WASHABLE
 Crayons .............................155
 Finger Paint ..........................8
 Fluorescent Paint ..................5
 Glitter Glue .......................328
 Glitter Paint ............... 2, 5, 17
 Glue ..........................325, 326
 Glue Sticks ........................325
 Markers .... 167, 168, 170, 171
 Metallic Paint ........................5
 Multicultural Paint ................5
 Paint Pens ...........................12
 Tempera ....................... 2, 5, 6
 Watercolors .................... 9-12
WASHABLE PAINT (By Brand)
 Artista II ...............................2
 Chroma ...............................17
 Crayola ............. 2, 6, 8, 11, 12
 Do-A-Dot Art .........................6
 Handy Art ................. 5, 6, 8, 9
 Prang ............................10, 12
 Sargent Art ................. 2, 9, 12
Water Cups ................................60
Water Mixable Oils .....................30
Water Pots .................................61
WATERCOLOR
 Blocks .................................72
 Boards .................................72
 Brushes ............. 38-45, 47, 51
 Crayons .............................157
 Gouache ..............................14
 Liquid ....................................9
 Metallic ...............................12
 Opaque ......................... 12-14
 Pans .............................. 10-13
 Paper............................. 72-74
 Pencils ..............................163
 Tape ....................................16
 Tubes...................... 14, 15, 52
 Varnish ................................26
 Washable ........................ 9-12
Watercolor Magic.........................9
WATERCOLOR PAINT (By Brand)
 Academy .............................15
 Artista II .............................11
 Chroma .................................9
 Cotman ...............................15
 Crayola ................................11
 Grumbacher ........................15
 Handy Art ..............................9
 Koh-I-Noor .........................13
 Koi ................................13, 14
 Niji ......................................13
 Pelikan ................................13
 Pentel ..................................14
 Prang ............................10, 12
 Richeson .......................12, 13
 Royal & Langnickel .............14
 Sargent Art ............... 9, 12, 14
 Winsor & Newton .........14, 15
 Yarka ...................................13
 Yasutomo ............................52

WAX
 Beeswax ............................221
 Candle ...............................221
 Paper.................................157
 Resist ........................221, 279
 Stikki .................................319
Waxmelter Batik Pen ................221
Waxmelter Palette ...................221
Weaving Baskets ......................106
Weaving, Paper ........................106
Weaving Supplies ............. 232-234
Wedging Board ........................265
Westcott Scissors ............ 335-337
Westcott Sharpeners .......134, 136
Wet Erase Markers ...................307
Wet Felting & Supplies ............228
Wet Media Film ........................113
Wheel, Banding ........................265
Wheels, Color ..........................341
Wheels, Pottery ...............268, 269
White Boards
 & Supplies......... 296, 303-307
White Glue .......................326, 327
White-Out ................................311
Wiggle Eyes .............................200
Wiggle Eyes Stickers ................200
Wikki Stix .................................205
Window Crayons & Markers .....307
WINSOR & NEWTON
 Acrylics ...............................24
 Brush Cleaner .....................58
 Brushes .........................42, 50
 Drawing Pencils ................142
 Gouache ..............................14
 Liquin ..................................31
 Markers .............................172
 Mediums .............................31
 Oils................................30, 31
 Varnish ................................31
 Watercolors ..................14, 15
Winton Oil Colours ....................31
WIRE
 Armature ...........................249
 Craft ..........................239, 242
 Cutter ...............................241
 Tools ......................... 240-242
 Twister ..............................241
Wire Art ....................................242
Wire End Tools .................258, 259
WonderFoam ...........................208
WOOD
 Balsa .........................211, 213
 Basswood ............ 70, 211-213
 Beads ........................238, 239
 Blocks .......................210, 213
 Carving Knives ..................213
 Clothes Pins ......................209
 Cutter ...............................213
 Dowels ..............................211
 Drawing Boards.................130
 Easels ................... 66, 67, 296
 Eggs ..................................211
 Glue ..........................214, 331
 Hammers ..........................263
 Modeling Tools .......... 257-261
 Panels .........................70, 212
 Plaques .............................212
 Plywood ............................212
 Potter's Ribs ......................261
 Scratch Sticks .....................99
 Shapes ..... 120, 209, 210, 212
 Signs .................................212
 Spools ...............................210
 Sticks ................................209
 Strips ................................211
 Toothpicks.........................209
 Turnings ............................210

Woodburning ...................212, 214
Woodless Colored Pencils ........161
Woodless Graphite ...........142, 144
Wool ........................................228
Wool, Steel ..............................244
Workable Fixative ....................149
Workbenches ...................292, 293
Wristbands ...............................345
Writing Pencils & Pens ....138, 139,
  181, 182, 315-317

X
X-ACTO
 Blades & Knives ................338
 Paper Trimmer ..................340
 Pencil Sharpeners .....134, 135

Y
Yardsticks .................................128
Yarn ......................... 230, 231, 234
Yarn Laces ................................237
Yupo Paper .........................74, 172
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Choking 
Hazard 

Warnings
Products Labeled With 
Choking Hazard Warnings:
In accordance with CPSIA legislation, cer-
tain products must bear a choking hazard 
warning that they are not meant for children 
under the age of 3 (unless specified in the 
warning).  There are six specific warnings 
for different products and are as follows:

Health & Safety Information
United Art and Education is extremely concerned about the safe use of art materials, espe-
cially among children.  We have attempted not only to identify items that are safe for use 
by children, but also to highlight those that should not be used when children are present.  
Products that have not been properly labeled as non-toxic should not be used in the pres-
ence of children or in environments with persons who are unable to understand safety 
labeling information.

Products Labeled With An AP Seal 
Can Be Safely Used In All Classrooms:
Products bearing the AP Approved Products Seal are certified by the Art & Creative 
Materials Institute (ACMI) to contain no materials in sufficient quantities to be 
toxic or injurious to humans or to cause chronic or acute health problems.  These 
products are safe to use in the classroom, even with young children.  

Products Labeled With A CL Seal 
Are Not Recommended For Use With Children:
Products bearing the CL Cautionary Label Seal have health warnings associated 
with them and are not recommended for use around young children.  These prod-
ucts should be used with caution and adult supervision is recommended.

Products With The PMA Seal Are Certified Non-Toxic:
Products bearing the PMA Approved Seal are certified by the Pencil Makers 
Association (PMA) and will be identified by that seal.  This seal indicates that the 
products do not contain any materials which cause acute or chronic health hazards.

Proposition 65:
According to California Proposition 65 regulation, products containing one or more 
of the following chemicals must display this warning: unbound Titanium Dioxide; 
Lithium Carbonate; Silica, crystalline (airborne particles of respirable size); 
Cumene; Ceramic fibers (airborne particles of respirable size); Lead; Formaldehyde 
(gas); Methanol; Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP); Perchloroetheylene.  These are all chemicals 
known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects and/or reproductive problems.  In 
addition, drilling, sawing, sanding or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a 
substance known to the State of California to cause cancer.  For more information go to: www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov  

Products Marked As Conforms To ASTM D4236:
Products that carry this statement conform to the labeling standards of the Hazardous Art Materials 
Act.  If the product is non-toxic, then no warning needs to be included on the label.  However, if the 
product is found to carry acute or chronic health hazards, the information on the label must alert the 
consumer to those hazards.

Products Marked As Non-Toxic Can Be Safely Used In The Classroom:
Many safe products may not carry an AP Seal.  Although these products have not been officially 
certified by ACMI, they are properly identified as non-toxic and can be safely used in a classroom.

Safety Data Sheets
According to ACMI, the most accurate place to get information on the products you use is right 
on the label.  The label will tell you the ingredients in the product that may cause potential hazards 
and how to use the product properly.  Safety Data Sheets (SDS) do provide helpful information, 
but are intended for potential workplace exposure to bulk chemicals in the manufacturing process, 
not to individual products that a consumer would use.  A lot of information on a SDS may not be 
useful to a consumer.  That said, workplaces and schools in some states require SDS.  To find a 
product's SDS, first search for the item number on our website; many products have a link to a 
printable SDS on the product page.  If you do not find the SDS on the product page, please call 
us at 1-800-322-3247 or send an email to info@unitednow.com.

In the event of an adverse reaction to any product, we recommend you immediately call a hospi-
tal or your local poison control center.  They are trained to handle emergency situations and have 
records of most consumer products.  You should have the product's original container available to 
provide complete and accurate information to emergency personnel.

For more information, contact the Art & Creative Materials Institute:
99 Derby St., Suite 200, Hingham, MA  02043, 1-781-556-1044, www.acmiart.org

1 Warning - Choking hazard, small parts.  
Not for children under 3 yrs.
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2 Warning - Choking hazard, children under 
 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated
 or broken balloons.  Adult supervision
 required.  Keep uninflated balloons from
 children.  Discard broken balloons at once.

3 Warning - Choking hazard, this toy is a 
 small ball.  Not for children under 3 yrs.

4 Warning - Choking hazard, toy contains
 a small ball.  Not for children under 3 yrs.

5 Warning - Choking hazard, this toy is a 
 marble.  Not for children under 3 yrs.

6 Warning - Choking hazard, toy contains 
 a marble.  Not for children under 3 yrs.
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Everyday Low Prices
We know budgets are tight, so we work hard to provide both competitive prices and terrific service.  We 
will do our best to ensure the prices in our 2023 catalog are valid through December 31, 2023.

However, due to continuing dramatic increases in the cost of raw materials, as well as increasing trans-
portation and labor costs, if our vendors raise our price, we may not be able to absorb it.  Therefore, 
we reserve the right to raise a price.  We will not ship any item at an increased price without your prior 
approval.

Volume Discounts
Save An Extra 10-20% With Our Volume Discounts

 Order Total Discount
 $500-$1999 10%
 $2000 & Up 20%
     See the following page for complete details.

School Discount Program
United Art & Education offers a discount program exclusively for schools and educational organizations! 
Registered organizations can receive a fixed discount on all qualifying orders!  To receive more informa-
tion on how to get special pricing on orders from our Art Materials Catalog and at Unitednow.com, visit 
unitednow.com/school-discounts  Please note, discounts are off the regular price.  Discount cannot be 
combined with Volume Discounts and quantity breaks will not be given.  Discount also may not apply 
to manufacturers with MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) policies.

Plus Free Shipping On Most 
Orders of $99 or More

See the following page for complete shipping details.

We Can Help Stretch Your
Classroom Budget With Our:

Return Policy
In order to assure proper credit to your account, we will not accept returned merchandise without 
first sending out a return authorization number.  You must contact our customer service staff at 
1-800-322-3247 or orders@unitednow.com within 30 days to arrange for a refund.  All returned 
items must be unused and in their unopened original packaging.  A re-stocking fee may apply for 
Ghent boards, furniture and other special order items that ship directly from the manufacturer. 
Videos, CDs and software may only be exchanged for a new copy if defective.  

When Your Merchandise Arrives
1. Sign only for the number of packages received.  If your shipment is short, note on the receiv-
 ing papers the actual number of packages delivered and have the delivery person initial it.

2. Inspect all packages for obvious damage.  Indicate any damage on the receiving papers and  
 have the delivery person initial it.  If damage is present, save the cartons and packing materials  
 for inspection.  If there is concealed damage (damage to products inside a box with no 
 external damage), you must contact our customer service personnel within 15 days or the 
 delivery company may deny any liability.

Damages/Shortages For Any Reason
All damage or shortages must be reported within 15 days of date of invoice.  Call us at 1-800-
322-3247 or send an email to orders@unitednow.com.  Do not wait until payment is due to 
report damages or shortages.

Our gift cards are redeemable for merchandise 
on catalog orders, at any of our retail locations 
and at UnitedNow.com.  Gift card purchases 
totaling more than $500 are eligible for a 10% 
volume discount; so you can resell them at full 
price as a fundraiser!  Gift cards may not be 
redeemed for cash or applied to a United Art & 
Education open account.  For inquiries on a gift 
card balance, log in to your account on our 
website or send an email to: 
giftcards@unitednow.com

Gift Cards Are A
Terrific Gift, Plus They 

Make A Great Fundraiser 
For Your School!

If You Need To
Contact United Art 

& Education
Our Customer Service Department is 
here to answer questions about prod-
ucts, assist you in placing orders, 
check the status of an order and pro-
vide information about your account.

If you wish to speak directly with a 
customer service representative, 
please call us between 8:00 am and 
4:30 pm Eastern Time, Monday-Friday.

Call:
1 (800) 322-3247

(260) 478-1121 Fort Wayne, IN (Local) 

If you are unable to call during busi-
ness hours or simply prefer to send an 
email, you can reach us at the address 
below.

Email:
orders@unitednow.com

If you would like to place an order or 
request a quote online, please visit our 
website.

Visit Our Website:
www.UnitedNow.com

In
fo

rm
at

io
n

A $900 order receives a 10% discount
$900.00 x .10 = $90.00

Your actual cost would be $810.00

We're happy to create a quote for you!
If you need to prepare your purchase order in advance, let us help you plan your spending

before you order.  Quotes can be generated over the phone, via email or online!
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Volume Discounts
Save An Extra 10-20% 
We believe our customers should benefit from the 
reduced costs associated with large orders. 

 Order Total Discount
 $500-$1999 10%
 $2000 & Up 20%

A $900 order receives a
10% discount

$900.00 x .10 = $90.00
Your actual cost would be $810.00

To receive a Volume Discount online, you must be 
logged in to your account.  Volume Discount can-
not be combined with our School Discount 
Program.

Combine Orders to One Shipping 
Location For Best Discount
You may want to combine several orders to take 
advantage of this program.  We are happy to 
package and invoice individual purchase orders 
separately and combine them for the discount, 
provided we receive the orders together and can 
ship them to one location at one time.  We can 
also provide quotes for combined orders.
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It's Easy To Order!
Order By Email Attachment, Toll Free Fax or Mail
Email:  orders@unitednow.com  -  Toll Free Fax:  1 (800) 858-3247  -  Mail:  P.O. Box 9219, Fort Wayne, IN  46899

1. Fill in the "BILL TO" section on the order form.  Provide the name, complete address, phone number and email of the person, school or
 organization that will be paying for your order.  Provide your customer number, if possible.

2. In the "SHIP TO" section, list the complete delivery address, or check the box if it is identical to the billing address.  We must have a street 
 address to ship via FedEx Ground, UPS or truck freight.  Please also indicate whether the address is commercial or residential, and include a
   phone number for the shipping location if it does not match the billing location.

3. Fill in the appropriate item numbers, descriptions, catalog page numbers, quantities, units of measure, unit prices and totals.

4. Indicate the payment method.  For credit card orders, please include your card number, cvv, expiration date, zip code and your full signature    
on the order form.  For checks or money orders, please fill in the check/money order number and amount.  See below for Open Account informa-
tion.

Toll Free Phone Orders
Call Toll Free:  1 (800) 322-3247 - Fort Wayne, IN (Local):  (260) 478-1121 -  8:00am - 4:30pm Eastern Time
Before calling, please fill out the order form as if you were going to mail it.  Organizations with open accounts may charge their order to their 
account.  Individuals must use VISA, MasterCard, Discover or American Express when ordering by telephone.

Purchasing On Open Account
Qualifying schools, churches and other eligible institutions may charge on open account.  
When applying for credit, please provide complete references and tax exempt information.  
Our terms are net 30 days following date of invoice.  A service charge of 1-1/2% per month 
will be added to past due accounts.

Future Shipping Dates
Place your order when you're ready, we can ship and invoice it when you are able to receive 
it!  You don't have to worry about the timing of order placement, just let us know when to 
fulfill it!  Write your future ship date on your PO and we will take care of the rest!  You won't 
be invoiced until the order actually ships.

Free Shipping
Save With Free Shipping On Qualifying Orders of $99 or More
When you order $99 or more of qualifying items, we will pay shipping charges to any state east of the 
Rocky Mountains.  Items that do not qualify are clearly marked throughout the catalog.

Orders shipped to AZ, CA, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA and WY must be over $1,000 of eligible items 
for free shipping.

Shipment is dock to dock.  Orders will be shipped via our preferred carrier.  If you require a specific 
carrier, such as UPS, FedEx Ground, US Mail or some other type of shipping, and it is more expensive, 
you must pay the difference.

Lift Gate/Inside Delivery Charges
If your order ships truck freight and you require a lift gate, there will be an additional $40.00 
charge.  If you require special inside delivery, there will be an additional $40.00 charge.

If Your Order Does Not Qualify For Free Shipping:
1. Actual shipping charges will be added to purchases made on an open account.  This usually amounts 
to 10-15% of the total depending on the weight and size.  We will notify you if the actual shipping charge 
is more than $5.00 above the estimated shipping charge before we ship.
2. For orders prepaid by credit card, check or money order, please add estimated shipping charges:
Within The Contiguous United States:
Include 15% of your total ($10.95 minimum) for orders shipped via ground service.  If you require 
shipping via USPS for a P.O. Box, military address, etc., please include 20% of your total for postage.  
We will notify you if the actual shipping charge is more than $5.00 above the estimated shipping charge 
before we ship.
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Canada:
Sorry, we do not ship to these locations.

Items That Ship Truck Freight or Do Not Qualify For Free Shipping:
This includes equipment such as kilns, furniture kits, most drying racks, tables, printing presses, 
marker boards and any other items in the catalog that are so indicated.  You will be charged the actual 
shipping cost for these items.  We will notify you if the actual shipping charge is more than $5.00 above 
your estimated shipping charge before we ship.

Oversize Charges May Apply For Larger Paper & Mat/Foam/Mounting Board
When shipping 24x36" or larger items via ground service, oversize shipping charges may apply.  Please 
call 1 (800) 322-3247 for an estimate.

Payment
We are happy to open charge accounts for 
schools, churches and other eligible institutions.

We accept MasterCard, VISA, Discover, 
American Express, money orders or personal 
checks.  We do not ship C.O.D.

Due to disruptions in supply chains and 
manufacturing caused by the Covid-19 pan-
demic, we may not be able to completely 
fulfill orders as timely as we would like.  
Please be aware this is a global issue and 
we’ll do our best to meet your needs, but we 
may need to suggest substitutions on certain 
products.
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    Catalog
 Qty. Unit Item No. Page No. Item Description Unit Price Total

P.O. Box 9219, Fort Wayne, IN  46899

Call Toll Free: 1 (800) 322-3247
Email: orders@unitednow.com
Toll Free Fax: 1 (800) 858-3247

10/2022

Merchandise Subtotal From The Other Side

Shipping Charges
Free Shipping For Qualifying Orders of $99 or More
See page 358 for details.

1. Actual shipping charges will be added to purchases made on an open 
account. 
2. For orders prepaid by credit card, check or money order, please include 
shipping charges accordingly:
Within The Contiguous United States: 15% of your total or $10.95 (mini-
mum charge).
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Canada: Sorry, we do not ship to these loca-
tions.

Merchandise Total

Minus Volume Discount for orders more than $500

Total After Volume Discount

Do you qualify for free shipping? (See ordering information)
Delivery Charges (for orders that do not ship free - $10.95 minimum)
Sales Tax
(Please indicate if you are tax exempt)

Grand Total

Bill To
Name __________________________________________________________

Organization ____________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ________________________ State _______ Zip Code _______________

Daytime Phone No. _______________________________________________

Email Address ___________________________________________________

Ship To   Check if same as billing address above 
Street address required for FedEx, UPS or freight delivery.

 Commercial     Residential

Organization or Name _____________________________________________

Attention _______________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ________________________ State _______ Zip Code _______________

Daytime Phone No. _______________________________________________

Method of Payment (choose one)
 Credit Card
 Visa        MasterCard        Discover        American Express

Credit Card No. ____________________________ CVV ____________

Expiration Date _________________________Zip Code ____________

Card Holder Signature ________________________________________

 Check or Money Order

Check/Money Order No. ______________________________________

Check Amount ______________________________________________

 Open Account
Charge this order to our United Art and Education open account.
Applies to schools and organizations only.  Orders from individuals should include 
a check or credit card no.  Please include a purchase order no. and signature.

Purchase Order No. __________________________________________

Daytime Phone No. __________________________________________

Authorized P.O. Signature ______________________________________

Have you ordered with us before?  Yes: Customer No. ____________
	  No 

Volume Discounts
Save An Extra 10-20% With Our Volume Discounts
We believe our customers should benefit from the reduced costs associ-
ated with large orders.  See page 358 for more details.

 Order Total Discount
 $500-$1999 10%
 $2000 & Up 20%
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    Catalog
 Qty. Unit Item No. Page No. Item Description Unit Price Total

Merchandise Subtotal

To print more forms - https://www.unitednow.com/scs/resources/pdf/orderform.pdf   Please Transfer Subtotal To Front

Continuation of Order Form
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Step 1
Print a portrait on 8-1/2 x 11" paper.  Tape a piece of Grafix clear 
film to the top of the printed portrait.  Trace the facial features 
with black Sharpie.

Patterned Paper Portrait - Project 15

Visit UnitedNow.com For More Fun Project Ideas & Project Kits!

Step 2
Photocopy the sheet of Grafix clear film to produce a black and 
white copy.  Cut out main features (hair, eyes, shirt, mouth, 
head, etc.)  Depending on the arrangement, you may need 2 
copies in order to cut out all the features.

Step 3
Trace each feature onto patterned paper and cut it out.  Using 
the original portrait and outline as a guide, glue the patterned 
paper onto black cardstock.

Watch this project being created 
step-by-step on our YouTube 

channel: UnitedArtandEd

Materials Used
• Patterned Paper
• Grafix Clear Film
• Fine Point Black Sharpie
• Black Cardstock
• Scissors
• Pen/Pencil
• Glue Stick
• Tape
• Portrait-Style Photographs
• Printer/Copier
• White Paper

Step 4
Tape the Grafix clear film sheet to the cardstock, lining up 
the features.  Trace over the lines if needed to fill in spaces 
and darken the outlines.
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PO Box 9219, Fort Wayne, IN  46899-9219

Stretch Your Budget With Our 
Volume Discounts & Free Shipping!

Qualifying Orders Over $99 Ship Free!
 

 See page 358 for details.  
Please recycle.

Call Toll Free:
(800) 322-3247

 
8-4:30 Eastern Time, M-F
Local: (260) 478-1121

Fax Toll Free:
(800) 858-3247

Mail: 
PO Box 9219

Fort Wayne, IN  46899

UnitedNow.com

Email: 
orders@unitednow.com

Volume Discount 
Program

 Order Total Savings
 $500-$1999 10%
 $2000 & Over 20%

See page 358 for details.

Presorted
Bound Printed Matter

U.S. Postage Paid
Columbus, WI
Permit No. 73
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